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The True Story of the Assassination.

MR. McKIN I <EY was never in a more buoyant mood than on his Buffalo

trip. This was marked by all who saw him. He had the springy

step of light-heartedness and the receptive, merry eye of appreci-

ation—appreciation of the welcome that he got and of the attention shown

him. His temperament was somewhat mercurial. Depression he usually

concealed, but elation he did not attempt to hide and at the exposition he

found much to please him. There was the friendliness of the people and the

general tenor of good feeling about the city which, with a grace seldom seen,

was expressed in both the Democratic and Republican newspapers.

The visit was singularly free from all party bickering, and no petty

personality, such as frequently obtrudes, dared show itself. The exposition

had not been getting the crowds that were wanted and had looked forward to

President's Day to pull it a good ways from the financial hole it was in.

That day, September 5th, had been a good one. It had broken the record

for attendance, and the speech of the President, long considered and marking

an epoch in the history of the Republican party and in the political career of

Mr. McKinley himself, had been well received, just as his diplomatic foresight

had hoped it would.

Then there was that indescribable human roar and magnetism, unlike

any other sound in the universe, which had come to him repeatedly with its

gladsome ting. It had filtered his blood, and the morning of the second day,

Friday, Sept. 6th, found him in a particularly fine mood. He said himself

that the arduous part of the trip was over, for even after years of it he disliked

public speaking. There was before him only the pleasant ride to Niagara Falls,

with his wife and friends, away from the great curious crowd, with the delicious

memory of the applause of the preceding day fresh with him. The public

reception in the afternoon, with its half hour of deadening strain, was before,

hut the President always welcomed such opportunities for meeting the mass of

the people. He liked the contact and believed that the (lose sight they got

of the Executive's person was a simple gratification due them. Besides, it
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a j»art of hi> political poli< > t<j meet and greet the public on friendly terms.

II hand lasp was known a> the n ii receptions that any

public man 1. :n Washington in a generation. He was peculiarly

tive in his . the other fully as much of sincerity a> was given

—

ally more. irio>ity prom] of the attendance at these func-

I curiosity is an impersonal thing at best, and sometimes an inhuman

I the line along at the rate of 125 persons every minute.

He tried always to utter some kindly word and usual 1) that

he 11 . il affair of the meeting.

At the Nashville Exposition, in 1897, the Secretary of War, seeing the

of the President, ordered the door closed on a waiting crowd.

The order was immediately countermanded by the superior authority of the

President. He would brook nothing of the kind and insisted on treating

the people generously. At Buffalo, on the afternoon of President's Day,

there was a private reception to >ome 1500 in the Government Building.

There, after a fatiguing forenoon the President found no diffi< ulty in meet-

• he strain for twenty minutes. It was noticed, however, that it required

<>rt which, though concealed, was apparent to close observers, to

carry him through the line of invited guesl

This fatigue had disappeared on Friday, after a good night's rest and with

pleasant day ahead. In the morning, at 7 o'clock, before breakfast,

he left the house of Mr. Milburn, where he was staying, for his usual walk.

)k him, entirely unattended and carelessly playful in his enjoyment of the

wonderful crisp September atmosphere, through several blocks of Delaware,

the most beautiful avenue in Buffalo, a city of beautiful avenues.

The Milburn home is in a locality almost deserted at that early hour.

An assa ght have shot him down thus with ease, but there would

have been no scene then, merely the motive for a drama. Delaware

Avenue, in the morning of such a day, tatically oppressive with its

beauty, and no doubt the President lingered over it Fondly, without the

. the 1 rush. He was gone twenty minutes, then he went

to breakfast and then to the exposition.

\h-. Mi kinley was with him. Her presence and her continued good

feel e of much gratification to the President. She had

been with him co 1 sly throughout the trip, and had had applause

his. Another essential factor in the propitious

chat the trip was the weather. It was lair throughout. The day

of the speed at crowds had been hot—almost oppressive
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with its sticky mid-summer humidity. Then came one of those cool,

cynical-clear, Minerva-like nights that occur in the early tall in salubrious

In. It followed a day whose low-drawn languor moved with soft dalli-

aih e through the flexible humors of sensitive persons. The sun rose in a mist

on the morning ot the tragi* daj and it < ame up red—a blood red—in a gauze

of filmiest < loud that incited away before the forenoon was well advanced.

Afternoon found everything sultry and enervating, a day that took the

starch from women's i lothes and the energ) from men's bodies. The

exposition ambulance picked up three cases of heat prostration before 3

o'clock. It was a real midsummer day, such as reminds men on the fortieth

parallel that the climate of 1'orto Rico is theirs.

The President was not oppressed. His smile had never been cheerier,

ami his long rolling walk, like the spirited pace of a thoroughbred, had lost

none of its eager < harm. lie covered tin- -round with the enthusiasm of a

happy man and with the buoyancy of satisfaction. He spoke freely with his

sci retarv, Mr. Cortelyou, with Mr. Milburn. the president of the exposi-

tion, and with several local friends who made the short journey with him

to the Falls. This was uneventful. It was like that of almost any other

of the millions who have visited the exposition, except that it did not take

in the ( 'anadian side.

THE TEMPLE OF MUSIC.

The President arrived at the Temple of Music a few minutes before 4

o'clock. Mrs. McKinley had left him down town. Everything was in

readiness. 'The newspapers had not been prodigal in heralding—they were

too crowded with other things—though the noon editions bore the conspic-

uous announcement on their front pages that the President would hold a

public reception, to last about half an hour, beginning at 4 o'clock, in the

Temple of Music. The number of admissions to the exposition had been

comparatively small, for the reaction from a great day is always a great

slump. Over a hundred thousand had passed the gates on President's Day,

but at 3 o'cloi k of the following afternoon there were less than sixty thousand

persons on the grounds. Perhaps a third o\ these expected to attend the

reception in the Temple. Idlers, partisans in the lower ranks, the distant

worshipers ol greatness, and, most ot all. the intensely curious, formed the

crowd -probably 99 per cent, from the lower and lowei middle ( lasses ot

society. Gentility had had its reception on the daj preceding \ this was a

time for the common people, from the verj ranks of which the Presidenl
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had come and whose idolatrous support had given him his immense prestige.

Vs the Presidential party, preceded and lollowed by platoons of mounted

polite and hedged about bj secrel service officers, drove from the station

through a quarter-mile avenue of blue-coated exposition guards, the desultory

< rowds that lined the wa) threw out haphazard < heers. The applause at the

remple was not perfunctory. There were enough people there to create

enthusiasm and the spirit of welcome was amply present. The President

inspired a personal regard, always magnetii in such a crowd as greeted him

there, and as he bowed in measured though sincere politeness, the sweaty

e came up to him in soothing greeting—a greeting upon which his

appetite had long fed, and which he craved with much the same insistence

that prompted it.

I he entire occurrences of the two days—the beauty o\ the exposition,

his wife's continued health, the presence of his friends, the favorable recep

tion of his momentous speech, received, as he had hoped it would be,

without a full realization of its import, the propitious weather and the

strenuous applause—had by that time impregnated him with negative content

and positive buoyance. He entered the Temple by a rear door, saw- the

arrangements were complete (he did not inspect them minutely, for he

surrendered sui h details to others, and had always been lax in guarding his

person), bowed to the guards and reporters present, walked up the aisle

to the appointed station and said, pleasantly, that the place was cool.

The Temple was cool, for it had been locked up all day. This offered

relief from the swelter without and seemed worthy of its august name.

1 rom a point just north of the center, extending southeast and northwest

at a fort) five degree angle, slightly broken, were two aisles reaching from

the apex like the bend in a linger. These aisles were formed by tightly

packed folding seats, pushed back smartly, so that they formed a great

inextricable jumble, spread over the floor in reckless confusion, whose edges

at the aisle were nicely mended by long strips of purple cloth, pieced at

the end in a continuous weave of undulating imitation— invitation to the

President's stand at the tenter. There great palms lifted their somnolent,

green shade and a yellow dome, like polished amber, reflected the soft

lambent lighl that streamed in richl) from the western windows. For guards

there were the regulation exposition polue, I nited States artillery men, < ity

detectives and governmenl secrel service men.

A short lull tame, the President took his plate, Mr. Milburn at the left,

Mr. Cortelyou al the right, Detectives Ireland and foster three feet away in
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LEON F. CZOLGOSZ
The Assassin.

front, several reporters behind, diplomats and offii ials surrounding, with the

guards lining the aisle.

•• Let them < ome," said the President. 'I 'he doors were opened and the

surge outside pushed in the tide o( humanity. There was the usual push,

the usual hot day sweat, the usual trodden feet, the usual quiet patience of

the waiting thousands, and soon a stead) stream ol people was being pushed

by the guards through the aisle and past the President, as logs are propelled

dow u a sluice by men with canl hooks at a spring drive. 'This c on tinned for

about eighl minutes, when there appeared at the door—unnoticed at the

t line —a well-knit young man, whose righl hand, with seeming innocence,

was in his back pocket. Thai hand held a pistol, and both were concealed

from e\rn tin- treat herous depths of the po< kel bj a dirt) rag. The rag was

a handkerchief, but it had been carried for several days and in the perspiring
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heat no face mop was presentable after such long usage. It was a cheap

handkerchief, plain, unmarked, ordinarily small and sorely soiled, yet it held

the deadliest venom on earth.

The hand was slightly nervous, so was the man. Only a close observer

would have seen it. The precision of the next few moments would prove

that he had nerves of steel; the villain at the climax of a tragedy usually

has stage fright, and the young man has since admitted that he came within

an ace of backing out there, but was already in the Temple, while the crowd

behind made retreat impossible, and forced him slowly to the precipice. He

closed his teeth—good, white ones, though he has the fondness of a tobacco

slave for a cigar—and screwed his resolution up to the point of doing. He

was well built, had a good wiry form of medium height, an intelligent face

with a brow high but narrow, the aquiline nose of determination, a firm chin,

a coarse sensual mouth and blue German eyes. It was the head of an

egotist, the mouth of an impressionable youth, the nose and chin of a

resolute man. The eyes were responsive but not sympathetic, and at that

moment were stolid, with little of the fierce light that burns in the basilisk

iris of a fanatic. His hair was brushed in wavy brown disorder back from

his forehead. At first glance he was not a striking figure. He wore a

cheap, dark suit of woolen cloth, a flannel shirt and a string tie—all ordinary,

all unnoticeable. He appeared as a mechanic, a printer, a shipping clerk, a

worker at some high-class trade. He moved on down the line, drawing near

the President. As soon as he was well past the door he withdrew the hand-

kerchief-enclosed pistol from his pocket, holding both in front of him, as

though the hand were wounded and in a sling.

THE ASSASSIN.

This young man's history, now partly obtainable, is of interest. It is

worth tracing. His name was Leon F. Czolgosz (pronounced Tchollgosch ).

He was 28 years old, born in Detroit, Michigan. He came of poor, Polish-

German parents. The mother does not yet speak English, though she has

been in this country many years. The father was so indigent that at the

time of this writing he was about Cleveland, his present home, looking for

bread or for work, whichever should be obtainable. Czolgosz has been

slightly known to the anarchists of Chicago and the West as Fred Nieman,

a surname that in German means ''nobody." He has not been a promi-

nent anarchist and it is only as a hanger-on that he is recalled. Emma

Goldman, whose disciple he claims to be, is said to have refused him an
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interview in Chicago when he asked to be accepted as a follower. loiter,

however, she talked with him. But the parasite grows the lustiest and out

ut the least promising come the best harvests. It was the last bom and the

despised Joseph the sou of Jacob who brought Egypt out ol (amine,

and it was also the least promising in the family, Aaron burr, who plunged

America in -loom and died a dastard's death.

Czolgosz had learned from Emma Goldman the doctrine of free

love. It is not known to what extent this influenced his life, but it

likely was strongly felt, when it is known to what extent his anarchistic

opinions led him. These opinions were imbibed from pamphlets, the

vile printed stuff that < irculates in the sewers of the world and taints

the fair name of ••literature" with its borrowed plumage. He talked

with anarchists in their haunts— in low saloons, about factories and in

dark alleys— in all the places where discontent is bred by suffering and

deadly pique. lie saw the injustice, the misery, the squalor, the cruel

wrong and the smirched existences of the nether world. With his imagina-

tion fed by vicious newspapers and by various cheap propaganda, he

saw the smug i omplai ency, the gilded hollow superiority of the self sty led upper

i lasses, all the mock pageantry and familiar la< k luster show that is the con

spicuous fact in American life. He saw government fail to govern, the police

fail to protei I and the law tail to do justice. Most of all he saw the in-

lity ofpropertj distribution. He fell the brunt of poverty and his partly

mature intelligence told him thai he deserved more than he had. He saw

the injustice and proposed revolution as a remedy. He reasoned as far as he

could see and slopped ; there was a blank wall in front of him. Ahead he

thought there was perfection
;
he did not know that it hid chaos. He was

an anan hist. The in h of notoriety seized him. This was evidenced, after

he was hid behind steel bats, b) his feverish ungranted desire for the news

papers. rhe idea thai another should have prominence, plaudits, ease and

lation, while he. just as intelligent and just as deserving, was buried in

blank obscurity, maddened him. It would be better ifkingsand queens and

presidents—all who rule —were dead. Equality then would reign. He

walked the streets for weeks, slowly coming to one conclusion: he must

kill the President.

Such was the man, rightl) name 1

M Nobody," a conscienceless atom,

with a maggot in his brain, who was to inject foul murder into the fairest year

oi the Republic 's e listen* e. lifting the red hand against the kindliest of men,

placing Vmerica in the infam) ol ' >ld World treacherj and bringing to the
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IRELAND AND FOSTER
Secret Service Detectives, vccompanying iiif President, who helped secure the

Assassin, at the Fatal Shooting.

infinite separate homes of the country the anguish of a personal tragedy.

There is every reason to believe that Czolgosz did not realize the enormity

of the crime he contemplated. He remembered the injunction of his mentor,

Emma Goldman, " the Medusa of Anarchists," who had told him in words

hot with passion :
" If the life of a tyrant is in your way, take it. The world

will applaud your act."

He had chosen William McKinley, a kind man, whose only sin was

popularity and whose only crime was the wearing of the thankless laurel

which that shibboleth bestows.—He was to do the deed in broad day, under

the golden dome of the exposition's shrine to music, whither that man had

gone to extend the right hand of good fellowship to all who came. The

dark and noisome crimes of centuries; the heinous deeds impelled by human

greed and hate ; those things which by comparison make cowards noble and

insane men wise
; those ruthless passions which through all the ages have put
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JAMES PARKER

.Mil HERCULEAN Nei i ' .'Mill 6 INCHES I \I I . WHO
ASSIS1 ED IN SECURING 1 HI ASSASSIN.

the sting of gall in the net tar

of human life, were here to

find a link in the chain of

irrepressible events.

It pla< es America side by

side with the slimy insecurity

of the Old World. There the"

dirks have long been bran-

dished, the staccato pistols

have long reeked hot with

murderous smoke, and behind

slashed broadcloth imperial

breasts have long heat wildly

in anticipatory fear, but that

is not America. The uneasi-

ness of the head that wears a

crown should have no counter-

part in this land of the free.

The President is nothing if

not a creature of the people.

He may be created by a

coterie, may be a figurehead,

but he is heart of the people's

heart and blood of their blood.

He comes from them, is of

them and for them, and lives

a short four years as their

personified expression of ma-

terial power, to merge again

into the common bulk with

the passing of his term of

offi( e. He is not a despot,

harbors no tyranny, endures

no injustice, brooks no wrong,

rules as wisely as he can and

as justly as he may. loves his

people and should be beloved

bv them.
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Such was President McKinley, and such is the genesis of every Chief

Executive. He has little hand in the oppression of the human race. He

lends no authoritv to the wrongs of ages. It is not through him that men

are bowed down. He cannot take the kink from social problems. He is as

impassive in the face of environment as the sphinx in the lapse of time. He

is merely the ephemeral expression of man-made power. To kill him does

not injure the institution which he typifies. Government will continue as

long as man endures. A murder will not obliterate the inertia of centuries.

It does no more than stir a ripple in the placid surface of living institutions

whose depths are greater than those of the bluest sea. Republican govern-

ment may not be of the best. Xo government is perfect, nor will it be until

man's double nature is ironed out like starched clothes under a flat iron.

But assassination will not improve the imperfection that exists for contrast

and for incentive.

A question comes to even one : Is there any sane person on the broad

earth who could deliberately shoot the President of the United States in so

cowardly a fashion ? Czolgosz was technically sane. He had his wits. He

planned his deed with the circumspection of an accomplished general, and

when it was all over nodded significantly in quiet satisfaction and said : "I

have done my duty." A State board would not send him to an asylum, but

he had a deadlier disease. It is egotism. He was an atom, one man in millions,

yet he set himself against the greatness of time, the institutions of the ages and

millions of the human race. He placed his finger on the pulse of humanity

and offered a remedy for its feverish, impetuous thrill. So far as it was in

his power he opened the jugular vein. That is the apotheosis of self, the

sublimation of the I. Don Quixote tilting at windmills formed no more

pitiable spectacle.

Czolgosz left Cleveland on Saturday. He bought the pistol at a Main

Street store in Buffalo on Friday morning. In the interval he was contem-

plating the act. In Buffalo he rented a small, cheap room at the home of a

Pole named Nowak, on Broadway, a street partly stricken with poverty. He

had not yet chosen the precise time, accessories and method for the act

;

was merely resolute in general purpose. On the morning of Friday, the

fatal day, he rose early—this is had from his confession. He was then

decided on the time. It was to be that day. The exact moment he was not

sure of. He would choose the most propitious.

After dressing, he tied in a bundle what papers he had and placed them

in an inside pocket. Breakfast he had at a cheap restaurant near the Nowak
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house, lie was (.-.iri) and ate with several bakery « ierk> employed next

door. One of them remembers him only as a quiet, unpretentious man.

deeply preoccupied. He wire good clothes, made to order in Chi<

when on his last visit to Emma Goldman, and his dark shirt—

a

nondescript in quizzical, unknown Milor—announced his familiarity with the

department store. His trade had been that of a wire puller, never eat:

more than $g a week, hut tor iN months he had not worked. His clothes

were bought since that time ; his shirt befo

The silence, which is the one privilege Czolgosz gets for the enormous

price he pays the electrii chair,was broken to explain his source ol revenue.

'The money for this long sustenance, tin- travel and the clothes, he says,

saved at the wire mill and on a farm outside of Cleveland, where he worked

for a while.

After breakfast he went to the exposition grounds. On the way he

dropped the bundle of papers in a sewer, where they still lie in the c ity's

underground slime unfound by the most zealous scavengers. To rea< h the

•unds he passed again through the low squalor of the city. In indigent

misery smote him with only a further numb realization of tin- wro

would try to right. lie was like a man stupefied with narcotics and then

l\\ en another infusion.

The tinted colors of early fall had just touched the trees, whose deep

shade copiously conceals the seared roughness of the houses there, and mo

on past great charitable institutions, the green covered in uncut reverence

the gentle mounds of graves. The exposition was in the gardeners' mosl

eous trim, and the sun, amply translucent in its forenoon flight, was

brilliant. It seemed that if the exposition escaped suffocation in fresh

enery it mus! inevitably be drowned in sunshine. To that paradise on

earth the assassin came. The fresh glory of the autumnal morning did not

enter his soul ; the pest behind had buried its venom too deep. What un-

known muttered oaths, what dread midnight plottings, what brusque, -nailed

conspiracy, what atrocious thoughts and leering deeds must have worked

then influence in the hearl and brain of a man who could filter the elusive

strains of sweet music, catch the dashing spray from laughing ton:. t. mis. see

the swell and bulge of plastered must les in heroi< statues, know the infectious

In hu it \ ofa careless I rowd and still plot murder !

The young m. in waited. lb- got to the grounds just after 8—earl)

enough to sec the President drive through on his way to the tram foi Mi

falls, lb- had hoped there would be a chance for a shot then, but found
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none everything was it hurry, there was no crowd and too many

rds. He kept his pistol in his po< ket and hung about with i ool assui in< e

It was then that he < hose the Temple of Musi< and made his minute plans.

i be a public reception. He would enter the line, reach the

I'ri idem and shoot him. He would fire as long as he could (there were five

chambers in the pistol, each loaded with a 32-caliber ball . he would be

ped, and then--. "Well," he said, when told that he must die, days

afterward, " that ua> the expe< tation from the beginn 1

There was an immense, sonorous pipe organ in the Temple—one of the

largest and one of the best ever built. An organist was playing. At the

moment he had opened the lower diapason foi a Bach sonata -a negatively

invocation, charged with all the tremendous emotional and subtle

aesthetic power thai that master possesses. Its tremulous pulsation caused by

the magnify ent a< oustii s of the building sun harged the mellow air with in-

tense unfelt weight—not oppressive, but formidable, like the deep displai e

mi nt of a man-of-war. It was a solemn, solvent setting for the 1 ene

to follow.

< olgosz was in the line, slowly moving toward the President, for from

four to five minutes. Behind him was a tightly-packed crowd which

blocked retreat. < )u all sides were alert guards, likely to dete< t his diaboli* al

intention at any moment. A few steps away was the Presidenl—coming

nearer, nearer—and there was to be the test of his resolution, there awaited

success and death, or failure and disgrace. In those few minutes he

must have experienced Macbeth's anguish between the "conception of

the deed and the doing The Chinese torture a man by slowly drop-

ping water on his shaved and immovably-bound head, and a day brings in-

sanity; Edgar Allan Poe pictures the frozen horror of the victim of the

swinging pendulum, who la) in (hams and watched the knife approach his

throat by steadily lessening inches; but neither, as a nerve test, could be

cruciating than this assassin's wait. He deserved the stinging epithet

that Miles bestowed on Geronimo "a tiger of the human race"; he was a

hyena stalking uncons< ious game, he was a beast devoid of finer feeling, de-

void of pity, devoid of wisdom, but he stood the fire test to which the weak

cla) in poor potter] succumbs and tame out a hardened vessel.

11 1 1 si i< )< >ting.

'The si e ne itself is but partialis tobe des< ribed, Or rat he 1 to be desi ribed

from var) les, no one of which is obtuse enough to comprehend the
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DR. MATTHEW D. MANN
the Surgeon who performed the Operation.

gaps left by the others, for though hundreds were there, the k\v minutes of

the shots and their denouement have left an inextricable tangle, about which

everyone is sure of the exact happening and about which no two stories

agree.

A detective saw the swathed fist and said in passing comment

:

" This man has a sore hand."

Another had an inkling of suspicion. "I don't know about that," he

said, and reached for Czolgosz's arm. It was too late .' The first shot came,

low—hardly louder than a cap pistol—then the second, as quick as the self-

cocking trigger could work. A vague, startled thrill spread through the

crowd ; it had been hit a stunning blow and for the moment was numb.

About the President action was decisive, sharp, bewildering. A dozen men

leaped for the assassin. A big negro, James Parker, burst through the crowd
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and elbowed stance which was too late. George

vernmenl rvice man, in momentary hot revenge, had

smashed the :
i e, the blood spurting to the tloor, where the two

were grapplii ( desperate last shot, his face smeared

bleary with tigerish emotion. But his shots, so

e that the peppery powder mottled the President's white vest for many

inches with itful black, had been fatal, ami the artilleryman

who kickt his hand got merely cold satisfaction for his rescue.

The marines of the Preside! d had meanwhile charged the crowd with

fixed bayonets, crying, "Clear out, you sons of ," and were pricking

some in driving them from the Temple.

The President was singularly calm. Ahuge, deep rooted mountain oak,

lightning stricken, stands as he stood then—alone, transfigured, mystified and

silent— before toppling fall. Those who saw that face and noted its

sweel grandeur and its indefinable surprised pathos will carry the memory to

the grave. 'The Presidenl had been greeting little children and had just

courteously bowed to an old man. He was cheery, light hearted, kindly,

patient—such was his nature—and at that moment he was in the heydcy of

Suddenly there was inje< ted into his life this foul, dank crime,

blacker than night, more hideous than a dungeon's horrors. It was the en-

vious Casca stabbing in the ne< k while truckling with a sycophant's leer ; but

ar exclaiming, "Et tu, Brute !

" could have shown no greater pity and

I

reater wounded confidence than did Presidenl M< Kinleyat that supreme

juncture. Hi- shoulders straightened to their fullest, broadest heighl and he

quietly surveyed the fiend still holding the smoking, hidden pistol before

him. The smile, with its dimpled placid sunniness, left his face, his white

lips pres ed each other in a rigid line, their convex curving ends lost

in the sunken i ontour of his mouth, and then for the briefest instant his

assumed the penetration of a man who reads men a^ other men

read books. For that space of time, measured by hardl) more than the wink

ol an eye-lash, the two—assassin and victim—confronted each other. A

multiplicity of emotion- showed in the President's face, but two were lack-

ing. There was neither feai nor anger. First there was surprise, then

reproach, then pity, benevolence, compassion, a sympathy for the wretch,

and then an inkling of astounded horror as he realized the enormity of the

attai k, and finall) as the assassin was felled to the floor his great eyes welled

with gentle pa ion and a tear on each cheek told of < aim and chastened

appeal foi him who broughl death thai wonderful, Mack day. He did not
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MISS KATHERINE SIMMONS AND MISS MAY D. BARNES

the Nurses who attended upon the President and Surgeons at the Operation

at the Exposition Hospital.

once lose consciousness nor self-possession. Such a scene was never looked

upon before and probably never will occur again. Never was dignity better

exemplified, yet it was pathetic. Though hope came afterward, no one then

doubted that the President had been fatally wounded. His faithful secretary,

George B. Cortelyou, a man of thin and resolute physique, of wiry courage

and canny calmness, was more self-possessed than any other save the

President. He caught his chief as he fell and with the help of John G.
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JOHN G. MILBURN
President of the Pan-American Exposition.

Milburn, president of the exposition, carried him to a nearby bench. Mr.

Cortelyou leaned over the President and asked him if he suffered much pain.

The President slowly drew his hand to his bosom, fumbled at his shirt and

reached within, groped there with his fingers for a moment, then drew them

forth, dabbled with blood.

" This pains me," he said. It was the breast wound, not even serious,

while the abdominal shot proved fatal. Then followed a moment of silence,

during which the ambulance was being called and the prisoner secured. The

President could be seen again moving his fingers inside and under his shirt

bosom. He was calm, quiet, conscious, dignified. The movement to his

breast was half halting, like a man groping in the dark, for he seemed dazed,

though fully alive to the situation—just as a man in a trance who realizes all
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tha; about him and yet is completely above the passing of the events,

hand cai gain. He looked at the bloody fingers with circum-

tion but with no < ritical examination, as if mental!}- commenting on his

own
I

drawn by an assassin— it might be his life's blood

Hie hand dropped to de as of no further consequence— it had

the condition—and he stared into the fili-

ed wall opposite, where the ent afternoon shadows were mal

figured tapestry with the reflected light from the tawny-amber dome al

and sit there blankly conscious, introspective with deep preoccupation.

I here were tears in man) eyes. Respect withheld what might have

i a curious crowd. The minutes slowly dragged their sullen feet away

ooi there was -till some belated scuffling with the prisoner.

I he President noted it and was drawn by its disturbing clatter from the repose

ilation to which he had been brought.

"Be easy with him, boys," he said, and then relapsed again for just

the briefest space, the intervals all being hardl) noticeable in point of time,

i revived and whispered the name of his secretary. Mr. Cortelyou bent

him and heard, spoken slowly:

" My wife don'l let her know of this and if she does don't let it be

exaggerated." At thai moment Mr. Buchanan, the director-general of the

exposition, was admitted to the Temple. He found his way to within a few

steps of the President, who re< ognized him and who had by that time taken

wakeful observation of the happenings about him. He looked in Mr.

I'.ik hanan's dire* tion and as the other approached nearer said :

•
I am sorry that thi> should have happened at the exposition."

Tho thoughts were uppermost in his mind : desire for fair play

with the assassin, anxiety for his wife, and regret for the hint the exposition

might receive. The arrival of the ambulance was six minutes after the

shooting and throughout the ride to the hospital the President sat up.

RECEPTION OF II IE NEWS.
It was outside the Temple of Music, about the exposition grounds, in

the i it) oi Buffalo, all over the United States and throughout the whole world

that the new ipread like a < onflagration, ever widening in its grievous circle.

It was but twentv years since Garfield had been assassinated and the memory

oi .1 single generation comprised the murder of another President; that a

third should fall b) a venomous bullet seemed incredible. A more unlikely

tune for sue h a d<.-n\ c ould not be imagined. There was no personal ill will
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her "i iiu President, reading \ special Bulletin as he returns from
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toward the wounded man. The fratri< idal heat in which Lincoln was killed

olitical frenz) that brought Garfield's doom were alike unknown.

I in the freest countrj on earth and in the fairest year of its exist-

ence. It is probable that never before in history had the expression "Like

thunder froin a clear sk) " been more apropos. The incredulous way in

whi< h the news was re< eived was everywhere alike and one instance will show

the pe< uhai tenor of the feeling.

In the Ohio Building at the exposition, the commissioners in their fro k

rid their ladies in evening gowns were awaiting the conclusion of the

reception in tin- Temple, for the President was scheduled to visit them there

immediately to pay his n i his home State. A man came in the rear

entrance and announced that the President had been shot. No one paid
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Sistkks of the President, with Escorts, after visiting him during the days of

suspense at the mllburn residence.

much attention to him at first and then one of the hangers-on told him he

was crazy. He persisted, hunted up one of the commissioners and told him.

A bystander heard the remark and said with quizzical foolishness, like the

dash of farce that Shakespeare puts in his blackest tragedies :

"Yes, I suppose so. Shot with a camera." And with that the incident

passed in the light talk of the afternoon. But the man with the rumor was

not to be downed, and finally in response to the expressed alarm of several

of the ladies two of the men started out to investigate. When they reached

the Triumphal Bridge they saw the doors of the Temple closed, a great,

hushed, awesome crowd outside and a portentous stillness in the air. Some-

thing had surely happened !

Everyone knew that the President had been taken to the hospital, but
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that the assassin was still inside ami no one moved. The

: was with the man who had done the deed. Ik- was about to

l . knew what to expei t . would he he lynched, would

i with him or would they take him off slowly and give the

• : 1 a < han. i mpse of him ? Some hah suspected that he might rise

i anger, e ofl his captors and -hoot al the crowd itself; others

not believe that th< Pr< dent had been shot at all. There seemed

to be alization of the catastrophe.

1 a and unsuspected that few felt its poignant pang;
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thr : and long-drawn tapering thrill of vengeful

e home.

the midst of it the dooi Idenly thrown i the assassin

appeared and halted there in full sight for the briefest instant—a pale, deter-

i ni i .< ed man. 'The brilliant afternoon sun stretched its searching

len finials of the western buildings and lit his defiant bust

with ollar was gone— lost in the a uffle—and his flannel

shirt, torn open at the throat, revealed a hard and s< rawny ne< k. His* hestnul

red in the glinting sunlight, mat< hed his Mood smeared cheeks,

and hi> whole air bespoke the conviction of a man who "had done his duty,"

>nly reply he would make when asked why he had fired the

shots. That pause, with its sight of the assassin, was short hut intense. It

brought its reply straight in the teeth of the dare-devil courage of the young

man.

"Lynch him," tailed several. These cries were not pronounced or

ni/ed. No impetuous frenzy had yet seized the crowd. It seemed as

though nearly everyone for the moment had lost all sense of outrage and of

revenue. What cries there were were scattered and sporadic. There was

unrest and muttered discontent and imprecation. Here and there a man

pushed forward, and at one place a brawny negro rushed to the front yelling

for a rope and in a sweaty hum kno< ked down three women, but there was

no lyni hing. The marines were steadfast, and through the narrow lane they

formed with their turned backs the detet tives hurried ( '/olgosz to a covered

carriage and jumped in with him. The coachman hit the horses a terrific

c ut. The) bounded out as from released catapaultS and the icw who grasped

the wheels in vain hope of staying the flight to unmerited safety were jerked

from their feet. On through the prepared lane the horses sprang at a swing-

in- gallop, over the Triumphal Bridge, which the day before had been the

scene of the wildest, most buoyant welcome, through the long, beautiful

residence avenues, to downtown, tour miles away, and the assassin was site.

The surgeons -the best in Buffalo—who had been tailed in, dei ided

that an immediate operation was necessary. The President had been twice

hit, the first shot striking the breast bone and glan< ing oil with onlj a slight

abrasion of the skin, but the second and fatal one had entered the abdomen

and had pierced the stomach twice, burying itself in the fleshy muscles of the

bat k. It has never been found. \n hour and fifteen minutes after the

oting the President was unconst ious with the ether thai had been given him.

When asked if the operation should be performed, he replied :
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•
1 am in your hands. You know what is best. I*" that," and then

he muttered slowly to himself:

•• lh\ k . Thy will be dune
"

are merely similar to those of any other

; the surgical term for it An incision was made in

»men by Dr. Matthew D Mann, the operating surgeon, the stomach

turned and the ti irations made by the bullet sewn up, the wound

ly i leansed, the stoma< h replai ed, the incision sewn and the effe< ts

of the ether dissipated. The President was then removed to the home of

Mi Milburn on Delaware Avenue.

the next six days hope mounted high. Everyone except the chronic

nblers thought the President would recover. Senator Hanna, his life-

adfast friend, saw a rainbow in the sky and declared he believed in

"the M< Kmley ->tar,'' and Vice President Roosevelt, who had hurried on a

-],<. ial tram to the bedside of the President, was so se< ure in his belief that

he l< ida< ks, put civilization behind him and when he was

next wanted was fort) two miles from a telegraph wire. The newspapers

and the country looked for slow recovery and were counting the period of ex-

pected convalescence. The Buffalo papers were rather gleefully commenting

bility of the i ity be< oming what Se< retary Root de< lared it might

ime, "the summer capital." Even the doctors were deceived. There

were several indications, however, that the President was not yet pasl the

danger point ; the feeding of food by injection became impossible because

ol threatened inflammation and on Thursday morning it was de< ided to give

him a light breakfast. lb- had toast, coffee, chicken broth, beef juice and

finished with rare relish by asking for a cigar. That day. considering every-

thing : remarkably brighl one. The weather was perfect and the

in the road to rei over)

.

II II LAST DAY.

Thursday night broughl the fn I ign oi danger. Hie physicians

ed to give their patient violent purgatives and at 2:30 o'< lo« k of

I da) morning the collapse came. His life for the next twenty-four hours

.in artii'n ial one That Friday fell on the 13th—doubly an unlucky daw

cit) woke to get the fateful news that the President's pulse had almost

ed its throb and from then on the tell tale mini ingS Of the Official bulletins

ht merel) vai of a " hope against hope.

"

I lieie was a time through the morning when to ho] eseemed reasonable.
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! temperature had -one back to their normal condition of the

day before, but when Secretar) l i lar afternoon visit to

the newspapei ,
said with words which had been well

ied : "Ift ntil morning there will be grounds for hope,"

the immediate analysis brought the conviction that there really was no ground

for hope I I the < ity, from then on, the fai t of grave danger was

.: that the air was charged with the momentous import of the

situation.

In the sii k room the day had been one of battle—a battle against death
;

and outside, to the world uhii h did not know the details of that fierce fight,

there was just as hard a sti nst the deadening tear of the worst. No

wished to admit the grievous fact, but the conclusion was irresistible.

1 h person who came from the Milburn house— physicians, cabinet minis:

i ernors and members of the family—brought through the

afternoon the word :

•• He is in peril." and as the careless radiance of the

..int exposition beyond lit it> way into the starry sky all that could be

s.iid by anybody was :
" He is still alive.

i »n thai last -ray and awful night as the great heart beat slower, each

le minute keeping Mire count for the last lingering run of the life-sands,

the tension among the wan hers grew. It became a tremendous pressure.

The < re.ik of a -entry'- boot on the pavement in front of the Milburn house,

where armed guards paced with (lock like regularity, brought < piick response

from the newspaper men across the street, rhere were more than ioo of

them. It was no idle croud, such as gathered down town swearing feeble

vengeam e against the triumphant murderer. Each was a picked man, chosen

for experiem e and skill. The chief papers ot Christendom and many of

the minor one- were represented there. This immense tongue, which was to

tell the fateful new - to So, 000,000 of William McKinley's fellow citizens and

io other million- waiting wherever the telegraph toll- its disturbing click, was

hushed in awful preparation tor it- direful loosening. At the word, that

avalani lie ol new- was to be poured onto the world—a thunderbolt from

the 1

rhe moments dragged, each one heavy with expectancy and each one

supposed to be tli'-
:

' Mi-. McKinlej was induced to take rest and the

entire number oi those who waited were in the condition of a condemned

man waiting lor the rope to drop A heart specialist from Washington ar-

rived it midnight, at record breaking pace, in an electric automobile, but it

\'..i • 10 lati I 1 "1 Himself could not have turned the hour glass back then.
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end came quietly, like the ebbing of the i itlc-. at that indistinct time of

morning when lives most frequently go out.

The President had been unconscious for seven hour-: he died at 2

In the 1 iefore lapsing into mere breathing life, there oc< urred that

spiritual uplift which was t<> place the final, lasting purport of a sa< red hene-

<lii tion on hi I effort. As his soul reeled on the brink for that 1

moment before it- dis I tere came to him a Hitting

•f time wherein the memor) of hi- long life of deeds and thoughts,

hildren and hi- friend-, passed before him like the phantasmia

dream, and with that vision in his ahead} death glazed eyes he murmur-

'. ly :

• rood —bye -all. —good—bye !— It— is—God's—way.— I lis—will,—

not—our-.—be—done.

The rest was silem e. With that resignation in his heart he found eter-

uitv. It was a simple, manly death —a death worthy the President of the

1 d State-.

II II FUNERAL.
I here were three funerals—one at the MilUirn house in Buffalo ; One

along historii Pennsylvania Avenue, where the victorious armies of- Grant

and Lincoln had trod in elate confidence, and down which the dead President

had twit e man hed in triumphant inauguration ;
and. the last, a simple country

burial pr< . magnified to collossal proportions, passing through the

crowded, silent streets of the inland city of Canton. The details of that

three day-
-

journey from the greensward of populous Buffalo to the velvet of

the Ohio meadow- are alike in showing suppressed, inexpressible emotion. It

perhaps tin- most heart telt pageant that ever passed through this broad

I
1 home was a house of mourning, the cities were draped in

black, and the States stood like crepe-veiled sisters, hand in hand in silent,

1 hi.

The hundreds of thousands who viewed the remain- were hut a small

ed forward for a chance. In Buffalo the crowds

II ill on Sunday afternoon were such that for four blocks the

mpassable ; a solid wall, broken only by the buildings, stretched

back in patu-m confusion, rath individual arrayed in Sunday finery, and each

dripping with the soaking rain that poured down without let. Two days

. in Washington, the< rowd that pressed forward at the Capitol found the

(drenching, and met it with the same determined patience, and even in
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FUNERAL ARCH
Erected by School Children of Canton.

little Canton, swelled to three times its normal population by the influx of

mourning guests, the entire afternoon was amply busy with those who

demanded a last farewell.

The journey to Washington was through as fair a country as the sun

ever shone upon—too fair a country for so foul a crime. The autumn haze

was in the air and the early fall foliage was just tinctured with gorgeous

sunset colors. On the placid breasts of the Pennsylvania rivers, the winding

Susquehanna and the blue Juanita, the sun glinted back in effervescent freshness,

and the crisp air—so crisp that the toll of a somnolent bell from miles away

sounded through the stillness like an ever-present tireless avenger—put the vital

thrill of mettlesome delight in all veins. It was a mockery of the black fact

that within the Pullman car " Pacific," the William McKinley who two weeks

before had journeyed in it in his finest health lay there now, his brow pencilled

pallid and his right arm covering in gentle reverence the ugly hole torn by

the assassin's bullet.

The run was straight through western New York, where the cornfields
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BIRTHPLACE OF PRESIDENT McKINLEY, NILES, OHIO.

were mellow for the sickle, over the Keating ridge that scars the country

there like a huge wart, down to the valley of the Susquehanna, a pale and

limpid stream drilling along in midsummer idleness, into the foothills of

the eastern Rockies, the coal fields o\ Pennsylvania; up, up, through ravines,

down quiet, hump-backed valleys, up again, farther, to the mountains where

the Alleghany chestnuts, just touched with the first light frosts, lift their

splendid heads of amber gold and russet brown, past distant, misty North

.Mountain, the highest point in the Keystone State, coursing in mild fury,

as though eager to bear the ill-omened burden, through the towns of Sun-

bury and Williamsport, into the capital city of Harrisburg, over the mile-

long suspension bridge, down a< ross the southwest corner of the State, cutting

through Maryland, arriving at sunset at the colonial, wealth) citj of Balti-

more, then turning face about and pulling in with subtle, sullen thrill to

the capital of the nation, the citv where William Mckinley's lite work had

been accomplished, and whose heart and brain will publish his fair lame

throughout the earth.
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This journey, and the one of two days later, back through Pennsylvania

into the mellow fields of Ohio, was a hopeless one. It passed through

es draped in black, was met with reverent, bared heads, and bore with it

piteous death. Flowers were profuse; they covered the

d-bed in almost a continuous path of kind remembrance. At the cities,

d es met the train with an unexpressed wail of the nation's grief.

Each case was like every other. There was the waiting depot, the arriving

n, and then the hats began to doff, one by one. first on the near side of

the < rowd, then on the other until ah were silently uncovered. Through the

stillness came the perpetual clang of tolling church bells, and at the large

jila<< himes pealed out the stately ••Nearer My God To Thee."

while at others, young women with sad, sweet voices chanted some

•• Miserere " to the sun harged d I !hopin and T< haikowsky.

Every one came. It was no funeral of class or condition. That proces-

sion up Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington was called a State funeral, but the

people were the one- who buried their Chief, and the people accompanied

him to hi- grave. They stood in depressed respe< t along the entire thousand-

mile journey, and they were of no one < lass, condition, age or sex. Babies in

arm- were frequent, and occasionally at the end of a line of war-worn

veterans, some white-haired, one-armed man, hatlcss, the tears streaming

down his cheeks, stood holding a drooping flag in silent benediction. When

the train — it stopped nowhere except for coal and water—came in sight of

the towns and cities, the long lines drawn up by the track becamesuddenly

silent. The shutters of frequent cameras were snapped far in advance, and

as it passed on the men who pressed the buttons stood in mute attention.

Then came the crowd itself, composed of mechanics and of workers in all

the trade-, of Grand Army men— there were thousands of such— of the local

militia, drawn up at attention, presenting arms to the cortege, and chiefly of

children. All the school children along the way seemed to have turned out

to honor the passing grief. In the country the people stood in long line-.

At the ci carriages were lined. Workers in the fields, at the

plow ami a! threshers, in the com fields and the potato pan lies, waited with

arm- folded and hats off. There was no waxing of handkeri hiefs, no hurrahs,

none of the excitement that usually accompanies a train arrival.

I he iidc on Monday Qight, through the lambent, rain puddled streets of

Washington, I Roomol the White House, where the casket was laid

undei tin- rystal chandelier, was impressive with its solemn, symboli< awe.

No 0n< e-< aped the -net of this return of death to the c it) ol lite and work.
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The partial apathy of Washington i
used to great events and ordinarily

hungry tor a - as not repeated elsewhere. Al 'anion the city was in

the condition of the town clock, which had hern stopped at 2:15. the- hour

at which, tour days previous, the President had died. It was the most silent,

d, sa< redly solemn assemblage thai the place had ever held. The number

gathered was tremendous. Nearly the entire population of Stark County

came, and from the State and neighboring States the reverent and the curious

I

red in. The entire Ohio Militia—<Sooo strong—was there. Knights

Templar, Masonii orders, the < ><\i\ Fellows and Grand Army men filled the

streets with their burnished regalia. < >n one of the « hief an hes, ere< ted by

the public schools, was printed : "He loved us" and "We loved him."

This was only the outward and manifest expression of the feeling whi< h evi-

dently lay deep in all. The march up the main street the morning of the

arn\al. with the tremulous, ineffable mournfulness of "Free as a Bird" in

the overwrought air—simple, homely tunes always sink in farthest—was

deeply impressive ; more so than the gorgeous pageant of generals and regu-

lar troops that filed down Pennsylvania Avenue in the drizzly rain the day

before.

The final funeral—that which brought a culmination to the mournful

journey begun in Iiuffalo four days previous— held among the neighbors and

friends of William M< Kinley, and attended by the massive dignity of the

chief men of the nation, will leave its memory stamped deep in all of those

who saw its stately march and who felt its pitiful resignation. The number

who will bear that memory is considerably oxer 100,000—a far greater crowd

than has ever walked the streets of that < >hio town at one time before. The

mournful magnificence of the funeral procession was an event. To Mrs.

M( Kinley and to others of the family the day was a single blank of drab grief;

but the spectacle to others was both inspiring and depressing, both subdued

and bold.

Imagine a hearse like a polished piece blocked from the night, small

and oblong, but almost appalling with its simply dignity, drawn by horses

jusl as l.hu k, carrying for its burden all that remains of the late President of

the Idled States
;

preceded by its guard of honor. President Roosevelt, the

cabinet, and the generals and admirals of the United States ;
followed by the

hist tottering veterans of the 23d Ohio, the regiment in which William

McKinley fought for the preservation of the Union, and then by regiment

imenl of volunteer infantry, by corps after corps of Masonii orders,

bj companj alter company of regally-accoutred Knights Templar, and by



THE RECEIVING TOMB, WEST LAWN CEMETERY, CANTON
THE RESTING II Ac 1 OF 1111 BODY <>l PRESIDENT Ml'KlNLEY, WHICH

WILL BE GUARDED DAY AND NIGHT FOR rWO YEARS.

THE McKINLEY 151 RIAL LOT, WEST LAWN CEMETERY
WHERE THI McKlNLEI CHILDREN \il BURIED. Wl> WHER1 I 111 PRESIDENT'S BODY WILL REPOSE.
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land after band playing dirges and slow hymns: on each side of a mile

long avenue, solid blocks of people reach back until broken into segments

by the intervening cornices of houses, and even then some places overrun

with a multitude that swarms on roofs and over high built bridges j then

add a gray sky thai frowns like a pall, and the magnificent picture of sad,

.sweet desolation is complete.

In the midst of that fair country, where the bosom of a gently-heaving

hill is cloven 1>\ the upthrust of a spear of granite, all that was morta

William M< Kinlev was laid .it resl that gloomy afternoon. And at the d

of the last resting pla< e, while " Taps " rang out from • in umambient bugles,

and as the grilles of the charnel house were closed forever on that loved

form, a new President, shaken by sorrow but erect in virile manhood, stood

with the unshed tears visible in his overwrought countenance, paused for a

moment before 1 losely embra< ing (lowers of the almost buried tomb, glanced

at the sky, s;uv a rift in its sullen tapestry, and walked back to his waiting

people with that heritage of thankless grandeur in his memory and the

destiny of a path of peace awaiting his approach.
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THE PURPOSES OF THE EXPOSITION 
By JOHN G. MILBURN, President 

 
 
THE act of Congress providing for a 
federal building and exhibit at the Pan-
American Exposition states that it is 
desirable to encourage the holding of the 
Exposition “ to fittingly illustrate the 
marvelous development of the western 
hemisphere during the nineteenth century 
by a display of the arts, industries, 
manufactures, and products of the soil, 
mines, and sea.” The joint resolution of 
Congress previously adopted declared 
that this development was to be 
illustrated by a “demonstration of the 
reciprocal relations existing between the 
American Republics and Colonies.” In 
these declarations the real object of the 
Exposition was comprehensively ex-
pressed at the outset, and it has been kept 
steadily in view. It is clearly revealed in 
every feature of the Exposition: in the 
architectural scheme, suggestive of the 
history of so much of this hemisphere ; in 
the restriction of the exhibits to its 
“resources, industries, products, 
inventions, arts, and ideas”; and in the 
active participation of practically all of 
its peoples and countries. To have 
brought all of those peoples together for 
the first time in the accomplishment of 
such an object is the crowning 
achievement of the Exposition. 

Originating in this clear and definite 
conception, the scheme of the Exposition 
has been carefully and intelligently 
evolved. From the first there has been a 
firm determination that it should be 
commensurate in its scope, plan, dignity, 
and execution with the aim in view. That 

was the spirit of the corn-mission to the 
men intrusted with its creation in all of 
its departments. They were left free to 
produce the best results, and it is under 
such conditions that they have produced 
them. They have received from the 
management the fullest sympathy and 
support at every turn. As a consequence 
there has been thorough cooperation and 
harmony in the elaboration and execution 
of the scheme of the Exposition - a 
scheme of impressive originality, beauty, 
and completeness, probably unexcelled 
in the history of expositions.  

So much could not have been ac-
complished but for the association of the 
Exposition with a grand idea - the 
bringing closer together of the peoples of 
this hemisphere in their social, political, 
and commercial relations. That aspect of 
it has been the inspiration of the 
enterprise and the source of the 
enthusiasm which has carried it for-ward 
to completion. It is assured of permanent 
results in the new and closer ties of 
amity, interest, and sympathy between 
those peoples which are bound to spring 
from it and to stamp it as an historical 
event. And in it is the fairest promise that 
the hope will be realized so nobly 
expressed in the inscription on the 
Propylaea, "that the century now begun 
may unite in the bonds of peace, 
knowledge, good will, friendship, and 
noble emulation all the dwellers on the 
continents and islands of the New 
World.”



 

 
 

 
 

 
It is interesting, in comparing the last great exposition, held in Paris, with the first exposition, held in 

the Crystal Palace, Hyde Park, just fifty years ago, to note the marked development of the exposition 
idea in all its features. The growing importance of expositions is apparent in their size and in the number 
of their exhibits, which can now be assembled with comparative ease from all parts of the world. It has 
also been possible, as demonstrated in Paris, to develop the educational idea to the highest extent, and to 
illustrate very completely in each branch of exhibits the historical sequence of the development of the 
special industry, craft, or art in all countries. 

Notwithstanding the magnificence and far-reaching industrial and commercial results of recent 
expositions, no feature has assumed greater importance or is now better recognized as an essential factor 
in the success of every exposition than the development of the artistic treatment of  the grounds and 
buildings, that is the architectural setting of the Exposition. The great extent of expositions and the 
rapidity with which the buildings must be erected has led to the use of inexpensive materials, such as 
wood and plaster, which can be readily handled and made to express the artist’s conception without 
regard to permanency. 
 
THE POINT OF VIEW OF EXPOSITION ARCHITECTS 

 
The question of permanency in scheme and treatment has been an interesting one, and the great 

pliability of the materials used has led the designers of expositions in Europe and in America to work 
from totally different points of view. The European has invariably attempted to express the temporary 
character of the Exposition in his designs. The American, on the contrary, has made every endeavor to 
impress his expositions with the character of permanency and reality. Both points of view are interesting 
and reason-able when properly applied, and undoubtedly the object-lesson of the Chicago Exposition 
was timely and beneficial. 

The European, surrounded as he is by many fine examples of great architectural compositions and 
with many opportunities of executing extensive permanent schemes even to-day, would hardly be 
interested in producing in temporary materials, on a larger scale, perhaps, corn-positions of the character 
of Versailles, the Place de la Concorde, and other great monumental ensembles, as was done in Chicago. 



 

He could never expect to equal, much less surpass, the beauty of these permanent structures, built with 
great - care and after much deliberation and study, the interest of which has been enhanced by the 
mellowing effect of time and the development and growth of their surroundings. He looks upon an expo-
sition as an opportunity for artistic experiment and the execution, in temporary materials, of every dream 
of his imagination, no matter how fantastic. The fact that these experiments are temporary encourages 
him to dare, and one single great success justifies, in his eyes, the entire experiment. He dares to do in an 
exposition, and is allowed to do, what no sensible person would think of attempting in permanent form. 
In the American’s case the conditions are entirely different-he must educate his artists and the public. He 
must create permanent works of art before he can afford such flights of imagination as the French 
indulge in. 

The importance of the architectural setting of expositions becomes even greater when the matter is 
considered from the American’s point of view. The Philadelphia Exposition, though it taught no special 
lesson, exercised, perhaps, in a general way as great an influence upon the arts and manufactures of the 
country as did the Chicago Exposition; but it did not make the same impression upon the public mind, 
because its setting was much less impressive than that at Chicago, which presented a magnificent 
ensemble of monumental buildings of classic style, severe and imposing, almost solemn in their 
appearance and at a most impressive scale. To most visitors this impression was entirely novel and 
lasting. ‘It was a lesson which has already awakened in this country a better understanding and 
appreciation of monumental architecture and a broader interest in art. 

At Buffalo, the Board of Architects of the Pan-American Exposition, with a full realization of the 
importance of the task imposed upon them and with the desire to avoid reminiscences of the Chicago 
Exposition, decided that the purpose of the setting of this Exposition should be to develop a picturesque 
ensemble on a formal ground plan, introducing architecture, sculpture, and painting as allied arts. They 
did not wish to go as far as the French in expressing the temporary character of their buildings, nor, on 
the other hand, to the other extreme as in Chicago, and yet it seemed essential to retain the balance and 
sympathy which are necessary in all artistic compositions. The adoption of a scheme entirely formal in 
its plan with well-balanced masses, but with absolute freedom in the development of the individual 
feature within these given lines, seemed not only a reasonable compromise with the two points of view 
previously mentioned, but also full of possibilities, for, without restraining the imagination it would tend 
to keep it within reasonable bounds and to make the Exposition more real in its application to the 
conditions of design in real life. 

The very spirit of American planning on a large scale has heretofore been not only symmetrical, but 
even monotonously so, as is illustrated in almost every city of this country. The work of the future must 
be influenced by existing conditions which are beyond our control except in so far as we may modify or 
improve them -for we cannot eliminate them. It was therefore hoped that the attempt to combine the 
picturesque with the formal and to introduce decorative sculpture and color as factors of the design 
might be as suggestive in its way and as far reaching in its influence as the lesson taught at Chicago. 

It would have been even finer if the Board of Architects could have gone a step farther in their object-
lesson and designed a scheme of which at least the main features of the architectural composition could 
have remained as a permanent improvement in the locality. A few detached features or buildings always 
remain to testify to the beauty of an exposition, the greater part of which passes away and becomes but a 
memory. How much finer if the whole scheme could remain so that when the temporary buildings are - 
removed their places might be taken gradually by permanent buildings, different in character, it is true, 
but with the proper setting. One can almost conceive the growth of an American Champs Elysees, with 
its Triumphal Arch at one end and its Place de la Concorde and the Tuileries at the other ! Could 
anything be finer than to use an exposition as a ‘means of obtaining permanent improvements of this 
magnitude ; and is not, after  all, an exhibition the only way in which we can ever expect to obtain any 
such results Let us hope that it will be possible to conceive the next one on these lines. 

 



 

 
THE METHOD EMPLOYED IN BUFFALO 

 
The designing of the Pan-American Exposition was intrusted to a Board of eight architects, who, after 

examining the site and studying the problem in all of its bearings, decided on the general features of the 
block plan in joint conference, and determined, in a general way, the character of the Exposition and the 
underlying principles which should influence its development. The subdivision of the work and the 
allotment to the individual architects was reserved until all matters of general interest had been de-
termined and agreed upon. The main points decided by the Board, as already stated, were that the 
Exposition should be formal in plan and picturesque in development, and that the style of the buildings 
should be of the Free Renaissance; that apparent roofs with overhanging eaves should be used in 
preference to fiat roofs with cornices and balustrades ; that color and decorative sculpture should be 
introduced freely into the treatment of the buildings, and that the character of the Exposition should be 
as gay and festive as possible, so that it would be a holiday affair. 

The work was then subdivided into eight parcels and allotted to the different architects constituting 
the Board, as follows: 
It was decided to resume the meetings of the Board from time to time in order to harmonize the work of 
the different architects and in order that all important questions should be decided by the whole Board, 
and not by any individual. Later Mr. Karl Bitter, as Director of Sculpture, and Mr. C. Y. Turner, as 
Director of Color, were made members of the Board, each having charge of his special department in 
consultation with the Board ; the Building and Grounds Committee and, at times, the Executive 
Committee participated in these deliberations. 

In selecting the Board of Architects the Building Committee evidently had in mind the record of the 
architects aid their ability to perform this particular work ; but they were specially fortunate in selecting 
eight men whose views could be harmonized and who could work together in a spirit of emulation rather 
than of competition. This was an important factor to be considered in the success of the scheme, 
because, having decided on the formal plan picturesquely developed, the difficulty of maintaining the 
general harmony in the execution of the design was greater than at Chicago, for instance, where the 
formality was carried into the buildings as well as into the scheme. 

In passing judgment upon the work of the Board it is necessary to bear in mind that the object 
throughout has been to develop the greatest possible harmony in the general effect at the expense, when 
necessary, of individual preferences or even of the excellence of any single work. Each individual work 
must, of course, be judged on its own merits, but it must be considered first of all in its relation to the 
whole, because no man was allowed entire freedom and every one was more or less obliged to curb his 
imagination and to hold himself in hand for the sake of the general result. 

 
 

THE SCHEME 
 
The site had been selected by a Special Committee, and when the Board of Architects came into 

existence they found the general conditions already established. The site in itself offered no features 
which were characteristic of the city of Buffalo or of the locality, such as a site along the lake-front 
might have given, and there was the danger, on this account, that the Exposition might be lacking in 
local individuality. The plateau was perfectly level, virtually a vacant lot, without any commanding 
feature excepting a solitary row of pop-Jars along Amherst Street and proximity to the Park, one of the 
most beautiful creations of Frederick Law Olmsted, and approached from the city through Delaware 
Avenue, which thus brought the city and the site together in a most attractive manner. 

 It was apparent that the Exposition must be strongly influenced by its proximity to the Park ; but, as 
it was out of the question to alter the Park, even to the extent of removing any great number of its 



 

beautiful trees, and it was therefore impossible to extend the Exposition into the Park, it was decided to 
extend the Park into the Exposition, and to obtain a gradual transition from the natural scenery of the 
Park, which was not to be disturbed, into the formal setting of the Exposition, and thus to make them 
part of each other. 

The relatively limited area of the grounds made it practicable to avoid the difficulty encountered in 
the designing of most expositions where a beautiful setting or picture, which should have a principal 
point of view from which it is intended to be first seen, is approached from other sides so that the 
intended first impression, which is always the most lasting, is frequently entirely missed. It was possible 
to paint this picture at Buffalo with a definite view point, placed at the Triumphal Bridge, and to make 
the principal approach through the Park, so that the Spectator, as he approaches the Exposition, will see 
it develop gradually until he reaches the Bridge, when the entire picture will appear before him and 
almost burst upon him. 

Other minor entrances had to be provided, the most important one at the north for the railroad, and 
yet the view of the Exposition as the visitor approaches it from the north will be nearly as complete as 
the main view from the causeway. The travel by street-cars necessitated an entrance at Elmwood 
Avenue, but every inducement is here offered the visitor to travel along the Park line to the Bridge, 
rather than in other directions, so- that it can be said that this Exposition has but one entrance, and that 
the great majority of visitors will certainly approach it for the first time through that entrance. This im-
portant feature having been determined, the scheme developed gradually on very simple lines. The main 
axis had to be north and south; around this axis were grouped the secondary axes. The first important 
one, - the Axis of the Esplanade, with its curved ends and its background of buildings, its Pergola on the 
south facing the lake gradually leading into the natural landscape of the Park; farther north, Amherst 
Street with the row of poplars, which has been maintained and made a part of the scheme. The buildings 
were grouped around this main axis on secondary axes, but in each instance the symmetry was 
preserved, not only in the ground plan, but in the importance of the buildings and their corresponding 
masses. 

The Electric Tower was placed at the apex of the composition, and early in the proceedings it was 
decided that it should be the most conspicuous and highest feature. The general height of the other 
buildings in their relation to each other and to the Electric Tower was also determined on symmetrical 
lines, and here the visitor will see what is meant by “formality picturesquely developed” when looking 
at the attempt to balance two buildings as totally different in character, purpose, and design as the 
Horticultural Building on the one side of the Esplanade and the Government Building on the other, or 
the Electricity and Manufactures - Buildings on the one side of the main axis and the Liberal Arts and 
the Agricultural Buildings on the other. 

In order clearly to define the importance of this architectural setting, and also to make room for the 
numerous secondary buildings and side-shows, which could not well be brought into harmony with this 
main part of the composition, the very interesting feature of the canal was adopted at the suggestion of 
the laymen of the Board. This canal places the main part of the scheme within well-defined and formal 
limits and permits of all the more freedom beyond its boundaries. It is the means of separating the 
discordant elements of the scheme and yet of harmonizing them. 

It was necessary on arriving by rail on the north, to approach the composition somewhat gradually, 
and, for this reason, the Plaza was introduced and treated as a small Court of Honor. Being such a 
distinctive feature of the Exposition, when looked at as a whole, it was thought advisable that its 
development with the Stadium on one side, the Midway Plaisance on the other, and the Propylaea as the 
final line of demarcation of the Exposition, should be treated as a whole; for this reason the Plaza, with 
its surrounding buildings, was allotted to one architect. It is the only feature of the grounds which was 
thus treated independently from the general development of the grounds and landscape work. 

 
 



 

THE LANDSCAPE SCHEME 
 

The detailed treatment of the grounds should be considered not only as individual features which may 
interest the visitor, but in its relation to the general scheme and to each building. It is intended to 
harmonize the ensemble and to bring the buildings into proper relation with each other. Each part of the 
landscape work is studied not only as a setting for the building adjacent to it, but also to form a 
continuous and uninterrupted scheme, tying the whole composition together, accentuating its principal 
features, enhancing the salient characteristics of the individual buildings, giving accent and adding color 
to the perspective, and maintaining the scale of the whole scheme.  

 
 

THE RELATION OF THE SCULPTURE TO THE PLAN 
 

The sculpture, which is a most important feature of the grounds, cannot be properly judged and 
appreciated unless it is considered not only as individual works of art, but also as a decorative feature 
forming a part of the entire artistic scheme of the composition. In the study of the landscape work, the 
placing of the sculpture, its general character and mass, were carefully considered from its very 
inception, and it was in no case purely accidental. It was intended that the general treatment of the 
grounds should suggest the necessity for sculpture at the different points where it has been placed, and 
that, in turn, the sculpture should be so designed as to belong clearly to the place where it is set. This has 
been carried so far that the story which the sculpture tells is intended to be a continuous tale in itself; 
nevertheless the special subject of each piece has direct relation to its immediate surroundings. 

 
 

THE COLOR TREATMENT 
 
The color treatment of the Pan-American Exposition does not mean only the paint which Is applied to 

the surfaces of the buildings, the bunting, and other brilliant spots, but it means what the artist calls 
color, the play of light and• shade, form, outline, proportion, as well as actual color, all blending or 
contrasting with each other, as the case may require, and producing an artistic effect from whatever 
point one may look at the Exposition, like a well-composed landscape, of which, in this case, archi-
tecture, sculpture, and painting, as well as nature, are component parts. 

 
 

THE SCALE 
 
In conclusion, one of the most important factors in the harmony of the entire artistic composition, 

which are generally felt but not understood by the layman, is what the artist calls “scale,” by which is 
meant the proper proportion of detail to the masses, and the proper relation of these masses to each other 
and of the whole to the human stature, so that each building may look its actual size, and each part of the 
building may in turn bear its proper relation to that size. It must be apparent to anyone that to maintain 
the scale in a composition of this character, conceived, studied, and executed in a very short space of 
time, under the most difficult conditions and by different architects, constitutes a real difficulty, and yet 
the entire harmony of the composition, from the artistic point of view, would suffer in no case more than 
in the lack of scale. For this reason the main effort of the Board of Architects has been to maintain -this 
scale in every part of the composition, whether in the buildings, the grounds, the sculpture, or the color.



 

 

HOW THE PLAN WAS CARRIED OUT 
By WILLIAM WELLES BOSWORTH  

 
[During the construction of the Exposition Mr. Bosworth acted as Mr. J. M. Carrere's personal 

representative and was also the chief of the Exposition Company’s Architectural Bureau. - EDITOR.] 
 

 
THE general axis-lines having been determined, and the relations of the buildings to each other and 

to the courts, it immediately became necessary to consider the very important subject of grades. The 
point determined on for the chief effect, i.e., the Electric Tower, was found from the survey to be two 
feet lower than the grade-level in the Esplanade. Imagine going down steps to approach a throne ! All 
dignity as well as impressiveness would have been irretrievably lost. The Bureau of Works was 
therefore obliged to face the colossal task of filling all the ground on a gradually rising -incline from the 
Esplanade to the rear of the Electric Tower (a distance of 1000 feet) to a height of 10 feet at the high 
level. 

It was voted necessary by the Board of Architects to effect at least an 8-foot rise in order to obtain 
any sense of elevation, since it is a well-understood principle in architectural composition that any lofty 
and slender structure such as a tower seems to depress the ground on which it stands. This could not 
have been accomplished be-cause of restrictions in the land lease, had it not been that so much of the 
ground surface was covered by the buildings, whose footings, of course, were set upon the natural grade, 
with the floor-levels raised to the premeditated grade of the ground outside. It is interesting to know that 
all the high grades around the Electric Tower and north of the Mall were of necessity built of wooden 
trestlework on account of a shortage in available earth, so that even the huge basin of water rests upon 
wooden spiles. 

The ground-levels being determined, the architects in charge of the landscape work then proceeded to 
make a huge plan of the ensemble sufficiently large in scale to enable them to give detailed study to each 
little corner of the grounds, determining steps and balustrades, terraces and planting-plots, as well as the 
larger and primal relations of fountain basins and sunken gardens, covered shelters and - resting-places, 
in opposition to open spaces for the crowds, free ways for “ circulation,” as it is called, and retired, 
picturesque corners. This plan also showed where trees were to be planted and the number of them, 
where permanent seats were to be placed, and where every pedestal for sculpture was to stand, as well as 
all the innumerable vases for flowers and tree-boxes and even lamp-posts. 

 These were listed and numbered, every one with as much care as an army receives in the numbering 
of every common soldier in his separate company. This done, the detailed study of the separate features 
began. Each bridge, each fountain, each separate feature, whether rustic or formal, was studied out and 
drawn with as much minutiae as though it were the façade of a building, while models in wax were 
made of the Grand Basin in the Main Court and of the Esplanade fountain basins, to enable the architect 
to determine, as he could from no flat drawing, the exact effect of every part. Even the water-jets in their 
height and volume were studied by means of wire and spun glass, and the lily-planting was indicated, as 
were the spots for flower-beds, by painting on the models. 

It is not commonly appreciated how difficult and subtle a work it is to design the lay-out of a great 
fountain basin. Its laws of composition are far less understood than are those of a building, yet are even 
more exacting, and the main axis-lines are unchangeably fixed by the axes of the buildings round about.  

Thus the center of the Fountain of Abundance could not play free of the axis-line of the Temp1e of 
Music and the Ethnology Building. Nor could the semicircular heads of the Esplanade fountains vary in 
their relations to the axes of the transeptal arms of these basins determined by the buildings, all of which 
greatly increased the difficulties of composition. From these models, with all their pedestals and separate 



 

fountain features shown, Mr. Bitter arranged his sculptural themes or list of appropriate subjects, and a 
&ct which is not at all apparent but even more remarkable is that in perfecting his plan not one pedestal 
or sculpture feature was added to or omitted from the architect’s plan, composed purely from the 
architect’s point of view. 

Mr. Bitter’s scheme adopted, lists were made of the names of those sculptors who were available, and 
men deemed by the architects and the sculptors’ jury as especially fitted for the nature of each subject 
were- selected for the various works. These gentlemen were then invited, after a general talk on the 
scope of the Exposition by Mr. Carrère and Mr. Bitter before the Sculptors’ Society, to call at the office 
of the various architects, where they were made familiar with the subjects allotted to them, and the 
relations that must be maintained between these subjects and those that should balance and compose 
architecturally with them, and were requested to make small wax sketches for approval before 
proceeding with the work at a larger scale. This was cooperation to a point never dreamed of by most of 
the sculptors, and some of them were obliged to submit numerous sketches before falling into line. 

The planting and flower-bed treatment had also to be studied at large scale, and the exact position of 
each cypress-tree or bay-tree or palm had to be determined and located by figured dimensions on the 
plans of the separate courts, so that stakes could be placed by the engineers. 

The flower-beds were drawn with equal elaboration, and lists of plants were made out by the 
supervising landscape architect, Mr. Rudolph Ulrich of World’s Fair fame, for the whole term of the 
Exposition, so that the fading ones might be replaced overnight by fresh flowering plants which were in 
the meantime being prepared or propagated in the greenhouses. 

Cypress-trees were brought a year in advance from New Jersey and set out of doors to become 
acclimated, while car-loads of palms and orange-trees and tropical plants were brought from California, 
and hundreds of bay-trees were imported from Belgium. 

Space does not admit more than the mentioning of these endless details, yet each was necessary to the 
unified completeness of the whole; and the observant and thoughtful visitor will experience an enriched 
sense of pleasure in his walks about the grounds, being somewhat acquainted with the modus operandi 
by which such a giant undertaking is necessarily carried to completion. 

 
 

THE COLOR SCHEME 
BY C. Y. TURNER, Director of Color 

 
 
In considering a scheme of color treatment for the Pan-American Exposition, the Architecture, 

Sculpture, the purpose and character of the Exposition each had to be taken into account. The plan of 
Mr. Karl Bitter, Director of Sculpture, set forth in his article in another part of this book, seemed to me a 
very logical and proper treatment of the Exposition, and it seemed wise for me to pursue a similar course 
in the color treatment, so that I might, in this way, carry out the general scheme which was indicated in 
the plan of the grounds, buildings, and sculptural arrangements. Taking it for granted, then, that as we 
enter the grounds from the Park through the forecourt, the cause-way bids welcome to the visitors and 
the countries taking part in the Exposition, we would come upon the elementary conditions, that is, the 
earliest state of man suggested on one side, and primitive nature on the other. I concluded that the 
strongest primary colors should be applied here, and that as we advance up the grounds the colors should 
be more refined and less contrasting, and that the Tower, which is to suggest the triumph of man’s 
achievement, should be the lightest and most delicate in color. 

It seemed to me very wise and necessary to supplement Mr. Bitter’s idea and try to carry out in color 
the same thought. I therefore began at the entrance to the grounds with primitive or primary colors, and 



 

as I advanced up the Court and into the Exposition, the colors became more refined and grayer, reaching 
a climax at the Tower, which was to be the lightest and brightest in color.  

Since I wished in some way to emphasize the great power which was being used to run the 
Exposition, the beautiful emerald-green hue of the water as it curls over the crest of Niagara Falls 
seemed to be a most fitting note to carry through the Exposition, and I therefore adopted it and have 
endeavored to carry this color on some portion of every building. 

In the Tower I have given it marked emphasis and have made the general scheme here ivory-white, 
green, and gold. 

This, then, is my general plan or scheme, and my wish has been to do all that was possible for me to 
do to express this idea and be in harmony with what I believed the Architects and Sculptors wished to 
say through their respective arts. 

A model of the various buildings made to scale was executed and erected in my studio, which 
covered a space of 12 feet by 16 feet. This model was made on a scale of one-sixteenth of an inch to the 
foot, and all the buildings were then colored and changed as was deemed necessary until a harmonious 
result was arrived at.  

The small model which I had built as colored could give only the tints of the body of the buildings 
and the roofs with some slight suggestion of towers and pinnacles. It was necessary, therefore, to be 
more explicit, and the drawings of each building were then taken up and colored in detail. First the 
elevations of the buildings, and then the great door-ways, towers, corner pavilions, entrances, finials, 
and all parts which might be treated.  

From various conversations which I had had with the Architects, - Painters, and others who were 
interested in the Pan-American Exposition, I had gained the impression that the style of Architecture 
was Spanish-American and that it was the desire of the Board of Architects as well as of the Exposition 
Company that the buildings should be treated with bright, brilliant colors, and that a suggestion of 
Spanish treatment of Architecture in coloring should be given. I therefore studied this matter in the 
various works at my disposal and tried to familiarize myself with the manner of their treatment, and as 
far as possible produce a result which should resemble, as near as might be, work of that period. 

The Horticultural group has orange as a basis for the color of the body of the building. On the 
Government Building a warm yellow is used for the plain surfaces. For the Music Hall, I have used red, 
quite pure, as the foundation color. On the Ethnology Building, golden orange. On the Machinery and 
Transportation Building green as the basis. Opposite it, across the Court, the Liberal Arts Building is a 
warm gray color. The Electricity and Agricultural Buildings are different shades of light yellow, while 
the Restaurant and en-trances to the Stadium have a French gray as the basis, with a lighter shade of the 
same tint on the Propylaea. For the Electric Tower I reserved a light ivory. The buildings of the Sunken 
Gardens are of a darker shade of ivory. In the  Horticultural group I have used blue and white largely in 
the ornamental portions of the panels, pilasters, spandrils, etc., relieved now and again by brighter 
shades of rose and deep yellow. The Government Buildings have a mild gray for the structural portions 
to relieve the yellow, and in this building, where it is possible, the green note is introduced in the sashes 
and doors ; blue on the dome, and gold on the smaller domes. Blue-green is on the dome of the Temple 
of Music, and is repeated again on the Ethnology Building. On the Machinery and Transportation 
Building red, yellow, and green are introduced in the great doorways, and corner pavilions, and also are 
distributed through the towers, while blue and gold play a large part in the detail work of Liberal Arts 
Building, especially on the ceilings of the colonnades and east and west entrances, and in the great 
pediments of the north and south entrances. The yellow of the Electricity Building is relieved by gray 
trimmings and green doorways which are elaborately enriched in their ornament by delicate shades of 
the prevailing tones used throughout the Exposition. The Agricultural Building is warmer, and there are 
blue, yellow, and ivory, and stronger notes of red and green in the entrances. The Restaurants are ivory 
and French gray. The sashes and doors are painted green, and the minarets and pinnacles are tipped with 
gold. The Propylaean which carves across the north end of the grounds has a wide open arcade, the 



 

panels of which are enriched with brilliant red where white statues are placed, while the panels above 
are a bright yellow. The ceilings are blue, and the trellis above is made a strong violet hue. Violet occurs 
again at the entrances from the Railway Station through the great Arch. The Railway Transportation 
Building is in a French gray with green roof and ivory and gold trimmings, while the Stadium, one of 
the most imposing buildings of the Exposition, will be a light ivory-gray, with pale blue-green sashes 
and doors. The Tower, as I have said before, is a very light ivory, arid is enriched in the capitols, 
brackets, finials, stars, pinnacles, etc., with gold and is crowned with a gilded figure of the Goddess of 
Light. The panels have the brightest fresh blue-green we could make, and is intended to suggest the 
water as it curves over the crest at Niagara. The statuary throughout the grounds will be treated in white, 
and it is my belief it will be a pleasant contrast and make the color more apparent. Lamps and urns are 
treated as green bronze, verte antique. Flag-staffs are treated in a- similar manner, except the greater 
ones, which are made to harmonize with the buildings in their immediate neighborhood, cool at the 
north end of the grounds in ivory and green, and warmer in red, yellow, and blue at the south. The great 
piers at the causeway are a soft, warm gray, suggesting limestone or some kindred material. Pergolas are 
treated in bright colors, the lower third of the columns being orange or red, and the upper two-thirds a 
light stone color with brown beams, blue ceiling, and green roofs. The notes of green, gold, ivory, blue, 
and red are distributed throughout all the buildings, so that it can be said, as someone remarked to me, “I 
see you are using the Pan-American Colors on the buildings, red, white, blue, green, and yellow.” The 
buildings in the Midway are treated with more liberty, but in the same general tone of color as the main 
portion of the Exposition. The State 
Buildings and other concessions about 
the grounds have considerable latitude 
in treatment. The Woman’s Building, 
which is a remodeled country club-
house, has been treated in soft, quiet 
green. It is a frame building and is 
among the foliage. All the canal banks, 
bridges, and embankments have a soft 
gray stone color, with little or no en-
richment other than the architectural 
design. Many flags and banners are to 
be distributed on the buildings of 
various colors suggestive of the 
countries taking part in the Exposition 
and adding gayety and liveliness to the 
scene. Awnings over the landings and 
peplos are treated to harmonize with the 
adjoining buildings.  

This is the first time to my knowledge that a general scheme of color has been undertaken and carried 
out in any exposition, and it is our sincere hope and belief that the result will - warrant the time, labor, 
and expense expended upon it, and give great pleasure and possibly influence the art of our country in 
the future. 

The interior decorations, which are being carried on under the direction of Miss A. J. Thorpe, 
Assistant Director of Interior Decoration, will conform in general plan to the exterior coloring of the 
buildings, and relate as far as possible to the exhibits contained therein. 

 
 

 
 



 

THE EXPOSITION ILLUMINATED 
By HENRY RUSTIN 

Chief of Mechanical and Electrical Bureau 
 
 

[Beautiful as is the Exposition by day, the visitor has seen but half its beauty until he has seen it at 
night. By a novel apparatus the electric current is turned on by degrees. The Tower, the buildings, the 
long lines of lamp-pillars, seem to pulse with a thrill of life before the eye becomes sensible to what is 
taking place. Then a faint flush comes, like the flush which church spires catch from the dawn. This 
deepens for an instant to pink, then grows red, and mellows into luminous yellow, and as if by magic the 
exposition of beams and staff has vanished and has become the glorified spirit of the thing. It is the most 
marvelous effect of artificial light which the world has ever seen. Less than thirty years ago tourists 
gathered to see the illumination of the dome of St. Peter’s at Rome, effected by men setting off Bengal 
lights in spiders. It was considered almost a miracle. Beside the  Tower of white flame at the Exposition 
St. Peter’s would have seemed dingy and almost in darkness. The article which follows on the lighting 
of the Exposition is by Henry Rustin, the man under whose direction these wonderful effects have been 
produced.-EDIT0R.] 

 
THE lighting of the Pan-American Exposition is considered to excel 

all others in the quantity of lamps in operation as well as in their 
arrangement for decorative purposes. When the observer stands on the 
Triumphal Causeway and looks toward the Tower, it is not difficult to 
convince him that no artificially illuminated area ever before presented 
such a quantity of mellow, glowing points of light. The area of the Court 
of Fountains and the Esplanades is equal in extent to the combined 
courts of former expositions all put together. Hence the problem 
presented to provide light for traffic alone was a considerable one, even 

if lights for decorative purposes had not been required. The lighting of these great areas is accomplished 
by placing clusters of lights on frequent ornamental staff supports, which were kept at as low a level as 
was consistent with the architectural conditions and scale, in order that the source of light might be as 
near as possible to the objects to be illuminated. These lights were placed along parallel lines, or in 
accordance with the arrangement of walks, and present a very gay appearance. They were intended to be 
arranged so as to distribute the light equally, and so carefully has this been worked out that one seeks in 
vain for a shadow. 

The decorative lights are arranged with reference to the complete general effect and not with regard 
to the individual treatment of the buildings. The scheme adopted involved a gradual working up of the 
intensity of the illumination from the southern part of the exposition grounds to the Electric Tower, 
where a climax of electrical effects is reached. The Tower itself, when lighted, stands out as a most 
attractive object and indescribable in its appearance. The volume of light on this Tower, when seen at a 
distance, takes on an appearance which suggests to the mind phosphorescence as well as the semi-
incandescence of the structure itself. Observers at a distance of twenty miles or even more can easily 
pick out this object as a thing of beauty and almost awe. 

All through the arrangement of the plan of lighting, the twofold advantage of placing lamps in such a 
position that they would serve both for decorative purposes as well as for the practical use of lighting 
traffic was kept in mind. 

For the first time in the history of exposition lighting, the unit of light has been reduced to eight-
candle-power. lamps. This gives almost perfect diffusion. Heretofore methods were employed in 
illuminating large areas, which necessitated the use of arc-lamps, clusters of Welsbach, or large oil-



 

burning lamps. Such methods produced an unpleasant sensation, due to the concentration of light, which 
blinded the eye to such an extent that objects behind the source of light were not clearly defined, and the 
eye in attempting to adjust itself to look at other objects was deceived. The eight-candle-power lamp 
does not blind or dazzle 

A novel method has also been introduced on a large scale to produce a 
rather spectacular effect. This is accomplished by passing the entire quan-
tity of current used for lighting through a rheostat which can be 
manipulated so as to bring the lights from zero up to full candle-power, 
and from full candle-power down to zero. This effect, when applied to so 
vast a quantity of incandescent lamps, is almost startling and at the same 
time pleasing. The uniformity of the light, since it is all of the same 
quality, gives an even tone of illumination to the eye throughout the 
Exposition grounds. 

The extensive fountain display in the basins enlivens the setting by day 
and furnishes a certain attraction which appeals to each beholder. At night 
this water display becomes part of a most pleasing ensemble, which adds 
its effect to the lighting. No known agents are capable of a more pleasing 
blending than a studied combination of water and light. The niche in the 
Electric Tower has been selected as a stage for a display of water and light effects in a greater quantity 
of each than ever before has been combined. The result is beyond a doubt the most impressive ever 
beheld. 

 
 
 

FROM AN ART CRITIC’S POINT OF VIEW 
By MRS. SCHUYLER VAN RENSSELAER 

Author of  “English Cathedrals,” “Art Out of Doors,” etc. 
 
 
In art, as in science, more may be learned from one good object-lesson than from the long preaching 

of theories. Yet never, perhaps, has a single example of success taught so much to so many people as did 
the Chicago Fair of 1893. And one of the results of its teachings is the artistic success of the Pan-
American exhibition. 

The White City showed a public which was greatly in need of such instruction that artistic excellence 
depends first and most of all upon artistic harmony. Nowhere else in the United States had the virtues of 
coherence and logic in a general plan and of concord in the buildings erected upon it been convincingly 
illustrated. A fine and comprehensive plan had, indeed, been devised for the national capital, but it had 
not been rightly carried out. In scarcely any part of any other American town had harmony of general 
effect even been thought of. Nor had it been considered when our first great exposition was built; and, in 
consequence, those who visited Philadelphia in 1876 carried home many memories of beautiful 
individual things, but were not impressed or interested by the aspect of the exhibition as a whole. 

At Chicago the case was very different. Here the most impressive, interesting, and beautiful exhibit 
was the Fair itself-the White City as a whole. And the reason was plain: the three elements that 
composed it, architecture and verdure and water, had been so combined that each enhanced the effect of 
the others; and in its main portions- in and near the Court of Honor-the labor of many architects and 
sculptors had been guided by certain general prescriptions. The result proved that a high degree of 
beauty may be produced on a vast scale by many allied hands as well as upon a small scale by a single 
hand. It proved that in the one case as in the other, harmony must be the fundamental and the dominant 



 

aim. And it proved that harmony means, not monotony, uniformity, but variety in unity. No two 
buildings on the Court of Honor - were alike; but they were all placed in a right relationship to each 
other and to the space they encircled, and they were all concordant in size, style, and color. Therefore a 
magnificent general effect was achieved, while the merits of each individual structure were accentuated 
and its faults were minimized. 

The lesson thus taught with triumphant force and clearness was generally apprehended and 
appreciated. The people at large realized why the White City was so beautiful; and, moreover, when it 
showed them, for the first time, beauty created on a great scale by the hand of man, they recognized it as 
a thing worth caring about, worth getting. They may have forgotten by this time whether the Chicago 
Fair was a commercial success or not; but they remember very well that it was a great work of art, and 
that, as such, it justified all the labor and all the money that it cost. 

The seeds of knowledge in regard to the character of beauty and in regard to the value of beauty that 
were thus widely scattered are bearing good fruit. Everywhere in our country more desire for 
architectural excellence is manifested than was shown ten years ago,. and the right way to achieve it is 
better  
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greens, and blues, laid on in more “telling “ masses ; and pure white might have been used more largely 
as their background. But it should not be forgotten that this was our first experiment in polychromatic 
architecture, and that the scale upon which it was made rendered success doubly difficult. Nor should it 
be thought that the experiment has failed. In color, as in design, the Pan-American Is a delightful thing 
to see. Only, if it had been painted with a bolder hand it might have been more brilliant, more reflective, 
even more gay and festal-looking, than it is to-day. 

In regard to the effect it makes at night, the Pan-American need fear no comparisons, actual or 
fancied. 

At Chicago we realized for the first time what impressive, poetic, witching beauty may be created by 
the use of artificial light. In one sense it is not artistic beauty. In another sense it is; for it is created by 
the hand of man, although with one of Nature’s agencies, and cannot fully reveal itself except upon an 
elaborate architectural background, And it is the one kind of beauty that modern men have evolved 
without any help from tradition or precedent. It is the one kind of beauty that we possess and that the 
ancients, so greatly our superiors in the production of many other kinds, knew nothing whatever about. 
We shall never see a permanent city as splendid as the daytime Rome of the emperors-the conditions of 
modern life prevent; and under the rays of the moon imperial Rome must have seemed even more 
grandiose and wonderful than under the beams of the sun. But on dark nights it could not be seen at all. 
It had nothing with which to illumine itself excepting torches, oil-lamps, and upon great occasions, 
perhaps, a few tar-smeared, burning Christians. Such a spectacle as the great court of the Pan-American 
presents when its myriad stars and garlands of fire bloom out, its unequaled cascades and fountains 
shimmer with varied hues, its Electric Tower is an almost solid sheet of flame, and the gigantic rays of 
its search-lights stream in many directions- such a spectacle as this the old Greek - or Roman could no 
more have imagined than the cave-dweller could have fore-seen the architectural marvels that crowned 
the Athenian Acropolis and stretched along the shores of the Tiber.  

Our people, it has sometimes been said of late, are acquiring “the exhibition habit.” Even before the 
Pan-American was built, four or five other expositions had been projected in different parts of the 
country, and we seem to be approaching a time when we shall be invited every summer to visit some 
temporary city, planned to benefit its organizers in commercial ways, and, in order that this end may be 
attained, planned to be a beautiful popular pleasure-ground. Is there any reason why we should not hope 
that this time may indeed arrive? Even in our largest permanent cities our chances to enjoy works of art, 
especially works of monumental art, are sadly few; and in our rural districts opportunities for recreation 



 

that will stimulate as well as rest the mind are no more plentiful than chances to learn what the world is 
accomplishing along the paths of industry and science. Instruction, recreation, and esthetic enjoyment - 
all these are offered by such a place as the Pan-American in great variety, of high quality, and at small 
cost to the individual visitor. If the cost to the Organizer is not too heavy, if the permanent city which 
fathers the transitory one profits by its existence, we can hardly see it rebuilt too often on ever-changing 
sites throughout the length and breadth of our country. 

 
 
 

CATALOGUE OF BUILDINGS 
 
[The descriptions of the chief buildings of the Pan-American Exposition have been written for the Art 

Hand-Book (except in a few instances) by the architects that designed them. It is felt by the Editor, 
therefore, that they may be presented as accurate and official descriptions of the Exposition 
architecture.] 

 
 

PYLONS OF TRIUMPHAL CAUSEWAY 
By JOHN M. CARRERE 

Of Carrere and Hastings 
 
The architectural purpose of the Triumphal Causeway is to balance the Electric Tower and to 

establish an entrance-portal to the great courts of the Exposition proper. - As a gateway from the natural 
landscape of the park into the formal scheme of the Exposition it was desirable that it should have both 
the elements of dignity and exposition gaiety. The four Pylons are monumental in size, being 40 by 50 
feet, and in color suggest stone. From the water-level to the base of the equestrian figures it is 116 feet. 
The avenue between them is 140 feet wide, the center line of which is the main axis of the Exposition, 
with the Electric Tower at one end and the statue of General Washington at the other. The sculpture 
which decorates the Pylons carries out the idea of national power and glory welcoming the world to the 
Exposition. The garlands of shields and the colored flags which festoon them lend an air of gaiety, and 
subtly suggest the idea of the draw-bridge leading from the natural outer park to the beauties in the 
creation of which man has been the chief factor. 

 
 

THE CURVED PERGOLAS 
By JOHN M. CARRERE 

Of Carrere and Hastings 
 

These structures curve from the Triumphal Causeway to the eastward end westward, tending to 
connect the Pylons with the Esplanades and to unify the architectural composition of the whole plan. 
They were designed to provide covered shelters for the visitors, and are an adaptation of the Pompeiian 
trellis, but on a larger scale and more elaborate. Double rows of columns make a wide nave and two side 
aisles with a pediment at either end. The side aisles are divided into bays, thus forming retired places for 
the visitors to sit and listen to the music on the Esplanades, and watch the gondolas on the water of the 
East and West lakes.’ Since being designed these buildings have been converted into open-air res-
taurants. They are gay in color treatment and suggestive of the exposition spirit. 



 

THE ESPLANADE BAND STANDS 
By J. M. LYALL 

 
At the Architectural Bureau on the Exposition grounds a number of clever and able young designers 

were employed, some of them being ex-students of the École des Beaux Arts of Paris, and it was 
decided to give them some opportunity for individual expression in some of the minor constructions 
about the grounds, so that a system of competitions was instituted for designers for some of these things, 
among others, for the Esplanade band stands. The design executed was the work of Mr. J. M. Lyall of 
New York. It is thoroughly original in form and very expressive of its purpose, with its four great 
sounding-boards under the domed roofs and the gay and festive character of its flowery detail. Another 
of these competitions was for the bridge at the south end of the Venice Canal. This was the work of Mr. 
Frere Champney, also of New York. 

 
THE GOVERNMENT BUILDING 

FROM THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT OFFICES 
 

J. KNOX TAYLOR, SUPERINTENDENT 
 
This building more than any other on the grounds is Spanish-American in its architecture, directly 

suggesting the type of the Mexican church. It closely resembles the great Cathedral of the City of 
Mexico. The treatment of the columns in the portico shows the influence of the modern French spirit, 
and the quadriga on the dome, as well as the general form of the building, which is distinctly that of an 
exposition building, prevents it from being a misapplied copy. 
 

 
 
The ground-plan is the same as that of the Horticultural Group of buildings opposite, both of which 

were agreed upon when the plan of the grounds was laid out. It consists of a large center building with 
dome and two flanking square pavilions connecting with each center building by semicircular arcades. 
The large center mass is made picturesque by numerous small towers and gilded domes and the use of 
picturesque Mexican gables at the north and south ends. The stately portico fronting on the Esplanade is 
not only impressive in its composition, but pleasantly suggestive of the United States Capitol at 



 

Washington, a suggestion which the public of America has come to look for in every building 
representing the national government. 
 

 
THE ETHNOLOGY BUILDING 

By GEORGE CARY 
 
The character of this building is classic in outline, with Renaissance decorative treatment. It is 

situated at the eastern junction of the Grand Esplanade and the Court of Fountains. The building is 
circular in plan, with the main entrances on the diagonal axis; between and connecting these is a 
continuous colonnade with a decorative frieze over the windows. The colonnade is raised some seven 
feet above the level of the Grand Esplanade, giving a covered portico or loggia commanding a pleasing 
view. Surmounting this colonnade is a terrace, with balustrade decorated with Martiny’s “Torch-
Bearer.” 

Over each entrance is a pediment containing McNeil’s ethnological group, forming the decorative 
motive of the tympanum, and back of and above each pediment is Phimister Proctor’s “ Quadriga,” 
made by him for the United States Government Building at the Paris Exposition of 1900. 

The building is covered by a dome like that of the Pantheon 
at Rome. The dome of the Ethnology Building is capped by a 
decorative cresting, the highest point being 150 feet. Hidden by 
the cresting is the skylight opening which lights the interior. 
Surrounding the dome, in eight of the sixteen panels, are eagles 
measuring 16 feet over all, and below these are eight circular 
windows in the encircling shaft, lighting the upper gallery. Sur-
mounting each of these windows, and standing below the 
eagles, is Brewster’s ethnological group, described elsewhere. 
The building covers about 20,000 square feet. There are two 
octagonal galleries, the first one being 25 feet above the floor, 
and the second one as feet above that. These galleries and the 
roof terrace are made accessible by staircases located at the side of each entrance. 

The eight decorated piers of the interior support eight arches, forming the octagon which, with the 
pendatives, carries the dome. The galleries encircle the octagon, leaving an open space under the dome 
8o feet in diameter and 120 feet in height. 

 
Inscriptions for the Ethnology Building. 
 

I. “KNOWLEDGE BEGINS IN  WONDER." - Plato, Aristotle, Langley. 
II. “SPEAK TO THE EARTH, AND IT SHALL TEACH THEE.”-Job xii. 8. 

III. “ NOTHING THAT IS HUMAN IS ALIEN TO ME.”-Terence. 
IV. “AND HATH MADE OF ONE BLOOD ALL NATIONS OF MEN.”- Acts xvii. 26. 
V. “WHAT A PIECE OF WORK IS MAN! “-Shakespeare, Hamlet, ii. 2. 

VI. “ALL ARE NEEDED BY EACH ONE.”-Emerson, Each and All. 
VII. “ THE WEAKEST AMONG US HAS A GIFT." - Ruskin. 

VIII. “NO SE GANO’ ZAMORA EN UNA HORA.”- Cervantes, part ii. chap. lxxi. 
IX. “0 rich and various Man ! thou palace of sight and sound, carrying in thy senses the morning and 

the night and the unfathomable galaxy; in thy brain, the geometry of the City of God ; in thy 
heart, the bower of love and the realms of right and wrong.”-Emerson, The Method of Nature. 

 



 

THE TERRACES 
BY JOHN M. CARRERE 

Of Carrere and Hastings 
 
THESE are four terraces running north and south on either side of the Court of Lilies and the Court of 

Cypresses. They were erected not only to form these retired courts and provide easy passageways from 
one building to another, but also to furnish elevated resting-places as points of vantage from which the 
public might view the illuminations and fountain effects. They were inspired by the famous architectural 
treatment of the lake-at the Parc Monceau, Paris. The row of gaines, executed by Professor L. Amateis, 
which bear the trellis, is, however, a new feature. 

 
 

MANUFACTURES AND LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING 
By GEORGE F. SHEPLEY 

Of Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge 
 
The Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building occupies a space 350 by 500 feet, with a courtyard in 

the center 132 by 170 feet. A cloister extends around the interior of this courtyard, and it was intended to 
place in the center a fountain surrounded by statues and ornamental trees ; but after the building was 
completed it was found necessary to roof the courtyard over in order to provide more space for exhibits. 

The south or principal front of the building, which is 500 feet long, faces the Court of the Cypresses. 
In the center of this front is placed the principal feature of the building, which is a great dome rising to a 
height of 1 30 feet, surrounded by four towers. At the corners of the building are pavilions surmounted 
with smaller domes.  

The west façade, toward the Court of the Fountains, is kept simple and low in order to give greater 
value to the Electric Tower at the end of the Court of Fountains. A little more prominence is given to the 
front on the Mall, where the entrance is under a pediment some 96 feet in height, which is surmounted 
by winged figures. The east front, which faces the Canal, is treated in a similar manner to the west front.  

The building is entered from the center of all four sides, and also from the pavilions on the corners. 
An arcaded loggia, with a groined ceiling, extends around the building on all sides and gives a 
convenient resting-place sheltered from the sun and rain.  

The treatment of the exterior is a free treatment of Spanish Renaissance, the idea being to give, by 
means of color and decoration, an expression of gaiety and lightness as far removed as possible from the 
serious buildings of other exhibitions held in this country. The cornice is formed by the rafters of the 
roof projecting over, and is treated richly with color and carving.  

On the front of the building, between the arches, are placed the seals of the governments of the 
various South American republics. Over the main entrance is a group of statuary typifying the Arts and 
Manufactures. This group and the winged figures over the entrance on the Mall are by Mr. Bela Pratt of 
Boston. 
 

PERGOLA BUILDINGS 
By JOHN M. CARRERE 

Of Carrere and Hastings 
 
 
In the four Pergola Buildings of the Exposition a unique treatment has been applied, making a 

structure of heavy character look light and arbor-like from the exterior. This effect has been secured by 



 

trellis verandas on the front and back. The Pergola Buildings are adapted to serve either as exhibit 
buildings or as restaurants.  

 
 

AGRICULTURAL BUILDING 
By GEORGE F. SHEPLEY 

Of Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge 
 

The Agricultural Building is situated at the east of the Electric 
Tower, the narrow front, 1 50 feet in length, facing the Court 
of Fountains, and the principal front, 500 feet in length, on the 
Mall. This building is treated with great simplicity and very 
few features. The principal entrance is toward the Mall,-facing 
the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building. Around this 
entrance is the greatest amount of enrichment. The 
decorations are designed with fruit, vegetables, and flowers, 
expressing the character of the building; and the large corbels 
are in the form of heads of animals of the field. This idea is 
carried around in the decorations of the cornice. There is a 
loggia on the south side of the building, overlooking the Mall, 

formed of arches resting on single columns, with a ceiling of groined vaulting. 
The treatment of the exterior, like that of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, designed by 

the same architect, is Spanish Renaissance, adapted to express a spirit of exposition gaiety. 
 
 

THE ELECTRIC TOWER 
By JOHN GALEN HOWARD 

 
Every artistic composition, whether it be a picture, a piece of sculpture, or a group of buildings, can 

be said to have a focus-some point or dominant feature which serves as a resting-place for the eye. The 
Electric Tower, by reason of its height and its central position, is such a focus in the midst of the main 
group of buildings of the Pan-American Exposition. 

Since this may be called the Age of Electricity, it was fitting that the focal point of the Exposition 
should be so designed as to afford an opportunity of accentuating that fact by a lavish display of electric 
power. This display is in the form of a majestic fountain and a scheme of brilliant illumination. The 
source of the power is Niagara, and this is suggested not alone by the fountain and the basin at the base 
of the tower, but by various groups of statuary in the wings, which have been designed to symbolize the 
great bodies of water which are tributary to the stupendous cataract. The following groups occupy the 
niches at the extreme ends of the curved wings, and are arranged from west to east in order : Lake 
Michigan, by Mr. Louis A. Gudebrod ; Lake Superior, by Mr. Philip Martiny ; Lake Ontario, by Mr. 
Ralph Goddard ; Lake St. Clair, by Mr. Henry Baerer ; Lake Huron, by Mr. Philip Martiny ; Lake Erie, 
by Mr. Carl E Tefft 

The spandrels of the niche in the south face of the tower and the smaller ones above the arch of 
entrance on the north side were modeled by Mr. Adolph A. Weinman, under the direction of Mr. Karl 
Bitter. -They represent the four rivers Niagara, Buffalo, St. Lawrence, and St. Clair. The keystones of 
these arches were modeled by the same sculptor.  



 

Another feature of the sculptural embellishment of the tower which deserves special note is the Pan-
American escutcheon on the south front of the shaft of the tower, above the water niche. This was 
modeled by Mr. Philip Martiny and Mr. Michele Giusti. Mr. Martiny was also the sculptor of the torch-
bearers crowning the four corners of the terminal pavilions, and of the groups typifying Progress which 
embellish the pyramidal pylons on - the east, west, and 
north sides of the tower. The groups ornamenting the 
pylons on the south side adjoining the water niche were 
modeled by Mr. George Gray Barnard, and typify “ 
The Great Waters in the Time of the Indian “ and “The 
Great Waters in the Time of the White Man.” The 
frieze with children, garlands of fruit, and eagles, 
beneath the loggia at the top of the shaft, was executed 
by Mr. Karl Bitter. The Goddess of Light which 
crowns the tower is the design of Mr. Herbert Adams, 
and is 16 feet in height.  

The total height of the tower is 389 feet. The shaft 
of the tower is 77 1/2 feet square at the base and is 
built with steel framework, the walls being of staff. 
The colonnades which form the curved wings at the 
sides of the tower have an extreme width of 255 feet. 
The promenades on these colonnades afford a fine 
view of the court and the other main buildings. If one 
approaches the tower from the north, he may cross a 
bridge, enter, and take an elevator to the lantern at a 
level of 252 feet, which commands a superb outlook of 
the Exposition and the surrounding country. Aside from its function as an observatory, the interior of the 
tower is made of service to the people by means of restaurants.  

As regards the architectural design of the Electric Tower, it may be called essentially American. As 
in the other buildings, use has here been made of classic and Renaissance forms, and certain 
“influences” may perhaps be pointed out by the critic; but the tower cannot be said to have been 
designed in any strictly defined traditional " style.” It shows the trend of thought in this country, and 
may be taken as an example of modern American architecture. 

 
 

THE OLD SPANISH MISSION 
By GEORGE CARY 

 
This reproduction of an old Spanish mission is situated south of the Stadium and directly northeast of 

the northeastern turn of the environing Canal. It is built in the style of the old Spanish missions, the east 
wing being almost a reproduction of the Mission of Santa Barbara, California. A chapel, cloisters, 
courts, and a shop, arranged about a garden on the banks of the Canal, compose the group, the walls 
stained with age, and the tiled roof green with moss. 

A low, heavy tower with tiled dome, the walls thick and low, with window-openings grilled with 
heavy wooden bars, suggest Father Salvierderra in “ Ramona “ and the abode of the Franciscan monks 
of to-day. Fully in keeping is the lavishly planted garden, picturesque in its pointed cedars, its cocoanut 
trees, palms, and plants imported from the tropics, while a fountain graces the center, about which are 
grouped marble columns supporting branching beams, on which are perched gay-plumaged parrots and 
macaws. 



 

Entering from the dike-walk on the Canal side, and passing through the arch under the tower, this 
garden is reached. Shut out at once from all the stir and whirl of the Exposition, surrounded by flowers 
and brilliantly colored birds, and the green of tropical trees, one is in some measure prepared for the 
quiet pictures within the building. 

To the west of the garden the shop is entered, with walls wainscoted with patterns in the style of old 
Cordova leathers, and hung with scenery papers suggesting a landscape of forests and distant mountains. 

The chapel, wainscoted with marble and rich with columns of mosaic and marble, serves as a fitting 
frame for the beautiful windows of the Leland Stanford Junior University of California, which is built in 
the mission style of architecture. These windows were executed in an artist’s studio in New York, an4 
were to be placed this summer; but Mrs. Stanford has permitted their exhibition here before installing 
them in the university building. 

Looking through the archways south of the garden, a cloistered court is seen, about which 
implements of the farm are picturesquely arranged, suggesting the early monastic days when the 
brothers of the mission tilled the land, and worked in the shops among brilliant colors and artistic 
surroundings, with music and flowers and gardens to make their day’s labor a pleasure, and their life one 
of peace and quiet and repose. And over all hangs the bell, whose story, so well told by Bessie Chandler, 
would seem to bring the legend home to us to-day.  

 
 
 

THE TWO BELLS 
 
I 
 

Long years ago, -so runs the ancient story, 
Two bells were sent from Spain to that far clime 
New found beyond the sea, that, to God’s glory, 

And in his house, together they might chime. 
 

II 
 

And to this day one bell is safely swinging 
Within its shelt’ring tower, where, clear and free, 

It hallows each day with its mellow ringing. 
The other bell, the mate, was lost at sea. 

 
III 

 
And when in gentle chimes the bell is pealing, 

The people listen ; for they say they hear 
An echo from the distant ocean stealing : 
It is the lost one’s answer, faint, yet clear. 

 
BESSIE CHANDLER. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

THE PLAZA 
By WALTER COOK 
Of Babb, Cook & Willard 

 
The square to which the name of the Plaza has been given is a nearly isolated unit of the general 

composition, being situated at its extreme north end, on a somewhat lower level than the parts 
immediately touching it. For this reason, and on account of the very intimate connection between the 
buildings and the square which they surround, the entire treatment of both buildings and grounds was 
put in the same hands the one exception to the general rule which prevailed elsewhere. 

The Electrical Tower of Mr. Howard, which dominates, 
and was meant to dominate, the whole scheme, terminates 
the Plaza on the south side. The other buildings have 
purposely been kept somewhat smaller in scale and less 
monumental in character, in order to give to the tower its 
full value. And as the tower on the south side faces the 
Court of Fountains, in which water is the great feature, the 
Plaza itself has been treated without basins or fountains, in 
order to secure a contrast of treatment. 

The middle of the square is occupied by a Sunken Garden, surrounded by a  double balustrade 
inclosing a terrace from which steps descend to the garden itself, the center of which is occupied by a 
band-stand. The four corners of the terrace are occupied by pavilions, which are intended to be let to 
concessionaires. The whole is intended to form a resting-place for visitors out of the direct line of 
communication.  

 
 

 
THE RESTAURANT BUILDINGS  AND ARCADES 

By WALTER COOK 
Of Babb, Cook & Willard 

 
On either side or the square are buildings closely other, and having a double use. The lower part of 

open arcade, forming the entrance on the one side to on the other to the Stadium. The remainder of these 
buildings serve as restaurants. 

The style of architecture adopted in these buildings is freely reminiscent of Spanish examples, and of 
their descendants in Spanish America, while no single building has been taken as a prototype. The 
character of the exhibition, in which only the Americas are represented, naturally suggested this 
inspiration, which is indeed evident in many other parts of the grounds. And it is this character which 
suggested calling the little square the Plaza. 
 
 

THE STADIUM 
By WALTER COOK 
Of Babb, Cook & Willard 

 
IN the mass of this amphitheater a great simplicity of style has been followed. The exterior is a series 

of columns with arches between; the seats in the interior back up against this arcade, and are terminated 
by a sort of attic, forming a promenade around the entire building, covered with gaily colored awnings 
and decorated with flags.  



 

On the east the Colonnade becomes an 
open screen, giving a view through it to the 
fields beyond, and with openings, each of 
which is provided with a portcullis. When 
these are open they afford entrance to the 
various cavalcades or processions which 
are to give representations during the 
Exposition.  

On the west end is the main entrance, 
and above this the tribune, in which the 
seats are covered by a roof. This feature 
contains the festal part of the Stadium; the 
forms are light, representing in part bronze 
(while those in the Stadium proper are 
stone forms), and here the greatest amount 
of color and decoration has been used, the 
general idea being to accent this motive and make it contrast by its gaiety with the comparative 
simplicity of the rest of the building. 

The dimensions of the Stadium are, length, about 680 feet, and width, 450 feet. The arena has been 
laid out to obtain a quarter-mile running-track. 

Its extreme dimensions are about 569 feet in length and 260 feet in width. The seating capacity is 
about 12,000. It is intended to reproduce the spirit of the Pan-Athenaic Stadium cut in the side of Mount 
Pentelicus, near Athens. 

 
 

THE PROPYLAEA 
By WALTER COOK 
Of Babb, Cook & Willard 

 
The north side of the Plaza is occupied by a colonnade surmounted by a sort of pergola with green 

vines and flanked by two large archways giving access from the railroad station. This structure, to which 
the name of the Propylaea has been given, 
forms the northerly end of the whole 
architectural composition of the 
Exposition. It is treated in a very free 
style, as regards the two archways 
especially, and seeks above all to manifest 
the Exposition character and be a gay 
festival entrance to a great fair.  

In the buildings themselves but little 
statuary has been used; on the other hand, 
both statues and vases are employed freely 
in the treatment of the balustrades, and 
under the colonnade of the Propylaea. 

The Visitors to the Stadium pass under 
the arcade of the building on the east side 
of the Plaza, traverse a small open-air 
vestibule defined by balustrades, and enter 
the Stadium itself. 

Gateway of Propylaea and entrance to stadium 



 

THE ELECTRICITY BUILDING 
By GREEN & WICKS 

 
In style and spirit the Electricity Building is similar to the 

Machinery Building, by the same architects. The endeavor has 
been made to adapt the Spanish mission style of building, 
together with Renaissance features, to the purposes of the 
modern exposition and to add to it an air of gaiety and color. 
The architectural features of the Electricity Building recur in the 
Machinery Building, and are set forth under that head. The 
Electricity Building is 500 feet in length, 150 feet in width, and 
160 feet in height. 
 
 
 
 

THE BAZAAR BUILDING 
By WILLIAM WELLES BOSWORTH 

 
Situated beyond the Canal at the junction of the Mall and the Midway, and fronting on the Midway, 

was the only large building outside the main scheme which was built by the Exposition Company. - 
Destined for the exhibit and sale of all sorts of bijoux and souvenirs, the character of the design was 
studied to express a gaiety and “laisser aller” spirit consistent with the uses of the building. To express 
this spirit no style in the history of architecture is so well adapted as that of the French trellis-decorated 
buildings of the epoch of Louis XV, though it is dangerous when not used with restraint, being the 
expression of a generation renowned for moral decadence. When used as in this instance, where it is 
merely applied as surface decoration to a building composed with strong structural masses of wall 
surfaces in their relation to openings and great simplicity of architectural line and silhouette, it has great 
charm. The groups of children surmounting the balustrade, as well as the decorative bronzed figures in 
the niches between the windows, are the work of the sculptor Isidore Konti. 

 
 
 

THE ACETYLENE BUILDING 
By WILLIAM WELLES BOSWORTH 

 
The Acetylene Building, situated on the Mall at the west of the Machinery Building and across the 

Canal, was built by the Exposition Company for the exhibits of the acetylene industry. Just opposite 
from the Bazaar Building, it shows an interesting contrast in architectural style. The main structural ele-
ments are equally simple and frank; ample openings for light give it the museum or exhibit-building 
character, while the seriousness of the nature of its exhibits is expressed by the reserve with which the 
ornament is applied in well-defined architectural limits, and the particular nature of the exhibits is made 
evident to the careful observer in the symbolism of the ornaments themselves. The evolution of lighting 
methods is worked out in the ornaments around the windows, from the fire-brand below up through the 
candle and classic lamp to the acetylene burner at the top, while above the cornice are groups of children 
holding acetylene torches which light the globe by M. Loester.  

 
 



 

THE MACHINERY BUILDING 
By GREEN & WICKS 

 
In considering a style of architecture for the Machinery Building the thought impressed itself of the 

fundamental idea of the Exposition Pan-American: that is, a style expressive of “all the Americas.” The 
logical thing to do, therefore, was to adopt the Spanish-American Renaissance, the typical style of 
architecture of this continent. It is a style that lends itself readily to exposition buildings, for it is not too 
serious and can readily be made gay and expressive of the exposition spirit. The mission building is the 
product of that period in Mexico and Lower California when the Jesuits and Franciscan friars practically 
ruled the country. They built many of these low, comfortable, arcaded, cloister-like structures. The early 
types, however, are too somber, though well suited, with their great covering-space, low roofs, and cool 
arcades, for exposition buildings. The style needs enlivenment, ornament, and color. These qualities 
have been taken from later and more pretentious Spanish buildings. The Machinery Building was built 

around a court intended to be the 
chief feature of the building, as it 
was in the old Spanish structures, 
their peculiar charm being due to 
this quiet, retired court, with its 
flowers and pools of water. The 
court, however, in this case has 
been taken for exposition purposes, 
owing to the demand for greater 

space by exhibitors. The façade of the building presents an arcaded, cloister-like appearance, the oak-
timbered overhanging eaves producing the shadow. In the center of each face are placed the important 
entrances. On the north and south façade the entrances are flanked with towers, which form the most 
noticeable feature. The entrances between these towers are ornamented with single and double columns. 
They are flanked by arcades extending each way to the low corner pavilions. These are also used as 
entrances,, and are ornamented in the manner of the Spanish Renaissance. The roofs are covered with 
the typical Spanish mission tile, and the window-openings with copies of the wrought-iron work 
peculiar to the Spanish style of building. The Machinery Building is 500 feet long by 350 feet wide, and 
the highest towers are 170 feet in height.  

 
 

THE TEMPLE OF MUSIC 
DESIGNED BY ESENWEIN & JOHNSON 

 
The south front of the Temple of Music faces on the East Esplanade, the east front upon the Main 

Court. It corresponds on the general plan to the Ethnology Building, which occupies the corresponding 
position on the east side of the Main Court, and the motif of its design is similar. The ground-plan of the 
building is square, being 150 feet on a side. It is surmounted by a dome 180 feet high, suggestive in 
proportions of the dome of the Pantheon at Rome. In treatment the building is highly ornate. It is 
profusely decorated with pilasters sculptured in relief, and over each of the four pediments is a 
sculptured group by Konti. The auditorium of the building seats twenty-two hundred people, and 
contains one of the largest organs built in the United States. The building is used for musical recitals and 
choruses.  
 
 
 



 

THE HORTICULTURAL GROUP 
DESIGNED BY R. S. PEABODY 

Of Peabody & Stearns 
 

The Horticultural Group, so called, including the Horticultural Building and the Graphic Arts and 
Mines pavilions, corresponds in plan to the Government Group, and was designed to balance with it on 
the west end of the Esplanade. Its type of architecture is more suggestive of the buildings of northern 
Italy than of Spanish America. The loggias of the Graphic Arts and Mines pavilions are reproductions of 
the Villa Madonna at Rome, one of the most graceful of the productions of the Italian Renaissance. The 
modeling of the vaulted ceilings of these loggias is remarkably fine for exposition work, and the color 
treatment here is especially successful. In general composition the main building is formed on the plan 
of a Greek cross, with four huge arches on the principal axes and small octagonal pavilions filling in the 
corners. Above the whole rises a cupola, surmounted by an airy lantern. The entrance from the 
Esplanade is framed under an ample pediment ornamented with rich decorations in relief, and, picked 
out in color like the majolica work of Italy, it forms a beautiful background to the Fountain of Nature. 
The extreme height of the building is 240 feet.  
 

THE NEW YORK STATE BUILDING 
By GEORGE CARY 

 
The New York State Building is situated on the north side of the west bay of the park lake, near the 

Elmwood Avenue entrance. Used as the New York State Building during the Exposition, it is to remain 
afterward a permanent building for the Buffalo Historical Society. The building is of white Vermont 
marble, in the classic order of architecture known as the Greek Doric, being of the same order as the 
Parthenon at Athens, by Pericles. This would seem best to harmonize with the Albright Art Gallery on 
the opposite side of the water, designed in the spirit of the Erechtheum, which stands with the Parthenon 
on the Acropolis. 

The Greek Doric is suggestive of solidity and force, has little carving, and its lines are all curved 
slightly upward. As exhibited in the monuments of the age of Pericles at Athens, the Greek Doric 
combines with solidity and force the most subtle and delicate refinement of outlines and proportions that 
architecture has known.  

The building is a rectangle about 130 x 80 feet and 50 feet high. On the north front is located the 
statue “ Aspiration,” by Mrs. Harry Paine Whitney. The northern façade is .faced with three-quarter 
columns, and the entrance is through a vestibule, the bronze doors of which were the gift of the president 
of the Buffalo Historical Society, Mr. Andrew 
Langdon The panels in these doors, representing “ 
History “ and “ Ethnology,” are the work of Perry. On 
the south, dividing the paths leading to the park, are 
Andersen’s equestrian groups called “ Progress,” and 
between these two on the axis of the building is 
Andersen’s bronze group termed “ Affinity.” At the 
starting-point of the grand . marble staircase leading up 
to the southern entrance stands Elwell’s statue of ‘ ‘ 
Intelligence, ‘ ‘ described elsewhere. 

The southern entrance is through a portico 61 x 17 feet, embellished by ten Doric columns, and 
commanding a view of the park lake, the electric fountains, and the park.  

The floor-level is taken 7 feet above ground to the north, while to the south the grade is kept at the 
ground-level of the basement, so as to get good light, and to enter the bicycle-room and other rooms of 



 

the basement direct. The height of the basement is 14 feet. Here is the dining-room, facing the park to 
the south, the bicycle-room, kitchen, and janitor’s quarters (entered from the hail and from outside), also 
boiler-rooms, etc., and the storage-room to the west, under the audience-hall. The ground or first floor is 
1 5 feet high. Here is the audience-hall, which seats 250 persons.  

The library occupies the eastern end of the building on this floor, and between- the library and the 
audience-hall is the grand hall, stairway, and gallery. This grand hail, finished in black marble and gold, 
the largest room on this floor, may be given over to museum purposes, opening up into the upper floor 
to be used for larger relics. 

North of this grand hail is the lobby, giving access to the governor’s room to the east, a committee-
room to the west, to cloak-rooms and toilet-rooms, as well as an entrance to all the other rooms on ‘this 
floor. 

The second floor runs up into the roof, making the rooms 18 feet high. It is lighted entirely by 
skylights, and will be used for museum purposes. 

The building is absolutely fire-proof. It is planned to accommodate not only the ultimate needs of the 
Historical Society, but also the immediate needs of the Exposition. It is provided with a heating and 
ventilating plant, and is lighted by a thousand electric lights. 
 
 

THE FIRE-PROOF ART BUILDING 
By GREEN & WICKS 

 
The Art Building is built of rough red brick, of attractive color, laid in a wide joint. Its central 
architectural feature is the Statuary Court in the interior. The architectural details pf the exterior are 
Spanish Renaissance, resembling those of the palace in Palma, on the island of Majorca. The cornice of 
the building is old brown oak. Surrounding the structure, at the level of the first floor, are niches 
containing antique statues. The Art Building is 220 feet in length, 105 feet in width, and 34 feet in 
height. This structure was erected to provide temporarily for the exhibits of fine arts when an unforeseen 
delay in securing the marble for the Albright Art Gallery made it impossible to complete that building in 
time for the Exposition. 
 
 

STATE, FOREIGN, AND AUXILIARY BUILDINGS 
 
THE FORESTRY BUILDING, designed by the Exposition Architectural Bureau.- The Forestry 

Building is situated northwest and adjacent to the Indian Mound,  which is conspicuous in the 
southeastern corner of the Exposition grounds. It was intended to 
house the forestry exhibit in the south pavilion of the Horticultural 
Group, now known as the Mines Building, but a change in this 
plan was necessitated, and a separate structure was  erected. The 
Forestry Building is built of logs in the manner of the settlers’ log 
cabins. It is 150 feet long by 100 feet wide, and presents an 

interesting contrast with -the complex and highly developed examples of architecture in the Main Court.  
 

OHIO STATE BUILDING, a low, gracefully proportioned building, with wide verandas, classic in 
treatment, designed by John Eisemann, Cleveland, Ohio 

ILLINOIS STATE BUILDING, a combination of the classic and Italian -Renaissance styles, 
designed by J. M. White of Champaign, Illinois. -  

HONDURAS BUILDING, a pavilion, Spanish in style, with cupola treatment of roof.   



 

CUBAN BUILDING, Spanish Renaissance, with dome, designed by James Ackerman of Buffalo. ,  
CHILE BUILDING, built of structural steel and closed in with glass, designed by C. I. Williams of 

Dayton, Ohio.  
PORTO RICAN BUILDING, a small pavilion of staff, with beams and ornamental timbers disclosed.  
PENNSYLVANIA STATE BUILDING, an attractive structure, colonial in style, with cupola, 

designed by the State Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. - - 
NEW ENGLAND STATES BUILDING. This structure, representing the New England States 

combined, is a type of early New England colonial building, colored to give the effect of red brick and 
white marble. It was designed by Josephine W. Chapman of Boston, Massachusetts. - - - - 

GUATEMALAN BUILDING, a square frame structure, classic in treatment. - 
SANTO DOMINGO BUILDING, a small frame structure, painted in white and cream, 
designed by C. I. Williams of Dayton, Ohio. 
MICHIGAN STATE BUILDING, a handsome structure, pure colonial in style, 
designed by George H. Barbour of Detroit, Michigan. 
NEW JERSEY STATE BUILDING, a small structure, Spanish in treatment, designed by A. C. 

Jenkinson of Newark, New Jersey. 
ECUADOR BUILDING, noticeable by its high gable and Queen Anne style - of outline, designed 

by-James & Leo of New York City. 
MINNESOTA STATE BUILDING, Spanish Renaissance in treatment, designed by Dudley & 

Beardsley of Buffalo, New York. 
WISCONSIN STATE. BUILDING, classic roof and Gothic treatment of windows and doorways, 

designed by A. C. Clas of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
DAKOTA STATE BUILDING. The striking feature of this building is a castellated tower, the 

remainder of the structure being accorded a Spanish treatment. 
MEXICAN BUILDING, an attractive building of Spanish architecture. 
KNIGHTS OF THE MACCABEE5 BUILDING, a small but pleasant structure, Spanish Renaissance 

in style.  
A. 0. U. W. BUILDING, Spanish in treatment, with second story open to serve as roof garden. 
ORDINANCE BUILDINGS, Spanish in treatment, designed by the United States Government 

Architectural Bureau, J. Knox Taylor, Superintendent. 
DAIRY BUILDING, a reproduction of a Swiss chalet, designed by the Exposition Architectural 

Bureau.  
SERVICE BUILDING, Spanish in style, designed by the Exposition Architectural 
Bureau.     
 LARXIN SOAP BUILDING. The main structure is classic in treatment, and is surmounted by a 

dome in the spirit of the Italian Renaissance, designed by Lansing & Beierl of Buffalo, New York. 
 
 

THE PICTURESQUE MIDWAY 
By FREDERICK W. TAYLOR OF CONCESSIONS 

 
 [In contrast with the main plan of the Exposition, where the architectural features harmonize and for 

the most part are conceived in the same style, is the architecture of the Midway. Here the buildings 
express the fantastic diversity of races, ideas, and amusements, as in the Exposition proper they express 
arrangement and uniformity. But despite the architectural incongruity of the Midway as a whole, there 
are single architectural effects of great charm and interest. Such concessions as “The Streets of Venice” 
and “Alt Nurnberg” are accurate reproductions of famous old-world styles of building. As Director of 
Concession Mr. Taylor, author of the following article, supervised the formation of the Midway. He is 
therefore the highest authority as to its nature and interests. -EDITOR.] 



 

 
The “ Midway,” as a name applied to an amusement section of an exposition, seemed to the 

management of the Pan-American Exposition to have become so firmly impressed on the public mind as 
to be the only one to apply to that feature of the first exposition in the new century.  

The name came about in this wise- but, on second thought, that is irrelevant and belongs to another 
story. 

There are two distinct phases of the Pan-American Midway. One is composed of the distinctly 
amusement features, and the other is made up of those which are primarily, or largely, educational. That 
there is an educational side will not have occurred to many persons, but it is more than likely that no 
single phase of the Exposition in architecture, exhibits, or concessions will leave a more lasting impress 
than will the ethnological features of the various villages. Great effort has been made to have these 
features correct in every way. 

Next to a sojourn in Mexico, in the portions of the West still inhabited by Indians, in Labrador, 
Hawaii, or the Philippines, are the effects produced by visits to the villages peopled by real men and 
women of the various countries mentioned, living in houses the counterparts of those they occupy at 
home, surrounded by the same implements, wearing the same clothing, or absence of it, and whiling 
away time with the same dances or other amusements.  

The educational side is also present, in large proportion, in the zoological series of which the wild-
animal arena and the ostrich farm are examples, and the pictorial series of which the cyclorama and the 
panopticon are illustrations. All these are clearly instructive and healthful, and at the same time furnish 
sufficient reason for passing away pleasantly, and profitably, portions of the time available for visits to 
the Exposition.  

The more purely theatrical side is provided by “Darkness and Dawn,-”“ Trip to the Moon,” “ House 
Up-side Down,” and “Dreamland.” 

The methods of directing and the products of human toil are illustrated in the Colorado Gold Mine 
and the Glass Factory, while those who are searching for sensations will find them in the aëro cycle, the 
captive balloon, the scenic railway, the merry-go-round,  and the miniature railway. 

If the attempt to classify the attractions has any merit, it may be presented, perhaps, somewhat 
roughly as follows: 
 
ETHNOLOGICAL  
 
African Village 
Alt Nurnberg 
Beautiful Orient 
Chiquita 
Eskimo Village 
Gypsy Camp 
Hawaiian Village 
Indian Village 
Infant Incubator 
Japanese Village  
Mexican Village 
Old Plantation 
Philippine Village 
Venice in America 

ZOOLOGICAL 
 
Bostock’s Animal Arena 
Diving Elks 
Educated Horse “Bonner” 
Ostrich Farm 
 
PICTORIAL  
 
Cineograph 
Cleopatra 
Dawson City 
Fall of Babylon (Painting) 
Johnstown Flood 
Kilauea 
Living Pictures 
Missionary Ridge 
Mutoscopes  
Panopticon 

HUMAN LABOR 
 
Colorado Gold Mine 
Glass Factory 
 
 
THEATRICAL 
 
Darkness and Dawn 
Dreamland 
House Upside Down 
Trip to the Moon 
 
 
MERCHANDISING 
 
Bazaar 

SENSATIONAL 
 
Aéro Cycle 
Captive Balloon 
Merry-go-round 
Miniature Railway  
Scenic Railway 
 
 
GASTRONOMIC 
 
Restaurants 
 

 



 

The heading " Merchandising” has only one entry under it, the Bazaar ; but in a few special cases 
selling is permitted in certain exhibits buildings, the thought being that only articles manufactured upon 
the grounds, or those having value as souvenirs, be offered the guests of the Exposition.  

This leaves to be covered only those articles of food and drink which are to be classed as necessities. 
Special effort has been made to provide restaurants of such classes as may enable any per-son of any 
taste and with any sized bank-account to find satisfactory service at fair prices. - There are places serv-
ing “a la carte,” others “ table d'hote," and yet others “lunch-counter” style. In many places a good meal 
can be had for from twenty-five to thirty-five cents, while in others you may pay a dollar, or two dollars, 
or more, and still get your money’s worth.  

To assemble the amusement and catering features of an exposition is not a short nor is it an easy task. 
Those who have had the responsibility of serving the Pan-American millions in the capacity of gatherers 
and assorters of the things which go to make a visit pleasant, profitable, and comfortable, submit the 
result of their labors with some pride, a little apprehension, and hearty good wishes for those who are to 
test the results of their labors. 
 
 

HOW TO LOOK AT PICTURES 
By MRS. SCHUYLER VAN RENSSELAER  

Author of “English Cathedrals,” “Art Out of Doors,” etc 
 

The Art-Gallery of the Pan-American Exposition contains, undoubtedly, the best collection of 
American works of art that has ever been gathered; and they are so arranged that they may be studied to 
the best advantage, the contributions of each artist being grouped together. Such a collection deserves to 
be approached in the right mood and the right manner. 

 The first step toward appreciating and enjoying works of art is to recognize the difference that may 
exist between the verdict of true judgment and the verdict of personal taste. Often, of course, the two 
may coincide. But the fact that a picture does not greatly please our own eyes should not convince US 
that it is a poor picture. We do not decide in this way about other things. No one says, “ I don’t care to 
read a book of that kind-therefore it is a poor book”; nor, “That bonnet is unbecoming to me-therefore it 
is an ugly bonnet.” But too often we do say, “I should not care to buy that picture, to - live with it 
therefore it can’t be a fine picture.” 

 Rules for the discovering of true excellence cannot, of course, be laid down in words. They must be 
learned by educating the mind and the eye in the presence of actual works of art, and, moreover, in the 
presence of Nature also; for very few eyes untrained in art have ever really looked at Nature in such a 
way as to be entitled to trust their own testimony in regard to the question whether or not an artist has 
truthfully portrayed any phase of it. 

Nevertheless, one general counsel can be given to the inexperienced: Try to put yourself at the artist’s 
point of view, try to understand what he has endeavored to do, before you say whether he has done it 
well or not. 

This counsel is needed even in the most literal sense. Often the effect of a picture depends very 
greatly upon its distance from the observer’s eye. There are many methods of painting, from the most 
minute and (to use a general but inaccurate term) “highly finished,” to the most broadly generalized; and 
each method, each given canvas, appears at its best from some special distance. To walk about a gallery 
close to the pictures, studying each as narrowly as possible, is to misread, to misunderstand, the 
language in which most of them have been written. It is not a habit peculiar to our time. Centuries ago 
Rembrandt remarked to one of his visitors that pictures were meant to be looked at, not to be smelled. 
But it is a more unfortunate habit in our own time than it was in certain earlier ones, for modern methods 
of painting are most often less well adapted to examination at the end of one’s nose than were those-to 
cite an extreme in-stance - of the so-called “ Little Masters” of Holland. A miniature which can be taken 



 

in the hand and a wall-painting fifty feet above our head differ as much in the way they are painted as 
do, in the way they are played, the tenderest violin solo and a military march by a brass band. Between 
them are works which are meant to be seen at all possible varieties of distance; and the first effort of one 
who looks at them must be to discover the right points of view in a literal, physical sense. 

There is a right point of view also in regard to an artist’s choice of subject. He may paint things you 
would never have chosen. Nevertheless, if his work is well done it ought to give you pleasure of some 
sort; and it probably will if you will take the time to examine it, trying to see why the artist selected it-
for what special beauty of color or line, of light and shadow, of character or meaning. 

Then it should be remembered that no kind of painting is or can be a literal and complete 
representation of the chosen subject, any more than a story can be a full and complete record of all that 
its characters did and said and felt during the period that it covers. To paint a picture or to tell a story, 
one must select and condense, omit here and accentuate there. Much must be packed into little; and the 
result may often be a suggestion rather than a record of the chosen subject, leaving a great deal to the 
imagination of him who reads the tale or looks upon the canvas. There are many beautiful pictures, 
indeed, which should be compared rather to brief poems than to stories-which are meant rather to 
stimulate the memory or to awaken the fancy than to portray facts. The artist has as much right as the 
worker in words to choose what he shall do. The observer (unless he intends to buy as well as to look!) 
should merely question whether he has succeeded in his special aim. If he asks for a plainly told 
anecdote when a poetic suggestion is offered him, he does injustice to the painter and ruins his own 
chances of enjoyment. Yet this is what that many-minded creature called “ the general public” 
constantly does in a picture-gallery. It complains that all the blades of grass in the foreground of a 
landscape are not defined, when the painter has cared nothing about them for the moment because he has 
wanted to suggest the effect of a cloud-shadow on a meadow, or a wind in the tree-tops, or the glow of a 
sunset sky, and knew that to make his grass-blades conspicuous would distract the eye from this, the 
central thought, the main intention, of his picture. Or in looking at a portrait the public complains that 
only the head is “finished,” that the gown and the hands are but “ roughly” or “ carelessly “ done, when 
the painter has wished, perhaps, to concentrate attention upon a beautiful effect of light falling upon the 
head, and has purposely and very wisely subordinated the other portions of his work. Such instances as 
these might be almost in-definitely repeated. And they bring me to another point : As truly as the painter 
may choose what he will paint, and dwell upon some factors in his subject more than upon others if he 
thinks best, so he may choose the kind of treatment, of handling, of painting in the technical sense, that 
he will use to express his idea. And if he expresses this idea well, then his picture is well painted and is 
as “highly finished” as it ought to be. 

This very popular term- “ highly finished “ -is, as I have said, an inaccurate one. It implies that every 
painter ought to elaborate his canvas as carefully as any brush could, and every part of it in equal 
measure. But, in truth, the most full and complete expression of a subject is sometimes given by means 
of brush-work, which is very far indeed from minute, and, when examined close at hand, seems very 
careless. Notice, for example, some of the pictures by Mr. John Sargent in this collection. Look at them 
for a moment - not for the sake of enjoyment but of instruction -as closely as you can. Their meaning as 
an interpretation of Nature will almost disappear. Then go to a distance and look again. You will find 
them more truthful, more vividly real, and therefore in the genuine sense more skilful and careful pieces 
of painting than you have often seen. Some of the greatest painters have done their best in this fashion, 
always or at times. It resembles, for example, the fashion in which Velasquez, one of the greatest artists 
that ever lived, used his brush. Others, like Holbein, worked minutely, and their. pictures can be enjoyed 
from the nearest point of view as well as from more distant ones. The main thing is not how a painter 
works but what result he achieves. If the result is truthful and alive, if it portrays or suggests something 
that he really saw, then his method is good. Your part, as an intelligent observer who wants to enjoy - 
and to learn, is to try to discover what he saw, why he cared to paint it, what he wished his picture to 
convey to you, and whether he speaks his meaning clearly. And it is surprising how quickly, looking at 



 

good pictures in this mood, even the inexperienced may learn something about real pictorial excellence - 
how soon they will understand that such excellence can be enjoyed even though it does not coincide 
with strong personal preferences, and how delighted they will be by this enlargement of the power to 
receive from varied works of art varied kinds of pleasure of the eye and pleasure of the mind. 

 
 
 

THE PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION FLAG 
By PROFESSOR EDWARD S. HOLDEN 

 
 

  
Designed by Miss Adelaide J. Thorpe. 

 
 

[The Pan-American flag is quadrangular and is divided into three sections: The triangle nearest the 
staff is blue, with the North Star upon it in white. The triangle at the opposite corner is red, on which the 
four stars of the Southern Cross are set in white. The parallelogram between the triangles is white, on 
which an eagle in gold is depicted. - Professor Edward S. Holden of Columbia University, who is the 
leading authority on the symbolism of flags, has written the following explanation of the Pan-American 
flag for the Art Hand-Book.]  

 
A FLAG is an emblem, a symbol, and like all symbols should summarize and express a history. The 

national flag of the United States, for example, expresses a history of thirteen colonies originally banded 
together to resist tyranny, and afterward joined in a Federal Union, which now includes forty-five 
sovereign States - a star for each State, a stripe for each colony, a blue union to hold new stars for new 
States as they shall be created and admitted. 

The colors red, white, and blue are the revolutionary colors. Our independence was founded on 
revolution. In the French tricolor, adopted in 1794, the revolutionary colors appear in three broad 
vertical stripes. The independence of all the States of North and South America was founded on 
revolution against - the rule of Europe; therefore the colors red, white, and blue have been adopted for 
the inclined bands of the brilliant flag of the Pan-American Exposition of 1901. The red and the blue 
bands are triangles. The revolutionary flag of Puerto Rico bore a blue triangle with a single silver star; a 
red triangle with a silver star forms a prominent part of the flag of Cuba; red, white, and blue stripes 
distinguish the flag of Hawaii; also every State and dependency of the United States of America is 
symbolized and expressed in the Exposition flag. 



 

The red ensign of Great Britain, marked with a coat of arms, is the flag of Canada. All of the northern 
countries of the American continents collectively are symbolized by the cool blue segment which bears 
the single star - the North Star - Polaris. All of the southern countries collectively are symbolized by the 
warm red segment charged with the four stars of the Southern Cross (which is itself an emblem of the 
vast Republic of Brazil). The white band between these segments is the white band of Peace. It bears the 
eagle of liberty, and the eagle forms a part of the arms of the United States, of Mexico, and of Colombia. 

Over the head of the eagle is the rising Sun, which is found on the flags of the Argentine Republic, 
Uruguay, Bolivia, Peru, Costa Rica, and the Greater Republic of Central America. The intertwined 
palm-branch and pine again express the union of the North and South. Stars are found, either singly or in 
groups, on the flags of Samoa (a dependency of the United States), Chile, Paraguay, and Venezuela.  

The colors of the flags of all the Pan-American countries are combinations of red, white, blue, 
yellow, and green, and every one of these colons is represented in the Exposition Flag. The simple motto 
Pax (Peace) symbolizes a relation that the Exposition itself will greatly foster. In this flag -we find the 
expression of the policy of a great group of powerful and enlightened nations. 

 
 

ERRATUM 
 

No. 75, The Genius of Man, a group by Paul W Bartlett, described on page 66, was not erected in the 
position at the north end of the Court of Fountains as was intended. Instead it has been placed on the 
bank of the Park Lake near the Art Gallery. 

Sculpture groups, Nos. 91 A and 91 B, credited on page 70 to Charles A. Lopez of New York, should 
have been credited to Mr. A. Phemister Proctor. 
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THAT, EXCEPTING IN RARE CASES,

YOU MIGHT AS WELL SEND TO THE
FOtfNDLIMG HOSPITAL AND 11ORROW

A BABY AS TO BORROW A BOOK
WITH THE IDEA OF ITS BEING ANY
GREAT SATISFACTION. Wfc LIKE

A BABY IN OUR CRADLE, BUT PRE-

FER THAT ONE WHICH BELONGS

TO THE HOUSEHOLD. WE LIKE A

BOOK, BUT WANT TO FEEL IT IS

OURS. WK NEVER YET GOT ANY
ADVANTAGE FROM A BORROWED
BOOK. WE HOPE THOSE NEVER
REAPED ANY PROFIT FROM THE BOOKS
THEY BORROWED FROM US, BUT NEVER
RETURNED.- Talmage.
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"That men are merriest

when they are from home."

Shakespeare.

" Their thoughts were

fond and vain in the

Midway.'
'

Milton.



ENTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF CONGRESS, IN THE YEAR Igor, KY

THE NUT SHELL PUBLISHING CO.

IN THE OFFICE OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS AT WASHINGTON



DEDICATED

TO TUB

SPIRIT OF PAN AMERICA

IN

A SPIRIT OF FUN.





...FOREWORD...

THIS VOLUME WAS CONSTRUCTED ON THE THEORY

THAT IT IS FAR BETTER TO LAUGH THAN TO WEEP. HE

WHO FINDS TWO LAUGHS WHERE ONLY ONE HAD PREVI-

OUSLY EXISTED IS A TRUE BENEFACTOR TO MANKIND;

AND REALIZING THAT INFORMATION COMING IN A PLEAS-

ANT GUISE IS ALWAYS LASTING AND BENEFICIAL, ITS

MISSION TO AMUSE ~IS DOUBLY ENHANCED BY ITS POWER

TO INSTRUCT. THE SADDEST OF ALL HUMAN COMPLAINTS

IS THE INABILITY TO LAUGH. IF THIS BOOK WILL TEND

IN A MEASURE TO ASSUAGE THIS AFFLICTION, AND IN-

CIDENTALLY IMPART A FEW LESSONS IN PHILOSOPHY

AND KNOWLEDGE, THEN ITS EFFORTS WILL NOT HAVE

BEEN IN VAIN.

THE AUTHOR.
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SENOKITA SOUTH AMERICA MAKES GOO GOO EYES AT UNCLE SAM.
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MIRTH is GOD'S MEDICINE" HENRY WARD BEECHER.

.HERE are two sides to every story:
The story of the Pan-American Ex
position of 1901 had its funny side,

and a very funny side it was. It also

developed a tragic side, little sus-

pected at the time of its conception,
and which

came upon
it like a

thunderbolt from a clear sky.

In its humorous aspect it was re-

plete with interesting features and

personalities. There was the Arab,
with hisbaggy trousers; the Mexican,
in his preposterously wide-

brimmed sombrero, and the ab-

surdly togged-up Senegambian
from "Darkest Africa" who
were all rich in mirth-provok-

ing possibilities.

The visitors, coming from every
walk in liff^md from every locality,

frequently contained specimens of

humanity of such queer make-up that

not to laugh would stamp one as en-

tirely devoid of a sense of the ludi-

crous.
"The Rainbow City" was conceived

in a spirit of humor. Senorita South

America made goo-goo eyes at Uncle

Sam some time ago, and the flirtation

has been going on ever since; and

there is every evidence of a lifer

long attachment, with the legal

THE PAN HAD

TWO SIDES.
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HULLY GEE, EF I GETS ANODER CUSTOMER LIKE DIS I TROWS UP DE JOB !*'
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sanction of old Dr. Monroe and his celebrated " Doctrine."

"The Rainbow City
" was not so called because its opening

month was rainy, but on account of the beautiful tints which

pervaded its architecture
;
and so infectious was this color in-

fluence that competent authorities

assert that its parent city, Buffalo, was

painted red every night.

It was asserted that if Chicago's White

City had been in existence then, it

would have turned green with envy on

beholding the beautifully tinted " Pan."

There is much diversity inhuman na-

ture and we do not all see with the same

eyes; the strait-laced Puritan sees all

sorts of demons in the sailor's grog
where the simple-minded seaman sees

only good spirits. So it was with the

sightseers at the Exposition. Some
found hilarious enjoyment in the big

see-saw, while others intensely enjoyed

seeingthe small Spanish bulls teased and

tormented almost to the tail end of endurance in the bull ring
at the " Streets of Mexico."

On dedication day a long, lank

figure stood at the I^DlHHUfeJ main entrance of

at his feet and his '/^'{V VolH* knees embracedhis

three nickels and ten pennies. With
this change in his hand he sauntered up to the ticket-selling

INFLUENCE

COLOR.
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A BARGAINER. booth. " Haow much did ye say them tickets waz?" he

cautiously inquired, and when told the price slowly pro-

ceeded to recount

his money, piete

by piece, and then

passed it in at the

window and re-

ceived his ticket of

admission.

Hank Slocum
was a Yankee
farmer from "way

doawn East," where they grow them long and lean, and as shrewd

as it is possible for humanity to be. He often remarked that
" He'd be jiggered ef he didn't git his money's worth every
time he let loose a nickel !

"

As Hank reached the turnstile, a large, corpulent German
was making frantic efforts to squeeze through

" Donnerwetter

nocheinmal," he irritably exclaimed,
" for

vhy dey don't make dem pigger?" Af-

ter straining several buttons off he was
told to " Move along out av theyre !

"

by a policeman with a strong Milesian

brogue, and Hank was enabled to get

through. Just as he had

gotten inside the enclosure

he noticed several small

urchins crawl under the exit

wicket, and a little further

down the walk a fine speci-
men of ragged and unkempt
humanity known as "Hobo"

managed to scale the fence,
and within a few seconds
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HK NEVER RHAPSODIZED. was safely inside the Fair grounds
of a cent, a fact which

Hank, who invariably
its guise.

ceeded but a short dis-

sition grounds when he

awe-inspiring sight of

posing array of build-

justified in doing, for

City had surpassed his

The tall electrical tower,
with delightful foun-

artistic statuary, much
the right and left were long vistas

designed to display the won-

ders of electricity, the fruits

of husbandry, and the ex-

ploits of the liberal arts.

But our visitor had not come
to rhapsodize ; indeed, he was
of a particularly practical
turn of mind, so his naturally

inquisitive nature caused him
to stop an urchin who was

loudly proclaiming the vir-

tues of an official guide which

he had for sale.
"

I say, sonny," inquired
Uncle Hank,

" where's ther

Midway ?
"

"Say, mister, buy one of

these guides, and it'll tell yer
where ther Midway and ther

whole bizness is. See, it's

without the expenditure
was not lost upon Uncle

admired thrift, whatever

Uncle Hank had pro-
tance within the Expo-
halted abruptly at the

the magnificent and im-

ings, as, indeed, he was
the beautiful Rainbow

greatest expectations,
with its base ensconced

tains and alluring and

impressed him: while to

of magnificent structures

A CANADIAN VISITOR
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YANKEE THRIFT. got er map,
with all therin-

terestin g
places marked
on it only

twenty-five
cents." And
the youthful
salesman
spread out the

plan on one of the green
benches which abound

throughout the Exposition

grounds.
" An' which of them

places is the Midway ?
"

inquired the countryman
as he passed his long fin-

ger over the

map.
"Why, don't

yer see dat

long street ?
"

exclaimed the

boy, designat-

ing the exact

location on the

open map and

at the same time pointing
his finger in the direction

of the famous locality.

This was enough for

the shrewd Yankee, who,
armed with the necessary
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" ET's A GREAT SHOW, SILAS !"
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A QUARTER SAVED.

PAN IRISH-AMERICAN,

information without the expenditure of the solicited twenty-
five cents, gathered up his gripsack and umbrella, and, as he

started for his goal, thanked the outwitted boy for his infor-

mation and promised that "ef he needed a guide, he'd call

back and buy one of them books."

There is a peculiar atmosphere about all expositions which
causes commonplaces to become uncommonly interesting ;

this is partly due to the holiday air pervading, and to the fact

that the visitor has come to be

entranced, and that he intends, on
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HOW MUCH r>0 YOU CHARGE BY THE HOUR, SONNY?'
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HE ENTERS THB

MIDWAY.

his return home, to dilate on the wonderful things seen.

Our friend Hank was no

exception to the rule, and

promptly proceeded to be

amused. The first thing to

catch his eye was "The
House Upside Down." Af-

ter listening to the vivid de-

scription of the barker at the

entrance he purchased a

ticket of admission and en-

tered the topsy-turvy build-

ing, and, proceeding from

floor to floor, he was, as he

expressed it, "n:ighty upsot."

"Darned cf I know
whether I'm stand-

in' on my head or

my feet."
" I'm all twisted up !" he exclaimed when he reached

the street. "Whoop'ee, ther hul world's upside daown!"

and with this exclamation he threw his gripsack and

hat on the ground and stood on his head and hands,
" ter see haow it looked," to the intense amusement
of the crowd, and not minding the laughter of the

people surrounding. He then strode up
the Midway to seek a new diversion.

His eye next caught the quaint entrance

to the Streets of Mexico.

As he gazed in at the window of the

restaurant, the dulcet tones of the

mandolin orchestra caught his fancy,
and he decided that he must enter,

which he did, and after strolling about
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"AND STOOD ON HIS HEAD AND HANDS,
' TER SEE now IT LOOKED.'

"
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A MEXICAN MKAL. an(l critically examining the peculiar architecture of the adobe

houses and the odd garb
of the Mexican dudes and

peons, as well as the beau-

tiful senoritas, he was at-

tracted to the restaurant,
as he was rather hungry,
and the hot tamales and

other highly spiced food

smelled appetizing. A
pretty little Mexican
maiden brought him a

"bill of fare," but as the

dishes were of Mexican

manufacture, Uncle Hank
was for a moment non-

plused ;
his native wit,

how-
ever,
soon
came to his relief. In glancing over the list

of edibles, he discovered the word beans
;

that was enough for him, so pointing his

finger at the word he told the waitress to

bring him some. In a few moments
a steaming dish was placed before him,
but it bore no resemblance
to his favorite viand how-
ever he concluded to "go it,"

but the first mouthful caused
him to open wide his cap-
acious mouth and emit a

yell that caused a salvo of

laughter from the other din-

HOT STUFF
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ers in the restaurant. The dish he had ordered was concocted by
stewing a large Mexican bean with a profusion of red pepper
and other hot and spicy ingredients, and unless one is accus-

tomed to such food is very apt to prove surprising at the first

trial, and this proved to be the case with Uncle Hank
;
how-

ever, when the accommodating waitress brought him a fra-

grant cup of cocoa, he managed to assuage his hunger. The
bull fight next claimed his attention, although he demurred

strongly at the extra charge demanded for admission which is

invariably levied in all Midway enclosures.

You absent-minded beggar,
Be you City Sport or Jay,

If you want to see the Elephant,
You must Pay ! Pay ! ! Pay ! !

'

hummed a howling swell beside him !

Uncle Hank was hardly seated before the

cavalcade made the appearance in the ring,

and after parading around several times to

A MEXICAN MYSTERY.
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THE BULL show their proficiency
as horsemen, Mr. Toros,
the star of the occasion,

was ushered into the

arena. He proved to be

a small black Spanish
bull with no more ap-
parent ability to fight

than his Spanish hu-

man prototypes showed
at Manila and San-

tiago in a war not

many years ago. In-

deed, so devoid was
he of pugnacious

qualities, that after

being prodded and
tormented by the

picadores he actual-

ly turned tail and ran

to cover, with a

brave and valiant Matador grasping his tail with both hands
amid the loud jeers of the assemblage ;

this was too much
for Uncle Hank, who expressed his opinion in no uncertain

tone :

" Why gol durn it, I've got a short horn tu hum that

cud lick a hull Spanish fleet of sech as him !" and this

seemed to be the opinion of the majority of the spectators.
The transplanted bull fight of Spain is not to be compared
in the matter of gore with a full-fledged

college foot-ball scrap.

Presently a fresh bull was brought in,

and after considerable provocation put

up a faint imitation of belligerency ;

with this the audience was dismissed to
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I GOT A SHORT HORN TU HUM THET CUD LICK A HULL SPANISH

FLEET OF SECH AS HIM!"
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TNCLE HANK SEES THE

HULA-HULA DANCE.

MIDWAY TYPES

make way for other waiting and unsuspecting victims out-

side.

Uncle Hank's curiosity now directed his foot-

steps toward the Hawaiian village, and as the

crowd was surging in he allowed himself to drift

in. What he saw there can best be described in

his own words :

"
Je-roosa-lem ciickey ! When

I getter hum I must tell Si Hawkins ter see that

Hoo-la Hoo-la dance it's a corker !" and with

this he proceeded to imitate the sinuous hip

wriggle of the Hula-Hula dance, vociferously

whistling the seductive music as an accompaniment.
" Thet

stage manager said it was ther same dance thet waz danced
afore King Kalakawer. but I'll bet Mrs. Kalakawer wasn't pres-
ent when it waz."

The Midway presented an animated picture, with as varied a

concourse of people as

could well be imagined,
The picturesque, though
often dirty, Arabs and
Turks from the "Streets

of Cairo " touched elbows

with immaculately attired

society belles from the aris-

tocratic avenues of the big
cities. The free-from-care

country bumpkin, with his

best girl in her best frock^
sauntered along, munching
pop-corn balls and stop-

ping occasionally to listen

to the vociferous harangu-

ing of the " barkers
"

of

the. various attractions
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along the thoroughfare.
"
Step this way to the greatest ex-

hibition ever showed ! Ef it ain't the grand-
est on earth ye can get your money back.

Ask the people comin' out : ask 'em if it ain't

great. Why, people, we've spent $50,000 git-

tin' up this show. Mark Hanna sed he'd seed

nothin' like it. After the Pan Ameriky,
we're going to take it to

Europe and show it to the

crowned heads, an' the

bald heads, the dead

heads, and the cabbage
heads."

Uncle Hank's attention was now called

to a large crowd listening to a fervid de-

scription of Cleopatra's wonderful charms,
so he edged up to the young man who so

eloquently told of the famous Egyptian
queen's beauty, intending to secure a little more
information about the show before he paid his ad-

mission fee.
"

I say," he inquired,
"
is this 'ere Cleopatry er

ther real thing ?
"

" You bet she's

the real thing !

"
re-

;> <C^-T fflF plied the youngman
at the door. " She's

THE BARKER'S

HARANGUE.

THE HULA-HULA DANCER.

but the girls all

paint now-a-days,"
and he winked at

the crowd.

But Uncle Hank
was not satisfied
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UNCLE HANK SEES THE

STREETS OF CAIRO.

yet, and vouchsafed one more question :
"

I say, young feller,
how's she dressed ?

"

"
Oh, she's got on a coat."

" A coat ?
"

"Yes, country ;
a coat of paint."

And when our friend found that it was only a "
picture

" he

moved along- disgustedly. A crowd was surging into the

streets of Cairo, and Uncle Hank concluded to follow. As he

passed into the enclosure two brawny Arabs were engaged in a

furious sword combat, alternately striking each other's shield a

resounding whack with their short swords amid tom-tom beats

on a sort of kettle drum : small Arab boys were importuning
visitors to try a ride on tired look-

ing donkeys, and on both sides of

the street were bazars doing a

thriving business in Egyptian sou-

venirs (made in Newark, N. J.)

One booth attracted quite a little

attention on account of a novel, or

rather a very old style of lathe, at

which an Arab, by means of a chisel

held by his hand and bare foot, on

which was a curiously misplaced toe,

managed to turn some attractive de-

signs in turned work, which he sold

to the onlookers.

There were several camels parad-

ing up and down the street, attended

by gaudily-attired Orientals
;

but

Uncle Hank was not looking for ca-

mels, he was looking for " The Ele-

phant
"
in the lair of the " Hooche

Cooche," of which he'd heard often.

So he made a bee line for the little
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A SHOW FOR BALD Oriental Theatre. The barker was holding forth in great

shape as he approached. "This is the greatest show on the

Midway," he exclaimed. "You don't dare to go home without

seeing it.. They'd laugh at you if you told em you hadn't seen

the Oriental dancers, and we've got the simon pure article, and

they can dance. You ought to see em do their marvelous
muscle dance, the dance that made John the Baptist lose his

head; the dance that made the fame of Chicago's World's Fair,
and is now making the fame of this grand Exposition. Ycu
can't afford to miss it !" and he pointed his finger straight at

Uncle Hank. Uncle, however, was equal to the occasion.
''

By golly," he answered,
"

I ain't no bald head thet sets in

ther front row et burleske shows," and taking off his tall hat

showed a head well thatched with hair. This immediately
created a laugh among the assembled onlookers. " An lookin'

around me," he continued, "I see quite a number ov folks thet

I'll bet ez more familyer with dancin girl shows than I be."

This shot at the crowd created another laugh.
"
Well, we're never too old to learn," exclaimed the barker,

" so

just step up to the window nd buy your ticket and pass in."

Uncle Hank had loosened his purse strings considerably
since his first advent at the Exposition. The enthusiasm of it

all had completely changed his close-fisted nature, so he fished

out some small change, purchased his ticket, and passed in, fol-

lowed by a score of others. The performance had just com-

menced; a dark-eyed little dancer with unmistakable oriental

features occupied the centre of the stage, while, ranged about

in a semi-circle, sat four or five other dancers, flanked on either

side by native musicians, who industriously played the famous
" Hooche Cooche" music, to the sensuous strains of which the

voluptuous little muscle-dancer swayed her form in undulating
and rhythmical contortions, which completely riveted the at-

tention of the assemblage. "Well, by Crackee, thet's ther

best show I've seed yit !" exclaimed Uncle Hank, as he
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emerged into daylight again. "An they say thet's the dance

mentioned in ther Bible ? Well, they waz jolly old boys in

them days, I reckon, and they knowed a good thing when they
seed it."

The most conspicuous feature at the extreme end of the

Midway was the Colossal Face of " Dreamland." This was

really a very fine piece of modelling and deserved more than a

passing notice on account of its beautiful proportions, not-

withstanding its great size. It sheltered a "crystal maze"

arrangement of mirrors and hidden lights that were perfectly

bewildering. After Uncle Hank had thoroughly explored its

mysteries, he gazed intently at the monster face and then

ejaculated: "Wai, it's a blamed puzzlin show, and thet big

gal's face is mighty appropriate, for females as a rool is puzzlin
critters."

Right across the way was "
Pabst's," and our hero lost no ti-me

in making his way there, as he was a bit thirsty, as he had
heard of the famous beverage dispensed there. After carefully

depositing his carpet bag and umbrella under the table, and

putting his big foot on top to insure safety, he was approached

by a waiter who, with a sweep of a towel, wiped up the rem-

nants of the last customer's repast; and after waiting some
time he was approached by a phlegmatic German waiter.

"Waiter, let me have a glass of beer, I'm all-fired dry."
" Ein beer ?" ejaculated the waiter.
"
Naw, lager beer's good enough for me," replied Uncle

Hank, and the waiter departed with a grin and a guffaw;

presently he returned with the foaming glass.

And what a motley assemblage was here congregated.
There were Turks, Mexicans, Indians, Filipinos, Japs, and

apparently representatives from all the Midway shows in the

vicinity, and their voices mingled in a perfect babel of confu-

sion. A more cosmopolitan congregation it would be hard to

find, and everybody drank beer.

A PLEASED PATRON.
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THE BLUE AND

THE GRAY.

"
I guess ther reason they all drink beer, is because yer git

it for a nickel," remarked Uncle Hank, and the Yankee fin-

ished his glass and continued his sightseeing trip. The first

thing to catch his eye was the big Cyclorama building, contain-

ing the battle of Missionary Ridge. As our Uncle Hank had

participated in the "
Big War," he was instantly interested in

this representation of one of it's famous battles. Uncle Hank
had been intently studying the battle scene for several minutes

when his reverie was interrupted.
"Yo Yankees up Nawth invahiably show the battles in

which, suh, the Confederates were at a disadvantage, suh
;
now

thar's Fredericksburg, fo' instance ! A fine panorama of that

engagement, suh, would not show much to the advantage of the

Yankees, suh."

The speaker was a tall, dignified Southern gentleman of the

old school, with one of his coat sleeves pinned up to be out of

the way, he evidently having lost the arm in fighting for "the

lost cause." Uncle Hank eyed him sharply before replying,
and then blurted out :

"
Wai, kin yer blame us ? Ef this waz a Southern enterprise

I guess a different scrimmage would hev bin selected," and the

old Yankee chuckled.

At this juncture a commotion was created by the noise

of a charge, and, with bugle calls and rattle of musketry, quite
a creditable semblance of a battle was produced. As the crowd
filed out, Uncle Hank made his way rapidly toward the end of

the Midway, as he was getting anxious to see some of the big

buildings. He, however, could not withstand the temptation to

take a look at the Filipinos in their quaint village of thatched

habitations
;
the native manufactures of rope and hemp partic-

ularly interested him, and when he essayed to speak to what he

thought was a

negro, was very
much surprised
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to be answered in Spanish. After visiting in

turn " Bostock's Wild Animals " and Chiquita,
the dwarf who, he remarked, looked as though
she had been ''picked before she was ripe

" he

then wandered into ''Alt Nurnberg," and spent

quite a time in rambling through its old German
architecture.

''An' here's where I give myself a Dutch treat,"

he remarked, as he seated himself at a table and

ordered a " dish like that gentleman's got," point-

ing to a plate of wurst and sour kraut just

placed before a prosperous- looking German.
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" Haben sie wurst ?
"
inquired the waiter.

"
Naw, gimme the best, and be quick !

"

And when he had finished this modest repast he sallied forth

for new adventures.

The Pan-American Exposition is unique in one respect. It

abounds in beautiful statuary. Wherever the eye turns it

encounters the most exquisite specimens of the sculptor's art.

Uncle Hank gazed long and rapturously at one group in par-
ticular. It represented human slaves tugging laboriously at a

chariot car on which was seated a
. finely modeled figure of a

despot.

UNCLE HANK AS AN

ART CRITIC.

UNCLE HANK IMPROVES A
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A CRITICISM. "Seems ter me ther title on thet statoo ain't jest right !" he

remarked, as he,turned around with a twinkle in his eye to see

if any one was looking ; then, reaching down into his carpet

bag, he drew out a lump of charcoal he had been using for a

sort of tooth powder, and, after crossing out the inscription,
" The Despotic Age/' he proceeded to mark, in strong, charac-

teristic letters, the following :

" Statoo of a Trust King Takin'

a Ride in His Horseliss Carridge." Just as he had executed

this masterpiece he felt a tap on the

shoulder, and, turning around, was con-

fronted by a verdant-lookidg policeman.
''What d' yes mean be thot?" he de-

manded, pointing to the charcoal marks.
"
Oh, thet's all right ;

thet's jest char-

coal, and it '11 wash off. I'm jest im-

provin
1 them statoos fer the manage-

ment ; givin' them ther benefit ov my
knowledgment ov skulptur."
"An' did they tell yez to do it ?

"
queried

the policeman.

"Wai, ye see I'm appinted a commit-
tee ov one to improve them figers, an'

this be my way of doin' it."

The policeman looked at Uncle Hank

quizzically, and was about to pursue his

inquiries further when a great hubbub
was created by a donkey running away,

pursued by a horde of shouting Arabs
and Armenians from the Midway.
The policeman at once gave chase to

the fleeing donkey, as did Uncle Hank.
The animal was thoroughly frightened
and ran pell mell towards the Indian Vil-

lage, and, reaching the entrance, dashed
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THE FACE AT THE !< WINDOW.
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VICE PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT STANDS SPONSOR FOR PAN AMERICA ROOSEVELT.
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followed by the crowd, despite the protests of the guard
at the gate. Uncle Hank,

being a good runner, was
well up with the pursuit as

the crowd rushed in.

Uncle Hank now found

himself inside the enclosure

and it had not cost him a cent,

which fact greatly elated the

economical Yankee.
"
Wai, b'gosh, I guess I '11

look around a bit
;
them in-

junsbe worth seein', I reckon.

Hullo, yaller face !

" he ex-

claimed, as a noble red man,
with face painted a bright

ochre, approached.
The Indian was of the

Sioux tribe and was a fine

specimen, tall and agile, and

with but one defect his legs

were bowed. This, however,
is peculiar to most Indians,

and is due solely to horseback riding.
" Give injun cig-rette ?

"
grunted the savage.

" Dew you smoke them coffin nails ?
"
inquired Uncle Hank.

" Me smoke him ? Yes."
*'

Wai, I don't smoke, and ef I did I wouldn't smoke them

things," and Uncle Hank passed on with a deprecating wave of

the hand. He now proceeded up through a street formed by
a double line of canvas tepees, before one of which was a squaw
with an axe uplifted in the act of chopping wood for the even-

ing's repast, while a little further on could be decried another

carrying two buckets of water from the hydrant in the centre

UNCLE HANK AMONG

THE INDIANS.
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ROOSEVELT'S PROTEGE. of the grounds. The squaws were doing up the chores while

the lazy bucks were idly smoking cigarettes. Every little while

a tepee flap, which does service as a door, would be thrown open
and a diminutive papoose would pop out, and bright little

children they were.

On Dedication Day Vice-President Roosevelt stood sponsor
as godfather for an In- dian baby that had

just been born. He /^^^^\ P 1
" "1?^ christened it

Pan America
; now it R X"K\ J *s known a^ over the

grounds as Pan Amer- \^A(^ iT
*ca ^-ooseve^.

Uncle Hank was /^Sr^x*^ greatly interested in

the war dances, and re- /YNjSf^ markably clever horse-

manship as well as the ylrW^ wonderful rifle shoot-

ing by Winona, the In-
rf-~~'^\.

dian squaw.
So impressed was

y*^( Uncle Hank with her

shooting that he gave j B&. vent to his enthusiasm
in loud whoops.

"
Jiminy Crackee, but aint she a crack shot ! ef I was her

husband I 'd be mighty keerful how I sassed her back."

As the crowd was making its way out of the enclosure Uncle
Hank noticed Vice-

walking just ahead of

previously met him at

where "Teddy" had
litical addresses, he

himself known.

"Howdy Kernel !"

Hank, at the same
hand.

'

Yer haint

"Well, as I live!

cum of M.edford, is

dy
"
grasped the ex-

shook it heartily.
"

I see it didn't take you very long to find the Midway !

President Roosevelt

him, and as he had
his native town,
made one of his po-

hastened to make

exclaimed Uncle
time proffering his

forgot me, hevyer ?"

this is Henry Slo-

it not?" and "Ted-

tended hand and
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UNCLE HANK MEETS "TEDDY."
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THE "BARKER" AT THE STREETS OF VENICE.

and Teddy's teeth gleamed as he smiled. "
Wai," ejaculated

Uncle Hank,
"
they're going- to change the name to Dogwalk."

"
Dogwalk ?"

"
Yas,

'

cos there be so many barkers on it," and the old
Yankee grinned from ear to ear.
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"
Teddy

"
being a true politician, invited Uncle Hank to meet

him at Music Hall, where he was to deliver an address.

He now wended his way to the end of the Midway. In pass-

ing- the different attractions he could not refrain from express-

ing his unique observations. "
I notice," said he,

" thet at
'

Danty's Infernal
'

ten folks go to hell to one that goes into

heaven
,
thet's just th' way with human critters. And thet

'

Johnstown Flood ' crowd makes straight for '

Pabst's.' I guess
the sight ov so much water makes em yearn for a beer flood.

Just look at thet barker for thet ' Venice ' show ! Aint he a

guy ! What funny things ye see when ye haven't got a gun."
And he continued his way past

" Alt Nurenberg
"

to The
Mall. It was now quite dark, and as our hero was exceedingly
tired he resolved to go to his hotel

;
with this end in view he
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THE INDESCRIBABLY

BRILLIANT ILLUMINATIONS.

y^

I
TWO OF A KIND.

slowly made his way to the

exit. Just as he reached the

Plaza the lights suddenly
went out and all was in dark-

ness for a few minutes, then

slowly a soft light seemed to

emanate from the myriads
of bulbs, and gradually the

light became stronger until

all the buildings were ablaze

with illumination.

The effect was indescrib-

ably brilliant and the specta-

tors were spellbound.
"
By Crackee, et's a beauti-

ful sight !" exclaimed Uncle

Hank, and turning to a policeman standing by he asked,
" Haow

many lights hev they got on them buildings?"
" Five hundred thousand."
" Whew ! thet's an awful

lot, an it all comes from

Niagary Falls ?"

"Yep," ejaculated the

"Cop."
"
Wai, Niagary must be an

awful light place," and the

old gentleman, musing on the

wonders of electric lighting,

made his way to the exit.

On his way out he met
the landlady of the boarding
house he was stopping at.

" How's them boarders corn-

in' along ?" inquired he; "got

yer house full, I spose !"
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" N t yit," she replied.
" Ye see 1 raised the

price."
"
Wai, how's thet ?

'

"
Well, ye see, I set my

mind on how much my
house ought to bring in

during the Exposition
and as nobody has occu

pied it yit, I've raised the

rates for the rest of the

season."
" Them Buffalo folks is

sharp business people I

don't think," observed

Uncle Hank, as he made

his way out of the

grounds. He was tired

and his feet seemed to be

filled with lead, but he'd

had a good time, and al-

though he had taken a jocular view of almost everything in

sight, he was not blind to its other side to its beautiful archi-

tecture and its instructive features, and finally voted the Pan

American Exposition a huge success, and vowed he'd be on

hand early the next morning for another big day of sight-

seeing.

THE BUFFALO WAY.

HOW YOUR FEKT FEEL AT THE END OF THE DAY.
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THE FUN OF IT.

OLD RELICS.

"
Laugh and the world laughs with you,

Weep and you weep alone."

The truth of this axiom was strongly emphasized in

Uncle Hank
;
he laughed at everything and everybody, and

everybody laughed at him. As soon as he reached the Exposi-
tion next morning he found material for laughter in a large

sign in front of one of the restaurants which announced :

! MEALS ALL DAY, 50 CTS. I

" Ef I thought they meant it I'd give em fifty

cents tew eat all day," he chuckled to himself as

he walked along toward the Government Build-

ing, at the entrance of which are mounted a

couple of cannons of ,the Civil War. As he ap-

proached them he recognized the Confederate

veteran he had met at the Cyclorama of the

Battle of Missionary Ridge.
"Hullo thar!" he

exclaimed as he
extended his

hand.
" How are ye,

Majah !" replied the ex-Confede-
rate with the usual interro-

gative.

"Right smart, Kerne., and
the two old veterans bowed
graciously.

"
Majah, I've been carried back

to the Wah by the sight of these
old cannons, sah."

"Yas, Kernel, and thet re-
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minds me that we four, them two cannons and me and

you, make rayther a fine collection of War relics. Hey ?

Well, sah, we may be relics and back numbers, sah, but

by gad, sah, it was a great Wah, sah. So great, sah, that

the late Spanish Wah looked like a popgun affair, sah/'

And the ex- Confederate's bosom swelled with pride at the

recollection.

With this the pair marched with a military step and erect

bearing into Uncle Sam's Exhibition Building.
The Government exhibit is perhaps the finest and most

elaborate in the Exhibition, and Uncle Hank examined it

thoroughly. The Lighthouse models attracted him particu-

larly, as it was a subject with which he, in common with all New
Englanders, was quite familiar. He was closely inspecting the

construction of Minot's Lodge Light when he was startled by
a loud blast from the big foghorn just above him.

"
By Gum !" he exclaimed,

" thet sounds like tew hum, daown

by Cape Cod, b' gosh." And after he had closely inspected the

NO POPGUN AFFAIR.

THE HAN BEFORE THE GUN.
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THE SAURIAN MONSTKR. big noise producer
he proceeded in

the direction of

the Ordnance De-

partment, as he

was much inter-

ested in " them

big guns."
After strolling

about through the

multitudinous ex-

hibits for about an

hour, he suddenly
exclaimed :

"
Je-roo-sa-lem !

What a big cow !"

As he caught

sight of a huge an-

tediluvian fossil

which stood
mounted on a ped-

estal, near the en-
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trance. It was indeed a monster, and easily the most con-

spicuous exhibit in the building".

The artistic groups of wax figures representing Indians en.

gaged in various avocations also attracted considerable atten-

tion on account of the remarkable fidelity to nature with which

they were arranged. After thoroughly examining the inter-

esting exhibits in this building, attention was next given to the

adjoining Fisheries Exhibit, which is beyond question the most

complete of the kind ever Attempted, and beautifully illustrates

the various methods of fish propagation, and the boats and

apparatus used by fishermen.

As our hero was strolling along the Plaza he was very much
astonished at meeting Miss Mehitable Muggs, a schoolmarm
from his native town. She greeted him with a smirk and ex-

tended her hand in friendly recognition.
"
Well, I swan, Henry Slocum ! you here ? I didn't calklatc

tew meet any one on airth I knew out here," and Miss Mehi-

table's side curls bobbed up and down as she nodded her head
in a manner peculiar to her.

" Be yew alone, Miss Mehitable ?" inquired Uncle Hank.

THE WONDERS OF THE

GOVERNMENT EXHIBIT.
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"
No, I just left Abbie Snodgrass up in the

Ethnology Building ;
she's a-gitting material

for a debating society, and I thought as how
I'd stroll about ter see some of the sights."

"
Wai, now doant yew git too near tew that

Midway, Mehitable, thar's some risky doins goin on
over thar

; yer want to be keerful now."
And Uncle Hank winked at her slyly as he bid her

good-by. He then seated himself at the foot of a

statue of Achilles, and as he was a little tired and

hungry he reached down into his carpet bag and

UNCLE HANK MEETS MISS MEHITABLE

MUGGS.
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A WONDERFUL STATUE. extracted therefrom a huge sandwich with which to appease
his hunger. Before doing so, however, he happened to ob-

serve Achilles' hand outstretched, so with a grin he removed
his hat and hung it on the hand above, remarking as he did so :

"By Gum, I'll make thet old warrior hold my hat while I

eat."

The day was warm and balmy, in fact a typical June day, and
the clear atmosphere made the statuary on the Government

Building stand out in strong relief. Uncle Hank's eyes were
rivetted on the beautiful horses in the group when he dropped
off in a gentle slumber. Soon he awoke with a start.

"Christopher Columbus ! I dreamt that them hosses waz so

full ov action that they jest leapt off their base inter the air."

And with this remark he picked up his cherished carpet bag
and resumed his sight-seeing.

The Ethnology Building is very popular
with visitors, although some of its exhibits

are rather gruesome. Its array of subjects
consists chiefly of articulated human skele-

tons, skulls and fragmentary bones from
Indian burial mounds.

A thick-lipped darkey from Dixie land

happened to poke his woolly head in at one
of the entrances one afternoon. His glance
fell on one of the dangling skeletons at the

door. This was enough for him. With a

frightened cry of " Ghos '

! !" he fled pre-

cipitately.

Uncle Hank's remark, after carefully

scrutinizing the interior of the building, was
characteristic of him.

" Seems ter me thet this is the place for
them Spiritualists tew hold ther see-ances
in," said he.
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ECONOMY IN FOOD.

The Temple of Music is a Mecca for all visitors who are

votaries of Wagner, Bach, or Mozart. Here are to be met
with the enthusiasts with voluminous locks, whose souls eagerly
absorb the heavenly melodies that emanate from the beautiful

Temple.
" Music hath such charms."

Director Gen. Buchanan is probably the busiest man at the

Exposition Headquarters, and is often seen walking around in

a deep brown study. It was on one of these occasions that

Uncle Hank came in contact with him. The shrewd Yankee
was musing on the possibilities of making money out of the

opportunities afforded by the Fair, and, as was often custom-

ary with him, he voiced his thoughts to the nearest bystander.
"
By Jinks, ye could put advertisin' up on thet standard bearer

statoo and git big money for it, too. Jest take down that flag

and put up a big pan and paint somebody's pancakes onto it,

and there ye are, or at night jest run a string ov lanterns from

ther electric tower and put SAPOLIO on the lanterns.

Then thare's the canal all along them walls
; advertising space

could be sold thar."

He addressed his remarks to n pleasant-faced gentleman
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standing at his

elbow, who
smiled as he

made his sug-

gestions.

"Well, as I

am Director

General, I sup-

pose I ought to

take your ideas

iinder advise-

m e n t. What
further have

you got to

offer?" he in-

quired with an

indulgent
smile.

UKCLE HAM; MEETS THE DIRECTOR GENERAL.
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VNCLE HANK RUNS A

FOOT RACE.

Unabashed Uncle Hank replied :

"Ye oughter hav a gold brick department. Them pesky
smart Alecks tip my way 'd buy em quick an the show 'd make

big profits on the transaction. An' say, on ther quiet, don't

yer think some ot them statoos ought ter hav more clothes,

not that I object to the beautiful riggers, but then a feller some-

times has his wife along and then ."

The athletic contests in the Stadium savor much of the

antique, and really constitute one of the most attractive features

cf the Fair.

It was on the occasion of one of the most exciting contests

between rival associations that Uncle Hank found himself a

spectator perched away up on one of the top tiers of seats, and
a foot-race had just been started in which he took keen interest,

as he had been
somewhat of a

sprinter himself

in his younger
days. In his en-

thusiasm he loud-

ly cheered the

victor, but at the

same time ex-

pressed his belief

that he could

distance any of

them
; this was

said in such a

loud tone that it

provoked a jeer-

ing laugh in the

immediate
vicinity.

Uncle Hank
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UNCLE HANK CHALLENGES THE WINNER OF THE RACE.
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thereupon challenged the winner to run him a hundred-

yard dash. The prospect of having some fun out of the

matter, and the contests of the day being over, a match was

readily arranged ;
so our hero and the young athlete, accom-

panied by a score of friends, proceeded to the upper end of the

track, where the Yankee divested himself of his coat and hat

with the remark that " He guessed he'd show them young cubs

he could run a bit," and the crowd was very good-natured and

loudly cheered him. At the crack of a pistol they were off.

Now Uncle Hank was shrewd enough to know that he could

not beat this young sprinter, but that he had something up his

sleeve developed early in the race. Before he had gone very
far he reached out his hand and placed it on the shoulder of

his antagonist in such a manner that he could not be detected

by those in the rear
;
of course, this was resented by his rival,

but nevertheless Uncle Hank managed to

keep abreast, and when the final spurt was

made, being the fresher, actually won the

race.

When the racers returned to the stand

there was a vigorous protest
on the part of the defeated

athlete, but the crowd only

jeered and laughed down his

protest, and Uncle Hank was

the hero of the hour.

From the Stadium to the Liberal Arts Building
is but a step, and as most of the people seemed to

be going in that direction Uncle

Hank followed the crowd, which is

always a good thing to do at the

Exposition, as interesting places are

as sure to draw the crowds as the

magnet is sure to attract the needle.

HANK WINS THE RACE.
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The building of the Liberal Arts is admirably planned for its

purpose, being well lighted and commodious, its broad aisles

showing to the best advantage the artis-

tic exhibits of a multitude of manufac-

turers. A small booth was devoted to

the sale of crystal glass paper-weights
and souvenirs. One of the paper-weights
contained a design of two monkeys
grasping hands after the manner of the

females on the well-known trade mark
of the Pan-American Exposition. It was

quite funny in Uncle Hank's estimation^
and he immediately proceeded to bar-

gain for one with the pretty girl in at-

tendance.
" A quarter a piece or five for a dol-

lar ?" said he
;
"let's see, that's four fer

seventy-five cent s

three fer a half two

fer a quarter and one

for nothin'. I guess I'll

take one !" and he

laughed quite heartily C_
at his display of finan-

cial sagacity. He finally

agreed to take one for a

quarter of a dollar if she

would agree to refund

the money if he brought
her customers for the

other four, and before

he returned home he

induced Miss Mehitable

and her companion to

BARGAINING FOR A

SOUVENIR.

UNCLE HANK'S SCHEME FOR THE "STANDARD BEARER.
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UNCLE HANK'S SUGGESTION FOR ADVERTISING SPACE.
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buy the other four, and thus got his money returned. A little

further up the aisle he came to a most elaborate display of

finely upholstered furniture
;

one suite in particular was

very elegant, and as he was

somewhat fatigued after

his foot race he stretched

himself out at full length

on the softly upholstered

chairs and remarked :

"Ther accommerdashuns
at this Fair is sartinly fine,

an I don't mind givin em
credit fer it. Now when I

wazup tew our County Fair/

gol durn it, yer had tew

squat on tew ther boxes an

bales an they even made us

eat our lunches where ther

hosses was tied. Bycrackee,
when 1 git back tew hum
I'm goin tew tell old Deacon

Sparregrass thet his Com-
mittee don't know how tew
run fairs. Ye see, ye hev
tew travel to git inferma-

shun, an when I git it I

don't mind letting others

hev their benefit ov it."

He then laid back on the

cushions and certainly
looked comfortable and
was just considering the ad-

visability of opening his

ever trusty carpet bag and

"A QUARTER A PIECE OR FIVE FOR A DOLLAR?" SAID HE
J

" LET*S SEE, THAT'S

FOUR FER SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS THREE FER A HALF TWO FER A QUARTER^-
AND ONE FER NOTHIN'. I GUESS I'LL TAKE ONE {"
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regaling himself with his luncheon, when his attention was

suddenly arrested by a large placard placed immediately above

his head, which read as follows :

THIS
MAGNIFICENT
PARLOR SUITE

MADE FOR
PRESIDENT SLOBB

OF THE
STEEL TRUST
AT A COST

OF

$IOO,OOO.

UNCLE HANK ENJOYING THE HOSPITALITY OF A FURNITURE EXHIBITOR.
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UNCLE HANK MEETS WILLIAM I. BRYAN,
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UNCLE HANK MEETS

WILLIAM J. BRYAN.

Uncle Hank was so much astonished that he tumbled out of

the chair and made off with his carpetbag- and umbrella before

he could be discovered trespassing- on such valuable property.

On emerging- from the Liberal Arts Building our hero was

hustled unceremoniously by a concourse of people fol-

lowing a party of distinguished-looking personages,

among- whom he recognized the well-known figure of

William J. Bryan, who was walking directly toward

him.

As the late Presidential candidate approached him
he shot out his hand for a shake, and Mr. Bryan, seeing
an honest-looking far-

mer standing before

him, promptly grasp-
ed his extended hand.

" Kernel Bryan,"
said he, "yerdoin the

wisest thing yer ever

did in yer life in sayin

ye won't run for offis

again ; jest keep it

up, an when ther peo-

ple get tew thinkin

thet ye don't want the

offis, b'gosh they'll

make ye take it."

Mr. Bryan laughed quite heartily at this sally.

One of the pleasant features of the Exposition is the

excellent music supplied by the different bands stationed

at convenient places throughout the grounds. Uncle

Hank seated himself on one of the green benches to

regale himself with the melodious strains from the

74th Regiment band, which was playing near the

Government Building, and as he was very tired
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he stretched out full length and was soon slumbering peace-

fully.

It is hard to tell how long he would have slept had he not

been awakened by a policeman, who asked him if he had lost

anything-, and if he had "like as not that felly runnin there has

UNCLE HANK I-OSEP

HIS WATCH.

THER DISAPPEARING GUN, HER DISAPPEARING SON-OF-A-GUN ! I'VE SEEN
EM BOTH NOW."
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THE "INNER MAN. got it !" at the same time pointing to a fleeing figure just dis-

appearing behind the disappearing gun. Uncle Hank then

discovered that his seventy-five cent Ansonia watch was gone.
After he had fully awakened, he rubbed his eyes and senten-

tiously observed :

" Ther disappearing gun, an' ther disappear-

ing son-of-a-gun ! I've seen em both now.'
:

With a look of disgust on his honest old face at this phase of

human, depravity, he slowly made his way to the exit.

The good or bad reputation of pleasure resorts is often deter-

mined by the good or bad meals obtainable. A pleasure trip

in which the " inner man " was satisfactorily entertained is

always pleasantly remembered, and a sight-seeing journey is

doubly satisfying if, at the end of the day's jaunt, a well-cooked

repast is at hand.
" Man grows on what he feeds."

So well understood was this that Napoleon, if possible, never

went to battle until his troops had had their rations, and Ad-
miral Lord Nelson invariably served grog before his ships
went into action.

A very noticeable feature of the crowds going into the Expo-
sition was the almost universal custom of carrying lunch boxes.

The restaurant facilities of the " Pan " were good, but the

prices were somewhat high, for concessions cost money, and it

took money to build the Fair.

Two ragged specimens of humanity, who had evidently
"
jumped the fence," expressed disgust at the lack of lunching

facilities one day.
"

I say, pard, I wouldn' t er came ef I knowed thar waz no

free lunch layout."
"An* dey don't give out no food samples to de likes ov us!"

growled the other in disgust. And the pair shambled off in

response to a threatening gesture by a policeman who was

eying them suspiciously, and who entertained no friendly

feeling for impecunious visitors.
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The Bailey Catering Company controlled the principal res-

taurant concessions, and it was into one of their establishments

our friend found himself at noon.
" What d'yer charge fer coffee ?" inquired he of a pert little

waitress.
" Ten cents," was the reply.
" Fer a cup?
" Yes."
"
Wai, jest bring me a cup ov coffee."

And when the waitress walked off to fill the order he reached

down to his ever faithful carpet bag and extracted therefrom a

large apple pie.
" Ten Cents fer a fine pie like thet down in Buffaler agin Ten

Cents fer a skimpy little piece here. Wai, I patronizes Buffaler

every time." And he promptly proceeded to hide his Buffalo

purchase in his capacious maw.
Uncle Hank now resolved that he would tackle The Agri-

cultural Building next. Just as he entered he was confronted

by a colossal plaster model of the Goddess of Light which
surmounted the Electrical Tower almost 400 feet from the

ground. This white model, however, was only a few feet from
the floor of the building, and its beauteous proportions were

strikingly displayed, in fact, it was the biggest thing in nude
art that had been seen for many a day and many a spouse had

given her husband's coat tail an urgent tug in passing it.

Of course, it attracted Uncle Hank, and elicited from him the

observation " Thet Goddess of Light was durned lightly

dressed, but by ginger, she's a beauty, an I reckon she

wouldn't look half ez attractiv with them tight skirts an high
French heels an picture hats thet the wimmen ez wearin now

days. Them artists knows how tew make ther fair six attractiv

an I wont pretend tew criticiz em."

And the old gentleman pursued his way in search of new
adventures.

ECONOMY IN FOOD.
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COMPARISONS ARE ODIOUS.
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" OI WONDTHER IS THOT WHOT CLANCY MEANT WHIN
HE SAID OI WAS A PUNKIN HEAD."

Near the centre of the building there was a display of fine

pumpkins, before one of which stood a son of Erin, with a very

puzzled expression on his face as he gave vent to his feelings.
"

I wondher is thot whot Clancy meant whin he sed Oi was
a punkin hed ?" and his indignation was plainly reflected on his

face as he contemplated the prize vegetable with its profusion
of warty excrescences.

The display of old ploughs caught Uncle Hank's attention,
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A FARMER'S PHILOSOPHY.

and he examined them very critically, as the sight of them

brought him back to the days of his youth, when he had trav-

eled many a mile in following furrows thrown up by just such

ploughs.
"
They ain't no money in farmin' nowdays. When ever I see

ploughin' done now, I allus think thars a hoss at one end ov

ther plough an' a jackass at tother end."

After scrutinizing the agricultural exhibits from South

American countries and commenting on the fact that they
were "not in it" with " Californy," he continued:

"Ye kaint beat Californy nohow in raisin' fine fruits, an

monster trees, an the ony thing South Ameriky kin beat her in

raisin' ez in raisin' revolooshtms."

He whiled away considerable time among the agricultural

exhibits, and like a true Yankee profited largely by his investi-

gations. He now proceeded toward the Electrical Building,
and had not gone far in this building when he encountered a

huge lump of pure India rubber, which was, as a placard

announced, the largest lump of rubber in the world. A tall,
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" WHAT DO THEY MAKE OF THAT, MISTER ?"

"RUBBER NECKS!"
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-THE YANKEES

OF THE

ORIENT.

A REAL JAP TAKES A RIDE IN A JINRICKSHA DRAWN BY AN IMITATION JAP.

gaunt individual was craning his neck to get a good look at it.

"What do they make out of that, mister?" he inquired.
" Rubber necks !" promptly responded the facetious attend-

ant, to the very evident disgust of the inquirer.

On the Midway Uncle Hank encountered a jinricksha with a

real Jap riding and an imitation Jap (who was palpably of

Italian origin) pulling, which caused him to smile as he
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remarked that " them Japs is rapidly larnin the ways of civili-

zashun them's the Yankees ov ther orient an I reckon the fust

thing ye know they'llhev a Monroe doctrine ovther own thet'll

give them Rooshins an Germans something tew think abaout."

Man's ingenuity is never made so manifest as when displayed
in machinery, and Americans certainly surpass all others in

this domain.

Machinery Hall amply repaid the visitor. Its popularity was
manifested in many ways.
Crowds surrounded the many
complicated machines and in-

tently watched their perform-
ances.

Uncle Hank, being a genuine

Yankee, took an intense interest

in everything of a mechanical

nature on exhibition, from the

tiny pin machine to the colossal

locomotives in the Transporta-
tion Building. He was in a par-

ticularly quizzical mood as he

approached an attendant in

Machinery Hall.
"
I say," said he,

" what's ther

biggest masheen ye got ?"

"Well, there's a machine over

there that's hard to beat," replied he, pointing to a monster

near the centre of the building.

"Wai, I don't see anything great here," retorted Uncle Hank.

"Well, you must be hard to please," replied the attendant,

in evident disgust.

"Oh, no, I ain't," replied Uncle Hank, "only you haven't

got the most wonderful masheenery here by a long shot. Why,
thar's a masheen down in York State thet hez got its fly-wheel

THE WONDERS OF

MACHINERY.

HE SPENT ALL HIS TIME IN

MACHINERY HALL.
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THE TOMPLATT MACHINE. in Albany, and its piston rod runs clear down tew New York

City, an' its shaftin' runs away out to Buffler, and its beltin' ex-

tends tew Rochester, Syracuse, Elmiry, Tiogy, an' clean down
ther Mohawk Valley, an' its furnace is down in Wall street,

while its lever is in ther Fifth Avenoo Hotel."
'

Well, for heaven's sake ! What machine are you referring

to?" inquired the attendant in astonishment.
"
Why, Tom Platt's political masheen !" and Uncle Hank

keenly enjoyed the amazement of his companion.
From Machinery Hall he made his way to the Transportation

Building, and spent a couple of hours climbing over the mon-
ster locomotives and freight cars. When he came to the old-

fashioned locomotive with its name " De Witt Clinton
" on its

side, and contrasted it with the modern railway giants, he could

not help reminiscing.
"
By ginger, how fast this world's movin' nowdays and ther

aint nothin thet shows it like them locomotives."

After leaving the Transportation Building Uncle Hank
made his way to the Horticultural Building. Flowers in pro-
fusion greeted the visitors on entering. The walls of the build-

ing were covered with bas reliefs, twining vines, etc. In the

conservatories which connect this building with others were
rare exhibits of hot-house plants, but as Uncle Hank was not

of the hot-house variety, he did not tarry long here.

At the southwestern end of the Esplanade and connected to

the Horticultural Building by an arcade, which was used as a

conservatory for flowers, was the Mines Building. Square in

design, with four square corner towers and a loggia of three

arches forming the entrances to the building, which was lighted

by means of a glass skylight in the centre of the roof.

The beautiful colored fountains at the base of the tall Elec-

trical Tower were an attractive part of the Pan-American

Exposition.
Clouds of brilliantly colored spray were thrown high up into
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the air, the prismatic colors changing constantly. Salvos of

applause greeted this beautiful exhibition every night, and, in

conjunction with the music of the Bands near by, the scene

was indeed fairy-like.

The gondoliers were very expert with their single oars, and

races between them were of frequent occurrence, in which the

passengers invari-

ably took keen inter-

est, and by offering

rewards for victory

engendered fierce

jealousy among the

hot-blooded Italians.

It was laughable
to witness a .race in

which a constant

stream of vitupera-
tion flowed from one

to the other, which

(being in ItaHan) was
not understood or

comprehended by the

passengers.
" Go it, Peanuts !

n

would be the cry from

one of the boats. " We'll make up a purse fur you if you win."

Then a passenger would rise up in the rival gondola, and by
a liberal reward encourage their oarsman to do his best, and

the passengers invariably got the worth of their money.
Uncle Hank resolved that he would take a try at the gon-

dolas, and he was wise in concluding to do so, as a ride around the

E xposition on the waterways gave an excellent idea of its beauty.
He perched himself on the bow end and was thoroughly

enjoying his ride alone. Just as the boat was approaching the

THE RIVAL GONDOLIER*.
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Triumphal Bridge he took it into his head to try a little fishing,

and before the boatman could divine his purpose he straddled

out on the extreme end of the gondola, to the great consterna-

tion of the oarsman. After a little vigorous rocking the boat

came back to quietude, once more, and he remarked, as he gave

up his attempt,
" Seems ter me he's a poor sailor

;
ef he'd try

Bosting Bay a bit, he wouldn't git so skeered in a bit of pond
water."
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Uncle Hank was loquacity personified. He would, on the

slightest provocation, unburden himself to any bystander who
would care to listen to him

;
and as he was an interesting talker

he soon had his hearers not only interested but convulsed with

laughter at his quaint way of expressing himself.

His recital of his experiences in " Moosic" Hall, to a group of

sightseers evoked salvos of laughter. Said he :

"
Wai, I was jest meanderin around thet Moosic Hall an' thinks

I, I'll look in a bit an' see thet big organ, when jest as I popped
in a gentleman in a frock coat grabbed me by the hand an' sed

he waz glad ter see me, an' shoved me ahead of htm right up
ter the key board an' sez he,

' Yer moosic's all ready fer ye !'

an' before I knew he hed me seated at the big overpowerin

organ in front of ther hull congregashun. Jest then it occurred

tew me thet ther organ player hed disappinted 'em, an' they
wanted me ter play, but all I cud play was them hymns
we had at our church an* they didn't mount tew much nohow

However, I seed I waz in fer it an sez I tew myself, here goes !

I '11 do ther best I can an' I starts ther masheen on Old Hun-
dred an' ther Doxology. Fust I pulled out two or three ov

ther buttons an' pressed both feet hard down on ther brakes an'

played slow like, then I put on a little more steam an' pulled
out sum more buttons an' she snorted like a hull brass band in

a cyclone, an' ther congregashun clapped ther hands, an' I waz

goin' tew give 'em another tune when the gentleman in the

frock coat come up tew me and sed he wanted ter see me out-

side, so I follored him thinkin' they waz goin' tew thank me fer

playin', when he sez, 'Air you Perferser Schwannfussel,' or

somethin' like thet, an' I sez,
'

Naw, I 'm no Perferser, I 'm

Henry Slocum from Medford ;'
and then a wild-eyed, long-haired

Dutchman with a big roll of moosic under his arm walked right

up tew ther orgin and bowed right an' left tew ther congrega-

shun, and they clapped him jest as they did me, but he couldn't

play anything thet sounded like moosic, so I jest thot I wouldn't

THE YANKEE ORGANIST.
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SHE SNORTED LIKE A HULL BRASS BAND IN A CYCLONE.'
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waste my time listenin' tew his practising for if ther's any-
thin' I lose patiense with, it's listenin' tew people practisin'

moosic," and the old gentleman winked knowingly at the

bystanders.
At the northern entrance to Agricultural Hall there were

some fine specimens of California redwood trees cut in sections

to show their enormous proportions, one of which was hollowed

out, with an opening cut at the side. It was easily possible for

a couple of score of people to stand within its interior. This

monster tree appealed strongly to Uncle Hank's admiration

and he lost no time in investigating its interior. "By Ginger,"
he exclaimed in amazement,

" when I tell em tew hum ther

size ov them trees they'll say I waz drinkin' tew much hard

cider when I waz up tew Buffler."

There was a vast difference between Pan-American Exhibit-

ors, as some exhibited for glory and others for profit ;
of the latter

class the Optical Exhibitors were perhaps the most prominent,
as their exhibits were to be found in almost every building and
their importunities were often annoying to sightseers.

A matronly-looking old lady was passing an optical manu-
facturer's exhibit in the Electrical Building when she was

approached by one of the attendants with the request that she

would examine the wonderful eye glasses exhibited by his

firm
;
and being loath to purchase she evaded his request. But

the salesman was not to be denied.

"Madame, our glasses are the most perfect specimens of the

Oculist's Art
; they are made from pure rock crystal." But his

most persuasive manner did not convince the old lady that she

required his glasses.
"

I tell you that I don't wear glasses," she protested.
"
Madame, can you read that ?" the eye-glass salesman per-

sistently inquired, at the same time handing her a card on which
some very fine type was printed, so fine, indeed, that it would
take exceedingly sharp eyesight to read it.

UNCLE HANK TREED.
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A CASE OF DOUBLE-SIGHT. The old lady took the card, and holding it upside down,
nodded her head affirmatively, declaring she could read it.

The salesman doubted her and resolved to pursue the matter

further in the hope of making a possible purchaser.
"
Why, Madame !" he exclaimed,

" we sold a pair of our match-

less concave, convex, achromatic, non-distorting glasses to

Uncle Russell Sage, and now he sees two dollars where formerly
he saw but one."

At this juncture our friend Uncle Hank appeared upon the

scene, and as he approached he overheard the last remark made

by the salesman.
" So ye sold Uncle Russell glasses thet made him see double,

did ye ? Wai, thet ain't nothin'
;
daown in Nu York ye kin git

glasses thet '1 make ye see double fer a nickel a piece." A
broad grin suffused his countenance as he got off this bon mot.

The salesman now turned his attention to the countryman,
and as he was a shrewd judge of human nature he adopted
different tactics in his efforts to make a sale.

" Now I don't suppose I can interest you in glasses, for I don't

suppose you need them, as I judge your eyesight is very good."
This had the desired effect, as it tickled the old man's vanity.
"
Wall, my sight used to be good, but jest now it ain't what it

oughter be. Let's look at some of yer glasses." With this the

pair entered the enclosure to inspect the lenses.

Finally, after much searching, a pair of glasses was secured

that just suited our hero's eyes, and with an inward chuckle he

proceeded to "
bargain."

"
I say, be these the kind ye sold tew Russell Sage ?" he

inquired.
" The very kind, sir, and I can recommend them."

"Wall, jest put them on till I see how they become ye."

And as the salesman adjusted them to his eyes
the countryman handed him a dollar note folded

up, and reached for the glasses.
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" Hold up !" the salesman exclaimed, as he discovered the A YANKEE BARGAIN.

denomination of the bank note.
" The glasses are $2 and his is

only one dollar."
"
Yas, and didn't ye jest say them waz the same kind ye sold

tew Mr. Sage ?" interrogated Hank.

"Well?"
" An didn't ye say that they made him see two dollars whar

ther waz only one, an* ye hed 'em on when I giv' yer ther dollar;

either yer glasses lie or you don't hitch up close tew ther

truth." And Uncle Hank noted the salesman's discomfiture

with evident satisfaction, and after a hearty laugh at his ex-

pense he produced another dollar and departed with his

purchase.
Our Yankee friend now proceeded to make his way towards

a crowd that was listening intently to a long discourse on the

wonders and mysteries of the art of Palmistry delivered by a

glib-tongued "barker."
"
Palmistry, my friends, is an exact science," he declaimed

;

"
by the lines in your hands we can determine your past, pres-

ent and future
;
we can tell you how long you will live, how

short you will love, and lift aside the veil of the future, and
let you gaze into the misty past."

As Uncle Hank was bent upon seeing everything worth see-

ing at the Exposition he resolved to take in this little diversion.

Accordingly he divested himself of a quarter and entered the

portals of this mysterious chamber of Palmistry. As he entered
he noticed that there were several victims like himself, await-

ing their turn on a settee in the center of the large room,
around the borders of which were located the small, curtained
booths of the several palmists. After waiting a short time an
attendant requested him to step into one of the booths. As he
entered he was pleasantly greeted by a stout, middle-aged
female who politely requested him to be seated, at the same
time designating a chair at the opposite side of the table at
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S I'OSK VK VE GOT THER HANDS ALL MAPPED OUT.
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which she was seated. Uncle Hank took a swift inventory of

the interior of the booth before reaching over his hands to be

examined.
"
I s'pose ye Ve got ther hands all mapped out so's ye can tell

a man's crackter jest by the look of ther wrinkles."
"
Yes," she smilingly replied ;

" the lines in the hands are

sure guides to the character. Now, this line extending as it

does from the Mount of Jupiter to the region of Mars and into

Venus, indicates a distinctly heroic career with a succession of

difficulties successfully overcome
;

and furthermore, the

strength of the line in the vicinity of the Mount of Venus prog-
nosticates an experience with the fair sex that is sure to be

flattering." As she delivered this diagnosis she pointed with

her index finger to a deep line that extended nearly across the

palm.
" Dew ye mean thet all thet is showed in thet scar ?" inquired

Hank in an amused manner.
" Scar ! did you say ?" exclaimed the palm expert.
"
Yas," replied Hank,

" thet was made by a scythe blade one

afternoon last summer when I waz mowin' the medder back ov

ther hog pen."
The Palmist was not a bit nonplussed, and in the most polite

manner asked to see his other hand which Uncle Hank extended,
with a broad smile lighting up his good-natiired countenance.

After closely scrutinizing the lines, and predicting a series of

adventures and a long life by the length of the life line, Uncle
Hank remarked that he ought to be able to hang on to life,

seeing that he was possessed of such a good life line.

With this our hero departed, not fully convinced of the abso-

lute reliability of the science of Palmistry. As he emerged
from the building he soliloquized on the gullability of mankind
in general.

"Oh, Credulity,
Thou hast many ears as Fame has tongues

Open to every sound of truth as falsehood." HARVARD.

PALM-MYSTERY.
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A DISCIPLE OF BARNUM. " Old Phineas T. Barnum used ter say ther publik liked ter

be humbugged, an' bless'd ef I don't think he waz abaout rite, fer

jest look at the crowd arouu' thet fakir tyin' hisself up with

thet rope an' pertendin' he's goin' ter do a trick with it, an' he's

only humbuggin' 'em ter git ther attenshun tew his show." As
he delivered himself of this soliloquy, he walked over to where
the "Fakir" was holding forth, to listen to his harangue.

" This feat was performed by the great Hermann just before

his death and the secret was purchased by us at an enormous

expense ;
but before I fully tie up this man I want to call your

attention to the attraction we have to offer on the inside for the

small sum of twenty-five cents. Now don't go away before see-

ing our wonderful exhibition, if you go back home and say you
have not seen it, the finger of ridicule will be pointed at you,
and your long trip to the Pan-American Exposition will be a

woeful failure and you will never forgive yourselves."
The speaker was a long, attenuated specimen of humanity.

He had tied up his assistant with a long rope and the crowd

stood agape with expectancy. Just as Uncle Hank had

remarked, his object was to attract attention by pretending to

do some feat of legerdemain and thereby bring to notice the

attractions of the show. But the crowd had been fooled so

often that when the promised feat was not performed, the

assemblage moved on in search of other attractions despite the

pleadings of the " barker."
" Of course," he would shout,

"
if you haven't got the price,

I can't expect to do business with you !"
" If it was a free

show how you 'd all crowd in."

There was a deal of truth in the last remark, and Uncle

Hank fell a victim to this tendency of mankind in general to

profit by
" free gifts."

It was on the occasion of his visit to the Liberal Arts Build-

ing. Here a number of the exhibitors gave samples of the

foods they exhibited with the double purpose of advertising
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their products, and at the same time secure orders for the same
from the beneficiaries. It is needless to say that where these

samples were given out the crowds were always dense. Uncle

Hank's inherent curiosity induced him to investigate, with the

result that he soon became as eager as the others to secure the

free samples ; indeed, it soon occurred to him that it was possi-

ble to obtain a rather substantial free lunch in this manner.

The first exhibit to catch his eye was that of Quaker Oats,

where some very pretty girls attired as Quakeresses were busy

handing out saucers of oatmeal, one of which was soon secured

by the old man and devoured with a smack of the lips. He
was now a full-fledged

" Free Sample Fiend," and vied with the

rest in securing the free samples.
He next proceeded to the Aunt Jamima Booth, and from the

old colored mammy got one of her griddle cakes
;
then he

crossed the aisle to Hoiiick's Malted Milk, and from the young
lady in attendance sampled a nice cup of their product ;

after

gallantly complimenting the actendant on the excellence of

malted milk in general and Horlick's in particular by saying
that he often drank malt liquors, but " malted milk is sartinly

fine !" His appetite was now whetted and he proceeded
down the line. His next onslaught was at the Artistic Kitchen

of the Washburn-Crosby Flour Company. Here was exhibited

the complete process of making flour into the most delicious-

looking bread imaginable, every stage of making was shown,
and finally when the baking in the quaint old Dutch oven was

complete, the samples of bread, nicely buttered, were handed
out to the eager crowd, and our hero succeeded in getting his

goodly share. Then he followed the crowd into the enclosure

of the American Coffee Company, and after drinking a cup of

very fragrant coffee he made his way to the Erie County
Preserving Company's stand and tried a slab of their peerless
mince pie, also a liberal allowance of preserves ;

he was now

pretty well filled up with a conglomeration of food samples,

UNCLE HANK SAMPLES

THE SAMPLE.
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'THE FREE SAMPLES WERE GETTING IN THEIR DEADLY WORK."
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when he spied Heinz's Pickle Pavilion (57 varieties) ;
he started

in on sweet pickles, then tackled apple butter, then some

pickles and India Relish, and finally wound up with pine-apple

preserves. He was about to go when he thought he would

secure another pickle. He was muching this when he was sud-

denly seized with griping pains in his stomach.

He repaired to an unfrequented corner of the building so as

to attract no attention, and with both hands on his abdomen
writhed in pain ;

the samples were getting in their deadly
work.

" Gee whiz !" he exclaimed
;

"
et's that blasted mince pie

oh ! I'll die ef this keeps up. I guess it's them pickles er ther

presarves."
The perspiration was streaming down his pallid face and he

was a woebegone object to look at. He lost no time in mak-

ing his way out of the building, intending to search for the

hospital on the grounds, as the pain was becoming intolerable.

He had proceeded but a short distance when he spied an ambu-
lance with a young physician standing by, to whom he related

his troubles and his fears.
" Been eating something that doesn't agree with you, eh ?"

exclaimed the doctor. "
Well, just wait a bit

;
I can fix you up."

With this he reached for his medicine chest, and opening it he

produced a bottle of lime water and a small vial of cholera

drops. In a few moments he prepared a dose that soon quieted
the rebellious stomach of our stricken hero, but the lesson was
a good one and it lasted Uncle Hank for many a day.

" What
a consarned fool a man is tew abuse his best friend, his stum-

mick, an I'm sartinly old enough tew know a heap sight better,

but th' older ye git ther more foolish yer be," he morosely
observed as he made his way home at the end of the day, a

sadder and a wiser man.

A FOOD SAMPLE CU'T'iON.
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HOW THEY "DO

THE "PAN."

Uncle Hank had no particular system of "
doing" the " Pan."

As Roy McCardell says : "The leopard can change his spots

(notwithstanding legends to the contrary); he can move to

another spot." So it was with the countryman; he changed
his spots quite frequently, as did the majority of visitors to the

Exposition. Some would come with well-defined plans as to

how they would "do" the show, but when a blare of trumpets
and a volley of musketry would emanate from a remote corner

of the Exposition grounds and the crowd would rush pell mell

in that direction, then all prearranged plans would be aban-

doned, and an unconquerable desire to follow the crowd would

be gratified.

The first question asked by ladies on entering the Manufac-

turers Building was invariably,
" Where is the Singer Exhibit ?"

Its fame had spread among the fair sex, as indeed it should, for

its display of marvelous embroidered work in its beautiful

pavilion was unsurpassed. In his perambulations throughout
the Exposition Uncle Hank happened to wander into the circu-

lar pavilion occupied by this famous sewing machine company,
and as he was a true-born Yankee he was always interested in

machines. A young lady was engaged in showing a group the

wonderful capabilities of the "Singer" when Uncle Hank ven-

tured the suggestion that he could " do a bit with the masheen
hisself."

The young lady operator banteringly doubted this and offered

him a chance to try, and when he essayed to take possession of

the sewing machine there was a titter of amusement from the

young lady attendants who closely surrounded him as he pro-
ceeded to show what he could do. He looked very awkward
at the machine when he started to adjust a piece of cambric,
but his apparent awkwardness was due to his anxiety to play a

trick on the jeering girls, who audibly commented on his big

country hands and boldly intimated that he was better qualified
for handling plows and cultivators. However, this did not dis-
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concert him, and he placed the piece of cambric under the

needle and without attracting their attention he slyly secured

a dangling ribbon from one young ladies' costume and joined

It to a flounce of another standing by, and passed them under

the needle in such a manner that when he finished sewing

they were sewed together like the Siamese twins. When
Hank got up from the machine they discovered the trick, and a

wild scream of laughter from all the bystanders present greeted
the exploit.

"Naow, gals," he exclaimed, "don't never make fun ov yer

daddy agin."
In the Louisiana exhibit Uncle Hank good-naturedly asked :

"Say, kin yer tell me whar them pelican birds be- -them thet

kerry thar young in ther bills and stand all day on one foot."

"The birds have all gone to the natatorium to have a swim,"

suavely replied the man in charge, winking aside.

"Well, by gum ! thet is awful queer they be the only cree-

turs down yer way thet take to water, eh ?"

The man laughed and said: "You are not the big emerald

stone that I imagined you to be. Look at our pomegranates,
and plant some on your farm. They are the original fruit from

Persia, the land where Omar Khayyam lived, wrote and drank

wine. Do you know Khayyam ?"

"Well, yer guess yer boots, I do, young feller! He is one of

them konundrum fellers that ther women folks fine societies

ter see ef they can't figger out what he is writin' about. Yer

see, I aint sot on a village dry goods box Saturdays fur nothin'.

Say, honest, I hev one thing agin you Lousiana boys that I

can't forgit and forgiv' exactly."
" What is that, pray ?" asked the man whose curiosity was

aroused.
" Yer raise cane down ther !

"

The laugh was on the Louisiana man, and he admitted the

charge.

PLAYING A PRACTICAL

JOKE.
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LIKE FLOCKS OF SHEEP. Man is a gregarious animal and naturally inclines to
"
group." The success of the Trust idea is doubtless due to

this propensity; for a Trust is merely a grouping of interests.

The barkers on the Midway knew that if they could start a

few to purchase tickets and enter, the rest of the group was
most likely to follow.

Along about lunch time this grouping tendency was made

very apparent, for then the necessity of co-operation became

imperative.
In the shadow of the great exhibition buildings the little

groups assembled to partake of the contents of the lunch bas-

ket, which had been industriously lugged about all the morn-

ing, and the lunch became a magnet in the center of each little

gathering. So strong was this attraction that each little party,

for the time being, was perfectly oblivious to the presence
of its neighbors on the adjoining benches. These lunch parties

well repaid study ;
as a rule, they were usually made up of

either relatives or close friends, and it was here that the events

of the morning were discussed at leisure
;
where experiences

were exchanged, and where observations were compared.
No two had seen alike, and lots of little details were noticed

by one and missed by the other.

"Did you notice the fine display of diamonds at the Tiffany
Exhibit?"

" No, but did you notice the bubble in the big cylinder of oil.

at the Standard Oil Company's pavilion ?"

"
Yes, I saw it, but it did not interest me much; I spent most

of my time examining the wonderful show of fruit in the Cali-

fornia Department. Did you ever see such big peaches ?
"

It was just such a group as this that encircled a beautifully

wrought model of an ocean steamer enclosed in a glass case in

the Exhibit of the International Navigation Co. As the party

was mostly from interior Western States and totally unfamiliar

with anything appertaining to the salty seas these models of

modern ocean steamers proved particularly interesting.
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1
" EF SHE HED A WHISKEY-TIGHT CAPTIN THER RIG'D BE COMPLETE."
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SHIPS THAT CROSS.
"
Just look at the little wheels at the back of the boat ! You

wouldn't think they could push a big boat like that through the

water !" exclaimed a youthful visitor who had never seen any-

thing larger than a stern wheeler on the Missouri River.

Uncle Hank was standing by when this remark was made,
and Yankee like, being as ready to impart information as he
was to solicit it, volunteered the infoimation that they could

not only push it through the water, but "Push it pretty blame

fast, too."

When the group realized that he was something of an expert
on things aquatic he soon had the close attention of all in the

vicinity.
" Ye see them strips 'long the sides of ther bottom ? Well, ther

what they calls bilge keels ; they prevents ther rollin ov ther

vessel, an' them figgers on ther bow shows how deep inter ther

water she's sunk when she's got her load aboard; an' them trum-

pet-like pipes on ther deck is tew git fresh air down below

she's a fine boat, she's got twin screws an' water-tight compart-

ments, an' ef she had a whiskey-tight captin ther rig'd be

complete."
At this sally the crowd laughed heartily.
" Ef ye take interest in them things come over here an' look

et ther beautiful models of ther Holland-Ameriky line an' ther

North Germin Lloyd ships et'l show ye what big improvements
they're making in navigashun."
And the whole party followed him to hear him explain what

was perfectly new to them. When they arrived at a miniature

fleet of the White Star Line he explained that this company
had just launched the largest ship in the world, and in this con-

nection remarked that "Ther biggest ship thetcud be built waz
a mighty small affair when ther ole O-shun gits riled up big
as they air they gits tossed like corks when ole boreas begins
ter roar."

As he took considerable interest in nautical affairs he took
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particular pains to inform his hearers in regard to the fine

points of the ships on exhibition, to the evident satisfaction of

his hearers, and his numerous comments soon put him on good
terms with all around him.

The exhibition of locomotives in the Transportation Build-

ing was of exceptional excellence. The great, massive engines
were marvels of ingenuity and eloquently told of man's pro-

gress in civilization.

Among the finest in the Exposition was one built by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, of Philadelphia. It was combined
with the Vanderbilt Tender, an invention by young
Cornelius Vanderbilt, and strikingly disproved the

theory that riches destroyed all incentive to effort.

Here is a young man born with a gold spoon in his

mouth (not a Pan-American souvenir spoon either,

but the real thing), and all sorts of money in his

possession to provide him with fine horses, imported
cigars, champagne, automobiles, private cars, opera

boxes, exclusive yachts, and an army of servants,
or to reach the height of the country boy's glory

cigarettes and red neckties. And yet he can find no
better use for his time than Work.

Truly this is a strange world and its ways are

past finding out.

When this spirit of energy is properly considered
it is not hard to account for American supremacy.
Contrast it with the methods in vogue, for instance,
in latin countries. There the young man of fortune
idles away his time in vitality-sapping amusements
and riotous living, and when the nation is called

upon for a test of supreme endurance the vaunted
structure is crushed like an empty egg-shell.
The Brooke Locomotive Works exhibit some fine

combination locomotives. Uncle Hank surveyed

INVENTOR VANDERBILT.
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THE IN-JINE-EKR. the lot critically, and after closely inspecting the mons-ter,
"
six

foot
"
driving wheels and other appurtenances, he proceeded to

climb into the cab of one of the largest.

As he did so he remarked :

" This be a fine bit ov masheenery.

"THERE THE YOUNG MAN OF FORTUNE IDLES AWAY HIS TIME."

Whew ! what a lot ov levers an' valves ther in-jine-eer hez

got ter work, an et ther same time keep his eye peeled on ther

track ahead. I guess I'll git up in his seat thar an' see haovv et

feels ter hev your hand on the lever and yer eye on the steam

guage, ther air brake valve, an* ther track ahead; watchin fer
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"I GUESS I'LL GIT UP IN HIS SEAT THAR AN SEK HAOW ET FEELS.
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THE MAN IN THE CAB. signals ov danger, an' goin a mile aminnit on a dark night flyin
'round curves. Gee whiz !

" What a heap ov responsibillness is on ther shoulder ov them

in-jine-eers I guess thet's what makes em round-shouldered.

Ther next time I go travlin on ther rale-road I'll feel grateful
tew ther man in th' cab fer his vigilence in pullin me thru in

safety, and, by ther way, I guess thet's what makes them rale-

roads charge so much ter ride ther people tew ther Pan-

Ameriky Exposishun this year, not that they pay their men any
more this year than thay did last year, but I guess thay've jest

realized th' responsibillness ov ther job th' men haz an' thay

propose ter make them Pan-Ameriky passengers pay fer it.

"Ther man in the cab shud git all ther money the porter gits

in tips every time ther train pulls into the depo ;
fer jes suppose

he wazn't vigilent, and 'ther train got recked and ther porter

got killed or ther passengers in ther sleepin car berths (at $2.00
a berth payable before the accident) got smashed up an' ther

train boy got throwed off and broke his neck well, I wouldn't

want ter be the in-jine eer."

Uncle Hank now concluded that he would see what else the

building afforded in the way of entertainment. On emerging
from the locomotive cab he noticed a distinguished-looking

gentleman of kindly mien. He was rather tall, his shapely head

was covered with a shiny silk hat, his features clean-cut and his

rather large nose surmounted with gold-rimmed glasses and his

face clean shaven, with the exception of closely cropped white

side-whiskers. He was closely scrutinizing the locomotive as

Uncle Hank emerged.
" A very fine piece of mechanism," he remarked in a cheery

tone.
" One of ther finest I ever see. Be you interested in injines ?"

our hero responded interrogatively.
"
Oh, somewhat. I used to be in the business," responded

the gentleman.
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'WAI,, SBNATOR, I'M OLAP TO I*A* Y
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SENATOR DEPEW TELLS " Ye don't mean an in-jine-eer, do ye no' a conductor p'raps!'

A FUNNY STORY. and Uncle Hank regarded him quizzically.
"
Oh, no

;
I used to be a railroad President," and the gentle-

man, with a smile, politely handed him a card with the following

inscription.

Chauncey M. Depew.

"
Wai, Senator, I'm glad tew make yer acquaintance. I hev no

card, but my name's Henry Slocum ov Medford, Mass., and I

reckon ye know my folks, fer they air big stockholders in ther

Boston and Albany Raleroad," and he extended his hand to the

Senator, who greeted him with a hearty shake.
" I'm very well acquainted with the Slocum family, indeed,''

replied the Senator.

"This be a grate Exposition," continued Uncle Hank
;
"an'

when ther visitors return to hum an
1

tell ther naybors what's

tew be seen here ther crowds '11 be tremanjous."
"
Yes, I believe every returning visitor will prove a good ad -

vertisement for the Pan-American Exposition; and you know ad-

vertising often proves very effective. By-the-way, that reminds
me of a good story of advertising. A country editor once upon
a time printed an item statingthat the man who was hugging the

hired girl better stop or his name would be published. In a few

days twenty citizens paid up their subscriptions and told the

editor to pay no attention to foolish stories going around."

The Senator told this story in such an unctuous style that

the countryman was convulsed with laughter.
"
Wai, I swan," he exclaimed,

"
thet's the best story I ever
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listened ter
;
et reminds me ov a story ov a Noo England Edi-

tor who's wife waz bothered with tramps callin at th' door

continually askin' fer sumthin' ter eat, an she soon found thet

et was a big drain on her larder.
" So she jest laid ther matter afore her husband, an he sez,

'

Wai, when tramp printers cum ter me beggin, I allus put em
tew work fust an make em earn th' money afore I give et tew

em
;
so we'll jest pile a lot ov cord wood in th' back yard an

ther nex hungry tramp thet cums along make him work afore

yew give him anythin ter eat. I'll warrant they wont bother

yew much arter thet.'
" So she got a pile o' wood all fixt in the yard, an putty soon

along cums a hungry lookin tramp.
" '

Madam,' sez he,
' wud ye kindly giv a pore hungry man

who kant git no work, an who's had nothin tew eat for a week,
wud yer be so kind ez tew giv me a bite tew eat ?'

" So th' old lady rememberin her husband's advice sez :

' Wud ye saw sum wood fer sumthin tew eat ?'

"'
Madam,' sez the tramp in a most reprovin tone,

' I kant

eat wood !'
"

" That is an exceedingly good story, Uncle," remarked the

Senator, laughing heartily.
"
By the way," he continued,

"
speaking of work, you know Philadelphia has the reputation

of being a very sleepy city, which as a matter of fact it does

not deserve, but nevertheless an old ticket agent of our road
entertained the idea, and one day was approached by an old

lady with a request for transportation to the city of brotherly
love. Said she :

" '

Mister, can I take a sleeper to Philadelphia ?'
'

Madame,'
he replied, 'there are too many sleepers over there

now.'
"

"
By Ginger !" exclaimed Uncle Hank laughing.

" Thet's a

good one on Philadelphy, an' et's ez good ez any I ever

UNCLE HANK TELLS
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A HAM SOUVENIR. hearn. Senator, ye desarve yer repootashun fer story-tellin."

And Uncle Hank was still laughing- when the genial Senator

bid him adieu, to catch his train.

The greatness that would make us crave

Is but an empty thing.

What more than mirth would mortals have ?

The cheerful man's a king. BICKERSTAFF.

Every Pan-American visitor was stricken with souvenir

mania the moment the grounds were entered
;
and the exhibi-

tors had responded quite nobly to the relief of the complaint ;

souvenirs in the shape of handsome lithographed cards were

given away by the thousand, one representing a soap box in

which a sample of soap was ingeniously concealed was pre-

sented to every visitor to one of the SOAP PAVILIONS.

Another design showing a country maid standing by a cow
was distributed by a charmingly pretty girl in a Maud Muller

costume to advertise Nestle's Milk. Great ingenuity was dis-

played in some of the designs, one in particular was an imita-

tion of a covered ham, advertising DOLD'S PACKING HOUSE.

Uncle Hank had been advised to secure one of these to take

home as a souvenir. So he accordingly repaired to the beauti-

ful pavilion of the Dold Co., and requested "one ov them sov-

neer hams, please ?" The young man in attendance pointed to

a corner of the enclosure, and told him that he might help him-

self and then turned his back to resume his conversation with a

young lady. On the counter were scattered a number of the

lithographed representations of a ham
; directly above bung a

fine ham in close proximity to a card bearing the word
" Souvenirs."

Uncle Hank's eye was taken with the ham, and he concluded

it was the last souvenir left. In a moment he detached it from
its fastenings and deftly slipped his umbrella handle" through
the slit in the bag. And with the prize over his shoulder

proudly marched forth, as he did so he ejaculated ;
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MIGHTY LIBERAL FOLKS TEW GIV AWAY HAMS LIKE

THESE PER SOVNEERS.'
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MISTAKEN LIBERALITY. "
Mighty liberal folks tew give away hams like these fer sov-

neers, but I spose they do it fer advertisin. Stonishin what et

costs fer advertisin nowdays !

"

He had gone but a short distance when his soliloquy was

rudely interrupted by a grasp on the arm.

"Say! where are you going with that ham?" exclaimed a

young man at his elbow whom Uncle Hank immediately recog-
nized as the attendant.

"
Why, didn't ye just give it ter me fer a sov-neer ?

"
replied

the old man in amazement.
"
Naw, we don't give away hams for souv-neers, only pictures

of em," and quietly relieved him of his burden with the final

retort :

"
Well, you're the limit !

"

However, Uncle Hank was not so far wrong in regard to the

limitations of advertising.

So fierce was the competition between advertising firms at

the Exposition that extraordinary methods were often resorted

to in the matter of giving away advertising souvenirs
;
one con-

cern giving away a stick and a cake of shaving soap together
with a number of expensively made puzzles and lithographed
cards. To beat this a competing firm would have to throw in a

razor or provide a barber.

A pleasant-faced, motherly sort of a woman was "
doing

"
the

Liberal Arts Building in the most approved style. It was quite

evident, judging from her make-up, that she was from a locality

remote from the influences of city life. Her kindly face,

however, was radiant with that intelligence that marks the

born American woman, the true mother of the independent
American girl. It is from just such mothers that Presidents

come; in fact, the sons and daughters of country mothers

dominate every walk of life. It was interesting to note her

self-reliant way of "doing" the Exposition. She required no

guide or protector, and her methods were worthy of emulation.
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'IT WAS INTERESTING TO NOTE HER SELF-RELIANT WAY OF 'DOING* THE EXPOSITION.'
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A COUNTRY WOMAN'S If she did not understand the mechanism of a gas stove or a

washing machine she straightway requested an explanation
from the attendant in charge, and she always departed the

wiser for her inquisition, and never did she sample a food

preparation without learning something of its component
qualities, and there was not the slightest possibility of her fail-

ing to profit by the information so gained.
She stood in the centre of an aisle dividing the principal

booths of the Manufacturer's Building, and as she surveyed the

scene she remarked:
"The lot ov wimmen hez vastly improved sence the days

when I waz young. Et's a grate help tew wimmen tew hev
self-raisin flour, an steam cooked cereals, an ketchup, an canned

goods when th' vegetables ez out ov season; an taint no use

talkin, th' washin masheens they hev nowdays ez wuth more
to wimmen than th' ballot box'll ever be."

And her intelligent face beamed with satisfaction at the

thought.
"Laborin' man an' laborin' woman

Hev one glory an' one shame,

Ev'y thin thet's done inhuman

Ingers all on 'em the same."

The barkers for the Parisian Beauty show, on the Midway,

thought that Uncle Hank would fall an easy victim and rush to

buy a ticket. He stood on a round platform outside of his show

and had a woman in short skirts punching a bag. He leaned

forward and said confidentially:
"We have the finest show here,

but alas ! 'tis said we are too sensational and the authorities have

been after us. Well, we have toned down things wonder-

fully and nothing you could see would make a minister blush."
"
By gum, I've got my opinion purty well set as to yer show,"

chimed in Uncle Hank.
"
Oh, Ruben, you have, have yer ? What is the matter with

you ?
"

said the barker.
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"
I was just obsarvin yer towning down process and et strikes

me purty hard that from the looks of thet er gal thar, thet you
hed toned up too high."

"
Say, Ruben, you can go in free." When he came out he

chuckled :

"
Wai, the tone was ez I expected, too high, an" I aint givin

my admirashun to gals in them short school frocks."

The magnet of the Midway for every female visitor was the

Baby Incubator Show. Here were shown immature babies in

glass-covered incubators in every stage of development, and
ladies flocked to it in scores to examine the tiny specimens of

humanity, much as one would inspect the incubation of a like

number of chicks.

It did not take Uncle Hank long to discover this attraction.

'Them babies is interestin tew look at," he observed, "becos

ye can't tell what they're likely tew amount tew when they

grow up. How dew ye know but what this chap might be another

Edison er a Dewey, an' thet girl over yonder might turn out ter

be another Mary Anderson er Susan B. Anthony er Carrie

Nation
;

an' what old-lookin faces they've all got, full ov

wrinkles jes like they waz 75 years old. I spose when they grow
a bit more ther winkles'll disappear and then it'll take 75 years
tew bring em back.

"
By Jinks, here's three ov a kind !

" he exclaimed as his atten-

tion was arrested by the Cohen Triplets who occupied a glass-

covered enclosure in the most conspicuous part of the exhibition.
" Naow jest think of ther posserbilities of development in them

triplets with the name Cohen. They're likely ter shine in ther

diamond bizness, er make a big hit in ther three ball game
pawnbrokin ;

an' jest look et the bristly red hair on thet young-
ster. He looks as ef he wanted tew fight the rest of em. I'll

bet he's ov good fightin stock, fer he looks like Bob Fitzsim-

mons with his bald head an" fringe of red hair."

As he passed from the building he encountered the venerable

THE BABY HOT HOU6E.
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A FILIPINO EXPERIENCE. barker who, in stentorian tones, admonished the passers-by not

to neglect the opportunity to see the little
" suckers."

The majority of the people at the Fair followed the same

route, from the entrance straight to the Midway. Visitors

might not have time to get around to their State Building or they

might possibly have missed the Stadium or the Acetylene

Building, but no visitor ever failed to visit the Midway. Its at-

mosphere was so unconventional, and then the conviction that

nobody one knows would be met with had a tendency to throw
off restraint and indulge in license that would not be thought of

in any other place.
It was this feeling that caused Uncle Hank to wander back

to the attractive side shows whenever he tired of the big build-

ings. On one occasion he stood irresolutely before the Filipino

Village undecided as to whether or not it was advisable for him
to part with a quarter to be allowed to investigate its interior.

At the entrance there was a stage built to display some of the

attractions for the purpose of advertisement. On this stage
was an exceedingly interesting group consisting of a Filipino
mother and her two children. As Uncle Hank approached, one

of the children held out its hand to him. It represented to him
so very forcibly the attitude of the Filipinos toward Uncle Sam
that his heart warmed to the little one and he resolved to enter

and learn more of the people of his country's new acquisition.
As he entered the village enclosure he surveyed the scene

curiously. A group of Filipino women were washing clothes

on a little platform at the edge of the lake that occupied the

center of the village. They first dipped the clothes in the water

an i then beat them with a short stick, and they were a merry
lot, singing and joking over their work.

The habitations of the natives were ranged on both sides of

the lake, and gave a very fair conception of a Philippine

Village.
The first thing to catch Uncle Hank's eye was the Manila
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FILIPINO METHODS. Rope Walk. Several natives were busy transforming hemp
into rope by means of a primitive windlass. He watched the

operation for a few moments and then expressed his contempt
for such methods. "Jes wait till Yankee Doodle gits a whack
et ther rope twistin'. Wait till ther Trusts git ther eyes on it an'

puts em out ov bizness."

The next thing to engage his attention were the wooden
cannons of native manufacture. "Wai, I swan !" he exclaimed,
"ef thet don't beat anything J ever see. Et's a wonder they
don't blow their heads off the fust time they're fired off

" and
such seemed to be the case, as they were merely bamboo tree

sections bound with strips of the same wood to give added

strength. It seemed impossible to realize that they were not

intended for playthings, but for war. The muskets on exhibi-

tion were but little better; being constructed of pieces of gas or

steam pipe their other war implements were somewhat better,
the swords and knives being decorated in quaint native designs.
"What d'ye call them?" inquired Uncle Hank of a native

holding up what appeared to be a thin piece of oyster shell.

"That is what is used in the Philippine Islands for window

glass," replied the attendant.

"Call thet glass, dew they?" he replied, holding it up to the

light and trying to see through the opaque shell.

"Wai, jest wait till ther Glass Trust gets on to this thet's

another opening fer American industry."
The Filipino maiden is a flirt beyond

question and it did not take the American

youth long to ascertain that fact, and as

they were inveterate cigarette smokers
the offer of a cigarette was sure to prove
an incentive to conversation, and as they
understood English fairly well the youths

got along very well indeed.

This, of course, created considerable
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AN ODE TO PHILOPENA. jealousy on the part of the Filipino youths, a^id many an angry
altercation, with the usual resultant feminine tears, was the

result. The Filipino Cupid does not differ materially from the

Cupids of other nationalities.

Oh, Filipino Maiden, young and fair

Why comb your dark and rather matted hair?

We knew you long before you ever came ;

But somehow then we used you as a game:
We called you Philopena, paying gifts,

And many lovers had their merry tifts;

But now we spell you, Filipino, slow,

And bring you here to grace a nation's show.

So thus, you see, you pay your gifts at last

To Uncle Sam, your Philopena fast.

HOMER FORT.

The Filipino maiden's eyes sparkle with coquettishness when

their deftness with the needle or proficiency in embroidery is

noticed. They are small in stature and marry very young so

that one would hardly suppose the girlish little wives are the

mothers of the babies they carry in their arms.

The men are equally small in proportion and resemble the

Chinese type to a marked extent, as a rule they are bright and
well informed, as Uncle Hank discovered in conversing with one.

"I reckon you Fillypinos "11 prosper now under Uncle Sam's

gov'nment."
"
Fil-pino prospare ! ha, ha ?

"
replied the native.

" Uncle Sam sends sleek politician like Dick Crokair an' Matt

Kway he skin him Filipino, send big trust he chocke him Fili-

pino send Noo YorkaPolice-a-man tip off cock fight, bull fight,

rob him ! Filipino prospare ? ha, ha, ha !

"

Uncle Hank was dazed by the logic of this home thrust, but

soon recovered his wonted assurance.

"Wai," he retorted, "with all thetet won't be ez bad ez them
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Spanish Dagoes treated ye, jes put yer trust in the United

States an'
"

" The United States will put the trusts in the Phil-pines !

"
re-

torted the unabashed Filipino with a sneer.

The old man soon saw he had an incorrigible case to deal with

and made no further effort to convert the native to the dogma
of the superiority of Uncle Sam's benign system of government.

For forms of government let fools contest,

Whate'er is best administer'd is best. POPE.

He now concluded he had had excitement enough for one

day, and as he passed out through the exit gate, soliloquized :

"What a powerful sight ye laru et these exherbishuns."

FILIPINO LOGIC.

The chariot race in " Ben Hur " has attracted much attention

and deservedly so, for it is a graphic bit of description. Uncle
Hank never for a moment imagined that he would ever engage
in anything but a foot race and least of all that he should be

matched against a Dago gondolier. Fate had played fantastic

tricks with the rugged Down East Yankee since he first arrived

at Buffalo and yet he was found equal to any emergency.

He smiled at every quip or jest ;

At ev'ry joke or sparkling pun ;

And then he did his level best

To have his share of wholesome fun.

Somehow the gondolas attracted him and often he would en-

gage in running conversation with the men propelling the

strange-looking craft.
"
Easy work, my boy, aint it ?" he asked

one. "Not on your life, old Ruben !" was the soft answer of

the American Italian, who did not relish the job. In order to
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A HOT RACE ON THE prove that it was easy Uncle Hank hailed the next gondola that

came along and said :

"
Jist take me round this yer creek, won't yer, Mister Eyetal-

ian? I am goin' ter see th' hull show."

The man working the one oar was an Irishman and he

readily consented for Uncle Hank to play the picturesque gon-

dolier, while he rested and gave the "
hayseed," as he called

him, a chance to perspire.
" This be play an nothin' more," said the Yankee as he pro-

pelled the boat along in an awkward way. It took some min-

utes to get the swing and then the gondola went along smoothy.

Many visitors saw him and jumped to the conclusion that he
was part of the Exposition, and atiovel part at that. The other

gondoliers that came along and passed, laughed derisively, and
made all kinds of attempts to guy and disconcert him. One
cried:

"
Say, old man, your paddle is getting wet."

" Thet's all right ;
I aint gittin in ther briny deep yit. But

I'm gettin along komfootabull, yer can wager."
This last word "

wager
"
inspired a Dago, who was pushing a

gondola not far behind Uncle Hank's. The Dago gave a few

vigorous strokes of his oar. and was soon alongside of the

Yankee.
"

I betta two dolla," he cried,
" that I beata to the lak

;
taka

my betta ?
"

"
Say, yer mean tew bet me two dollars thet you can beat me,

Mister Eyetalian ? I'll go yer an' I'll show yer thet I am some

pumpkins."
"
Say, Uncle, you will lose," said the resting gondolier on the

Yankee's boat.
" Not much, nuther, I ain't hoed korn, rolled logs, gathered

taters, not tew be strong in my arms
;
thet Eyetalian will hev

ther race uv his life."

" You betta two doll, yes ?
"
eagerly asked the Dago oarsman,

with anxiety depicted on his countenance.
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' Uff course : I ain't backin' out. Jist let her go," exclaimed

Uncle Hank as they both started about even.

It got noised about that a gondola race was in progress on

the canal, and people hurried to see it. A rumor went around

that a large sum was wagered between an Italian oarsman and

an American. Hundreds lined the banks of the canal and

looked on at the queer spectacle.

"Gooda bye," merrily sang out the Dago as he made a few

vigorous strokes and went slightly ahead of Uncle Hank.

"Ther partin' time ain't cum yit," said the farmer as he

leaned forward, planted his feet firmly and began to push the

long oar in a way that made the gondola tremble as it shot

rapidly through the water. People on the back waved hats

and handkerchiefs and yelled : "Go it, Uncle Rube
; you will

catch up next Christmas."

The Dago, who was anxious to win two dollars, thought he

would leave the farmer in a minute and have sport with him.

His astonishment was great to find that he did not gain much
on the rural gondolier. Bending down to work, the Dago put
forth his strongest efforts, making his long oar fairly split the

water. This spurt put him nearly two lengths ahead and

encouraged him to believe that the Yankee was not in the race

at all. Visions of what he would do with the two dollars, per-

haps, rilled him with joy, for he called back :

"
Say, betta fore doll

; just lika picka de mon up !

"

."I'll be thar when you get thar, Mr. Eyetalian ;
I ain't got

warmed up yit. Yer jist wait, an' when I git ther hang o' this

craft I'll say sum things ter show you I'm travelin'."

A man on the bank shouted :

" Pull out your whiskers, Uncle,
and then you will win. They catch too much wind."

They were cheered to the echo as they spun through the

water, Uncle Hank seemingly not making much effort and
the Dago working for dear life. But, work as he might, he

could not get further away than two lengths, and it puzzled

YANKEE VS. DAGO.
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AN EXCITING RACE. and excited him. He began to perspire freely and to use

strange Italian words. Then he would talk in broken English:
" Whata the matta? The Mericana pusha the gondola like

housa fire !

"

To the utter amazement of the many onlookers, Uncle Hank

began slowly to gain, his long, regular strokes telling against

the quicker and more excited work of his foreign antagonist.

Cheers greeted him from many hundred people as he began

nearing the Dago's gondolier, and one woman leaned over,

waved a scarf and shouted :

"
Hurrah, for Uncle Hayseed ! Don't stay behind ! Put life

and vigor into your work !

"

"
I ain't dun enny work yit, young woman !" shouted the cool

Yankee. "
I ain't buckled down to it yit ez I should, an' when

I do this yer oar will break or I'll git by thet Eyetalian."
The Irish gondolier was amused and surprised by the man

who had taken his place, and he frankly added :

"Say, if you win, old man, don't I get a dollar of your two

dollars ?"

" Yer do, ef yer will pay a dollar ef I lose the race." The
Irishman would not agree because he was not sure that Uncle

Hank would win. He saw that the Yankee was gaining, but

that did not necessarily mean victory.

Uncle Hank grew a little red in the face as he shouted to

the Dago: "Git out o' my way thar
;
for I'm cummin. I'm

log rollin' now, an' this is a heavy lift. Pushin' for all I am
wurth. Stiddy, an' a long, hard

push. No boy in this yer regions
kin pull yer Uncle Hank down. We
be movin!"

The gondola propelled by the

sturdy Yankee plunged through the

water like a large fish cutting its

way to the deep ocean. It neared
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the Dago's ;
it dashed a little spray of water on it, and it slowly A WAGER.

moved by as a swift trotting horse passes a hackway. Shouts

and yells greeted the ears of the rowers, and Uncle Hank
cried out to his rival :

"
Good-bye, Eyetalian ! I'll hitch an* wait fur yer when I

git thar, and we will hev mackerony together and hev no hard

feelin's."

The Dago was perspiring profusely and very much excited.

He made a few feeble attempts to spurt, but he was out of

wind and could only ejaculate :

" Da mon gone ! Two dolla

lost !"

Uncle Hank kept the lead and was cheered by hundreds as

he won by nearly ten lengths of his gondola. He never

indulged in a chant of victory, but, gazing at his defeated and
^

beaten rival, he said : "Ther mussell made in ther fields a-hoe-

ing korn an'liftin' logs ain't goin' tew leave yer soon. Roastin'

peanuts ain't makin' bone and mussell. Yer hev no great

strength to race agin yer Uncle Hank."

An immense crowd congratulated Uncle Hank, and said the

freedom of the Exposition should be given to him. One man,
however, who, like many others, jump to wrong conclusions,
remarked :

"
It was a great race and well won by the Yankee,

but do you people believe for an instant that the Down Easter

is genuine ? He is just a part of the show a man hired to

go around and impersonate a country hayseed." The smart

Aleck, however, was not believed, for the crowd knew that

Uncle Hank was just exactly what he looked to be a shrewd

backwoods farmer who knew more than many imagined.
While he was in the Midway he bethought himself of the ,

advisability of taking in some of the shows he had overlooked

on his last visit. With this end in view he entered the "Old
Southern Plantation," and in a short time was on familiar

terms with the old darkies.

In front of the log cabin in which Lincoln was born stood
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an old, "befo'-the-wah" mammy industriously working an old-

time spinning wheel. Her frowsy head was done up in a large

bandanna, and periodically she emitted large whiffs of tobacco

smoke from a long-stemmed corn-cob pipe which she firmly

held between her thick lips. Surrounding her were several

white "wooled" counterparts of Uncle Tom, and, to make the

picture more complete, there were a half a dozen or so of little

pickaninnies playing about.

The atmosphere was truly Southern and gave a very good
idea of plantation life as it existed in ante-bellum days.

"'Pears ter me," he muttered to himself, "them darkies is

good-natured and peaceful like
; they don't look ez ef they

needed Lynch Law keep 'em straight, an' I reckon ef ther

people down South didn't break ther law by lynchin', th' blacks

would hev more 'spect fer ther law, too.

Oh, Freedom ! thou art not, as poets dream,
A fair young girl, with light and delicate limbs,

And wavy tresses gushing from the cap
With which the Roman master crowned the slave

When he took off the gyves.

WILLIAM CULLEN BR\ANT.

It is generally conceded that woman has made giant strides

in the last decade, but it has been left to the Pan-American

Exposition to illustrate that fact.

On the Midway there paraded a colossal figure of an up-to-
date maiden with a graceful figure, gowned in the most

approved Parisian fashion. Her tall, ten-foot figure attracted

considerable attention; which was partly due to her graceful

bearing and to the very evident fact that she belonged to the

highest society (ten feet). Her mission on the Midway was to

WAY DOWN IN DIXIE.
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^MIDWAY ATTRACTIONS. advertise the exceptional attractions of "Dawson City," which

she did in a most thorough manner, as she was constantly fol-

lowed by admiring- crowds, which she invariably led to the

entrance of the aforesaid show, somewhat after the manner of

the Pied Piper of Hamelin.

The lady in question was constructed of wicker work sur-

mounted with a life-like wax head, and in the interior of the

figure a man was so cleverly concealed that quite an artistic

semblance of a stylish young lady was presented.
Some very original conceptions were used to advertise the

Midway attractions. In the corridor of The Panopticon a

number of distorting mirrors were placed, which usually at-

tracted crowds of curious people bent upon seeing themselves

caricatured.

" The foolish man often laughs when there is nothing to laugh at.

Whatever touches him, his inner nature comes to the faurface."

GOETHE.

These mirrors were so placed as to attract the attention of

the curiously inclined, and afforded excellent opportunities to

see oneself as others do not see.

A very fat man who labored with a weight of flesh approxi-

mating three hundred pounds, and who had vainly longed for

the day when, by the use of Anti-Fat concoctions, he might
scale down one hundred pounds or so, caught sight of one of

these mirrors. He stood before the one so convexed that it

considerably thinned and lengthened his figure.

"Well, now!" he exclaimed, on beholding this pleasing ren-

dition of his very rotund figure, "that's the. way I'd like to

look
; nothing the matter with that. Oh that this too solid

flesh would melt," and with a grunt of satisfaction he moved off.

This was not the usual experience, however, as some of the

distorted images produced by the mirrors were ludicrous in

the extreme.
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WELL, NOW! THAT'S THE WAY I'D UKK TO LOOK.
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WAITERS THAT MAKE Alt Nurnburg was usually the Mecca of the hungry habitues

YOU WAIT. of the Midway. Imported frankfurters, sauerkraut, patrician
Rhein wines, as well as plebeian lager beer, in fact, everything
in the German food and drink line, were to be obtained here,

if you had patience in abundance; for it is a peculiarity of Ger-

man waiters to make you wait. The hungrier you are the

longer they make you wait.

"
Hunger is the mother of impatience and anger."

ZIMMERMAN.

Many angry altercations have taken place
in consequence of this dilatory habit on the

part of the phlegmatic German waiters.
" Waiter !" exclaimed an irate patron.

" Where's that steak I ordered an hour ago ?"

"
It's on the fire, sir."

"
I say, waiter !" another would cry out.

" where's that champagne ?"

"
It's on the ice, sir."

And so it would go from one table to an-

other, the seme cry of hungry impatience.
As one highly indignant patron remarked :

" The diners were the waiters in a German
restaurant."

During a performance at Bostock's, the

famous menagerie on the Midway, a clown

was putting a baby elephant through a num-
ber of difficult tricks, and now and then the

quadruped rebelled. It happened that Sen-

ator T. C. Platt, the head man, "boss" and

leader of the Republican party in New York

State, was present with a number of promi-
nent Republicans and friends. Uncle Hank
saw the " boss

" and thought he would ask
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IT'S CHILD'S PLAY TO HANDLING GROWN-UP ELEPHANTS.

I'VE HAD YEARS OF EXPERIENCE."
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A VAST DIFFERENCE BK-

TWKEN ELEPHANTS.

him about elephants, and especially the one performing in the

arena.
" What do yer think uf elephants, Senator ? I hev heard

tell that ye know something about ther creeturs."

The Tioga statesman smiled as he replied : "That clown has
an easy job putting that baby elephant through his paces, but

it is child's play compared to handling a grown-up elephant.

I have had years of experience."
Uncle Hank wanted the Senator to get Bostock to let him

handle a grown-up elephant, but the owner said the G. O. P.

elephant was too large to enter the arena. "
Wai, wal," ex-

claimed the Down Easter,
" I've hurd thet the G. O. P. ele-

phant had broken some planks an' smashed up a few platforms,
but I never hurd that he had busted ther arena. I guess thet

the elephant ez bigger then Jumbo and ez the hull show his-

self."

Some one informed Uncle Hank that the G. O. P. elephant
was merely a figurative animal. "

I guess he must cut a purty

figger, then, when he falls down," mused the Yankee. " Sen-

ator Platt must be a purty strong man tew handle such a big

elefant, I'm thinkin' !"

Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world

Like a Colossus, and we petty men
Walk under his huge legs and peep about

To find ourselves dishonourable graves.

SHAKESPEARE.

The Japanese do not look upon the Chinese with a kindly

eye. A Chinaman happened to stop in front of " Fair Japan,"
where a Jap was banging a gong for dear life to attract the

crowd to the Japanese tea gardens. The almond-eyed Celes-

tial attracted the eye of the Japanese, who accosted him in a

bantering sort of way. .

"Hello, John, how you like the Jap-Pan-American ?"
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CLASHES BETWKEN

NATIONALITIES.

"Jap no goodee ;
Pan-Melican all lite !" retorted the China-

man as he pigeon-toed off. Clashes between nationalities were
of frequent occurrence on the Midway, where the different

types so often intermingled. A son of Erin was attacked by a

severe thirst one morning, and, casting his eye about for some-

thing to alleviate it, spied a soda water stand with a large jar
of high-colored orangeade placed conspicuously upon the coun-

ter. He paused a while to make up his mind, and then, ap-

parently foregoing his intention of buying himself a drink,

declared, in unmeasured terms :

"Olwant a dhrink. fur OI'm divilish dhry; but OI'll die

wid thirst before OI'll dhrink thot A. P. A. colored sthuff!"

and he walked indignantly away in search of a more con-

genially-colored liquid to quench his thirst.

Geronimo, the famous Indian chief, was the star attraction

at the Indian Congress. This doughty old warrior of infamous

memory was a precious scoundrel in his day, and only escaped
death by execution for his misdeeds through the magnanimity
of Gen. Nelson A. Miles. So when the brilliantly-uniformed
General made his appearance in the Indian Village it was only
natural that the old chief should greet him effusively. As the

two warriors approached one another they presented a pic-

turesque contrast. They were both in full war paint, or in full

uniform, as you are pleased to view it. In point of manhood,
however, the advantage was decidedly in favor of the soldier.

The one showed in face and manner all the characteristics of

his race
;
the cunning, malicious and treacherous look of the

savage ;
and the other, the open, frank and magnanimous mien

of a courageous and intrepid soldier.
"
Chief," exclaimed the General,

" this being a hero at the

Pan-American is better than war. You know, our big chief,

General Sherman, said :

' War was hell.'
"

"
Yes, that so

;
hell with canned beef, ugh !" grunted the

Indian in assent.
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THIS BEING A HERO AT THE ' PAN-AMERICAN IS BETTER THAN WAR.
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"Well, we're at peace now and have no embalmed beef to

bother us," replied the General sententiously,
" but you red-

skins had better behave yourselves out on the plains, as we
never lose sight of our motto: ' In time of peace prepare for

war.'"

"Ugh! White man always war," retorted the redskin.

The General scratched his head at this fling.

"Our people prefer to live in harmony with all the world

and make our conquests on other lines than gory fields of

battle." And the General drew himself up with dignity.
"
Big Chiefs fight in big wigwam now," pursued the Indian.

"
Well, our war chiefs do seem to be doing quite a lot of

fighting in time of peace."
The old Indian seemed to relish this fling at the Samp-

son-Schley row at Washington, for his blear eyes blinked

humorously at the allusion.
"
Big chiefs fight over scalps, ugh ;

Indian no take scalps

from Chief!" replied the savage as a parting shot.
" The Chief's got good horse sense," remarked the General

as he resumsd his tour.

General Miles was a fine target for the "
snap-shot fiends."

Attired in his beautiful uniform, his fine figure and martial

bearing showed to the very best advantage in "snap shots,"

and it was very amusing to see the avidity with which they

pursued their prey The .nerve of the camera crank has been

long known. Nothing is sacred to him; he takes everything in

sight; in fact, is a confirmed optical kleptomaniac as a rule.

"
I'll example you with thievery ;

The sun'sa thief, and with his great attraction

Robs the vast sea ; the moon's an arrant thief,

And her pale face she snatches from the sun."
SHAKICSPEARE.

A patriarchal Indian is Red Cloud, of the Six Nations, who,

RED AND WHITE.
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IT WAS VERY AMUSING TO SEE THE AVIDITY WI I 11 WHICH
THKY PURSUED THEIR PREY."

held court like a reigning monarch in a cabin that was fanci-

fully arranged with blankets, feathered headgear, moccasins
embroidered with bead work, and various other Indian accoutre-

ments. He was very popular with Young America, who saw
in him their ideal Indian warrior, arrayed as he was in his

picturesque headgear. The old warrior does not look his age,
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although he has seen eighty-four years, is still tall, erect and

very active. Several times he left the Exposition grounds
and sought the busy haunts of Buffalo, where stimulants are

cheap and exceedingly heady. It was recorded in the daily

papers that four times Red Cloud had gazed upon the red gob-
let and rendered himself hors de combat. He was carried to

his tribe by kind friends, who endeavored to get him to sign
the pledge and wear the blue ribbon. He was willing to wear
the blue blanket; also a piece of ribbon, but he did not care to

sign a pledge which meant a decided curtailment in his bever-

age. This venerable and fine-looking specimen of the Red Men
attracted much attention, and our Uncle Hank ran up against
him. At first, Uncle Hank regretted he could not talk Choc-

taw or some kind of lingo, and he hesitated to begin a conver-

sation with one he thought might hurl back language perfectly

unintelligible, but more or less musical in a guttural, hurdy-

gurdy way.
"Do yer know, Meester Red Cloud, thet I've hearn tell o' yer

before," began the Yankee,
" an' ther is many thet envy yer

capacity, an' yer stayin' power. Now, jist a leetle sider jooce
hez oftun made me talk in a blue streak, an' also made my nay-
burs talk fur weeks. Ef I should tackle jooce a leetle stronger
than sider an' should try tew git into my naybur's barn fur my
own house, I guess yer Uncle Hank would hev to ther leave

thet nayburhood or hev myself sent tew some insane asighlum.
But now yew Injuns never criticize, an' thet is a real blessin'

for the nobull chiefs who are sot in ther ways."
Red Cloud straightened up and nearly took Uncle Hank off

his feet by answering in good English :

" What do you take me for ? A phonograph or a sounding-
board ? Speak straight English and I may understand you. I

cannot talk your dialect."
" Thet is one on yer Uncle, Reddy," said the Yankee, some-

what confused; but he soon recovered his second wind.

AN UP-TO-DATE INDIAN.
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RED CLOUD'S REJOINDER.
" But I am not related to you; you are not my Uncle. In my

veins there i> no white man's blood," calmly spoke the Chief.
" In coarse, yer air not my nevyew, but we air all of us kind

o' kin. We air all binded together by some kind of tie. Now,

1

I JIST INTIND TO RECORMEND TH' BRAND TEW THE HUNDRED-YEAR CLUB AT THER

NEXT MEETIN'."

ef yer kin tell me what the guvnor uv North Caroleena onct sed

tew ther guvnor uv South Caroleena, I'll pay ther expenses."
.

" He remarked that it was about time to take a drink," said

the Indian.
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"
Wai, I ruther guess so, Red Cloud," answered Uncle Hank,

" an' let us go tew ther happy jooce factory an' nomenate our

own pizen."
The Indian admitted on the way to a soda water fountain

that Uncle Hank's dialect was not difficult to learn, especially

when he told historical anecdotes.

In a confidential way, Uncle Hank said, after he had ob-

served how active and strong the Chief was :

" Ef yer can tell

me ther brand o' liquor thet yer air drinkin' yer would do me
a great favor."

Red Cloud wished to know the reasons for such an unusual

request.
"

I jist intind to recormend th' brand tew the Hundred-Year

Club et ther next meetin'." concluded Uncle Hank.

Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage.

SHAKESPEARE.

One of the features of the Midway was the daily parade of

the various attractions of the multitudinous shows. First

would come the camels, then donkeys, elephants, Arabs, Turks,

Aimenians, dancing girls, etc., from 4< The Beautiful Orient."

Then the streets of Mexico would add its quota in the shape ot

Vaqueros on mustangs, bull fighters and Peons. Added to this

procession would be Filipinos, Hawaiian musicians, Indians in

full regalia, and odds and ends from the other shows. This

cavalcade was always sure to attract the attention of a majority
of the visitors on the grounds, who naturally followed the

alluring music until they found themselves in the heart of the

Midway. And then the Ballyhoo would immediately proceed
to make a bedlam of the concourse.

There was no denying the fact that the Concessionaries of

the Midway were a very resourceful lot and undeniably "-hust

lers
"
of the first grade.

THE MIDWAY PARADE.

c
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BY CRACKEE, WHAT A LESSON THEM CAMELS TEACH HUMAN BEIN'S.

THEY KIN GO SEVEN DAYS WITHOUT A DRINK."
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It was on such an occasion that Uncle Hank was attracted to

the animals on parade. As the camels passed he remarked :

"
By crackee, what a lesson them camels teach human bein's.

They kin go seven days without er drink."

"Yes," replied a bystander, "but what satisfaction they get

out of a drink when they do get one ;
it has such a long way to

travel through their long throats that it well repays them for

their long abstinence. By the way, speaking of animals, did

you know there was a lion roaming about the grounds, loose?'

"A lion ?
" exclaimed Uncle Hank in alarm.

" Yes
;
the Lion of the day, President McKinley."

"
Is ther President here ?"

"
Yes, over on the Plaza."

"Wall, I won't miss Mac ef I know et !

" and he strode off in

the direction of the Plaza. When he arrived there he found

the " Lion "
in the shape of the President, who was surrounded

by an enthusiascic multitude.

Uncle Hank worked his way to the center of the group
where the Chief Magistrate was holding a levee, and, with true

Yankee modesty, made himself the spokesman of the occasion
" Mr. Preserdent, yer th' most Democratic Preserdent we've

had since Linken."

The crowd cheered the old man, and the President smiled

broadly as he replied diplomatically :

"Well, gentlemen, I thank you for your cordiality
"

"
Speech ! Speech !" called out several voices in the assem-

blage, which had now augmented considerably, and the Presi-

dent was compelled to get up on the steps of the Music Stand
and speak to them before they would consent to let him go.
An American crowd always likes to be talked to. It will

hover around a stump speaker or a street-corner fakir like flies

around a molasses barrel. Wm. J. Bryan gathered them by
thousands in his memorable campaigns, and you would natu-

rally think that he would carry the country by storm on Elec-

THE LION OF THE DAY.
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tion Day, judging by the enthusiastic gatherings that greeted

him, but the American citizen, while very careful in bestowing
his ballot, is very lavish in his applause, as he deems same re-

ward is due to the one who has entertained him.

" O ! as a bee upon the flower, I hang

Upon the honey of thy eloquent tongue."
BULWER.

Uncle Hank saw the crowd surging into Music Temple, and,

yielding to his impulse to follow, he soon found himself inside

the portals of the Temple consecrated to melody which was so

soon to become transformed by the discordant sounds of the

assassin's pistol. President McKinley stood right in front of

the Majestic Organ, surrounded by eager citizens striving to

express their love and admiration of the Chief Magistrate of

the Republic through the medium of a handshake. The Presi-

dent stood erect, with head bare and face radiant with kindli-

ness and good humor.
The crowd kept passing by in rapid style, and Mr. McKinley

was in high spirits.

No one noticed in the crowd a fairly thick-set young man,
with curly brownish hair, who kept moving slowly with the

rest.

He had a cap under his arm. His left hand was bound up
in a white handkerchief.

But there was nothing suspicious nothing but the clean

silk handkerchief, that looked as if the young man had hurt

his hand and bound it up. Not a soul guessed that, concealed

in the folds of the handkerchief was an ugly little revolver a

32-calibre derringer, carrying five shoit cartridges.

The President reached out his right hand ;
the man reached

out quickly. The President smiled.

For an answer the man reached his left hand around, just as

a pugilist might try to give his opponent a quick jab in the

E ASSASSINATION OF

THE PRKSIDENT.
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THE ANARCHIST'S PROMPTER.
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ribs. He pressed his hand against the black frock coat of the

President and pulled the trigger.

Suddenly there was a great commotion around the President,
and a second later a pistol report rang out, and immediately
after another. The sharp crack of the revolver echoed against
the pipes of the big organ, and the fine acoustic qualities of the

hall caused the shots to reverberate back and forth until it ap-

peared as if a dozen assassins were at work.

Like an electric flash the cry spread :

" The President is shot !" and wild confusion reigned in the

Auditorium. People rushed hither and thither
; everyone

seemed panic-stricken.

Suddenly there was a deep roar :

"
Lynch him! Lynch the

assassin !"

Ever and again some man's voice would cry out : "Don't let

him get away!" and there would be a score of answering shouts

of " Kill him ! Hang him ! Take him up on the arch and burn
him! Burn him at the stake !"

During all the tumult Uncle Hank stood mutely by, awe-
stricken at the terrible spectacle he had been an involuntary
witness of.

But he came to his senses when he heard the cry for Lynch
Law.

" Thar ye go !" he exclaimed,
" show yer disrespect fer the

law by breakin' it. Thet's what breeds Anarchists. Jf ye'd
show the misguided lunatics the awful power ov th' law ye'd
terrorize 'em more than ye will by usin' brute force. Show 'em

th' true majesty ov th' law and th' red devils'l slink inter ther

holes an' tremble with fear."

The entire Exposition was now in a turmoil. All was con-

sternation. A strange atmosphere enveloped everything. On
the Midway the Ballyhoos were stilled, the clowns, with serious

faces, asked the barkers for additional particulars of the trag-

edy. Ki-ki, the imitation monkey at the "House Upside

THE ANARCHIST'S WORK.
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ANXIOUS DAYS. Down," grew serious, and his face took on a solemn aspect as

he asked a hurrying guard if the President still lived.

Within the big Exposition buildings similar scenes were

enacted. Booths were hastily covered up and closed, and the

exhibitors hastened to the scene of the shooting.
The Music Temple was soon surrounded by an immense

throng, and universal sympathy was expressed for the unfortu-

nate President. There was no mistaking McKinley's popular-

ity. Having assumed the Presidency at a time of industrial

depression, the country had progressed during his administra-

tion to most marvelous prosperity. He was identified in the

public mind with contentment, happiness, pecuniary indepen-
dence and remunerative employment of labor and capital, un-

precedented in the history of the country. McKinley and the

American home had become synonymous terms. His beautiful

and chivalric devotion to his invalid wife had endeared him to

every family.
As for the assassin, the most bitter denunciation of him and

of the Anarchistic fanatics who had inspired him in his atro-

cious deed, was heard on every side. Uncle Hank voiced the

sentiment of the majority of people when he said to a by-

stander :

"Them Anarchists is like rattlesnakes; fust they rattle dan-

gerous warnin's and then they strike a deadly blow. No
civilized community ez safe while they're about. It's high
time they waz exterminated

; jes' make it high treason when

they rattle on' about removin' rulers
;
an' let ther strong arm

of ther law grasp 'em around th' neck an' strangle 'em tew

death before they hev time tew coil an' strike. Naow ye see

th' danger ov 'lowin' ther scum of Europe tew cum inter th'

country. Yer quarantine yaller fever, but ye never think ov

quarantinin red anarchy, which is a sight more dangerous

diseese," and Uncle Hank moved off very much depressed at

the terrible scenes he had witnessed that day.
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The President is Dead.

After a week of cheering bulletins from the sick chamber
this was the message that greeted the nation on the morning
of the Fourteenth of September.
After Hope had been enthroned, and there seemed to be no

possibility of a fatal termination to the cowardly assassin's

work, there came the direful message DEAD.
It was hard to realize.

Its full import failed to impress all because of its awful

significance.

The President was Dead, and with his death came a fuller

realization of his sterling qualities, his noble patriotism, his

perfect manhood, and his inherent kindliness of heart, which
had endeared him to his fellow-countrymen.
There was no North, no South, no East, no West

;
and all

partisanship was sunk in a common grief, and the hand of

good-fellowship was extended in this hour of national calamity.
The tears welled up in Uncle Hank's eyes as he softly mur-

mured the dying words of the stricken President :

"
It is God's

will
; God's will be done."

Nothing in his life

Became him like the leaving it; he died

As one that had been studied in his death,

To throw away the dearest thing he owned,
As 'twere a careless trifle.

SHAKESPEARE.

The nation deeply mourned in its great affliction, and busi-

ness halted. The Exposition closed its gates for two days,
and when it resumed its life again it was draped with sombre
tokens of mourning but little in keeping with its gay mission.
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A HIGH ROOM. Uncle Hank realized that he would have to make several

journeys to the Exposition, and, wishing to be nearer to the

grounds, he had one morning secured a room in one of the

many private residences thrown open to Pan-American visitors

by the frugal residents of Buffalo.

A placard on the door announced :

Rooms to

$1.00 Up.

He concluded this about suited his pocketbook, and after an

interview with the sharp-featured landlady, paid her a dollar,

on the assurance that she would have a nice room ready for

him on his return from the Exposition.
After ringing the door bell of his new quarters several times,

the door was finally opened by a frowsy-headed maid-of-all-

work, who recognized him immediately, and ushered him in.

"You're the gent as hired a room this mornin' ?" she in-

quired.
" I'm that same individool thet paid yer mistress a dollar fer

a room
;
is she to hum ?"

" She's gone ter market, but I kin show ye up. This way,

please." And she led the way up several flights of wheezy,

creaking stairs to the top of the house.

Uncle Hank was out of breath when he reached a small attic

.room close to the roof.

"This be'ant what I bargained fer. I want one ov them
rooms down stairs

;
I paid what yer sign called fer, a dollar fer

a room."
"I guess, you didn't read the sign right ;

it reads $i oo up,
and this is up as high as ye can git," and the girl grinned from
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BEATS ALL, HAOW PEOPLE'S ALLUS LOOKIN KER SUMTHIN FF.R NOTHIN."
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DEADHEADS. ear to ear, and then suggested that he could get one of the

rooms down stairs by paying more money.
He soon realized that he was in for it, so resolved to make

the best of his bad bargain, and as he was very tired he was
soon lost in slumber, disturbed only by the onslaught of an

army of Pan-American bedbugs that would surely have taken

first prize had they been placed on exhibition in the big show.

Sleep, that knits up the ravell'd sleeve of care;

The death of each day's life, sore labor's bath,

Balm of hurt minds, great Nature's second course,

Chief nouiisher in life's feast. SHAKESPEARE.

When Uncle Hank reached the Exposition grounds next day,
he noticed a long line of people peeping through holes in the

fence surrounding the Indian Village, trying to get a free view

of the Indians within.
" Beats all, how people's allus lookin fer somethin fer

nothin," he exclaimed, as he passed through the turnstile on

his way into the Exposition.

As he walked up the broad avenue leading from the entrance,

he encountered several wheel-chairs with their occupants

twisting their necks in every direction as they pushed past the

different attractions.
" Seems ter me," he observed,

"
they'd twist their heads off

ridin in them chairs on wheels. 1 guess thet's whar ther rub-

ber neck's cultivated. Now ef people warnt so blamed lazy

they'd see a heap sight more by walkin
;
what with bicycles,

trolley cars, ought-to-mo-biles and sich, they'll lose ther use of

legs altugether, and az fer walkin upstairs elly-vaters '11 make
us a weak-kneed race. In another generashun they won't be

able tew do ther wonders thev're doin now in all walks ov life,

fer they won't be able tew walk."
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THE POPULIST. This made Uncle Hank feel tired, and he concluded to sit

down on one of the convenient green benches which abound

throughout the grounds. On the bench in question sat an old

farmer like himself absorbed in a newspaper. As soon as he
saw that our hero intended sitting down, he made room for

him in a most accommodating way.
He was a good type of a far Western farmer, with broad

shoulders and a well-knit frame that showed evidences of hard

work on a large prairie farm. His face was almost concealed

by a large luxuriant beard, just beginning to show grizzlied,

and his eyes shone with an intelligence only to be found in

farmers under the Stars and Stripes.
" These seats be tarnal good places tew roost arter a hot

tramp thru them hot buildins," he observed, as Hank took his

seat.

"Wai, I dunno but what yer right," replied the Yankee. "
I

calklate yew be a farmer?"
"
Yep, I be one

;
be yew ?"

"
Yas, I be a farmer in a small sort er way, down East. Ye

see farmin aint what et used ter be in our section
;
them big

farms aout West kin raise crops cheap'rn we kin on account ov
hevin ter use no fertilizers," explained Hank.

"
Wai," replied the other,

" I'm a Western farmer. I'm from

Nebrasky, and I've got a hundred an sixty acres o' prairie land

under cultivation, but when ye kin git only eighteen cents a

bushil fer corn, et don't make no diffrence ef ye don't hev tew
use no fertilizers. Them raleroads an elevator men git all ther

profit ther is in farmin in ther West, an ez ther stock an bonds

ov th' companies ez owned in the East, I reckon yew Down-
Easters ain't got nothin tew complain ov."

This allusion to Yankee thrift rather nettled the Down-

Easter, but he soon recovered his composure, and he rejoined :

"
Then, tew use ther slang ov th' day Farmin's on the

Hog."
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"No, not exactly, et's more like ez th' Hog waz on ther

Farmer," and he slapped the Yankee a good-natured whack on

the back.

Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,

Where wealth accumulates, and men decay.

Princes and lords may flourish, or may fade,

A breath can make them as a breath has made;
But a bold peasantry, their country's pride,

When once destroyed, can never be supplied.

GOLDSMITH.

At this juncture a couple of South Americans passed by.
" Thar's th solution ov th hull bizness !" exclaimed the New

Englander, waving his hand in the direction of the pair ;

" thet's

what this Pan Amerikin show ez .fer ;
tew open up South

Ameriky tew th' products ov this country."
"
Yep, thet's so, ef them tarnal Trusts don't git possession ov

th' markit house," replied the Westerner.
"

I see yer besumwhat ov a Populist an yer down on Trusts,"
said Uncle Hank with a twinkle in his eye.

"Wai, now yer shoutin," ejaculated the man from Nebraska.
" Them Trusts '1 regulate themselves by-and-by ;

tain't no
use talkin, Trusts air not all bad

;
some does good in cheap'nin

ter necessities an bringin th' cost ov em daown so thet we kin

hev ther benefit ov em," observed the Yankee
;

" an besides th'

time ez comin when th' gov'ment'l hev charge an then we'll

hev ideel conditions."
"
Wai," rejoined the Westerner,

"
it ain't wuth our arguin'

about, cos we kant settle it nohow
;
hev ye seen th' fine cattle

over yonder?"

"Notyit."
"
Wai, let's go over an' inspect 'em

;
I reckon we'll see sum-

thin' thet'l interest us both."

And the pair proceeded to view the pedigreed Jerseys and

Alderneys of high degree.

AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS.
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THE ARISTOCRATS. The cattle displayed in this section of the Exposition were
the aristocrats of their species. They were too select to asso-

ciate with the cattle owned by such farmers as Uncle Hank
and his Western friend.

"They're tew rich for my blood," observed the Yankee

farmer, "et's sech horny-handed farmers ez Rockefeller, Mor-

ton, Cassatt, Havemeyer an' ther like ez kin afford to hev cows
costin' three an' four thousand dollars each, in ther barns."

"Yep, thet's so," assented the Westerner,
" an' I reckon they

ought tew git a couple ov dollars a pound fer the butter tew
make 'em pay a dividend."

"
Wai," chimed in Hank,

"
I calklate me an' you'll hev tew

stick tew brindles an' sookeys fer ther present."

Nevertheless, the importation of fine breed of cattle by
wealthy men addicted to farming does a world of good for the

farmers throughout the country, as it unquestionably raises

the quality of the cattle, and in time reaches the barns of all

the farmers in the country.
Uncle Hank now resolved to go it alone, as he found that his

Western friend's ideas did not chord with his own. The prairie

farmer cared only for such things as appertained to agricul-

ture, while the Yankee farmer was interested in almost every-

thing on exhibition.

"Wai, stranger," exclaimed the Westerner,
'
I think I'll put

in ther rest ov ther day lookin up them new-fangled mowin'

an' reapin' masheens, an' as I don't s'pose they interest yer th'

way they dew me, I guess I'll hev ter leave yer." And with a

cordial handshake they parted company.
" Thet's th' reason them Western farmers kant git mor'n

eighteen cents fer korn. They cum tew a grate exherbishun

like this an' kant see nothin' beyond Farmin' Implements,"
and he strode down the Plaza to continue his sightseeing tour

in his own way.
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He had reached the entrance of the Ethnology Building,

and, as his former trip had been a hasty one, he determined to

look in again.

The exhibition of stone implements was a very complete one,

and attracted a great deal of attention. A bystander remarked

to Uncle Hank that a sight of such crude stone implements
tended to show what enormous strides had been made since the

time they were in use.
"
Wai, I dunno," retorted Hank. " Ef ye go tew one ov them

swell affairs ov ther Four Hundred down tew Newport an see

th' thousands ov dollars wuth ov preshus stones they decorate

themselves with, ye wouldn't think we'd intirely passed out ov

the Stone Age yit."

He was greatly interested in the exhibition of antique

fossils, and was examining them minutely when he noticed a

very nice-looking young lady also examining them closely.

He divined that she must be a Vassar College Girl, so he quite

casually inquired of her :

" Be you interested in old fossils,

Miss ?
"

" No
;
I'm only interested.in young men," pertly replied the

up-to-date miss.
"
By ginger, thet's a good one !" exclaimed the old fellow,

" an' I don't blame ye, nuther."

Youth, I do adore thee ;

O, my love, my love is young.

Age, I do defy thee.

O, shepherd, hie thee,

For methinks thou stay'st too long.

SHAKESPEARE.

He exhaustively studied the rest of the exhibits, and then

wended his way to his domicile to recuperate for a trip to

Niagara Falls on the following day.

A VASSAR MISS.
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UNCLE HANK SEES THE Uncle Hank visited Niagara Falls as part of the Exposition,
and nothing of special interest happened until he arrived. Then
he was besieged by a crowd of leather-lunged hackmen, all

eager to get a big fare for a short ride. Our hero smiled in a

broad-gauge way, and listened for a few minutes to their

vociferous importunities. One hackman cried out :

"
Say, boss, I'll take you to see the gorge for two dollars and

explain it all to you."

"By gum, ye call me boss," mused Uncle Hank, "and thet

makes me think I'm great shakes, but, tew hum, I hev my
doubts about being a boss. Yer kin bet yer bottom dollar, I

try ter be ther boss
;
but I'm taken down a peg or two, by

gum, when I run agin ther domestic outfit. My hull life, then,
ter quoate Grover Cleveland, ain't one hull sweet song, one

chewin' gum holerday, but a mess of prickly ash and Mexican

cacktuss. Won't ye call me boss agin, boys; it sounds like I'm

ther profit away from hum."
"
Say, what yer given me ?" said the hackman.

"
I ain't givin' them ther two dollars, not by a jugful."

This hackman, who had to listen to Uncle Hank's harangue
on his new title of boss, went away disgusted, and another one

tackled the rural sage, an ostensibly easy mark :

"
I will take

you to see the gorge for two dollars and throw in Goat Island.'

"That uther feller wanted -ter charge me two dollars, and I

couldn't and wouldn't pay thet extortionation sum."

"Well, Uncle, I'll do better
;

I'll take you to see the gorge
for one dollar and throw in Goat Island."

"
By gum, young feller, I'll go yer. I jist make one dollar

by this yer transacshun, and thet is one hundred per cent, ter

the good. Yer won't let me get wet, Mr. Hackman ?"

" Your wiskers may get a little damp, and you will be hot

under the collar
;
but this happens to all new-comers here,"

said the hackman as he winked at his fellow-jehus.

Uncle Hank jumped into the hack, proud that he had made
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BE YOU INTERESTED IN OLD FOSSILS, MISS ?"

one hundred per cent, on his bargain and

was whirled around the corner. The driver

took several turns, and would occasionally

give vent to unrestrained ha! ha! he! he!

haw! haws! In a few minutes he reached a

kind of alleyway and turned down. At the

end was a cheap frankfurter stand, and a big
German stood by eating sausages and sour-
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HACKMAN'S JOKE. krout like a glutton. His capacious mouth was filled to reple-
tion as the hackman called out :

"Uncle, there is the gorge. See it
;
see him ! Now jump

out !

"

Uncle Hank realized that he had been sold, but he was game,
and indignantly cried out :

" But whar is the island, young
feller?"

"
See, there is the goat," pointing to a billy goat quietly

grazing in a vacant lot,
" the island is just behind him and is

chiefly land, except when it rains, and then it is. partly water.

Don't go near the goat ;
it will butt you off the Falls." The

hackman drove off laughing, leaving the rural tourist hot

under the collar, and ready for any kind of reprisal.

Later Uncle Hank saw the Falls, and his first
'

exclamation

enchained the attention of a party of tourists :

"
Wai, wal, ther think I'm whar ther water cums hurriedly

down ther hill, and a purty good sized one, too. Gosh, Si

Dusenberry, ther Deacon up my way, sed he onct swum ther

Rappanhannock River during the war with four bullets in

him and never got his bar wet. Guess ther Deacon would get
his bar too damp for dryin ef he swum thet body ov fallin

water. But ther aint water thar enough ter wash all of Uncle
Sam's sitosens in ther new possessions clean ef they washed fur

yeers and furever. No, sir, thar clothes can't be cleaned, not

even with all Nigeraroo and soap."
"

I would just like to know why their clothes can't be

cleaned ?" queried a disciple of Senator George F. Hoar, who
stood by.

"
Wal, ther can't, by gum !" replied Uncle Hank.

" That is the way with you seedy bearded farmers
; you

assert things and can't prove them. I demand that you give
one sensible reason why the clothes of the Filipinos cannot be

cleaned." The people stood around eagerly to hear Uncle

Hank's answer to the mad disciple of Senator Hoar.
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"
I aint heard yit thet they wear any clothes." UNCLK HANK AT

A shout of laughter that almost rose above the roar of the T1 , E FALLS.

mighty waters came from the little group who heard the

colloquy and the disciple of George Frisbie Hoar went away
muttering.

They wanted to take Uncle Hank under the Falls, but he

would not consent. " I've just got nuff horse sense to git out

o' the rain," he said,
" So ye can't git me ter pay ter git under

sich a tremenjious downpore as thet, not this yere o' my
natchuel life." It was explained that the momentum of such

a large body of water hurled it far enough over the chasm to

permit people to walk behind and not get wet, only a little

damp.
"
Wai, I aint takin my chances, by gum, on thet momento,

for it might jist let up for a minoote er two and whar would

yer Uncle Hank be ? Ask uf ther waves thet rock ther cradul

of ther deep. Thar jist be two kind o' fools : ther one thet

rushed in where anguls fear to trod and ther one thet pays
ter see how narrer his escape can be."

Looking at the Rapids, Uncle Hank saw the Suspension

Bridge and innocently asked what kind of a bridge it was.

A woman who had been through college replied :

"That is a cantelever bridge."
" Thank you, mum. How pooetercal, can't-leave-her !"

"
Sir, I am a graduate of Vassar College and I know how to

pronounce. I said cantelever and not cantleaver !" she in-

dignantly exclaimed.
"
Agin I thank you, mum. Ther new-fangulled prununcer-

ashun is a leetle too much for me when I'm fur away from

hum. Thet is the English prununcerashun, I guess. Cant-

leave-her is all right and I aint kicking. Caurse Kanerday
cant leave us and thet bridge is ther bindin cord. Uncle Sam
is ther bow and Kanerday is ther gal. I guess yer Kollege

gals hed ruther hev Jarnin' then husbands."
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THE CANT-LEAVE-HKR-
"
Sir, a husband is a superfluous appendage," she scornfully

" Yer aint sassing me, is yer, sissy ? This superfluous

pendergee business is too much fur me. I guess tho' ther

husband is jest like ther cant-leave-her-bridge ;
he jist kind o'

stays round ther house and lets them all walk over him cause

he's thar and can't git away."
"
Well, I'll show you that I can leave, sir, and not emulate

the bridge in any respect." The Vassar girl, who had gradu-
ated years ago, walked rapidly away as Uncle Hank fired a

parting Parthian shot !

" Them thet has no bridge uf matrimony, it seems, is worser

tempered then ther ones who hev ther ' Cant-leave her bridge !'

"

Uncle Hank concluded he would cross the bridge and be in

"furrin parts," as he expressed it. He first ate a frugal lunch

and was in such a hurry to get to " furrin parts
"
that he failed

to wipe the breadcrumbs from his Horace Greeley throat

whiskers. He got across all right, picked up some of the dirt,

looked at it, put it down and said,
"
By gosh, taint anny richer

then the sile ter hum." After remaining in "furrin parts"

twenty minutes he started back, and was promptly met by a

customs official and asked if he had any dutiable goods con-

cealed upon his person.

"Wai, what do ye take me fur? A furrin traveler bringing

sparkling stuns back ?" Dootyable goods ? Why all my
clothes hev done me double dooty and by golly sum of these

old pantalooneys hev been reseated." Uncle Hank would

have continued, but the officer saw a chance to have sport with

the farmer and cut him short :

"
I see you have bread stuffs on you, and perhaps salt, and

they are dutiable."

"Wai, I guess ye hev them eagle eyes I hev red erbout,"

replied Uncle Hank. " Yer can see thro* stun walls, and cum
ther think, I suppose yer hev second sight, hevn't ye ?"
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Don't try to pass, for you have concealed, or partly con-

cealed, breadstuff in those bushwhackers of yours. Th^y must
be weighed, and perhaps your whiskers may be confiscated."

Uncle Hank now saw the officer was a wag, and it made
him retort :

"
Say, young man, I hev jist paid a dollar to see ther gorge,

and them stray komissary bits yer eagle eyes hev diskuvered

air all thet is left ov ther gorge."
The general laugh followed, and Uncle Hank was given a

smuggler's-delight cheroot, and went on his way puffing.

Strolling to the great Falls, Uncle Hank noticed a beautiful

rainbow hovering just over the precipice.

While he was gazing in admiration at it he felt as if rain

were coming from below, and, quickly opening his umbrella,
he held it downwards to keep off the deluge. It was the spray
that shot upwards from the vast mass of waters that surged
over the Falls and dashed below in reckless abandcn.

"
By gum ! this is ther fust time," he exclaimed, "thet ther

rain hez ever cum up from below. Guess it may be rainin' in

China, and kind o' soakin through. It 'pears like things er

somewhat upside down when ther rain strikes yer feet fore-

most. I don't mind gettin' my hed wet, fer I kin soon dry it

hevin' burnin* thoughts, but when my firm foundations are

soaked ter ther brim it ez not such an easy thing ter git agin
on a proherbishon basis."

"
Say, Uncle, your umbrella is leaking," cried out a passing

wag.
" Thet's right, young feller," he admitted. "

It ez leakin' on

ther outside, an' thet is not givin' me any consarn. Do yer
know thet damp feet an' attendin' to uther peopull's bizerness

ez kalkerlated tew make the most pius bald. Jist remember

thet an' go and soak your head, young feller, in ther waters of

wisdum. Ye won't be bald-headed so soon."
11

Well, Uncle, you have not got as many bats in your belfry
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as I imagined," was the wag's response. "Just take a few col-

ors of the rainbow home, won't you, and let your people know
that you have seen the Falls and were sober enough to secure

a souvenir."
"
Maybe yer think I'm color blind ?" responded the Yankee.

"
I ain't even hed ther blind staggurs, and ther beauty of ther

rainbow is dooly appreciated by yers trooly. I'll bet ye can't

tell all the colors in thet bow, young feller."

The young man named a few of the cardinal colors, and

finally admitted he could not name them all. Uncle Hank
then astonished him by saying :

" Can yer spell

VIBYOR ?"

When the would-be wag answered in the negative Uncle
Hank then explained that the six letters represented the great
fundamental colors violet, indigo, blue, yellow, orange and
red.

"
Shake, old man !" said the wag.

"
I will remember that pe-

culiar word, vibyor, and also remember you."
Uncle Hank said :

"
Wai, don't ask me fur a lock uv my

hair; Fin goin' tew keep it in my buserness."

As Uncle Hank seated himself on the trolley car on his re-

turn from Niagara Falls he discovered that the young man
ahead of him was none other than the hackman who had shown
him the Gorge for a dollar.

He scratched his head for a few minutes trying to devise

some scheme whereby he might get even with the " Smart

Aleck," as he termed him.

As the car started he tapped the young man on the shoulder

and inquired :

"An' ye goin daown tew Buffalo tew show them Pan-Ameri-
kin visitors sum new '

Gorges
'

fer a dollar a look ?"

"
Ha, ha ! Uncle," he replied,

" that was one on you."

"Yas," retorted Hank. "That waz one on me an I s'pose

yew folks considers yer orful smart."
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UNCLE HANK GETS EVEN. " We're too smart for you Yankees
; you ought to come up

here to finish your education
;
do you know you are now

travelling on the fastest trolley line in the world ?"

As Hank looked out of the window he retorted :
"
Oh, I

dunno, this road pears tew me tew be runnin' tew seed, fer I

hearn tell thet they waz raisin fruit between th' rales."

At this the local pride of the hackman was hurt, so he

rejoined :

"
I'll bet you a dollar you can't prove that assertion !"

"Oh, yes, I kin," retorted the Yankee. " Put up yer dollar."

With this they each placed a dollar note in the hands of a

fellow-passenger who had taken a great interest in the conver-

sation. When this was done the hackman cried out :

"
Now,

name the fruit and the place where they are raisin' it on this

line."
"
Wai," exclaimed the old man, with a twinkle in his eye,

" ther raisin currents electrical currents on ther wire jest

above this car."

The passengers laughed at this, and the stakeholder passed
over the money to Uncle Hank, who remarked as he pocketed

it, "They raised em daown in the '

Gorge,' too."

Not having anything particular on hand as was his wont,
Uncle Hank wandered into the Government Building next day
and proceeded leisurely to inspect its exhibits.

The most popular section of this popular building was the

southeast corner, devoted to the Patent Office. Then there

was to be found the electrograph, the machine which transmits

pictures by wire
; the tel-autograph, which enables you to

write your signature ever so many miles away. The voting

machine, the biograph, and also a very interesting demonstra-

tion of wireless telegraphy, all of which he scrutinized closely.
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JIK OUGHT TEW BE ', FACTTTN EM TEW WEAR MORK CLOTHES S6'S TEW G1V
TH' WOOL TRUST A CHANCE"
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TN UNCLE SAM'S BUILDING. He now took time to examine carefully the excellent life-

like groups of Indians in a row of glass cases. These groups
looked like wax figures, but they were really cast in plaster,

colored so artistically that they simulated life to a marked
extent.

One group in particular attracted his attention. It repre-
sented an Indian teaching a boy to shoot with bow and arrow,
and was intensely life-like.

" Thet Injun's teachin th' risin generashun tew use ther bow
an arrer," said he, "when he ought tew be teachin em tew

wear more clothes so's tew give the Wool Trust a chance ter

earn bigger dividends.

"But, all jokin aside," he continued to a bystander,
" them's

the most lifelike figgers 1 ever see, fer I'm a grate beelever in

pictures an statoos tew educate ther people. Naow look et

them figgers ! Ye cud read a hull book thru and not git half

th' infermation frum et thet ye cud git frum one glance et th'

figgers in them show cases."

The old man's taste in such matters led him to spend a

couple of hours in this vicinity, studying this carefully pre-

pared exhibit of Uncle Sam's.

The tastes of visitors to the Exposition often differed very

materially. Young couples frequently had their first quarrel,

and married people fought like cats and dogs over their likes

and dislikes at the show.

"I think you're horrid to compel me to spend the whole day

looking at machinery," exclaimed a young miss to her escort,
" I'm tired of Machinery Hall."

"
Well, yesterday we spent the entire day looking at em-

broideries and laces," retorted her swain.
cf

Now, Maria!" exclaimed a married man to his spouse "I

won't stand fer this
; here we've been all day long nosein

around these jars ov pickles, an apple butter, an preserves."
"
Well," Hezekiah, mildly protested the old lady,

"
it's real
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I THINK YOU'RE HORRID TO COMPEL ME TO SPEND THE WHOLE DAY
LOOKING AT MACHINERY."
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INCOMPATIBILITY. ii>structin, an a sight better'n spendin th' day among them
rocks an stones in the Mining Buildin as we did yesterday."

Just back of Horticultural Building stood two darkies from
Dixieland engaged in a heated argument over the merits and
demerits of their likes and dislikes in regard to the different

exhibits.
"
I say, Deacon Johnsing, I'm done tired ob lookin at dem

Watah-Millyuns in dat Hor-te-cul-suah Buildin
; I done radder

spend mah time lookin at de chickens in dem inkubators," ex-

claimed the fat one of the pair, who looked as if he was an ex-

pert in the poultry line. And so the contention and bickering
woifld continue through all classes, and proved the adage that
" what's one man's meat is another man's poison."

No profit grows where no pleasure's ta'en
;

In brief, sir, study what you most affect.

SHAKESPEARE.

Fully two-thirds of the visitors to the Pan-American Expo-
sition were women, and to consider it properly, this is not to be

wondered at. It is fitting and proper that a beautiful Fair

should be patronized by the Fair Sex.

The women visitors were worth a study. There was the

woman from the New England States, who it is commonly
sspposed to be spectacled and excessively cultured and eccen-

tric
;

tvftt there is no brighter or more typically American girl

than the fair resident of Boston and the adjacent cities of New
England. Then the Western girl ;

she of the boundless

prairies ;
free and buoyant in manner and speech. There is a

breeziness about the Western type that seems born of the

cyclonic atmosphere from which it springs.

And the lady from the Sunny South
;
she came to the Ex-

position like a true-born Southron
;
she daintily tripped through

the choicest part of the Exposition, and then repaired to her

State building, where she entertained her friends after the
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I DONE RADDER SPEN MAH TIME LOOKIN AT DE CHICKENS IN DEM INKUBA
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THE EXALTATION OF

WOMANKIND BY

manner of one accustomed to the purple of aristocracy. But
after all there is little to distinguish the different localities

from which the true American springs, as there is a certain in-

dependent air pervading all sections alike.

The Pan-American Exposition possesses many feminine

characteristics in that it is somewhat painted up, and it is

brilliantly beje -veled in the evenings by its myriads of electric

lights. Furthermore, by it womankind is elevated to the high-
est altitude, its highest pinnacle being surmounted by a repre-
sentative woman "The Goddess of Light."

Ould Nature swears, the lovely dears

Her noblest work she classes, O ;

Her 'prentice han' she tried on man,
An' then she made the lasses, O.

BURNS.

By chance Uncle Hank strayed into the elegant building
erected by Chili, and his ears were greeted by Spanish words

so thick that it sounded as if guttural r's were being hurled

from catapults through the air. He bowed to several Chilian

soldiers standing erect, but got no salute in return. By mis-

hap he stumbled against one of the soldiers, and to his dismay
discovered that they were waxwork figures dressed in the

military costume of the Republic of Chili.
"
By gummy !" he exclaimed, "them air Chillyuns hev got

the millishye problem down ter a bevulled edge pint. They
ain't spendin' money on ther eatin' army, but air keepin' up a

standin' waxworks army thet is mighty handy in retreatin'.*'

"How is that ?" queried a military-looking man near by.
"
Wai, ef the enemy gets too hot the Chillyun army uf wax-

work soldiers kin melt away !"

The military man grew red in the face and said :

" This is trifling with a solid question. Besides, romance

lingers around the soldier, for he is the last that is left of the

valiant knight and the days of chivalry."
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" Uv kourse, uv kourse," chimed in Uncle Hank,
" an' ther THE HOME GUARD

way ther Chillyun uses him, ther meltin' mood overtuks him

quite oftun. I'm stuck on these wax-works soldiers, I kin tell

ye, mister, an' my impressyun is tew deep for mere money-
sillabulls. Be you a soldier or a civilyun?"

"
Sir, I am a retired army officer, and I have been fairly per-

forated with bullets, fighting for my country, while you non-

combatants remained at home and played politics."
*' I kin' o' guess, then, thet you air a purambalashun sieve,

an' kin venterlate yerself jist enny time yerfeel hot under the

collar," pityingly said Uncle Hank.
" Es fer a non-combustionable, maybe I be one. Ter hum

ther doo say thet I'm a bloomin' targett fur any shafts thet

cum along, an' thet shows how poor a soldier I'd be. Now, es

tew ther polerticks. No one ain't ever heard ef me opposin'
the soldier morully, pheesically or mentallerly. Every relashun

ov mine I've dun my levul best ter get into ther army, and aint

wept when they jined and marched away. Polerticks ? Why,
ef ye did not hev patriots ter stay at hum and git ther lagurds
out whar would ther army be ? Why, on paper, or a kind of

waxworks, gumsherlack army that would melt away insted of

being retirin' and perferashun like yeself."
"
Shake, old codger," said the old soldier.

" You are not so

far wrong after all, and the energetic home patriot can do
much. Have one with me ?"

"
B'gum, a dozen," cried Uncle Hank

;
"it is the first time

in this exposishun anyone has asked me ter be social without

ther price. Yer air the soldier arter my own notion, an' yer
kin eat my roastin' pertaters enny time ye call ter my hum."

They locked arms and marched to a Bailey eating place,
where girls wait on you in a hurried way, as if they wanted to

get home early to do some knitting or see some beau. The old

soldier said politely, as they sat down :

" We do not want a
course dinner, my friend, but a good old-fashioned home din-

ner. How does that strike you ?"
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UNCLE HANK DINKS. "
Naterally, I aint hankerin fur koarse grub ;

I kin git thet

enny day ter hum. I guess we'll do es ther Beeferlonians do
eat ther best thet is going and leave the wurst fur ther stranger
within the gate."
The officer laughed and remarked :

" You are right ;
it does

look as if the strangers were not getting all tenderloin and

porterhouse, although they pay for it. Please consult your
menu and give your order to the waitress."

Uncle Hank gazed at the card and seemed puzzled. The
w-aitress asked :

" Do you wish vermicelli soup ?"

"Wurmerceller soup?" he ejaculated,
"
nary a wurm fur me

in er out o' my soup. I've heard tell o' the wurm o' ther still,

an' ther Diet o' worms an' ther wurm thet turns, but the wurms
thet sells wal, I guess I aint goin ter buy it, not even to git it

out er my soup."
The waitress laughed and whispered to a passing companion :

"This old Ruben is nutty."

"Try mock turtle soup, Uncle Hank," said the officer, who
was enjoying the situation.

" No mocker turtel soup fer me," he answered
;

"
jest beans

an' tater soup will do. I aint eddicated ter eat frogs and mud
tertells and the like. I kin ricollect whin I went ter the cicy

an tuk some of ther fantum chicken soup. It jist tasted like

salt, pepper an' dish water. Wal, I was real mad, 'cause they
tole me it waz fine, and would tickull my plebeeum palater,

whatever thet may be. B'gum, arter I had swallowed thet

mess I jist said as how I would like ter know how they fixed

ther thing up. Then I waz tole thet fantum chicken soup
were nothin but salt see-water, red pepper and ther fotograff

uf a chicken thrun on it jist afore it biled. It made me bilin'

mad an' blamed me ef them hash-house oeepul didn't almost

bust laffing at me. Gully, but I guess I got kind o' evun. I

jist sed I would not let ther stuff pass my lips, and yer kin kal-

kerlate I kep my word."
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"
I am glad that you had the nerve to refuse phantom chicken A DINNER AT BAILEY'S.

soup. We need men of backbone these days, and you farmers

must come to the front." The retired army officer was a bon

vivant, and, seeing that the menu was Greek to Uncle Hank,
ordered a regular table d'hote dinner. The farmer did justice

to it, and the waitress who said he was "nutty" brought him a

small green glass bowl, full of water, in which he could dip his

finger, if he desired, and wipe them off. The water in the

bowl had a greenish hue, the color of the glass, and Uncle
Hank drew back and said :

"Now, young gal, yer kant git me, nary time once, tew
drink thet green rhubarb water

;
I hev jist hed all thet I can

ackommodate. Do yer think I'd spile my dinner with thet

slippery green stuff. Not while my nateral sinces remain."

The girl laughed immoderately, and the retired officer smiled

and dipped both fingers into the bowl. He then wiped them

carefully with a napkin.
" Sakes o' live ! thet is ther way sich green stuff aught ter *

be treated," he gleefully exclaimed. " Ther soldiers of this yer

kountry aint afreed o' green water, nur white water, nur fire

water!"
"

Sir, I'll give you to understand that I do not drink in the

accepted term of the word," sternly said the officer.
"
Wai, I'm glad ter knaw thet yer don't stimerlate tew much.

But I met a good lookin'gal with a blew ribbon, an she tuk

my breath away, givin ther soldier a lammer-baskin, es she

called it. 'They jist don't drink, no, not er bit,' she cried in

them high top k^ys thet cum tkro* th' nose, 'they jist pore!'

An golly, I waz thet happy thet I sed,
' Them air th biys fer

me. They take no pisen in thers, but jist pore it out.' Thet

gal giv me a look thet wasn't sweet an says kind o' jokin like ;

'Yer need a diagramme, Uncle, uf what I'm talkin about an'

a gardeen.' Ther crowd jined in the laff and 1 sed: 'Yer
need a husband ter hum an something ter keep yer beezy!'
Ther crowd laffed agin."
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AN ORIGINAL AMKRICAN. When Uncle Hank and the retired army officer separated

they were good friends, and even the waitress kindly said :

"Uncle Ruben, you beat the deck."

After finishing- his repast Uncle Hank wandertd over to the

Indian Stockade, where he had met Red Cloud on a former

visit. On that occasion he had caught a glimpse of the unique

log cabins, and wished to investigate further. He was in a

joyous mood, as his good dinner had made him merry and at

peace with the world. He expected to find grim warriors in

the cabins, but instead a few Indian girls, picturesquely gowned
just as they are on the stage, stood behind the counter ready to

sell baskets and bead work.

A few old married women sat around making baskets.
"
Wai, I can't speak ther Choctaw lanqnidge, young gal, and

I guess ther price o' ther basket is ther price writ on ther

kerd ?"

Uncle Hank was astonished to hear the Indian girl say in

good English :

"
I am not a Choctaw

;
I am a member of the

Iroquois tribe. We speak English here."

"Land sakes ! young gal," he replied, "yer handle the lan-

guidge like er nateral Amerikan."
"

I am an original American and so are my people," she

said.
"

I was graduated from a Philadelphia school and I have
read Cooper's novels have you ?"

" Now you hev me
;
the only Kooper I know hez a sider

press, an ef I do say it, the stuff aint kalkerlated to kill, fur

I've drunk it fur nigh on ten years. Why ef yer could sampull
thet jooce it would do yer young hart good and make yer
think Koopur were sum shakes.

"My Cooper," she responded, "was a man of learning and

has written much about the Indians, especially my tribe. He

always makes the white man come out victorious though, no

matter how good the Red men may be."
" Thet is the way thet hiztoory is writ," replied Uncle Hank.
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Ther nashun thet weals ther pen is ther nashun thet wins

ther battulls. Histoory is writ for ther konqueerors an not

ther slane. Larnin cums out fust ef ther is a printin press in

sight and eny kin o' circulatin meejum. Why, in my deestrict

we hev an editor thet hez a paper thet cums out occasionally,

an one day Deacon Tucker hed a set to with the pen wealder

an licked him clean over a ten-aker field. I saw them fit my-
self an tuk the editor hum, all broken up !

'
I aint licked, I aint

konquered !' he sed when he could git in a wurd er two 'tween

his broken tooths. I kind o' thought his mind waz wonderin

and sez I :

'

No, yer aint licked, jist temperarilly disabulled !'

Wai, he wazn't licked, nuther, fur when his paper cum out he

tole how ther deacon hed been smashed into mince meat an

how Uncle Hank cum along and tuk the editor hum ter keep
him frum killin ther deacon. It was ther histoorian et his

wurk."

Beneath the rule of men entirely great,

The pen is mightier than the sword.

RICHELIEU.

The Indian saw that Uncle Hank was wound up and might
forget that she had baskets to sell, so she interrupted him :

" Won't you buy a basket to take home ? Here is a sweet-

smelling basket, made of sweet grass and the odor is lasting.

It is only two dollaws and twenty-five cents. Buy from an

Iroquois girl ?"

Uncle Hank remembered that bargains are often obtained

by not paying the first price asked, so he replied :

"
Now, ef

yer hed one like it fer, say, one an a quarter, I'd tek it purty

quick. Haint got enny, I suppose ?"

The Indian smiled sweetly and taking up the basket handed
it to him, saying :

" You may have it for one and a quarter
and keep it to remember me."

He quickly paid over the money and was about to depart

THE PEN IS MIGHT] KR THAN

THE SWORD.
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UNCLE HANK MAKES A when a. dude with his hair parted in the middle, and his trousers

PURCHASE. turned up to his ankles, came in and paid the Indian girl a

dollar for exactly the same kind of basket that had cost Uncle

Hank one dollar and a quarter. He looked at the coy Indian

damsel and said :

"How is thet ? Yer make me pay more then the doll baby
feller ? What hev ye agin me ?"'

"His basket," she replied, "had no sweet gr. ss in it and

yours did : therefore you paid a quarter more for fragrant odor."
"
Wai, why didn't yer sell thet doode ther sweet-smellin

baskett too f"

"Oh, he shielt sweet enough without it!" she laughingly

replied.

Uncle Hank went away muttering something to the effect

that he was glad the Indians were on the "resoorvashuns "

and not in business.

Full many a gem of purest ray serene,

The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear ;

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air.

GRAY.

Straying into the beautiful building erected, by Canada, the

Down East Yankee was met by a polite attendant, and asked

if he wished to see anything special. He gazed around and

finally replied :

" Kin yer show me ther plum thet is jist about tew ripun ?"

"
Why, we have no exhibit of plums ; Canada is not a great

fruit country," was the reply.
" How did you come to imagine

that our country made a specialty of ripe plums ?"

"
B'gum, our Chansey Depew sed some years ago thet Kan-

naday waz jist like er plum ripunin ter fall intew Uncle Sam's

hat. I jist wanted ter see ther plum, thet is all."

" That was a figure of speech, a metaphor, used by a great
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orator and humorist," civilly answered the attendant, after -he DEPEW'S PLUM.

had ceased to smile,
" the plum may never fall, that is, in our

time."
"
Golly, ef we purlong ther time ther plum may spile on ther

tree, an' Uncle Sam will hev his hat ruined," responded the

hero. " You know froot that is wind-blown aint good, and

Kannaday hed better cum when she is jist ripened an afore

she falls and smashes. Yer know Uncle Sam ain't goin* ter

stand waitin* like a poor boy at a cash auction, tew get wind-

blown froot. We like yerkountry, andezz ye air like our next-

door nayburs we hev a feller-feelin' thet we could get along
ef yer tuk yer fence down an' fed in ther same pasture. Thin

we could hev ther mantel of ther Monroe pertection thrun

around yer, an' sleep o' nights without bein' afraid of invashun.

The Feenyuns would not hev ther eyes on yer, an' yer would

not be ther dependant provense thet you'air."
"I am opposed to any kind of Union," said the Canadian.

" We are good friends and have commercial relations that are

most satisfactory. It would be treason, almost, for me to ad-

vocate political union."

Uncle Hank was not abashed at all, but seemed to be think-

ing. Finally, he got off this piece of rhyme, which astonished

the Canadian :

Ther plum thet ripuns on ther tree

Is better then ther one thet's plucked ;

Ther gal thet's full o' life an' glee

Is better than ther skold thet's ducked !

Oh, Kanneday, thet hat ez full,

Uf plums thet air not ripe a bit
;

So jist yer say tew Johnny Bull,

We ain't a-pluckin froot, not yit !

This broadside of rhyme was almost a solar-plexus blow to

the patriotic Canuck. However, he rallied and said :

" Your
,
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ASSIMILATION PROBLKMS. Uncle Sam has plucked too much fruit already the Philippines,
Porto Rico, and Hawaiian Islands. What do you desire with

Canada ? We might have studied the question of coming into

the Union, but now you have a mixed population and all colors,

so that trouble is bound to follow. You have twelve million

negroes that in time will be a problem. No race that cannot

assimilate with the dominant race in a countr}
7 will ever

amount to anything. Oil and water will not mix. Our rule is

different, for we have colonies and do not wish any amalgama-
tion whatever. Unless you use your new possessions as a

dumping ground for the negroes, I do not know how you are

going to solve the future. No, sir, Canada does not wish to

have trouble yet."
" Thet's it, thet's it," quickly replied Uncle Hank. " Ef I

aint a galootin' ignoahramuss yer bloomin' kountry ez-tew

much mixed up now : Injuns, French, Cajins, native Kanoots,

Inglish Kanoots, Ezquimaw an' Hudson Bay runners, all side

by side, an' all growlin' fer laws for ther race. By ther time

all this hodger-podger mess becomes one hommejanus mass,

yer will be glad tew cnm into ther Republic tew find out what
kind o' race you be. Ef yer argufy with me, b'gum I'll quote

poetry on yer."
This threat made the Canadian retreat, and when he was

gone Uncle Hank chuckled :

"
Golly, that Kanoot's kountry hez

troubles uf its own. Each hum hez its own miserbullness, an'

each country its own, so mote it be in ther eye."

A handsome building not far from the Government Building
next caught the eye of the Down-East Yankee, and he made
for it with long strides. He longed to have another argument
with a "furrin guvermint," as he expressed it. His set-to with

the Canadian had only whetted his appetite, and his firm belief

was that he could make any other country acknowledge the

superiority of the United States. When he entered the build-

ing he failed to look and see what government it represented.
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He saw machinery going and good-looking girls busy at work A LARK IN LARKIN'S.

packing something white and in neat little ball packages.
"
Now, b'gum, this yer looks lik busness," he exclaimed.

A man at a counter said :

" Yes
; they kept things going all

day."
" Thet's good an I lik tew see it," chimed in Uncle Hank.

"I guess ther packagees uf State !"

The man at the counter smiled and replied :

" Yes they are

used by men of State, by poets occasionally, by beautiful

women, and by fond mothers."

"Ther great cry fur em ?" queried Uncle Hank. "Do you
think I need enny o' them packagees?

"
Indeed, you do, I am sure

;
and so will your wife," was the

answer.

"Yer think I'm a guvermint official, don't ye?" chuckled

Uncle Hank.
" Not at all. But these packages will do much good and

make you a different man."
" For heaven's sake, what air they ? I would jist like tew

be different, ef I could."
"
They are packages of soap !"

Uncle Hank reeled back, got his breath and said,
" What air

yer foolin me for ? Aint this what ye call kidden ?"

"
No, it's Larkin It is the Larkin Soap Company building,

and it's for home government. Government begins at home
and so does cleanliness."

"
Wai, tew think that 1 should hev stumbled onto my own

guverment. Jist give me a package an' I'll change ther face

o' darkest Africa." Uncle Hank got his package and went

away without the ambition to talk a foreign government official

to a standstill.

Uncle Hank saw a merry group of young people in a gondola
that was being slowly propelled by the picturesque American

gondolier.
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A MERRY PARTY. " Thar goes one ov them gondoleers ;
et's a gone dollar every

time yer rides in one ov em."
As he paused he heard one of the young ladies softly hum :

Oh, don't you remember sweet Alice, Ben Bolt,

Sweet Alice, with hair so brown ;

She wept with delight when you gave her a kiss,

And trembled with fear at your frown.

" Thet tun ez all right," cried out Uncle Hank. " But them
ther words won't be doose high ter hum."
The merry party laughed and had the gondolier to stop.

One called out :

"What is the matter, Uncle Hayseed, with the words? They
were written by a New Jersey man, and he has remained at

home all day long."
"Thet har buzness ez kirect," he replied. "But ef ye hev

anny wumman folks thet trembnll et a frown yer jist put her

in a prize package an send her tew me C.O.D. I hev lived tew
kut my wisdum teeth an hev dun some frownin in my time, but

ez I sed, I never saw a singull gal trembull et anny man's

frown. Not on yer nateral or negative life,"

"Mr. Hayseeder is all right," cried out a diminutive blonde,

"Jack, you might frown all day and I would go to sleep instead

of trembling."
The young man laughed and admitted the soft impeachment.
" How would you correct that song, Uncle Hayseed?" asked

a robust brunette.

Uncle Hank thought a moment and said :

" I'm thinkin that this would be more natcheral ":

O, don't yer remember sweet Alis, Ben Bolt,

Sweet Alis with har so cute ;

She danced with delight when you gave her a purp,

An called yer her own Tootsy Wool.
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A GONK DOLLAR EVERY TIME YER RIDES IN

ONE OF EM."

^77^
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A YANKEE STATESMAN. " You are not the hayseed guy that you look," exciaimed a

young man in the party. "Why don't you go around and give
these small republics a dose of homely wit

; they need it

sadly."

"Young feller," answered the Yankee, "I hev long since had

my triulls and triberlations, an I aint hankerin arter more than

I kin carry. Jist while ago I tuk ther bit oy pride in my mouth
an started out tew lector and argufy with ther differnt govern-
ments what ez represented yere, an would yer believe me, I

got ther dirt ov conseat takin out ov me by a soap factory.
Went in ther bootiful structure with ther merlicius intension uf

givin the government officials a few pints on how tew run

things. Never waited, but jist lit in, an' afore I knows it, ther

polite man at ther govermint counter giv me rope and sed thet

govermints begun at hum. Thet indooced me ter continue, an

jist imagine my feelin when the whole blamed thing turned

out to be a soap factory. I wuz taken in."

" Did they take you in and wash you, Uncle ?" laughingly
asked the brunette.

"
I guess thet ther did, young gal. Ther conseit ez gone

from yer Uncle Hank an he aint gun ter lectoore ivery leetle

govermint thet cums along enny more."

"Well, what will you do then, Uncle ?" they queried.
"

I'll tackul the big governmints !"

The happy party in the gondola passed on, laughing heartily

at the Yankee's idea of reforming his conceit. The former

gazed at the party and soliloquized :

"
I'd giv a barlow knife

ter be voung agin and hav no care, no visyuns ov ther morrer,

an nothin save ther bliss uf holdin hands with the purty young

gals nigh me. O bloomin* youth ! yer know nothin, an yit yer
feel ther wurld runnin thro' yer hart and yer see the biggest

konquests in ther map uv ther futoore. Yer git up in the

mornin an think ther wurld were made fer ye, and when ther

night o' life cums yer know yer were made for the world, an
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thet's ther story ov ther race." Uncle Hank lighted a cigar

given to him by the retired army officer, and concluded :

"
Youth, ye air lik this yere smoke

; yer cum out in big strong

puffs, yer kurl a leetle and then ye shoot off into ther wide

space, and then yer air seen no more 'cept in plaz off streaks,

a tryin ter keep frum bein dissolved in ther clouds."

One remarkable feature of the Exhibits in the Horticulture

Building was the large display of apples from the previous

year in perfect condition. This achievement was accomplished

by a system of storage successfully tried at the Omaha Exposi-

tion, and brought to perfection at the Pan-American Exposi-
tion.

The apples were wrapped closely in oiled paper, and then

in an additional wrapping of common paper. They were then

packed as tightly as possible in barrels and stored in a ware-

house, where the temperature was kept at thirty-five degrees.

The double wrapping gave to each apple a practically air-tight

cell, keeping the apple, and preventing, in case of decay, any

possibility of the decayed fruit injuring those packed around

it. The apples were a source of great wonderment to Uncle

Hank, as they were also to many another visiting farmer.
" Thet's a most wonderful thing to me," he exclaimed on

beholding them, "haow they keep them apples a hull year in

sech good condition
;
I've often seed applejack kep' a year, but

never apples. This be a great show."

Some manufacturers may consider money spent in display-

ing their wares at these great Fairs is not a very paying invest-

ment, but the Boards of Trade of leading California cities do

not think so. They have found that such exhibits bring most

satisfactory results. They expend time and money in prepar-

-ing attractive and comprehensive exhibits, and, having done it

all so many times, they know how to secure the best results
;

consequently California is shipping two and a half as many
oranges this year as were shipped at the time of the World's

Fair at Chicago.

ALLURING YOUTH.
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SOMK FISH STORIES. And not only in fruits does California excel. Its supremacy
is also shown in an exhibit of fish from Santa Catalina, the

well-known island resort near Los Angeles. This is the land,

or rather water, of true fish stories that seem to put Baron

Munchausen to shame. A black sea bass exhibited weighing
three hundred and eighty four pounds had been caught with

rod and reel, and the stories of catching the leaping tuna re-

late that as long as seven hours had been spent in landing one

of these fish, but these, being fish stories, must be taken with a

grain of salt.

As Uncle Hank crossed the Triumphal Bridge he encoun-

tered one of the many shrewd boys who earn a livelihood by

selling g^uide books on the grounds. Occasionally the boy
would call out : "Guide books. You'll be guyed if you don't

buy a guide book! Every guy needs a guide book !" and

similar "
aphorisms."

As a judge of human nature he was unsurpassed. Noticing
the approach of a young couple, who, he judged, were lately

married, he approached them with the inquiry :

" Can I sell

you a guide "book?" On receiving a negative reply he ex-

claimed :

" You can't show the lady the show without a guide
book. I know the lady wants you to get one."

This had the desired effect. The allusion to a possible want

of one who was so dear to him was too much for the fond

young husband and he succumbed. He then turned his atten-

tion to Uncle Hank, but soon found that he had a hard nut to

crack, but he cracked it.

"
Uncle, you need a guide," was his first salutation.

"
Young man, you air tew presumpshous. Me need a guide ?"

and he drew himself up to his full height and looked disdain-

fully at the boy.

"Well, Uncle, if ye had one of these guide books ye could

do the fair in half the time
;

it shows ye where the 'lectric

tower is, an' where to find The Staydum, and tells ye how to
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"EVERY GUY NEEDS A GUIDE BOOK!"
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OUTWITTED. get ahead of a Yankee." At this the old man cocked up his

ears.
" What's that ?" he inquired.

" Thet book tells yeh how tew

git ahead of a Yankee, do it?"
" That's what I said."
"
Wai, ef yeh kin show me that in th' book I'll buy a copy."

"Gimme yer quarter and I'll show it ter ye in th' book."

Uncle Hank passed over the quarter and the shrewd salesman

opened the book at an advertising page and pointed out the

advertisement of a plaster modeling firm offering to sell plaster
casts and busts of prominent men, among whom the name of

Daniel Webster was most prominent, and as he pointed his

finger at this name he exclaimed,
" If yeh want to get ahead

of a Yankee buy that one : it was a good Yankee head in its

time."

Uncle Hank was beaten.
"
Wai, sonny," he exclaimed,

"
ye got me thet time, an I don't

mind acknowledgin et. Dan Webster waz a mighty good
Yankee in his time."

He now proceeded leisurely across the Plaza toward Music

Temple, which was filled with morbid curiosity seekers. After

the shooting of President McKinley the guards had all they
could do to prevent the entire building being carried off

by souvenir seekers, and. had the authorities of the Exposition
been so inclined they could easily have obtained an admission

fee from thousands of people wishing to see the spot where

the President was shot. After listening to the big organ for

an hour or so, he thought he would seek a new diversion.

Adjoining Music Temple is Machinery Building, to which

Uncle Hank repaired. As he entered he observed : "Frum th'

Moosic Temple to Mashinery Buildin is but a step. I've bin

listenin tew th' moosic in Moosic Temple ;
naow I'll give an

ear tew th' moosic ov runnin mashinery, the sweetest moosic

in th' world tew me."
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NAOW, I'LL GIVE AN EAR TEW TH' MOOSIC OV RUNNIN MASHINERY, THB

SWEETEST MOOSIC IN TH* WORLD TBW MB."
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A THING OF LIFE "Aint they beauties," he exclaimed as he walked around

the powerful stationary engines that furnish the power for the

exhibition.
"
They move like livin beins

; ye'd actually think

they waz alive, they work so intelligently. Jest look et thet

piston rod; like a giant's arm, an it never gits tired, an thet

big fly wheel, it never shirks its work, nor growls, nor strikes :

onless yer neglect ter giv it ile, an then it's like all workers, et

refuses tew work."

It was now quite dark and he resolved to see the Illumina-

tion of the Buildings before he left the grounds.
As thousands of electric lights slowly brightened until a

magnificent glow of light pervaded the entire Exposition

grounds he could restrain his enthusiasm no longer.

"It's th" most beautiful sight in th' world," he exclaimed.
" Ther Pan-Ameriky desarves undyin fame fer sech a mag-
nificent specktacle."

"
It's all right !" remarked a bystander. This commonplace

expression when uttered with a certain emphasis carries a

world of meaning.
"

It's all right !" he repeated in a tone that carried conviction.
" Et's all right!" responded Unc 1 e Hank. " Et's enuf tew

arouse ther jealousy of ther stars in th' firmament."

And after spending some time in its silent contemplation he

slowly wended his way to the exit.

The next day Uncle Hank concluded to take a look at the

"Free Midway" just outside the grounds of the Exposition.

Just opposite the entrance, a wild Western mining town

celebrity, styling himself Cheyenne Joe, had a cabin fash-

ioned after the style in vogue in mining communities, in

which he dispensed various beverages of more or less poison-

ous qualities ;
to attract votaries he had emblazoned the walls

of the aforesaid cabin with strangely worded devices which
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ETS ENUF TEW AROUSE THER JEALOUSY OF THER STARS IN TH 1 FIRMAMENT.
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THE UFI-.-SAVING carried double meanings, very amusing to the initiated : one

EXHIBITION. in particular attracted Uncle Hank's attention. It occupied a

prominent place on the wall and read as follows :

If Drinking Interferes with

Your Business,

Give Up Your Business.

This was too much for Uncle Hank, who remarked to the

attendant behind the bar :

"
Young man, ye'd better take daown thet sign. It's well

understood among men ov your craft thet a wi.-.e man never

drinks behind ther bar so ye'd better giv up yer bizness er

take daown yer sign."
" The Life Saving Crew will give an exhibition on the lake J"

bawled a brawny one-armed man, in a stentorian voice

through a megaphone. And from all sections of the grounds
streamed crowds of sightseers toward the lake to witness one

of the most interesting sights of the Exposition.

Among the first to arrive at the Life Saving Station was
Uncle Hank, who immediately familiarized himself with the

mechanism of the life saving apparatus, his inquisitive spirit

soon putting him on familiar terms with the crew.
"

I say, Uncle," cried one,
" we're short a man to-day ;

how
would you like to take part in the drill ?" This was said banter-

ingly, and with no expectation that its offer would be accepted,
but Uncle Hank was equal to the emergency and readily

accepted the invitation. It was then suggested that he should

be furnished with a uniform, but at this he demurred. It was

finally decided that he should play the part of rescued passen-

ger on the wrecked vessel, and the crew to perform the part of
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" YK'D BETTER GIV UP YER KIZNKSS ER TAKE DAOWN YER SIGN."
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UNCLK HANK'S ADVENTURK. rescue by means of the breeches buoy. After drilling him

thoroughly in his part he was directed to the dock.

Then he was rowed out to a stationary mast in the centre of

the lake, where he was given directions in regard to the work-

ing of the life saving device.

He afterward explained his adventure to a bystander who
had witnessed his exploit.

"
Wai, fust I clumb up ter th' top ov ther mast, an' jest ez I

got ter th' yard-arm I pertended tew slip and then th' folks

on shore giv a scream, but I giv 'em th' laff. Then I grabbed
holt ov ther britches boy, and fastened my carpet bag an' um-

brelly into it ,an' pretended to git in, but I jest slipped thru'

an' away went th'
'

boy
'

with my prechns bag an' umbrelly,
an' I jist laffed till my sides aked. An' when they sent back

th'
'

boy
'

T got in an' waved my hat at ther crowds, an' they
cheered as I slid along ther cable rope tew safety."

And he chuckled as he related his adventure.

The next thing on the programme was the rescue of a

drowning man.

This act was very cleverly done. A presumably awkward
man rowed out to the middle of the lake, and, in his clumsy

handling of the oars, he managed to upset the boat and

plunged into the water head first. In his downward plunge he

'comically spluttered about, alternately sticking his leg up in

the air and throwing his hands above his head in such a man-

ner as to elicit roars of laughter from the crowds on the shore,

who quite readily perceived that the man, being an expert

swimmer, was in no danger. In the meantime the life-saving

crew reached the drowning man. On3 of the crew made a

quick dive as the drowning man sank for the third time, and in

a few minutes he was in the hands of the crew, who imme-

diately pulled for shore and applied the usual methods of

resuscitation.

After witnessing with great interest the rest of the exhibi-
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THEY CHEERfcD AS I SLID ALONG THER CABLE ROPE TEW SAFETY.
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GREEK MEETS GREEK. tion, which consisted mainly of lifeboat practice, Uncle Hank
declared the Life-Saving Crew deserving- of great praise,

" be-

cos when them temperance folks gits control ov ther country

they'll deluge us with cold water an' then we'll look tew th'

Life Savers tew save us frum a watery grave."

Having heard at the life-saving station that a namesake of

his, Captain Slocum, and his schooner "
Spray" were moored a

short distance below, he lost no time in making his way to the

famous little craft. The Captain proved to be a keen-eyed
Yankee skipper, with both of his keen eyes wide open to what-

ever pecuniary benefit might accrue to the fame of having
sailed single-handed around the world.

The doughty skipper stood at the gangway and did quite a

thriving business in collecting silver coin as souvenirs from

the myriads of visitors who wished to inspect his famous

craft.
"

I berlieve this be Captain Slocum ?" interrogated Uncle

Hank, as he extended his hand for a shake.
" That's me," responded the Captain.

"Wai, I'm yer namesake, Henry Slocum, an' I've cum ter

look et yer craft."
"
Ah, indeed ! Ten cents, please."

The similarity of name did not save our hero the fee, and

after a little preliminary search he succeeded in finding a dime,
which he passed over to his frugal brother Yankee and passed
aboard the vessel.

" So ye sailed round th' world in this craft ?"

" Yes
;
over forty thousand miles and alone. Come down into

the cabin and I'll show you some of the curious things I picked

up in the South Sea Islands."

And the two repaired to the hatchway and descended to the

cabin below, where the Captain displayed his trophies in the

shape of boomerangs, war clubs, primitive-looking knives and

guns, which Uncle Hank inspected curiously.
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"I SEE YOU CUBEANS AIR FAST LARNIN AMERIK1N WAYS.
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THE AMERICAN CIGARETTE. "Wai, et waz a long trip an a lonely one
;
but I see ye've

made a perty good port et last," and he winked at the Captain
as he noticed the crowds of visitors depositing dimes at the

gangway.
He now resolved to spend a little time in investigating the

Cuban Building which was close at hand. As he approached
the structure he encountered a dark, swarthy-looking man who
was unquestionably a Cuban.

" Be thet ther Cubean Buildin ?" he inquired.
" Zat ess ze Cooba palazzio," politely answered the Cuban.
"

I reckon yer from Cuby ?"

"Yes, I am from ze gem of ze Anteeles."

As the pair approached the building the Cuban pulled out a

package of American Trust Cigarettes and proceeded to light

one.
"
I see you Cubeans air fast larnin Amerikin ways," remarked

Uncle Hank as he observed this. The Cuban smiled at this

sally, and he replied that cigarettes were better suited to hot

climates than were strong cigars or pipes.

"I reckon yer right," retorted Uncle Hank. "We think so,

too, fer we consine em tew th' hottest climate we know ov, by-

jiminy."
The Cuban Exhibit was made up of a multitude of Exhibits

in which tobacco, cigars, rum and sugar formed the princi-

pal features. This combination places Cuba in the front rank

in the opinion of connoiseurs and renders her position a most

enviable one. With these commodities she can easily captivate

Uncle Sam, who has always been noted for having a decided

taste for the good things of the world and who in the near

future will in addition to throwing the cloak of the Monroe
Doctrine around her shapely shoulders, take her to his heart

and make her one of his beloved daughters by adoption.
The Cuban Cigar Exhibit was a most complete one and em-

braced cigars of every conceivable shape, style and color. It
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proved a rare opportunity for Connecticut and Pennsylvania IMPORTED FENNSYIVANIAS.

cigar manufacturers to pirate genuine Havana names and

designs for their unexcelled brands of cabbage leaf campaign

cigars.

Verily, the Pan-American Exposition was a great educator.

A genuine Pennsylvania Cigar will smell as fragrant by a stolen

Havana name as by any other appellation, and sell for a great
deal more money.
Uncle Hank being a great lover of the weed was unable to

remain long in this part of the building, as the display of real

Havanas made his mouth water, and as they were securely
fastened in glass cases, and no samples given out, he beat a

hasty retreat.

The Cuban building was crowded with Cubans, this being
their opening day. With characteristic slowness, they were

among the last to be ready for exhibition, and in the words of

Mark Twain :

"They never put off till to-morrow what they can do the day
after to-morrow just as well," while in the most pressing matters

"Manana" is their watchword..

Defer not till to-morrow to be wise,

To-morrow's sun to thee may never rise.

CONGREVE.

"They need a little Yankee blood down thar," exclaimed

Uncle Hank on observing their tardiness. " Hustle ez a good
word, a heap sight bettern Manany."
But what they lacked in push was amply made up in polite-

ness, and this was particularly noticeable in their anxiety to

make their visitors feel at ease. A group of American girls
surrounded a handsome-looking exhibitor from Havana who
was explaining the features of a large relief plan of the city
and harbor of Havana. He was exceedingly polite and affable

and plainly showed his admiration for everything American.
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LATIN LEAVEN. "Ze Americane capture ze heart of Cooba, our girls now
dress like Americaine girls; in ze dance no more Fandango
now dance two-step ze young Senorita now make ze hair

up Americaine so
" and he pointed to the pompadour style

of hair-dressing of a pert miss standing by.
His manner was so affable and his gesticulations so graceful

that he completely captivated the young ladies, and one went
so far as to express a wish that she would be enabled at some
future day to make a visit to Cuba.

"It's so romantic," she exclaimed, "with their barred win-

dows and vine-covered balconies. What an ideal country for

Romeos and Juliets," and the romantically inclined miss but
echoed the sentiments of the rest.

Perhaps the infusion of a little of this artistic and poetic
Latin blood may eventually serve to somewhat soften the harsh

matter-of-fact, money-chasing spirit of the American character

as it is now constituted.

A drainless shower

Of light is poesy, 'tis the supreme of power,
'Tis might half slumbering on its own right arm.

KEATS.

The closer one studied the Cuban exhibit the more interest-

ing it became. The Fine Art display was certainly a very
creditable one, the evidences of Parisian Art-School education

being very apparent. One of the cherished exhibits in the

Cuban building was a very fine death mask of Napoleon, the

only authentic one in the world, it was claimed. The great
Corsican's features were minutely reproduced in the plaster,

completely devoid of the idealization indulged in by the vari-

ous painters who have essayed to represent the great military

genius in the many historical paintings in which he has figured;

and one in looking at it could not refrain in commenting on

the fact that this wonderful mask showed the true Napoleon
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as he had existed in life. On close examination it showed his A LIFE-LIKE DEATH MASK.

forehead to have been wonderfully well developed. His nose

was decidedly aquiline and prominent, as befitted a conqueror,
his cheek bones were very high, and his chin and jaws very

strong.
Uncle Hank gazed at it long and curiously, and finally ven-

tured the opinion that "et waz sartinly ther most life-lite

death mask he ever saw."

From Fair Japan there emerges every afternoon a huge

papier-mache monstrosity supposed to represent the Great

Evil Spirit. This hideous imitation of a dragon was supposed
to inspire fear in all beholders (in Japan).
Uncle Hank eyed it curiously for a few minutes and then

blurted out : "Thet's supposed tew be a demon tew frighten
folks. Wai, we hev th' same kind in this country, only we call

em Trust Octopusses ; they take em down tew Wall Street, Nu
York

;
an corner em

;
an bust em up ;

an then th
1

hull street

haz a panic. We laff et ther delusions ov far-off people, but

we're jist ez foolish."
" Thar's a monstroserty daown tew Nu York thet's jest ez

terrifyin, an does a heap sight more damidge then eny demon

they hev in Japan," remarked Uncle Hank to a fat man stand-

ing by.
"
Is that so ?"

" Yas
;

et's growl ez terribul, an ther peepul seems ter be

afeard ov ther broot," continued Hank. " Et feeds in pool

rooms, dives, an gamblin haouses."
" Oh ! You refer to the Tammany Tiger ?" exclaimed the

fat man.
" Thet's et," responded Hank. " A gay old sport livin over

in England owns him."
" You mean Dick Croker, do you not?" inquired the fat man.
"Thet's him," replied our hero. "An et's erstonishin thet er

free an enlightened peepul cud be bamboozled by sech trans- .
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' THET'S SUPPOSED TEW BE A DEMON TKW FRIGHTEN FOLKS."
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parent frauds ez Dick Croker an' ther like, in this twentieth

centsury. By crackee, et's entirely beyond my understandin."

Can tyrants but by tyrants conquered be,

And freedom find no champion and no child,

Such as Columbia saw arise when she

Sprung forth Pallas armed and undefiled?

Or must such minds be nourished in the wild?

Deep in the unpruned forest, midst the roar

Of cataracts where nursing Nature smiled

On infant Washington ? Has Earth no more

Such seeds within her breast or Europe no such shore ?

BYRON.

It was not only Uncle Hank who saw the funny side of the

Pan-American Exposition.

Reclining on a bank bordering the beautiful canal were two

sons of Erin discussing the sights of the Exposition.
" Fwhat's th' buildin yondher, Pat ?"

" Mine."
" Yourn ! faith it is no*."

"Oi sed th' Mine Buildin."
" Fwhat koind av mines ?"

" All koinds. It's there they shows how they make goold out

av rocks."
" An th' Copper Mines where they gits th' cops frum."

And so they railed at each other as only witty sons of the

Emerald Isle can do.

The many statues abounding throughout the Fair Grounds
were a never-ceasing source of interest to visitors. A ragged
" Hobo " was wandering aimlessly when his attention was sud-

denly arrested by the group entitled "AGRICULTURE." He
scratched his head, and then, after some moments of study, he

exclaimed :

"
I dunno what the name of that stature is, but I

know wot it oughter be. It oughter be called 'WORK.'"

And then, to show his contempt for what he thought the theme

THE TIGER.
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"AN' TH' COPPER MINES WHERE THEY GIT TH' CUPS FRUM."
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selected by the sculptor he deliberately stretched himself out

on the bench at the base of the group, and in a few minutes

was completely lost in slumber, thus emphasizing the fact that

he was not afraid of work not he. He could lie down and go
to sleep right alongside of it.

Another statue caught Uncle Hank's fancy and criticism at

the same time. It represented a group, the central figure of

which was a bear standing upright holding in his paws the car-

case of a deer. It was entitled "ANIMAL WEALTH." This was
too much for him.

"Ther central figger ov that statoo ought tew hev been a

hog. Hogs represent wealth in this country. Them statoos is

all right, an' ye can't run an exhibition without 'em, but they
sumtimes gits 'em up wrong. Sum ov 'em ez jest right, how-

ever. Now over yonder, that's a statoo ov ther hungriest-
lookin' lion I ever see, an' he's lookin' right inter ther resta-

rant
;
naow thet's ther right way to place 'em/' and he winked

at the guard standing at his elbow, smiling at his quaint
remarks.

" Did you see the statue of the Indian hunter ?" asked the

guard.
" Yas

;
I seen it, an' I thot et th' time et waz the most sen-

sible way tew use Injuns. General Sheridan once sed : 'The

only good Injun waz a dead Injun, an', thinks I, the next best

Injun is a statoo Injun ;
an' after all the Injuns is gone we'll

hev 'em in statoos jest like ther Bufflers ; ye notis they're all

wiped out, an' now th' hull Exposition ez scattered with Buf-

fler statoos."

And he waved his umbrella at several of the sculptured
forms of the Buffalo with which the Exposition abounded.

"
But, all joakn' aside," continued Uncle Hank,

"
I believe in

good statoos. We wait till a great pote like Poe almost dies of

A SCULPTUREB MISFIT.
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" ANI> IN A FEW MINUTES WAS COMPLETELY LOST IN SLUMHBR, THUS EMPHASIZING

THE FACT THAT HE WAS NOT AFRAID OF WORK."
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starvation, and when he's dead and gone we take a sum of

money thet would hev made him independent rich an' put it in

a statoo ov^r him, an then some of ther statoos is sech carica-

turs thet et only adds insult tew injoory.
" If George Washington had knowed how he waz goin tew

look in some ov th' statooz he wud hev throwed up th' job ov

bein Father ov his Country."
' But you must remember that in ancient Greece they made

much of statuary," retorted the guard,
" and it is by their

beautiful works of art that we now chiefly remember them.

What would Rome, the Eternal City, be without its noble

sculptured piles ? I will quote you a few lines by the greatest

sculptor that Rome ever produced Michael Angelo

" As when, O lady mine,
With chiselled touch

The stone unhewn and cold

Becomes a living mould

The more the marble wastes,

The more the statue grows."

" Thet's all rite," responded Uncle Hank, "fer old nations
;

but this ez a young nation, an' our peepul ez bizzier puttin' up
piles ov money bags than et ez in puttin' up skulpter piles, an"

fer th' present I reckon we'll hev tew git along th' best we kin

with th' distorted statoos ov Washinton, Shakespeer, Linken,

Jackson an'
"

" The cigar store Indians," interjected the guard.
The advent of the West Point cadets was an event at the

Exposition, and they were quite well aware of it. These young
sprigs from Uncle Sam's Military Academy were inclined to

be rather arrogant. One of them commented rather humor-

ously on Uncle Hank's style, or rather lack of style, as he

termed it. This rather nettled the old man, who expressed
himself in no uncertain tone.

THE GUARD QUOTES POETRY

AT UNCLK HANK.
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" THER CENTRAL FIGGER ON THET STATOO OUGHT TEW HEV BIN A HOG.
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" Look 'ee here, young feller, th' fust thing they ought tew THE BUMPTIOUS WEST

teach yer et West Pint is tew respect yer superiors." POINTER.

"Why, Pop, you don't mean to call yourself my superior, do

you?" inquired the young cadet haughtily.
"
Wall, I guess I do," replied Hank. " Ez I'm a unit in ther

body politic thet constitoots yer Uncle Sam, an you bein

drilled in the sarvice ov Uncle Sam an consequently a sarvent

ov his, I'm sartinly yer superior," and Uncle Hank walked off

in high dudgeon.
" Them doods frum West Pint ought tew be took daown a

bit
;
considerin they're bein eddicated et ther public expense,

they ought tew drop ther highfalutin ways when they leave

ther accadermy, by gum."

" Bufferlow Willum ? Wai, I guess I hev heard uv him afore,"

said Uncle Hank, on his way to the Wild West Show just out-

side the Exposition grounds.
"Ez I understand it, Bufferlow Willum ez ther man who

killed all ther Bufferlows and put the Injuns in ther show biz-

ness. When ther ocurpation ef the Red Man waz gone Willum

gave em some play work to do, an it agrees with em, I am
thinkin."

The show pleased Uncle Hank. When Buffalo Bill, with

long flowing cavalier locks, dashed up to the grand stand, at

the head of several hundred rough riders, including Indians,
Cossacks and cowboys and made his graceful bow, the Down
East Yankee joined in the applause. The cowboys riding the

bucking bronchos and the wild feats of horsemanship accom-

plished by the Cossacks stirred the farmer's blood and made
him wish thi.t he was young again. He could not sit quietly
while so much was going on, and soon he fouii-1 himself near
the Deadwood Coach and among a heterogeneous mass of

human beings who spoke different languages. It has n^-ver
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been ascertained how he managed it, but when the famous old

coach, with six horses, dashed .around the arena preparatory to

an attack from the Indians of the plains, Uncle Hank was an

outside passenger and came in for a fair share of Grand Stand

comment.
"What is that old hayseed going to do on the stage? That

must be a cowboy dressed up like a country jayx
" and similar

remarks were heard.

Crack went the whip of the driver and away went the horses.

It was to be a tragedy of the plains, bloodless of course, and

the passengers were to be hard pressed when the inevitable

relief would come in the shape of a crowd of cowboys. Uncle

Hank was given weapons, but it seems was not told that there

would be an attack. He thought he was merely tendered a

free ride around the arena. In a few minutes a hundred yell-

ing Indians, on horseback and all in war paint, surrounded the

stage and returned the fire and a general running fight was

begun. Uncle Hank was almost dazed at first, but in a minute

he seemed to realize that a death struggle was going on, and

leaning over he began to shoot his pistol at the naked body of

Indians. ^

"Whoop, boys!" he shouted. "Never give up the ship!
Ther only good Injun ez a dead one ! Let 'em hev it. Re-

member Kuster, boys! Eat 'em up."
The realistic acting of the farmer amused the Indians, and

they rode up close and yelled at him and shot over him. "Be-

cause at close range the blank cartridges hurt, the paper wad-

ding striking with some force. One or two Indians hit by
Uncle Hank's blank paper cartridges yelled in genuine anger
and rode away to see how much they were hurt. Finally, the

cowboys came and the Indians beat a quick retreat. Uncle
Hank started to dance a war dance on top of the coach and
tumbled off behind. He fell sprawling and loud laughter

greeted him from the Grand Stand.

UNCLE HANK AT BUFFALO

BILL'S SHOW.
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"
I am killed; I am shot!" called out Uncle Hank in meaning-

tones.
*' You are half shot, old man," said Buffalo Bill, who had

ridden up.
His remark created fresh laughter among the cowboys, who

were around, and one suggested that the announcement might
reassure the audience. Buffalo Bill rode up in front of the

Grand Stand, and in a loud voice announced:
"

I am sorry to say that in the attack on the Deadwood stage
coach only one passenger, Uncle Hayseed, was hurt. He is

'half shot,' and could not retain his position on the stage!"

(Laughter.)
Uncle Hank came up and chimed in : "I hev fit them Injuns

an' druv them back, an' we kin do it agin. Ef I be only
' half

shot
'

it makes me sad tew say thet Bufferlow Willum ez not in

enny ways responsibull, ez I'm told thet he suffers frutn 'cold

footses.'
"

When the laughter had subsided Buffalo Bill said that it was

true that he was not responsible for Uncle Hank's being "half

shot," but if he would wait until the show was over he, Buffalo

William, would see that justice was done the former.

The fine shooting- of Annie Oakley and other experts pleased
Uncle Hank. " She ez the girl thet kin hit the bull's eye ev'ry

time," he said. "She kin also take ther cake, I ruther g-uess.

Whin I waz thet gal's age I could not hit ther side uf a barn,
but now et ez different. I can hit a dozen barns tugether, ef

they be large enough."
Uncle Hank was the hero of the show, and many thought

he was a salaried employee, but it was the first time that the

Hon. William F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) had ever seen him. He
v;as the simon pure article.

UNCLE HANK IN TROUBLE.
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The summer girl of 1901 was to be found in all her glory at THE AMERICAN GIRL.

the Pan-American Exposition. She might reign for a part of

the season at Newport, Saratoga, or in the mountains, but she

was sure to put in an appearance at the "Pan" eventually.

Her method of "
doing

"
the Fair was unique ;

she generally

appeared accompanied by a retinue of beaux who paid her

every homage and vied with one another to render those little

services that go to make the American girl the envy of all her

sisters.

And her independence was refreshing ;
she cared naught for

conventionalities and her adventurous nature often led her

into difficulties. An American girl of this type was seated in

the audience facing the music stand on the plaza. One even-

ing, surrounded by a party of friends who, knowing her adven-

turous spirit, bantered her to present the leader with a bouquet
of flowers which one of the party wished, with a sudden im-

pulse, to bestow upon the obliging musical conductor. The

young lady in question readily assented to make the presenta-
tion on one condition, which was that a callow youth of the

party would accompany her with another bouquet which he
should present first

;
this was readily agreed to. But before

handing the bouquet to him she managed to slyly fasten a

long black silken thread to the flowers which she also deftly
fastened to a button on his coat : finally, just as the band had

completed a very fine rendition of a popular air, the pair ad-

vanced toward the leader's stand, holding the flowers aloft.

The youth being in front, with an exceedingly graceful bow
presented his bouquet, and then stepped back to make way for

his companion's presentation ;
in doing so, however, the silken

thread leading from his bouquet to his coat button abruptly

jerked the flowers from the astonished leader's hand.

A shout of laughter greeted this episode. The musician
stood perplexed, not knowing whether to get angry or to smile

at the apparent rudeness of the act
;
but when he observed the
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THE GERMAN POLICEMAN. confusion and embarrassment of the youth he smiled at his

discomfiture. The young lady now advanced and in the most

graceful manner possible presented her floral offering to the

jovial leader, who took good care to ascertain that there was
no string attached to this gift.

Pranks of this kind were of frequent occurrence, particularly
on the Midway, where all restraint seemed to be thrown off,

and emphasized the fact that a great Exposition of this kind

served an admirable purpose in furnishing a much-needed
relief to the too strenuous American mode of life.

Uncle Hank spent many hours at the music stands, as he

was passionately fond of music. A German policeman usually
stood guard at the music stand opposite the Music Temple,
who was a great favorite with visitors, as he was inclined to

be loquacious and ever ready to enter into conversation with

anybody willing to talk with him. This endeared him to the

ladies, who plied him unmercifully with questions regarding
the programme of the day and sundry queries of similar

import.
Our hero, seeing that he was inclined to be talkative, and,

being somewhat loquacious himself, soon made his acquaint-
ance.

" Them musicianers air in the wrong place," said he.
" How's dot ?"

"They ought ter be in the Midway, where the savidges air,

cos, ye kno', the poet sez : 'Music hath charms tew soothe

the savidge," quoted Hank.
" Sue der savidge ?"
" Yes

;
thet's th' way them poets hez ov sayin' it."

"Veil, it vos leetle dey'll get ov they sues dem
; dey loogs

boverty-sthicken all ready yet," retorted the policeman in a

disgusted tone.

"Wai, I s'pose, ye see quite a lot of life standin', here all

day ?" continued, Hank in an inquisitive manner, as though he
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1 YAW, DERE'S LODS ov FUNNY DINGS GOIN* ON, UP AND DOWN DER BLAZA,"
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A GERMAN PHILOSOPHER. was anxious to get the German policeman to relate his expe-
riences.

"
Yaw, dere's lods ov funny dings goin' on, up and down der

blaza by der Exposishun ;
dis mornings dere was a lady vot

agsked vare vos der voman's building, and I toldt her to go ofer

to der Liperal Arts buildings ;
dere's vare der most vomansis

after detn free samples oph food. De ladies dinks ven dey is

dere de Liperal Arts buildings vos a departmental sthore."
"

I s'pose ye hev all sorts ov cranks askin* ye all kinds er

questions ?" inquired Hank further.
" Ach dose granks ! dey make me tired yet. Yesterday a

man mit wild eyes and long hair agsked me vare was de art

exhibbit. I toldt him it vos exhibbited eferywheres about de

Exposishun ;
in de peautiful statchoos, in de Stahdeum, in de

illectrick tower
;
in de Moosic Demple; in de Midvay; in de

Etnollogy ;
de Horticultshoor and Agricultshoor buildings

all ofer de Exposishun dere vos art exhibits. In fact, dere vos

more art to de schquare foot in de Pan-American Exposishun
den dere vos in der square yard oph Chicargo's World's Fair."

And the big policeman waved his hand in a deprecating way
to show his contempt for all other fairs.

"
I reckon he was satisfyed after thet ?" continued Hank.

" No
;
he set somedings about sthoopid policemens and

agsked de poy vot sells brogramms to show him vare de pickt-
shure gallery was, and de poy showed him. If he had sense

enuf to ax me about picktshures I vould hev showed him, but

art vy de whole exhebeshun is art.
" Den soon after dot a sankdemonious-looking man vanted to

know if der vos a church on de grounds, und ven I pointed to

de Demple of Moosic, he got mat. But id vos hard to bleese

eferypody."
"Them Sunday crowds ez th' most orderly, I s'pose ye find?"

inquired Uncle Hank in an effort to get the German to relate

more of his experiences.

)
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"Yaw, dem Sunday crowts is great peoples; de exhibits was
all glosed up, und dey vanders aroundt until dey gets tired yet,

und den dey all goes ofer by Pabst's und spendt de rest oph de

Sabbat' dhrinking beer."

There was a world of truth in the German policeman's last

remark, and Uncle Hank emphasized it by saying :

"Ther Ameriken Sabbath aint what et ought tew be. Ther
side doors ov ther saloons ez too handy en ther doors ov libra-

ries an art galleries tew hard tew reach on Sabbath day." And
he strode off in search of new adventure.

Sweet recreation barred, what doth ensue

But moody and dull melancholy,
Kinsman to grim and comfortless despair,

And, at her heels, a huge infectious troop
Of pale distemperature, and foes to life?

SHAKESPEARE.

He was about to enter one of the buildings facing the Plaza

when he encountered an old friend who had just arrived at the

Exposition after a ride of two days in an automobile. He was
loud in his praise of the new vehicle and vehemently contended

that it was far superior to the horse and prophesied that it

would soon relegate that quadruped to the rear.

"You see, Uncle," he exclaimed, "if a horsefly lights on its

back it doesn't kick over the dashboard, and again, if a loco-

motive and a train of cars suddenly dashes past it doesn't stand

on its hind wheels and snort with fear.'
"
Yas," replied Hank, joining in the humor of the occasion.

"An et can't kick, nor shy at every bit ov paper in th road.

I see they're good things and I reckon some day we'll hev

ought-to-mobile cavalry rigiments chargin on to Forts of Steel

Trust Armor led by a gallant Kernel mounted onto a red

demon ought-to-mobile a wavin his electrickly charged sword
an they'll jest mow down th' enemy with shocks ov 'lectricity, ,

THE OUGHT-TO-MOBILE.
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ther futoor hez got lots ov surprizes fur such uv us as aint too THE IRISH BUILDING.

old tew see it."

The guards stationed throughout the buildings were a very

obliging lot and constituted themselves walking encyclopedias
of the contents of the different buildings in which they were

on duty, and their experiences were varied and interesting.

An Irish citizen not long from the Green Isle approached
one and in a rich brogue inquired the way to the Irish Build-

ing. For the moment the guard was puzzled, but in an instant

regained his composure and nonchalantly replied :

"
It's right

over yonder in that direction," pointing his finger toward the

big arch. "Just ask for the O'Regon Building," and he winked
at a bystander as he explained.

" You see we sometimes have
a little fun on our own account, it varies the monotony of

existence. "One afternoon two Canadians were discussing
their experiences on the Midway ;

one maintained that the

shows were all fakes. Said he,
'
I paid a quarter to take a Trip

to the Moon, and they never took me there at all
; they made

me sit down in a chair car and then the scenery revolved

around, showing us some views in the moon, so the lecturer

said
;
but it was all a fake they never took us out of the build-

ing, much less to the moon. I tell you, they're all fakes.' Yes,"
continued the guard, "it takes all kinds of people to make an

Exposition crowd. On another occasion I noticed a fine speci-
men of backwoods farmer from -way up in Michigan, who had

brought his wife with him to see the ' Pan-American.' He came

up to me with a very troubled look on his countenance. Said

he: ' Mister Officer, I've lost my wife Mariar.'
"
Says I :

' What kind of a looking woman is your wife ?'

"
Says he: ' She's an old lady with a green gingham dress an

a black an red bonnit.'

"It then occurred to me, judging by his description, that I

had seen her, so I directed him to the big elevator in the

Electrical Tower, and sure enough, there she was
;
she had
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been riding up and down all morning. It was her first experi- SUSPICIOUS CHARACTERS.

ence with elevators and she was making up for lost time. I

tell you this is a great place to see the comedy side of the

Exposition."
A little further on the guard encountered two frowsy-look-

ing tramps who had evidently seen better days, but those days
had long, long passed into a hazy oblivion. They had halted

before the pavilion of the Natural Food Company and were

discussing the title of the company.
"I say, Bill," remarked the raggedest of the pair, "dat's de

kind ov food we gits, natchrel food
;

it jist comes natchrel to

reach fer free lunch grafts."

"Wall, I dunno bout dat," replied his companion. "Seems
to me de food we gits is snatch-rel." And the guard ap-

proached and requested the pair to move on.

"Beware of those who are homeless by choice;

You have no hold on a human being whose affections are without a

tap-root."
SOUTHEY.

A very funny experience befell an exhibitor who wished to

advertise his exhibit in an original way. He dressed up a

couple of men to resemble tramps. He rigged them up in

true hobo style after the pattern illustrated so profusely in the

comic papers ;
with rags, tatters, tomato cans and all the stock-

in-trade of the stage tramp. And then he provided them with

circulars which they were to distribute throughout the

grounds. They had not proceeded very far on their mission

when they were halted by a guard who wanted to know how

they got inside the grounds.
"Look here, you hoboes," demanded he, "how did you get

on the grounds ? Jumped the fence, hey ?"
"
Naw, we didn't jump de fence," indignantly replied one of

the pair. "We're workin fer de man wot gits out dese circulars,
an we'se distributin dem, see !"
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HE WAS EVIDENTLY LOOKING UP HIS ANCESTORS.
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"Well, that tale don't go with me; you'll have to get off the

grounds or I'll run you in," and with that he prodded them

with his short club, and run them out through the exit despite

their vociferous protests.

Their make-up had been too realistic, and the enterprising
exhibitor was forced to adopt some other method of advertis-

ing his wares.

A well-dressed citizen of African descent stood before the

entrance to Darkest Africa with wonder depicted on his ebony
countenance at the antics of the Africans who were exhibited

by the managers of the attraction for the purpose of alluring

patrons to the show inside. He was palpably a Northern

darkey who had never seen the simon-pure article from the

land of his forefathers and was evidently looking up his an-

cestors. After surveying the scene a while he purchased a

ticket and entered the enclosure.

As soon as he reached the pavilion he realized that he

attracted more attention than the dancers on the stage. His

russet leather shoes and loud-checked clothes excited the ad-

miration of the simple Africans, and one of the dusky girl

dancers went so far as to offer him a light from the pipe she

was smoking for the unlighted cigarette he held in his hand.

" All his successors gone before him have done 't;

And all his ancestors that come after him may."
SHAKESPEARE.

One of the peculiarities of Darkest Africa was the avidity
with which the women smoked pipes and cigarettes while they

danced, and many a dude lighted a cigarette in the pipe of a

black-faced African woman with an ebony-hued baby on her

back. It was truly a case of Lightest America and Darkest

Afric?

Their dances consisted of a series of hops and kicks with

bare feet, to the music of native drums and reed pipes, which

IN DARKEST AFRICA.
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THE AFRICAN DANCERS produced a peculiar chant-like effect, without much semblance

to music, but which served very well for the native dance thev

performed.
A fashionably dressed young mother with a very attractive

'THE WOMEN SMOKED TIPHS WHILE THEY DANCKL)."

baby in her arms happened in the African Village one day.
She was very much interested in the native dancers, and fre-
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" BABY HIM TALK GUMBO."

"GUG-GUG- 0-0-000 !" GURGLED THE BABY.

"HIM SAY ME HIS PAPA !" EXCLAIMED THE SAVAGE.
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THE GOO-GOO BABY. quently held up her baby to see the odd cavorting of the

athletic Africans. This finally attracted the attention of one

of the chiefs, who advanced to where the little one was being
held, and holding out his finger, said :

"
Baby him talk Gumbo."

"Gug-gug-oo o-ooo !" gurgled the baby.
" Him say me his papa!" exclaimed the savage.
It is needless to say that the fond mother was anything but

pleased at this free translation of her darling's innocent

prattl e.

The bodies of the Africans were naked from the waist up and

'glistened in the sunlight from the palm oil which they regu-

larly applied every day.
Their manager asserted that they were unusually cleanly, as

they made it a rule to wash thoroughly every morning with

soap and water, and explained that the peculiar odor which

was noticeable in their presence was due to the palm oil they
used.

As the season progressed, the Esquimaux in the Midway pro-

gressed in contentment
;
and when the days in October began

to cool, the vigor and energy of the entertainment within their

enclosure increased as the temperature decreased.

It was very amusing to hear the comments of visitors to this

attraction. One old lady expressed great astonishment when
she was informed that the Eskimo did not lunch on candles, as

she observed one eating a hearty meal, consisting of

Boston baked beans, a bowl of hot coffee and a large
slice of pumpkin pie.

The Eskimo is very expert with the long-lashed

whip, and would frequently strike a copper cent placed
on the ground at a distance of a dozen feet or so with

the end of the lash.

Uncle Hank played a neat trick on one, by secretly

attaching a piece of chewing-gum to the coin before
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placing it on the stone pavement, and although the Eskimo hit

it several times it would not budge as the preceding ones had

LIGHT LUNCH.

1 TIIK ESKIMO DID NOT 1 UNCII ON CANDLES.

done. Finally he walked over to examine the penny, and dis-

covered the trick just as Hank disappeared through the gate ,

holding his sides with laughter.
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A ROMANCE. Romance and sentiment peryade every walk of life, and the

Pan-American Exposition proved no exception to the rule.

With so many attractive maidens serving as attendants to ex-

hibits, and an equal number of appreciative swains in a like

capacity, it was not to be wondered at that Dan Cupid played
numerous pranks with sensitive hearts.

In one of the pavilions of the Machinery Building there sat

a young man of possibly three and twenty musing on the mo-

notony of an existence in a booth devoted to pulley shafts,

nuts and bolts, and whose only visitors were bewhiskered men
of a mechanical turn, whose only interest in life seemed to be
centered in greasy machinery.

Adjoining this pavilion was a neat, artistically-arranged
booth devoted to the display and sale of souvenirs and memen-
toes of the Fair. This little enclosure was presided over by a

demure little miss who was an astute little saleswoman. She
was successful because she was cheerful, and she was cheerful

because she was successful. Her bright eyes lighted up her

booth so effectively that its effulgence finally permeated the

adjoining booth, occupied by the young custodian of the

Machinery Exhibit, who suddenly conceived the idea that, after

all, his dreary vigil in an uninteresting exhibit might have its

compensations.

Every little while he would steal a glance at the pretty face

of his neighbor, who was totally oblivious of the attention she

was attracting.

One day an elderly lady approached the souvenir stand, and

while the little saleswoman was busily engaged in showing her

wares, he had an excellent chance to study in detail the fea-

tures of the fair one who had enthralled him.

"A beauty beyond compare," he ejaculated, and he right

away resolved that he would get a closer look at the busy,
ittle saleswoman. With this end in view he waited until the
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elderly lady in question had made her purchase and departed, SUSCEPTIBLE YOUTH.

and then he proceeded around the corner of the intervening

aisle to the souvenir stand, and, mechanically picking up one

of the crystal paper weights, inquired the price, at the same

time centering his gaze on the beautiful eyes of the beauty.

"I'll take it," said he, without noting the price she had

named, and handed her a bank note of small denomination and

waited for her to hand him his change and wrap up his purchase.

The next day he presented himself at the stand again, and,

after engaging her in conversation as long as he dared, pur-

chased another paper weight identical with the one he had

bought the day previous.

"What, another one?" said she; "you bought one like this

yesterday."
She laughed and he was covered with confusion.
" Oh yes well, you see this one is for my sister."

The next day he tarried a little longer in conversation, and

as he was about to depart purchased still another paper weight,
with no definite idea as to what he would do with it, and when
she laughingly asked him if this was also for his sister, he re-

plied in the affirmative.

After this he became a frequent visitor, and purchased pa-

per weights from a mere force of habit, and always for his
"
sister." They were now on familiar terms, and one day she

asked him why he didn't buy a souvenir of the Rainbow City
for himself.

" What I want I can't buy," he sheepishly replied, at the

same time eying her steadily. Their eyes met. His honest

gaze met her shy and tender glance of awakened love.

Rather confusedly she replied that she would be glad to ac-

commodate him with any article, if she happened to have it in

stock.
"
Oh, you have it in stock, I know. As to the price well,

I'll pay any price for it."
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CUPID WINS. She blushed deeply at this, and made a desperate effort to

hide her confusion as she said :

"How can I tell what you want if you don't name the

article ?"

"It's your heart I want it for a souvenir of the Rainbow
City."

And the illumination of the Fair Grounds that night was

naught in comparison with the brightness instilled in those

two hearts by that matchless illuminator Dan Cupid.

O gentle Proteus, Love's a mighty lord;

And hath so humbled me, as, I confess,

There is no woe to his correction,

Nor to his service, no such joy on earth !

Now, no discourse, except it be love :

Now can I break my fast, dine, sup, and sleep,

Upon the very naked name of love.

SHAKESPEARE.
* # *

A romance of an entirely different character was enacted in

the Indian village.

John Winthrop, formerly Wo-nee-tah, the broken wing, from
the Kiowa reservation, but now of Washington, D. C., lately a

graduate of the Carlisle Indian School, was an interested visitor

to the Indian encampment. It was ten years since he had
been taken as a boy from his wild home on the reservation to

begin his studies at Carlisle, Penn., under the tutelage of

Uncle Sam.
He was a fine specimen of pure Indian manhood, tall, erect

and athletic to a degree. He had played quarter-back in the

Foot Ball Team of the school, and had won renown as a cool,

resourceful player. After his graduation he had secured em-

ployment in the. Interior Department at Washington, D. C.

He was now on his vacation and was turning his time to

pleasure and profit in a visit to the " Rainbow City."
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He had already made sevefal visits to the Exposition and on

each occasion had been drawn irresistibly to the Indian Village

by a pair of sparkling black eyes .in the prettiest face he had

ever seen. In all his visits he saw only Wah-sah-ne, the beau-

tiful daughter of "
Running Bear." She, too, had been educated

by Uncle Sam and at the end of her tuition had returned to

her people. In the Indian enclosure a space had been reserved

for the display of articles of Indian manufacture. Wah-sah-ne
was of great value in this department, as she spoke English

fluently, and through her picturesque personality was enabled

to make many sales of Indian goods.

John was dressed in the ordinary civilian attire of the

whites, while the Indian maiden was attired in the picturesque
habiliments of her race. There was a strange incongruity in

her make-up, however, in that her perfect English pronuncia-
tion did not seem to chord with her savage attire, although in

John Winthrop's eyes this seemed to be an added attraction to

her charming personality.
At the Indian School she was known as Marie Dumont a

name given to her by an old French Canadian trapper, who
had been a life-long friend of her father on the plains..

The young Indian youth was beginning to realize that his

vacation time had almost drawn to its close, and that he must
soon return to his duties again. He had spent four-fifths of

his time in the company of the enchantress from the prairies.
"
Marie," he said tenderly,

"
I must return home in a couple

of days."

"Why, John, you have not seen half of the Exposition," she

laughingly replied.
" I'm afraid you have idled away too much

of your time in our enclosure
; you haven't seen half of the

beauties of the 'Pan.'"

"Yes, but I seen the beauty of the 'Pan,'" he replied gal-

lantly.

She affected not to hear this implied compliment as she re-

joined :

AN INDIAN CUPID.
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A REMINISCENCE OF "
I suppose you have seen some one who has risen to your

TH>? PLAINS. ideal."
"
Marie, I have seen a beauty that makes me long to extend

my vacation to a lifetime to spend at her side, or take her

with me to be my life-long companion in and out of my vaca-

tion." As he spoke he took her hands and looked tenderly into

the dusky beauty's dark eyes: "Will you be my wife ?"

At this juncture an old Indian squaw approached leaning on

a stick. She looked searchingly into the face of the youth, then

she shaded her eyes with her disengaged hand to get a better

look.

"Kiowa!" she exclaimed, and then she drew back to get a

good look at the back of his head, and when she perceived a

scar there she cried :

"Wo-nee-tah !"

"
Yes," he replied,

" Wo-nee-tah
;
that's my name, so they

told me when I was taken from Fort Reno by the soldiers and

sent to Carlisle to be educated."

The old squaw then rolled up his sleeve, and there on the

left arm was a long mark evidently made by a slash with a

knife. As soon as she saw this she threw her arms around his

neck, and cried, "My boy ! my son ! my pappoose !"

The youth was visibly affected at this.
" Can it be possi-

ble !" he cried.
" Have I found my mother ?"

"
Me, your mudder, yes ; long time ago soldiers burn down

tepee kill braves bullets kill pappoose me tink you dead

gone no more now me find you :ny son my pappoose !"

and the old squaw mother wept as any mother would weep at

the recovery of her son.

"Then he's my brother?" exclaimed the maiden to her

mother, who nodded her head in a positively affirmative manner.

At this the young man grasped the beautiful girl in his arms

and kissed her tenderly as he exclaimed : "I have lost a wife,

but I've found a sister and a mother."
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Tne Midway also had its romantic side distinctively char-

acteristic of the atmosphere prevailing- there.

Algernon Fitz Maurice was a callow youth. After having

graduated from college he had, through strong influence,

secured employment on a big New York newspaper and had
been assigned to Buffalo to cover the Pan-American Exposi-
tion. At first sight this would seem to be an impossible task,

as "Algy" was a rather diminutive specimen of humanity,
both mentally and physically, and his ability in either capacity

decidedly limited. But what he lacked in this respect he more
than made up in energetic assurance otherwise known as

"nerve" or "gall," depending largely upon the point of view.

Now,
"
Algy

" was awfully smitten by the charms of a cer-

tain dancer in the little Oriental Theatre in the "Streets of

Cairo." He had been a constant attendant at the perform-
ances in the theatre, and had sent numerous bouquets to the

Egyptian beauty, and vowed he would never leave the Exposi-
tion until he had exhausted every means to win her affections.

It is true he had never uad an opportunity to speak to her,

much less make love, but he was persistent ; so one evening
he resolved to see her and speak to her, despite all obstacles.

With this end in view he sent a little Arab boy around to the

stage door with a beautiful bouquet of American beauty roses,

to which was attached a highly perfumed note asking for an

interview.

Presently the boy returned with the information that the

last performance would terminate at n P. M., and then at the

Midway gate the lady would be pleased to meet him.

To say "Algy" was delighted is putting it in the mildest

way. He was in ecstasy, so much so that he gave the boy a

quarter for his trouble, in place of the nickel he had originally
selected.

He was at the gate in question at the exact minute of the

hour, and his charmer did not keep him waiting long, and

A MIDWAY ROMANCE.
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AN AWFUL SHOCK. when she did come "ye gods,'' thought he, was there ever

such a vision of loveliness, such eyes to entrance with. Their
lashes actually shaded the cheeks

;
and such profusion of blue-

black hair, .encompassing a bewitching face of almost alabaster

whiteness. As she approached him she slightly bowed as he

lifted his hat and, smiling, showed a row of perfect teeth.
" Have I the pleasure of addressing the fairest flower of

Egypt or perhaps Constantinople or some other haven of

Oriental beauty ?" said Algy, after the most approved style of

stage etiquette.

"Aar youse th gintlemon thot's sendin me th' flowers ivery

noight ? Well, ef ye aar, OI wishes ye'd sind larger boo-kays,
fur be th' toime OI gives th' rest ov 'em buttonhole boo-kays
OI hov none at all, at all," and her rich, Irish brogue rolled

over her beautiful rouged lips like a duck calling its mate.

Algy fainted dead away. When he awoke it was to find him-

self in the hospital with a severe case of nervous prostration
and his magnificent nerve was gone forever.

These little romances are related principally to show the

many different phazes of life that existed at the Pan-American

Exposition during the six months of its existence. They
were merely side lights thrown on the stage where the mag-
nificent spectacle was being enacted.

If there is one thing the Irishman is noted for, it is his ready
wit. He may be termed obstinate in some respects. He may
be sometimes deemed stubborn in his firm adherence to his

opinioTis, be they right or wrong. He may be a firm adherent

of a cause that may be far from righteous. And this fidelity

will usually be found traceable to a desire to be loyal to his

friends. But however stubborn or obstinate he may appear
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WOULD YEZ MOIND TELLIN ME Til' NAME OV THIS BU1LD1N, SOR ?
'
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IRISH WIT. to be, he can never be charged with being at a loss for a ready

reply to any question that may be put to him, and the Irishman

who is not quick at repartee is no true son of Erin. Such
an individual turned up in the Liberal Arts Building one

morning, and after an exhaustive tour of the many aisles

within, accosted one of the guards as to the details of the great

Exposition. Said he :

"Would yez moind tellin me th' name ov this buildin, sor?"
" It is known as the building of the Liberal Arts," replied

the guard.
"OI suppose it's becos they giv away so manny free samples

it's called liberal. An f'what's th' manein ov Pan-Ameriky ?"

he continued, inquiringly.
"Pan-America why, Pan means all all America; North,

Central, and South America." explained the guard.
"An duz it take in th' Sandwitch Oislands?"
" Yes."
" An th' Phillypanes, too ?"

"Well yes," answered the somewhat puzzled guard.
"
Well, t'is aisy t* see ye'z hav th' wrong name fer it ye'z

shud call it th' Pan- Amerikin- Asiatic Ex -poo -si -shun, be

gorra !"

"Well, we do seem to be spreading out somewhat," replied

the intelligent guard.
" Uncle Sam's arms are getting rather

long and his fingers are developing a good strong grasp."

" Take up the White Man's burden,

Send forth the best ye breed

Go bind your sons to serfdom ;

To serve the combine's need ;

To wait in heavy harness

On those who lord the land

The Trusts the new found masters,

The new time robber band."

Many humorous observations were made unconsciously by
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LAW ME ! WHAT BEW-TE-FULL MILK PITCHERS THEM RICH

FOLKS DEW HAV I"
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A BEAUTIFUL Mil K visitors misinterpreting the uses to which some of the articles

on exhibition were intended for.

A tall, lanky young woman, who (judging from the out-of-

date style of dress in which she was attired) evidently came
from a backwoods region. She stood for a long time contem-

plating with open-mouthed wonder a beautifully wrought silver

vase in the Gorham Silver Company's Pavilion. Then sud-

denly she blurted out.

"Law me! what bew-te-full milk pitchers them rich folks

dew hav !"

She then made her way to the Tiffany Exhibit, and after

taking a cursory look at the diamond display, remarked :

"
I karnt see what folks kin see in sech bits o' glass tew

strain ther necks abaout !"

Many strange devices were resorted to in advertising the

exhibits of some of the beautiful and expensively gotten up
pavilions. An artificial limb company
engaged a legless man to don a pair of

their artificial legs, and give periodical
exhibitions of the wonderful use to which

they could be put. First he would walk

slowly, then hop on one foot, and finally

run at top speed up and down the aisles,

to the intense interest and amusement of

the onlookers.

It was a very interesting exhibition,

and illustrated very forcibly the " strides
"

made in this branch of manufacture, be-

sides being an excellent advertisement.

These unique exhibitions made the

pavilions doubly attractive, and often

served to make commonplace exhibits

very interesting.
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A prominent journalist once said to Representative Samuel SOME QUAINT TESTIMONIALS.

S. Cox (familiarly known as Sunset Cox) that Senator Charles

Sumner did not believe in the Bible. t

"That's because he did not write it," promptly responded
Cox.

The public at large is not so constituted, judging by the

faith reposed in the writings of great men by the Midway con-

cessionaries.

Nearly all the eminent men of the country were quoted by
these rival showmen in flaring show-cards, posted at their

respective entrances. One announcement read as follows :

"THIS IS A GRATE SHOW. I LAFFUD TIL MY SIDES

AKED WHEN I SKEN IT.' CHANSKY DEPEW.

It will be seen by the above that the honorable Chauncey
had rathar a bad spell of spelling and grammar when he wrote

out this testimonial.

Another equally lucid show-card was painted in large red

letters and hung at the side of the ticket office window :

"THIS ENTERTAINMENT IS 'HOT RAGS." THEY GIVE

YOU YOUR MONEY'S WOKTH KVERY TIME." GOV. ODELL.

It will be seen by this that the governor had been spending
considerable of his time in the Bowery or perhaps the sign

painter got the wrong copy, and grossly misrepresented the

urbane governor.

According to another testimonial displayed further down the

walk, an eminent naval hero was much pleased with the en-
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'IT'S THE ONLY FREE THING ON THE GROUNDS."
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tertainment provided, and expressed his admiration in the fol- DEWEY'S MAGNANIMITY.

lowing terse sentence :

"I WAS COMP. ETELY CAPTURKD BY THIS SHOW IT

KNOCKS THE TAR OUT OF THE BATTLE OF MANILA."

ADMIRAL DKWEY.

But the climax was reached by the next testimonial expert
in the following card :

"THIS ENTERTAINMENT IS WORTH ALL KINDS OF

MO.NKY TO SEK." WILMAM J. BRYAN.

A depleted purse was almost sure to follow a trip through the

Midway if a desire to see all the attractions was gratified. A
citizen who had just emerged from the famous thoroughfare
was accosted by a policeman who had been admiring the mon-
ster flag flying across the Triumphal Bridge (which was said

to be the largest flag in the world). Said he :

" That's a grand
sight the Star Spangled Banner, the flag of the brave and the

free !"

"Well, it's the only free thing on the grounds, then," replied
the citizen, who had just

"
done," or more properly been

"done "
by the multitudinous shows on the Midway.

On another occasion a pair of visitors hailing from a small

farming section in the West were wandering rather aimlessly

through the grounds. They were togged up in brand-new
" store clothes," and were plainly out for a holiday.

"
I tell ye, Zekiel," exclaimed one of them,

"
th' managers

made one big mistake in buildin' this Fair."
" How so, Silas ?"
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I TELL YE, ZEKIEI,," EXCLAIMED ONE OF THF.M,
" TU* MANAGEKS MADE

ONE BIG MISTAKE IN BUILDIN THIS FAIR,"
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" Cos they didn't make no arrangements fer a circus tent

with clowns, acrobats an'
"

<l Red lemonade and peanuts," interjected Ezekiel with a

broad grin.
" Thet's the idee ! An', besides, they ought tew hev hoss-

racin' an'
"

"Shell game men an' wheels ov fortune, tew make et more
interestin'." again interposed Ezekiel.

And the pair proceeded on their way, fully convinced that

they had discovered a glaring fault in the make-up of the Pan-

Americ;.n Exposition.

Young America fully enjoyed the opportunities afforded by
the Exposition to secure mementoes in the shape of attractive

advertising matter which was so lavishly distributed by the

different exhibitors.
"

I tell you. Sis," exclaimed a youthful visitor,
" we'll make

'em jealous at home when they see what we've captured at the
' Pan.'

"

"
Well, Bud, I don't think we've overlooked anything, have

we ?" replied the Young American Girl, in glee at the prospect
of dazzling the eyes of her playmates at home who were not so

fortunate as to have had the opportunity of visiting the " Pan."

Base envy withers at another's joy,

And hates that excellence it cannot reach.

THOMSON.

And children of a larger growth were just as sus-

ceptible to this feeling of anxiety to overshine their

less fortunate neighbors on their return home.
" I'm going tew take hum all th' fine cards I kin git,"

exclaimed a visitor, "cos et's my plan tew git th'

Joneses and Browns tew understand thet we've bin tew
th' grate show, an' we don't care who kno's et."

A CIRCUS NKEDKD.
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'I TELL YOU, SIS, WE>T .L MAKE *EM JEALOUS AT HOME WHEN THEY SEE WHAT WE'VE

CAI'lURED AT THE ' PAN.'
"
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"
Bobby

" Burns foresaw the character of the modern news- NEWSPAPER MEN.

paper reporter. The omnipotent, searching
1 and tireless seeker

of information, who searchingly investigated every nook and

corner of the great Exposition for scraps of news that might
interest the people in far distant sections who were not so cir-

cumstanced as to be able to visit the " Pan " and investigate

for themselves.

A chiel's amang ye takin' notes,

And, faith, he'll prent it.

BURNS.

The newspaper correspondents had a rendezvous near one of

the entrances. It was a small building, where visiting editors

were enabled to secure printed slips containing matter apper-

taining to the Exposition.
Uncle Hank was quite a frequent visitor to this building, and

was an ever welcome guest, as he was very talkative, and news-

paper men like talkative people.
One of the secrets of Senator Depew's popularity is his ever-

ready willingness to talk to reporters. Consequently the Sen-

ator gets many a mindly word from the writer in return for his

courtesy.
One of the most heartily abused men that ever graced public

life was General Benjamin F. Butler, who was reviled and cari-

catured all over the land. This was due solely to the fact that

he was brusque and abusive to a degree to newspaper men, for

whom he professed to have the utmost contempt. And they
in turn spared no opportunity to ridicule and caricature him.

He was, however, quite impervious to their attacks, and seemed
to care very little for what was said of him, although in the

latter part of his life he declared that it was very bad policy
for a public man to gain the enmity of the newspaper frater-

nity.

The journalists at the Exposition were a merry lot, ever
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ready for a lark or frolic, and they always welcomed Uncle UNCLE HANKS

Hank, whose ready tongue and sharp rejoinders often served

to sharpen their wits.
"

I say, Uncle," exclaimed a veteran,
"
you don't take much

stock in us newspaper men, do you ?"

" Air ye anxshus tew hear my opinyun ov you noospapei
fellows ?" he inquired.

"Yes, Hank. What's your opinion of the Press ?"

"Wai, et's the publick's watch-dog ;
an ef et wasn't fer th

warnin' barks et's continually givin', them political thieves 'd

rob th' couniry till ther wasn't a bone left."

" We're glad you entertain such a good opinion of us, but I'm

afraid we don't all deserve it."

" Thar's black sheep tew be faound in every flock," continued

Hank,
" an' I calklate thar's sum tew be faound among ye. But

tew take th' hull lot ov ye, I guess yer az hard-workin' a lot ov

well-intenshuned fellers ez ye kin find anywhere."

"Well," observed the Veteran, "the Press is certainly the

bulwark of the Nation, and the framers of the Constitution did

wisely in guaranteeing its perfect freedom."
" Thar's no danger in grantin' the fullest freedom tew ther

Press," remarked the old man. " Fer I look upon the noospaper
bizness th' same ez eny other bizness : yer manttfactur artikels

ov commerse when ye print papers tew sell. Ef ye make er

good artikel th' peeple'll buy et, an' yer kin rely on th' peeple
tew regulate th' quality ov th' goods they'll buy, an* ez Abe
Linken sed, 'yekant fool all th' peeple all th' time.'

"

"Well, Uncle," chimed in one of his listeners,
"
you're quite

a philosopher."
"
Filosophy aint nothin' more'n common sense biled daown,"

concluded Hank, as he moved off in company with the Veteran.

As the pair approached the beautiful building occupied by
the Baker Chocolate Company, Uncle Hank's eye caught the

inscription over the entrance :

" Baker's Cocoa." He stopped
for a moment to comment upon it. Said he :
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" Baker's cocoa ! Why be'ant et jest ez good fer butchers,

grocers, lawyers, docters, an farmers ez well ez bakers ?"

A little further along the pair stopped at a pagoda-like
structure containing what looked like an immense ice cooler,
behind which stood an attractive-looking young lady dispensing

glasses of spring water to a thirsty crowd.

On closer inspection it proved to belong to the Geneva Lithia

Springs Company.
By placing a penny in a slot sufficient lithia water to fill a

good-sized tumbler was released, and a really good glass of

deliciously cool water was furnished at a nominal cost.

Uncle Hank remarked to his companion as they sampled a

glass :

"
Naow, thet's a good idee, make em pay a cent fer a glass an

they'll appreciate et; but

ef ye giv et tew em free

they'll think et ain't no

good. Et's reel human
natur."

"That's so, Uncle,"
remarked his compan-
ion.

"
Money talks."

"
Besides," continued

the old man, "et en-

kourages th' drinkin ov

water, an thet's a good
thing. Why, over ther

in Alt Noormbug, they
drink hundreds ov

schoppens ov wine every

day till they kant see."

"Well, you know Tim-

othy said,
' take a little

wine for thy stomach's

A GLASS OF WATER.
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AN INDIAN WITH A SPEAR POISED READY TO STRIKE A FISH IN THE WATER BELOW.
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sake,'
" remarked the journalist, who was rather partial to

liquor that was a little stronger than water.
"
Yas, but ye'll notis he said a little" was Hank's rejoinder.

"Well, you caught me that time," laughingly replied the

journalist. "I guess I had better not throw any more quota-
tions at you, although as a rule I am a great believer in apt

quotations to point a moral, or to adorn a tale."

Next to the originator of a good sentence, is the first quoter of it.

EMERSON.

They had now reached the entrance to Horticultural Build-

ing, where the journalist was directing his footsteps to investi-

gate what he had been informed was the best Pan-American
exhibit of the Exposition. A most complete collection of food

plants was sent from Central and South American plantations;
there were also growing some very fine tea plants from South

Carolina.
" The Agricultural Department," remarked the journalist to

Uncle Hank,
" some years ago tried to raise tea in the Southern

States and failed. Then a private capitalist took the matter

up and succeeded with a good-sized plantation in South Caro-

lina. His greatest difficulty was in securing proper labor, as

the hands of adults in that section were too clumsy for delicate

tea-picking. He finally established schools on his plantation,
and after many trials succeeded in sufficiently educating the

colored children in the neighborhood to do the work sufficiently

well for the purpose, and proved that tea culture in the South

could be made remuneratively successful. So you see, Uncle,
we may eventually have tea so cheap that it may become our

national drink."
"
Yas, I've hearin tell ov considerabul cups ov tea bein drunk

by members ov Congress daown in thet restyrant under th'

Capitol at Washinton," remarked Uncle Hank with a knowing
wink.

AMERICAN TEA.
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While his journalistic friend remained to continue his in- A REMINISCENCE.

vestigations, Uncle Hank proceeded on his sight-seeing tour.

Just outside the building he stopped to look at a statue of an

Indian with a spear poised ready to strike a fish in the water

below.

It was a very clever bit of modeling, the muscles and ten-

dons in the arms being depicted with life-like accuracy. The
old man could not help admiring it, as it carried him back to

the days of his youth when he had used almost the same kind

of spear to catch salmon Indian fashion in the Kennebec River
"
way down East

"
many years ago.

A little girl of perhaps eight years of age came out of the

Manufacturer's Building clapping her hands with glee ;
she was

accompanied by two other children, a boy and a girl of nearly
the same age, who seemed to share in her enthusiastic happi-
ness. Every once in a while she would stop and eagerly scan

a slip of paper to make sure her eyes did not deceive her. She

was so engrossed with reading and re-reading the slip of paper
that she did not notice where she was going, and ran right into

Uncle Hank as he stood contemplating the Indian statue.
"
Hello, thar ! little gal," he exclaimed,

" whar air ye goin
so fast ? Ye seem tew be excited."

"
Well, you see, Mister, I've just won five dollars," replied

the little one.
"
Yes," eagerly chimed in one of her companions,

" she' won
a prize, and now we're on our way to get the money for her,"

"
Wai, little one, tell me all abaout et

;
whar did ye win th'

prize thet's excitin ye so ?" inquiringly asked Hank, his inquisi-

tive nature asserting itself.

"
Why, right over there," the little girl replied, pointing her

finger in the direction of a booth that was surrounded by a

large crowd.
"
Wai, sissy, I congratoolate ye on yer good luck," replied he,

as he strode over to the booth in question.
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There he found a handsomely decorated pavilion, m the

centre of which stood a statuette, cast in soap, of a little girl

holding
1 a large cake of Sunshine soap in her arms.

Uncle Hank asked the attendant in charge what the scheme

was that caused so much excitement among the children about,

who were all talking about the prize just awarded.
" You see," remarked the young lady, "the exhibitors of this

soap thought it would be a good thing to give away a prize

every week to the child who guessed the nearest to the weight
of a soap statuette, and the children got very excited over it.'

"
Wai, et's not a bad idee," he chuckled ;

"
et throws a lot ov

sunshine in tew ther lives when they win prizes like thet

even ef et is ony an advertisin' skeme."

Military exactness marked the maneuvers of the Exposition

police. Every afternoon toward sunset a squad of guardians
of the peace would strut majestically across the Plaza on their

way to their several stations. As the police force was recruited

principally from the rural districts closely adjacent to Buffalo,

and had had no preparatory drilling, their movements were

decidedly awkward and provoked many smiles from the visiting

throngs.
"
By ginger ! Thet's an awkward squad. Hay foot ! Straw

foot ! Keep step, thar !

"
called out Uncle Hank, as a squad

passed by, and the verdant policemen grinned broadly as they
tried to maintain the regulation step.

But there was one thing to be said in favor of the police
force at the Pan-American Exposition, what it lacked in

military discipline it fully made up in politeness. No stranger
within the gates ever asked for information without getting a

polite answer from the honest fellows on guard.
"

I see they vised the Pan-Amerky colors on them buildins,"

exclaimed Uncle Hank, 'as he stood in the centre of the Plaza

contemplating the Exposition in its entirety.
"
Red, white,

blue, green an yaller, an et's a fine sight, er else I'm color-

blind."

THK AWKWARD SQUAD
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A LAST LOOK. Down the Plaza he continued his walk. It was his last day
at the Exposition, and he was taking his last look at what he
considered the finest spectacle ever prepared for mankind.

There is not the slightest doubt that the Pan-American Ex-

position will be the longest remembered, and will have its

greatest effect on the popular mind principally through its

wealth of spectacular features.

It was a sight worth traveling across the continent to see :

a sight unparalled in the history of great expositions. Archi-

tects, sculptors, artists, engineers, electricians and gardeners
had all worked with one purpose in view, and how well they
had succeeded was evidenced in the magnificent spectacle that

won the plaudits of all who were so fortunate as to have wit-

nessed it.

It was getting dark and he concluded that he would wind up
his visit with one more look at the evening illumination.

Although he had seen the lighting up several times, he never

tired of it
;

it was a spectacle that grew upon him, and the

knowledge of what was to transpire only seemed to heighten
his enjoyment.
He stood facing the tall Electrical Tower as did thousands

around him. Slowly the little pink points of light appeared in

clusters, and then seemed to multiply until there appeared to

be millions of them gradually they outlined the buildings in

rows about the windows, over the domes, under the arches,

everywhere. The buildings seemed to be obliterated, and in

their places were only outlines marked in tiny dots of fire.

Then the pink points grew brighter and brighter until'they
resembled glistening lumps of gold, and the whole scene be-

came luminous, with a soft brilliancy that did not tire the eye,

and he was confronted with the most magnificent and artistic

nocturnal spectacle ever devised by man.
"

I'll jest carry th' impresshun ov thet magnifercent scene

tew my dyin day," he mused, as he slowly and thoughtfully
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A\ AGENT OF CIVILIZATION. paced his way toward the exit.
" Et makes me think ov th'

fairy-land thet I used ter beleeve in when I waz a child menny,
menny years ago, afore I hed ther romanse all knocked out ov
me rubbin up agin this hard, matter-o'-fact world."

On his way out of the Exposition grounds he had to pass

through the Transportation Building wherein were stored the

monster locomotives. He stood for a moment contemplating
one of the iron giants manufactured by the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works, and soliloquized :

"Thar stands th' most powerful agent ov civilizashun. Et
strides acrost continents with ets armies ov peaceful conkwest,
scatterin barbaric hordes an transformin th' wilderness ov be-

nighted regions intew fertile valleys dotted with hamlets an

cities. Et enables civilizashun tew carry ets influense tew th'

uttermost limits ov th' world, an duz more fer mankind then all

th Alexanders, Ceezars, an Naypoleuns thet ever lived. Nine-

tenths ov history ez taken up with recordin th' deeds ov

conkerors an ginerals who were nothin more'ner less then

wholesail murderers, an nearly all th' statoos air erected tew

th' metnery ov these militery slawterers. Let us hope thet th'

end ov this censury will see th' folly ov this, an thet th' better-

ment ov mankind will be better brought erbout thru th' agency
ov sech mejums ez locomotivs an th' like."

As Uncle Hank seated himself in the Belt Line car that was

to take him back to Buffalo from the Exposition grounds, he

noticed in the seat next to him a dapper young man who
evinced a desire to engage him in conversation. This was not

a very difficult matter to do, as our hero was always ready to

talk.
"
Well, Uncle," said the young man,

"
I suppose you've seen

the ' Pan ' and all it had to show ?"

"Yas," he responded, "I reckon that wazn't much thet

escaped me."
"
Well, you hard-working farmers need recreation such as

these exhibitions afford. Farming is deuced hard work."
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"Oh, I dunno. Farmin's easy naowdays.' WONDERFUL FARMING

"
Farming easy !" exclaimed the young man, in evident IMPLEMENTS.

astonishment at such an assertion.

"Oh, yas," continued Hank in an easy tone. " Ye see, I dew
all my plowin with a ridin plow fixed up with cushion seats, an

plant my grane with a new patent check row planter ;
then

when et cums tew hayin time, by usin the Buckeye rotary
ackshun mower with er self-binder attachment, why taint no

work et all."
"
Why, you surprise me!" exclaimed his companion.

"
I had

no idea farmers were so progressive."
"
Oh, yas," continued the old man without the suspicion of a

smile. " Farmers ez up tew snuff nowadays ;
in raisin grane I

use ther Ureky double-back-ackshun reaper, with self-binder

an bundle carrier attachment, that carries th' grane tew th'

'lectric thrasher thet outomatically cuts th' bands, measures
th' grane, an dumps et intew bags, an stacks up th' straw

;
an

I've ben on th' lookout et this fair fer a masheen thet wud take

th' grane tew market and bring back th' cash fer et."

This was too much for the young man, who excused himself,
and departed, concluding to look for easier game.

" Us farmers ain't th' guys they take us fer. An 1 fergot
tew tell him I waz contemplatin puttin golf links on ther

thirty-acre lot back ov th' sheep medder nex yeer, ez soon ez

I kin git time tew sot th' poles fer 'lectric lights so they kin

play et nite ez well ez day." And the old man slapped his

knee in great glee at his success in "
stringing

"
the young

fellow.

The train had now reached the city, and Uncle Hank at

once proceeded to secure his railway ticket and make arrange-
ments for a sleeping-car berth

;
with this end in view he pro-

ceeded to make his way to the railway station. Not being
familiar with Buffalo, he inquired of the first policeman he

met for information regarding the purchase of a ticket.
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"
They're all getting tickets over there," responded the THE DESPOT OF THE

official, pointing his ringer in the direction of the Joint Rail- PULLMAN.

way ticket office across the street with the words

JOINT AGENCY

above the door in large white letters.

Uncle Hank regarded it a moment, and then exclaimed :

" Naw ye don't ! Yer don't git me intew no jints. I onct

got intew a green goods jint, an et cost me a hundred dollars

tew git aout. No more jints fer yer Unkel Hank, by gum !"

and he strode off in a different direction to look for transporta-

tion, meanwhile watching the policeman with a suspicious eye.

He finally succeeded in finding the depot, and lost no time in

securing his ticket and a berth in the sleeper.

All was bustle and confusion in the railway station. People
were hurrying to and fro constantly making mistakes, notwith-

standing the fact that directions were constantly being bawled
out by a leather-lunged official through a big megaphone.
Uncle Hank was no exception to the rule, as he succeeded in

getting on a train bound for the West, and only discovered his

mistake as the train was moving out of the depot. But by dint

of hasty scrambling he succeeded in reaching the platform

again, and then accosted a pompous-looking porter.
" Mister Porter," inquired he,

" whar's th' Medford train ?"
" Dar ain't no Medford train, sah," replied the porter,

" frttm

dis heah depo."
" Whar duz this train go?" asked Hank, pointing to the car

alongside of which they were standing.
"Dis train goestu Allbiny, sar," replied the negro, haughtily.
"
Wai, thet's my train, then

;
don't ye kno enuf about jogra-

phy tew kno thet ye hev tew pass thru Allbiny tew git tew

Medford, Massachoosits."
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UNCLE HANKS FAREWKI L. "Say, Boss, I aint paid fer knowin jography." And the

ebony-hued autocrat drew himself up to his full height.

The Pullman car porter is a small despot in his way, and

never unbends at the departure of a train. It is when the

train is approaching- its destination that the son of Africa is all

obsequiousness, and with whisk-broom in one hand, he goes

through the operation of bringing to the surface all the latent

dust in your clothes, while he extends the other hand to receive

the tip which he considers his by a certain divine right accord-

ing to the usage in vogue with other monarchs.

Uncle Hank was now safely aboard his train, and as he was

tired out he lost no time in climbing into his berth, and as the

locomotive slowly drew out of Buffalo he stuck his head out of

the curtains and said :

"
Good-bye, Pan-Ameriky. Ye've made a friend ov me

; ye've

giv me a good time, an I ain't th' kind tew ferget yer for it.

Good-bye !"

And the old gentleman was soon slumbering in the land of

Nod, dreaming of the beautiful " Rainbow City."

Printed at the

Ledger Press

New York
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Great Gorge Route
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT SCENIC ROUTE

IN THE WORLD

Running through the Grand Canon of Niagara close to the
water's edge at the foot of towering cHffs. The only way to see
the Great Niagara Gorge, the wonderful Whirljjool Rapids, the
Grand Whirlpool, the picturesque Devil's Hole Rapids, and the
whole series of magnificent pictures in Niagara's wonderland
below the Falls.

" One always experiences a vivid emotion from the sight of the Rapids,
no matter how often one sees them. * * * i had schooled myself for
great impressions, but I had not counted upon the Rapids taking me by
the throat, as it were, and making my heart stop. I still think that the
Rapids are the most striking part of the spectacle."

— William Dean Howells,

Cars leave Prospect Park, Niagara Falls, every fifteen min-
utes, passing all the principal hotels, and railroad stations for
Lewiston, where connections are made with Niagara River
Line Steamers for Toronto and all Canadian points.

GODFREY MORGAN, General Manager, WM. KELLY, Jr.. General Pass'r Agent,

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
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Buffalo.

THE CITY OF BUFFALO.

TT WAS on the seventh day of

^ August, 1679, that Father Hen-
nepin, the celebrated Franciscan

missionary, set foot on the shore

of Lake Erie, near the spot where is now the flourishing

city of Buffalo. With his company of thirty-four men, he

had come down from Squaw Island, where his little explor-

ing vessel, the Griffin, had been built by La Salle. After

celebrating mass, and amid the pious intonations of

the sailors, the worthy father had proceeded on his

voyage of exploration and proselytizing. Thus the
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future city received its baptism at the hands of those re-

markable men, the early French missionaries, who pos-

sessed, in large degree, the qualities of adventurer, explorer,

and churchman. In 1687, Baron La Hontan followed, and

in his celebrated expedition through this region his trained

military eye saw the advantages which the site possessed

for a stronghold, and in his journal we find the spot marked

upon his map as "Fort Suppose;" but the bold Baron's

supposition was not realized until a much later date. The
surrounding region was dominated by the Senecas, that

courageous and warlike tribe, who kept in check their

less numerous and less belligerent neighbors of the Five

Nations. Slowly and by degrees a few white men found

their way to Buffalo Creek in search of peltries, and the

"Old French War" gradually reduced in numbers the power-

ful confederation of the Five Nations, The devastating

expedition of General Sullivan during the Revolutionary

War almost exterminated the once powerful tribes, and

the long and severe winter of 1779-80 completed that work.

A remnant of the Senecas and other tribes sought the

shelter of Fort Niagara, carrying with them several white

captives, men, women, and children, whom they compelled

to work in the fields, and who appear to have been the

first white inhabitants of that neighborhood, if we can

except the British garrison at Fort Niagara. The captives

could hardly be called settlers, as they were not by any
means attracted to the spot by their own free will, and
escaped whenever opportunity offered. Soon after the

events just related, however, the first genuine white settlers

built their cabins on Buffalo Creek. To William Johnston,

son of Sir William Johnston, and his Indian wife, Molly

Brant, a sister of the famous chieftain, Joseph Brant, be-

longs the honor of first holding in possession the ground
at the mouth of Buffalo Creek, which, in the year 1781,

by reason of his influence and address, he obtained from
the Indians, over whom he wielded great influence. Now
gathered a heterogeneous crowd of white adventurers, trad-
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ers and hunters, out of which unpromising material was

hatched the village of Buffalo.

CONFLICTING TITLES TO THE SITE.

The importance of the value of the country forming

Western New York after the Revolutionary War is best

seen in the scramble for possession between the Indians,

or the Six Nations, on one hand, and the General Govern-

ment, the States of New York and Massachusetts on the

other, not to speak of the numerous private interests seek-

ivlabien Hdrk High School.

ing control. Treaty after treaty, concession after concession,

were made, until finally, in 1797, the lands passed into the

hands of the Holland Land Company. They consisted of

four tracts, described in as many deeds. The Indian title

to these lands was finally extinguished, in that year, at a

council at Geneseo, and the ownership of the site of Buffalo

passed practically to Holland. With a resident agency at

Batavia, N. Y., the Holland Land Company proceeded, by
circulars and otherwise, to people their tracts. Joseph

i
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Ellicott was the first agent, and for his labors in opening
up for settlement and occupancy the land now forming the

city of Buffalo, he has been called the "Romulus of Buffalo."

In 1795, the first tavern, that beacon of cities, was estab-

lished by John Palmer. It was a two-story log house

on the terrace nearly opposite Exchange Street, and a few
rods west of Main. Its first distinguished guest was the

Due de Rochefoucauld Liancourt, then on his travels, who
records that he "ate a very indifferent supper," and was
obliged to sleep on the floor; but, having evidently become
used to hard fare and scant accommodations, he naiyely

adds, "we slept as soundly as we had done in the woods."

Among the first to seek residence in Buffalo after Elli-

cott's survey was Dr. Cyrenius Chapin, an able young
physician, who visited the village in 1801, and made it his

home for life in 1805. He was held in high esteem by his

fellow citizens, who in 1836 presented him with a silver

service as a testimonial of their appreciation for his en-

deavors, both in peace and war.

GROWTH OF THE VILLAGE.

Almost imperceptibly but steadily the town began to

enlarge. The Land Company disposed rapidly of their

lots at prices ranging from $120 to $400 each. At this time

land beyond Chippewa Street, on Main, was selling for $11

and $12 per acre. The first death in the young community
occurred in 1804, when John Cochrane, a migratory Yankee
from the land of steady habits, departed this life, and was
buried in the little cemetery, laid out by William Johnston,

on land belonging to him, now covered by the building

known as the Washington Block.

In 1807, William Johnston, so long identified with the

settlement, died at the ripe age of sixty-five, and was buried

in the cemetery which he himself had provided. He left a

son, John, a young man educated at Yale, and of exemplary

conduct. About this time the first religious society was
formed, under the ministration of Rev. Thaddeus Osgood,
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assisted by Deacon Callender, who officiated in the ab-

sence of a clergyman.

In 1808 the County of Niagara was erected, embracing all

the territory of the present counties of Erie and Niagara,

Buffalo being made the county seat. This assured per-

manent prestige to the little town, and gave it immeasurable

prominence over its lusty though ephemeral rival opposite

Squaw Island. The first court was holden in Joseph Lan-

don's tavern—now the Mansion House. Augustus Porter,

one of Ellicott's lieutenants, was made judge, his associates

being Samuel Tupper, Erastus Granger, James Brooks, and
Zattu Gushing, with Asa Ransom, sheriff, and Louis Le
Couteulx, clerk. The attorneys in Niagara (Erie) Gounty at

that time were Ebenezer Walden, Jonas Harrison, Truman
Smith, John Root, Heman B. Potter, Alvin Sharpe, Bates

Gook, and Philo Andrus. The first courthouse and jail

stood on Washington Street, the former facing Lafayette

Square, and the latter near Clinton Street. The jail was
surrounded by a wooden stockade, fourteen to sixteen feet

high, like a frontier fort.

In 1805 Erastus Granger was appointed collector for the

"District of Buffalo Greek." Prior to this time this terri-

tory was in the District of Presque Isle, Detroit, of which
General William Irvine was collector.

The first newspaper in Buffalo, the "Buffalo Gazette,"

was issued on the third day of October, 1811, by the brothers

Smith H. and Hezekiah A. Salisbury. Established just be-

fore the War of 1812, its columns furnished not only a true

relation but a historical guide to the campaign on the

lakes and our northern border during that stirring period.

Among the early merchants and traders who made their

headquarters at Buffalo were Messrs. Juba Storrs and Ben-

jamin Caryl. Originally educated for the bar, Mr. Storrs

soon forsook the legal profession, and in 1809 established

himself in business at Buffalo, with Mr. Caryl as partner.

The firm was properous, and had branches at outlying

towns in New York, Pennsylvania and Canada.
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Thus the settlement from small and humble beginnings

took on the appearance of a town, with all the resources

and conveniences of urban life at that period. Mention
may here be made of the Old Ferry at Black Rock, which
for years was the only landing-place or wharf. The rock

was at the foot of what since has been called Fort Street,

and was about one hundred feet broad at its northern end,

and ran southeasterly in toward the bank for a distance

of three hundred feet. It was about four or five feet high,

and was regarded as the safest and best landing-place above

the Falls. To the Indians the Land Company conceded the

perpetual right of fishing at this place, but the blowing

up of the rock by DeWitt Clinton's engineers in 1825 caused

this privilege to fall into desuetude.

BUFFALO IN 1812.

By some the War of 1812 is regarded as a war of small

consequence, but students of history and thinkers recog-

nize the fact that it forever settled the question of British

domination over what is now our northern border. From
Revolutionary times the frontier question had been an un-

settled and aggravating one, but at the conclusion of the

war this vexed question was settled at once and for all

time. It is not necessary here to relate the causes of the

war, but to record the share—a most important one—which

Buffalo bore in this memorable event. Hostilities between

Great Britain and the United States were declared by Con-

gress on the 18th of June, 1812, a day after the obnoxious

"Orders in Council," one of the principal causes of the war,

had been withdrawn by the British Parliament. Had the

science of electricity progressed as far at that period as it

did years later, the war might have been averted and thou-

sands of lives and millions of dollars been saved to both

sides. As early as May of 1812, recruiting had been actively

carried on in Buffalo by a United States army oflEicer. He
promised to those who would sign for five years one hun-

dred and sixty acres of land, three months' extra pay and
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a bounty of $16. A number of persons responded, but

a great deal of their martial fervor oozed away be-

fore a shot was fired. The first marine capture on the

lakes was made by a party of British soldiers who
moved across from Fort Erie in two boats on June 27,

1812, and seized the salt schooner Connecticut, which lay

at anchor off Buffalo. On June 29th, Hon. Erastus Granger,

the Indian agent, held a council with the chief men of

Grosvenor Library.

the Six Nations and was assured by them of their friendli-

ness to the American cause. Gen. William Wadsworth was
the first commander of the forces on the frontier, but was
quickly superseded by Gen. Amos Hull, of Ontario County,

who in turn was followed by Maj.-Gen. Stephen Van Rens-

selaer, under whose energetic command immediate steps

were taken to fortify the town. An inspection of his forces

and supplies revealed anything but a satisfactory state of

affairs, but, nothing daunted. General Van Rensselaer set

2
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about to strengthen his line, which was thirty-six miles

long, but occupying an admirable natural position for de-

fense. The Indians, aroused by the rumor that Grand
Island was invaded, declared war against Canada, in the

only document of the kind ever issued by North American
Indians, so far as researches and information go. The
news of General Hull's surrender at Detroit reached Buf-

falo on July 17th, and filled the little camp with apprehen-

sion but not dismay, as a feeling of indignation arose

among the soldiers at the man who had disgraced his coun-

try and laid down his arms without firing a shot. This feel-

ing to retrieve the dishonor only multiplied Van Rensse-

laer's difficulties, as he did not feel that his force was strong

enough to invade Canada and strike Brock's army, as it

would leave Buffalo exposed to the victorious and elated

British troops at Detroit. Pursuing a Fabian policy, he
waited until autumn, when reinforcements reached him to

the number of several thousand men, consisting mainly

of Pennsylvanians. The first real action took place on

August 9th, when a gallant and successful attempt was
made to cut out the British brig Adams, and the North-

western Company's schooner Caledonia, which lay under

the protection of the guns of Fort Erie.

The idea was suggested by the old Seneca chief. Farm-
er's Brother, and under the command of Lieut. Jesse D.

Elliott, of the United States Navy, who had about one hun-

dred men under him, the attempt was made at night, the

expedition being in three boats, and was a complete sur-

prise to the non-vigilant Britishers on board the vessels,

who found themselves prisoners to the Americans on being

rudely awakened from their slumbers. Lieutenant Elliott was
afterward in command of the Niagara in Perry's immortal

victory on Lake Erie, and succeeded that illustrious sailor

in the command of the lake squadron. The British retal-

iated by bombarding Black Rock.

Although on September 1st General Van Rensselaer had
only six hundred and ninety-one men fit for duty, by Octo-
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ber 12th his force numbered five thousand two hundred and

six. To the officially unexpressed, yet directly intimated,

wishes of high authorities, he at last decided to make a

descent on Canada. The time seemed propitious, and

Queenstown was the objective point to land his forces.

The passage across the river was delayed through various

blunders of his subordinates, but finally, on the night of

October 13-14, he crossed with a small force, and reached the

opposite bank through the midst of the heavy fire of the

enemy, who had discovered his approach. A determined

stand was made by General Brock, in command of the Brit-

ish forces at Queenstown, but the Americans, smarting

under the defeat at Detroit, carried the heights at all points,

and the officers were congratulating themselves on the aus-

picious result, when, to their great astonishment, they found

their men in a state of dire demoralization, caused by the

sight of advancing British regulars. All attempts to rally

them proving futile, a retreat was ordered, which culmin-

ated in a general sauve qui pent. Only a small number of

the invaders succeeded in regaining the American shore

the rest being killed or captured. The disaster at Queens-

town led to the removal of General Van Rensselaer, who was
superseded by Gen. Alexander Smyth, United States Army,
who had a short time before been sent to assist Van Rens-

selaer, but who had remained inactive at Buffalo, with a

force of thirteen hundred regulars. Upon assuming com-
mand General Smyth issued a bumptious proclamation calling

upon volunteers to join his army and conquer Canada.

After two unsuccessful attempts to invade Canada, caused

by his lack of military prevision, the idea was given up and
the forces dispersed to their homes. For this failure General

Smyth was lampooned from one end of the country to

the other, and his proclamations parodied in prose and
verse. He was legislated out of the army, and afterward

represented his district in Congress, where he became cele-

brated by reason of his long-winded speeches. Upon one

occasion, when, as usual, the majority of .the members
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had left the hall, while delivering a speech, he exclaimed:

"Gentlemen can retire if they please; I do not wish them
to hear me unless they choose; I do not speak to the

members on the floor merely, but to posterity." Upon
which an old member, sitting resignedly in his seat, re-

plied: "Go on, sir; go on. Your audience will be here

before you get through."

In 1813 occurred the glorious victories of Perry on Lake
Erie and the battles of Lundy's Lane and Chippewa. Out

of reprisal for the burning of Newark, in Canada, by Colonel

McClure, a large force of British and Indian allies landed

at Black Rock and sacked the. town. With the battle of

New Orleans, on January 8, 1814, the war ended.

BUFFALO REDIVIVUS.

During 1814, despite the war, the citizens of Buffalo had

gradually returned, and the work of rebuilding the sacked

town was actively carried on. A brick-yard was started

and more substantial structures were erected. In 1816 the

town had two newspapers, several churches, and a bank,

but was not yet out of the woods; for in that year the

Town Council offered a reward of $5 for the scalp of each

wolf caught in the town.

The great event of 1818 was the launch of the Walk-

in-the-Watcr, the first steamer to ply the lakes. She was
built at Black Rock, in spite of the jealousy of Buffalo,

and on May 28th glided off the ways amid great rejoicing.

She plied between Buffalo and Detroit until 1821, when she

was wrecked near the lighthouse. Erie County was sep-

arated from Niagara in April, 1821, in which year a theater

was established in Buffalo. About this time a humble
young pedagogue was teaching the young idea how to

shoot at Cold Spring. He subsequently rose to a higher,

if not nobler, sphere. His name was Millard Fillmore, the

thirteenth President of the United States.

On August 9, 1823, ground was broken for the commence-
ment of the Erie Canal, near the Commercial Street bridge.
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amid loud acclamations, tlie blare of music, and the salute

of cannon. The chief citizens shoveled, a procession fol-

lowed the contractor's plows, and refreshments were par-

taken of. The year 1825 was an eventful year for the future

great city on Lake Erie. The population in January of

that year numbered 2,412. There were four newspapers

and the village boasted nearly five hundred buildings. Still

all east of Washington Street was an almost inaccessible

morass, while west of Franklin Street and north of Chip-

pewa the forest primeval remained. Marquis de Lafayette

Boat House, Delaware Park.

visited the town on June 4th, it being specially decorated

and illuminated for the occasion. An address of welcome,

parades, and a reception formed the main features of his

stay. Red Jacket, the brave and faithful ally of the Amer-

icans, was present, a committee having kept him free from

intoxicants during the Marquis' presence in the town. A
unique event was the purchase of seventeen thousand acres

of land on Grand Island by Major Mordecai Noah, of New
York, a celebrated journalist of that day. His purpose was

to afford the Jews of Christendom a refuge. He announced
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himself as Judge of Israel, and on September 2d a corner-

stone was laid with imposing religious ceremonies and
addresses. The scheme, however, came to naught.

The completion of the Erie Canal marked the beginning

of Buffalo's present prosperity.

TOPOGRAPHICAL.

Buffalo, the Queen City of the Lakes, stands at the

eastern extremity of Lake Erie, at the head of Niagara
River, and within easy reach of the sublime scenery of

Niagara Falls. The mouth of Buffalo River, a fine natural

harbor in itself, has been improved and deepened. It is

protected by a break-water, and in 1869 the United States

Government began the construction of an outside harbor.

This structure was originally 4,000 feet long. It fronts the

entrance of the river about half a mile from the shore.

In 1893, 806 feet were added. The River and Harbor Act

of August 17, 1894, made provision for surveying and

preparing a plan for extending the outer break-water south-

easterly. This plan is now being carried out and will add

greatly to the convenience and capacity of the harbor.

CLIMATOLOGICAL.

Buffalo has a right to be proud of possessing one of

the most equable climates in the United States. The tem-

perature very rarely falls more than ten degrees below

zero. The lake, a natural storehouse of heat, considerably

modifies the low temperature. In summer only occasionally

has the thermometer touched ninety degrees, and then a

pleasant cooling breeze makes the heat bearable. But such

a temperature is the exception. The evenings are always

cool in summer no matter how hot the day may have been,

and it is always possible to sleep at night. Visitors ac-

customed to regions where not a breath of wind stirs the

heated air, or if it does, only intensifies the attendant

discomfort, often remark this agreeable feature of the

city's climate.
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IN THE ENVIRONS.

As a summer resort the city has many advantages. The
water supply is pure and abundant and there are no dan-

gerous alternations of temperature. From the time when
the handsome chestnut trees, which, along with maples,

locusts, and other shade trees, adorn the principal streets,

open their blossoms in the spring, to late in October and
the Indian summer, the thoroughfares present a constant

charm. The resident in Buffalo is certain to become a

lover of nature. An hour will take him to the heart of

woods where flowers and ferns of every species grow in

rich profusion. At his gates is a lake teeming with fish,

and a river where the gamy black bass lurks, ready to be

lured by the skillful angler. Wherever one turns he is

astonished and thrilled by the beauty of the scene.

The city itself, keen, never-resting, rushing along in the

activities of commerce, delights the heart of the stranger

with the manner in which its broad-minded merchants

turn from the serious contests of business competition to

take part in some civic parade, to honor distinguished vis-

itors, or extend a hearty welcome to a world-wide order or a

convention of national importance. It is not alone Buffalo's

proximity to the Falls that makes it the rendezvous of

travelers and the delight of conventions. Its own excel-

lent and varied natural charms and the genuine good

fellowship and spontaneous hospitality of its citizens, to-

gether with the facility with which they practice the Hora-

tian maxim of mingling the pleasant and the useful, have

created in the hearts of those who have once visited it a

strong desire to return.

POPULATION.

In 1779 the first white man settled on the present site

of Buffalo. He established a store where the Mansion

House now stands, at the corner of Main and Exchange

streets. In 1810, when the first United States census was
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taken, the population of Niagara County was only 6,132.

In 1812, the population of Buffalo was about 1,500. In 1820

the population of Niagara County was 23,313, of which

15,668 was in the present county of Erie. The year 1825 saw

the population of the city mount to 2,412; five years later

it was 8,668; by 1850 it had reached 42,261; 1870 witnessed

the crossing of the 100,000 line, and in 1895, 335,709 was
the approximate population. According to the strict laws

which govern such increase the population of Buffalo, in

1901, the opening year of the new century, should number
the desired half million. The New York Tribune predicts

that Buffalo will have a million inhabitants within the

next ten years. The Chicago Tribune believes it will be-

come the manufacturing center of the nation.

The future of Buffalo is full of promise. Its citizens are

intelligent and enterprising. Few Northern cities have

such a large infusion of the German element. Much of

the city's progress and wealth is due to the industry, thrift,

economy, patient toil, and high intelligence of this part

of the population. Besides the dominant native Amer-
ican element there are quite a number of naturalized Brit-

ish subjects, including a large Irish population, not by
any means backward in the city's counsels and develop-

ment. The Polish section of the community is numerous,

but is chiefly made up of laborers. They form a colony on
the east side of the city, and have several places of wor-
ship, among them the spacious St. Adalbert's Polish Cath-

olic Church. The Italians are likewise in strong evidence.

THROUGH THE CITY.

On arriving at Buffalo by one of the twenty-nine rail-

ways that enter the city we find ourselves in the neigh-

borhood of Main and Exchange streets. If we have landed

at either the Erie or the New York Central Depot, we will

have an opportunity of seeing one of the many viaducts

which have been built to carry the streets over the rail-

ways. At this point Michigan Street is carried over Ex-
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change Street. A very long and wide viaduct carries Seneca

Street over the railway tracks where Seneca Street meets

Fillmore Avenue. This is one of numerous recent improve-

ments of a like character.

Passing along Exchange Street with its restaurants and
ticket-brokers' offices, we leave the New Continental Hotel

behind us (rates $2 ^per day) at the corner of Michigan
Street, Further along is the Arlington at the corner of

Wells Street. (Rates, $2

per day.) The Broezel

House is at the corner of

Seneca, Wells, and Carroll

streets. Its rates are $2.50

to $3.50 per day. We then

catch a glimpse of the

Postoffice at the corner of

Seneca and Washington
streets. This building will

soon be abandoned. A
large new Postoffice has

been erected on the square

formed by Swan, EUicott,

South Division, and Oak
streets. On Washington
Street near Exchange is

the office of the Buffalo

Express, a leading daily

D. S. Morgan Building— Offices Metropolitan and Suuday UeWSpaper,
Life Insurance Company ^ jg^ g^^pg i^^ingy ^g ^-q

Main Street. On the southeast corner of Exchange and

Main stands the Mansion House (rates $2 and $3 per

day), an old established commercial and family hotel.

On entering Main Street and looking to the south,

we see the masts and funnels of the shipping at the

docks, indicating where the pleasure boats for the

neighboring resorts await their thronging passengers, and

where the larger vessels which traverse the mighty inland
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seas to Chicago and Duluth are moored. Here, too, a con-

stant procession of freight vessels makes things lively with

the din of their whistles and sirens, while the new draw-

bridge at the foot of Michigan Street is kept in constant

motion to let them pass.

Eastward lies the region contained between Elk Street

and the Hamburg Canal, where the First Ward is sit-

uated with its large Irish population. Westward, on the

other side of Main Street, stretches Canal Street, once al-

most as famous as the Bowery of New York City, but

now retaining only a shadow of its former unenviable

reputation and prosperity.

To the north of Canal Street is the Terrace, running

from Main to Court streets, and largely occupied by the

tracks of the New York Central Railroad. At the Main
Street end stands the Liberty Pole, with its triumphant

eagle and the beloved flag of our country. The first pole

was of wood. Time, with gnawing tooth, destroyed it, and

a modern iron mast has taken its place; but the same old

eagle, gorgeous in a new coat of gold, perches on the top.

On this rather straggling thoroughfare are large manu-
factories, rag warehouses, and the Italian settlement.

Leaving this interesting but uncomfortable neighbor-

hood, we proceed up Main Street, past the Times newspaper
office. On the right are the Bank of Buffalo and the Manu-
facturers' and Traders' Bank, and the Courier and Enquirer

newspaper office on the left. Near here is the Wm. Hen-
gerer Company, an important house doing both wholesale

and retail business in dry goods. In this quarter, too, is

the News, a daily and Sunday newspaper. From this point

onward Main Street is a succession of handsome and thriv-

ing stores of every description, banks, office buildings and

hotels.

One striking feature of the city, as can be seen in the

accompanying picture—a birdseye view taken from the top

of the Ellicott Square building—is that the chief business

blocks cluster round a common center and are within easy
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reach of each other, thus facilitating the dispatch of busi-

ness. In the half-tone on page 3 are to be seen St. Paul's

Cathedral, the Erie County Savings Bank, the Guaranty

Building, the D. S. Morgan Building, the Real Estate inx-

change, the City Hall and St. Joseph's Cathedral.

A few years ago a number of small stores with nar-

row windows and an ancient appearance looked across

Main Street to St. Paul's Cathedral and Niagara Street; now
one of the handsomest buildings to be seen in any city

occupies the same spot and fronts on four streets. EUicott

Square has ten stories. Its principal entrance, with elab-

orate ornamentation and large pillars, leads into a main
court with mosaic floor, around which are spacious stores,

a restaurant and offices. Here important meetings are

sometimes held, bands play and election and other returns

are read. The building itself is of modern steel construc-

tion, faced with brick and terra cotta. It contains 447,000

square feet of floor space; has 40 stores, 16 banking rooms
and 600 offices. Fourteen elevators convey the constant

stream of busy people who throng its floors. The Western
Union Telegraph Company has its famous repeating station

on the tenth floor. The large sum of $3,350,000 was ex-

pended on the site and building. The well-known and

exclusive Ellicott Club, with an entrance fee of $60, and

annual dues of $40, has its rooms, with cafe and restaurant,

on the tenth floor. Here President McKinley made a mem-
orable speech, at the time of our war with Spain. The
offices of various prominent railway companies are here.

All day the section of Main Street from this point on to

the Music Hall presents a gay and animated scene, and

at night is brilliantly lighted by a double row of electric

lamps on each side of the street. The Iroquois Hotel

(Rates: American plan, $4 and $5 per day; European plan,

$2 per day and upwards) ' stands out conspicuous, at the

corner of Eagle Street, with its eight stories, shortly to

receive an additional two. It is the property of the Buffalo

Library.
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When the Niagara Bank entered the field in Buffalo, in

1816, it had no competitor. Now there are twenty-four

banks in the city. Prominent among them is the Erie

County Savings Bank, which occupies an imposing Eliza-

bethan structure facing Main Street at the head of Niagara

Street, having Pearl Street on the east and Church Street

on the south. Black, white, pink, gray and red marbles line

the walls on the different floors, and the woodwork is

mahogany. Its many turrets and windows and the steep

roof give wonderful relief to the flat fronts and prevailing

simplicity of many of the neighboring Main Street stores.

The Erie County Savings Bank and the Fidelity Trust and
Guaranty Company occupy the first floor, and there are

besides 193 offices.

Close to this bank and in striking contrast to the busy
surroundings is the quiet St. Paul's Cathedral, the parent

Episcopal church of Buffalo. Behind this is the City and
County Hall, a three-story granite building, unfortunately

hidden from view from Main Street. It has been suggested

that this portion of the street should be opened up that

this fine municipal structure might be displayed. It stands

in the square formed by Eagle, Church and Franklin

streets and Delaware Avenue. The cost of construction was
$1,500,000. An annex to the City Hall, known as the Mu-
nicipal Building, stands on the opposite side of Delaware

Avenue. The City Hall is finished in black walnut. The
tower, 200 feet in height, contains an illuminated clock

with four dials, each nine feet in diameter. From the

top of this tower can be obtained a charming view of the

city. Lake Erie, the Canadian shore and Niagara River.

A building 157 feet high, with an observation tower

which gives it a height of 221 feet, is not easily over-

looked. It is only a few steps from the City Hall and

will repay a visit. Even at night the D. S. Morgan Building,

at the southwest corner of Pearl and Niagara streets, is

most conspicuous, as its dome-shaped tower is studded

with electric lights. White Italian marble and white oak
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adorn its interior. Ample light which streams throug'h

large windows makes this a most desirable office building,

and its rooms never lack tenants, A splendid view is ob-

tained from the upper tower.

Still within the same circle whose radii center at Elli-

cott Square, we come to the Guaranty Building, at the

southwest corner of Church and Pearl streets. It towers

thirteen stories heavenward and exhibits much the same
features as the other large buildings already described.

The same may be said of the Dun Building at the corner of

Pearl and West Swan streets. The Builders' Exchange,

which is owned by the stockholders of the Board of Trade,

stands at the northwest corner of Court and Pearl streets.

It is built of stone and is eight stories high. The society

consists of more than a hundred contractors and dealers

in builders' supplies and has opened free to the public an
exhibit of builders' materials on the ground floor.

From this quarter, if you choose, half a dozen different

streets will take you down to the lake; but we do hot

advise you to thread your way through the business mazes
of that section. You should follow Court Street down to

Niagara Square, a large open space in which great im-

provements are contemplated. Here Delaware, Genesee,

Mohawk, Niagara and Court streets intersect.

To the northwest lies a nice residence district, along

the lake front. Erie County Penitentiary is at the corner

of Fifth and Pennsylvania streets in this direction, and a

little farther along the water works may be visited. Close

to this region on Niagara Street is the striking castellated

armory of the 74th Regiment, which is almost completed.

On the way back to Main Street we pass the handsome
headquarters of the Masonic Order, at 43 Niagara Street,

an eight-story brick and stone building, with rooms on
every floor suitable for the various orders of Masonry.

Here, too, is the home of the Acacia Club, a Masonic society

for the promotion of social intercourse among its mem-
bers.

3
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On returning to Main Street by way of Court Street, we
arrive at Lafayette Square, with the German Insurance

Building and the old Lafayette Presbyterian Church on the

north, and the Mooney-Brisbane building on the south.

The Public Library stands on the southeast corner of Broad-

way and Washington Street looking into the Square, and
the Buffalo Savings Bank keeps it company on the northeast

corner. In the center of the Square is the Soldiers' and

Sailors' Monument, a handsome tribute to the heroes who
died by sea and land in our various wars from 1776 to

the Civil War. The monument is eighty feet high and is

crowned with a statue of the Goddess of Liberty. The
base of the monument is adorned with warlike figures,

and four large rifled cannon, unused weapons of the Civil

War, are mounted, one at each corner of the square, and an

old mortar and two cannon, one of British origin from
Fort Erie, and one from Black Rock, a survivor of the

War of 1812, remind us of the tragic past.

Looking into the Square from the head of Broadway is

the Public Library, one of the most popular institutions

in the city. For many years it was the property of the

Young Men's Christian Association. Aided by public sub-

scription, the present building was erected. It contains

the Library, the Fine Arts Academy, the Society of Natural

Sciences and the Historical Association. There are about

100,000 books in ihe Library. Formerly $3 a year was
charged as subscription. The membership was >£mall and

its means were straitened. Within the past two years it

has been made a free library; the membership has risen to

about 60,000, and the interest taken in it by the public has

proportionately increased. An excellent system of open

shelves has been instituted by the new superintendent, Mr.

Elmendorf, and the once staid and solemn halls are filled

with eager readers.

The basement is given up to the use of the Natural

Science Society, which has a large collection of prehistoric

animal remains, geological specimens and Indian relics.
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The Fine Arts Academy has rooms where an annual

exhibition of local art is given and where a recent valuable

donation of plaster reproductions of famous ancient statues,

such as the Laocoon, the Winged Victory of Samothrake,

the Faun of Praxiteles and others, contribute to the educa-

tion of Buffalo's art community.
The Historical Society has a valuable collection of old

coins, Indian relics, old books of local interest, local pic-

tures and antiquities, in the upper rooms of the building.

Racks for bicycles, a free check-room for parcels and um-
brellas and well-appointed lavatories add to the many
admirable features of this institution.

The Mooney-Brisbane Building on the south side of the

Square contains large stores on the first floor and sixteen

bazaars arranged to face a central court on the second

floor. There are seven stories in this building, which has

every improvement in the way of elevators, heating and

plumbing. It was erected in 1895 on the ruins of the old

Arcade Building, where Shea's Theater and the old Won-
derland had their home.

Looking to the left, on the opposite side of Main Street,

below Court Street, we see the large dry goods store of the

Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Co., which is called the Amer-
ican Block. On the east side of the street is the store of

J. N. Adam & Co., another large department store. Almost
facing Lafayette Square near Court Street is the new and
extensive clothing establishment of J. L. Hudson & Co.

Passing the German-American Insurance Building we
come to the Tifft House, a well-known commercial and
family hotel.

At the head of West Genesee and partly looking down
Main Street the Genesee Hotel, with the Central Presby-

terian Church on its right, forms a welcome break in the

street line. On the opposite side of the street, at the

corner of Mohawk, is the Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion, a four-story building of red brick, with gym-
nasium, library, billiard room, swimming bath and several
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lecture rooms. Lectures, addresses and various courses

of instruction which are largely taken advantage of are

given throughout the year, and in order to foster physical

as well as mental vigor the society has a good athletic

field of its own.

The trend of business, at least in the way of stores, is

up town, and of late years there has been a general moving
of various firms into the section between Genesee and
Edward—Flint & Kent's dry goods store, Perren's carriage

The Genesee Hotel.

showroom, various bicycle stores and the pioneer of them

all, the Palace Arcade, a building with ninety-four stores

and offices, which runs through from Main to Washington

Street opposite the Washington Market.

THE MUSIC HALL.

Walking out Main Street to the north, beneath the hand-

some chestnut and maple trees which shade the sidewalks.
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we come in sight of the tower of the Music Hall building,

with its open observation gallery, just below the spire.

Its proportions are symmetrical and its appearance artistic,

and from above its spacious entrance bas reliefs of famous

musicians look down. The building is the property of

the German Young Men's Christian Association. It has a

large hall, the acoustic properties of which are unfor-

tunately not all that could be desired. The stage is 48x80

Mus c Ha

feet and the hall itself will seat 3,000. The concert hall,

which is much smaller, is convenient for lectures and so-

ciety entertainments. Here, for a number of years, the

congregation of the First Baptist Church has worshiped.

Along Edward Street from the Music Hall and just at

the corner of Franklin, is the Grosvenor Library, a free

public library, bequeathed to the city by Mr. Seth Gros-

venor. After an uneventful history of growth and accumu-
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lation of funds the trustees were at last able to erect this

handsome building in the style of the Italian Renaissance.

The library has over 40,000 volumes and is open from
9 a. m. to 6 p. m.

DELAWARE AVENUE.

Keeping along Edward Street to the west we arrive at

Delaware Avenue, the aristocratic quarter of the city—and
a really handsome street. At the corner of Edward Street

is the Saturn Club, famous for its hospitality, intellectual-

ity and progressiveness. To the south is the Buffalo Club,

the resort of the wealthy, with handsome billiard rooms
and a splendid swimming pond. Tne avenue runs from
the Terrace four miles out to the city line. It passes be-

tween Forest Lawn Cemetery and the Park, and is the

delight of cyclers, for it is asphalted all the way.

GOODELL STREET TO CITY LINE.

Returning to Main Street: Emerging from Edward Street,

St. Louis Cathedral is on our left hand; opposite is Goodell

Street, with the handsome offices and saloon of the Chris-

tian Weyand Brewing Co., at the northeast corner. East

from this is a vast network of streets that extend over

to Genesee, where High Street runs into that thoroughfare.

Here are the homes of many of the German population

of the city. On Mulberry Street is St. Boniface's Catholic

Church and School. Further to the north on Main Street

stands a fine building in connection with the German-
American Brewing Co. Here is a handsome saloon and

bowling alley, also a commodious hall and society rooms,

with a popular roof garden.

From this point Main Street runs clear to the city line

with residences, a hospital or two, and various manu-
factories on the way. The street cars run out all the way,

and will convey you to the Exposition; or, if you cnoose,

you can transfer at Allen Street and reach the same des-

tination by way of Elmwood Avenue.
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CHURCHES.

St. Paul's Episcopal Church occupies a commanding po-

sition where Erie, Pearl and Church streets join. It lends

an element of grace to the group of buildings—municipal,

banking and business—which cluster at this spot. The
church was consecrated in 1851.

At the corner of Genesee and Pearl streets, in close

proximity to the Genesee Hotel, is the Central Presbyterian

First Presbyterian Ciiurch.

Church, a solid building with a severe spire. This somber
place of worship may one day give way to a more modern
establishment, if the plans of the Rev. Henry E. Mott, the

present incumbent, ever materialize. Mr. Mott's idea is to

build a convention hall and church combined, along with

other practical features, on the site of the present Genesee

Hotel and Central Church. The site is well adapted for the

scheme, which might solve some of the city's problems.

The Old North Church looks romantic with its ivy-
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covered walls which give tone to the plain block between
Huron and Chippewa.

On Tupper and Delaware is a modern church vith every

convenience for Christian social life—Delaware Avenue
Methodist Episcopal Church. It is a model institution, with

parlors, piano, kitchen, minister's library, handsome organ,

Sabbath school room, classrooms and a large and well-

furnished parsonage.

In the immediate vicinity is Calvary Presbyterian

Synagogue

—

"Temple Beth Zion."

Church; and facing Trinity Place, Trinity Episcopal Church,

both with wealthy congregations and all the appliances of

a modern Christian institutional church.

Northward on the avenue, between Bryant and West Utica

streets, is the very handsome Delaware Avenue Baptist

Church. In point of excellence of internal arrangement

and variety of rooms and fittings for church work it would

be diflacult to find any modern place of worship better pro-
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vided. Under the Rev. Dr. Gifford's guidance this congre-
gation has attained an influential position in city work.

The First Presbyterian Church at the corner of Wads-
worth and Pennsylvania streets, facing the Circle, presents

a bold and striking image as it looks down Richmond Ave-
nue and commands the entrances to Porter Avenue and
North Street with its tall square tower.

Along Porter Avenue, at the corner of Prospect, the Cath-

olic Church and Academy of the Holy Angels are beautiful-

ly situated in the midst of trees and grassy lawns.

Temple Beth Zion, on Delaware Avenue^ between Allen

and North Streets, is a splendid example of a moaern Jew-

ish synagogue. Its large round dome and ornamental front

distinguish it from all other church buildings. It is the

property of a progressive Jewish congregation, who retain

the essentials and discard the non-essentials of Judaism.

For many years the Lafayette Presbyterian congrega-

tion worshiped in their church on Lafayette Square. Lately

they have removed to a very beautiful new home, on what
was once Eouck, but now is Lafayette Avenue.

The Catholic church is well represented in the com-
munity. There are many Polish, Italian and German con-

gregations, besides one French church. St. Joseph's Cathe-

dral, at the corner of Swan and Franklin streets, is a

Gothic stone building with two towers and a magnificent

chime of forty-three bells, which, however, have long been

in disuse for want of proper accommodation. It is hoped

that public generosity will enable the cathedral authorities

to place them so that their sweet tones may be heard by

the crowds that will attend the Exposition of 1901.

St. Michael's German Catholic Church looks down on
Washington Market's busy square, the retail emporium for

fruit, poultry, vegetables, fish and butchers' meat. On the

north, adjacent to the church, is Canisius College, and a

little further along the Buffalo Academy of the Sacred

Heart, where the Sisters of St. Francis educate young
women to be teachers in the public schools. Canisius Col-
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lege was chartered in 1883. It affords a first-class all-

round education to boys and fits them mentally and

physically for public life.

St. Louis' Church at the corner of Main and Edward
streets has a beautiful spire whose symmetry and grace

speak eloquently of the designer's genius.

Time would fail us to tell of St. Bridget's with its

numerous Irish congregation, St. Adalbert's, where the

swarming Polish population of East Buffalo worship, and

the many other homes of this excellently organized religious

body.

THEATERS.

Buffalo has three principal theaters. Sometimes the

Music Hall is used as a playhouse, making a fourth. The
Star is the principal theater. High-class comedy, tragedy

and opera are to be heard here. Prices are reasonable,

with occasional extravagant rates for some star or ex-

clusive combination, and again with a 25-cent admission

all over the house when some popular opera company makes
a long stay during the summer.

The Lyceum, on Washington Street near Lafayette

Square, is the home of melodrama and the resort of won-
derful mechanical pantomimic productions.

Court Street Theater has a reputation for producing a

species of light variety entertainments that draw large

crowds of men. Wrestling and boxing exhibitions also

attract multitudes thither.

HOSPITALS.

The Buffalo State Hospital for the Insane on Forest

Avenue, near Elmwood, was begun in 1872 and completed

quite recently. Its two handsome towers, its beautiful

grassy lawns, its profusion of trees and shrubbery and its

many other attractions are all calculated to soothe the

troubled mind. Its admirable sanitary arrangements, the

abundance of light, the perfection of its ventilating and
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heating apparatus, the good food, the means of exercise

and recreation, all presage cures, and the medical statistics

confirm the promise. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

visitors are admitted from 2 to 5 p. m.

The General Hospital on High Street has been enlarged

lately. The addition will accommodate 325 patients. The

old building has room for 175. Over two thousand patients

are treated here every year. Some of them are charity

patients; others pay $1 a day, and others in proportion

to accommodation and attendance. This is also a training

school for nurses.

State Hobpitd

The Fitch Institution perpetuates the memory of its

founder, Benjamin Fitch, one of Buffalo's prominent phil-

anthropists. Here are an accident hospital and ambulance,

a dispensary, a fresh-air mission and other charitable as-

sociations.

The Sisters' Hospital on Main Street, near Delaware Ave-

nue, has done incalculable good. It has 344 beds. It at-

tends to 2,000 patients yearly by means of its resident

physicians and its emergency hospital at Soutn Division

and Michigan streets.

There are many other hospitals in the city. The Ger-

man community recently began the construction of a large

infirmary for those of their own nationality.
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SHORT EXCURSIONS.

Mostly all the excursion boats start from the foot of

Main Street, but the visitor will find Ferry Street an equally

convenient starting point for most places. From Ferry
Street a boat crosses every fifteen minutes to Fort Erie,

Canada, where there is a pleasant grove and the ruined

fort to be seen.

A short distance down the river is Grand Island, six

miles wide and twelve miles long. Situated within half

an hour's sail, it offers many advantages for summer resi-

dence, which have been appreciated by several wealthy

clubs and private families whose homes are to be seen on
both sides of the island. A bridge from the mainland
has been long talked of. The charter was obtained some
years ago, and work was begun in the summer of 1899.

The bridge will connect Buffalo and Grand Island about a

mile below Grand Island Ferry, and this most desirable

residence district will be within easy reach of the city.

The island, with its pleasant resorts—Bedell House, Elm-
wood Beach and Edgewater—offers varied attractions to the

visitor. Steamboats run every day to these places, and
every hour to Bedell House, and in a short time transport

one from the center of busy life to the charms of the coun-

try, where fishing, boating and bathing can be found to the

heart's content and the body's recreation.

Crystal Beach, in Canada, about an hour's sail, is one of

the most attractive bathing and pleasure resorts near the

city. Woodlawn Beach, six miles up the lake shore, on the

American side, is a pleasant family resort, easily reached

by wheel. Kenmore Park, between Buffalo and Tonawanda,

and Lein's Park, near Ebenezer, have special features of

their own, and are carefully conducted. There is an ex-

cellent steamboat service to Slater's Point, on the Can-

adian side of the river, near the Falls, whence electric

cars run through the picturesque scenery of the Dufferin

Islands past the finest view of the Falls, along the top of
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the Gorge, overlooking the Whirlpool Rapids, and down
to the quiet, but historic village of Queenston, over which
Brock's monument keeps sleepless watch. On the Amer-
ican side of the Falls an electric line conveys one by the

Gorge route close to the Whirlpool Rapids and follows the

course of the river ajl the way to Lewiston. None should

miss this interesting trip.

The large boats, the State of Ohio, City of Buffalo, and

the City of Erie, run between Cleveland and Buffalo. Two
fine steamers, the North West and the North Land, run
between Buffalo, Chicago and Duluth.

THE PARKS.

Few cities are more favorably situated, or more abun-

dantly supplied with facilities for recreation and rest than

Buffalo. The park system offers simple, wholesome and
refreshing recreation within the city. Water, meadow and
woodland delight the eye, and the extent of land devoted

to this purpose equals and even exceeds that of some larger

cities. Starting from the City Hall on Main Street, by
carriage or wheel, one can ride out Delaware Avenue, with

its beautiful residences and shade trees, to North Street

and the Circle; down Porter Avenue to the Front, a public

park of forty-seven acres, overlooking the lake. On the left

is Buffalo Yacht Club House; in front the Erie canal, the

New York Central and Grand Trunk railroads, the break-

water and Canada on the other shore.

To the north is Fort Porter, looking out over Niagara

River from the top of a little hill. For some years past

it has been garrisoned by Companies A and G of the 13th

Regular Infantry. It is a substantial two-story brick build-

ing, with hospital, guard-house and officers' quarters.

Asphalt streets at every block will take you to West
Richmond or Elmwood Avenue, as you please. Thence the

distance to the park is not great. Buffalo Park is 362

acres in extent, with a handsome lake. A well-constructed

road, 9,800 feet long, runs from the entrance past the

4
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park lake, and skirting the golf course passes the Zoo, with

its interesting collection of animals, and turns northeast

to Main Street.

A mile and a half along this street, to the north, stands

the Poor House and Erie County Insane Asylum. Forest

Lawn Cemetery may be visited. Leaving Forest Lawn
by the south gate, the Crematory appears. Continuing

east to Humboldt Parkway, you reach the Parade, a park

of fifty-six acres, which lately has been enlarged and beau-

tified by the addition of a lake and bicycle paths. From
this point Genesee Street may be followed until Main Street

is again reached.

NIAGARA FALLS BY WHEEL.

An enjoyable trip by carriage, electric road or bicycle

is out Delaware Avenue, past the west side of Forest Lawn
Cemetery, turning to the right across the street-car line,

when the park is reached, down the shady slope to the

bridge, where boys angle for sunfish and perch; up the hill

past the Exposition Grounds, out the Boulevard to Ken-
more; past Kenmore, a beautifully clean little residence

village, with three churches; up the hill to Kenmore Park
and then down to Tonawanda. All this distance, eleven

miles, you have a smooth asphalt pavement to the city line

and thence to Tonawanda a perfect brick pavement. Hav-
ing reached the famous lumber city, midway between Buf-

falo and the Falls, you can return or go on. If you are

driving, your road to Niagara Falls is plain; if you are

on the cars, you need no guide; if you are wheeling, you
strike through Tonawanda, crossing the bridge over the

canal, and out the brick pavement till you reach the coun-

try road at Gratwick. Keeping along this for about a mile

and a half, you reach the bicycle path. An Erie County

tag, costing 50 cents, admits you to all the bicycle paths

in the country. You follow the path till you reach the

Log Cabin Hotel, when you must take to the road, riding

between the car tracks, if you choose and as most people
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do, till you strike the path once more. The road follows

the river; passes through La Salle, near which the famous
explorer built his first boat, "The Griffin," about 1679, and
follows a direct line to the neat, modern, industrial village

of Echota, the Niagara Falls Power Company's creation,

with a trim station on the N. Y. C. & H. R. Railway, Sugar

and Buffalo streets, two principal thoroughfares of Niagara

Falls, run through the village. You follow Buffalo Street,

whose asphalt pavement brings you to the Falls, twenty-

two miles from Buffalo. Thence you may ride to Lewiston,

Queenston or Lockport, but the roads are not so good as

the one you have just followed.

CANADIAN ROUTE TO THE FALLS.

If you prefer to see the other side of the river you can

take your carriage or wheel and cross the river at Ferry

Street to Fort Erie. Thence a rather rough road skirts the

river, passes Grand Island and reaches the Falls by way of

Dufferin Islands.

TO WILLIAMSVILLE.

This is a nice trip of eleven miles. There is asphalt

pavement to the city line. There you have your choice of

a country bicycle path on the right and a natural bicycle

path on the left, both good. Twenty minutes' ride brings

you to Sulphur Spring Farm, a pleasure resort. I'urther

on is Blocher's Spring, a highly respectable family temper-

ance grove, beautiful with quince and apple blossom in

their season, and famous for its sulphur-impregnated water.

CAZENOVIA PARK.

Seneca Street starts from Main Street between Swan
and Exchange, and runs east to the city line. On the right,

just before the city line is reached, is Cazenovia Park,

through which runs Cazenovia Creek. Much has been done

to beautify this naturally picturesque spot. The creek has

been bridged in different places, and flowers and shrubs
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adorn the well-kept grass, which is a great advance on the

rank growth of Red Jacket's day.

SOUTH PARK.

South Park is another recent creation, which, though

still in its infancy, gives promise of a future of beauty. It

lies to the south of the city, adjacent to Limestone Hill.

From its commanding situation on the crest of the Ridge

Road an excellent view of Buffalo can be enjoyed. It has

a lake and botanical houses. A new and spacious botan-

ical building is almost ready. In course of time South

Park will be as popular and beautiful as its luxuriant sister

in the north of the city.

FOREST LAWN CEMETERY.

Buffalo has no fewer than twenty-two cemeteries of

various kinds. At Limestone Hill is Holy Cross Cemetery,

used exclusively for the interment of those of Irish birth.

The United German and French Catholic Cemetery at Pine

Hill, East Delavan Avenue, near the city line, is laid out

with taste and is distinctly beautiful. But Forest Lawn
Cemetery surpasses them all in beauty of situation, which

has been greatly increased by tasteful landscape gardening.

It stands on a high table nearly surrounded on the south

and west by Scajaquada Creek. The Soldiers' monument,
the Red Jacket memorial near the Delaware entrance, the

Blocher dome, with its four plate-glass windows and four

life-size figures; the Bliss obelisk, 151 feet from base to

apex; the Bailey sphere, seven feet in diameter; the Mc-
Cuen granite maltese cross, and many other beautiful pieces

of sculpture lend an artistic setting to the natural features

of the burying-ground. As it is not far from the Exposi-

tion, a visit can be easily paid to this lovely spot.

THE COUNTRY CLUB.

The Country Club stands in its own grounds, twenty

acres in extent, at the north end of Buffalo Park, close to
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the Exposition. It has a polo field and a golf course, and is

maintained by a membership of about 200 of both sexes.

Its aim is to promote athletic exercises and to provide for

its members an agreeable meeting place remote from city-

noise and distractions.

THE CREMATORY.

Opposite Forest Lawn Cemetery, where the rites of sep-

ulture are paid to the dead, stands the Crematory, a dark

sandstone building, where cremation, equally ancient, is

practiced. The company has a capital of $15,000; but

cremation has not yet become fashionable^ though the

number of its patrons is increasing.

COMPvIERCE AND NAVIGATION.

Buffalo is the port of discharge for the traffic of the lakes

which connect the grain fields of the West with the Atlantic

seaboard. By canal and by rail lumber, grain, flour and
coal are rapidly distributed. This commerce is increasing,

for Buffalo is the natural outlet to the markets of the

world.

In 1796 the first American vessel sailed Lake Erie under

the American flag. In 1806 a few small vessels transported

freight to Buffalo. In 1816 the number had increased to 29.

In 1817 the first flour boat arrived. In 1818 the first steam-

boat sailed from Black Rock. Buffalo's shipping in 1825

was 1,050 tons. In 1898 the total tonnage entered and
cleared at the port was 12,020,721 tons. Next to New York
and Chicago it is the greatest port of entry and discharge

in the United States. Of grain, 220,350,000 bushels entered

the port in 1898; about 25,000,000 bushels were exported

by canal, and 178,490,750 bushels by rail. There are 40 grain

elevators, 6 transfer towers, and 8 floaters engaged in the

grain trade in Buffalo. But only 41 of these are working
on an average. Their total storage capacity is 20,460,000

bushels. The transfer capacity for each twenty-four hours
would probably be 5,500,000 bushels.
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There are six flour mills in Buffalo. Last year 482,907

barrels of flour were manufactured.

LIVE STOCK TRADE.

As a live stock market Buffalo is said to be the second

largest in the world. Nearly 9,000,000 animals are handled

yearly. In 1898, 28,200 cars of cattle, 30,709 cars of hogs,

6,606 cars of sheep, 3,964 cars of horses, and 3,233 cars of

mixed animals were received. In the same year 26,535

cars of cattle, 25,555 cars of hogs, 7,029 cars of sheep,

3,679 cars of horses, and 478 cars of mixed stock were
shipped. Buffalo's dealings in sheep are the largest and in

cattle and hogs the second largest of any stock-dealing

center.

LUMBER TRADE.

Including Tonawanda, Buffalo is the largest lumber
market in the United States. In 1898 1,750,347 feet of lum-

ber were imported by canal, and 189,075,938 feet by lake.

Besides this, 5,339,938 pieces of lath, 277,000 railroad ties,

9,100,000 staves, 1,387 cords of stave-bolts, 120,583,000 shin-

gles, 4,170 posts, 106,938 cords of pulpwood, 100 bundles of

hoops, 161 cars of headings, and 654,000 cubic feet of ship

timber were imported by lake. By canal were exported

28,182,437 feet of lumber, 6,640,000 pounds staves and head-

ing, 897,000 shingles, and 10,803,000 pounds of pulpwood.

By railroads were exported 533,587,500 feet of lumber, 55,-

625,000 shingles, and 287,898,000 feet of lumber bought ap-

points of production and shipped to points of destination

by city merchants.

COAL TRADE.

There are large stocking coal trestles at Cheektowager

at Georgia Street, and at Ganson and Michigan streets.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Erie, the Le-

high, the Reading and Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg

companies occupy these points. The joint storage capacity

of these trestles is about 400,000 tons.
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The shipping docks and coal pockets have a joint aver-

age daily shipping capacity of 21,500 tons and a joint

average storage capacity of 35,500 tons. In 1898, 7,336,301

tons of coal, including both anthracite and bituminous,

were imported, and 2,692,187 tons exported.

BANKS.

In 1816 Buffalo had one bank, the Niagara; in 1899,

there were 16 discount banks, 4 savings banks and 2 trust

companies. The discount banks have deposits to the amount
of $34,222,277, and capital, surplus and earnings of $8,998,-

278. The two trust companies have deposits, $9,220,811;

and capital, surplus and earnings, $1,082,274. The savings

banks have deposits, $39,758,622.89; surplus, $4,847,867.87;

and assets, $44,561,544.88. The Bank Association formed

a Clearing House in 1890, to give stability to- the banking

business and facilitate exchange transactions. The clear-

ings last year amounted to $216,123,437.10; and the balances

to $37,176,383.51.

NEWSPAPERS.

The first newspaper printed in Buffalo was the Gazette,

published in 1811. This is now the Commercial, a flourish-

ing and enterprising journal. The Courier changed hands
lately, and, along with the Enquirer, became the property

of Mr. Conners, a wealthy grain merchant. The Express,

printed by the Matthews & Northrup Co., is a leading paper

with a first-class illustrated Sunday edition. The News is

a prominent and successful independent paper with a Re-

publican creed. It also has an excellent Sunday edition.

So has the Times, the Democratic organ, vigorously con-

ducted by Mr. Mack. The Catholic Union and Times is a
clear-sighted religious journal, edited with much literary

skill by the Rev. Father Cronin, whose excellent editorial

qualities have gained for it a large circulation among the

Catholic community of the city. There are three Germaiv

daily papers—the Demokrat, the Volksfreund, and the

5
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Freie Presse. A Polish semi-weekly paper, Polak w Ameryce,
has a considerable circulation. These are some of the

many periodicals published in the city.

RAILROADS CENTERING AT BUFFALO.

Buffalo's railroad facilities are the greatest in the world.

Twenty-nine different lines enter the city. There are,

within an area of forty-two square miles, including the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and West Shore Rail-

roads, 450 miles of railroad tracks. When contemplated

additions have been made this will be greatly increased.

The railroad companies own over 3,600 acres of land.

ASPHALT PAVEMENTS.

Some years ago Paris, the capital of France, boasted

that it had the finest paved streets in the world. Now Buf-

falo occupies that proud position. Three million square

yards of the city's pavements have been laid by the Barber

Asphalt Paving Co. All the European capitals combined

have only two and a half million square yards. The very

low death rate of the city, only 12.25 per thousand, in

comparison with 14.22 at Chicago, 20.09 at Boston, and 21.04

at New York, is partly to be attributed to the two hundred

miles of asphalt streets, carefully swept each day, where
there are no crevices to catch disease germs.

SOME BUFFALO INDUSTRIES.

While the advent of Niagara electric power in Buffalo

is certain to attract new industries to the city, there are

many old-established firms like the Buffalo Scale Co., or-

ganized thirty years ago, which have grown with the city's

growth. This is the largest concern in the United States

exclusively engaged in the manufacture of scales. The
Buffalo Car Manufacturing Co. constructs all kinds of

freight and refrigerator cars. The Niagara Car Wheel Co.

turns out 450 wheels each day. Vast capital is invested in

these two industries, which employ many men. Sidney

Shepard & Co.'s Stamping Works turn out stamped, ja-
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panned and galvanized ware and sheet metal goods. This

establishment has a history of sixty years; is up-to-date in

every respect, and caters to the Western trade by means of

its Chicago establishment.

The Buffalo Cast Iron Pipe Co. and the Spaulding Ma-
chine Screw Co. are two immense concerns employing a

small army of workmen. The former manufactures the

standard piping of the country, and the latter puts on the

market various parts of bicycles. The Buffalo School Fur-

niture Co., the Niagara Cycle Fittings Co., the Jacob Dold

Packing Co., are other large concerns. The last mentioned

transacts business yearly of over $10,000,000.

There are many breweries in the city. The Gerhard

Long Park Brewery has an annual output of over 175,000

barrels. The Magnus Beck, the Iroquois, the Christian

Weyand, the International, the Star, and the John Schusler

Brewing Company are all first-class establishments. What
will give Buffalo its future high standing among the first-

class cities of this land is the proximity of the Niagara

electric power. The Falls are only twelve miles distant as

the crow files. When the full available electric power has

been brought into industrial use there will be a continuous

city from Buffalo to the Falls. Such a city would not be

much larger than Chicago. The Falls are capable of produc-

ing 420,000 horse-power, an amount equal to the total steam-

power now in use in New York State. Already the vast

street-car system of Buffalo, Tonawanda, Niagara Falls

and Lockport is propelled by the Falls electric power.

Month after month sees the new power installed in more
of the business houses of the city. One of the newspapers,

the Express, is printed by presses driven by electric power
from the Falls; others will follow. The streets are lighted

by the Falls electricity, and soon its industries, which em-
ploy 70,000 hands and need a capital of $100,000,000, will

be driven by the same force. There are not wanting those

who prophesy that in proportion as the Niagara power is

used the city will develop until within a single decade its

population by a normal growth will be a million.
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Pan-American Exposition.
Historical Review of the Exposition Project.

Probably the most distinctive purpose of the Pan-Amer-
ican Exposition, to be held during the summer months of

the year 19G1 at Buffalo, is the extension of commerce and

the promotion of friendly relations between the United

States and the Latin American Republics of Central and

South America. Naturally there are other objects, notably

the celebration of the achievements of America during the

nineteenth century, for one, and the display of the electric

energy generated at Niagara's cataract, for another.

From the first, feature after feature has been promised,

and the outlook is bright for a many-sided and very attract-

ive Exposition. Some of these features will be unique, a

comprehensive display from America's new possessions,

gathered and installed under the guidance of the Govern-

ment, being one which promises to be of very great interest,

while another will be the water and horticultural displays;

and the buildings themselves will be pleasing, for they

will show a marked departure from the structures seen at

prior American expositions, the severely classical style

always before adopted having been made to give way to the

warmer types prevalent in the South.

Either of the above ideas would be sufficient in itself

to make an exposition profitable from the educational view-

point, but with such a wealth of ideas on which to build

it is possible that Exposition officials may overstep their

most sanguine expectations.

After giving consideration to the plans of the Exposi-

tion, weighing carefully and conning over the merits of

each, the conclusion forces itself that the determination

to develop trade and social relations between the United

States and the Republics of South and Central America
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is the most important reason for the holding of the Expo-
sition. The other reasons are strong, but just at the open-

ing of the century the idea of binding together the people

of the North and South appeals in a powerful way to all,

and the fact that prospects are bright for the cutting of a
great ship canal through the Isthmus of Panama, by the

United States, adds zest to the Pan-American idea.

Though not a very old project the Pan-American has

already gathered to itself elements which must inevitably

aid its progress and add to its comprehensive character.

It has 13,000 individual subscribers, each taking a personal

interest in the outcome of the plans now maturing; and
it has the co-operation of the Federal Government, the

Empire State, the Dominion of Canada and ten of the Latin-

American Republics, and a location that is not surpassed

on the globe. Many months ago the Congress of the United

States set aside $500,000 for the erection of a group of gov-

ernment buildings and the installation of a display, while

it also authorized the President to send formal invitations

to the other Republics and the colonies of the WesternHem-
isphere to join with the United States in commemorating
the progress that has been made in the arts and sciences

by the Pan-American peoples during the past century.

Gratifying, indeed, must have been the results of the send-

ing of those invitations, for though some time must still

elapse before the opening day arrives, word has been re-

ceived which proves that the men of South and Central

America are eager to co-operate with the United States in

this great effort to show to the world that the title chosen

for the Exposition means "All American" in the fullest and

truest sense. Of the Republics of Central and South Amer-
ica, Mexico, Honduras, Nicaragua, Salvador, Guatemala,

Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Costa Rica and Bolivia have

already sent official acceptances. The Dominion of Canada,

Dutch Guiana and Guadaloupe are also in the list, and there

are strong reasons for believing that Venezuela will soon

follow.
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A brief glance at the Exposition project from its awak-
ening to the present time will convince the reader that a

vast amount of work has been done. When the Federal

appropriation was made, no decision had been reached

regarding the size or location of the site, the number or

appearance of the buildings, the possibilities of Latin Amer-
ican co-operation, or the personnel of those who would

have the active management of the enterprise.

Since then an ideal site has been selected; an executive

force has taken up the reins of government; an Advisory

Board of Architects has prepared plans for a score of beau-

tiful buildings; a dozen foreign countries have otticially

accepted invitations to participate, and $5,800,000 has been

placed at the disposal of the management with which to

carry on the work.

Such results attained in so short a time are significant

of a gratifying conclusion, and when the charms of the

Exposition City and her peculiarly favorable location are

considered, the prospects grow brighter day by day. The
city of Buffalo is unrivaled in the qualities which should

attach to the site of a great Exposition of industry and art,

and is not excelled for charm or salubrity by any city in

which an exposition has hitherto been held. It is within

thirty minutes by steam cars, fifty minutes by electric cars

and ninety minutes by steamboat of the world's greatest

and most famous natural curiosity, the Falls of Niagara.

Lake Erie, Niagara River, the Niagara Rapids, the Falls

and the Whirlpool, and the Gorge of the Niagara below the

Cataract, combine to make a picture of natural scenery

on the grandest possible scale, which thousands will visit,

and which it is well worth a journey across the continent,

or a voyage across the sea, to look upon.

The motive power of the Exposition will be supplied

almost entirely by electric currents generated by the en-

ergy of the great Cataract, eclipsing any demonstration

yet conceived of the wonders of the electrical age. What-
ever the world now knows, or by 1901 may know of the
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magic power of electricity, will be developed with a full-

ness and a profusion which only the unlimited power of

Niagara could make possible. It is now believed by opti-

mists that by 1901 all the industries of this city of nearly

400,000 people will have the electrical energy of the Cataract

for their motive power.

The proximity and power of Niagara, both as an added

attraction and as a contributing aid to the beautification

of grounds and buildings through its electric power, was
given deep consideration before the preliminary work was
started, and the wisdom shown in the selection of the site

has been amply proven.

When the first call for money was made it was at a

public dinner tendered to Mayor Diehl. There was an im-

mediate and unprecedented outpouring of wealth and with-

in three hours the sum of $500,000 had been pledged. With
that splendid sum as a nucleus, offices were opened on the

morning following, and for the eight days succeeding the

average subscriptions exceeded $100,000. Then the Federal

Government appropriated its half million dollars; the Em-
pire State followed with $300,000 and later passed a bill

increasing the capital stock from $1,000,000 to $2,500,000,

and giving the right to float bonds in a similar amount.

After the money was raised the actual work was begun.

A plot plan showing the outlay of the grounds was prepared

and the twenty-one principal structures which will be built

were apportioned among the eight members of the Ad-
visory Board of Architects. It was clearly laid before the

members of the Board that it was the desire of the man-
agement to make the ensemble one typical of the countries

of South and Central America. All of the buildings are to

be of the sub-Spanish or Free Renaissance style; partak-

ing of the warmth and color of the buildings of the tropic

countries, which run to low, heavy, hanging eaves, gayly

colored tiled roofs, brightly tinted walls and pleasing

fountains and flowers within the inner courts. Now the

plans of nearly all of the structures have been completed,
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and with the handsome outlay of the grounds and the un-
precedented water and electrical effects promised, it is as-

sured that the completed work will present an appearance
of rare beauty. There is a special advantage in the site

which the management selected, for it embraces 335 acres

of land accessible by three lines of steam and five lines

of electric cars, and to reach it it is necessary to traverse

the show portion of the city, the selected plot lying north

and west of the city's aristocratic residential section, and
embracing 180 acres of Delaware Park, the finest subdi-

vision of the city's very complete and handsome park sys-

tem. Already on the site the mammoth Service Building

has been erected, and in the building a large force of

draughtsmen are working out the details of the other build-

ings, which will soon be rearing their ornamental heads

skyward. The pictures of the buildings so far submitted

show, to a remarkable extent, the wisdom of the manage-
ment in following the Spanish style.

The burden of completing the Exposition will rest upon

the shoulders of William I. Buchanan, late Minister to the

Argentine Republic, who, on November 1st of last year, ac-

cepted the position and entered upon the duties of Director

General. Mr. Buchanan is thoroughly familiar with exposi-

tion work. He made a great success of the Corn Palace

Exposition at Sioux City, his home, and when the World's

Columbian Exposition was being organized he was the first

man to receive appointment as a Department Chief, the

Bureaus of Agriculture, Live Stock and Forestry all being

under his supervision.

His services as United States Minister to Argentina,

one of the wealthiest and most progressive of the South

American Republics, put him in touch with the men of

South America, and the settlement of a long-pending and
vexatious boundary dispute between Chili and the Argen-
tine Republic gave him a standing in South America such

as is probably not enjoyed by any other citizen of the

United States.
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EXPOSITION OFFICERS.

John G. Milburn. President.

Edwin Fleming Secretary.

George L. Williams, Treasurer.

John N. Scatcherd, Chairman Executive Committee,

William I. Buchanan, Director General.

GROUND PLAN.
(See diagram with map.)

The ground plan of the Pan-American Exposition, shown
in the accompanying engraving, represents an area of 350

acres in the northern part of the city of Buffalo. From
north to south the grounds are somewhat more than a mile

in length and from east to west about half a mile.

The northern boundary of the grounds is the New York
Central Belt Line Railway, to which the twenty-six rail-

road lines entering Buffalo will have access during the Ex-

position, so that trains from any part of the United States

or Canada may put down their passengers at the Exposi-

tion gates. A special railroad station (No. 16 on the dia-

gram) of ample dimensions, is provided. The eastern

boundary is Delaware Avenue, which, throughout a greater

part of its length, is one of the most beautiful streets in

the world. It is paved with asphalt for more than five

miles within the city, and a fine smooth brick pavement
extends another five miles beyond the city line to the

Tonawandas. The southern and western boundaries are

Forest and Elmwood avenues, with double-track electric

lines connecting with more than 300 miles of city and

suburban railways.

The whole area devoted to the giant enterprise is ad-

mirably chosen, and is susceptible of such artistic treatment

as will give to the Exposition an exquisite landscape effect.

The southern part of the grounds, 133 acres, is improved
park land, rich in its variety of trees and shrubbery. A
beautiful lake of irregular shape, fringed with vivid green
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foliage, is met here and there by romantic paths that lead

the strolling visitor around broad lawns and among gar-

dens brilliant with blossoms that fill the air with perfume.

ARTISTIC FEATURES OF THE EXPOSITION.

The general plan has been completed by Carrere &
Hastings of New York, and the scheme opens out with won-
derful effects of composition and color.

The plan of the grounds will be like an inverted T, a

inain court for the perpendicular and lesser courts for the

horizontal, with the buildings grouped around these, form-

ing minor courts within, the whole surrounded by a park

system with canals and waterways. The transverse courts

open out at the front on the unusually fine lakes and
woods of the Delaware Park, the city park laid out some
years ago by Frederick Law Olmstead. Elevated on a

plateau, and framed by the woods, this profile of the Ex-

position will stand out imposingly. The scheme of the

courts is defined by making salient points in the masses

of buildings. At the extremity of the main court stands

the electrical tower, designed by Howard, Cauldwell &
Morgan, 350 feet high; the junction of the courts is marked
"by two tower-like buildings about 200 feet high, with mas-

sive domed constructions at the ends of the transverse

courts.

APPROACHING THE EXPOSITION.

Starting from the city in a northwesterly direction those

bound for the grounds will pass up Delaware Avenue to

Delaware Park. From Delaware Avenue one will have

the first view of the Exposition buildings as they stand

out with their tinted sides and their red tile roofs. This

general view will not show a mere irregular plot packed

with buildings, but a composition carefully worked out.

To the artist as well as to the untutored in the arts, who
appreciate unconsciously true values and proportions, the

ensemble will be as pleasing as any detail of the Exposition.
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All the main buildings will have a uniform height of eave

line of fifty feet, the low red roofs giving an informal char-

acter that will exclude the commonly expected severity of

an exposition. Passing through the park with its fine

lakes one will arrive in a fore court, in spirit like the courts

in front of the drawbridges of medieval castles; then over

a causeway, suggesting a drawbridge, in its heavily dec-

orated and sculptured pylons, bridging a lake to the new
grounds.

INSIDE THE PORTAL.

Beyond this portal one will stand in an Esplanade, the

transverse part of the T. Shady trellises extend along the

water front from right and left, where bands will be play-

ing alternately and people will be passing through to the

gondolas and launches on the lakes, the gayest of the scenes,

bright with floating bunting and fluttering awnings, while

in front lies the chief effect of the Exposition—the Court

of the Fountains, more than 1,000 feet long and 500 feet

wide. At the end the flower-like electrical tower will throw
a myriad of glittering lights on the mirrored surface of the

main lagoon. The terraced sides of this basin and the

transverse courts will be richly decorated with mosaic-like

beds of brilliant flowers, studded with statuary.

Beyond the buildings, at the sides, the grounds are

being richly laid out; to the east for open agricultural

exhibits, to the west, in a lagooned park, for exhibits from
our new possessions. Beyond, and to the east of the

electrical tower will be a grand Stadium for sports, and

to the west a Midway Plaisance.

STYLE OF THE BUILDINGS.

At the first meeting of the Board of Architects in Buffalo

it was decided that the general style of buildings should

be "a free treatment of the Renaissance"—that is to say, a

style of buildings where columns are little employed, de-

pending for its character more upon long lines of arcades
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and richly detailed openings; upon red tiled roofs in

brilliant contrast with softly tinted walls, rather than
upon the stately and monumental columns of the classic

style employed at Chicago. It was also thought appro-

priate to employ such a style because it would be more in

keeping with the central idea of this Exposition—that is to

say, Pan-American—since the architecture of South Amer-
ica and Mexico is virtually Spanish Renaissance. Staff is

to be employed in the construction of the buildings, which
will be like the method used in building the Dewey Arch,

except in the electrical tower, where the skeleton must
necessarily be of steel.

FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE.

In contrast to the Chicago Exposition, color will play as

important a part as form. Besides the color of the roofs,

broken here and there by towers, the arcades, in conspicuous

places, will be brilliantly decorated—a uniform scheme har-

monizing the whole. All the terraces and parterres are to

be profusely furnished with bay trees and orange trees, in-

terspersed with embroidery gardens. The subordinate

courts will be massed with dark green cypress trees afcout

huge circular basins of water, exhibiting water plants. The
canals, which surround the central group of Exposition

buildings, are to be lined with double rows of poplar trees,

and the reaches of ground between these and the Exposition

boundaries are to be banked here and there with heavy
masses of dark foliage, richly contrasting with the light

surfaces of the buildings, and completely shutting out the

world beyond.

ELABORATE ELECTRICAL DISPLAY.

The lighting for night effects is being studied by Luther

Stieringer, expert. The electrical power, furnished, as is

all the running power of the Exposition, by Niagara Falls,

offers a greater opportunity for esthetic experiments than

has ever before been possible anywhere. The Electrical
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Tower is to be treated as a focusing point for flash lights,

and for reflections of every color from the illuminated

fountains beneath, and all of these lights will in turn be

reflected to the thousands of spectators who will congregate

in the great central courts, and mirrored up from the bright

lagoon. The general lines of the building, as well as those

picturesque features, such as towers and domes, of which

there are many, will all be outlined by incandescent lamps,

while the most unique effect of all will be the huge lighted

globe of jeweled glass, 350 feet in the air, on top of the

Electrical Tower, on which will be visibly outlined North
and South America.

BUILDING THE EXPOSITION.

Ground was broken for the Exposition on September

26, 1899, and the work has been carried forward with all

the rapidity that the weather conditions would permit.

The plans of the Exposition contemplate a system of pic-

turesque waterways for pleasure boats surrounding the

main group of buildings. The excavation of these canals

has required the expenditure of a vast amount of labor.

The preparation of the horticultural features has been

pushed with no less energy. Many thousands of cuttings

and shrubs have been planted and many large trees have
been moved to places where their foliage will contribute

to the beauty of the completed Exposition.

One important building has been finished and other

large buildings are in process of rapid construction.

A WONDERFUL ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION.

It is a part of the plan to make the Pan-American Ex-
position also the greatest Electrical Exposition ever con-

templated. Every department of electrical science will be

covered, either in the form of exhibits or in elaborate public

displays, as conspicuous features of the Exposition. The
building to be devoted to Electricity is west of the great

6
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Electrical Tower and on the north side of the Mall opposite

the Machinery and Transportation Building. It is 500 feet

long and 150 feet wide, with a dome 159 feet high. The
visitor who comes expecting to see the greatest electrical

-wonders of this electrical age will in no wise be disap-

pointed.

SCOPE OP THE EXPOSITION.

The magnitude of the Pan-American Exposition may to

some extent he appreciated when it is understood that one

of its chief purposes is to illustrate the progress of the last

century in all the states and countries of the Western Hem-
isphere. To that end the President of the United States

issued to all governments in the Three Americas special

invitations to participate in the Exposition. Hearty ac-

ceptances have been received from many of them, includ-

ing Canada, Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala, Brazil, Argen-

tine Republic, Bolivia, Chile, Nicaragua, Salvador, Guada-

loupe, Dutch Guiana, Costa Rica, Peru, Venezuela and Haiti.

Responses are expected from the others soon. Many of the

States will have special buildings and extensive exhibits.

The Exhibits of the Exposition are divided into fifteen

great classes, as follows:

Electricity and Electrical Appliances.

Fine Arts; Painting, Sculpture and Decoration.

Graphic Arts; Typography, Lithography, Steel and Copper-

plate Printing, Photo-Mechanical Processes, Drawing,

Engraving and Bookbinding.

Liberal Arts; Education, Engineering, Public Works, Con-

structive Architecture, Music and the Drama.

Ethnology, Archaeology, Progress of Labor and Invention,

Isolated and Collective Exhibits.

Agriculture, Food and its Accessories, Agricultural Machin-

ery and Appliances.

Horticulture, Viticulture, Floriculture,

liive Stock.

Forestry and Forest Products.
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Fish, Fisheries, Fish Products and Apparatus for Fishing.

Mines and Metallurgy.

Machinery.

Manufactures.

Transportation Exhibits, Railways, Vessels, Vehicles.

Exhibits from the Hawaiian Islands, Puerto Rico and the

Philippine Islands.

Besides the classified exhibits there will be numerous
collective exhibits having special sanction and occupying
special buildings.

EXPOSITION RESOURCES.

Authorized Capital ^2,500,000
Authorized Bond Issue 2,500,000
United States Government 500,000
New York State Appropriation 300,000

Aggregate Resources 15,800,000

GENERAL FEATURES.

More than twenty large buildings and massive arcnitec-

tural features are included in the plan of the Exposition.

Besides these there will be the numerous State and foreign

buildings and buildings for special exhibits. As the visitor

enters the grounds at the main entrance on Lincoln park-

way at Forest Avenue (A) he may take the intramural

railway for a trip around the grounds, or he may stroll

leisurely for a third or half mile through the beautiful

park, enjoying many pleasing sights as he proceeds. On
his left will be the Albright Art Gallery (Fig. 1), the gift

of a prominent citizen of Buffalo. Crossing the bridge over

a narrow part of the lake the sight-seer will come to the

approach (D) bridging the intramural railway. Then comes

the Fore Court. At his left are the beautiful Music Gardens

(F). At his right about fifteen acres are devoted to the State

and Foreign Buildings, forming a large court (H).
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Crossing the Triumphal Bridge (G) over the Mirror

Lakes (I-I) he will come to the great Esplanade, where

250,000 people may congregate upon special occasions. The
view at every step unfolds into greater magnificence. To
the right of the Esplanade are the Government Buildings

(2-2-2), rising in exquisite architectural proportions and

so elaborate in detail that one must pause to study them
in order to enjoy more fully their impressive beauty. In

the foreground are fountains sparkling and dancing like

things alive, and the sunken gardens, rich with blossoms

and rare foliage. The Government Buildings are connected

by arcades, forming a great semi-circular court, the artistic

effect of which commands unhesitating admiration.

On the far left is the companion group of buildings, of

somewhat smaller proportions, but no less beautiful. These

are the Horticultural (Fig. 7), Graphic Arts (6) and For-

estry and Mines (5) Buildings.

Crossing the Esplanade (K), to the immediate right

and left are the Ethnology (3) and Music (4) Buildings.

In front is the Court of the Fountains (Q), with its won-
derful and fascinating beauty. The electrical effects to be

presented here at night will make it a fairyland of enchant-

ing brilliancy and loveliness, an achievement that was im-

possible until electricity supplied the means for producing

such novel displays of light and color.

On the west side of the Court of the Fountains is the

Machinery and Transportation Building (II), 500 by 350

feet, with a great central court. On the east side stands

the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building (10), of the

same general dimensions. Crossing the Mall (W-W), on the

right hand, the big building to be devoted to the Agricul-

tural Exhibits (12), meets the vision. On the left is the

Electrical building (13). Between the two stands the great

steel Electrical Tower, 350 feet high, its foundation in a

large aquatic basin. This immense tower, of imposing de-

sign, magnificent in its elaborate electrical features, will

be the most conspicuous object on the grounds. Elevators
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will carry visitors to the grand restaurant and to any of

the numerous promenade floors at various heights. Near
the summit of the Tower will be a balcony commanding an
extensive view of city, lake, river and country for many
miles in all directions.

Next north of the Electrical Tower is the Plaza (Y), its

western boundary being the large restaurant building and
entrances to the Midway (15), and on the eastern side, the

Stadium (Z). On the north side are monumental colon-

nades and entrances from the railroad station, known as

the Propylsea (U). The Midway covers twenty acres and the

Stadium will be capable of seating about 25,000 people.

East of the Agricultural and Manufactures Buildings

are the Live Stock exhibits (18-18), covering about ten

acres. The numerous smaller buildings are to be allotted

space in the park and between the main group and Elm-
wood Avenue.

THE PLAZA.

Standing at the great Electric Tower and looking to the

north, the visitor will have before him the Plaza or Square,

a beautiful open space 350 by 500 feet. On the opposite, or

north, side of the Plaza will be the Propylaea or monu-
mental entrances, connected by a curved colonnade 280

feet long. These form an architectural screen of excep-

tional beauty, shutting out the steam and trolley railway

station at the northern end of the Exposition grounds.

A large building at the left, 341 feet long and 52 feet

wide, with towers 164 feet high, will be used for restau-

rant purposes. This forms also the eastern entrance to the

Midway or pleasure ground, where the visitor may find a

collection of novel entertainments that will astonish the

most cosmopolitan traveler.

Directly across the Plaza from the Restaurant Building

is a companion structure of the same dimensions, forming

the entrance to the Stadium, or Athletic Field, where 25,000

6
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people may be seated to enjoy the high-class contests in

the athletic sports, in which champions from all parts of

the world will participate.

A terrace, slightly raised above the general level, will

form the central portion of the Plaza. This terrace will

surround a sunken garden, in the center of which will be a
band stand, the terrace affording a large space for listeners.

THE STADIUM.

The completed Stadium for the Pan-American Exposi-

tion at Buffalo next year will offer to the lovers of sports

the most spacious and splendid arena ever erected in Amer-
ica. The Athletic Carnival to be held during the great

Exposition will be the most notable in the history of

American sport. The co-operation of many of the best

promoters of athletic games and contests has been secured.

Visitors to the Pan-American Exposition may therefore

expect to witness the meeting of the most famous athletes

of the world, in competition for prizes worthy of their best

feats of endurance, strength and skill.

It is said that the great Colosseum at Rome, built in the

first century of the Christian Era, could accommodate 87,-

000 spectators. The Pan-American Stadium will be 129 feet

longer and but ten feet narrower than the historic amphi-

theatre of Rome. The Stadium, however, will have a

larger arena, and the seating capacity is estimated for

25,000 people. The top row of seats will be sixty feet above

the ground, and every seat will command a perfect view

of the vast interior. Standards are to be placed at various

points for the support of awnings in such a way that they

will not obstruct the view from the other seats.

The Stadium will have a quarter-mile track and a suffi-

ciently large space inside of this for any of the athletic

games. Great attention has been paid to having a large

number of aisles to reach the seats, and, in addition to the

principal entrance on the west, there are provided seven
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large exits. These exits are made of sufficient breadth and
height to admit, in case of need, the largest vehicles or

floats, as it is proposed to use the Stadium for certain pa-

geants, exhibits of automobiles in operation, judging of

live stock, horses, agricultural machinery, road machinery,

etc. No exhibitor has ever had such a splendid arena in

which his exhibits could be displayed. The space under

the seats is to be used for exhibition purposes, and is in

itself the equivalent of a very large building.

The Armory.

A large and picturesque building forms the main en-

trance to the Stadium. This is 241 feet long by 52 feet wide,

with towers 164 feet high. The style is in conformity with

that of the other buildings, with an arcaded effect in the

lower story, red tiled roof, broad eaves and bright colors.

The old Spanish towers give a finished beauty to the struc-

ture and make it one of the most prominent features of the

Exposition.

The Stadium resembles in a general way that erected

at Athens a few years ago, although this one can be, of
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course, only a temporary structure. It is intended as a
model of what it is hoped may be executed some day in

permanent form.

The Stadium will cover ten acres of ground and its sit-

uation is on the east side of the Plaza, opposite the Mid-

way. It is near the great entrances from the steam and
trolley railway station, at the extreme north end of the

Exposition grounds.

THE GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS.

So vast is the number of valuable and interesting objects

for exhibition in the possession of the United States Gov-
ernment that none but a building of great proportions could

possibly contain them. Instead of one building, however,

at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, N. Y., in 1901,

the Federal group will consist of three massive structures

connected by colonnades. The main building of this splen-

did architectural trinity will be 130 feet wide and 600 feet

long. The others will each be 150 feet square.

The Government work is under the direction of James
Knox Taylor, Supervising Architect of the Treasury De-

partment. The group will be treated architecturally in a

modified Spanish Renaissance, the details suggesting a Mex-
ican rather than a strictly Spanish origin. Like the others,

these buildings will be constructed of staff, already made
familiar to the public by its use at the Chicago and more
recent Omaha Exposition. The color scheme, in marked
contrast to that used at Chicago, will be rich and brilliant,

the lavish use of color and gilding giving, with the intricate

plastic decorations and sculpture groups, an ensemble both

striking and interesting. Portions of the roofs, covered

with red Spanish tiles, will add much to the character of

the buildings as a whole.

. In plan, the buildings are shaped like a letter U, the

opening being toward the west. The main building corre-

sponds to the bottom of the U, which will accommodate the

greater portion of the Government exhibits, the administra-
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tive offices, guard room, etc. Its center will be surmounted

by a dome, the apex of which, 250 feet above the main floor

level and crowned with a figure of Victory twenty feet in

height, will form one of the most conspicuous features of

the Exposition grounds. Connected by colonnades to the

main building are the two lesser buildings or pavilions, one

of which is intended to hold an exhibition typical of life

and labor in the Government's new possessions; while the

other will contain a branch station of the United States

Weather Bureau, and the exhibit, aquariums, etc., of the

United States Fish Commission.

Inlets from the lagoon fill the spaces within the colon-

nades connecting the pavilions with the main building. The
central plaza, the space enclosed by the arms of the U, is

decorated by steps, terraces and formal flower beds, making
an easy and beautiful approach to the main entrance under

the dome.

HORTICULTURAL, GRAPHIC ARTS, FORESTRY AND
MINES BUILDINGS.

The main buildings of the Exposition are so arranged

as to form a vast court in the shape of an inverted letter

T, the horizontal, or transverse court, lying east and west.

At the extreme west end of this horizontal are the Horti-

cultural, Graphic Arts and Forestry and Mines Buildings.

The Horticultural Building, 220 feet square, is flanked on
the south by the Forestry and Mines, and on the north by
the Graphic Arts Building, each 150 feet square. The
whole group is connected with arcades, forming a semi-

circular court, in which will stand the "Fountain of the

Seasons."

The Horticultural Building will have a central lantern

240 feet high, at the intersection of the four arms of a

Greek cross, which includes in its angles four small domes.

Deeply recessed arched entrances are features of each

facade.

The Graphic Arts and Forestry and Mines Buildings are
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companion structures of the same size and style, having
four corner towers. On the east facades are vaulted log-

gias of three arches each, which form the main entrances.

Colored bas-reliefs will ornament the broad white walls,

while the pilasters of the facades and arcades will be dec-

orated with arabesques of twining vines, fruit, flowers,

birds and children. The colored decorations will be con-

fined chiefly to the vaulted ceilings of the loggias.

Two colored compositions will adorn the space above
the eastern entrance of the Horticultural Building. These
will represent Ceres, goddess of the harvest, bearing in her

arms a sheaf of golden wheat. Three lions, led by Flora

and Primavera, will draw her chariot.

ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Elaborate designs have recently been completed for the

Electricity Building for the Pan-American Exposition. Dis-

plays of all kinds in the practical and artistic uses of

electricity, together with complete exhibits of electrical

machinery and appliances, are to be conspicuous features,

of the great Exposition.

The designs contemplate a very handsome and com-
modious building. The structure is to be 500 feet from

east to west, and 150 feet wide, giving an exhibition space

of 75,000 square feet.

The south facade fronts The Mall and the north fronts

the Midway. The east end is toward the massive Electric

Tower, while the west faces the Grand Canal. The build-

ing is long, low and inviting. The design of the facades

shows artistic grouping. The openings of the pergola-like

loggias, placed at frequent intervals, present a delightful

effect, showing more and more of the details of the pilasters

and openings as the eye travels to the end of the building

farthest away from the observer.

There is a pleasing ending at each corner of the struc-

ture, with a low-domed pavilion tower, and the building

is interrupted at the center by a double-towered entrance.
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This entrance, wide and high, is spanned by an ornamental

arch and supported on each side by columns. The towers,

also, have minor entrances through them.

The connecting work between the towers, the towers

themselves, the pavilions at the corners of the building,

and similar places, are to be brilliantly illuminated and

made gay with banners and flags.

The modelled relief work of the building is of the choic-

est design. The general ornamentation of the structure

Machinery and Transportation.

is to be frescoes in an interesting mixture of reds, greens
and yellows. The general color scheme follows that of the

Machinery and Transportation Building and other groups

of buildings of the Exposition. The structure was designed

by Green & Wicks of Buffalo.

MACHINERY AND TRANSPORTATION BUILDING.

One of the big buildings of the Exposition will be that

devoted to Machinery and Transportation. This will be

500 by 350 feet, with a central court 100 by 175 feet. Its

location is on the west side of the main group, opposite the

Court of the Fountains. It is built in the type—as all the
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other principal buildings are—of the Spanish Renaissance,

modified to suit the conditions of the Exposition. The
work is far more ornate, however, with roofs laid with

red tile and the cemented walls brilliant with color. The
colors are to be reds and yellows in light tints. The
facades will present an arcaded effect, with broad over-

hanging eaves, in imitation of the old mission buildings

found in California and Mexico. Each facade will be

broken by an important architectural feature, and each

corner flanked with low pavilions, the design giving large

plain surfaces for color, while the eaves give deep shadows.

The loggias, balconies, pavilions and other places are to

be ornamented with shrubs, vines and flowers, blending

with the coloring of the building. The openings are grilled

with specimens of wrought-iron "Rejas" or grill screens,

such as are seen in examples of Spanish architecture of

the sixteenth century.

The building has numerous entrances, the principal ones

being in the center of the four facades. Once inside the

structure, the size will be appreciated. All the towers,

pavilions and other proper spaces are to be brilliantly il-

luminated and decorated with banners and flags.

The Central Court will be a veritable tropical garden,

with a long narrow pool containing interesting specimens

of aquatic life, and will have winding paths and seats

among the flowers and shrubbery, where the weary visitor

may find rest and diversion from his study of the more
practical features of the Exposition.

THE SERVICE BUILDING.

The large Service Building, although small in compari-

son with the big Exposition structures, was completed in

thirty-two working days, and was the first building erected

on the grounds. It is the present home of a large corps

of oflBcers and employes having immediate charge of the

constructive work of the Exposition. This handsome build-

ing is on the west side of the grounds, and is 95 by 145 feet.
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two stories high. A broad arched driveway on the north

side leads to an inner court. To the right and left of the

driveway are entrances to the corridors that open into the

various rooms of the building.

In this building are the offices of the Director of Works,
the Landscape Architect, Superintendent of Building Con-

struction, Purchasing Agent, Chief Engineer, Mechanical

and Electrical Engineer, with their numerous assistants.

On the second floor is a large draughting room for the use

of the architects, with fire-proof vaults at hand for the

valuable drawings. In this building will also be the head-

quarters for the police and hospital service, the fire de-

partment and the officers in charge of the transportation

and installation of exhibits, and other officers. The build-

ing is equipped with a cellar, kitchen, dining-room and

numerous sleeping apartments, for the accommodation and
comfort of those whose work requires their continuous

presence on the grounds.

THE ELECTRIC TOWER.

The dignified and stately beauty of the great Electric

Tower, which will form the conspicuous center-piece of the

Pan-American Exposition, will command the rapt admira-

tion of every visitor. The genius of the architect has been

taxed to preserve lines and elements of beauty in a work
of such tall proportions, but the problem has been well

mastered.

The height of the tower is 348 feet above the surface of

the broad basin in which it stands. Its position is between
the Court of the Fountains and the Plaza, on the north

side of the Mall. It looks down upon the Agricultural

Building on the east and the Electricity Building on the

West. The Tower proper is flanked on the east and west

by long curved colonnades, which sweep to the southward
and terminate in airy pavilions, forming a semi-circular

space 200 feet across. Within this space and in a high

niche in the main body of the Tower are cascades, while
7
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all about the basin are leaping jets and countless playful

figures, each with its spurt of water, combining to make
a brilliant water scene. At the center of the niche is a tall

geyser fountain, whose waters find their way from the

high basin within the niche over successive ledges and
among a multitude of vases to the level of the pool.

The main body of the Tower is eighty feet square. From
the surface of the water to the top of the colonnades is

seventy-five feet. This portion of the structure is enriched

by a system of decorative rusticated bands, which give an
aspect of great solidity to the base. The shaft of the Tower
is treated with great simplicity. The center of each side

is paneled with fantastically perforated work, through

which is indistinctly revealed the massive framework of the

Tower. This feature is calculated to produce a remarkable

effect when lighted from within, as it is the intention to

do. The main shaft of the Tower terminates in an elaborate

entablature at the height of 200 feet. The crown of the

Tower rests upon this entablature, and is composed of three

stories of diminishing proportions and varying design.

The lower of these stories is an arcaded loggia, rich in or-

namentation and having the wall surfaces brilliantly

colored. Pavilionettes at the corners terminate in light

fantastic cupolas. The second stage, or lantern of the

Tower crown, is in the form of a high, circular colonnade,

entirely open, so as to allow the effect of the sky to be

seen between the columns. A spiral staircase within the

colonnade leads to the last stage of the Tower, the cupola,

over whose soaring dome is poised the superb figure of

Electricity herself, thus dominating the entire Exposition,

which owes so much to her generously exerted power.

From the water to the feet of the figure of Electricity

is a vertical distance of 331 feet. The figure is seventeen

feet in height.

The entrance to the Tower is across an ornamented

bridge from the Plaza, on the north side. Elevators will

carry passengers to the various floors, which will be de-
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voted to different purposes of the Exposition, such as

reception rooms, offices, restaurants, belvederes and amuse-

ment halls. A large restaurant, at a height of 200 feet, will

give the diner a broad and beautiful view of the Exposition

and the surrounding landscape. From the cupola the eye

can sweep the whole Niagara Frontier, and look far into

Canada, beyond the majestic river that separates that

country from the States.

Sculpture plays an important part in the decoration of

the Tower. Two magnificent monumental groups of statu-

ary flank each of the four sides of the base. Above the

water niche in the southern face of the Tower is a mag-
nificent escutcheon, representing the arms and seal of the

United States. In the spandrels of the arch above the

niche are sculptures in high relief. The pavilions and
wings are also richly decorated with sculptures and other

architectural devices. The entire exterior of the Tower
will be studded with myriads of electric lights, so arranged

that a great variety of effects can be secured. The use of

electric lights in combination with the sparkling fountains

and cascades will produce scenes of fantastic beauty.

ADVANTAGES OF SITUATION.

No great Exposition in this country was ever so favor-

ably situated to claim the patronage of a vast number of

the people. Buffalo is the chief gateway of traffic between

the East and the West, and nearly all the great railway

systems of the East and the Middle West have terminals

at this point. Nearly all the transportation lines of four

of the Great Lakes have Buffalo for their eastern terminal.

More than forty million peoi)le have their homes within

one night's ride of this city, while Chicago, at the time of

the World's Columbian Exposition, had but half the number
within the same distance. The grand and imposing char-

acter of the Pan-American Exposition, when fully under-

stood, cannot fail to bring to Buffalo a multitude of visitors.

Twenty-six railway lines, including twelve trunk lines,
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give the city a service of 250 passenger trains daily. There
are nearly 700 miles of steam railway tracks inside the city

limits. A thorough train service between Buffalo and all

the principal cities of the country is in daily operation.

The traveler from St. Louis can reach Buffalo in twenty
hours, from Chicago in thirteen hours, from Indianapolis

in twelve hours, from Cincinnati in twelve hours, from
Columbus in eight hours, from Cleveland in four hours,

from Pittsburg in nine hours, from Detroit in six hours,

from Port Huron in seven hours, from Washington in

fifteen hours, from Philadelphia in thirteen hours, from
Baltimore in thirteen hours "rom New York in nine hours,

from Boston in fourteen hours, from Montreal in fifteen

hours, from Toronto in three hours. From nearly all these

cities the trip can be made without a change of cars. More
definite information will be cheerfully given by local rail-

road officials. During the Exposition all the railway lines

centering here will have the right to use the tracks which

run to the Exposition Grounds, so that passengers from

different points may alight at the gates in the great union

station designed specially for the steam railway traffic.

A PARADISE FOR WHEELMEN.

Buffalo is widely known among wheelmen for its splen-

did park system and its asphalt pavementSo On January

1, 1900, there were 223 miles of asphalt pavements. Every

year several miles are added. It is now possible for wheel-

men to reach almost any part of the city on the smooth

roadways. To this mileage must be added the fine broad

cycle paths through the parks, and the hard macadam park

roads many miles in extent.



Niagara Falls.

TO ALL WHO TRAVEL.

nVTO attempt has been made to pack all the history of the

Niagara frontier into these pages; for, to the average

sightseeing tourist, historical facts are like an overloaded valise

— hard to carry. The history has not been entirely left out,

because a great deal of it is romantic and entertaining; but the

effort has been to make the past less prominent than the present.

As an historical hand-book, this v^ork might easily have been

doubled in size without exhausting the subject. The whole

frontier of the Niagara, from Erie to Ontario, is a wonderfully

rich held for the historian, as it is for the geologist. It is hoped

that enough on both these lines of research is contained herein to

add to the knowledge and enjoyment of the tourist thousands.

The chapters that follow have been written in the interest of

the tourist public. They have been written by one who knows his

field
'

' by heart, " and whose aim in this work has been to put

himself in the place of the visitor, and make his directions and

descriptions as plain, straightforward, and trustworthy as possible.

HOW TO GET THERE.

If the Hibernian who thought it very lucky that great rivers

often flow past great cities has visited Niagara Falls, he has

probably remarked that it is also fortunate that many railroads

run to a place which so many people wish to visit. Niagara

Falls is one of the points of easiest access in the world. It is fif-

teen hours' ride from Boston, twelve from New York, fourteen

from Chicago, and one hour from Buffalo. Travelers by the

7 (QQ\
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Grand Trunk (Chicago & Grand Trunk from Chicago) cross the

river on the Railway Suspension Bridge (opened 1855) and get a

fine view of the Upper Whirlpool Rapids, and a distant view of

the Falls, from the train. Travelers by the Michigan Central

cross the river on the Cantilever Bridge, getting a distant view of

the Falls; and also from Falls View Station, on the Canada
side, a fine general view of the Horseshoe and American Falls.

The New York Central reaches the Falls direct from Rochester,

and also by a line from Buffalo, twenty-two miles, which skirts

the east bank of the Niagara River for the greater part of the dis-

tance. The New York, Lake Erie & Western reaches the Falls

by a branch from Buffalo. Over the tracks of the New York
Central and the Erie run, besides trains of those roads, the

through trains of the Michigan Central and Grand Trunk, and
solid trains or through cars of the West Shore and Lehigh Valley

roads. Niagara Falls, N. Y., is the present terminus of the

Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg Railroad, although its early

extension to Buffalo has been announced as probable. The St.

Catherines & Niagara Central reaches Clifton, The New York,

Lackawanna & Western has taken steps for the construction of a

line from its present Buffalo terminus to the Falls, incorporated

as the Buffalo, Lackawanna & Pacific. Yet another line likely to

be built is the Buffalo, Thousand Islands & Portland, giving the

R,, W. & O. the Buffalo connection above mentioned. The
electric car line between Buffalo and Niagara Falls, equipped

with elegant and commodious cars running every fifteen minutes,

makes Niagara Falls more accessible than ever. It is a delight-

ful ride, particularly during the summer season, and is patronized

very extensively by the residents of Buffalo. In fact, this line has

a tendency to make the Falls a suburb of Buffalo. More than one

hundred trains daily arrive at, and depart daily from, Niagara Falls.

I^AMES AT NIAGAEA.

The traveler, especially if he has never visited the Falls, almost

always approaches the place with some confusion of mind as to

exact localities. If that is the reader's state of mind, let him read

the following carefully and set himself right.
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The principal village on the river opposite the Falls is Niagara

Falls, N. Y. Years ago it was called Manchester, a name more

appropriate now than ever before, for the town is a considerable

manufacturing center, and bids fair to become much greater, as

we shall see further on; but it is not likely that its name will ever

The Falls seen from Falls View Station, Michigan Central R. R.

be anything but Niagara Falls. Two miles below, on the same

side of the river, is the town of Suspension Bridge, N. Y. Mid-

way is a residence section known as Clarksville. The consolida-

tion of Niagara Falls and Suspension Bridge villages under the

former name has long been discussed, and is likely to be accom-
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plished before many years. Opposite Suspension Bridge, on the

Canada side, is Niagara Falls, Ont., formerly Clifton, which name
is yet retained in the time-tables of the Michigan Central for that

station, the name '* Niagara Falls " being given to a station on the

hill above the Clifton House. The town of Niagara, Ont., often

called " Old Niagara," or " Niagara-on-the-Lake," is at the mouth
of the river on Lake Ontario, fifteen miles to the north of the

Falls.

The stranger will do well to remember that there are two

vicinities of principal interest—the vicinity of the Falls, and the

vicinity of the Whirlpool; they are three miles apart. A third

region might be added from Queenston on the Canada side,

and Lewiston on the American, to the mouth of the river—

a

lovely region, but of which the chief interest is historic; the hasty

tourist too often neglects to see it.

There are street- cars in the towns on both sides of the river,

and one may ride from Niagara Falls, N. Y., to Suspension

Bridge village for five cents. Cars run every eight minutes. The
Suspension Bridge terminus is perhai)S ten minutes' walk distant

from points of interest on the river. Speaking of car-fares, let us

have a few plain words

AS TO EXPENSE AT NIAGARA.

The Falls are practically free. Every part of the New York

State Reservation, which includes the old Prospect Park and

adjacent shores, Bath, Goat, Luna, the Three Sisters, and several

other (inaccessible) islands, are absolutely free. There are no tolls,

and no one has a right to demand or collect fees of any visitor,

excejJt for the use of the Inclined Railway, which is owned by

the State. There is a charge of ten cents for riding down and up

again. The stair at the side of the railway is free. On Goat

Island, the descent to the Cave of the Winds, with guide and the

use of oil-cloth suit, costs one dollar. Use of stair, without guide

or suit, is free. It is a fine trip, but the visitor who is anxious to

save his dollars may omit it and yet get a good idea of scenery at

the Falls.
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It costs something to cross the river ; twenty-five or fifty cents

by row-boat, ferry, or the Maid of the Mist; twenty-five cents up-

ward (according as one walks or rides) to cross on either of the

Suspension Bridges. Once on the Canada side, however, the whole
bank of the river is free from Queenston to the Horseshoe, Above
the Falls, in Victoria Park, there is a toll of ten cents, which goes

toward Park maintenance, as the ten-cent charge at the Inclined

Railway on the American side is used for the maintenance of

that useful institution. The descent of the hydraulic lift at the

Table Rock ledge is twenty-five cents, or fifty cents with oil-

cloth suit. The Whirlpool Rapids elevators, on both sides of the

river, are at present in private hands, and the regulation fee of

fifty cents is charged at all of them. The Whirlpool elevator on
the America.1 side is in the DeVeaux College grounds, and here

also fifty cents is charged.

This is all, except what the visitor voluntarily pays for hotel

accommodation, carriage hire, photographs, and knickknacks,

FREE TOUKS.

Suppose the visitor wants to see all he can without spending a

cent.

He can walk from the Erie or New York Central stations, in

Niagara Falls village, down Falls Street to the entrance of the

Park in five minutes. In the Park he can go to Prospect Point

and get a general view of the Falls, the upper Suspension Bridge,

and the distant islands and Canada shore. He can go down the

stairs at the Inclined Railway house, and view the American Fall

from below. Returning, he can walk up the river bank to the

bridge, cross to Bath and Goat islands, descend the stair to Luna
Island, and visit every spot on Goat Island and the romantic

Three Sisters, returning by the north end of the main island, if

he is a good pedestrian, without the expenditure of anything but

muscular energy and enthusiasm.

If on the Canada side, as we have shown, he can enjoy the

finest of the general views, from the river bank between the

Clifton House and the Horseshoe, without cost. He must forego

the Canadian islands, unless willing to spend ten cents; but he
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can tramp to the Wliirlpool, and even to Queenston, without

being called upon to spend a cent.

Most visitors, of course, are prepared for reasonable expendi-

tures. The following memoranda will show them, in convenient

form, the ordinary fees to be paid for the use of bridges, eleva-

tors, etc., not included in the government tracts:

Goat Island —Including guide and suiu ta go through "Cave of the

"Winds" $1.00

Prospect I'ark—Down and up Inclined Railway 10

Prospect Park—Round trip on Maid of the Mist, including rubber suit 50

New Bridge—Niagara Falls to Canada and retui^n, each person Ccar-

riage 25 cts.) 25

Museum—At Niagara Falls, N. Y. . 50

Under Horseshoe Falls—Canada side—guide and suit (without suit 25

cts.) 50

Old Suspension Bridge—Over and return 25

Whirlpool Rapids and Park—Inclined Railway, Canada side 50

Whirlpool Rapids and Park—Elevator, American side . . .50

Whirlpool—Stairs, American side 50

Niagara Falls to Suspension Bridge—Street-car over old bridge, Whirl-

pool Rapids Park (Canada side), return same way 40

If each is paid separately 85

Niagara Falls to Suspension Bridge—Street-car, walk to Buttery's Whirl-

pool Rapids elevator, retm-n same way 40

If each is paid separately , 60

Niagara Falls to Suspension Bridge—By street-car and retm-n 10

TOUK OF THE STATE PARK.

A good place to begin to see Niagara is at the parapet in Pros-

pect Park—which was the former name of this part of the State

Reservation, and by which it continues to be known. If the

object be to obtain a first general view of the great amphitheatre

below the Falls, an ideal place of outlook is the middle of the

upper Suspension Bridge; but as visitors will usually prefer not

to pay bridge-tolls until ready to cross to the other side, this view

may very well be deferred.

Many people say they are "disappointed" in their first view

of the Falls. This is partly because they look at the Falls from

above, instead of from below, where the prospect is much more
impressive-, partly because the distances and wide prospect dwarf
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the height; and partly because many people think it the correct

thing to refuse to recognize the beautiful and sublime when it is

before them.

After taking a good general view from Prospect Point, we
recommend that the visitor go to the foot of the x\.merican Fall

\yy the Inclined Railway, the entrance to which is but a few steps

from Prospect Point.

By some three hundred stairs, or, better still, in a car running

on an inclined railway, we descend to the water's edge. 'These cars

are raised and lowered by water-power by means of a three-inch

cable three hundred feet long, running around and over steel

wheels. This cable-car has been running many years, but there has

never been an accident. At the foot of the stairway tickets may
be obtained for the trip on the Maid of the Mist. The Shadow
of the Rock, as the space between the sheet of water at the end

of the American Fall is called, is no longer accessible, the authori-

ties considering the spot dangerous.

Here were formerly a stone observatory and dressing-rooms,

where visitors put on oil-cloth or rubber suits preparatory to

the trip under the American Fall; but when the State took

possession, the trip was discontinued, and the buildings torn

down. •

Over the rocks, near by, is formed, every severe winter, a huge
mountain of solid ice, which does not entirely disappear till the

end of May. This ice mountain has been one hundred feet high.

On the top of the observatory and dressing-room, too, the ice

often fornas four feet thick.

From this point, during seventy-five years, ran the old Bateau

Ferry. It has been replaced by the Maid of the Mist, which

runs up to the Horseshoe Fall, then back to the Canadian side,

and finally returns to its starting point. The fare is fifty cents.

Prospect Park was formerly owned by a private company,

which introduced electric lights with colored shades, an art gal-

lery, etc.; but in 1885 the State of New York secured the prop-

erty and discontinued these features. The State has done much
to beautify the Park, but the general policy is to restore things as

nearly as possible to a state of nature, Avithout the aid of artifi-

cial attractions. There are fine old trees in Prospect Park, and
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numerous structures for the comfort of the public. It is a favor-

ite place for picnics, and there are no signs to
'

' keep off the

grass."

TO THE ISLANDS.

Returning from the foot of the Fall, walk or ride up the

American shore, past the rushing rapids, to Bath Island Bridge.

This is the only approach to one of the pleasantest spots in the

world. Bath Island lies midway in the river. It was formerly

covered with mills, which were removed when the State took

possession. The brick office of a vanished paper-mill has been

retained as a convenient meeting-place for the Reservation Com-
mission. On the left, up-stream, are Ship and Brig islands, so

called from their slight resemblance, in winter, to stranded craft

with bare masts. These islands should be bridged, as should the

small is'ands on the right. A second bridge conducts from Bath

to Goat Island. There are direct roads through the woods to the

west side of Goat Island, but the usual route is to turn to the

right. The path winds through a grove of beeches and elms, and

presently brings the visitor to a point of view whence he looks

back across the American Fall to Prospect Point, where he lately

stood. The view here is one of the loveliest at Niagara. Stairs

and a short bridge conduct down to Luna Island, so called because

the lunar bow is seen here under favorable circumstances. The
small portion of the Fall separated from the main cataract by Luna
Island is named Luna Fall. Under it, in the cavern formed by
the recessed cliff, is the Cave of the Winds.

From the further side of Luna Island, protected by an iron

railing, a most intimate view of the American Fall is had. It will

be observed that the line of the Fall is far more irregular than it

appears to be when seen from any other points.

The guide books have usually called upon visitors to stop at the

top of the Luna Island stairs and "see the so-called profiles,

formed by the inequality of projection in that portion of the

precipice which is formed by the western side of Luna Island.

The rock is close to and almost under the American Fall. They
obtain their name from their remarkable likeness to three human

LofC.
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faces." Most people fail to see anything very " human " in these

rocks; but the distant outlook is so lovely that it doesn't need any

fancied accessories.

Once more re-

suming the path

that circles Goat

Island, glimpses of

the distant Horse-

shoe are soon ob-

tained. A short

walk brings one to

the Biddle Stair, by
which approach is

had to the Cave of

the Winds. This

famous stair is

named after Nicho-

las Biddle, one time

president of the

United States Bank
at Philadelphia,

who, in 1829, con-

tributed the funds

for its erection. The
Park Commissioners

have repeatedly asked the

Legislature to appropriate

funds for the construction of

an elevator at this point, but

the much-needed grant has

yet been made.

not
American Fall Prospect Park

The perpendicular height of the bank at this place is one hun-

dred and eighty-five feet, the staircase being eighty feet high and

consisting of ninety steps. From the foot of the stair a rude path

leads toward the foot of the Horseshoe Fall. It is one of the

points where there is yet room for improvement. A little outlay

would convert this rough and neglected spot into a popular point

of resort.
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To the right from the Biddle Stair runs the path to the Cave

of the Winds, or, as it is sometimes called (in the guide books

only), ^olus Cavern, by all means the best place to go behind the

sheet of water. It was first entered in 1834, and during the past

fifty-six years this curious but splendid cave has been the chief

charm of the locality, and has been visited annually by hundreds.

It is one hundred by one hundred and sixty feet in dimensions,

and one hundred feet in height. Having been excavated by the

action of the falling water, it forms a natural chamber through

which, with suitable dresses and guides, which can be secured for

a dollar, we can pass between the cataract and the rock, and see

the everchanging effect of the light passing through the descending

mass of water; take a bath in the mist and spray of old Niagara; pass

through the rainbows, and secure a novel sensation of commingled

terror and safety, from which we can emerge after a few minutes

as free from any other effect of the water as when we entered.

The formation of this cave was easy. The gradual wearing

away by the water of the shaly substratum of the precipice, left

the limestone rock above projecting about thirty feet beyond the

base, thus forming an open cave, over which descends the Luna
Fall. The compression of the atmosphere by the falling water is

here so great that the cave is rendered as stormy and turbulent as

that of old ^olus himself, from whose classical majesty, indeed,

it derived its first name.

If the wind is blowing down the rivei', or from the American

shore, you can stand with perfect safety upon a large rock, within

a few feet of the falling sheet, without inconvenience from the

spray. In 'he afternoon, when the sun shines, there is always a

splendid rainbow between the sheet of Water and the rock, within

a few feet of you ; and this is the only place on the globe where a

rainbow forming an entire circle can be seen. Two, and

sometimes three, have been seen at once.

Over and among the rocks at the foot of Luna Island formerly

ran paths with numerous bridges. It was the usual tour, except

by the timid, to pass through the Cave of the Winds, behind Luna
Island, and over these bridges, which were always green and

slippery with algae and the perpetual spray. The State has dis-

continued this risky and enjoyable feature.

8
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After remounting the Biddle Stair, follow the path along the

bank to the left, and you will reach the spot where a huge slice of

the land has fallen. One slide occurred in 1843, and another in

1847. Within twenty years, more than twenty feet in width and

four hundred feet in length have gone down. Proceed a little

farther, and you stand above and in full view of the Canadian

Fall. Go down the hill and out to the Terrapin Rocks; it may be

tiresome, but it will repay you.

This bridge is subject to the action of the spray ; care should

be taken in crossing it. In the winter of 1852, a gentleman from
West Troy, N. Y. , while crossing to the tower, fell into the current,

and was carried to the verge of the Fall, where he lodged between

two rocks. Mr. Isaac Davy, assisted by a visitor, rescued him, by
throwing lines to him; he had just sufficient strength left to fasten

them around his body ; then they drew him to the bridge in an

exhausted condition. He remained speechless for several hours

after being taken to his hotel.

As you stand inside the iron rail and overlook the vast gulf

below, you are in the very center of Niagara.

The old Terrapin Tower, also called Horseshoe or Prospect

Tower, which stood on these rocks, was built, in 1833, of stones

gathered in the vicinity. It was a round tower forty-three feet

high, twelve feet in diameter at the base, and eight feet at the top,

with a gallery near the upper end—a rugged structure, in perfect

harmony with its surroundings. It was blown up by the wish of

a majority of the owners of the Goat Island Group, in 1873, on

the ground that it was unsafe. Table Rock, which fell in 1850,

was directly opposite, on the Canadian shore.

From this point one gets the best view of the shape of the Fall,

and the clearest idea of how it has been modified by the action of

the water. This action has been especially violent of late years.

On Sunday, February 1, 1852, a portion of the precipice, stretching

from the edge of the island to the tower, about one hundred and

twenty-five feet long and sixty feet wide, and reaching from near

the top to the bottom of the Fall, fell with a crash of thunder.

The next day another, a triangular piece, with a base of about

forty feet, broke off just below the tower. Between the two

portions that had thus fallen, stood a rectangular projection.
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about thirty feet long and fifteen feet wide, extending from the

top to the bottom of the precipice. This mass loosened from the

main body of the rock and settled down perpendicularly about

nine feet, where it stood for years, an enormous column, one

hundred and fifty feet high by the dimensions given.

Bridge to Goat Island.

There is, however, little danger to visitors now from possible

landslides, as all parts of the river are regularly inspected and

carefully guarded by the local officials. Any sign of loosening

rock or sliding earth would be detected at once and closed off

with warning signs.

This Fall is often called the Canadian Fall. The boundary-

line between the United Stales and Canada was fixed by a com-

mission created by the Treaty of Ghent. It met at Utica, N. Y.,

in 1822, and designated the following boundary-line, which is

still in force: The line runs *' from the mouth of the Niagara
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River up the middle of said river to the great falls, thence up the

Falls through the point of the Horseshoe, keeping to the west of Iris

or Goat Island."

Ilumm law has not changed the boundary, but natural law

has. The point of the Horseshoe is not fixed; in the last seventy-

years it has shifted very considerably; so that we have here a unique

example of a fluctuating boundary-line between two nations.

The width of the Horseshoe is about two thousand three hun-

dred and fifty feet. The deep green color of the water, espe-

cially in the angle, is due to the depth. In 1827, the MicMgan,

a vessel condemned as unseaworthy, was purchased and sent over

the Fall. She drew eighteen feet, and filled with water as she

went through the Rapids. As she went over the brink without

touching, the depth of the water was proved to be twenty feet.

As you reach the top of the bank, the path directly in front

will lead you through the wood back to the bridge, but you will

miss much if you take it. Turning to the right, you follow the

edge of the bank for about forty rods and reach a small stone

monument directly in your path, marked with a cross on the top,

the arms indicating the cardinal points of the compass. It was
set by the New York Stale Survey in 1842 to mark the recession

of the Falls.

A fine view is here had of the Canadian Rapids, which run at

the rate of twenty-eight miles an hour.

The cedar-lined way leads along the west side of the island, to

the Three Sister Islands, connected with Goat Island by substan-

tial suspension bridges in 1868. The first, second, and third

Sister lie one beyond another, the third being the farthest out in

the Canadian Rapids, From the rocks at the head of this little

islet it seems as if the terrible torrent which comes pouring down
from the south would sweep it away. Little Brother Island, just

north of the Sisters, is detached. Adventurous people have

reached it and returned in safety, but the experiment is not

recommended. A light bridge thrown across to it would pleas-

antly extend the tourist's ramble.

From the head of the third Sister may be seen one continuous

cascade, extending as far as the eye can reach, from Goat Island

across to the Canada shore, varying from ten to twenty feet in
8
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height. From this miniature Niagara rises a spray similar to that

of the great Falls.

The "Hermit's Cascade" is best seen from the first Sister

Island Bridge, by which it is spanned, and is a beautiful sight. It

is so called because Francis Abbott, the Hermit of the Falls, used to

bathe here in 1829. He was a young man, gentlemanly and accom-

plished, who for two years lived a solitary life at Niagara. He
had a hut near this spot on the island, and later on he built one

in what is now Prospect Park. He had but little intercourse with
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anyone, wrote a great deal, and always in Latin, but destroyed all

manuscripts almost as soon as written. On Goat Island, at hours

when it was unfrequented, he delighted to roam, heedless, if not

oblivious, of danger. At that time a stick of timber eight inches

square extended from Terrapin Bridge eight feet beyond the

precipice. On this he has been seen at all hours of the night,

pacing to and fro, without the slightest tremor of nerve or hesi-
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tancy of step. Sometimes he was seen sitting carelessly on the

extreme end of the timber—sometimes hanging from it by his

hands and feet. He belonged to a respectable English family,

and his reasons for leading this life were never known. He was
drowned while bathing near the foot of the Park Railway, in

1831. His body was recovered, and is buried in Oakwood Cem-
etery, Niagara Falls, near that of Captain Webb, and many
another victim of Niagara.

When you get back to Goat Island, you can return to the

bridge by a short way by taking the road straight ahead through

the woods. It is best, however, to see the other views, and to do

this you turn to your right, and follow the road directly east.

Heie one sees how it was possible for the island to have reached

a long way up-stream, for a bar extends up between the currents

for nearly half a mile, with a depth of water not over four feet.

This also shows how it was possible for people to visit the island

before the bridge was built. The upper (south) end of Goat

Island is tame but pleasant. Opposite it, on the American bank,

was, years ago, a favorite landing place for smugglers bringing

whisky into the States from Canada. Many a boat has run

across from Chippewa in dark nights, and ventured thus near to

the American Rapid and Fall, that the owner of its contraband

cargo might enjoy the unlawful but handsome profit on his

goods which the American market afforded. There is always

more or less smuggling across the Niagara, but the modern
smugglers take safer routes than this.

Still following the circuit of the island we reach, not far from

the bridge which leads back to the mainland, a spring of excel-

lent water, called Rebekah's Well. Whoever drinks here will

carry pleasant recollections of Goat Island away with him.

Had the tourist taken any of the roads which run through the

middle of the island, he would have had a short but delightful

passage through a fine bit of woods. Many of the trees on

Goat Island are among the oldest and largest to be found any-

where in Western New York.

Once more on the mainland, the rest of the Reservation

should not be neglected. The State's free domain extends along

the bank up to Port Day, a point on the shore about a mile above
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the Falls, where a hydraulic canal opens from the river. This is

the lowest point of safe navigation on the Niagara. Nowhere
else is the good work of the State more apparent than along here.

The bank was formerly covered with mills and unsightly struct-

ures. All are now cleared away, and every year some progress is

being made toward restoring the region to a state of nature.

now NIAGARA WAS MADE FREE.

Everyone who enjoys the present freedom of Niagara should

have some knowledge of the way in which it was made free.

The idea was first publicly spoken of by Lord Duiferin, then

Governor-General of Canada, in a speech delivered in Toronto,

before the Ontario Society of Artists, September 26, 1S78. Shortly

after, Lord Dufferin had a conversation with Governor Lucius

Robinson of New York State, concerning Niagara's debased con-

dition. From this conversation is reckoned the beginning of

official action toward bringing about a better state of things. In

the following October, Lord Dufferin formally brought the mat-

ter to the attention of the New York State authorities in a letter

to Governor Robinson, who laid the project before the Legislature

in the following January, and recommended the appointment

of a commission to consider the subject. This commission in due

time recommended the acquisition of the lands adjoining the

Falls, and the appointment of a commission to take the necessary

legal measures.

Canadians are justified in claiming for Lord Dufferin the credit

of being the originator of the free park idea.

Americans may continue to maintain that Governor Robin

son deserves the honor of taking the first step to make the Falls

free.

As a matter of fact, all that either of them did was to become

impressed, rather tardily than otherwise, with the public senti-

ment in the matter, and to recommend legislative action. Lord

Dufferin urged the matter upon the Provincial Government of

Ontario; Governor Robinson brought it before the New York Legis-

lature; and the slow machinery of legislation and law did the rest.

There was much opposition, both in the form of private interests

3
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and legislative indifference. A feature of the battle which was
waged against official hesitancy and stolidity was the sending to

the Legislature of 1880 '

' a remarkable memorial asking for the

^ enfranchisement of Niagara," which had been ad-

y^ dressed in duplicate to the Governor-General of
''

Canada and the

Governor of New
York, by about six

hundred of the most

eminent men of the

United States, Can-

ada, and Great Brit-

ain, among them
Professor Max Mid-

ler, Sir John Lub-

bock, Thomas Car-

lyle, and John Rus-

kin. And the feat-

ure was the forma-

tion of the Niagara

Falls Association,

composed of repre-

sentative citizens of

New York City,

Boston, Brooklyn,

Buffalo, Philadel-

phia, and other cit-

ies. Howard Potter

was its president,

and Daniel Hunt-

ington, George William Curtis, and Cornelius Yanderbilt were its

vice-presidents. Its object was "to promote legislative and other

measures for the restoration and improvement of the natural

scenery of Niagara Falls, in accordance with the proposed plan

of the Commissioners of the State Survey, as presented in their

special report on the subject, under a concurrent resolution of the

Legislature of the State of New York, May 19, 1879."

Horseshoe Falls, fro
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Bills to carry out this plan were introduced in 1880 and 1881,

but failed to pass. No action was taken in 1882. In 1883, " an

Act to authorize the selection, location, and appropriation of cer-

tain lands in the village of Niagara Falls for a State Reservation,

and to preserve the scenery of the Falls of Niagara," was passed,

and on April 30, 1883, was signed by Governor (now ex-Pres-

ident) Cleveland, and became a law. William Dorsheimer, Andrew
H. Green, J. Hampden Robb, Sherman S. Rogers, and Martin B.

Anderson were appointed commissioners to select the necessary

lands; one hundred and seven acres, embracing Goat Island and

adjacent islands. Prospect Park, from the brink of the cataract to

the new Suspension Bridge, also a strip of land running from

Prospect Park to Port Day, bordering the river and containing the

buildings which marred the beauty of the natural scenery, were

bought from private owners for one million four hundred and

thirty-three thousand four hundred and twenty-nine dollars and

fifty cents. On a memorable 15th of July, 1885, the New York

State Park at Niagara Falls was opened with ceremony, attended

by sixty thousand people, and declared free to all the world.

The improvements which have been made consist chiefly of the

removal of mills and other unsightly buildings, the planting of

trees, etc., and a general effort to restore the river banks and

islands to a state of nature. The landscape gardening has been

carried on in accordance with plans perfected by Mr. Frederick

Law Olmsted, and Mr. James T. Gardner, director of the State

Survey in 1879. The work of improvement would go on faster

if the Slate were more liberal in appropriations.

EFFECTS OF FREEDOM.

During the season (about half the year) of 1885, the year the

State Park was established, the number of visitors, as reported by

the efficient superintendent, the Hon. Thomas V. Welch, ranged

from one thousand to six thousand daily, at least four times as

many as before the establishment of the Reservation. During the

excursion season of 1886, two thousand seven hundred and forty-

one cars arrived, bringing one hundred and sixty-six thousand

two hundred and eighty excursionists; the proportion of well-be-
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haved people may be inferred from the fact that only five arrests

for any cause whatever were made on the Reservation during the

entire year. In 1887, from June 1st to October 24th, three

thousand one hundred and sixty-nine cars brought one hundred

and eighty-seven thousand seven hundred and eighty-one ex-

cursionists. On August 19th of that year fourteen special trains

arrived, aggregating one hundred and sixty-seven cars, with over

ten thousand people. No accident occurred on the Reservation

during the season, and but three arrests for violation of ordi-

nances were made. In 1888 the visitors, as estimated by the

Park Superintendent, was about three hundred thousand, of

which one hundred and seventy-one thousand and six hundred

were "excursionists." In 1889 the same authority put the

number of visitors at five hundred thousand, with a falling-off of

excursionists to one hundred and forty-two thousand eight

hundred and sixty.

These figures show how popular Niagara has again become,

and how admirably the free system works, so far as a rational use

and enjoyment of privileges is concerned.

ON THE CANADA SIDE OF NIAGARA.

It is a little hard for an American—i. e., a United Statesman—
to acknowledge that Niagara Falls is seen to better advantage

from the Canadian side than from under the Stars and Stripes.

Such is the fact, however. The best general view is had from
the Canada side. The most effective view of the Horseshoe is

from the path that approaches the tunnel under the Canadian

edge of the Fall—the most effective, that is, for sublimity and
grandeur. For mere beauty, we think Luna Island Fall takes

precedence.

THE QUEEN VICTORIA NIAGARA FALLS
PARK.

Tliis is the long but loyal name under which the lands border-

ing the river on the Canadian side, in the vicinity of the Falls, have

been known since the spring of 1887. We have already referred, in
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sketching the history of the Reservation on the American side, to

the honorable part borne by Lord Dufferin in making Niagara

free. The Canadian Government moves slowly, but once under

way, it does its work well. The New York State Reservation

was opened July 15, 1885. At a meeting of the Ontario Provin-

cial Parliament, in that year, preliminary steps were taken. By
the spring of 1887 the title in all the lands embraced by the Park

(as first established) had passed to the Government, in the name of

Queen Victoria, and the Commissioners began the work of deal-

ing and improving the grounds. The Commissioners were Col.

(now Sir) Casimir S. Gzowski, K. C, M. G., chairman; John
Woodburn Langmuir, John A. Orchard, and John Grant Mac-

donald. The last-named gentleman has since died, and no suc-

cessor has been named at the time this Guide is compiled; other-

wise the Commission remains as first organized. Mr. James
Wilson has been the very eflficient superintendent of the Park
from its establishment.

The lands first named, the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park,

cover an area of one hundred and fifty-four acres. They extend

along the western bank of the Niagara from the Clifton House

on the north (near Canadian end of upper Suspension Bridge)

to smooth water above the head of the Rapids, a distance of two

and one half miles; the width embraces all the land lying between

the water's edge and the steep wooded bluffs, which forms a

magnificent natural boundary on the west. This area includes,

besides the strip of main land. Cedar Island, about one thousand

two hundred feet long, and the group ojjposite the head of the

Rapids, formerly called Clark Hill Islands, now better named
Dufferin Islands.

In 1890, the Victoria Park—as it is called for short—was

extended by the acquisition, on the part of the Government, of a

strip of land fifty feet wide from the top of the bank, extending

from the north limit of the Park as first established, to Queens-

ton; thus including the wild pocket in the hill which holds the

Whirlpool; the wooded demesne known as Foster's Flats, skirt-

ing one of the wildest rapids in the river; and seven miles of the

most picturesque but least known parts of the Niagara gorge.
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An electric railroad runs along the bank via the upper
part of the Victoria Park, from Chippewa to Queenston, stopping

at all points of interest.

A TOUR IN VICTOKIA PARK.

In a general sense, everything is free on the Canadian side.

The few charges that are made are just and reasonable. No one

who remembers the reign of extortion, now happily past, can

possibly grumble at the cost of seeing Niagara to-day.

The tourist who comes by rail on the Canadian side, may
leave the train at the Grand Trunk station at Niagara Falls (Ont.)

station; from which, unless he is a vigorous pedestrian, he will

take tram-car to a point near the Park entrance, or a carriage to

and through the Park. If he arrives by Michigan Central, he

can be set down at the "Niagara Falls '' station, near the Clifton

House. A few minutes walk will bring him to the Park entrance.

If he cross from the American side by the upper Suspension

Bridge (toll), he turns to the left, past a licensed photographer's,

and soon is at

THE PARK ENTRANCE,

with a five-mile tour ahead of him. If physical habit permits,

we recommend that this tour be made on foot. The drive, how-

ever, is very pleasant. A few steps inside the rustic turnstile,

one can pause on the very brink of the cliff and enjoy an unob-

structed view of both Falls. If the conditions of sun and wind

are favorable, rainbows will add to the beauty of the scene.

From the edge of the bank, the visitor looks down on the steep

descent which winds down to the Ferry Landing. This is a his-

toric old road, and has been described by writers for the past

seventy-five years. From the landing the steamer 31aM of the

Mist plies across the river and up to the Horseshoe Fall. The
landing and approach are a part of the Victoria Park, and under

Government control, but the ferries are private concerns. It was

down this road July 24, 1883, that Capt. Matthew Webb took his

last walk on earth.

Proceeding, the visitor passes on his right the superintendent's

ofBce, a small brick structure, and comes to "Ramblers' Rest,"
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a fine lookout on the brink of the cliff. To the right, nearly-

opposite this point, under the hill, are some small ponds which

add to the diversity of the grounds. "Inspiration Point" is

about one-fifth of a mile farther along; the view here is one of

the best to be had. Beyond this, toward the Fall, are a restau-

rant, waiting-room, and picnic grounds, which the public may
use without charge, under reasonable restrictions.

A few steps beyond, in front of the Table Rock House, take

time for a careful outlook. Here Table Rock once extended over

the river. (The data of its fall will be found on another page.)

Here is the most historic place for going "under the Falls."

Old-time visitors, who descended by perilous ladders or fatigue-

ing stairways, knew not the ease of the hydraulic lift by which

the visitor of to-day is lightly dropped to the foot-path below. A
spiral stair near by is still occasionally used. There is a charge

of twenty-five cents for going down here, or fifty cents if an oil-

cloth suit, obtained in Table Rock House, is worn. If one

doesn't care whether he gets wet or not, the oil-cloths are super-

fluous, but if he is choice of his clothes, or is liable to take cold

from a drenching, the oil-cloth rig would better be donned.

At the bottom of the elevator the guides lead the way along a

path under the overhanging rock, and, for a shoit distance, under

the edge of the Horseshoe Fall.

Look up; you will get an idea of height, weight, volume, and

awful power, such as can nowhere else be had . From the point

where the path ends a tunnel has been made through the rock, by
which the visitor can advance one hundred and fifty feet farther

behind the Fall, and look out from the more distant end at the

back side of the great sheet of falling water, with occasional

glimpses of the grand curve of the Horseshoe and the cliffs

of Goat Island beyond. A Scotch mist is dryness itself com-

pared to the state of things which the spray usually keeps up
here.

Returning, notice, just before getting into the elevator, the re-

mains of Table Rock at the river's edge below. The great

crevice, which separates it into two huge fragments, came some
time after the rock fell. Light but secure bridges make several

interesting points down here easy of access.
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Accorrling to old time writers and pictures, this path under

Table Rock ledge was formerly infested with rattlesnakes, as

were many other points in the gorge; but it has been many a year

since a rattler was seen there. The early travelers, too—they

were famous for discovering wonderful things—have recorded

that they found their advance behind the Fall made very

difficult, or even impossible, by a mysterious force which they

concluded was compressed air. One traveler tellshow, after advanc-

ing as far as he could, he took up a stone and threw it with all his

might into the cavernous space behind the falling water, where-

upon, he says, it all at once stopped in its course, and fell sud-

denly, as if it had struck an invisible wall. He attributes the

phenomenon to the highly compressed condition of the air behind

the Fall. It is an experiment which every visitor may try for him-

self. People blessed with strong imaginations will get most

wonderful results.

AMONG THE ISLANDS.

From Table Rock ledge the carriage-road and the foot-path

—

name. I " Rainbow Ramble," because on sunny afternoons you are

sure to see plenty of rainbows on the rising spray—lead alike to

the bridge to Cedar Island, a long narrow island well overgrown

with cedars. At the north end is a toll-gate. The rates are ten

cents for pedestrians, twenty-five and fifty cents respectively for

one and two-horse vehicles. These tolls, which are levied for

the maintenance of bridges, etc., and the fee at the Table Rock
elevator, are the only charges the visitor is called upon to

pay while exploring the Victoria Park. In the narrow channel

between Cedar Island and the main shore are two small islands,

the larger one named Willow Island. From the upper end of

Cedar Island, another bridge conducts back to the mainland.

Before proceeding farther a few points should be noted. Opposite

Cedar Island, on the bank which forms the western bound of the

Park, are an interesting group of buildings, including a Roman
Catholic church, monastery, and the Convent of the Lady of

Loretto, regarding which interesting institution a few notes are

given farther on. Falls View station, on the Michigan Central

Railroad, is on the same height, about one thousand feet farther
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south. All trains stop here long enough to give passengers a good

general survey of the grand scene. The station platform is one

hundred feet above the river. On Cedar Island there was formerly

a wooden tower and observatory, but when the Government

acquired the property it was taken down. Many springs of good

water occur in the steep hill-sides.

The principal entrance to the Park, opposite the Clifton

House, is from the old road now known as Central Ferry Street.

Other entrances, each guarded by gates and stiles, are, in order

from the most northerly, by the Jolly Cut, the Murray Street

Ravine, and at the southern end of the Park, by the Prospect

Drive, which is reached by the old Portage Road running from

the Falls to Chippewa. Near Falls View station are two reservoirs

of the Niagara Falls (Ont.) water-works. The stone pump-house

of this system stands near the river's edge in the Park.

After regaining the mainland, above Cedar Island, the way
lies along the river bank. To the right is an ample recreation

ground, on the hill-side of which is a walk called "Botanist's

Ramble." Just above is the gardener's residence. This is the

best point to see the "White Horse Rapids," as the opposite cas-

cades are called. The river descends here fifty-five feet in three-

quarters of a mile. Sumach Island is passed on the right. A
weir and old race-way is seen. This is the site of one of the first

grist-mills in Upper Canada (now Ontario). Clark's Hill, the fine

residence seat of a former owner, is on the right.

We now cross, by a fine steel suspension bridge, erected in

1879, to the Dufferin Islands. They are four, the smallest inde-

pendently named Weed Island. The rapid arm of the river

which cuts them off from the steep hill-side is called the Elbow.

Numerous bridges connect the three largest islands; and River-

side Ramble, Lovers' Walk, Lovers' Retreat, and any number

of "Bowers" seem to consecrate this secluded nook to lovers

and the newly married. The group is well wooded, espe-

cially with cedar. Near Lovers' Retreat, on the uppermost islet,

notice the curious growth of gnarled and prostrate cedar trees

among the rocks. From the largest island another suspension

bridge leads to the mainland at Dufi;erin Gate, through which

one may pass and climb some steps to a summer-house on the
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table-land above. Prospect Drive runs along the shore for a

quarter of a mile above the line of breakers, and makes a loop at

the extreme southern limit of the Park, The water rushes down
into the " Elbow " at a reported rate of thirty miles an hour.

Near Dufferin Gate is a house which for many years covered

the Burning Spring. A stream of natural gas burst from the

rocks here, and was known even to the Indians. Afterward it

was confined in a well, and as it bubbled up through the Avater

was ignited for the delectation of visitors. For many years it has

been worked as a great card; but a few years ago it stopped flow-

ing, presumably because the gas-vein was tapped by wells near

Chippewa; so that now there is no Burning Spring to see.

The conscienceless hackmen, however, will still offer to show
the famous Burning Spring. If the visitor tells them to go ahead

and show it, they will take him to a point outside the Reservation

where a natural-gas pipe (the region between Lake Erie, the

Welland Canal, and the Niagara River abounds in natural gas) is

made to do duty as a " spring,"' and the stream is gravely ignited

at twenty-five cents a show. There are two or three of these

" springs" in the vicinity, outside the Victoria Park; the propri-

etors of the gas-pipes presumably pa}'' a commission to hackmen
for catching visitors.

It is one of the few petty little abuses of confidence which yet

survive at Niagara Falls. They have grown beautifully less of

late years. Government control on both sides of the river has

done much to protect the public.

In both Parks there is an efficient police service.

On the return from the Park, stop at the large Museum Building

and inspect the fine exhibit of minerals of Ontario. The collec-

tion was made by the Government for the Cincinnati Exhibition of

1887. There is no charge. The view from the cupola is a fine one.

There were two hundred and fifty-two thousand three hun-

dred and seventy-nine visitors to Victoria Park in 1889. Of this

number twenty-two and four-tenths per cent, came on Sunday; sev-

enty-one per cent, were from the United States, eleven per cent,

from Great Britain, and only ten per cent, from Canada. The
maintenance of the Park in 1889 cost nineteen thousand and thirty

dollars and eighty-eight cents.
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THE LORETTINE CONVENT.

A most conspicuous object on the bluff above the Horseshoe

Fall, Canada side, is the Lorettine Convent of Our Lady of Peace.

The present structure is but one wing of the proposed building;

from its grounds and windows an unsurpassed view of the Falls

and river is had. The Loretto Order originated in Bavaria,

among the loyal British exiles who had taken refuge there in the

last struggle of the Stuart. The name is taken from the Lady-

chapel of Loretto. The Order came to America from Dalkey

Abbey in Ireland, in 1845. The mother house, known as Our
Lady of Loretto, is in Toronto. The convent of Our Lady of

Peace, overlooking Niagara, was established about 1860. There

are several other Lorettine convents in Canada, but only one, it is

believed, in the United States. That is in Illinois. The work of

the Lorettine nuns is chiefly educational ; that is to say, this great

building that makes a black silhouette on every Niagara sunset

sky, is a Catholic boarding-school for young ladies, and most

excellent is its reputation. To the devout it should be an object

of especial interest. Pope Pius IX. granted the privileges of pil-

grimage to this convent. The Sunday that the chapel here was
dedicated, hundreds of pilgrims, after hearing mass in the city

of Toronto, proceeded by steamer and railway to the shrine

above Niagara. " When they came back," says the Rev. X. D.

Macleod ill his "History of the Devotion to the Blessed Virgin

Mary in North America," "when they came back, at least upon
the steamer, they chanted, with the sublime, perpetual voice of

the cataract for basso, the Vespers of the Blessed Virgin. After

which all knelt, with their faces towards Toronto, in adoration

of the Blessed Sacrament, thanking the Redeemer there present,

for their preservation from all casualties during that, the first pil-

grimage to Our Lady of Peace,"

The tourist will perhaps feel an added interest in the great cat-

aract, when he learns that it has been consecrated, by Bishop

Lynch, in 1861, " to the Blessed Virgin of Peace."

How many of America's grand scenic passages have been thus

hallowed ?
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BELOW THE BRIDGE, CANADA SIDE.

The Niagara Falls Park and River Railway extends from

Chippewa to Queenston. The route is 13i miles long. It fol-

lows the contour of the cliffs and gives an ever-varying view of

the attractive scenery of the Goi'ge, Whirlpool, and Rapids.

From the Falls to the Whirlpool, three miles, little of the river or

gorge can be seen from the highway, except at the

WHIKLPOOL RAPIDS ELEVATOR,

where a comfortable descent to the water's edge ma}^ be made,

the charge being fifty cents. The scene here is most interesting.

The river is but four hundred feet wide, and of unknown depth.

Note the heaped-up appearance of the water. Captain Webb was
last seen alive in these rapids.

There are two elevators on the American side of these Whirl-

pool Rapids. One side of the river gives as effective a view as the

other. From these points one gets a new idea of the height of the

bridges.

THE WHIRLPOOL,

Thi'ee miles below the Falls, is now included in the ''Niagara

Falls Queen Victoria Park"—i. e., on the Canadian side. The
Commissioners have projects for making it accessible which may
be carried out by the time this Guide is in the hands of the public.

For many years the Whirlpool elevator, Canada side, was owned
and operated by Leander Colt, who built stairs, observatories,

etc., and made his grounds attractive. In 1890 a small land-slide

carried away a part of the elevator-way, stairs, etc., and the prop-

erty passing into the hands of the Government, was not restored

for the use of tourists.

The Whirlpool is a circular basin in the hill, into which the

river rushes from the south, and out of which it escapes to the

northeast. The gorge at the outlet is so narrow that good

throwers can put a stone across it; it has been repeatedly done,

but not—to our knowledge—by any lady. The distance is about

four hundred and fifteen feet. The cliffs are three hundred and

fifty feet high.
8
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Viewed from above, oq either side, llie Whirlpool does not

appear to be a rough or turbulent expanse of water; and a fre-

quent exclamation is, "Where is the Whirlpool?" the visitor

expecting to see a great current rushing round and round, with a

terrible funnel-like hole in the middle, into which everything is

hopelessly sucked. There seems to be a popular idea that a

whirlpool is very much like a whirlwind or waterspout, except

that it is in the water instead of in the air.

A Quiet Spot.

Ko idea could be further astray. The waters of the Whirl-

pool are highest in the middle; actually heaped up, as they

emerge from the narrow gorge above. They rush straight across

the basin to the opposite shore, where there is a parting of cur-

rents. One great eddy sweeps ba ck in a long ellipse, following

the contour of the west side of the pool; another current turns
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in the opposite direction, and is itself parted, a portion of its

waters escaping at once down the outlet toward Lake Ontario,

and a portion turning back and forming a great eddy on the

opposite side of the main inrushing current from that first named.

Then, too, the waters that skirt the American shore turn for tlie

most part into the outlet without being detained in the basin of

the Whirlpool at all. This splitting of the current, and confusion

of the' back currents and under-currents, keeps the expanse of the

pool constantly changing, but with certain tolerably constant

features as here described. There may be a dozen little whirl-

pools and eddies at a time, any one of them liable to engulf and

drown a swimmer, or swamp a boat. Yet fortunate currents

might carry even a feeble swimmer (assuming that he had escaped

the Rapids above) through the Whirlpool without harm. It often

happens that logs, etc., borne near the American side, are swept

around the bend into the outlet, and not carried into the Whirl-

pool at all.

The athletic tourist who can get to the water's edge of the

Whirlpool, Canada side, has sights to see not surpassed any-

where on the river. (Proposed improvements will soon make it

easy of access for all.) He is surprised to find the waves much
larger than he thought when on the bank above. Following

down-stream, around the bend of the Whirlpool, he comes to a

rocky run, over which a pretty stream falls. It is called Swiss

Glen. The margin of the Whirlpool may be followed quite

around to the outlet, and there are comparatively quiet spots

where young men sometimes bathe, but always at foolish risk.

THE WHIRLPOOL, AMERICAN SIDE.

On the American side, the Whirlpool is approached through

the grounds of De Veaux College, an Episcopal school for boys

with a military regime. The income from the stairs which lead

to the bottom of the cliff is a source of revenue to the institution.

The uniform charge at the elevators, etc., is fifty cents. The
waiting-rooms of all of them are well stocked bazaars. The
views from the top of the bank, American side, are comprehen-

sive and grand. January 7, 1886, the Niagara Falls & Whirl-
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pool Railway was incorporated. It has since been consolidated

with the Niagara Falls & Lewistou Railroad, and the latter's

name. The project was to build a narrow-gauge line on the

American side, down in the gorge as near to the water's edge as

possible, from a point near the foot of the inclined railway in

Prospect Park to the Whirlpool, the terminus being the spot now
reached by the foot-path from the De Yeaux College grounds.

Difficulties in securing right of way have kept the plan from

being carried out; but it is not unlikely that the road will some-

time be built, and even extended through the gorge to Lewiston.

THE UlSTKNOAYN OTAGARA.

Between the Whirlpool and the towns • of Queenston and

Lewiston, the river rushes through a deep gorge. On the Canada

side, a mile below tlie Whirlpool, are Foster's Flats, where the

precipitous walls trend back from the water's edge, making room
for a few heavily-wooded acres of lowland. The river is very

turbulent here, and the Foster's Flats Rapids is a wild stretch of

half a mile. It is practically a continuous rapid to Queenston,

where the gorge ends. From this point to Lake Ontario, seven

miles, the river is placid, navigable for large lake steamers, and is

a famous fishing-ground. This deep gorge is one of the wildest

and most romantic passages in American scenery ; but to all except

a few surveyors, scientists, and fishermen, it is practically an

unknown part of Niagara.

THE MAID OF THE MIST.

No visit to Niagara is complete that does not include a trip on

the Maid of the Mif<t. This stanch little craft made her first

trip June 13, 1885, and has run regularly and without mishap

during the season ever since. She is seventeen feet long, sixteen

feet beam, seven feet hold. The hull is of white oak, and contains

three tight compartments. She is owned in Canada, and registers

from St. Catharines, the nearest Canadian port.

She is the third Maid of the Mist which has plied as a ferry on

the Niagara below the Falls, The first was built in 1846, but was
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cranky, and in 1854 was replaced by the second, on which, in the

spring of 1861, Joel Robinson made his perilous trip to Lewiston.

!No accident has ever occurred at this ferry, either to steamers or

row-boats. The task of rowing a boat across the boiling Niagara
looks to the novice like a perilous one; but the experienced river-

men, by taking advantage of currents, and by knowing the signs

of the river, do not find it very heavy navigation.

The Maid of the Mist usually crosses the river from the Cana-

dian to the American shore, then runs up-stream past the Ameri-

can Fall, and as close to the Horseshoe as is safe, returning to the

Canadian dock. The visitor, who has been disappointed in the

height of the Falls, as seen from the shores above, will get all over

that feeling as he looks up at them from the steamer's deck. The
very windows of heaven seem to be open, and the floods to be

descending from the skies.

AMONG THE BAZAARS.

Whoever has traveled much, especially among American

resorts, has observed that there are certain stock "curiosities"

offered for sale at the bazaars of these favored places. The knick-

knack shops of Niagara Falls and St. Augustine, Fla., /or

instance, have a strong " family resemblance," except that ono is

rather given over to baby alligators, and the other to Indian bead-

work. The bazaars at Niagara are really very interesting places,

though most of the commodities offered for sale, the countless and

excellent photographs excepted, have little, if any, relation to the

Falls.

The museums here, however, have long been celebrated. Mr.

Thomas Barnett, who died in 1890, established, in 1828, a museum
on the Canada side of the river, near Table Rock. It was the first

museum of any kind in Canada, and became known far and wide.

At that time the present site of Queen Victoria Park was a cedar

swamp, and the Falls could not be seen from the museum. For

some years Mr. Barnett showed great energy in enlarging his

collection. He sent his son to Egypt and secured one of the finest

collections of mummies ever brought to America. Many coun.

tries were searched for strange things. As the stock increased, the
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large stone building in the park was built, and handsome grounds

were laid out. The late Saul Davis was another pioneer

museum man. He was for a time Mr. Barnett's active rival, and

finally bought the Barnett collection and combined it with his

own. When the Victoria Park was established, this celebrated

museum was moved to Niagara Falls, N. Y., where it now

occupies a suitable building opposite the State Park.

There are also a number of private collections here. Nearly

every visitor tries

to take away some
memento; but such

vandalism is to be

deprecated.

WINTER
SCENEEY.

The Falls are al-

ways grand, but

their winter scen-

ery varies exceed-

ingly. Sometimes

it is dirty and

dingy, the stream

running dark and

muddy, the cliffs

dripping mud and
^^'"^^^

the islands being

bare and dreary. Not even heavy snow makes fine scenery

on the tree-clad islands and shores. Sometimes the winter scen-

ery is wonderfully beautiful. It is the frozen spray from the

Falls that works the transformation. The wind and the mist are

conjurors there. Sometimes the conditions are such that the

spray scarcely touches the trees for days at a time. Then comes

a shift of wind, the spray is poured over the evergreen cedars or

the bare branches and twigs of other trees, and a single night

completes the grand transformation, clothing every object in a
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shining armor of ice, which may last for weeks if tlie tempera-

ture remains low.

Another and more substantial type of the scenery at the Falls

consists of the great icicles, and stalagmites, and pillars of ice,

which form \mder the cliffs. Under Table Rock ledge, and in

the Cave of the AVinds, these beautiful formations are usually to

be found in winter.

Niagara Frozen.

The so-called ice-bridge is the greatest winter wonder at

Kiagara. The name is a little misleading. No span of ice, arching

across the Falls or the river, ever forms. The ice-bridge is merely
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the accumulation of broken ice below the Falls. It usually

forms late in the winter, and often does not form at all. The nec-

essary conditions preceding it are that there should be heavy ice

in Lake Erie, and that it should break up and go over the cataract

in large quantities. It then becomes impacted in the narrow

gorge, its lower edge being above the beginning at the Whirlpool

Rapids, and its upper edge sometimes extending as far up-stream

as the American Fall. It is thus a great ice-floe, with upheaved

hillocks and great fissures, testifying to the constant pressure. It

is often forty feet thick. As soon as considered safe, paths are

made from shore to shore, and sometimes shanty restaurants and

shelters are built in mid-stream. The river is carefully watched

for signs of a break-up, for once the ice goes, it goes with a rush.

Woe be to any unhappy mortal carried down with it

!

The ice-mountain forms the foot of the American Fall. It is

a great cap of frozen spray which is built up on the rocks,

sometimes one hundred feet high. There have been winters

when the ice-moiintain and ice-bridge were formed together,

and afforded ideal facilities for coasting; but such seasons are few

and far between.

HINTS AT NIAGARA'S HISTOEY.

THE NAME "NIAGARA."

The word "Niagara" is a household word all over the world.

It is applied only to the locality, and is to-day the synonym for the

ideal water-fall. It is of Indian origin, for the Indians once

inhabited this country, and much of the nomenclature of

Western New York is traceable directly to them. Niagara has

been said by Schoolcraft, and many who have taken him as

authority, to mean, "The Thunderer of Waters." The late

Orasmus H. Marshall, a high authority in Indian languages and

Niagara history, denies this. " The Mohawks," he says, " affirm

it to mean neck, in allusion to its connecting the two lakes." It is

the same in the language of the Mohawks and the Neuter Nation.

The Hurons dwelt north of this section, and the Iroquois south

of it. So the Niagaras, dwelling between the two, and at peace
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with each, came to be called the Neuter Nation, in whose wig-

wams the warriors of these two tribes met in peace.

Niagara is said to be one of forty known ways of spelling the

name—Ongniaarhra, Nicariagas, Ongiara, Onyakara, being the

more common forms met with in old traditions.

The Neutral Nation was also called Attouanderonks by other

tribes—that is, a people speaking a little different language; for

their dialect was different from that of any other tribe, though
partially understood by all. Both these names, as well as Niag-

aras and Kah-Kaws, were used so as to distinguish their location.

The Neuter Nation was destroyed or absorbed by the more
powerful Iroquois about 1650, permanent neutrality being an
untenable ground. The Senecas then occupied their lands.

Almost a hundred years after this, a small remnant gathered

together and went back to the famous home of their fathers, but

they lived there only a few years and, dying off, left no descend-

ants to perpetuate their tribe.

FIRST KNOWLEDGE OF THE RIVER.

The River Niagara was well known to the Jesuits as early

as 1640, though none of them had visited it at that time.

Lalemant speaks of it as the '

' famous river of this (the Neutral)

nation," The following translation, from his " Relation " of 1641,

shows that both Lake Ontario and Lake Erie had already taken

their present names:
*

' This river (the Niagara) is the same by which our great lake

of the Hurons, or Fresh Sea, discharges itself, in the first place,

into Lake Erie {le lac d'Erie), or the Lake of the Cat Nation.

Then it enters the territories of the Neutral Nation, and takes

the name of Onguiaahra (Niagara), until it discharges itself into

Ontario, or the Lake of St. Louis; whence at last issues the river

which passes before Quebec, and is called the St. Lawrence."

He makes no allusion to the cataract, which is first mentioned as

follows by Ragueneau, in the "Relation" of 1648:

"Nearly south of this same Neutral Nation there is a great

lake about two hundred leagues in circuit, named Erie (Erie),

which is formed by the discharge of the Fresh Sea, and which
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precipitates itself by a cataract of frightful height into a third

lake, named Ontario, which we call Lake St. Louis."

We do not know when white men first visited Niagara, though
after the discovery of the St. Lawrence, in 1534, any of the

traders and adventurers who sought this region may have done
so at any time.

Jacques Cartier, in his description of his second voyage, 1536,

speaks of a cataract, but he never saw it. Samuel Champlain,

in a book of his voyages, published in 1613, indicates a water-fall

on a map.

In 1648, the Jesuit Father Ragueneau, in a letter, speaks of

the cataract, and locates it very correctly ; and on Sanson's Map
of Canada, 1657, it is indicated.

Du Creux, in 1660, in a work, " Historiae Canadensis," indi-

cated Niagara on a map, but he did not describe the Falls, and it

is doubted if he ever saw them.

The first description that we have is that of Father Hennepin,

publislied in 1678, of which we here quote a part:

CHAP. VII.

A description of the Fall of the River Niagara, which is to he seen betwixt

the Lake Ontario and that of Erie.

Betwixt the Lake Ontario and Erie, there is a vast and prodigious

Cadence of Water, which falls down after a surprizing and astonishing man-
ner, insomuch that the Universe does not afford its Parallel. ' Tis true,

Italy axid. Suedeland hoast of some such Things; but we may well say they

are but sorry patterns, when compared to this of which we now speak. At
the foot of this horrible Precipice, we meet with the River Niagara, which is

not above a quarter of a League broad, but is wonderfully deep in some
places. It is so rapid above this Descent, that it violently hurries down the

wild Beasts while endeavoring to pass it to feed on the other side, they not

being able to withstand the force of its Current, which enevitably casts them
headlong above Six hundred foot high.

This wonderful Downfall is compounded of two cross-streams of Water,

and two Falls, with an isle sloping along the middle of it. The Waters

which fall from this horrible Precipice, do foam and boyl after the most

hideous manner imaginable, making an outrageous Noise, more terrible

than that of Thunder; for when the Wind blows out of the South, their dis-

mal roaring may be heard more than Fifteen Leagues off.

The River Niagara having thrown it self down this incredible Preci-

pice, continues its impetuous course for two Leagues together, to the great

Rock above mentioned, with an inexpressible rapidity: But, having passed
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that, its impetuosity relents, gliding along more gently for other two
Leagues, till it arrives at the Lake Ontario or Frontenac.

Any Bark or greater Vessel may pass from the Fort to the foot of this

huge Rock above mentioned. This Rock lies to the Westward, and is cut off

from the Land by the River Niagara, about two Leagues further down than

the great Fall, for which two Leagues the People are obliged to transport

their goods overland; but the way is very good; and the Trees are very few,

chiefly Firrs and Oaks.

From the great Fall unto this Rock, which is to the West of the River,

the two brinks of it are so prodigious high, that it would make one tremble to

look steadily upon the Water, rolling along with a rapidity not to be imag-

in'd. Were it not for this vast Cataract, which interupts Navigation, they

might sail with Barks, or greater Vessels, more than Four hundred and
fifty Leagues, crossing the Lake of Hurons, and reaching even to the farther

end of the Lake Illinois, which two Lakes we may easily say are little Seas

of fresh water.

The rock above mentioned was a huge boulder or mass that

was found on the river bank near the foot of the mountain, and

just above the village of Queenston. When the old suspension

bridge was built at this point, the debris thrown down by work-

men blasting for foundations partially covered the rock, but a

portion of it is still visible near the western end of the ruined

bridge.

Hennepin was the priest and historian who accompanied the

French explorer Robert Cavelier, commonly called La Salle.

This leader ascended the St. Lawrence, built a trading-post at

Fort Niagara, visited the Falls, and built in Cayuga Creek, on

the American side, five miles above the Falls, the Griffifi, sixty

tons burden. August 7, 1679, she set sail, the first white man's

vessel that ever floated on the Upper Lakes. She crossed lakes

Erie and Huron, and safely reached Green Bay, Lake Michigan,

where La Salle, Hennepin, and others left her, and made their way
to the present site of Chicago, and thence to the Illinois and Mis-

sissippi. The Oriffin, loaded with furs, undertook to sail back,

but was never heard of, and was undoubtedly lost in the northern

part of Lake Michigan.

GEOGKAPIIICAL.
THE NIAGARA KIVER.

The Niagara River, one of the shortest but one of the most
famous rivers in the world, is a part of the system by which the

10
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waters of the Great Lakes are carried to the ocean. Its entire

length is only thirty-six miles—twenty-two miles from Lake Erie

to the Falls, and fourteen miles from the Falls to Lake Ontario.

The Niagara River is merely one link in the chain which con-

ducts the waters of Lake Superior to the Atlantic. It is called

the Niagara River between the two lakes, Erie and Ontario.

When it leaves Lake Ontario it is the River St. Lawrence, which

is seven hundred miles long, and falls into the Gulf of St. Law-

rence.

It is part of the boundary-line between the United States and

Canada, so decreed by the treaty of Ghent, in 1815. By that

treaty, the boundary-line runs through the center of the Great

Lakes, and through the deepest channels of the rivers. By this

means, over three-fourths of the islands in the river, including all

the important ones but one, belong to the United States. Of these

islands there are in all thirty-six, of which Grand Island is the

largest, and Goat Island the most famous.

In its course the river falls three hundred and thirty-six feet,

as follows: From Lake Erie to the Rapids above the Falls,

fifteen feet; in the Rapids, fifty-five feet; at the Falls, one hun-

dred and sixty-one feet ; from the Falls to Lewiston, ninety-eight

feet; from Lewiston to Lake Ontario, seven feet.

Its sources are: Lake Superior, the largest body of fresh water

in the world, three hundred and fifty-five miles long, one hun-

dred and sixty miles wide, one thousand and thirty feet deep;

Lake Huron, two hundred and sixty miles long, one hundred

miles wide, one thousand feet deep; Lake Michigan, three hun-

dred and twenty miles long, seventy miles wide, one thousand

feet deep; Lake St. Clair, forty-nine miles long, fifteen miles wide,

twenty feet deep; Lake Erie, two hundred and ninety miles long,

sixty-five miles wide, eighty-four feet deep.

Several smaller lakes, with one hundred rivers, large and

small, pour their waters this way, draining a country of more

than one hundred and fifty thousand square miles. This is the

drainage of almost half a continent, and whose remotest springs

are two thousand miles from the ocean.

With such a supply, it is not surprising that the volume of the

Niagara River is never noticeably diminished.
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Through the mouth of the St. Lawrence more fresh water

pours into the ocean than through the mouth, probably, of any

one river in the world.

The river, over the American Fall, falls one hundred and sixty-

seven feet, and over the Canadian one hundred and fifty-eight,

the difference being caused by the gi eater accumulation of rock

at the base of the former.

The Niagara is never frozen over, but it accumulates more ice

than any other river in the world.

From records kept, a rise in height of water of one foot at top

of Falls will, by actual measurement, raise it seventeen and one-

half feet below.

On the surface belotv the Falls, the current, when the water is

smooth, runs on an average about six or seven miles per hour.

Sailors say about thirty or forty feet deep it runs at least ten or

twelve knots. And this is the reason, we think, why saw-logs

and other bodies plunging over the Horseshoe Fall are not seen

until they come up at the Whirlpool, a distance of three miles.

There is a tradition that there is a periodical rise and fall in

the level of the lakes, embracing a period of fourteen years. In

1843, 1857, and 1871, the Niagara River was very low.

March 29, 1843, a heavy gale from the west caused the highest

water ever known. The water rose six feet perpendicularly on

the Rapids.

mCIDENTS OF THE PAST.

The historical associations that are connected with this section

of the country, and with this famous river, are numberless.

From the earliest days of the red men's rule, through the long

French and English wars to the closing of our own War of 1812,

its borders have been the scene of many bloody conflicts and of

countless deeds of strategy and heroism.

Aline of forts, at first only palisades, but gradually strength-

ened into permanent forts, extended all along the river. Forts

Erie, Niagara, and Mississaga on the Canadian, and Forts Porter,

Du Portage, Schlosser, Little Niagara, Grey, and Niagara on the

American side, are but links in the great chain of defeases erected

at various times along the frontier.

5
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Frequent contests were carried on between the French and

Englisli, each one assisted by faithful Indian allies, and the results

were both bloody and destructive, as neither party, even were it

so disposed, could always repress the Indian nature, as shown in

the determination to burn and scalp after a battle.

This contest between French and English in America was car-

ried on for over a hundred years, and finally ceased in 1763, when
the French rule in North America was wiped out. It virtually

ceased in 1759, after the capture of Quebec by General Wolfe.

After the Declaration of Independence, this section saw a few

years of comparative quiet, and the settlement of Western New
York prospered. The defense of this boundary was also consid-

ered, though the next war saw the British in possession, at one

time, of the entire American bank of the Niagara.

The declaration of the War of 1812 threw this section into a

ferment. Buffalo and Fort Niagara were the American strong-

holds. Fort Erie and Queenston Heights those of the British.

August 11, 1812, General Yan Rensselaer, of the New York mili-

tia, established headquarters at Lewiston. October 15th he crossed

the river and captured Queenston Heights. Soon after General

Brock arrived and attacked him. Brock was killed in the engage-

ment. Another regnforcement of British soon arrived. As Yan
Rensselaer's volunteers on the American side proved to be cowards,

and refused to cross to aid their comrades, these fellows were

totally defeated in sight of their comrades. This was the chief

event of the year 1812 on the frontier.

Late in the year 1813 General McClure crossed from Fort

Niagara and destroyed the Canadian town of Newark; but think-

ing Fort Niagara secure, he returned to Buffalo. Colonel Murray,

of the English, surprised Fort Niagara and captured it, December

19, 1813. Then the people were terror-stricken, and fled for their

lives. The Indians, the old allies of the English, were drawn to

their standard, and scoured the country. The British captured

and burned Lewiston, Niagara Falls, and the Tuscarora village,

between December 20th and 29tli, and Buffalo, December 30th.

Early in 1814 General Brown took command, and with him
were Scott, Gaines, Porter, Miller, and others. Then the campaign

was pushed with zeal and energy. Then followed victories—
10
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Chippewa, Lundy's Lane, the famous sortie from Fort Erie, and
the total defeat of the British; and soon after these, peace, result-

ing for the Americans, according to Lord Beaconsfleld's fapious

aphorism, in ' * Peace with honor.

"

GOAT ISLAND.
Originally, the first man who had any right to name " Goat"

Island called it very properly "Iris Island," and it ought to be

known under that appellative. It owes its present singular name
to a local fact. In 1779 a Mr. John Stedman, having cleared a

portion of the upper end of the island, placed some goats (notable

among them an aged male goat) upon it. During the ensuing

winter it was impossible to reach the island, and the animals were

killed by the cold. The people named the island, after the repre-

sentative of the flock, " Goat Island," a cognomen which has ever

since adhered to it.

These islands were originally owned by the State of New York.

At one time it was proposed to establish a prison, and at another

time an arsenal, at Goat Island.

In 1814 General and Judge Porter bought of Samuel Sherwood

a paper called a Float, given by the State as pay for military

services rendered, authorizing the bearer to locate two hundred

acres of land on any of the unsold or unappropriated land belong-

ing to the State. Part of this they located on Goat and other

adjacent islands, immediately above and adjoining the Great

Falls, their patent bearing date 1816, and signed by Daniel D.

Tompkins as Governor, and Martin Van Buren as Attorney-

General of New York. An early record says the island once

contained two hundred and fifty acres of land; at present the

group contains some sixty-five acres. The area of Goat Island is

sixty-one and a half acres; its circumference about one mile. A
strip about ten rods wide and eighty rods long has been washed

away on the south side since the first road was made, in 1818.

Long before it was bridged, it was visited from time to time by

persons to whom its attractions were of more importance than

the peril of reaching it. The late Judge Porter, who visited it in

1805, found names cut in the bark of a beech near the Horseshoe

Falls, with the subjoined dates of 1771, 1772, and 1779.
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THE ISLAND BRIDGES.

The first bridge to this group was built in 1817, and reached to

the head of Goat Island. The next winter the high water and the

ice washed it away.

In 1818 another bridge was built, but lower down, on the site

of the present one. This was repaired frequently till 1856, when
the present iron bridge was constructed. The foundation consists

of oak cribs filled with stones and covered with plates of iron.

The superstructure is of iron, and consists of four arches of ninety

feet span each, supported between these piers. The whole length

of the bridge is three hundred and sixty feet, and its width is

twenty-seven feet. Of this a double carriage-way occupies sixteen

and a half feet, and two foot-ways, one either side of the carriage-

way, five and a quarter feet each. Visitors often ask how the first

bridge was built over the Ilapids.

A suitable pier and platform was built at the water's edge; long

timbers were projected over this abutment the distance they

wished to sink the next pier, heavily loaded on the end next to

the shore with stones, to prevent their moving. Legs were framed

through the ends of the projecting timbers, resting upon the rocky

bottom, thus forming a temporary pier, around which a more

substantial one was built. These timbers were then securely

fastened to this pier, cross-boards were spiked on, and the first

section was done. The plan was repeated for each arch.

TABLE ROCK.

One of the most famous points about Niagara in the old times,

now gone forever, was Table Rock. This was on the Canada
side, about ten rods below the Falls, and was simply a huge ledge

of rock overhanging the precipice.

Table Rock was originally very large, but its form and dimen-

sions were changed by frequent and violent disruptions. In July,

1818, a mass broke off one hundred and sixty feet in length, and

from thirty to forty feet in width. December 9, 1828, three

immense portions, reaching under the Horseshoe Fall, fell "with
a shock like an earthquake." In the summer of 1829 another

large mass fell off, and June 26, 1850, a piece two hundred feet
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long and sixty feet deep fell, the last piece of the Table. Another

large mass fell in 1886. The latest considerable fall was on Jan-

uary 12, 1887.

It was on Table Rock that Mrs. Sigourney wrote her spirited

"Apostrophe to Niagara." Standing right at the edge of the

water, just where it pours over, a gran4er or more imposing sight

can not be found on the continent.

PHENOMENA OF THE EALLS.

On March 29, 1848, a strong east wind drove the waler back

into Lake Erie. The heavy ice was wedged in at the mouth of

the river. This dammed the water up, and soon the river was
nearly dry. The rocks under the Rapids were bare, and people

walked and drove over them. The -Falls, of course, shrank to a

mere nothing. The next morning the ice was forced out and

Niagara resumed its sway, but the sights and the experiences of

that day were novel ones.

The average depth of the river from Lake Erie to the Falls is

about twenty feet. In some places it is over two miles wide. At
the narrowest point, near the Whirlpool, the current is above

forty miles per hour, and at the widest part about four miles per

hour.

Between the Falls and the Whirlpool the depth varies from

seventy-five to two hundred feet. At the Whirlpool Rapids it is

estimated at two hundred and fifty feet; in the Whirlpool at four

hundred. But it should be recalled that this is the depth of the

water alone. The mass of stone, gravel, shale, etc., which in one

way and another has been carried into the channel, lies below the

water and above the original bottom of the gorge, which, there-

fore, is probably as deep again. Various estimates have been

given ot the amount of water going over the Falls. A point

three hundred feet wide below the Falls being selected, the depth

estimated, and the velocity of the current known, it is estimatsd

that one billion five hundred million cubic feet passed that point

every minute.

Another estimate says that one hundred million tons pass

through the Whirlpool every hour.
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Judge DeYeaux estimated that five billion barrels go over

every twenty-four hours; two hundred and eleven million eight

hundred and thirty-six thousand eight hundred and fifty-three

barrels an hour; three million five hundred and thirty-six thou-

sand six hundred and fourteen barrels a minute; fifty-eight

thousand three hundred and forty-three barrels each second.

The Falls are in latitude 43° 6' north; longitude 2° 5' west

from Washington, or 79° 5' west from Greenwich.

The Horseshoe Fall has an aggregate length of two thousand

three hundred and fifty feet; the American Fall, about eight

hundred feet.

Hennepin speaks of three falls, the third formed by the huge
masses of rock situated where Table Rock stood. These rocks

were of great extent, and the water being obliged to flow around

them formed the third Fall, and this Fall fell inward and at right

angles to the present Fall. Seventy years later, 1751, this third

Fall had disappeared, though still told about by the Indians.

The reason was because the big rock had been crumbled away,

and the channel of the big or center Fall had been cut deeper,

thus draining this higher channel.

The spray rises up in the heavens like smoke, and can be

seen for a long way, especially when the rays of the sun are upon

it. Judge Porter said he had thus seen the spray at a distance of

one hundred miles.

If the wind is up the river, the view of the Falls is not

obstructed, but if it is blowing down the river, it is difficult to

get any view of the Falls.

In 1840 Gull Island, south of Goat Island, contained two acres

of land. The storm of 1847, and the continued encroachments of

the river, cut it all away, there being hardly a trace of it now.

The view of the Falls at sunrise and sunset is particularly

grand.

The moonlight views of Niagara are indescribably weird and

delicate, and it will repay the traveler to journey far to see them.

Solar bows, formed by reflection of the sun and spray, can be

seen on any bright day when the visitor is between the sun and

the spray. Lunar bows, seen at night, are formed in a similar

way, by lunar beams. The spectator must be similarly placed.
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The roar of the Falls can be heard a long way if the wind

blows toward the listener. It has been heard at Toronto, forty-

four miles, and at Buffalo, twenty-two miles. When the wind

blows from the listener the roar is hardly heard, even when one is

within a few feet of the cataract. It is not ordinarily noticeable

in the village of Niagara Falls. On the Canada side near the

Horseshoe, the roar is not to be shut out. Especially at night

do the roar and spray sound like a tremendous raiu-6torm.

Many a stranger, hearing it in the morning as he wakens, is

amazed on looking out to find a smiling sky.

VILLAGE OF NIAGARA FALLS.
The village of Niagara Falls was incorporated July 6, 1848,

under the General Act of New York passed in 1847. It has: a

population of five thousand four hundred and ninety-one, by the

census of 1890. Suspension Bridge village has four thousand

two hundred and eighty-six. On both sides of the river it is esti-

mated that the average annual number of visitors to Niagara

is four hundred thousand . It is located in what is known as the

Mile Strip, a strip of land one mile in width along the whole

length of Niagara River, reserved by the State in its early sales,

and sold by the State about 1800. According to the State divis-

ions, there were about one hundred lots in the strip, lot No. 42

being located at the Falls.

After the freedom of the United States had been recognized,

a dispute arose as to who should own that part of Western New
York lying west of Seneca Lake. Commissioners finally gave

New York the jurisdiction and Massachusetts the ownership.

It would seem that the land was first sold to Phelps & Gorham,
and as they partially failed to fulfill their agreement, Robert Morris

acquired it, and afterward sold the western part to the Holland

Land Company, though the Mile Strip was not included in any

of the above sales. The part purchased by the company is known
as the Holland Land Purchase.

The village was originally named Grand Niagara, then Man-
chester, and finally Niagara Falls.

Numberless accidents have happened at Niagara—suicides,

murders, drowning, over the Falls, etc. One or two accidents are
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specially mentioned in this work, but it would be useless to give

a full list of even known accidents. The number of those who
have taken the fatal plunge at night, unseen save by the " Eye

that sleepeth not," can never be ascertained. Some years there

will be no known accident; again, there have been twelve in a

single season.

Below the Falls

There is really little danger except to foolhardy and reckless

persons, and willful suicides. A fair amount of caution would
have prevented nine out of every ten of all the accidents that

have occurred, and this is more true to-day than ever before.

A famous accident was that of July 19, 1853. Early in the

morning a man was seen on a rock in the American Kapids, mid-

way between the Falls and Goat Island. He proved to be a Mr.

Avery, w^ho in crossing the river had been drawn into the Rapids

and had caught there. People flocked from all over the country

to see him. Boats and ropes were lowered. Several boats were
5
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lost, and two sunk near him. Food was sent to him in tin cans.

A raft was made and lowered, and reached him safely. He got

on it and seized the ropes. It was floated over to Chapin Island,

but caught there. A boat was lowered and touched the raft.

Avery stepped forward to get into it. The raft tipped, and he

fell into the river and was carried over the Falls after an eighteen-

hour struggle for life.

Of late years accidents are fewer, but suicides were never so

frequent as during the decade from 1880 to 1890; probably

because the country has become very populous and the Falls are

easier of access than ever before. It is likely, too, that many a

wrong-doer sets out to leave the States for Canada, or vice versa,

intending to flee across the boundary at Niagara; but while there,

either overcome by remorse or tempted by the unusual facilities

for self-destruction, he ends his errors with a jump.

NIAGAEA'S SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS.
GEO;,OGICAL.

Within the memory of men now living, the Falls have receded

one hundred feet. This naturally prompts the question. Where did.

the retrocession begin? Geologists tell us, and their answer is ac-

cepted as conclusive, at the mountain near Lewiston. The whole

waters of the lakes there foamed over this dam, which was sev-

eral miles in width. This accounts for the shells, etc., which

have been found on Goat Island, it having been submerged; also

for the shells found on the land along the river up stream—shells

which enabled Lyell, and Hall, and others, to prove that the Niag-

ara once flowed through a shallow valley.

That the stream cut the gorge is, geologically, equally decided.

There is no better place to study geology and the strata of rocks

than this ^orge that Niagara has cut. Mr. Allen, in his guide-

book, says:

Not only has the Niagara River cut the gorge; it has carried away the

chips of its own workshop. The slate being probablj' crumbled, is easily

carried away. But at the base of the Fall we find large boulders, and by
some means or other they were removed down the river.

The ice which fills the gorge in winter, and \\hich grapples with the

boulders, has been regarded as the transporting agent. Probably it is so to
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some extent. Put erosion acts without ceasing on the abutting points of the

boulders, thus withdrawing their support and urging them down the river.

Solution also does its portion of the work. That solid matter is carried

down is proved by the difference of depth between Niagara River and Lake
Ontario, where the river enters. The depth faUs from seventy-two feet to

twenty-five feet, in consequence of the deposition of soUd matter caused by
the diminished motion of the river. Near the mouth of the gorge at Queens-

ton, the depth, according to the Canadian Admiralty chart, is one hundred
and eighty feet, while within the gorge it is one hundred and thirty-two feet.

We may add a word regarding the proximate future of Niagara. At the rate

of excavation assigned to it by Sir Charles.Lyell—namely, a foot a year—five
thousand years or so will carry the Horseshoe Fall far higher than Goat Island.

As the gorge recedes it will drain, as it has hitherto done, the banks right

and left of it, thus leaving nearly a level terrace between Goat Island and
the edge of the gorge. Higher up it will totally drain the American branch

of the river, the channel of which will in due time, become cultivatable

land. The American Pall wiU then be transformed into a dry precipice,

forming a simple continuation of the cUffy boundary of the Niagara. At
the place occupied by the Fall at this moment we shall have the gorge

inclosing a right angle, a second Whirlpool being the consequence of this.

To those who visit Niagara a few millenniums hence, I leave the verifica-

tion of this prediction.

Various authorities put the recession at from one inch to one

foot a year. "When doctors disagree," etc.

There is some gradual wearing away of the soft limestone,

varying with the volume of water, but every spring the frost and

elements accomplish a year's work by breaking off some large

pieces, tons in weight. Thus the deeper water, swifter current,

and greater weight and force of the Horseshoe Fall cut the rock

away faster than the shallower waters of the American Fall do.

Allen says:

All the phenomena point distinctly to the center of the river as the place

of the greatest mechanical energy, and from the center the vigor of the Fall

gradually dies away toward the sides. The horseshoe form, the concavity

facing downward, is an obvious and necessary consequence of this action.

Right along the middle of the river, the apex of the curve pushes its way
backward, cutting along the center a deep and comparatively narrow

groove, and draining the sides as it passes them.

Prof. James Hall, in his " Geology of the Fourth District of

New York State," suggests the possibility of there having been

three separate falls, one above the other, when the Falls first began

to recede. The face of the gorge from the Falls to Lewiston and
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along the ridge, shows us exactly through what kind of rocks the

gorge was cut. Professor Hall gives these as the strata of the

rocks:

1

.

Niagara limestone.

2. Soft shale.

3. Compact gray limestone.

4. Shale.

5. Sandstone, constituting, with numbers six, seven, and eight,

the Medina group,

6. Shale and marl.

7. Quartz sandstone.

8. Red sandstone.

The deep cut through the solid rock marks the course which

the Falls must have taken in their backward movement. It is a

Avonderful excavation—a chasm dug out by the sheer force of

water. Not less astonishing has been the removal of debris. The
rock has been thoroughly pulverized, and has been swept out of

the river to be distributed in Lake Ontario.

Once it was thought that in the wearing-away process the Falls

would ultimately reach Lake Erie, and there degenerate into a

series of rapids. But the theory has happily been set aside by one

which retains to us the cataract, though the shadow of its present

self, and much reduced in size. The latest idea is that the Falls

will recede two miles and then remain stationary, their height at

that point being eighty feet instead of one hundred and sixty-four,

as at present. The supposition is supported by an argument which
seems reasonable. The present site is a limestone formation some
eighty or ninety feet thick, with a shaly foundation. As the shale

is washed away the limestone breaks off and the Falls take a step

backward. But the end of the shaly deposit will be reached

two miles from the present Falls, and then the rushing water will

have more than it can do to wash away the solid precipice over

which it will be projected.

In 1841 and 1842 Sir Charles Lyell estimated the gradual

recession of Niagara Falls, by the undermining of its brink, at

the rate of about one foot per annum. When the Commission

having in charge the establishment of the State Reservation—or

free park—at the Falls, came to investigate the subject, Lyell's
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estimates were found to be erroneous. A map based on surveys

of the Falls made in 1883, by Mr. Thomas Evershed, for the New
York State Surveyor, shows that in the forty-one years ending in

1883 the annual rate of maximum recession has been six and one-

sixth feet. For the eight years ending with 1883 the rate is

given as sixteen and one-half feet, so that of late years the rate of

recession seems to have been higher than formerly.

No discussion before the session for 1886 of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science aroused more general

interest than did that relating to the geological history of the

Niagara River. Unusual attention was paid to the subject by the

geologists present, among whom were some of the best authorities

in America on geological questions.' Referring to the synoptical

reports of the proceedings of the Association, we find several

authorities reported in substance as follows:

Prof. W. M. Davis, of Harvard University, thinks the Falls

were formerly at Lewiston (seven miles below where they now
are), but " of no particular height" until after the subsidence of

Lake Ontario.

Prof. T. B. Comstock, of the University of Illinois, believes

there was no Fall at Lewiston at any time.

Prof. R. S. Woodward, of Washington, finds from observa-

tions recorded from 1843 to 1886 that the minimum rate of retro-

cession is two and four-tenths feet per year. At this rate it takes

the Falls two thousand two hundred years to recede one mile.

Professor Woodward is also reported as estimating five feet per

year as the rate of retrocession.

Prof. G. K. Gilbert, of Washington, thinks that seven thousand

years for the retrocession from Lewiston is a maximum estimate.

Doctor Pohlman, of Buffalo, reduces the time of retrocession

to three thousand years.

Now such inconsistency as exists in these conclusions is due to

the fact that they are drawn from varying data. INloreover, a

radical difference in theory exists as to the course of the prehis-

toric outlet of Lake Erie.

Hitherto the two great authorities on the retrocession of Niag-

ara Falls have been Sir Charles Lyell and Prof. James Hall. As

we have seen, the former held that it was approximately correct
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to allow about a foot a year for the retrocession. From the vari-

able nature of the strata over which the river flows, the circum-

stances that affect the rapidity of the erosion differ all along its

course. Eminent geologist that he was, Lyell had not the advan-

tage of a series of actual observations. Previous to the careful

trigonometric survey made in 1842 under the direction of Pro-

fessor Hall, for the New York State Geological Survey, no marks

or monuments had been fixed. Professor Hall showed that after

a farther recession of about two miles, the Falls will encounter a

thick stratum which may permanently resist erosion, with their

height reduced to about eighty feet.

There is no disagreement or uncertainty about the future of

Niagara. With known conditions science is beautifully accurate.

Hence, while the discussion of 1886, summarized in the foregoing,

did not give the world an absolute dictum regarding the past of

Niagara, it did bear fruit in illustrating the importance of scien-

tific observation and record.

According to the United States Geological Survey reports, the

average recession along the whole contour of the Horseshoe Fall

has been, since 1842, about two and four-tenths feet per year. In

the center of the channel, where the bulk of the water passes, the

average yearly recession has been about twice that amount. At
the point where the acute angle is formed the recession from 1842

to 1875 was over one hundred feet, and from 1875 to 1886 more

than two hundred feet. The recession of the American Fall since

1842 has been slight.

The heights of the Falls above the level of the water in the

river was determined by the engineers of the United States Geo-

logical Survey in 1886, as follows:

Height of the American Fall— 167 feet.

Height of the Horseshoe Fall 158 feet.

These heights agree closely with those determined in 1842,

Hereafter surveys will be made at more frequent and regular

intervals.

The amount of water passing over Niagara Falls varies with the

height of the river. Prof. W. D. Gunning estimates the average

amount at eighteen million cubic feet per minute. Allowing

sixty-two and one-half pounds to the cubic foot, this would give

11
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a total of five hundred and sixty-two thousand five hundred tons

per minute, or twenty-five million three hundred and twelve thou-

sand five hundred tons in forty-five minutes, of which somewhat
more than two-thirds passes over the Horseshoe Falls, Other

estimates place the total amount passing over both Falls as high

as one hundred million tons per hour. In comparison the flood

at Johnstown in 1889 was a gill.

THE FLORA OF THE FALLS.

Much less has been written of the flora of the Falls and vicinity

than of its geology; yet to the botanist the region is one of

uncommon interest. Not only is the number of species repre-

sented on the banks and islands, and in the waters of the Niagara,

unusually large, but a considerable number of rare or uncom-

mon plants occur there. Prof. J. Hayes Panton, of the Ontario

Agricultural College, reports four hundred and fifty-eight species

noted by him in a partial survey of the flora of Victoria Park

alone. His report on this work supplements the Commissioners'

Report for 1889. The Hon. David F. Day, of Buffalo, enumer-

ates nine hundred and nine species (flowering and fern-like only)

observed by him in the Niagara region. [See Fourth Annual Report

of State Reservation Commissioners, for 1887.] Both Professor

Panton and Mr. Day name numerous species which are of rare

occurrence in Western New York and Ontario. Perhaps the

most interesting is Kalm's St. John's-wort {Hyj)ericum Kalmi-

anum, L.), which bears the name of the famous Swedish botanist

who visited the Falls in 1750. It is probable that Kalm first

found this plant (which is not known to occur east or south of

Niagara), and the blue lobelia which is named for him {L. Kalmii,

L.), in the vicinity of the Falls. Among the many botanists who
visit Niagara, there may be some eager to find Kalm's St. John's-

wort. It grows on Goat Island (Day), Cedar Island (Panton),

and near the foot of the old Ferry road, Canada side. The only

sassafras trees known in the neighborhood of the Falls occur in

the Whirlpool woods. The deep gorge between the Whirlpool

and Lewiston shelters several of the less common ferns; among
others, the walking fern {Camptosorusrhyzophallus, Link.), Pellceu

6
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atropurpurea, Link., and Phegopteris Dryopteris, F^e. For other

rarities, the botanist is referred to Mr. Day's list in the Report

above designated. Of one aspect of the Niagara flora, Mr. Day
writes:

Goat Island is very rich in the number of its species.

Probably no other tract of land in its vicinity, so restricted in

area, can be found exhibiting so large a number. Its vefnal
beauty is attributable, not merely to its variety of plants, con-

spicuous in flower, but also to the extraordinary abundance in

which they are produced. Yet it seems likely that there was a
time, probably not long ago, when other species of plants, of
great beauty, were common upon the island, but which are not
now to be found there. It is hardly possible that several orchi-

daceous plants and our three native lilies did not once embellish
its woods and grassy places. Within a little while the harebell

has gone, and the Grass of Parnassus is fast going. This is

undoubtedly due to careless flower-gatherers who have plucked
and pulled without stint or reason The suggestion
may be made, that pains be taken to reestablish upon the island

the attractive plants which it has lost.

CLIMATOLOGIOAL.

Niagara Falls is one of the best places in the world to study

the formation of clouds. Especially on still mornings, the rising

cloud of spray from the caldron of the Horseshoe may be traced

into the upper strata of the air, where it is seen to take on the

appearance of ordinary clouds.

The vicinity of the Falls is exceptionally healthful, and the

death-rate in neighboring towns is much below the normal.

On the lower part of the river, from Lewiston to Lake Ontario,

the spring is usually at least two weeks earlier than it is above

the Falls and in the neighborhood of Buffalo.

PISCATOEIAL.

There is good fishing in the Niagara, and some of its sections

are famous fishing-grounds. From Buft'alo to the head of Grand
Island, the river is constantly fished in season. Besides lake fish,

such as white-fish and herring, good catches are made of bass, pike

and pickerel, muskallonge, and now and then a sturgeon. There
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are fish in the river between the Falls and the Whirlpool Rapids.
The favorite grounds, however, are from Lewiston to the mouth
of the river.

In 1887 there was organized, under New York State laws, a
"Society for the Protection of Niagara River." It had in view
the protection of the fish and the enforcement of the fish and game
laws, and also concerned itself with the problems of sewage-
draining into the Niagara, the dumping of dredged matter in the
channel, and other sources of pollution. Buffalo's sewage,
which runs into the Niagara, is a constant theme of complaint at

Tonawanda.

HARNESSING NIAGARA.

THE GREAT TUNNEL.

No visit to Niagara is complete without some inspection of the

works finished and in process of construction, by which the vast

water-power of Niagara is now utilized without injury to the

Falls or encroachment on the State Reservation.

The utilization of Niagara River power has been sought since

1825, when Augustus and Peter B. Porter issued a glowing pros-

pectus of the manufacturing possibilities at Niagara Falls, and

inviting eastern capitalists and manufacturers to locate there.

No considerable use of the power was made until 1846, when
a hydraulic canal was constructed. It is three-quarters of a mile

long, running through Niagara Falls (N. Y.) village from near

Port Day, on the American shore, above the Falls, to the high

bank of the gorge below the Falls. Charles B. Gaskill built the

Cataract Mill, the first one established on the Hydraulic Canal, in

1874. Now the bank of the river near the termination of the canal

is crowded with manufacturing establishments. Among them,

the famous Oneida Community has one of the largest silver-

plating works and steel chain manufactories in the United States.

Here, too, besides numerous flouring-mills and other large fac-

tories, are works of the Brush Electric Light & Power Co., which

furnishes light for Niagara Falls and Suspension Bridge villages,

American side, and which sends its wires across the river to

Niagara Falls, Ontario, and makes a circuit of light for several
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miles on both sides of the river. The cliif beneath this group of

factories is pierced with a dozen or more canal outlets, flumes,

and tail-races, from each of which, at varying height, usually falls

a snowy cascade. This group of artificial cataracts is an interest-

ing and picturesque sight.

It was the late Thomas Evershed, of Rochester, who, while

Division Engineer of New York State Canals, proposed to utilize

the power of Niagara River, practically on the lines which have

since been adopted. The Niagara River Hydraulic Tunnel,

Power & Sewer Company was incorporated March 31, 1886.

July 1, 1886, Mr. Evershed made an elaborate report, estimating

the cost of the proposed new tunnel at two million two

hundred and fifty thousand dollars. His idea, in brief, was

to construct a subterranean tunnel, or tail-race, extending

from a point on the river above the Falls to a point near the

surface of the water below the Falls. It was to be connected with

the river by means of short surface canals, wheel-pits, and cross-

tunnels. The power thus secured, ready for turning wheels and

shafts, was estimated to be equal to the combined water-power of

Lawrence, Lowell, Holyoke, Turner's Falls, Manchester, Bellows

Falls, Lewiston, Cohoes, Oswego, Paterson, Augusta (Ga.),

Minneapolis, Rochester, and Lockport.

The project stood still for a time, as is often the case with

great enterprises. On July 19, 1887, a number of the business

men and speculators of Buffalo (but not, as usually stated , the

Buffalo Business Men's Association) offered a prize of one hun-

dred thousand dollars "to the inventors of the world, for the best

appliance for utilizing the water-power of Niagara River. " The
amount named was secured—on paper—before the close of the year,

and a large number of inventors, a few of them scientists, many
of them cranks, came forward with all sorts of schemes and

machines. Nobody ever met the requirements, and the prize was
never awarded.

In 1890, however, the great work was taken hold of in earnest.

On April 1st of that year, a three million five hundred thousand

dollar contract was signed between the Niagara Falls Power Com-
pany and the Cataract Construction Company. The latter broke

ground October 4, 1890, under contract to have one section of the
11
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work ready for use by January 1, 1892. There was a public cele-

bration, and the first earth was thrown up with a silver shovel.

The Power Company owns lands for two miles along the shore of

the Niagara adjacent to the Hydraulic Tunnel, which have been

laid out for lots, streets, mill-races, wharves, and railway sidings,

for the purpose of forming a town composed wholly of mills,

factories, and workshops. The company has also purchased an

adjoining tract of one thousand acres, which has been laid out in

streets and lots for homes for workmen employed.

The Niagara Falls Power Company has, from its charter and
the amendatory acts, all the powers and grants necessary for tak-

ing water from the Niagara Kiver, passing the water through the

race-ways and tunnels of the company, and furnishing the power
derived from the energy of the water to mills and factories. A
subterranean tunnel has been constructed, of horseshoe shape,

having a capacity equal to a circle twenty-five feet in diameter,

extending through the solid rock to the upper river at a point

about one mile above the Falls. From this point the tunnel con-

tinues parallel with the shore of the river one and one-half miles,

at an average depth of one hundred and sixty feet below ground,

and about four hundred feet distant from the navigable waters of

the river, with which it is connected by means of surface conduits

or canals, through which the water from the river enters and is

drawn through the shafts and wheel-pits into the great tunnel

below, which forms an immense tail-race for all of the mills, fac-

tories, and workshops.

The water falls upon turbine wheels which were put in by

the company in a number of the pits, and the power developed

thereby is brought to the surface, from which point it

is delivered to the mills or factories at that point, or

transmitted, by cable, pneumatic tube, or electricity, to adjacent

lands, as the customers may desire. Buffalo is already

profiting by this electrical transmission. It is fortunate

for the manufacturing interests of the country that this great

enterprise is in the hands of men who have abundant capital to

develop it to the fullest extent. Among the stockholders of the

Construction Company are: J. Pierpont Morgan, George S. Bow-

doin, and C. H. Coster, of the banking-house of Drexel, Morgan
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& Co.; Charles Lanier, Edward D, Adams, and Edward Winslow,

of the firm of Winslow, Lanier & Co. ; Brown Brothers & Co.

;

William K. Vanderbilt, D. O. Mills, H. McK. Twombly, Morris

K. Jesup, August Belmont & Co., Isaac N. Seligman, Kuhn,

Loeb & Co., A. J. Forbes-Leith, Charles F. Clark, Edward A.

Wickes, Francis Lynde Stetson, F. W. Whitridge, all of New
York City; George M. Porter, of Buffalo, and others. Edward
D. Adams is president of the company. The engineers are

Albert H. Porter, resident engineer; John Bogart (New York
State Engineer) and Coleman Sellers, consulting engineers, and

Clemens Herschel, hydraulic engineer.

Fears were expressed before the completion of the works

that the tunnel might draw so large a quantity of water from

the river as to mar the beauty of Niagara. But the drain upon

the main river is not worth considering. The diversion of water

by the old Hydraulic Canal, to the amount of six thousand horse

power, has not made an appreciable diminution of the torrent

that falls over the mighty precipice. The divergence of water to

the extent of many hundred thousand horse power would not be

noted, as there are fluctuations in the amount of water, caused by
the wind setting the water of the lake back or driving more water

into the river, amounting to far more than any possible utilization

of the water for power can produce.

The Lake Survey Board's measurements of the flow of Niagara

River give an average of two hundred and sixty-five thousand

cubic feet per second. Should the Cataract Construction Com-
pany develop one hundred and twenty thousand horse power, with

a head of one hundred and forty feet, they will require about ten

thousand two hundred cubic feet per second, using wheels of

seventy-five per cent efficiency; so that less than four-hundredths

per cent of the average flow will be taken, while if the head used

be greater, the diversion of water from the Falls will be less than

four-hundredths per cent of the average flow.

THE INTERNATIONAL NIAGARA COMMISSION.

An interesting outgrowth of this tunnel project was the forma-

tion, in Europe, of the International Niagara Commission. When
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Mr. Edward D. Adams, president of the Cataract Construction

Company, visited Europe in tlie spring of 1890, lie found that the

most advanced thought on the utilization and transmission of

power had not yet found expression in books. In consultation

with eminent scientists, practical machinists, and electricians, he

perfected the International Niagara Commission. The president

of this Commission, Sir William Thomson, familiar with the

Falls of Niagara through frequent visits, was probably the first

person to suggest the distribution electrically of the water power
at Niagara.

France was represented by Prof. F. Mascart, member of the

National Institute, Director of the Central Meteorological Bureau,

etc. Another member was M. Theodore Turrettine, the engineer

of the St. Gothard Tunnel, a resident of Geneva, Switzerland, and

one of the world's greatest engineers. Prof. Coleman Sellers, of

the Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J., and Prof

.

W. C. Unwin, F. R. S. , Professor of Engineering at the Central

Institution of the City and Guilds of London, were also associated

in this Commission. Thomas A. Edison made a special report on

electrical transmission of power to be taken from this tunnel.

Never before was such an array of talent devoted to the utiliza-

tion of a water power as that which harnessed the Niagara.

A NIAGARA SHIP OANTAL.

The project of a ship canal around Niagara Falls is an old

one, and has taken many shapes. Perhaps the most recent is

that contained in a bill introduced in the Fifty-first Congress

(April 14, 1890) by Mr. Payne. It contemplates "a navigable

canal for the passage of merchant ships and ships of war," from

Lake Erie to Lake Ontario, to be built in Niagara County,

N. Y , along one of several routes which have been surveyed. It

was to be built by the Federal Government, and maintained

as a national waterway, as the Wellaud Canal is on the Canadian

side. Mr. Payne's bill provided for the expenditure of one mil-

lion dollars on this work. It is unnecessary here to rehearse the

commercial and military arguments for such a public work.
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Congress has never yet taken hold of the project with enthusi-

asm, but there is no predicting what may be brought about by
altered conditions.

A PROPOSED BOULEVARD.

A favorite project is the construction of a wide macadam
boulevard from Buffalo to the Falls. Various bills have been
introduced in the New York State Legislature having this end in

view, and the undertaking may yet be carried through.

ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENTS.
THE BRIDGES.

The bridges at Niagara are not the least of its wonders. The
latest triumph of engineering skill is the

STEEL AECHED BRIDGE

of the Grand Trunk Railway, built on the site of the old Railroad

Suspension Bridge completed in 1853 and then considered the

engineering achievement of the age. The railroad traflQc has not

been interfered with for a single day during the erecting of the

Steel Arched Bridge and the destruction of the old suspension

bridge, which took place at the same time. The building of this

structure is said to be the greatest engineering feat of the kind

in America, and was done by the Pennsylvania Steel Co., at the

works in Steelton, Pa., in 1897. The arch has a span of 550 feet,

between the end piers, and a truss span, at each end 115 feet

long, to connect the arch with the bluff. The total length of the

bridge and its approaches is 1,100 feet, and the center of the arch

is 226 feet above the water.

THE UPPER SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

Next in order came the new suspension bridge, below the

American Fall. It is a carriage and foot bridge, built by two

companies, one Canadian and one American, in 1872. The first

ropes were carried over on the ice-bridge. It was the longest

suspended bridge-span in the world, the distance from the shore

end of one tower to the shore end of the other being one

thousand two hundred and sixty-eight feet, or about a quarter

of a mile.
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The deflection of the cables at center is ninety-one feet in

summer, and in winter eighty-eight feet, making a rise and fall

of the bridge from changes of temperature of three feet. The
length of cables between anchorages was one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-eight feet. Fine views were got from the

tops of the towers. Height of the bridge above water, one

hundred and ninety feet. It is capable of carrying thirteen

times as much as can by any ordinary circumstances be placed

upon it. Its towers were one hundred feet high. Charges:

Each person, each way, 10 cents.

In the great storm of January 10, 1889, this bridge was blown
down; but work was immediately begun to replace it, and on

May 7th a new structure of iron, hung on steel cables, was opened

to the public. During this storm the river reached the highest

mark touched in many years, and many thousand tons of rock

were carried away from the center of the Horseshoe Fall.

This bridge has been superseded by a

KEW STEEL AECH BRIDGE

on the same site, which was finished in 1898. The following are

the dimensions:

Length of Arch Span 840 feet

Total Length of Bridge 1,240 "

Width of Bridge 46 "

Height above Water 191 "

The bridge floor has double trolley tracks, two eight-foot

driveways, and two four-foot three-inch sidewalks. Total weight

of bridge, 4, 250, 000 pounds.

THE CANTILEVER BRIDGE,

Built for the Michigan. Central Railway, is a most beautiful,

graceful, and stately structure, serving as an enduring monument
of engineering skill and marvelous rapidity of construction.

The principle of the cantilever plan is that of a trussed beam
supported at or near its center, with the arms extending each

way, and one end anchored or counterweighted to provide for

unequal loading, as is shown to some extent by the accompanying

cut. In practice it is comparatively new, this being the first

bridge completed upon this principle. The Firth of Forth Bridge
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in Scotland, with a clear span of one thousand six hundred feet,

is now built upon this plan, and also in this country the Fraser

River Bridge, three hundred and fifteen feet clear span, on the

Canadian Pacific.

If any person is desirous of having a practical demonstration

of the operation, let him take an old-fashioned pair of steelyards,

suspend from the long arm of the lever a light weight of, say, ten

Sectional View of Cantilever Bridge, during Process of Construction.

pounds, and from the other half a ton of beef; the latter rep-

resents the shore anchorage of the bridge, and illustrates the

power w^hich prevents depression at the end of the long arm.

The total weight of the iron and steel entering into the com-
position of the massive structure is three thousand tons. The
bridge is of sufficient width for a double track, and is built to
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carry upon each track at the same time a freight train of the

heaviest kind, extending the entire length of the bridge, headed

by two " consolidation " engines, and to bear a side pressure of

thirty pounds per square foot, which pressure is produced by a

wind having a velocity of seventy-five miles per hour. Under
these loads the structure is strained to only one-fifth of its ultimate

strength. The total length of the bridge proper is nine hundred and

nine feet and nine inches, divided into two cantilevers of three hun-

dred and ninety-five feet on the Canadian side, and three hundred

and ninety-five feet on the American side, supported on steel towers

arising from the water's edge. A fixed span of one hundred and

nineteen feet and nine inches is suspended from and connects the

river arms of cantilevers. The clear span across the river is four

hundred and ninety-four feet and nine inches, being the longest

double-track truss span ever yet built.

The bridge spans a chasm of eight hundred and fifty-nine feet

from bluff to bluff. The excavations were carried down until solid

rock was reached, when blocks of "Beton Coignet," twenty feet

wide, forty-five feet long, and ten feet thick, were put in. These

form one single mass, capable of withstanding a pressure almost

equal to that of the best Quincy granite, and so distribute the

load of one thousand six hundred tons that comes upon each pair

of steel columns as to produce a pressure of but twenty-five pounds

per square inch on the natural formation—much less than a fash-

ionable young lady brings upon the heel of her French boot every

time she steps. Upon these Beton blocks, four in number, was

built masonry of the most substantial character, carried up fifty

feet above the surface of the water. On these foundations the

steel towers rest, rising one hundred and thirty feet and five inches

above the masonry, and upon these are set steel superstructures.

The total weight resting on each of the towers, under a maxi-

mum strain, is, in round numbers, three thousand two hundred

tons. The total uplifting force that can be exerted on each of the

shore anchorages of the cantilever is three hundred and forty tons,

and the weight of each shore arm is eight hundred tons. It will

be seen that every single piece of material is five times as strong

as it actually need be, so that the bridge can be strained to

only one-fifth of its ultimate strength. Each ingot of steel was
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submitted to a chemical analysis, and the samples to a mechanical

test. The standard of excellence adopted was more severe and

exacting than usual, and all steel that failed to meet the require-

ments was rejected. The contractors therefore say :
'

' This bridge

in material and workmanship has no equal."

After its completion, December 20, 1884, the cantilever bridge

was subjected to the rigorous practical test of twenty engines and

twenty-four heavily loaded gravel cars, so arranged as to bring the

severest possible strain upon the central truss span and the river

ends of the cantilever arms. The slight deflection of six inches was

only temporary, and the great triumph of this wonderful work
was assured and proven. There is, probably, not a safer or

stronger bridge in the world to-day.

A survey has been made for a bridge to cross the Niagara

gorge at the Whirlpool outlet. A new bridge is necessary to give

the Canadian Pacific its desired entry to Buffalo, and the Whirl-

pool route will not unlikely be chosen, though various lines have

been surveyed.

The Grand Trunk Railway Company proposes to span the

river with a great stone arch, which will be built, according to

current report, just north of and near to the railway suspension

bridge. It is designed to give the Grand Trunk additional track

facilities.

OTAGARA^S FIRST BRIDGE.

Between the Heights of Lewiston and Queenston still hangs

the picturesque ruin of the first bridge across Niagara. In 1836

a charter was obtained for the construction of a " chain" bridge

at this spot, and a bank was established at Queenston for the pur-

pose of carrying out the scheme. Nothing came of it. On March

20, 1851, the Queenston and Lewiston Suspension Bridge was

opened. It was a foot and carriage bridge; the distance between

towers was one thousand and forty feet, and when built it was

the longest suspension bridge in existence. The deck of the bridge

was eight hundred and forty-nine feet long, nineteen feet wide,

and sixty-four feet above the river. Capt. E. W. Serrell, an

Englishman, was the engineer. It was destroyed by the wind.
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April 16, 1864. The rusty cables which still remain suspended

across the gorge are occasionally crossed by some daring person.

ANOTHEB BRIDGE BETWEEN FALLS AND WHIRLPOOL.

Another bridge is likely to span the gorge before long. The
River Bridge Railroad Company has been incorporated to build

a connecting line, six thousand feet long, between a point in Sus-

pension Bridge village and the river bank just below the mills

at the north end of Niagara Falls village. Here is where a

bridge will probably be built for the Canadian Pacific Railroad

and connecting lines.

COMEDY AKD TRAGEDY.

An entertaining book— a good -sized one, too— might be

made out of the adventures and misadventures which have hap-

pened at Niagara Falls. There is a great, though by no means

complete, list of disasters, running back to the days of the first

white visitors. Back of that time we encounter the inevitable

"Indian tradition." A belief existed among the Indians, it is

said, that Niagara demands a yearly sacrifice of two human
victims. It is more than likely that the Indians never had any

such belief, though it might well be warranted by the facts. It

is not only a place of resort, but the first place of last resort

for desperate and unfortunate people from all over the coun-

try. The curious visitor may find an added, if somewhat

grewsome, interest in the fact that well-nigh every access-

ible point of danger has had either its accident or suicide.

Careless people have fallen from the cliffs, insane people

have jumped from the bridges, fool-hardy people have been

drawn over the Falls through venturing too near on the stream

above. No earthly precaution on the part of the authorities,

short of personal escort, can prevent these casualties. You
can not tell when or where the next tragic affair will happen.

Perhaps, reader, the polite stranger who has ridden with you in

the Reservation van, or who chatted with you at the hotel table,

or who even now, at your side, leans over the bridge-rail to watch

the swift water, is on the point of—but we forbear; it is not well
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to regard those about you as suicidal suspects, unless their con-

duct is manifestly suspicious.

Keither is it well to yield to the fancy that the water has an

awful, tempting attraction. Weak-minded people occasionally

give way to these morbid notions; but anyone who can not watch
the bright waters, or stroll along the commanding cliffs, without

an inclination to tempt Fate, is not in a proper physical or mental

condition to travel, or to have commerce with his fellow-men.

Oddly enough, many people who have resolved on suicide go

to Niagara only to die by their own hand. A few years ago, a

gentleman from a distant city came to Niagara Falls. It was
mid-winter and the ice-bridge was formed. He walked out to

mid-stream and coolly shot himself with a revolver—a proceeding

which manifestly had no connection whatever with Niagara as a

place for suicide.

No one has ever passed over the Falls and lived. The bodies

of unfortunates who are carried down are usually found, from

two days to a fortnight afterward, in the river at Lewiston,

oftener than not dismembered and broken.

THE TRUE STORY OF SAM PATCH.

The story of Sam Patch has long been a Niagara classic, but it

is not often told either with satisfactory detail or accuracy. The
jumping exploits of recent years have revived interest in this

pioneer of the profession, so that a few facts regarding his extra-

ordinary career may be welcomed here.

Sam Patch was born in Rhode Island, about 1807. He was

successively a sailor, a cotton-spinner, and an athlete. When
about twenty years old he jumped from a new bridge at Pater-

son, N. J. , into the Passaic, a distance of about eighty feet. He
repeated this jump several times from the bridge and the high

cliffs, and became locally famous. He quit work in the mills and

went on a grand jumping tour. In sea-port towns he would jump

into the sea from mast-heads and yard-arms. In the autumn of

1829 he came to Niagara. He selected a spot on the foot-path

under Goat Island, near the Biddle Stair. Here he put up a lad-

der, the bottom resting on the edge of the river, the top inclining
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over it. It was stayed by ropes to the trees on the bank. A
small platform was built at the top, ninety-seven feet above the

water, which is about fifty feet deep at that place. Patch made
two jumps from this staging, and was witnessed by big crowds.

How much he got for it is not known, but the hotel-keepers have

always been credited with promoting the scheme. From Niagara

Sam went to Rochester, and from the edge of the Upper Genesee

Falls jumped—into the next world. In a Rochester paper, for

some days before his first successful leap, there appeared the fol-

lowing advertisement

:

ANOTHER LEAP.

SASI PATCH AGAINST THE WORLD.

'^ Some things can he clone as well as others.'*''

SAM PATCH,

Having returned from jumping over Niagara Falls, has determined to con-

vince the citizens of Rochester that he is the real " Simon Pure" hy jumping

off the Falls in this village, from the rocky point in the middle of the Genesee
River into the gulph below, a distance of one himdred feet. This extraordi-

nary feat will be performed on Friday, the 6th of November next, at two
o'clock precisely, in the afternoon. Sam assures the world that there can be
" no mistalce.''' He "goes the whole hog"—and, unlike too many politicians

of the present day, he "turns no somersets'" in his progress! He goes as

straight as an arrow. He puts off the jump until after election, out of

regard to all parties. Let every man do his duty at the polls and Sam will

aftero'^ard do his at the Falls.

Subscription papers will be left at the different taverns, where gentlemen

who feel disposed to witness the spectacle will please subscribe, and pay the

money (however small) to the landlord.

^^ If Sam does not jump, the landlord will return the money to those

who gave it—so there is no mistake. Samuel Patch,

Of Paterson, N. J.

The performance was carried out with perfect success, before

nearly eight thousand spectators. On November 13, 1829, the

following announcement appeared:

Sam Patch has announced his intention to make a second
jump at the Rochester Falls on Friday (to-morrow), at two o'clock

p. M. A stage will be erected at the edge of the Fall, making the
distance which he is to jump one hundred and twenty-five feet.

Sam's bear follows suit by jumping over at three o'clock.

When Sam appeared on the platform above the Genesee chasm

that unlucky Friday, he was drunk. In a vain effort to steady

12
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himself, he took a stiff horn of brandy, and then plunged

—

fell,

rather, in a sprawling position—into the water far below. That
was the last seen of him alive. His body was found the following

spring, in March, 1830, at the mouth of the Genesee River, where
it empties into Lake Ontario, near the village of Charlotte. It is

buried in a small cemetery between Rochester and Charlotte, in

a grave unmarked by slab or shaft. Sam had intended to "crown
his career" by jumping from London Bridge, doubtless thinking

tliere would be both fame and "big money" in it. The tale is

not complete without a word for his bear. Before making his

own tipsy jump, Sam pushed the poor brute off the platform; but

Bruin, being perfectly sober, curled himself up like a ball, struck

the water with a great splash, and escaped unharmed by his

unique experience.

BLOJSTDIN AND OTHER ROPE-WALKERS.

Infinitely greater than Patch was Blondin who died in 1897,

at the advanced age of 73, and was a marvel of skill and nerve to

the last. Blondin was last in this country in 1888, when he per-

formed at Seabright, N. J., Ontario Beach, near Rochester, and

other places. He went to Niagara Falls and looked over the

ground of his famous performances. He had grown heavy, but

not clumsy. Asked if his increasing weight interfered with rope-

walking, he laughed and said: " Oh, no; I walk rope when I get

so big I can not walk on the sidewalk."

Blondin first visited Niagara in the spring of 1859, accompanied

by his business manager, Harry Calcourt. When he proposed to

stretch a rope across the river from Goat Island to the Canadian

shore, the people of the vicinity opposed him, and the newspapers

called him a fool. Blondin has lived to a good age as a respect-

able man, but on general principles (leaving Monsieur Blondin out

of the case) the unfavorable verdict would probably be sustained

by the majority of people to-day. Although there are a score of

occupations which prove more disastrous than rope-walking, the

popular idea of rope-walkers no doubt is that they take criminally

foolish chances. The rope-walkers themselves manifestly look at

it from a different standpoint.
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It was late in June of 1859 before Blondin got his wire rope.

The Goat Island plan was abandoned, and it was stretched across

the chasm from White's old pleasure-ground. Those who saw
Blondin traveling back and forth over the rope adjusting the

guys made up their minds that he would never fall off unless

struck by a cyclone. He was nimble as a cat. His first adver-

tised walk was on Thursday, June 30, 1859. He astonished the

crowd by performing many gymnastic feats, and when in the

center of the rope lowered a cord to the old steamer Maid of the

Mist, from which he drew up a bottle and took a drink. He
continued giving performances during the season, and in 1860

changed his place of walking to a point just below the railway

suspension bridge. Never before, or since, has any attraction

drawn such crowds to Niagara—the opening of the State Reser-

vation excepted—as Blondin's rope performances at this time.

It was August 17, 1859, when he did the astonishing feat of car-

rying Harry Calcourt across the rope on his back. The world

seemed to be there. The river bank on both sides was black with

people, and vehicles and trains of cars were constantly passing.

Excursionists were brought from Milwaukee and return for ten

dollars, and intermediate points in same proportion. Blondin

should have a monument erected at the Falls by the railroads and

hotel-keepers for the amount of money he has put into their

hands.

On August 24th Blondin walked again, and crossed the rope

chained hand and foot. On his return he carried a cook-stove to

the middle of the river, made a fire, and turning French cook

made an omelette and sent it down to the deck of the steamer

Maid of the Mist to be eaten. August 30th he walked in the

evening. Thursday, September 8th, he crossed with a bushel

basket on each foot. By this time the novelty had passed off, and

his greatest feat was thought to be in carrying the man across on

his back. He made lots of money at Niagara, bought a house on

Third Street, in the American village, and lived in good style.

In the summer of 1860 he performed before the Prince of Wales,

and at the close of the season sold out, and has called London his

home most of the time since. He has a son who is not a rope-

walker, but has often ridden on his father's back across the aerial
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cable. A daughter of Blondin married a brother of Tony Pastor,

but is now a widow.

Perhaps the most vivid account of Blondin's greatest feat at

Kiagara was written by Nicholas A. Woods, correspondent of the

London Times, who accompanied the Prince of Wales on his

American tour. The following extract from this account can not

fail to interest all'who visit Niagara. The scene of the exploit, it

will be remembered, is a few rods below (north of) the railway

suspension bridge:

His Royal Highness saw M, Blondin execute his most terrific

feat—that of crossing the Rapids on a tight rope with a man on
his back It was stretched between two of the
steepest cliffs over the Rapids, about two hundred and thirty feet

from where the waters boil and roar and plunge on in massive
waves at the rate of some twenty miles an hour. To see him
venture out on this thin cord and turn somersaults in the center,

standing on his head, or sitting down holding by his hands,
revolving backward over the rope like a Catharine-wheel, is bad
enough for nervous people; but on this Saturday, after keeping
everyone's hair on end thus for twenty minutes, he prepared to

carry a man across on his back. The mere physical exertion of
carrying anyone nearly a distance of half a mile is no slight feat,

but when that space has to be traversed on a half-tight rope higher
than the Monument from the sea of boiling rapids underneath,
where one false movement, the tremor of a single nerve, a
moment's gust of wind, or temporary faintness, would hurry both
to an instant and dreadful death, the attempt is so full of sicken-

ing terror that not many can bring themselves to witness it, and
those who do, remain cold, trembling, and silent till the dreadful
venture is safely passed. Blondin took the whole matter coolly

enough. His Royal Highness was urgent with him not to attempt
it, but he replied that there was far less real danger in the feat

than appeared to lookers-on, that he was quite used to it and felt

quite at ease, and that as he had everywhere announced his

intention of performing it before relinquishing his attempts for

the season, he felt bound to go on. He accordingly divested him-
self of his Indian chief's head-dress and bead-work coat, and put
two strong straps crosswise over his broad, muscular shoulders,

each strap fitted with a flat, wide iron hook to rest on his hips, for

in those his adventurous companion was to place his legs. Mr.
Calcourt was the man to be carried; and this person, in addition

to his own coolness and confidence in Blondin, had himself a suf-

ficient knowledge of rope-walking to enable him to stand en it

alone whenever Blondin himself wanted rest.
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The preparations were soon made. Blondin took a very
long and rather heavy balance-pole. Calcourt divested himself of

his boots, and put on a pair of ordinary slippers, the soles of
which were well chalked. Blondin then stood steadily, and Cal-

court, grasping him round the neck, gently and slowly hoisted

first one leg into the hook and then the other, and allowing his

limbs to swing as relaxed as possible, the venture commenced.
Of course, with a rope nearly half a mile long, no power could
draw it straight across such a gulf. It therefore sloped gradually
down at both sides from the edges of the cliffs on which it was
secured. This made the attempt look doubly fearful, for it

seemed impossible, as Blondin went down the steep incline of cord
with slow, cautious, trembling feet, with body carefully thrown
back to keep his balance as he almost felt his way, that he could
avoid slipping and being dashed to fragments on the rocks far

down beneath. At last, however, he passed it, though very
slowly, and in about five minutes more gained the center of the
rope and stopped, when Calcourt, gently raising his legs from the
hooks, slid down and stood upon the cord while Blondin rested.

Getting upon his back again was a terrible business. Twice Cal-

court missed raising his legs to the hooks, and Blondin oscillated

violently under the efforts made on his back. This unintentional
awkwardness, which no doubt arose from nervousness, I was
afterward informed, led to a fierce altercation between the voy-
ageurs, and Blondin swore if Calcourt was not more careful he
would leave him on the rope to get back as he best could. Awed
by this threat, Calcourt was more careful, or more fortunate, in
his third attempt, and the dreadful walk was resumed. Three
more such stoppages for rest were made. During one, when
almost in the center of the rope, there was a violent gust of wind
which fluttered Calcourt's coat-tails as if it would blow them
away, and made both men sway on the little cord till the specta-

tors were almost sick with fear and anxiety. The whole passage
occupied about a quarter of an hour. Blondin then performed
the still more dangerous task of returning along the rope on stilts

about three feet high, and this he did quickly and with apparent
ease.

BLONDrx's rVIITATORS AND SUCCESSORS.

Since Blondin's time, several people have crossed the Niagara

gorge on a tight rope, but none have approached him in daring

exploits. In 1873 Bellini performed on a rope stretched from

opposite the Ferry Landing to Prospect Park. Three times, from

the middle of the cord, he jumped into the river. He had a rub-

ber cord an inch in diameter and twelve feet long constructed,

one end being securely fastened to the rope. Holding the other
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end firmly in his descent, the tension served to hold him in an

upright position. The third time the cord broke and entangled

his feet, so that below water he was tightly bound. He sunk so

deep that he nearly suffocated. He was picked up by the boat

which was in readiness, but in an exhausted condition.

Lawrence M. Donovan was Sam Patch's greatest emulator.

Larry was a New York printer who began a jumping career by
minor feats, gradually working up to the achievement of a leap

from High Bridge, over the Harlem, to the water, a distance of

one hundred and fifteen feet. This he successfully did four

times. Then he surprised all New York one morning by jump-

ing from the Brooklyn Bridge, onehundred and thirty-five feet, to

the East River. Later, he went to Rochester to jump the Genesee

Falls, but the police prevented him. On the morning of Novem-
ber 7, 1886, he appeared at Niagara Falls. He climbed up on the

iron railing of the upper suspension bridge, knocked some ice

from under his feet to secure firm footing, and at the signal of

a pistol-shot sprang into the air. In four seconds he struck the

river, two hundred feet below. He was kept under by the cur-

rent, to come to the surface sixty feet from where he struck the

water. The shock broke one of his ribs and made him insensible,

but he was rescued and resuscitated. On August 7, 1888, he

jumped from Hungerford Bridge, in England, and was drowned.

He was then but twenty-six years old.

Stephen Peere, of Suspension Bridge village, some years ago

stretched a steel cable across the gorge a few rods north of the

railway suspension bridge and made various passages, usually

with large audiences. In 1878 he jumped into the river from the

bridge. He came to a tragic end by jumping, or falling, over the

bank, June 25, 1887. His cable still spans the river, and iias

tempted several rope-walkers to show their skill.

Shortly after Peere's death, J. E. De Leon advertised that

he would walk it. He got out about thirty feet from shore,

apparently became frightened, and after a very amateurish per-

formance on suspended rings, slid down a rope into the bushes

and quit.

On September 6, 1890, Samuel J. Dixon, a Toronto photog-

rapher, crossed the gorge on this same tempting wire, and gave
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a very fair equilibrist exhibition This wire cable is three-quar-

ters of an inch thick and nine hundred and twenty-three feet long.

OTHER PERFORMANCES.

Of late years there have been many performances at Niagara

of a sensational character. They have ranged all the way from
the throwing of a dummy man from the railway suspension

bridge—a puerile experiment which for a time made many peo-

ple who saw it think a man had fallen into the river—to the wild

hazard undertaken by Joel R. Robinson in 1861, or the tragic

bravery of Captain Webb.
All in all, Joel Robinson is the most interesting figure con-

nected with the history of adventure at Niagara Falls. His trip

with the steamer Maid of the Mist has been world-famous ever

since he achieved it, in 1861. The Maid was built to ply, as a

predecessor of the same name had done, as a ferry and excursion

steamer at the foot of the Falls. The business did not pay, and

it was decided to hazard a trip to Lewiston, seven miles, on the

wildest river man ever undertook to navigate, for the purpose of

selling her. Joel R. Robinson was the pilot, and there was an

engineer and assistant. The fearful trip was accomplished,

and quickly, too, though with much injury to the boat. It is

related of the brave Robinson, who died a few years later, that he

came home from the trip looking twenty years older than when
he set out. He was a courageous man, the hero of several daring

rescues at Niagara, and his name will always have an honored

place in the chronicles of the great river.

The Whirlpool is not far behind the Falls themselves in advent- *

urous interest. Indeed, most of the "experiments" of recent

years have had this great basin in the gorge for their principal

theater. Accounts are preserved, too, of dramatic incidents which

occurred there while the whole region was a wild frontier. Away
back in 1811,. a dare-devil British soldier, who was logging near

the Whirlpool, got afloat on a log, and was carried about in the

pool for several hours, finally making land in safety.

There is no record of any attempted boat-passage through the

Whirlpool before Robinson made it in 1861; nor was there any

for several years following. Then an era of Whirlpool-fooling
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set in which presumably is not ended, for there's much truth in

the saying that " the fools are not all dead yet."

On August 28, 1887, Charles A. Percy, of Suspension Bridge,

N. Y., made a successful trip through the Whirlpool Rapids in a

life-boat of his own construction. It was seventeen feet long

and four feet ten inches wide, and was covered entirely with

canvas. It contained two air-chambers, in which the occupant

could hide himself, leaving the boat to the mercy of the current.

This is what Percy did, on the day named. Securely tucked

away in his air-chamber, he drifted down the Whirlpool Rapids

and across the Whirlpool, happily avoiding bad eddies, and

landed without harm.

The next June (1888), Percy and Robert W. Flack, of Syra-

cuse, signed truly remarkable articles of agreement "for a race

through the Whirlpool Rapids in their respective life-boats, for

five hundred dollars a side." Flack's boat was fifteen feet long,

four feet nine inches wide, and thirty-four inches deep. It had

no air-cushions, but much cork was used in its construction. The
race was set for August 1, 1888. On July 4tli of that year. Flack

undertook a trial trip. Securely strapped into his boat, which

was the first open craft in which such an attempt was ever made,

he started from the old Maid of the Mist landing. Thousands of

people were on bridges and cliffs to watch the venture. Flack

went down-stream gaily enough, for he had great faith in the

qualities of his boat, the Phantom. Three minutes after it set

out the craft capsized, and was carried into the Whirlpool

bottom upward. When Percy and others secured it, one hour

later, from the Whirlpool eddies. Flack's dead body, a mere

bruised mass of flesh, was found still securely strapped to the seat.

Since the cruise of the Phantom, no "life-boat" has been tested

in the Whirlpool Rapids.

Capt. Matthew Webb, the great English swimmer, undertook

to swim down the Whirlpool Rapids and through the Whirlpool,

July 24, 1883. How far he went alive is not known. Several

places are shown by officious guides where he was last seen alive.

His body was recovered four days after, at Lewiston.

August 22, 1886, a Boston policeman named Kendall visited

the Falls, and by wearing a life-preserver, actually swam—or was
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borne by the current—through the Whirlpool Rapids and across

the Whirlpool, where he managed to reach the shore, exhausted.

His feat, however, is in no sense comparable to Webb's under-

taking, for Webb entered the water wearing only a breech-cloth,

and relying solely upon his own extraordinary prowess.

Less daring souls, too, having in view cheap fame and a possi-

ble financial return, have "navigated" the Whirlpool snugly

hidden in great barrels built for the purpose. The first ingenious

gentleman who accomplished the passage, July 11, 1886, was
Carlisle D. Graham, a cooper of Philadelphia. August 19, 1886,

Graham made another successful trip. Emulating him, came
Messrs. Potts and Hazlitt, coopers of Buffalo, who tucked them-

selves into a barrel together and made the passage August 8,

1886; and finally, Mr, Potts and a relative, Miss Sadie Allen,

accomplished it. So far as known, Miss Allen is the only living

woman who ever went through the Whirlpool, a unique honor

which no doubt she fully enjoys. When it is remembered that

these barrels are massive affairs of oak, ballasted and rigged with

many small contrivances, and that the current runs at such a rate

that the entire passage lasts scarcely more than twenty minutes,

the valor of the barrel navigators is seen to be of a rather cheap

kind after all.

When one jumps from the brink of the great cataract or

either of the three great bridges which span the river in this

vicinity, or is drawn into the rapids above the Falls, his body is

sometimes lost entirely, and is never seen again; or, if it is

recovered at all, it is a long time afterward, and only after it has

gone through the Whirlpool Rapids, the Whirlpool, and the rapids

at Foster's Flats. It is then generally picked up in the eddies

and coves that are made by the river after it debouches from the

gorge at Queenston Heights, Here the ferrymen plying between

Lewiston and Queenston are ever on the alert for these ghastly

human "finds," which, when found, are caught, pulled in shore,

and buried until the friends of the deceased come in search of

them, or offer rewards for their recovery. At the mouth of one

of the little gorges that jut into the river from the Queenston

side are three unmarked lonely graves; there still rests at least

one of these sombre " finds " awaiting reclamation. Indeed, from
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the cataract down to Queenston there is hardly a green spot, a

shady nook, a jutting rock, or a dark hollow that has not

associated with it the tale of some tragedy that has been enacted

within the sound of the noisy, turbulent waters of this river of

death.

One of the strangest fatalities of recent years befell L. G.

DeWitt, of New York. He visited the Falls February 28, 1886.

That most prominent winter feature, the ice-mountain at the foot

of the American Fall, was then a prime attraction. Refusing the

services of a guide, Mr. DeWitt climbed the ice-mountain alone,

rashly ventured across a great crevice, and walked so far out on

the hollowed crust of the ice-mound that it gave way and plunged

him down over forty feet into an abyss from which there was no

escape. He lodged on a narrow shelf of ice part way down the

face of the ice-mountain. In front of him was the overwhelm-

ing curtain of the American Fall. Soon after he fell, many tons

of ice broke from the mound above and buried him from sight.

In a few days, however, the body became exposed to view from

the cliff above. Such crowds of people hazarded their lives to

catch a glimpse of the mangled remains, far below, that Superin-

tendent Welch of the State Park felt it his duty, if possible, to

recover the body. After considering and trying various plans,

resort was had to tunneling. A tunnel five feet high, four feet

in diameter, and about seventy-five feet long was laboriously cut

through the mountain. As it approached the side of the mount-

ain next the Falls, the work became hazardous in the extreme.

After four days of tunneling the body was recovered.

It is sometimes urged that the reputation of Niagara Falls is

damaged by the fool-hardy gentlemen who try to prove that they

can do something which wiser men will not attempt. Not so.

There might be work for a coroner's jury down at Lewiston every

day in the year without detracting from the sublimity of the Niag-

ara. The infinite dignity of nature remains unassailed.

As the foregoing record proves, the mania for the hazardous

at Niagara is not of recent origin. As long as there are high

falls, swift rivers, high bridges, and deep waters, there will be

Blondins to stretch ropes and walk, Sam Patches and Steve Bro-

dies to jump, Grahams and Pottses and Hazlitts to risk all for
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nothing. Fate is tempted variously—by some men with skill, by
others with sheer fool-hardiness. There is always opportunity for

men to stake their little aggregation of animal tissues against the

law of gravitation; and gravitation, it is remarked, usually gets

the better of the animal tissues, bones, brain, and all, in the loog

run—or perhaps we should say, in the long drop.

Because a man is willing, however, to try what most people

do not dare to try, it is not therefore well to call him a fool. The
chances are that he is, but it is pleasanter to "allow "that he

isn't. History may prefer to call him a bold pioneer in some-

thing or other. There may be things vastly more foolish than the

navigation of the Niagara Whirlpool. No great world's traffic

wants to travel that way, as was the case with the wild rapids of

the St. Lawrence. But it is human nature to conquer for the

sake of conquering. Science and art both wait for a more inti-

mate acquaintance with the four or five miles of the deep Niag-

ara's gorge where the passage is angriest. The excursion man-

ager waits, too. It is no more chimerical to admit the possibility

of safe navigation of the Niagara from the Falls to Lewiston, than

it would have been, years ago, to have predicted the Brooklyn

Bridge, the electric light, or any recent human conquest over

nature. It is now possible to view the grandeur of the Whirlpool

Rapids and the beauties of the route as viewed from electric

trains running through the gorge, at the water's edge, from the

Falls to Lewiston and the historic towns at the placid mouth of

the river.

NEIGHBOEING POINTS.

AMERICAN SIDE.

Grand Island is three miles distant from the Falls. Here the

once celebrated Major Mordecai M. Noah of New York designed

to build the "City of Ararat" as a place of refuge for the scat-

tered tribes of Israel. In 1825 he even went so far as to prepare

for the laying of a corner-stone. The stone, engraved in Hebrew,

was got ready, but was never taken to Grand Island. Ceremonies

were held, by permission, in the old St. Paul's Church in Buffalo;

the stone reposed for years in the the rear of the church, and now
is preserved by the Buffalo Historical Society.
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At the foot of Grand Island lies Buckhorn Island, with an

area of about two hundred and fifty acres. Between these two,

and about three miles above the Falls, is an arm of the river called

Burnt Ship Bay, from a circumstance connected with the War of

1759. The garrison at Schlosser had already made a brave resist-

ance to one attack of the English, and were preparing for another,

when, disheartened by the news of the fall of Quebec, they decided

to destroy the two armed vessels containing their military stores.

Accordingly, they brought them to this bay and burned them.

Portions of the vessc'ls are visible under water even at this day.

Duiing the summer several steamers run regularly between

Buffalo and points on Grand Island. A most enjoyable excur-

sion, usually made about once a week, is from Buffalo around

Grand Island, the steamer passing between Grand and Navy
islands. From the foot of these islands the rapids above the Falls

and the rising spray are plainly visible.

Navy Island, which is on the Canada side of the boundary,

contains three hundred and forty acres. It is owned by a num-
ber of gentlemen who use it as a club resort during the hunting

and fishing season. It M^as a headquarters of the "Patriots " dur-

ing the Patriot War of 1837.

Tonawanda, eleven miles above the Falls, is largely given over

to the lumber transfer business, though it has some saw^-mills.

Including its suburbs of Sawyer Creek, Martinsville, and Grat-

wick, Tonawanda covers nine square miles and has thirteen

thousand inhabitants. Tonawanda Creek is the boundary-line

between Tonawanda and North Tonawanda. The Erie Canal

passes through the place, and skirts the bank of the Niagara

River to Buffalo. At Gratwick are large iron-furnaces.

The village of La Salle, five miles above the Falls, at the

mouth of Ca^'uga Creek, was named after Robert Cavelier de

La Salle, who at this point, in 1679, built his vessel, the never-to-

be-forgotten Griffin.

Just below, on the American shore, two miles above the Falls,

is Schlosser Landing, the end of the portage from Lewiston. This

terminus was gradually fortified till it became a fort, called Fort

de Portage. This was burned by Joncaire on his retreat, in 1759.

In 1761 Captain Schlosser, of the British army, rebuilt it stronger
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than ever. He named it after himself, and died there. Here, in

1837, the steamer Caroline was attacked, set on fire, and sent over

the Falls. The Patriot movement being put down in Canada,

the leaders established themselves on Navy Island. Visitors

thereto being numerous, the Caroline, a small steamer, was
brought down from Buffalo, as a private venture, it was believed,

to serve as a ferry or freight boat. The Canadians, thinking the

boat was chartered by the Patriots for offensive operations against

Canada, at midnight, December 29, 1837, dispatched a chosen

band of men under Captain Drew, in eight boats, to destroy her.

As she lay at Schlosser Dock she was boarded by these parties.

Those on board—crew as well as some who, unable to get beds in

the little hotel, had got berths on board—were attacked. All but

one escaped to shore, he being shot dead. The gallant band hav-

ing thus succeeded in their attack, set the vessel on fire, towed her

out into the stream and let her drift. It was a grand sight. A
mass of flames, she floated down the river and entered the Rapids;

but before she reached the head of the island the water con-

quered and extinguished the flames. The smoke-stack, it is said,

still lies at the bottom of the river, near Schlosser.

The old stone chimney on the river bank, one and one-fourth

miles above the Falls, was built in 1750, and was the first stone

structure erected in this part of the country. It was the chimney

of the barracks of the French fort called " Little Fort," which

was burned by Joncaire when compelled to retreat, in 1759. It

was rebuilt two years afterward as an adjunct to Fort Schlosser.

The chimney now stands in excellent preservation.

Kext come the Falls themselves, fully described before.

Three and one-half miles below the Falls, on the American side,

is the Devil's Hole, a gloomy and rugged chasm in the bank of the

river, between one hundred and two hundred feet deep. Over-

hanging this dark cavern is a perpendicular precipice, from the

top of which falls a small stream, usually dry in summer, named
the "Bloody Run," which takes its name from being turned to a

bloody stream during the fight described below.

This chasm was cut by this stream continuously flowing into it,

aided naturally by the enormous force of the Falls when they

were at this point. During the French war in 1765, a detachment
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of the British was decoyed into an ambush here by the French

and Indians. The war-whoop of tlie savages was the first indica-

tion of danger. Officers, men, women, children, and wagons were

pushed over the bank into the chasm below. Two hundred and

fifty people were killed. Only two persons escaped—a drummer,

who was caught in a branch of a tree in his fall, and John Sted-

man (the same who put the goats upon Goat Island), who spurred

his horse and ran the gauntlet of bullets to a place of safety.

The Tuscarora Indian Reservation is seven miles northeast

from the Falls. Driven from their original seats in North Caro-

lina, this tribe came to New York in 1712, and became merged in

the Confederacy of the Iroquois. In the Revolutionary War part

of them favored the English, and part remained neutral. Those

of the Tuscaroras and Oneidas who had been allies of the English

left Oneida Lake, came down the Oswego River, and coasted

along Lake Ontario to the British garrison at Fort Niagara. In

the spring part of them returned, and part of them took possession

of a mile square upon the mountain ridge, given them by the Sene-

cas, one tribe of the Six Nations, The Holland Land Company
gave them two square miles more, and in 1804 sold them four thou-

sand three hundred and twenty-nine acres, this forming the estate

upon which the Tuscaroras are now located. Whoever visits them

expecting to see anything barbaric or savage will be disappointed.

They are, for the most part, a well-behaved, moderately prosperous

farming community, with churches and schools. A few years

ago their chief, Mountpleasant, died; but his widow, sometimes

called the "Queen of the Tuscaroras," is a very capable and intelli-

gent woman, of great influence in the tribe, and respected by all

who know her. The Tuscaroras are far thriftier than their Seneca

brothers on the Cattaraugus and Allegany Reservations, in West-

ern New York.

Indians are nowadays seldom seen at Niagara Falls, although

Indian bead and basket work, for the most part made on the Tus-

carora Reservation, is offered in abundance.

The bluff, or top of the mountain, six miles from the Falls, so

geologists tell us, was the shore of Lake Ontario; a fact which

seems to be undisputed. Near here are the remains of old Fort

Grey, Lewiston, seven miles below the Falls, was named in honor
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of Governor Lewis of New York. It is at the foot of the mount-

ain. La Salle built a cabin of palisades here in 1678, and this

was the commencement of the portage whose upper terminus was

Fort Schlosser, and which passed over nearly the present roads, a

part of which is still called the Portage Road. Up the mountain-

side here was built the first railroad in the United States. It wus
built entirely of wood, the rails being broad and flat. The car ran

on runners instead of wheels. It was raised and lowered by a

windlass, and carried heavy goods up and down. It was a rude

work, but answered its purpose perfectly. A horse-car railroad

along the mountain-side succeeded the windlass tramway, and pre-

ceded by a dozen years the construction of the steam railway at

this point.

Fourteen miles from the Falls, at the mouth of the river,

stands Fort Niagara, which was established as a trading-post by

La Salle in 1678. In 1687 De Nouville built the fort proper for

the prosecution of a war on the Iroquois in defense of the Indian

allies of the Western country. The next year it was abandoned,

but in 1825 was rebuilt in stone, by the consent of the Iroquois.

The English General Prideaux was killed here in 1759, and after

the battle the French surrendered it to Sir William Johnson. It

is now a United States fort, regularly garrisoned. Here is the

famous dungeon where, in 1824, Morgan, of anti-Masonic fame,

was said to have been confined, and whence, it was claimed, he

was taken to be drowned in the lake.

CANADIAN SIDE.

Fort Erie is at the mouth of the river, on Lake Erie, twenty-

two miles from the Falls. From the fort, on September 17, 1814, the

Americans made the famous sortie, defeating the British besiegers

and compelling them to raise the siege. A ferry runs from

Buffalo to Fort Erie every half hour during the season. The
ruins of the fort, and the grove on the lake shore above, are popu-

lar resorts, and are connected by a lake-shore railway with a

second ferry, a mile down the river, which runs to the foot of

Ferry Street, Buffalo. This historic Canadian shore is Buffalo's

Coney Island, but its fine natural attractions are but little devel-

oped. A mile farther down is the International Railway Bridge,
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used chiefly by the Grand Trunk Railway. Below, a noticeable

object on the Canadian shore is a pretty Episcopal church, which
is built in part of stones taken from the ruins of Fort Erie.

The village of Chippewa is two miles above the Falls, In the

field south of it, on July 5, 1814, was fought the battle of Chip-

pewa, which resulted in a victory for the Americans. In the early

days of the century it was much visited by tourists en route to

the Falls, and bid fair to become an important town; but now it is

utterly dead, visited only by an occasional artist in search of the

picturesque, and by fishermen.

Lundy's Lane Battle-ground is one mile west of the Falls. On
July 25, 1814, the decisive battle of the war between the tJnited

States and England was fought here, the loss on both sides in

killed and wounded being eighteen hundred, the Americans being

victorious.

The village of Drummondville is about one-half mile west of

the Falls, and is so called in honor of General Drummond.
Brock's Monument is on Queenston Heights, six miles below

the Falls. It is a handsome shaft, erected to perpetuate the mem-
ory of Gen. Isaac Brock, who fell here in 1813. The first monu-
ment was built in 1826, and was one hundred and twenty-six feet

high. This was destroyed by explosion on the night of April 17,

1838, and was replaced by the present structure in 1853. It is

one hundred and eighty-five feet in height, the base being forty

feet square and thirty feet high. Four lions, facing the cardinal

points of the compass, rest on this as well as on a pedestal sixteen

feet square by ten feet high, ornamented in alto-relievo by lions'

heads alternated by wreaths. The shaft is of freestone, seventy-

five feet high by thirty feet in circumference, having a Corinthian

capital ten feet in height, carrying in relief a statue of the

Goddess of War. Over this is a round dome seven feet in height,

surmounted by Brock's statue, which can be reached by two
hundred and fifty spiral steps starting from the interior of the base,

A tablet in the wall of the present shaft tells the visitor that

"a monument was originally erected on this spot by a grant from

the Parliament of this Province, and subsequently destroyed in

the year 1838. The present monument was erected chiefly by the

voluntary contributions of the Militia and Indian warriors of this

13
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Province, aided by a grant from the Legislature, the authority for

the erection of the same being delegated to a committee of four-

teen," of which Sir Allan Napier MacNab, Bart., was chairman,

William Thomas was the architect, and John Worthington the

builder. The former monument stood a few rods to the east of

View of the Gorge from the International Belt Line.

the present one, close to the steep side of the hill. The view from

the monument grounds is of unsurpassed beauty, embracing the

garden-like lowlands stretching to Lake Ontario, seven miles to

the north. No one who loves nature, or who delights to visit the

spots made famous in American history, should fail to spend an

hour on Queenston Heights.
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The old town of Queenston, named in honor of Queen Char-

lotte, lies at the foot of the hill. Several of its substantial stone

buildings antedate the War of 1812. The spot where General

Brocli fell, near the base of the descent, is marked by a monument
which was erected by the Prince of Wales, and set in place with

ceremony on the occasion of the Prince's American tour in 1860.

Between Queenston and Niagara village, the railroad (Niagara

branch of the Michigan Central) carries the traveler through the

edge of a beautiful piece of woodland overlooking the river, called

Paradise Grove.

Niagara, otherwise called Old Niagara, or Niagara-on-the-

Lake, rivals Fort Niagara across the river in historic interest. In

1792 it became the residence of the Lieutenant-Governor of

Canada, and the first session of the Parliament of the Upper Prov-

ince was held there. It is on the site of the village of Newark,
burned by General McClure in 1813. One of the earliest printing-

presses in Upper Canada (now Ontario) was set up here. The
visitor should not fail to see its old church, St. Marks, built 1802,

and surrounded with a quaint and ancient graveyard. Niagara

is one of the most popular resorts on the river, alike for Canadians

and residents of the States.

The Toronto steamers, the Cibola and Chicora, touch at its

wharf on their way up to Lewistou. Other steamers run at fre-

quent intervals from Lewiston, connecting with trains and the

Toronto boats.

Just above Niagara village is old Fort George, captured by
the Americans—General Dearborn commanding—in 1812. It was
destroyed by General McClure the next year, and has never been

rebuilt.

Fort Mississaga is a prominent object, of no possible use as a

means of defense, which stands below the town, near the mouth
of the river. A wide common surrounds it, which is occasionally

used for militia maneuvers. The annual tour of field duty of

Ontario militia, and their summer camp, is usually located above

the town, near Paradise Grove.

The Niagara & Queenston Land and Improvement Co., cap-

ital stock nine hundred thousand dollars, is a wealthy syndicate,

chiefly of Toronto men, which has acquired, by purchase or
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option, about fifteen hundred, acres of river-front lands near

Lewiston, and about as much more on the Canadian side. Among
improvements which it contemplates are electric-light plants and
electric railways connecting points of interest on the lower river.

THE ^^ CANADIAN CHAUTAUQUA."
On the Lake Ontario shore, near Old Niagara, Ontario, are

the pleasant grounds and buildings of the Niagara Assembly,

often called the Canadian Chautauqua. The Hotel Chautauqua is

a large structure, not yet completed according to original plans,

but in use since 1887, which was the first season of the Assembly.

From the hotel, thirty miles across Lake Ontario, Toronto is

faintly visible in clear weather. On the grounds are numerous

cottages, a fine oak grove, through which avenues converge, like

the spokes of a wheel, to the Amphitheater. Lansdowne Lake»

in the grounds, has its outlet into Ontario. The "season" here

consists of schools, popular lectures, etc., after the approved

Chautauqua fashion. It is especially popular with Canadians.

Not to be confused with this institution is

WESLEY PARK.

This resort, one of the pleasantest and most popular in the

neighborhood, was started with the view to making it a sort of

Canadian Chautauqua. It is in charge of a company known as

the Wesley Park Association, and comprises pleasant grounds on^

both sides of the Michigan Central Eailway, and reaching to the

river, in the southern part of the village of Clifton. An audito-

rium has been erected, and the grounds have been tastefully laid

out. A camp-meeting has been held there every summer since

1886, and every year sees new cottages and other improvements.

The Welland Canal, with its new water-way and grand locks,

just finished, runs almost parallel with the Niagara River, eight

miles west of it. It was the opening of this canal, with other

lesser causes, that diverted traffic from the Lower Niagara, and

put its towns into a Rip Van Winkle sleep which is even yet dis-

turbed only by summer tourists and local enterprises for their

enjoyment.
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SUGGESTIONS TO VISITORS.

These constitute Niagara Falls and their surroundings; and,

in conclusion, let us say: If you come to stay only a day, don't

think you can see everything named above unless at a large ex-

pense. If you come to see Niagara Falls, insist on seeing them

first, then select from the outside places any that you desire. If

you are going to spend a Aveek here—and certainly to appreciate

and understand Niagara one should stay that long—visit daily the

two or three principal points, and spend plenty of time at them.

Take in one of the other attractions each day. By so doing you

will appreciate them all, and will not go away feeling that you

have been beaten out of your money, or that Niagara is such a

very expensive place.

If, after viewing the real object of interest, the Falls them-

selves, the visitor chooses to extend his excursions into the sur-

rounding country, he will be amply repaid for his excursions; but

he should distinctly understand that these are not the Falls, but

the country about the Falls—spots which are pleasant, but not

necessary for him who comes simply to view the great wonder of

Niagara to visit.

At no place that we know of are such favorable terms given to

excursionists, thousands coming annually on excursions, and see-

ing, we may say, everything for a very small sum.

The visitor should remember that in crossing to Canada he

passes beyond the jurisdiction of the village trustees, and that if

he is wronged by people there, he has, on the American side, no

method of redress. He should remember, also, that upon all

goods brought into Canada there are large duties.

With these few words, we deem the visitor amply informed.

"We recommend him to use the same good sense here that he uses

at home; to inquire the price of an article before he buys it, and,

if too costly, to let it alone, rather than buy it and then go away
grumbling; to inquire the price of a carriage before he engages

it, and to understand that in no case is the charge more than one

dollar and fifty cents per hour. He should expect to pay a fair

price for all he receives, not to be continually trying to cheapen

13
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everything; for, as surely as lie endeavors to do so, so surely

will the advantage be taken of him. Any gentleman or lady

who will carefully read and follow the above advice and direc-

tions, will never have reason to regret a visit to Niagara Falls.

HINTS FOR SEEING NIAGARA.

The visitor to Niagara Falls should come prepared to remain,

for it is not one of those spots which can be " done" in a day;

and the mere excursionist, who comes in the "early train" and

The Rapids.

leaves by the "night express," has merely the boast that he has

"been to the Falls." If this be the tourist's object, he can ac-

complish it almost as satisfactorily by going east or west by way
of the Falls, getting out during the few moments of the train's

stop at Falls View, and then climbing back into the car. One of

the chief charms of the magnificent cataract is that it grows upon
one, that familiarity does not breed contempt, but that it is more
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impressive on the last day of a month's sojourn in its neighbor-

hood than upon the first day. The first sight is usually disap-

pointing, for the spectacle is so sublime and overwhelming that

the mind, unable to grasp it, can not adjust itself at once to a

scale so stupendous, and the impression fails. But gradually, in

the silence of the night, and during the drowsy quiet of the long

summer day, the unvarying, ponderous, unspeakably solemn

voice of the great flood finds its way into the soul, and holds it

with an awful fascination which is all pervasive and can not be

shaken off.

And there is another reason why a day is insufiicient for see-

ing Kiagara. Between sunrise and sunset one may drive to every

spot described in this book, between the "Whirlpool and Dufferin

Islands, and may do all the things that are usually done by visit-

ors; but the time allotted to each point can not but be inadequate,

when each point has suflficient interest to hold one's attention for

hours.

It is a good plan for one whose time is limited to take a van

in the morning for the tour of the Keservation, descending the

Biddle Staircase en route, and on returnicg to Prospect Park

descend to the foot of American Fall, and take the trip in the

Maid of tlie Mist, going back to the hotel for luncheon on the

return. In the afternoon a carriage may be hired from one of

the responsible liverymen for a visit to the Canadian shore, cross,

ing the new suspension bridge and driving through the Queen
Victoria Park to Dufferin Islands and back; continuing past the

new suspension bridge and the two bridges at Clifton to the

Whirlpool and the Whirlpool Rapids, and returning thence via

either of the suspension bridges.

Such a trip should consume not more than three hours, the

time required depending, of course, upon the time spent at each

place of stoppage. The cost would be as follows:

Carriage, two or more persons, three hours $2.50

New Suspension Bridge toll (carriage, one visitor, and the driver) 75

Drive through Dufferin Islands (caniage and aU its occupants) 50

Elevator at "WTiirlpool Rapids (each person) 50

Railway Suspension Bridge toll (carriage, one visitor, and the driver) .... .45

Total $4.70
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The visitor should remember that he is not compelled any-

where to buy anything unless he wishes to, and he should not

allow his driver or anyone else to prevail against his will. It may
be well also to note that he will be compelled to declare to the

customs officers at each end of the bridges anything dutiable that

he carries from one country to the other.

The cost of the morning excursion would be:

Reservation van (each person) , $ .25

Cave of the Winds, with guide and dress (each person) i.oo

Inclined railway, Prospect Park (each person) 10

Trip on the Maid of the Mist (each person) 50

Total $1.85

A total cost of six dollars and fifty-five cents for seeing about

everything that can be seen at Niagara in one day, with the

exception of the trip behind the Horseshoe Fall on the Canada
side, which can be added for fifty cents.

A USEFUL ITINERARY.

In the following itinerary is presented in outline a method by
which two weeks may be profitably spent by the visitor, with-

out once revisiting the same spot, except incidentally:

Visit Prospect Park and Goat Island, familiarizing yourself

with general outline of points of interest.

TUESDAY.

In the morning visit Goat Island, lingering at Luna Island

and its stairway.

In the afternoon take a trip down the inclined railway (charge

ten cents) at Prospect Park, and upon the steamer Maid of the

Mist (charge fifty cents, including dress).

WEDNESDAY.

In the morning visit Goat Island, taking a forest walk to the

Terrapin Rocks, and hriejly visiting Three Sisters Islands.

In the afternoon take the forest walk to the Biddle Staircase,

and go through the Cave of the Winds.
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THURSDAY.

In the morning visit the upper end of Goat Island, taking with

you an interesting book or paper, and alternately reading and

enjoying the views; return to your hotel for dinner.

In the afternoon visit the new suspension bridge; through

Queen Victoria Jubilee Park to Table Rock, stopping at Table

Rock Ledge, and thence to the Dufferin Islands, returning to the

hotel to supper at six o'clock (expense for carriage and tolls for

each person, two dollars and fifty cents up to two persons—less

for more than two). The first time you go you may drive, after

that walk.

FRIDAY.

Take a carriage and drive down the bank of tbe river on -tlie

American side, taking your lunch, and stopping at Bloody Run;
thence to the heights above Lewiston, commanding a most mag-

nificent view of the windings of the river and the lovely valley of

the Lower Niagara and of Lake Ontario, returning to the hotel at

six o'clock (cost of carriage for one or more, six dollars; no tolls).

The same trip may be made more economically via the New York
Central Railway in the river-view trains, which are equipped

during the summer with handsome observation cars. The cost

for the round trip is twenty-five cents.

SATURDAY.

In the morning, having familiarized yourself now with the

way, cross the new bridge (cost per person over and return,

twenty-five cents), and take one of the vans running through the

Park to Table Rock (cost, each person, ten cents), and walk thence

to the Dufferin Islands, taking your lunch with you and spending

the entire day among the islands.

SUNDAY.

Excellent churches, of all the principal denominations, may be

found in the village, where visitors are always made welcome.

MONDAY.

Yisit the Whirlpool and the Whirlpool Rapids, on the Canada

side, taking along your lunch, and passing the morning at the

Whirlpool Rapids, and the afternoon at the Whirlpool.
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TUESDAY.

Order your lunch put up for you the night before, and taking

it with you in the morning, enter the New York Central train for

Lewiston, and thence by steamer to Fort Niagara, on Lake Onta-

rio, and return in time for supper. This is one of tlie most beau-

tiful trips about the Falls, as the railroad runs along the bank of

the river, commanding many most beautiful views of the Whirl-

pool and the Rapids, and the magnificent scenery of the lower

river. Expense of round trip, one dollar per person.

WEDNESDAY.

In the morning M^alk about the State Park, along the bank to

the Upper Rapids, lingering on the way to obtain many beautiful

views of tlife river.

In the afternoon drive along the upper river on the American

side of La Salle, through a most delightful section of country, and

in full view of the river. (Cost of drive, four dollars for carriage

for party.)

THURSDAY.

Take a carriage, having your lunch with you, and drive on

the Canadian side to the historic battle-field of Queenston and

the monument erected to General Brock at Queenston Heights.

This is, in its historical features, one of the most interesting trips

at the Falls, and the outlook from the Heights is grand. (Car-

riage for entire day for party of five, seven dollars.)

FBIDAY.

After the long drive of Thursday you will find it most restful

to read or sit upon the cool hotel piazzas, or make, possibly, a

short visit to Prospect Park, the afternoon being passed in writing

10 your friends.

SATURDAY.

Take a carriage and your luncheon, and cross the new sus-

pension bridge to visit Lundy's Lane battle-grounds, passing

thence to what is unquestionably the most beautiful drive about

Niagara—the Canadian river-bank up to the village of Chippewa,

and thence to the upper river, commanding a wide prospect of

the Islands, and returning thence through the Dufferin Islands.

(Expense of carriage per day for party, six dollars.)
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These suggestions could be greatly extended by the details of

trips upon the upper river, where there is even better fishing than

at the Thousand Islands, and, of course, each of the spots above

named may be visited more than once; but enough has been said

to show that Niagara is fertile in attractions for the "vacation

tourist."

It should also be borne in mind that upon the visits to the

Whirlpool and the Whirlpool Rapids, Islands, Canadian side,

Queen Victoria Park, Dufferin Islands, cheaper means of transpor-

tation than carriages is offered by the street railways and vans,

which are not so exclusive, but fairly comfortable and less ex-

pensive.

We give below the distances from principal hotels to points of

interest:

DISTANCES FROM PRINCIPAL HOTELS.
Canada American
side. side.

Around Goat Island 2 miles. 1^4 miles.

" Prospect Park 1 " V^
"

To New Suspension Bridge M " J4
"

"Railway " " 2 " 2 "

" Michigan Central Cantilever Bridge 1% " 1% "

'* Whirlpool Rapids 2^ " 2H "

"Whirlpool 2% " 3

"DeviPsHole 4 " 8% "

" Top of Mountain 7 " GVz
•'

" Indian Village (Council House) 8!4 " 8 "

"TableRock ^ " — "

" " " via New Suspension Bridge, or Ferry — " 1^4 "

" " " via Railway Suspension Bridge — " 4% "

" Burning Spring lYt
" — "

" " " via New Suspension Bridge — " 2H "

" " " via Railway Suspension Bridge — *' 6 "

" Limdy's Lane Battle-ground. 154 " 2 "

" Brock's Monument, Queenston Heights 7 " 7
"
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THE INDUSTRIAL INTERESTS OF NIAGARA
FALLS.

Niagara Falls is undoubtedly destined to be a great manufac-

turing as well as distributing point. Hundreds of thousands of

tons of freight are brought thither daily to be shipped to all parts

of the world. Cars cross and recross the bridges all through the

day, and soon every railway of importance in the State of New
York will have tracks in the vicinity. The city is enterprising

and businesslike.

The possession of the most sublime and awe-inspiring

scenery on the American Continent does not necessarily make a

Niagara Falls native a dreamer; but, on the contrary, he is gentr-

ally found to be actuated by a remarkably keen desire to leave

some decided and commercial footpiints, if not on the "sands of

lime," still on the more durable andless impressionable rocky walls;

those walls which bound that whirling cream of eddy and surge

and backwater the deep diapason of whose Horseshoe fall is to

be heard for miles.

Probably from the very first discovery of the cataract ingen-

ious minds have been speculating how best to utilize some part of

the practically unlimited power without impairing the picturesque

value of the scene.

For many years it has been a matter of frequent comment
that at Niagara there existed an enormous water-power not util-

ized. Foreigners visiting the locality expressed their astonish-

ment that a people so inventive and enterprising as the Ameri-

cans should allow the unlimited power of Niagara to waste itself

away without attempting to divert a fraction of the force flowing

by their doors to increase the material prosperity of their coun-

try.

The feasibility of applying a portion of the power of the

cataract to the comfor;s and necessities of mankind has been dis-

cussed for many years by the scientists and manufacturers of

America, and several undertakings for the utilization of so much
of the water-power as the immediate locality required were car-

ried out by local enterprise; but the limited demand for water-
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power in a comparatively new and undeveloped country, and tlie

existence of many small water-powers in the New England States

and other sections of the country, permitted this great natural

reservoir of power at Niagara to remain practically untouched

until the removal of the forests impaired, and in many instances

destroyed, the water-powers at other places.

THE OLD MILLS.

The early French explorers and traders, impressed by the

magnitude of the water-power at Niagara, built a mill beside the

rapids just above the Falls. In Colonial times the British selected

a site in the same neighborhood and erected a mill, used for

preparing timbers for fortifications along the river. Immediately

below were subsequently erected the Stedman and Porter mills,

the first structures of the kind on the Western frontier. These

were soon followed by the construction of two large raceways,

which were used by manufacturing establishments, as was also

Bath Island, situated in the rapids above the American Falls.

THE HYDRAULIC CANAL.

The water-power at Niagara was first utilized on a large scale

by the construction of the hydraulic canal, about three-quarters

of a mile in length, commencing at a point on the shore of the

river above the Falls, where the water is deep and navigable, and

terminating on the high bank of the gorge below the Falls. The
cliff along the bank of the river near the lower termination of

the canal is occupied by the large manufacturing establishments.

The Cataract Mill, the first mill established on the hydraulic

canal, was erected by Charles B. Gaskill in 1874. The capacity

of the mill has been largely increased. It now turns out 700 bar-

rels of flour per day. The canal became the property of Jacob

F. Schoellkopf, to whose enterprise and foresight the development

of Niagara Falls as a manufacturing center is largely due.

The erection of the flouring mill of Schoellkopf & Matthews

was commenced in 1877. It started with twenty-two run of

stone, and, by reason of the power and shipping facilities, became

so successful that it was necessary to increase the capacity. In

1881 it was remodeled, the stone replaced by rollers, and the

product increased to 3,000 barrels per day.
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When the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufacturing

Company became the owners of the hydraulic canal, other

manufacturing industries increased. The Niagara Wood Paper
Company erected a mill for the manufacture of wood pulp.

Owing to the abundant and steady power, the place proved to be

particularly well adapted to that industry, and a second mill was
soon after erected by John P. Quigley. A third mill, now the

property of the Cataract Manufacturing Company, was subse-

quently established. All of the pulp mills have since erected

additions fully as large as the first structures. The Niagara

Wood Paper Company and the Cliff Paper Company have added

machinery for the manufacture of paper.

When the mill of the Niagara Falls Paper Manufacturing

Company was appropriated by the State of New York at the estab-

lishment of the State Reservation at Niagara, in the year 1885,

the Pettebone Paper Company erected a larger and better mill, in

the milling district. In 1889 an addition to the establishment was
built and the capacity of the mill doubled.

The Oneida Community (limited) of Niagara Falls has estab-

lished one of the largest silver-plating works in the United

States, and has also added an extensive steel chain manufactory

to the establishment. The capacity of the works has been doubled

since their establishment.

Carter & Company (limited), manufacturers of counter check-

books, located at Niagara Falls when the goods were first intro-

duced. The establishment has been enlarged several times, and a

new building is now being erected to meet the increased demand.

A third flouring mill, "The Central," has been established,

with a capacity of 2,000 barrels per day. Schoellkopf & Mattbews'

Niagara Flouring Mill and the Central Flouring Mill, standing

side by side at Niagara Falls, arc the largest flouring mills east of

Minneapolis, and are almost continually run to their full capacity.

The establishment of the flouring mills necessitated the build-

ing of large cooper shops. All the barrels used by the mills are

manufactured in the mill district. This branch of industry gives

employment to a large number of men.

The business of the Brush Electric Light & Power Company,

organized in 1881, has continually increased.
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The Niagara Falls Brewing Company's establishment is one of

the most successful and prosperous concerns of the kind in the

country. Since the erection of the buildings, additions have

been made sufficient to double its capacity.

The building of so many mills led to Ihe erection of Philpott

& Leuppie's machine shop, an extensive establishment located in

the heart of the mill district.

Every branch of business established during the past fifteen

years has been obliged by increased demand to double its capacity.

A summary of the yearly transactions of some of the various

branches of industry will illustrate the importance of Niagara

FaFs as a manufacturing center.

The flouring mills manufacture annually 942,000 barrels of

flour, value $4,710,000; employ 110 men, and pay out for wages
$66,000. The paper and pulp mills turn out 9,156 tons, value

$527,520; employ 126 persons, and pay out for wages $64,680.

The coDper shops employ 130 men, manufacture 603,600 barrels,

value $211,260, and pay out for wages $64,800. The Oneida

Community (limited) emplops 220 persons, and pays out for

wages $60,000; value of product, $200,000. Carter & Company
(limited) employ 161 persons, pay out in wages $49,400; value of

product, $350,000. The Niagara Falls Brewing Company em-
ploys 40 men, and pays out in wages $28,000; manufactures 40,000

barrel?, value $280,000. Philpott & Leuppie employ 16 men,

and pay $9,600 for wages.

These establishments are among the most prosperous in the

country, a fact largely due to the great superiority of the power
and the unexcelled shipping facilities at their command.

The railroad companies have been watchful of the rapid

growth of the manufacturing interests, and railroad sidings have

been laid to every mill door. Twenty-seven thousand cars of

mill freight are now handled every year.

The chain of the Great Lakes, the inexhaustible source of the

power, is unaffected by floods or droughts, the surface height of

the Niagara River is practically the same at all times, and the

lake water which constitutes the stream is of the purest quality.

There is nothing to interrupt the steady flow of the products of

these establishments, and being located as they are upon the
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great highway of commerce between the East and West, where

the trunk lines of railway concentrate at the international rail-

way bridges, connecting the United States and Canada, the means
of obtaining the raw material, and the facilities for bringing the

products of the manufacturing establishments to the consumer,

are unexcelled.

THE GREAT GORGE ROUTE,

on the American side, runs from Niagara Falls to Lewiston, con-

necting with all railroads and steamboat lines from the East and

West, from Buffalo and Toronto.

This line is a marvel of skill and ingenuity in electric rail-

road building. Its cars start from the great Observation Tower,

opposite Prospect Park, and carry passengers down a gentle grade

on the side of the rocky gorge, reaching the main grade

only twenty feet above the water, near the great railroad bridges.

It passes along the wonderful Whirlpool Rapids, w^here they can

be seen completely from end to end. The Great Whirlpool

is skirted and seen from the most appreciated point, the water

level. The lower rapids, the longest, most beautiful, and the

least seen in the past, are shown in all their glory. The great

mystic cavern. The Devil's Hole, the caves along the route, the

old forts, battle grounds, and the ruins of the first Suspension

Bridge over Niagara Gorge, the first built in America, are among
the interesting points passed, while magnificent views of Queens-

ton Heights and Brock's monument are obtained, the scene of the

great battle of the War of 1812, the romantic scenery passing like

a panorama before one's gaze, ending up at the historic old vil-

lage of Lewiston, where direct connection is made with the

steamers for Toronto and all parts of Canada.
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The Pan-American E^xposition.

IT
IS possible to convey the subtle beauties of the exposition but faintly through the pages of a book. Its bolder outlines and comparative extent may be measured by a

photograph and the statistics of its building may be put in black and white, but nothing substantial can illumine the tonal blend of color that is to be seen under those eaves on

a clear cut afternoon, or the soft diffusion of the rosy coming of the lights at the close of a summer's da\-, or the final burst of splendor that etches the whole vast space of

transformed park and meadow in transcendent relievo against the dark earth, seeming from a great height like the finger prints of a fiery God. The exposition was primarily an

industrial and business enterprise, and so prevails in its sentient purpose, but the artistic and aesthetic permeate all. The popularization of art and the general dissemination of

artistic principles are among the chief purposes of an exposition, and success has attended here. This individuality that gives it life is not to be reproduced. No photograph

can mirror an iota of the thrill that masters you on those occasions, when after knowing it for awhile, you stand in the midst of it, with Saracenic palaces, radiant in color, on

all sides, as the sunlight and the flowers and the elusive music breed joy and satisfaction, while the subtlety and full beauty of it reach you. This is the reward that comes from

repeated visits, and it is what the artists, the sculptors, the architects, the electricians, the men who built it meant should come.

The night illumination has proven to be the most remarkable innovation that the exposition has furnished. Like many gre.at departures from established custom it came

almost unknown to the projectors of the show, and its institution was due to the confidence and zeal of one man and his associates. Its impressive, poetic, witching beauty, which

comes from the use of artificial light in an artistic way, is one of the great popular object lessons that the exposition affords. Another is the polychromatic coloring that here,

for the first time, has been extensively and intelligently applied to a group of public buildings. It is an immense exhibit of a temporary city, designed to show to the

barbarously colored and inharmonious grouping of the most of American buildings what can be done with a free and organized use of paint. There is a third phase which the

exposition has and which got the primary consideration in the building, though the innovations of color and lighting have somewhat relegated it from first consideration, and that

is the eclectic architecture which has been utilized ostensibly for exhibit buildings, but whose utility is chiefly that which pleasing forms and beautiful arrangement have as features

for a big show and as drawing cards for the spectacle-loving public. As a business enterprise the projectors of the exposition desired that it be a success, and they gave

architects full license to create a beautiful summer city.

It might be interesting to know that the exposition cost about $8,000,000, that it was built entirely by Buff'alo capital; that it was first mentioned in 1896 at the Atlanta

Cotton States Exposition; that building was commenced on it in the spring of 1899; that it covers 366 acres of park land and city lots; that about 200,000 eight-candle power

incandescent lamps are used in its night illumination; that it has a mile of Midway frontage; that its architectural, sculptural, color and water arrangement is designed to typify

in a vast sense the evolution of man, and that every State in the Union and every country in the western hemisphere is represented in its exhibits.

Labor built it and it lives for labor. The world of works and products and inventions is shown, and here, also, is the workman shown. Those that labor not confront the

laboring many and learn lessons that are evident. Countless, ceaseless hands of toil have brought from the myriad ends of earth the delvings of its sons for ages, to add to the

bright gleanings of the present and to show them in enchanted palaces, by a lake, fair as a baby's smile; then to pass on into the history of completed things, leaving behind

memories and echoes of memories and all the subtle influences that weave their long association through the hearts and brains of men. It exhibits elate certainty of good

husbandry; the buoyance of asserted skill. The arts are here. The graceful curves of colonades, the long loggias and trellised porticoes, the high minarets and rounded

domes, the swell and bulge of plastered muscles in heroic statues, the flowing water, the winding paths through bowers of shaded wood, instill the love of beauty. Harmony

grows like morning glories, blossoming with the dawn and melting into tender memory with evening's clouds of molten gold. There is shown, under its shell of beauty, in the

spray of laughing fountains, within the sounds of the elusive strains of sweet music, to the hum of machinery wheels, under the blue sky, now bathed in a mellow flood of

incandescent glory, and now in God's clear sunlight, all that man has wrought, all that he has learned of nature's secrets, all that he has dared, all that he has done, a hint of what

he will do. R. H. B.



THE PYLONS AND TRIUMPHAL BRIDGE.

Surmountinif each of the four pylons is a mounted standard bearer, the youth of the nation, carrying the emblem of progress and liberty,
fe

jjorses are the expression of this country's glorious, triumphant, onward rush, of which the Exposition beyond is a

milestone, marking the present place of half ascent.

The rearing
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THE HORTICULTURE BUILDING.

Never before has a horticulture exhibit had so beautiful, elaborate a setting as is here provided. It is the handsomest temporary structure ever built

such a purpose. Its imposing situation and symbolic value make it the central figure of the entire western half ot the Exposition.

Groups of statuary symbolize mineral wealth, floral wealth and animal wealth.

for



The Building in which President McKinley was Shot,

TEMPLE OF MUSIC.

The Temple of Music is the home of the Exposition's formal functions and of a daily afternoon recital on the great pipe organ, the second largest

ever erected. The building has often been called the gem of the Exposition and it deserves the mention.

It is handy and conspicuous in location, and seats 2000 persons.



COURT OF FOUNTAINS AT NIGHT.
The scene shown here is the western, inner side of the Court of Fountains, the great building for Transportation and Machinery in the centre, with the

Electricity Building beyond and the lights of the Midway still farther to the North. One of the largest generators at

Niagara Falls provides the display. It produces 5,000 horse-power, equal to

the combined work of 230,000 men.



ESPLANADE AND FOUNTAIN OF ABUNDANCE AT NIGHT.

Here is shown the Court of Plenty about the Fountain of Abundance in the foreground, with the crowned dome of the Temple of Music next. To the

west on one arm of the Esplanade, the Horticulture Building, in a separate picture, is a cluster of high towers and peaks, a jagged break on

a solid background of black night. To the extreme left is the Mines Building, with the butterfly band-stand in the left centre.



i
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THE GOVERNMENT BUILDING.
Far at the right, as you approach the Exposition from the south, there is a great, blue dome, seemingly as substantial as that of the capitol at Washington

It surmounts the Government Building, commanding the eastern half of the Exposition. It is an immense structure, 600 feet long in its main
portion and 130 feet wide, while each wing has 150 square feet. The three, arranged in a U, cluster about the Fountain of Man.



MACHINERY AND TRANSPORTATION BUILDING.

This building is 500 feet long and 350 feet wide. In the basement are located 17 great pumps that give life to the water in the fountains of the tower

and the grand basin, and the scene there is one of leviathan labor. The machinery of the exhibits engages the attention above.



AGRICULTURE BUILDING.

The building for Agriculture is noted for its delicate coloring. The scheme which elsewhere h.is been a quasi-success seems here to have been a marked
success. Rose and deep blue with decorations of fawn and xanthine are the prevailing colors.



Opposite the Fountain of Abundance.
man.

ETHNOLOGY BUILDING.
It is a component part of a beautiful scheme, and conforms to that with a fitting grace.

Exhibits relating to pre-historic and historic archeology, ethnology and related arts.

It is where man studies



MANUFACTURES AND LIBERAL ARTS.
The Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building is Spanish Renaissance in its architecture, designed to balance its neighbor, the Machinery and Transportation

Building, across the Court of Fountains. Within, in addition to the exhibits of manufactures and liberal arts
there is an extensive display of food products and their accessories.

'



ELECTRICITY BUILDING.
The Electricity Building extends along the Mall west of the Electric Tower for 500 feet, and is 150 feet wide. It contains the Plant for distribution oi

Electric Power for the Exposition, and the Commercial and Historic Exhibits in Electrical Arts, and is one of the most interesting

places at the Exposition to all interested in electricity and its development.



STATUARY OCCUPYING PROMINENT PLACES IN THE EXPOSITION GROUNDS.
The Court of Fountains is rich in statuary. Five of the groups here shown are there. The upper central figure is St. Gauden's equestrian statue of

General Sherman. Roth's "Charioteer" is shown in the lower right-hand corner. The Elk and the Buffalo

are decorative pieces in the State and foreign section.



THE FOUNTAIN OF NATURE.

The view here shown is taken in front of Horticulture Building. The chief figure is that of Nature herself, holding aloft the Sun, author of all life.

Grouped about are the Seasons and the Elements in emblematic figures.



TEMPLE OF MUSIC. MACHINERY AND TRANSPORTATION BUILDING. COURT OF FOUNTAINS AND ELECTRIC T

NEW PANORAMIC VIEW OF ILLUMINATION,



MANUFACTURERS AND LIBERAL ARTS. ETHNOLOGY BUILDING. WING OF GOVERNMENT BUILD. NO,

LOOKING FROM THE TRIUMPHAL BRIDGE



GRAPHIC ARTS BUILDING—SOUTH FRONT. MINES BUILDING—SOUTH FRONT.

FISHERIES BUILDING—NORTH FRONT. CORNER IN ORDNANCE EXHIBIT—GOVERNMENT BUILDING.



THE COURT OF FOUNTAINS FROM THE ELECTRIC TOWER.

THE STADIUM.
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ILLINOIS.

NEW YORK.

STATE BUILDINGS.
NEW JERSEY. ALASKA.

OHIO.



STATE BUILDINGS.
MICHIGAN.
NEW ENGLAND, Union of the Six States.

MINNESOTA.
MISSOURI OR LOUISIANA PURCHASE BUILDING.



MEXICO.
ECUADOR.

FOREIGN BUILDINGS.

PORTO RICO. HONDURAS.
CANADA.



SOME OF THE SMALLER EXPOSITION STRUCTURES.
THE GRANGE BUILDING.

THE A. 0. U. W. BUILDING
THE FORESTRY BUILDING.
THE DAIRY BUILDING.



THE MIDWAY.
The north portion of the Midway is here shown from a point near the Plaza,



BOSTOCK'S ARENA OF TRAINED WILD ANIMALS.

FAIR JAPAN.



2



GRAND ENTRY— INDIAN CONGRESS.
A cavalcade of barbaric chieftains and their support, here pictured as prepared for the start, come into th» arena of the Indian Congress thrice daily for

the grand entry. It is probably the most impressive gathering of red men for show purposes ever made, a horde of friendly savages.



BEAUTIFUL ORIENT.

No one misses the Beautiful Orient. Its entrance is at the elbow of the North Midway, and its obelisks and impassive sphinx command the approach to

the street. Inside its streets camels and donkeys and a lively procession of show race past.



DARKNESS AND DAWN, ESQUIMAU VILLAGE.

OLD PLANTATION. HOUSE UPSIDE-DOWN.
POPULAR MIDWAY ATTRACTIONS.



THE GONDOLA LANDING—GRAND CANAL—VENICE IN AMERICA.
Venice in America is the chief landing dock of the boats that make the most delightful trip within the Exposition grounds; the canal route that

circumnavigates the rainbow city by day and the city of light by night. The Venetian gondoliers chant their gay
songs there, and many a carol of midnight joy rings across the silent water.
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A MEDLEY OF MIDWAY ATTRACTIONS.
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Publishers Preface

In meeting- this author we at once recognize

a gem of Christian purity with a wealth of poetic

genius and intellectual ability. In presenting

this literary work we realize that the public

will be pleased to find the author kindly pre-

sented by the eminent persons who are his

personal friends and who have written the in-

troductory matter as a guarantee of authencity.

With the assistance of such persons as these we
concluded to place the book before the public,

believing that it will inspire many thousands

to appreciate their own superior gifts, thereby

serving the double purpose of benefiting the

author, while being an inspiration to the public.

Aside from the introductory statements all

the matter of this book is written by the author

who uses his own pin-point type, one page

sample of which is found in this book. Assuring

the public that the value of this book is enhanced

by the unique character of its origin, we are,

Very truly,

The Publishers.



Introductory

“ I live in an ideal world all my own,

No mortal can share it with me;

Its mysteries to all will be ever unknown.

No eye its rare beauties can see.

My sky is the loveliest and brightest of blue,

Its clouds are so misty and white;

The sun ever shines in my ideal world.

And unknown is the darkness of night.

In my ideal world bright flowers ever bloom,

And the leaves of my trees never fade,

And birds of bright plumage make for them a home.

And sing in each flowery glade.

In my ideal world the landscapes are fair.

There are valleys and mountains and hills;

Bright rivers and streamlets glide peacefully on.

And brooklets with murmuring rills.

In my ideal world bright forms, too, I see

With faces exquisitely fair.

For happy and peaceful they ever can be,

Unknown is all sorrow and care.

In my ideal world all musical sounds
Are purest and clearest in tone;

In silvery sweetness the harmonies blend,

No discord there ever is known.

Oh, my Ideal World! Words but faintly describe

Thy beauteous scenes that I see;

All praise to my Father, the Great, the Supreme,
Who conferred these great blessings on me.” — C. J. S.

I know the author. He himself gave me these
verses. This young man, full of talent, of ambition,
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reaching- out eagerly for all that the world offers to the

growing soul, finds limitation stamped upon every phase

of his outer environment. He is deaf, dumb and blind

yet this is the ideal world he has made for himself. With

this example before us what may we do for ourselves?”

Eeeen Dyer.

Vineland, N. J.

A gay little butterfly rose with the sun,

“ Ha, ha! ” said he, “ I’ll have some fun,

I will wile away the morning hours

Flirting with the dear little flowers.”

Then merrily he began to sing,

As he shook the dust from his beautiful wing.

And washed his face with a dew-drop fair

That sparkled on a rose-leaf there.

“ And now, I am ready to start,” said he,

“ I feel as happy as can be,”

So, away he darted through the air.

In and among the flowers so rare.

A stately white lily lowered her head,

And all around her fragrance shed;

He ventured just to peep in her eye.

And beat his breast and began to sigh.

But she looked at him with such disdain,

He dared no longer there remain,

So he concluded away he would

And courteously bowing, said, good-bye.”

To the little blue-bells he kisses threw.

Who laughed and said, “we are ashamed of you,”

But merrily shook their heads in fun.

Said he, you are coquettes, every one!”

When he flattered the pansies they opened their eyes.

And gazed at him with great surprise;

No matter how subtly he wielded his art,

He could not win a pansy’s heart.
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A tiny rosebud grew by the side

Of her mother rose, that had opened wide;

He snatched a kiss from the rosebud’s cheek.

And she too frightened was to speak.

The mother would not such insult brook;

With indignation she fairly shook.

Till her beautiful petals fell to the ground.

Scattering their fragra 11c all around.

And when he saw the mischief he had done.

He merely said, "I was only in fun;”

So he spread his wings and away he flew

To amuse himself in pastures new.

And so he passed the bright sunny hours.

Visiting numbers of beautiful flowers.

Admiring the young and flattering the old;

Some laughed, some cried, some said he was bold.

The sun was sinking in the west,
“ I am tired,” said he, “ I’ll go to rest;

I’ll under the leaf of that holly-bush creep,”
And very soon he was fast asleep.

— C. J. S.

Rt. Rev. Bishop Muldoon manifests his co-operation
with this publication in the following-

letter:

St. Charees Rectory,
953 W. Twelfth Street, Chicago, 111.

I have read with a great deal of pleasure “Flashes
of Bight from an Imprisoned Soul” by Mr. Clarence J.
Selby, and I am happy to know that he has in press
Echoes from the Rainbow City.” His immense energy,

perseverance and patience are lessons to all who are
careless with the gifts, of which he is deprived. I wish
to be numbered among the subscribers.

Very sincerely,

B. Muedoon.



RT. REV. BISHOP MULDOON



THE MOST REV. ARCHBISHOP FEEHAN



BE Couteuex St. Mary’s Institution, Buffalo, N. Y.,

For the Improved Instruction of Deaf Mutes



FATHER PAUI,.

Father Paul Ponziglione, assistant pastor of the Holy Family
Church, anti chaplain at the bridewell, died at the age of 82 years. He
had been in Chicago ten years.

Father Ponziglione was a native of Italy, and of a noble family.
He is said to have given up the title of count to enter the priesthood.
He was the oldest Jesuit in his province, having been a member of

that order for sixty-one years. Forty years of his life were spent as
missionary among the Osage Indians in Western Kansas. He cele-
brated his jubilee as a Jesuit in 1887, and as priest two years ago.
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Instead of pitying- they would envy;

Could they those bright visions see -

Scenes of wondrous heavenly beauty

God so kindly sends to me;

And the sounds of sweetest music

Ring upon my inward ear;

Angel voices, sweet, harmonious.

Softly chanting, I can hear.

None can know the peaceful feeling

That pervades my inmost breast.

Knowing that my Heavenly Father

Gives to me what he thinks best.

If I had my sight and hearing

With earth I might contended be

Never thinking of God’s heaven

And its joys in store for me.
— C. J. S.

Hon. Geo.A.Bewis, of Buffalo, N.Y., writes the following:

Mr. J. A. Widuiams,

Care of The Travelers’ Bureau, Chicago.

Dear Sir:—I take the liberty of addressing you a

few lines on the subject of the unfortunate deaf mute

Clarence J. Selby.

Clarence Selby was educated in the Be Couteulx St.

Mary’s Institution for the Improved Instruction of Deaf

Mutes in this city. I am president of the Board of Trus-

tees, and have known Clarence Selby for about eleven

years. I have always been filled with amazement and
admiration at his mental attainments. I consider that

he is the happy possessor of the most refined temper-

ment. His nature has never been soured by his misfor-

tunes, and if I may judge from some of his poems which
I have read, his mental gifts are of a very high order.

What he says and what he writes is filled with human
interest of the most touching character.

Trusting that you may do something to further his

literary ambitions, I remain, Very truly yours,

Geo. A. Bewis.
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John Dewey, Ph. D., Head of the Departments of Phi-
losophy and Education in the University of Chicago.

Mr J. A. Williams,
My Dear Sir:—I have met and conversed with Mr.

Selby with great pleasure, and have become acquainted
with his most interesting work. The cases of Laura
Bridgman, Helen Kellar and the more striking instances
of the deaf-blind have familiarized the public with the
great importance of the scientific and educational ques-
tions concerned. But there are other cases, not cele-

brated, but equally worthy of note for the degree of pro-
gress made, considering the opportunities, and equally
worthy of encouragement for the force, bravery and
intelligence with which this most discouraging situation

has been met. Mr. Selby presents such a case.

Respectfully,

John Dewey.

HISTORY OF LE COUTEULX INSTITUTION,

Where Mr. Selby was Educated.

On September 26, 1853, there was incorporated in

the city of Buffalo a society or corporation to be known
as the “ Le Couteulx St. Mary’s Benevolent Society for
the Deaf and Dumb,” which society was established for

benevolent and charitable purposes, and to aid and in-

struct the deaf and dumb. Rt. Rev. John Timons, pres.,

Louis Le Couteulx de Caumont, treas., Peter Bede,
sec’y; John Walsh, Thomas Dolan, Daniel Vaughn and
Edwin Thomas consisted its first board of trustees.

In the year 1857 three Sisters of St. Joseph, who had
acquired a knowledge of the sign language and methods
of instruction at the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb
at Caen, in Prance, and who were then in St. Louis, Mo.,
consented to come to Buffalo to take charge of the new
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institution. The Bishop, with his indomitable zeal and

courage, in the meantime ( in 1861 ) sent one of the sisters,

(Sister Mary Anne Burke, the present principal of the

institution) to the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb in

Philadelphia, to become acquainted with the methods

used in that well-known excellent institution.

Mt. St. Joseph Academy,
November 21, 1901.

Mr. J. A. Wieeiams, Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir—I would say that Clarence Selby is, indeed,

very bright. I have sent you a copy of our annual report

in which you will find a newspaper sketch of him while

he was a pupil here. Most of his instruction was given

through the manual alphabet, as we had not many books

for the blind. He was placed in our school because of

his deafness, and no provision was made by the State on
account of his being blind, so we did all we could for him
under the circumstances. He is very fond of reading

and having some one read to him. There are a great

many books for the blind in the Chicago public library

and he has read them since he left school. You will find

him more familiar with current topics than many who
have the use of all their senses.

Yours respectfully,

Sister Mary Anne Burke,
Principal.



IN MEMORIAM

Thou art gone, Father Paul
They have laid Thee to rest—

But Thy spirit hath flown
To the land of the bless’d.

God sent his bright angels
To bid Thee to come

To Thy mansion, prepared
In His beautiful home.

And how much we miss Thee
None ever can know

—

And the kind words and blessings
Thou wert wont to bestow.

But we know. Father Paul
In that bright home above

Thou rememberest Thy children
With tenderest love.

Thy footsteps we’ll follow,

’Til from earth-life we are free—
Then we’ll fly to Thy side,

And dwell ever with Thee.

Sacred to the memory of the Rev. Father Paul, of
the Jesuit Order. c. J. S.
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“Sketch of Clarence J. Selby,”

By Helen Sherry.

Clarence J. Selby was born in England in 1872.

"When he was three years of age the family, in the hope
of bettering their fortune, came to America. In New
York state where they settled, the child, bright, happy,
and healthy, lived like other children until the age of
seven. He had been going to school three months when
he was seized with a disease of the eyes and ears, in con-
sequence of which he lost in rapid succession both sight
and hearing. Though after this disaster he was still able
to communicate his needs and desires by means of the
words he remembered from the stock accumulated before
his affliction yet he was now utterly unable to under-
stand those about him. This was a grievous circumstance
to the child whose mind was unusually alert, and who,
to use his own words: “was always craving for know-
ledge.” It proved difficult to satisfy his longing. His
parents were unable to help him. Every asylum to which
they appealed refused him admission on the ground of
their lack of equipment to meet his particular case; for
while there were many institutions for the blind, and
also many for deaf-mutes, there were as yet none for
deaf-mutes that were also blind. At last the good nuns
of Le Couteulx at Buffalo who taught the deaf-mutes,
consented to see him. After an interview in which they
were impressed with his intelligence, they agreed to try
him. Sister Dositheus undertook and, for ten years with
infinite patience and ingenuity, continued his education.
A letter from her to the writer testifies to the remarkable
keennes of her pupil’s faculties. He had achieved the
feat of learning the entire manual alphabet in one day.
“We found,” writes the sister, “that he learned to read
in less time than the majority of the hearing blind. He
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was fond of reading' and when not in class he would get

a boy to read to him. He was always attentive.” The
good sister concludes with the regret that it should have
been the lot of Clarence to lack the educational advan-

tages enjoyed by Helen Keller.

In spite of his limited education, however, Clarence

has tasted the visissitudes of authorship. His little verses

“My Ideae Worud,” and his autobiographic “Flashes
of Eight from an Imprisoned Soue” have found their

way into many a gracious home where the pleasure

their perusal has given is the reward of the benevolence

that dictated their purchase. These booklets give evidence

at least of unusual intelligence.

Clarence is, above all, a poetic soul—a soul thirsty

for the loveliness of the universe to which he feels himself

bound. The poetic drift of his mind is also manifested

in his fondness for descriptions. These are by no means
mere reproductions of what has been communicated to

him by others. They seem to me to issue from a soul

saturated with impressions at first hand.

His “Impressions of the Rainbow City” strengthens

this conviction. His comparison of the Japanese hat to

an inverted bowl show that the picture was actually

present to his inner vision. Also the long fiery serpents

which shot upwards during the pyrotechnic display at

the Pan-American Exposition, were as vividly outlined

against the firmament of his mind as they were against

the sky of Buffalo. None but the soul of a poet would
have been interested in the Japanese dialogue of the

“Spirit of the Trees.”

Whatever powers the human soul is capable of ac-

quiring when at rest, have doubtless fallen to the lot of

Clarence. He asserts that “thought transference is no
fad but a reality which can be clearly proven;” that

thoughts are distinctly transmitted to him by persons

whose natures are perfectly harmonious with his own.
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His mother says that at home it is a common occurrence

with him to interject a relevant observation into a conversa-

tion going on between his parents of which he could not

have heard a word. It is not hard to conceive that the

isolation of his mind from so many sources should make of

it a plate peculiarly adapted to the reception of 'thought.

Music, especially in its livelier measures, gives him real

delight. Instead of addressing his auditory nerves his whole

nervous system receives the impressions and conveys them to

the consciousness where they seem to be interpreted in terms

of rhythmic vibrations. When seated by a piano on which
some one is performing he holds a hand immediately over

the key-board, and the sound seems to travel up along the

nerves of the arm to the brain. When the measures are

strongly accentuated, as in dance music, he is often power-
fully agitated, his body keeping time to the rhythm thus

communicated. He leans forward,*his face eloquent with

concentrated attention and illumined by a smile which
attests his rapture.

Neither is he deficient in sense of humor, as witness

many instances in his writings. Among which may be espe-

cially noted his descriptions of the chicks in the incubator.

He calls them “lively little balls” and “as happy a crowd of

little orphans as one would wish to see.” The hoax of the

brick-bats pleases him immensely, and he finds the lions

“more gentle and easier to handle from behind.” The
“voice of the elephant is more loud than harmonious.” The
shooting of revolvers to cheer up the people seems to cheer
him up a bit, too.

From the standpoint of the social sense he seems to me
especially gifted

;
for certainly it would be hard to find a

human being more passionately animated with the desire
to enter into relations with his fellow-men. In the midst of
a company which is a desert solitude to him, until he is

approached by some one, it is a pathetic spectacle to see



My Mother.

Mother, companion, friend and guide,
I lind thee ever at my side.
To comfort me tvhate’er betide.
With words of love and cheer.

Thy brightest thoughts to me
Thou dost impart

—

Thy sunny nature doth
Possess the art

Of shedding sunshine o'er my heart.
My mother, dear.

—C. J. Selby.



ELIZA ALLEN STARR

Of her many writing's, we may say that her masterpiece was “The
Three Keys to the Camera Della Signatura.” The keys explain the
picture, and this interpretation gives to the world that view and un-

derstanding of the great master’s work otherwise impossible. The
Holy Father was so pleased with this book that a most exquisite
medal of The Immaculate Conception was sent to Miss Starr as a token
of his appreciation and blessing. This approval of the head of the

Church forcibly suggests to us another—a welcome which she won
when her pure soul left its earthly tenement; for we seem to hear those
cheering words: “Well done, thou good and faithful servant . . .enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord.”
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him turn his sightless eyes gratefully towards his inter-

locutor and exchange his expression of blank loneliness for

one of exuberant childlike joy. He says he loves to meet

his brethren in infirmity for he likes “to compare ideas and

studies” with them. He is also of a gallant turn of mind

being very fond of the society of ladies as well as an excel-

lent judge of their personal charms. Certain it is that the

feelings of sympathy and aversion, of attraction and repul-

sion arise in him as a result of personal contact through the

sense of touch. Little Chiquita, the Cuban midget, was an

object of intense interest to him and between the lines we
read a shade of regret as he leaves her “to be admired by

the gaping throng.” Somehow there is born in his soul the

feeling that a delicate little woman should not be stared at.

To the man who cannot see his fellow-men nor talk with

them nor hear the sound of his mother tongue, the father-

land might well be supposed to represent but a vague con-

ception. Not so to Clarence. A passionate love of the

native land he scarcely remembers, is ‘‘ineradicably lodged

in his throbbing poet-bosom.” When his teacher was

reading to him the thrilling account of the battle of Ban-

nockburn he startled her by the fierceness of the gesture

with which, as soon as he perceived the drift of the narra-

tive, he seized her hand and said: “Don’t, don’t read any
further! It’s too horrible!” He could not endure to hear

the echoes of British disaster even across a chasm of over

five hundred years. To the select band of the virtuous,

by divine right, Clarence may well be said to belong.

As it would be tiresome to say that he possesses all the

virtues in the calendar I will take the liberty of calling

the attention of the reader to a little trait of his which

has enough, perhaps, of the tincture of vice to lend addi-

tional piquancy to his character. Among his accomplish-

ments he is proud to count artificial or acquired speech.

When one first meets him it is generally somewhat difficult
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to understand him. Those who know him well have

learned that it is not tactful to apprise him of this difficulty

but, on the contrary, it must be carefully dissimulated. He
is in a state of chronic elation as to this attainment and is,

in consequence, inordinately sensitive about comments

regarding his proficiency in this line. If you are unfortu-

nate enough to say to him that you do not understand him
he will answer with something of hauteur: “I speak just

like other people."

The reader is now sufficiently prepared to hear that

Clarence has an unusually strong religious sense. The
maker of the world is to him in a profoundly vital sense the

“Father Divine," and it is no perfunctory utterance of

empty sanctimonious habit, but the expression of genuine

spiritual aspiration that bursts from him in the form of

verse

:

“Upward, ever upward,

Toward the great Unseen."

His happiness—for he is profoundly happy—is simply
the fruit of his conviction that it is not for long—that the

night, in which his lot is cast, is only the night which, for

the Christian, is darkest just before dawn. In short,

everything is well done because it is the will of God.
I will close this brief and imperfect outline of his char-

acter by calling attention to one of the traits which have
most endeared Clarence to me—I refer to his yearning for

the opportunity of earning an independent livelihood. He is a
man and he would be independent like other men. It was a
blow to him to be denied the privilege of learning some
trade, as others of his partners in affliction have done.
However, he has now hopes that he may yet earn his bread
by his pen, and that makes him happy, for he loves to write.
However that may be, he has done enough already to earn
our plaudits. Helen Sherry.
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Niagara University, N. Y.
Mr. J. A. Wieeiams:

Dear Sir—I am acquainted with Mr. C. Selby and

his devoted mother, having met them at the Deaf Mute
Institute, Buffalo, last summer. I consider the young
man’s case a very interesting one, and I regard his

mental development as quite unique in the history of

education. It seems to me that if educational bodies

were made acquainted with what he has accomplished

in spite of his triple affliction, publications from his pen
would meet with generous welcome from those who are

interested in the development of the mind’s powers.

Yours very truly, U. A. Grace, C. M.
Sec’y N. U.

Father F. A. Moeller writes as follows:

St. Ignatius Coeeege, Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir—It gives me much pleasure to hear that you
are publishing a new book entitled “Echoes from the

Rainbow City,” from the pen of Clarence Selby, the phe-

nomenal blind deaf mute. No doubt the book will meet
meet with a large sale, not only on account of its literary

merit, but as a benefit to Mr. Selby and his deserving

mother. Yours truly,

F. A. MoEEEER, S. J.

It is with much interest I hear of a new publication

—a fresh inspiration—from the pen of Clarence Selby.

He is to be congratulated upon having had so great an
experience at the “Rainbow City,” and the readers of

his new book—“ Echoes erom The Rainbow City”

—

should seek every opportunity to offer appreciation of

his efforts.

I hope his publisher will allow me to be among the

first to wish him success. In all truth, I am,
Nancy McKay Gordon.
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Alfred C. Harmsworth,
Editor London Daily Mail,

London, England.

My Dear Clarence Selby—Your mother’s letter reached

me this morning and I hasten to tell you how very much
I am interested in you and your book.

She told me she has been reading an account of our

home at St. Peters, in Kent. I write this from a little

cottage we have some thirty miles north of London and

my wife and a sister have all read your book to-day. I

shall mention it in my newspapers, of which I edit several,

and will send the Journal to you, and also a book about

our Queen, written so that you will be able to read it by

passing your finger along the pages. I published it last

year. It will take probably thirty days to reach you.

Your afflictions are great, my dear Clarence—forgive

my familiarity, but I feel that I know you—yet you can
enjoy life far more happily than many who might seem
to be less troubled, for you can go about and take interest

in people and places, you can read and write and you
have a mother who loves you—that I can tell from her

letter. It was most kind of her to send me your book.

We were in the U. S. in 1894, and if we ever go to

Chicago may we visit you and thank you in person for so

charming and interesting a present?

Our address in London is 36 Berkeley Square W.
That is where we live in winter.

Your friend,

Alfred C. Harmsworth.
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Shortly before her decease Miss Starr wrote as follows:

It was with delight as well as surprise that I read

the pages of the manuscript, which Mr. Selby had
printed on his small pin-prick frame. It was a model of

neatness and of accuracy as to its mechanical execution,

and what vivacity, what a flow of language and still

more of ideas! At once I realized what had been the

motive of his book, which was to put himself in com-
munication with his fellowmen, by expressing what
was in his heart and mind; sentiments, impressions

which he had longed in vain to utter in his isolation,

until his soul ached for sympathizing listeners.

I realized also, that it was the natural desire to

communicate these thoughts and images tolthose around
him—not only to receive from them but to share his own
treasures with them—which had given a strange joy and
a strange anguish to his isolated, shut-in life.

The manuscript was not only a narrative of a youth
deprived of two such sources of knowledge and happinesss

as sight and hearing, but a psychological revelation

of the complex human being.

To suppose that his descriptions of scenes which
he had never beheld, are mere reproductions of the de-

scriptions is impossible. There is a freshness of fancy,

an incisiveness of detail, a stretch of the imagination,

which show that the descriptions given to him by the

Sister or his mother, touched a spark within his own
mind, lighting up a picture which few would describe

so vividly even if blessed with sight.

It is not so much to the compassion of his readers

that our young author appeals, as to their sensibility.

It is therefore, not only for the sake of our young
author, Clarence Selby, that we desire the success of this

little book, but in behalf of all deaf mute, blind children.

Euiza Auden Starr.
Saint Joseph’s Cottage, Chicago,

Feast of Our Eady of Good Counsel.





Dedication

To Rev. Mother Mary Anne Burke, and

Mother Philip. To sister Isadore Superior. To
sisters Dosetheus, Cyril, Emerentia, Alexius,

Agnes, Ursula, Gervase and Jerome, and each

and all of the kind sisters of the order of St.

Joseph, residing at Mount St. Joseph’s Academy
and at the Le Couteulx St. Mary Institute,

Buffalo, I dedicate the following pages as a

small token of my appreciation of their kindness

shown to me while entertaining me as their

guest during the summer months. For it was
through their kind invitation I was enabled to

pass my vacation in Buffalo, and enjoy the privi-

leges of attending the Pan-American Exposition,

which afforded me great pleasure, and I have

here endeavored to describe each and ever}7" scene

as they impressed me while investigating them.

Asking that you will accept my humble efforts

in the same spirit as they are offered to }
tou, I

remain, respectfully, your former pupil,

Clarence; J. Selby.



/



Echoes From the Rainbow City

t

FAIR RAINBOW CITY

(1901, Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, N. Y.)

Sparkling with myriads of brilliant lights,

Thou art like a beauteous scene described

In the Arabian Nights.

Thy towers and domes

Are beautiful to view,

And softly o’er them

Doth the searchlight glide

Of bright electric blue

Gathered in thy buildings fair

Are rarest works of art,

And blending with them all, we see

Dame Nature plays her part.

All Americas and their products

Represented here, we see.

To have the chance to view them all,

How thankful we should be.

Among the birds, the beasts, the fish,

31
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Fruits and flowers,

With pleasure and profit we may pass

Many delightful hours.

Of modern inventions, too,

By skillful men designed,

On exhibition here

Are models of every kind.

The Army and the Navy
Also help to fill the bill;

Brave men of the life-saving crew

Display their wondrous skill.

Fair Rainbow City!

All these beauteous scenes

That now so brightly gleam
Will disappear—will fade away
Like some bright radiant dream.
I see thee and I hear thee not

With outward eye or ear,

Yet

Deep within my heart

Bright memories of thy loveliness

Will ever play a part.

C. J. S.



CHAPTER I

MY TRIP TO BUFFALO

It was in the month of June that I left Chicago

for Buffalo, accompanied by my mother. We
traveled by the Nickel-Plate line. To me it was

a most delightful journey. We passed through

parts of four different states, viz: Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania, which gave us

a fine opportunity to view and enjoy the ever-

changing scenery.

I enjoyed the description given me of the vari-

ous places through which we passed. We would

rush through shady woods of trees of every shade

of green, inhaling the balmy fragrance borne to

us upon the breeze. Then we would cross a

river, slowly winding its way toward the lake,

then again would catch a brief glimpse of the

lake itself. Sometimes away in some sequestered

spot marked by a few white tombstones we saw

the last resting-place of some who had done with

care and sorrow; fields of golden grain; mead-

ows of green grass with herds of cattle grazing

peacefully; peach orchards; vineyards, with well-

kept grape arbors; farm houses with neat gardens

and well-stocked barns and outbuildings. Here
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and there a small cottage covered with vines

added to the rustic beauty of the vast panorama
of nature. Sometimes it was a small church;

then again, a rustic schoolhouse that met the eye.

Often we rushed through a vast space of grounds

where wild flowers grew in rich profusion; or

passed large ponds of water upon whose bosom
the water lilies spread their green leaves and

unfolded their waxy petals of snowy white or

pink tints; over deep ravines whose steep banks

were thickly covered with shrubs and bushes

interspersed with clinging vines, while at the

bottom a peaceful stream was purling along over

the stones.

Many towns and villages were passed, but of

them all I think Cleveland is the one most worthy
of note. Its lofty bridges suspended in mid-air,

its avenues of shady trees, its steep precipices, its

lovely cemeteries, its spacious parks and beauti-

ful residences, all combine to make it one of the

finest cities.

But time and space will not permit me to men-
tion one-half of the beauties we passed; I will

just say that should any of my readers intend at

any time to take the trip from Chicago to Buffalo,
if they are lovers of the beautiful in nature, let

them not fail to travel by the New York, Chicago
& St. Louis Railroad, called “The Nickel-Plate
Line.”

It was evening when we reached Buffalo. So
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we took a car and soon arrived at the St. Mary
La Contelx Deaf Mute Institute. Here we
were most cordially received by the kind sisters,

who speedily led us to the dining-room where
we partook of a bountiful supper and after a

pleasant chat with old friends retired early to

rest.

I arose the next morning greatly refreshed after

my first night’s sleep in the new institution, for

when I left Buffalo, some five years ago it was
not yet built. This school in which I was edu-
cated is situated on Edward street, but the new
institution is situated on Main street, near the

Academy of Mount St. Joseph. And oh, what
a delightful place it is!

The building is a magnificent structure of red

brick with stone. It has a spacious piazza in

front where the visitors loved to assemble in the

evening to watch the first faint glimmering of the
electric display; faint at first but gradually grow-
ing brighter and brighter until it became a scene
of most dazzling splendor. Once seen, never to

be forgotten. The interior of the building com-
pares well with the exterior; with its fine reception

rooms, grand stairways, spacious hails, and cor-

ridors, lofty rooms, so bright and airy, adorned
with lovely pictures, painted by a sister who is

a beautiful artist.

There is also a handsome library and a fine

large hall for entertainments. The scenery at
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the back of the stage represents Sherwood forest,

England, and so true to nature is it painted that

one can almost feel the cool, leafy shade while

gazing upon it; another lovely scene represented

on a drop curtain is Glenarm Castle, Ireland,

which is also a perfect gem. The ancient castle

and the bridge over the river and the people fish-

ing from the bridge are so realistic that all who
see it are delighted. The beautiful chapel above

the hall is a delightful place to worship in. It

contains many lovely memorial windows of

stained glass. And a lovely altar. In fact,

everything therein is simply grand.

There is also a fine studio in which the pupils

who are lovers of art receive instruction and many
lovely pictures and drawings are on exhibition

there—the work of the pupils, which give great

credit to both teacher and pupils.

There is a large, light printing office over which

Sister Emerentia presides. In it every week is

published “The Leader,” a fine magazine with

continued stories, gems of poetry, in which the

pupils have a space for their little compositions

which is called the Pupil’s Corner. I always
long for “The Leader” to come every week so

that my mother can read to me all the news of

the institution, for I shall always remain at heart

a boy, taking pleasure in the pleasing little pieces

written by the boys and girls.

Walter Wheeldon, my old schoolmate and one
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of my dearest friends, is a fine printer in "The
Leader” office. He was extremely kind to me
during my stay. He is a fine, noble-hearted

fellow.

There are many lovely class-rooms in which

the girls are taught both plain and fancy needle-

work as well as dressmaking and millinery. They
have also a cooking class so that those who wish

to learn may become ideal cooks and housekeep-

ers. There is a carpenter shop in which boys can

learn the trade; also a tailor’s and a shoe-

maker’s shop. My old friend, Mr. Griffin, is

the master shoemaker, and he is a jolly old fel-

low, full of fun.

There are fine recreation rooms. The one for

the girls has a piano so that they can enjoy

themselves with music and dancing. The boys

have a billiard room and a gymnasium, so in the

winter all can enjoy themselves in these well-

warmed and lighted apartments. The lavatories

and bathrooms are all fitted up with every mod-
ern convenience.

The whole place is supplied with gas and elec-

tric lights. The dormitories are all lofty, light

and airy. In fact, everything, both inside and

out, is as perfect as it is possible for anything to

be.

In front of the building is a lovely green lawn

with shady chestnut and other trees, many lovely

shrubs, and flowers, which are the joy and delight
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of the floral goddess, dear kind Sister Ursula.

She is a lover of flowers and birds and they love

her, too. I was told that during her absence her

little pet birds refused to warble, and the flowers

drooped when she was not there to watch over

their welfare.

There are all kinds of fruit trees in both garden

and orchard. A fine pasture in which several

gentle cows delight to graze. There are nice

horses in the barn and fowls roam at will around

the grounds. There are large separate play-

grounds for both boys and girls. In fact, in no

other place could they have a lovelier home or

better advantages.

I was not long there before I became well

acquainted with the grounds and it was a great

pleasure to me to wander around at will. How
much I enjoyed the pure, clear, cool air, the

delightful shade trees and the fragrance of the

lovely flowers. Many garden seats were placed

beneath the trees and I would often be joined

while sitting there by some old or new friend

who could talk to me by the manual alphabet, or

by the glove made for me by dear kind Sister

Dosetheus while her pupil. How much I regret-

ted the fact that she was so constantly occupied

in the office attending to the many incoming

visitors, that she very rarely could find time

to converse with me. She is so bright; so quick;

so full of valuable information, that to me it is
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one of the greatest pleasures in the world to

hold a conversation with her.

Sisters Cyril and Alexius both talked to me
as often as they had a few minutes to spare and

they were both exceedingly kind to me. They
did everything that lay in their power to make
my stay a pleasant one. And how kind also was

Sister Agnes. Whenever her friends came to

visit her she would take me to them to enjoy

the visit also, and her brother, Mr. John Strauss,

and his wife, Mrs. Strauss, and her sisters, Misses

Teresa and Frances Strauss, were all exceedingly

kind to me. And Sister Isadore, superior, how
can I ever repay her for the kindness she bestowed

upon me? Heaven will shower blessings upon

her I am sure; also her two dear sisters, Mrs.

Gernon and Mrs. Murphy, who did so much to

assist in selling my little compositions. And I

owe many thanks also to that dear kind Sister

Emerentia who had them printed for me.

When the convention was held I met many of

my friends that I had met at former conventions.

It made me feel so happy to meet them and talk

over old times with them. I also met several

deaf, blind pupils who came there from different

schools as the guests of Mr. William Wade, a

very kind gentleman, who lives in Oakmount,

Pa. It gave me much pleasure to talk with

them. One old friend I was especially delighted

to meet, Mr. J. Turner, an old minister. He
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is over eighty but as bright and jovial as a

boy of eighteen. I was also glad to meet Super-

intendent Jones, of the Columbus, Ohio, school

for the deaf. For he kindly entertained me at

his home during the convention held there in

1898, of which I will tell you later on.

Tuesday evening, July second, the Sixteenth

Triennial Convention of the American Instruc-

tors of the Deaf held their opening session in the

assembly hall of the institution. The meeting

was called to order by the president, Dr. Edward
M. Gallaudet, of Washington, D. C. The Hon.
George A. Lewis, president of the board of

directors of the institution, who is a fine orator,

welcomed the convening teachers with a hearty

welcome in an address that was greatly appre-

ciated by all that heard him. The convention

was enjoyed by all that met there and Dr. Gal-

laudet was re-elected president to the great satis-

faction of his many friends. A fine concert was
given in the hall of the institute under the

direction of Miss Elizabeth Cronyn, in compli-

ment to the convention, which was highly

appreciated by all,
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TO REV. FATHER GILMORE

Buffalo, N. Y.

Thou Father in wisdom,
Brother in love,

God hath endowed thee

With gifts from above.

Yes—Divine inspiration

To thee He hath given,

To show His dear children

The way unto Heaven.

As a shepherd that watcheth
His wandering sheep;

O’er the poor erring ones
A strict watch ever keep.

Bring back to the fold

Each dear one that doth stray,

Place their feet in the track

Of the straight, narrow way.

For thy zeal in thy work
And the truth thou dost spread,

Rich blessings from Heaven
Shall be showered on thy head.
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And when thy pure earth life

At length shall be past,

A crown of bright glory

Shall await thee at last.

C. J. S.

These lines are respectfully dedicated to the

Rev. Father in acknowledgment of many favors

by him conferred upon the Author.
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CHAPTER II

THE EXPOSITION

How I love to recall the pleasant memories of

the past. I shall always feel happy when I think
of the Rainbow City and the many things that

interested me there.

The chicken incubators pleased me much, for

there were many hundreds of dear little chicks
that felt like little balls of down. But very lively

little balls, for they ran very fast over my hands and
arms when I attempted to hold them still. Some
were larger, whose little feathers had begun to

grow. Dear little things! both fatherless and
motherless, yet about as happy a crowd of little

orphans as one would wish to find. Some of

them would jump or fly to the ground and many
of them left their happy homes never to return;

for in the building were some monkeys in a cage,

and woe be to each little chicken that ventured
too near the bars of the cage. The monkeys
would put their paws out and catch the poor
little unsuspecting victims and quickly end their

little lives.

As we were going towards the door my mother
saw a cage that was covered, in the front. It had
a card upon it which read as follows: “Egyptian

43
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Red Bats.” Of course I wanted to know what
they were like, so my mother lifted the curtain
and peeped in and what do you think she saw?
A little pile of red brickbats. She was almost
convulsed with laughter. I asked her why she
laughed so and she said, “Sold again.” Then
she told me and I laughed, too, very heartily.

It was a good joke.

We went into a building in which was the
reproduction of the new state capitol of Minne-
sota, made of butter of the highest grade. The
more than one thousand pounds required to make
it was furnished by the Crescent creamery of St.

Paul. The building was five feet four inches tall;

eleven feet eight inches long and seven feet
through from side to side. It was made in

Buffalo by John K. Daniels, a St. Paul sculptor
of considerable note. He studied art in St. Paul
and has been modeling in butter for years. In
building the model Mr. Daniels was compelled
to work all the time in a refrigerator room. He
was able to work only a few minutes at a time
before warming himself, as the cold air of the
refrigerator soon chilled him to the bone. This
building contained all the latest improved churns,
machines for making cheese and all things used
in the manufacture of both butter and cheese.
We visited the Canadian building whose front

was adorned with lovely vines and flowers. The
interior was very prettily arranged. One large
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room contained many stuffed animals and birds;

also fishes in glass cases. The exhibits of grain

and corn were very artistically arranged and the

reception rooms contained many handsome

pieces of furniture which I examined. They
were carved most beautifully. There was also a

piano in one of the rooms. All these were of

Canadian manufacture.

The Electric Tower is a most beautiful build-

ing. It is four hundred and five feet high, with

nearly fifty thousand electric lights, which make
a magnificent display when lighted up at night.

An elevator runs to the top where there is a fine

restaurant. There visitors can take their meals

and overlook the beautiful grounds at the same

time.

The Machinery and Transportation building is

a very large structure, five hundred by three hun-

dred and fifty feet. It contained all the latest

improved cars and trains, steam and electric loco-

motives, automobiles, etc. The Manufactures

and Liberal Arts building is very fine. In it the

products of the mills and factories are exhibited.

The department of liberal arts is devoted to

architecture, engineering, education and litera-

ture.

The Electricity building is very fine and con-

tains many wonderful inventions. Some of its

most prominent features are wireless telegraphy,

models of “Niagara Falls Power Station’’ in
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operation, telephone display, latest X-ray appa-
ratus, underground and submarine cables; alsa

successful application of cooking by electricity

and many other demonstrations.

The Stadium is modeled after the Panathenaic

Stadium scooped by Lycurgus out of the banks
of Ilissus at Athens, twenty-eight hundred years

ago. It contains a quarter-mile racing track and
ample space for all popular athletic games, with

a seating capacity in the stands of over twenty-

two thousand.

The Forestry building is surrounded by log

huts. It seems rough and uncouth but it contains

many objects of interest and the smell of the

wood made me feel as if I were in the midst of

a vast forest. There were slabs of wood and por-

tions of beautiful trees, I felt of, which were very

large.

I was also interested in examining the stuffed,

animals that were standing there. I seemed to

realize what they appeared like when alive and
in their native woods.

The Horticultural building is lovely. It has

three divisions of horticulture: Pomology, varie-

ties of fruits; floriculture, varieties of roses and
many other flowers, and viticulture, all varieties

of vines. I enjoyed the fragrance of the beauti-

ful flowers, and the smell of the fruits was pleas-

ant but aggravating, considering the strict

injunction—“Touch not, taste not, handle not.”
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The United States Government buildings have

the finest exhibits of the war, navy, post-office,

treasury, agricultural and state departments.

The fisheries exhibit is very interesting, the large

glass tanks of water are so arranged that the

light falls upon them and the pretty fishes can

be seen darting about in their natural way. All

kinds and all colors of fish are represented here.

The Temple of Music is one of the most beau-

tiful of the exposition buildings. It has a seating

capacity of two thousand two hundred and con-

tains one of the largest and finest pipe organs in

the United States. It cost fifteen thousand dol-

lars. One Sunday afternoon we attended an

organ recital and I could feel the sound vibrate

through my frame like loud peals of thunder.

The Ethnology building contains exhibits

which relate particularly to the ethnology and

archaeology of the western world. The Horti-

culture, Graphic Arts and Mines building form a

semi-circular court. They are connected by con-

servatories in which are rare exhibits of hot house

plants. The United States marines have a model

camp east of the Government building; Captain

Leonard, commander.

I rode upon the miniature railroad; it is the

smallest railroad in the world; I enjoyed it very

much. It is a wonderful mechanical arrangement.

In the “Streets of Mexico” is a man who sells

candy and, to add to the attractions of his place,
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he has purchased two fine Mexican cactus plants.

There are four Mexican brothers who play the

marimbon. One is named Carlos Oivera. He
found a long-missed dainty. He had been cas-

ually examining one of the newly-arrived cacti

when he discovered in one of the fat leaves a

small, dark spot. It was a sign of the “gusano,”

a delicacy greatly relished by the Mexicans, who
rushed from all quarters upon hearing Carlos cry

“gusano.” Fie wished then that he had kept

silent, but he whipped his knife out of his pocket

and before any one could interrupt him had dug

out a fat white worm as long as a man’s finger.

“Bueno! Bueno!” he exclaimed, as he thrust

the squirming worm into his mouth. “Bah!” said

an American who stood near, making a wry face,

“No, senor,” said Carlos, in his broken English,

“Bueno, very good; nice, clean; taste like butter.”

Whether it tasted like butter or not Carlos ate it

with a relish and was watched with envy by every

other Mexican who saw him eat it.

The worm is known as “gusano de magney,”
and is found in the fat, pithy part of the cactus

plant. It is the first one that has been discovered

in the cacti of the “Streets of Mexico,” and the

candy man is afraid now that his valuable plants

will be destroyed by the Mexicans searching for

more, for if they cut the leaves they will certainly

kill the plants.

The wild water sports greatly amuse many peo-
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pie, especially the high diving of the elks. The
veteran of the herd is called Ringlet. He leads

the rest and for ten years Manager Barnes has

had him on exhibition. The animals leap from
a precipice thirty-five feet high into the lake and
seem to enjoy it very much. The manager says

in their wild state when pursued by dogs they

always seek high lands and nothing seems to

please them better than to spring into a lake or

river from a precipice and leave the dogs behind.

There is among the herd a baby elk purchased
from the Buffalo Zoo. He takes his leap with

the rest and seems to enjoy it. The manager
said he had a funny experience the other evening.

Manager Barnes has a pack of wild boars.

They also run and dive, but the platform they

leap from is only fifteen feet from the water.

They have one runway, the elks another. By
some mistake the boars had gone about half way
up the elks’ runway, and as the people were ail

in their seats waiting to see the performance and
the manager did not want it to lag, he made up
his mind the boars should take the high leap.

As they are ugly brutes and would attack a man,
he took a steel-pointed goad and followed them
up the narrow incline. If they turned on him he
intended to climb the fence. They looked at

him a minute, then dashed on up to the top and
took the dive without hesitating a moment.
He said he never saw a prettier dive in his life,
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and the crowd cheered and applauded them
loudly. The crowd did not know this novel feat

was something not down on the bill, but they
enjoyed it immensely.
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GLEN IRIS

Peaceful scenes of beauty,

Lovely hills and dales,

Precipices where cascades leap,

Then ripple through the vales;

In little streamlets gently flowing

Softly, peacefully they glide,

Sweetly murmuring to the flowerets

That are growing on each side.

Sweet Glen Iris! nature’s beauties

All around thee doth unfold

And the work of our Creator

In these scenes we may behold.

Noble trees of various kinds

With richest foliage there are seen;

And we tread on nature’s carpet

Softest grass of emerald green.

Pretty shrubs and fragrant flowers

Shed perfumes that fill the air;

Butterflies and bees are darting

In and out the blossoms fair;

And the songbirds sweetly warble

Grateful songs of joy and praise

As they perch among the branches

In the sunlight’s brilliant rays.
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Meadows fair, with herds of cattle,

Fields of richest golden grain;

Orchard trees with fruit so laden

They can scarcely bear the strain,

Sweet Glen Iris, words would fail me
To describe thee as thou art,

But the memories of thy beauties

Are engraved upon my heart.

These lines were written by the Author from the

suggestions given by his teacher, Sister Dosetheus,

while visiting Glen Iris, a lovely estate in Port-

age, N. Y. It is owned by the Hon. W. P. Letch-

worth, to whom these lines are respectfully

dedicated.



CHAPTER III

“FAIR JAPAN ”

To me the “Japanese Village” was very inter-

esting. In it was what they called their “flower

park.” It had pretty beds of flowers with tiny

bamboo fences around them and there was a

stream of water running through with a pretty

bridge over it. There were arbors with seats

in them and they were decorated with Japanese

lanterns.

A theater was on one side of the village, and a

tea house in which you could obtain a cup] of

genuine Japanese tea.

A very pretty Japanese house pleased me more
than anything else, for it was built and furnished

exactly the same as the houses are in Japan. It

contained many valuable works of art. One room
was devoted to Buddha and in it was a most

magnificent shrine, or altar, splendidly carved

and had golden statues of Buddha upon it. Their

bedroom seemed very strange; the bed was very

low, almost to the floor and covered with hand-

somely embroidered coverings. Instead of a soft

downy pillow they have head rests upon which

they place their heads to sleep. It seemed to me
a strange arrangement but they seem to like it.

53
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The young “Jap” that showed us over the place
let me feel a large lamp the stand of which was
carved in ebony. It was very tall and around it

was a huge dragon. He looked as if in the act
of crawling. He was a fierce-looking creature.
This work of art, our guide told us, was made in
the seventeenth century. He also showed us
some beautiful articles of furniture inlaid with
mother-of-pearl, and a Japanese suit of armor.
I cannot describe half of the lovely things con-
tained in that pretty little house.

But one thing seemed to me very strange; no
chairs and tables like we use. The kitchen
contained a cook stove which was a strange affair,

so low down that a person would have to sit down
to cook on it.

They tell me the Japanese place cushions upon
the floor and sit upon them with their feet under-
neath them when they dine. There were many
cooking utensils in the kitchen. All were very
sweet and clean. The dresses of the people were
very fine. The one worn by our guide was of
embroidered silk. He seemed to be a refined
and intelligent young man.
Two young Japanese people who had never

met before until they came to the exposition fell
in love at first sight. P. Hirata, a Japanese clerk
in one of the booths, is the name of the young
man, and Miss O. Kane Sam, a beautiful
geisha girl, the name of the young lady. They
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had a betrothal ceremony to announce their

engagement. This took place upon the stage in

“Fair Japan.” The young lady appeared in her

uzhikake, or engagement dress, of bright scarlet

with a transparent over-dress of white and gold,

one of the most elaborate costumes ever seen in

the Japanese village. The young man wore a

very handsome blue gown embroidered with gold

and white flowers. This was called his kami-

shimo. Several Japanese ladies and gentlemen

assisted them in the ceremony which was watched

with great interest by many spectators who were

visiting the village at that time.

Now although the Japanese men dress in silken

garments embroidered, people must not think

that they are not brave and athletic, as Walter

C. Weed, press agent for “Fair Japan,” can tell

you. He is the owner of a very spirited saddle

horse, but he has little time to ride him. Most

of his friends are afraid to mount the steed for

fear of being kicked off. But Otto Yamagatsu,

one of the men belonging to the village, came to

Mr. Weed and said: “Will you lend me your sad-

dle horse some day when you are not going to

use him?” “I don’t think you can manage
him,” said he, for he thought Yamagatsu had

never ridden anything but a jinriksha. But the

little “Jap” politely persisted until Mr. Weed
told him to come to him the next day and he

would see.
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Yamagatsu appeared at the appointed time

and the horse was brought out. Yamagatsu had

scarcely mounted him before he began bucking

like a wild-west broncho. Mr. Weed expected to

see the little “JaP” g° flying through the air.

But he was disappointed. He not only clung to

the horse but kept his seat in the saddle as firmly

and as gracefully as a Mexican vaquero.

After the “Jap” let the horse know he was

master, he took a nice long canter and after

returning the horse was not nearly so lively.

“Where on earth did you learn to ride?” asked

Mr. Weed. “Why I served six years in the

Imperial Japanese Cavalry,” said he. “I was all

through the China-Japanese war. The horses we
had were mostly American bronchos. Bucking

horses are no novelty to me.” I do not wonder

that Mr. Weed felt surprised, for not many peo-

ple would imagine that gentle little people like

the “Japs” could manage kicking horses. But I

know they are a very clever race of people.

I have one very dear friend who is a Japanese

professor in the Imperial school, at Tokio, Japan.

He both speaks and writes several languages.

He has told me much about Japan.

The following is a description of a Japanese

society dinner: Upon entering the hall the

small servants go down on “all fours” by way of

salutation, remove the shoes of the guests and
escort them to the dining-room with no chairs or
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tables in it but covered with clean white mats.

A circle of flat cushions mark the places for the

guests to occupy. Each one sitting upon his

heels. Then in comes the little musumese, or

servants, with the dinner.

First of all they serve tea in tiny, beautiful cups

without any handles on them, and confectionery

shaped like pretty leaves or pink blossoms which
look very artistic. Then before each guest is

placed a small lacquered table about a foot high

holding several small dishes containing the fol-

lowing articles of diet: A small piece of lobster,

half a small bird, two sugar-coated Irish potatoes,

a small dark bowl of sauce, some slices of raw

fish, some preserved cherries and chestnuts and

a bowl of brown soup with pieces of fish floating

in it. This the natives eat with chopsticks.

Then boiled eel on soy. The rice wine is served

in slender, long-necked vases. At a signal the

musumese retire to the end of the apartment.

One side of the room the wall slides back and

reveals a picturesque group of exquisitely dressed

girls. They are the “maikos” or dancing girls

and their accompanists, the ‘‘geishas.” The
girls, with their most beautiful fans gently waving

as they pose in graceful attitudes, are a very pretty

sight. They dance to the music of the instru-

ment called the samisen. After they have

danced the screens are drawn and the guests con-

tinue their dinner. Other dances follow at inter-
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vals until rice is brought in, which is the last

course and the dinner is over.

They have some peculiar trees in the village

that were brought there from Japan. One tree

is a dwarf cedar. Its Japanese name is Chiko

Hiba. Of the Nakasui variety which means

center. It is a hundred and fifteen years old

and comes from the gardens of Forkubei (a florist

in Tokio), who got it from the family of a very

famous shogun. It is a beautiful little tree,

twisted and gnarled but always green and fra-

grant. Its peculiar qualities arise from the fact

that it was a birth tree and when the eldest son

of the shogun was born it was started by pluck-

ing a twig from the family dwarf tree and setting

it in a secluded part of the garden where the

Shinto Nasuanai could attend to it.

The Japanese of the village believe that there

has come a sudden link of some sort which frees

the spirits of the shogun, his son and the Nasu-

anai who pruned this tree, allowing them to

converse with the spirits in the dwarf Chinese

juniper tree which stands fifty feet away on a

pedestal. The juniper is Ishta Hiba, of the

poetical variety. It was three hundred years

in the hands of Kadeatani, one of the most power-

ful families in Dai Nippon, and it, too, passed into

the hands of Forkubei. On the tub of this tree

is a price mark-—one thousand two hundred
dollars. This is the reason they say the spirits
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converse because they object to be sold to the

“onasen” or strangers. The night watchman
says he has heard the spirits of the trees talking.

The bazaar-keeper is a true Buddhist and

wears a great “Dia Butsu” tattooed on his arm.

He says the watchman is an awful “soshi,” which

means liar. But the watchman only looks sad

and watches the trees. Many of the leading peo-

ple of the village came to the manager asking

him that the price marks might be taken off the

trees because they believed the story told by the

watchman.

It ran thus: “It was not many nights ago that

I lay on this board here and smoked and watched

the stars, when suddenly I heard a whisper at my
elbow saying: ‘Beloved! Beloved, has the night

more ears than thine?’ I knew the old ones were

speaking about my poor and unclean presence.

Then came these other words from the juniper tree:

“
‘Sorrowful ears listen longest,

Eyes that dread watch without wink.

Is your thought come to meet us,

Shall we speak without wait?’

And the cedar whispered:
“ ‘They are forgetful of their fathers;

They are more wicked than Ama
Terasu can bear.

They would sell us and forget us;

Plead with your Transhi

That we be not sold.’
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“Then they both sighed and moaned till I crept

away; my pipe was cold. Since that night they

have talked to each other and we may all die at

any time. They have persuaded their Transhis to

take them away.. They would not have known

what those white and black signs were if the

manager had not told Mr. Kushibiki one day

in Japanese and they heard him.”

I thought this was a very strange story when it

was told to me and thought it might amuse some

of my readers, so I wrote it down.

I was very much amused with their little two-

wheeled carriages, or jinrikshas, as they call them;

and the “Japs” that draw them wear the funniest

shaped hats. They look more like a pudding

bowl upside down on their heads than anything

else I can compare them to.

There were many beautiful articles for sale in

the bazaar, both useful as well as ornamental.

I think the “Japs’' are very clever at all kinds of

fancy work. They have a fine troupe of performing

dogs that do many clever tricks, and their theat-

rical performances are very novel and interesting.

Anyone that goes into their village will feel

like lingering there a long time, for everything

is so clean, so pretty and tasteful in it that the

name, “Fair Japan,” is most appropriate. I felt

as if I would have liked to have stayed much
longer, but night was coming on and I had other

places to visit.
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The time had come for me to say farewell to

my little Japanese friend and guide, who had so

kindly given me much pleasing information con-

cerning things I had much wished to know. With
a friendly shake of the hand I wished him good-

bye, hoping at some time in the near future I

might have the pleasure of meeting him again.

Turning my back on the Japanese village I walked

away, thinking deeply of the many interesting

things I had learned that day.
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UPON RECEIVING SOME CHOICE
FLOWERS

Many thanks, dear Miss B—

,

My very kind friend,

For the beautiful flowers

Which to me you did send.

Though their exquisite colors I,

Of course, could not see,

My mother most kindly

Described them to me.
Dear beautiful flowers,

I love them so well*

In my hands to hold,

Their fragrance to smell.

In the language of flowers

I ever can see

The beautiful emblems
Presented to me.

By the Chinese chrysanthemum
That you kindly sent

Cheerfulness under adversity
Is meant.

The pink one, a sign

Of true friendship and love,

The white-pink is talent

Which 1 hope to improve.
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In the yellow chrysanthemum

Slighted love I can see^

But I am sure that can never

Be applied unto me.

The little white rose

Means I am worthy of you,

So I know that our friendship

Will e’er remain true.

C. J. S.



CHAPTER IV

“DARKEST AFRICA.”

It is said that variety is the spice of life. That
is why we have clouds and sunshine, joy and sor-

row, the lovely and the unlovely, intermingled. I

noticed this fact most particularly after visiting

“Fair Japan,” where all was lovely. Then
entering “Darkest Africa,” where the most
unlovely were the greatest attractions. I did
not feel at all inclined to handle the black dwarfs
and pigmies who inhabit this village of “Darkest
Africa.” The bare description sufficed and in

my mind I saw them as described.

According to the native idea the most beauti-
ful girl is the one that is most tattooed. There is

one girl that is tattooed around the neck as if it

were a necklace and also around her waist as if

it were a girdle. She fondly imagines this is

very pretty, and is proud of showing herself,

which is easy. For the natives wear very little

clothing.

They have two kinds of tattooing: That which
is put on for the beauty of its design and the
other as a mark of identification. Everyone of
the two hundred natives in “Darkest Africa” has

64
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the latter. This is a tribal mark, every mem-

ber of the tribe being similarly marked, and by

it any member can be identified, no matter how

long he may be away from home and friends.

In one of the tribes, which is exhibited here,

the mark consists of three little gashes at the

bend of the elbow. The members of another

tribe are marked on the temple.

It amused me very much to be told what

Quango (one of the Loango natives) did. It

appears that all the natives in “Darkest Africa”

are very much interested in the subject of elec-

tricity. A great many oDthem have quite a large

collection of burnt-out incandescent bulbs.

These they call “lightning bottles.” One night

after the gates of the village had been closed for

the night, suddenly cries of “Wow! Wow!

Wow!” rang out on the night air. The noise came

from the theater and a few of the people belong-

ing to the ‘‘concession” ran to it as fast as they

could.

On the floor of the stage they found Quango

writhing and howling, while standing by, petrified

with fright, were Oomba, the pigmy, and Agen-

dago, the young chief. “Demons,” said Agen-

dago, pointing to the electric switchboard.

“Demons,” echoed little Oomba. “Quango take

hold,” said Agendago, meaning that Quango had

touched the board with both hands. “He go

up,” said Oomba, waving his hands upward
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expressively, plainly indicating that after Quango
had touched the wire and come in contact with

the current, he had ascended six or eight feet in

the air, the result of the shock.

The current which supplies the village with

lights is an alternating one with a voltage of one
hundred and four. Quango had attempted to

remove one of the switches and in doing so he

had touched a positive pole with one hand and a

negative one with the other, thus completing

the circuit. Fie had not gotten the first shock,

for in his efforts to pull away he had pulled down
the handle of the switch and broken the circuit

almost as soon as it was formed.

The concessionaires found that Quango, Agen-
dago and Oomba had gone in the theater to steal

the switchboard so that they would be able to fill

all their lightning bottles and take them back to

Darkest Africa.” They all thought if they did this

they would have a plentiful supply of light when
they returned home, where they only have a sup-

ply of animal fat to illuminate with.

They are ignorant of the properties or even the

nature of the fluid which makes the light in the

bulb. They had noticed that before the bulbs

give light, the switch must be turned in the

theater and they thought the switchboard was the

thing used by the white man to put the lightning
into the bottles. Quango and his two friends

now firmly believe the powerful white man has
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behind the switchboard a little demon who does

this work for him. They believe that the demon
resented the attempted theft of the board and

that he wreaked his vengeance upon Quango in

a most mysterious and terrible way.

Another thing that amused me was the fact that

these people have a great dislike to be photo-

graphed. They are under the impression that it

will cause them to sicken and die.

One of the men told us that a man came into

the village some days ago with a camera intend-

ing to get as many pictures of the natives as he

could. He succeeded in taking several on the

sly and, not contented with those, he very much

wished to take the picture of a little black baby,

the child of a large, strong native woman. So he

set his camera down and went to the woman and

offered her several little articles of jewelry that

he thought would induce her to talk to him. He
admired her baby and asked to be allowed the

privilege of carrying it for her, so she let him take

it and for about half an hour he walked around with

her and carried the baby. Then the photographer

thought he saw a favorable opportunity to catch

the baby’s picture. So he set it down, and just

as he was adjusting the camera the woman saw

and understood what he was doing. Seizing a

cane from the hand of a gentleman standing

near she brought it down in full force upon the un-

lucky would-be photographer, breaking the camera
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in halves. The force of her blows brought the man
to the ground. She ran and jumped upon him,
then upon his camera. The concessionaires had
to hold her while the mam got up and made his

escape out of the village as quickly as possible.

The concessionaires hope that, after this, people
will leave their cameras outside the village or

they are liable to share the same fate*

Manju Jimji, a native that came from Cape
Lopez, has very queer ideas of the Fourth of

July. The day before the Fourth the natives all

came around the concessionaire, Pene, begging
him to tell them all about what the holiday was
for. Mr. Pene speaks the native dialect fluently

and took great pains to explain to the black

inhabitants of “Darkest Africa” until he sup-

posed they thoroughly understood it.

Mr. Pene says that all of the natives are

inveterate smokers. Fie says they imagine every
thing that is'oblong and round is made to smoke.
He has seen them try to smoke tallow candles

and other cigar-shaped things. But the best joke

of all was when Manju Jimji attempted to smoke
a fire-cracker. They could not find out who it

was that gave it to him. Fie carried the small
red fire-cracker in a fold of his garment for half

the day and then seating himself in the shade of

a bamboo hut he composed himself for a quiet

smoke and lit the red cigar, as he called it.

Manju was not injured seriously enough to be
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sent to the exposition hospital. But when he got

through with the fire-cracker his mouth and lips

were painfully blistered and Manju declared the

white man's holiday was a creation of the devil.

Some of the natives do beautiful carving in

ivory. Two of the most clever artisans in this

craft are named Mebili and Maduta. They are

Loango boys and come from the French Congo.

They have scarcely any tools to work with.

Mebili only had a pair of broken shears and with

these he, in six weeks, completed a fine design

upon an elephant’s tusk. He carved upon it

forty distinct figures, trees, buildings, animals,

utensils, and human beings, and no matter how
small they were, each one was perfect in detail.

In Africa the tusks are sometimes historical.

And in the museum of “Darkest Africa” rhi-

noceros tusks are shown which tell the matri-

monial history of the chiefs who once possessed

them.

Polygamy is practiced among the natives in

Africa and each time a chief marries again, a fig-

ure representing his latest wife is added to the

others that are already carved upon the tusk.

These carvings are not for sale; they are only

exhibited. Some of the tusks are valued at one

hundred and twenty-five dollars. But they pre-

fer to keep them. A tusk carved by Meduta

since he came to the exposition has several mid-

way scenes carved upon it. Things he never saw
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before. One is a man riding in a wheeled chair

with a woman walking by his side holding an

umbrella. Another is a cowboy in the “Streets of

Mexico.” He had gone up in the large towers

in front of the concession and seen them and
faithfully worked and reproduced them upon the

tusk.

Many tusks are shown upon which are African

scenes. Every one well done and quite as good
as carvings by men who have proper tools to

work with.

I was highly amused when told of the strange

things done by the natives and shall always feel

grateful to the concessionaires who were so kind

to me and so willing to give me all the informa-

tion they possibly could.

I suppose if the people there had any idea that

I intended to write about them they might have
tried to serve me as bad as they did the man with

the camera. But seeing that I was a blind man
I guess they thought it was impossible for me to

know anything about them. But I found out a

great deal.

These African people are the most superstitious

people I ever heard of and they always blame
the poor old devil or some little demon for every-

thing unpleasant that happens. I suppose they

think it very convenient to have some one or

something to blame for all their mishaps and
wrongdoings. I did not feel much inclined to
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come in close contact with them. They may be

all very nice in their way, but I would not care

to associate with them. However, it is very nice

that the concessionaires brought them here so

that people might have the opportunity to see

them and learn of their habits and customs.

When they return to Darkest Africa they will

have much to tell their fellow men of the won-

derful things they saw and heard at the “Great

Exposition,” and about the white men and the

“demons” who assist them in their most wonder-

ful inventions.
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A HUMAN FLOWER
I found a flower, so fair,

A pansy blossom rich and rare,

But it was in human form

So fair, so frail, and yet so strong, so sweet.

That form contained a soul

Which mine did greet;

A soul that has battled many a storm.

And when I took her hand in mine

I bowed my head, as if before a shrine,

For that soul’s purity I felt

Yes, it was easy to define-

That soul was filled with love Divine,

Sweet peace within that bosom dwelt.

Like the bright Aster,

Which signifies a star,

Her eyes so luminous

Doth penetrate afar

Into the great unseen.

There God so kindly

Hath to her revealed

Glories that are from other eyes concealed.

For thou, sweet flower,

Thy Father’s favored child

Hath ever been. C. J. S.

By him respectfully dedicated to his esteemed

friend, Mrs. L. H. P
,
who a few months later

passed away.



CHAPTER V

THE ARCTIC VILLAGE

The Arctic village, which is located among the

Midway shows at the Pan-American grounds for

the present occasion, is a nice little village, built

with some material made to represent snow. It

contains three tribes of genuine Arctic natives,

showing their manners and customs, their dwell-

ings with their utensils and other articles used by

them, also some animals

Within its walls I spent a few happy hours one

fine day among the inhabitants of the frozen

regions. I was accompanied by my mother and

two of my most esteemed friends, Miss C.

Bingham and Miss McKee, both of whom are

teachers of the deaf.

In this little village I examined nearly every-

thing of interest and was especially pleased with

the natives. There were men, women and chil-

dren. They are short and stout in form, with

very dark complexions. They appeared pleasant

and very affectionate. From them I learned a

little more about Arctic life. Stepping from my
little wheel chair I mingled with them.

Here stood a fortune-teller, or what we call an
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oracle. It represented the bust of an Indian

standing upon a box-like table. We put pieces

of pure white paper into an opening in the bust

and they were issued forth with writing on them.

The oracle informed me that I was much loved

by the Great Spirit; that I am deprived of sight

and hearing, for some good reason. This infor-

mation gave me much satisfaction.

Among the children were two nice little girls

who clung to me and seemed so friendly. I had

to laugh a little for they had on long pants

instead of dresses. I met a woman with a baby

in her arms. The baby began to cry, for it was

afraid of strangers, like most little ones are. The
mother put it in the hood of her cloak which

hung down like a deep pocket on her back, and

I had to laugh again when the little thing stuck

its little head and hands out of her pocket.

The garments of the mother were made of fur

and she, too, wore pants. Now, when a man
wishes to marry a girl he purchases a pair of

these fur pants and sends them by a friend to the

girl he wishes to propose to. If the girl is

inclined to accept him as a lover she takes the

pants and puts them on; comes out and shows all

her people, so they can tell from that, that she is

now engaged to him.

It is a funny custom to give fur pants instead

of an engagement ring. But I suppose they

prefer the useful to the ornamental, and the
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young man thinks he will keep his girl nice and

warm. How comical these Arctic natives

seemed! They performed many tricks in a little

theater and had their aquatic sports in a small

artificial lake.

Among the animals that I examined were some
seals and some Esquimaux dogs. I felt one fine

Siberian dog. Another was a half-breed wolf

dog. The Siberian dog was so sweet and refined

I felt much affection for him. But I did not like

the half-wolf, for he was coarse and smelt too

unpleasant, so I condemned him. The other dogs

were nice. They galloped around, drawing a long

sleigh.

Some of the dwellings were tents made from

skins. Their little structures were formed of a

kind of white clay to represent snow and looked

like little round snow houses with small holes on

one side through which to enter. The families

have to crawl into their homes orf their hands

and knees, reminding me of the days when I was

a tiny boy when the woodchucks in the woods
near my home used to crawl into their holes.

So I said to myself, it is well said, “One half

the world does not know how the other half

lives.” I suppose that there are thousands of

people who live in just such places and who, like

the wolf and the fox, crawl in and out of their

homes.

A much queerer thing attracted my atten-
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tion. It was a dwelling formed out of the skele-

ton of a huge whale. Its only entrance was at the

mouth. Now, we know that some of the inhab-

itants of the earth can live in caves, in skeletons

of huge animals, in the trunks of large trees and

in pits or subterranean galleries.

Mr. Tabor, the concessionaire, sent for some
seals from Greenland and on the way one of the

mother seals died leaving a baby seal. Mr. Tabor

did not know what was best to give it to eat. He
did not know if cow’s milk would be suitable or

not, so he sent for Doctor Crandall, of the Park

Zoo, to ask his advice on the subject.

The doctor sent for some condensed milk and

a baby’s nursing bottle. A trial of it was made
with such good results that the poor little orphan

seal will live.

The Greenland seals are exceedingly rare in

captivity. They differ very much from the ordi-

nary, or bay, seal and the common sea-lions. Dr.

Crandall is most anxious to secure some of these

for the Park Zoo from the concessionaire, and

it is probable that Mr. Tabor will present the

survivor to the Zoo at the end of the exposition.

One of the natives particularly pleased me.

Pie shook hands with me, then ran off and came
back, bringing his wife to me so that I might

shake hands with her as well. He put his face

lovingly against hers so that I could tell how much
he loved her. Again he ran off, and this time he
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came back with a photograph button in his hand.

It contained the photographs of himself and wife.

Thi-s he fastened upon my coat, indicating by his

manner that he liked me very much, and wished

me to keep it. I accepted it with much pleasure

and take great pleasure in showing it to my many
friends.

The natives are very skillful with a peculiar

kind of whip, the handle of which is very short

and the lash is several feet in length. We placed

pennies on a board and the men stood quite a dis-

tance from it. They snapped their whips, and

each time one of them would draw a penny

towards him with the long lash. It is a clever

trick. They danced their native dances and sang

their native songs, which are very amusing and

peculiar.

They also gave the capture of a seal by a

hunter, in pantomime. One man lay on what was

supposed to be the ice; dressed in a seal-skin.

He represented the seal. The other was the

hunter. The seal floundered around on the ice.

So did the hunter, who kept rolling nearer and

nearer to it all the time. Finally, when near

enough he struck it, supposedly killing it. Then
he went through the performance of stripping its

skin off. The men were excellent actors and

played their parts well.

I learned a great deal about the village from

my kind friend, Mr. Tabor, the concessionaire,
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and from my friend, Miss Bingham, who so very
kindly told me what he said, also what she saw.
I shall never forget that day. It was one of the
red-letter days in my life.

I felt very highly honored by the kind attention

of both Miss Bingham and Miss McKee. Miss
McKee would insist upon pushing my wheel chair
around while Miss Bingham kindly took my hand
as she walked by my side and explained every-
thing to me in such a clear and comprehensive
manner that I could see each thing she described
to me with my “inner vision.” My mother
walked behind with Miss McKee holding the
umbrella over us.

I guess people thought I must be a very lazy

man to allow a young lady to wheel me around
instead of my wheeling her.

Mr. Tabor brought several lovely little figures

of animals for me to feel of, which had been
carved by the natives from the tusks of the wal-
rus. One of them was the perfect figure of a
polar bear, one a seal, one a walrus and another a
reindeer. They were most beautiful. They felt

so smooth, and so perfectly formed. He also

showed me a figure of a dog. It felt just the same
shape as one of the living dogs there. It is most
wonderful how clever those men are at that work,
considering what few advantages they have.
They tell me that one of the men has a very

strange idea concerning the “Electric Tower.’*
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He thinks the beautiful light is caused by the

power of the sun god. He works at night

when the rest of the natives are sleeping. He is

carving a miniature electric tower and he believes

that when he returns to his native land, taking it

with him, that the sun god will cause it always to

shine, and give him light. Poor fellow! I am
sorry that he is so badly mistaken; he will feel so

disappointed when he finds it is not so.

I felt sorry to leave the Arctic village, for in it

I had been so very kindly treated by all with

whom I came in contact. Mr. Tabor was exceed-

ingly kind and from him I obtained much very

valuable information. I hope if he attends the

exposition to be held in St. Louis that I may
again have the pleasure of visiting him.

I like the Esquimaux. They seem so kind and

honest. They tell me there is a great deal of

difference between the Esquimaux of Labrador

and those from Alaska. Some of the Alaskan

Esquimaux are cave-dwellers, and each tribe has

manners and customs peculiar to itself.

One thing I liked about the natives of the

Arctic village, they were particularly clean and

neat, for Mr. Tabor had taught them the use of

soap and water. It surprised me very much to

find them so free from the smell of oil, as I had

always supposed that I should find them be-

smeared with grease all over. But no; they were

not at all unpleasant. All were clean, bright and
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happy. It was with much reluctance I bade adieu
to the Arctic village and shall ever retain a warm
corner in my heart for my Esquimaux friends I

met there. I hope that some time in the near
future we may again meet and renew our
acquaintanceship.
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1

IN MEMORIAM
(Sacred to the beloved memory of my esteemed friend.

Miss Eliza Allen Starr.)

Thou beauteous star that o’er us shed
The purest rays of truth and light,

By death’s dark clouds thou art obscured,

Thou hast vanished from our sight.

Thy numerous host of friends

All deeply mourn thy loss.

But thou art gone to wear the crown,
Thou hast laid down the cross.

Thy numerous acts of charity,

Unto thy friends unknown,
By the recording angel
Will clearly there be shown.

If each kind act rewarded be
By a flower pure and fair,

Myriads of blossoms encircle thee
With Heav’nly beauties rare.

Our hearts are filled with grief to know
We’ll meet thee here on earth no more.

But comfort doth these words bestow:
“Not lost, but gone before.’’

Yes, we will follow

And on that glorious morn,
O’er sin and death triumphant rise,

And see thee shining purer there

In that bright realm beyond the skies.

C. J. s.



CHAPTER VI

bostock’s show

Among the many shows on the Midway was
the large animal show owned by Mr. Frank Bos-
tock. There were animals large and animals
small; also various kinds of serpents and many
birds.

Some of the keepers and performers were very
kind to me and whenever I visited the show they
would conduct me through the spacious building
and give me much information concerning the
habits of the animals.

One of these men was a Hindoo from Bengal,
India, who wore a khaki suit and a red turban
upon his head. He took a young animal from its

cage and placed it in my arms. This little beast
was half lion and half tiger. There were two or
three of these animals and one of them was placed
in a cage with a white lamb. I felt the lamb’s
head, upon which little horns had begun to grow.
The two little animals laid their heads together
and were the greatest friends. How much 1 wished
that I were able to keep them as pets!

We approached Rajah, a large royal Bengal
tiger, who was in a double-barred cage. Pie
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looked very graceful, beautiful and innocent,

although he was a very ferocious beast and so

bloodthirsty I would not dare to enter his den.

Rajah once lost half of his tail in a lion’s mouth

and now he is what I call a bob-tail tiger.

Two of the lion keepers met me and gave me
much information about lions. One was a fine

strong German called Goliath. The other was

Captain Bonivita.

There were, as near as I can remember, about

sixty-five lions which appeared on the stage and

performed all kinds of tricks, while the keepers

were among them cracking their whips. How
amusing it was to the spectators to watch them

going through their clever performances! They
looked so grand and so noble. While I stood be-

fore the stage it caused me to go back in my mind
to the old Roman coliseum, looking at the gladia-

torial combats. The ancient gladiators were very

strong, rough fellows. They used to appear in

large buildings called amphitheatres, among
ferocious beasts that were kept for days without

food to make them more fierce when they

entered the arena.

But, to go back to my story: After the per-

formance was over Goliath took me by the cage

of the largest lion living in captivity. Goliath

got him by the side of the cage so that I might

be able to see how large his tail was. I seized it

in my hands through the iron bars. Lions seem
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dangerous in front, but more gentle and easy to

handle from behind.

Two of the strangest creatures there in the

building consisted of a species of white bear; and
a kind of sloth or what they call a swail. There
were several elephants, camels, zebras, quaggas
and donkeys. There was a camel which I handled
while it was down on its knees chewing its cud.

The keeper in charge of the elephants (a small

man like myself), took me among the large

beasts. I tried to hold them by their trunks but

they were so strong I could not. One was a

small elephant and very comical. It kept curl-

ing up its little trunk and fanning me with its

long fan-like ears when I commenced to rub its

face. The keeper had another small one upon
whose back a large flat board, covered with red

velvet, was placed, and a lion got on the board

and sat and rode around the platform as a cat

might ride on a mule.

There were a few ostriches. I did not examine
them; only their very large eggs. Like a horse,

the ostrich can run swiftly and draw a carriage

with one or more persons in it.

A boxing kangaroo appeared on the platform

and he boxed very cleverly with a man. How
funny he looked with the boxing-gloves on, espe-

cially when, after each round had been fought, a

man sponged him and fanned him with a towel.

There was a Hindoo g-irl from the east who
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danced very gracefully in and out among a

number of hissing serpents which she placed

around her on the platform. She curled one

spotted snake around her head like a turban, an-

other around her neck, still another around her

waist, and holding one by the head and tail over

her head and in other graceful attitudes, she

danced.

In an annex of the building stood a monstrous

elephant, called “Jumbo the Second,” who was

formerly used by the British army, in India, to

draw the heavy artillery guns. He was the cap-

tain of a large herd of elephants who were trained

for that purpose and they told me he was brave

and fearless. No matter how fierce the battle was

raging he held his position and also held the other

elephants in subjection. His ears looked very

ragged where they had been shot while in battle.

Her Majesty, the late Queen Victoria, presented

him with a medal and I believe a pension also.

It took many large horses to draw Jumbo in his

huge box from the railway to the exposition.

After he arrived there and was placed in the

annex he happened to hear the female elephant

they call ‘‘Big Liz,” talking to her little son,

“Roger.” Then Jumbo commenced to sing a

song of love to “Big Liz,” who kindly responded,

but the voices of the elephants were more loud

than harmonious.

The keepers thought they would quiet
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Jumbo by fixing for him a large tub of some
sweet drink, of which he is very fond. They had
no sooner placed it within his reach when he
furiously stamped his huge foot in it, completely

demolishing the tub and spilling its contents over

the floor. He picked up the pieces of the tub

and threw them right and left at anyone he could

see around. He was so furious that they had to

send for the native keeper, who was absent, but

he came and prepared a huge pill of some drug
and gave it to Jumbo. Then Jumbo became
still. .^The keepers called it a case of love at first

sight.

Elephants are very strange animals. To me
they seem to be the only animals with two tails,

a long one in front and a short one behind.

There were many monkeys of different kinds in

cages. But the most remarkable one of the

monkey tribe was called the missing link. His
name was Esau and he did many clever things.

He would play the piano, but always insisted

upon having on his coat, and a wig that was made
for him to wear in imitation of Paderewski, the

great pianist, and he would sit at the table and
eat and behave like a human being. They had
also a monstrous snake, thirty-seven feet in

length. This fellow had lain dormant for nine

weeks and when he awoke he was very hungry.

Now Mr. Bostock keeps a large box of live rab-

bits on purpose to feed to the snake. It appears
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that among the rabbits was a pet rabbit, owned
by little Vera Bostock. Her father, when he

went to feed the snake, picked up her pet, not

knowing it was hers, and threw it in the snake’s

cage. Vera gave one scream. She darted into

the cage and snatched up her pet just as the

snake was preparing to swallow it—but Mr. Snake

was so enraged at the thought of losing his break-

fast that he buried his fangs in the skirt of the

little girl’s dress. Her father came quickly and,

with a large sharp knife, chopped off the part of

the skirt the snake had in his mouth and snatched

her out of the cage. When they had asked her

if she was not frightened she very coolly said,

“No. I did not intend to let that snake eat my
rabbit.”

A lady came upon the platform with a troupe

of trained animals who performed many clever

tricks. Among them was a small black bear. He
got up on a very large ball, on his four feet,

balanced himself by moving his feet and rolling the

ball around the platform. He stayed upon the ball,

never once falling. There were so many animals

and so many clever tricks performed by the

people that it would puzzle anyone to remember
them all at once.

Having become the possessor of the largest

animal in the world, namely, Jumbo, Mr. Bos-

tock wished also to possess the smallest one. So

he purchased a very tiny marmoset. Now
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although an elephant is so large, yet he is afraid

of a little mouse. When Jumbo saw the tiny

marmoset he uttered a dreadful cry of fear.

The noise so frightened the poor little animal
that it dropped dead instantly. They tell me
Mr. Bostock intends to purchase another one.

If he does I hope Jumbo will not see it.

I can tell you neither how much I enjoyed

visiting the animals nor how much I appreciated

the kindness of Mr. Bostock and his trainers and

keepers who did all that lay in their power to

amuse and interest me each time I went to the

show. I hope some day to have the pleasure of

meeting them all again.
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AN ECHO

Publisher’s Note.

—

This poem was used with the “ad-

vanced sheets’’ of this book which were previously sent out

by us. The poem refers to the letters which are in the

Introduction of this book.

There are treasures concealed

In this casket, most rare.

Handle it daintily,

Open with care.

Bright, sparkling diamonds

Whose lustres outshine

The purest of stones

Brought from Afric’s dark mine.

These words kindly written

Fill my soul with emotion,

More precious are they

Than the pearls of the ocean.

They are Memory’s bright jewels,

And each exquisite thought

In value is priceless;

They ne’er can be bought.
C. J. S.



CHAPTER VII

CHIQUITA

In one of my visits to the Midway I attended a

reception held by Chiquita, the lovely little doll

lady. She was the smallest and one of the most

charming little ladies I ever met; thirty-one years

of age and only twenty-six inches in height.

Her tiny hands, upon which she wore many
valuable little rings set with precious stones,

were as small as a baby’s, and oh! such tiny little

feet. Plow she blushed and hid her little face

behind her fan when her manager requested her

to show them to me.

She shook hands with me very cordially and

kindly gave me her photograph, taken in eight

different positions. She also gave me her auto-

graph, which I shall always prize very highly.

Chiquita is a Cuban by birth. Her father

owned a large plantation and was quite a wealthy

man, previous to the Cuban war, which caused

him to have great reverses. It is only since that

time his little daughter commenced to travel.

She is the only small person in the family. They
tell me she has already accumulated quite a little

fortune in money besides her valuable jewelry.

go
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She dresses with great taste. Her lovely black

hair was arranged in the latest style, and she

wore a pretty green silk dress with a white lace

overdress and a long train. The dress was fash-

ionably made, with low neck and short sleeves.

They told me she toyed with her pretty fan with

the ease and grace of a Spanish lady.

After the manager had introduced her and we
had had some music, the little lady walked out

on the stage and sang a song entitled: “I Don’t

Know Why I Love You, But I Do, Yes, I Do.”

They tell me her voice is low and sweet. After

singing she danced very gracefully. Then she

shook hands with many of the people, myself in-

cluded.

When traveling in England she had the honor

to appear before Her Majesty, the late Queen
Victoria, who graciously presented her with a

tiny watch set with diamonds, one of the smallest

as well as one of the most handsome timepieces

ever manufactured.

On “Midway Day” of the exposition there was

a very large procession in which all the prom-

inent people took part, and Chiquita rode in her

tiny carriage drawn by the smallest ponies. She

was one of the chief features in the procession.

During her ride, in leaning out of the carriage

window she had the misfortune to lose her beau-

tiful watch which, of course, grieved her very

much. It was advertised in the paper, and, to
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her great joy, a lady who refused to give her

name, brought it safely to her that same evening.

In addition to her little carriage, or rather, I

ought to say, brougham, which is its right name,

she has the smallest automobile, also the small-

est hansom cab, and a pretty little bicycle, all of

which I examined carefully and it gave me great

pleasure to be afforded the privilege.

The manager told me that some time ago, at a

place they were stopping to give exhibitions, a

terrible fire broke out. It was so fierce and

burned so quickly that they had no time to save

a pair of ponies that Chiquita owned previous

to her purchasing the ones she has at the present

time. It was a very sad thing for the poor little

lady to lose her pretty pets in that terrible

manner.

The day that I was examining the little lady’s

brougham my mother cautioned me not to put my
hands inside. I asked her why, and she said:

“Because there is a large lizard in there lying on

one of the cushioned seats.’’ That amused me
very much. I suppose they thought if they kept

that reptile there, people would not be so likely

to interfere with the vehicle.

The little carriages pleased me because they are

so perfect, of the same style, exactly, as the large

ones. Even the little lamps were fashioned after

the same pattern as the large ones I have exam-

ined.
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I know Chiquita has had her share of sorrow

and trouble, losing so much, but yet she has

much to be thankful for. She has perfect health,

speech, sight and hearing. Although so small

yet she is pretty and has many natural attrac-

tions. I think there are many reasons why she

should enjoy life and be perfectly happy.

Some years ago I met a small lady that trav-

eled in a show. She was short but not well

proportioned like this little lady. She had a

large head on a small body. Her arms were
short, but her hands were quite large. She was
far from being pleasing to look at. She dressed

very peculiarly and wore a large amount of jewelry,

which was showy but not refined. Not at all like

the little Chiquita, who had the most dainty air of

refinement, which I so much admire. I think it

is lovely when a lady has good taste in dress.

I suppose that when Chiquita has accumulated
sufficient money she will retire from her public

life. In all probability she will return to Cuba,
the land of her birth, where, no doubt, she has

many relatives and friends who will be pleased to

welcome her and who will try and make her life a

happy one. No doubt there are times in the

busy life she is leading when she longs for the

quiet repose that she can find in no other place

but her home.

1 would have liked very much to have been able

to hold a long conversation with her and to ask
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her what her ideas were on different subjects. I

think she has a bright mind. But, of course,

time would not permit me to remain, for people

are constantly coming and going all day, and
evening as well.

I am sure when night comes Chiquita must

draw a long sigh of relief when the last person

departs that she has had to entertain. So I must

content myself by picturing her in my mind as I

believe her to be—dainty and pretty, small but

witty, graceful and airy, like some little fairy.

I can imagine that I see for her a tiny house

built to accommodate her, with the tiniest chairs

and tables, couches, and all other things in

proportion; and her little dining-room, with the

daintiest of dishes. I could plan a lovely house

for her if I were an architect. I would surround

it with the loveliest little lawns and gardens

bright with beautiful flowers, and a miniature lake

with a tiny boat on it, a nice little barn, and a

coach-house to hold her little carriages. Yes, I

would build it all so pretty and it would be lovely

to see little Chiquita residing in it like a fairy

princess.

But I suppose if Chiquita could see what I am
writing about her she would make all sorts of fun

about me; and I guess my readers will say, What
nonsense that fellow has in his head! so I had

better stop weaving a romance with little Chiquita

as its heroine.
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But one thing I am sure of, and that is this: I

know that all of my readers who attended the

Pan-American Exposition and saw Chiquita, will

agree with me in acknowledging her one of the

most wonderful little persons they ever met. To
those who did not enjoy that privilege I hope
sometime and somewhere they will be able to do
so. I am sure they will feel the same admiration

for her as I felt.

But time is fleeting, and I have other things to

tell you. So I must leave the little lady to be
admired by the gaping crowds who daily throng
the building in which her receptions are held.

I shall always feel grateful to Chiquita’ s man-
ager for his great kindness and politeness to me.
He gave me, through my mother’s interpretation,

many little facts of interest to me. After he
had kindly shown me the different carriages and
other things, he shook hands with me, and I

wished him good-bye. We then walked along to

find something else of interest, of which I will

write later on. But no matter what I visit, I

shall still retain pleasant thoughts of the won-
derful little doll lady, Chiquita
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UPWARD

Upward, ever upward,

My thoughts will daily soar

Far above the turmoil

Of earth’s busy roar.

Upward, ever upward,

Toward the great unseen,

Striving to view the mysteries

Without a veil between.

Upward, ever upward,

With a longing eye,

Striving ever to obtain

Blessings from on high.

Upward, ever upward,

Oh, may I ascend

Until I reach those blissful spheres

Where time shall know no end.

C. J. S.



CHAPTER VIII

A DAY WITH MISS BOYD

One pleasant, sunny morning I started for the

Pan-American grounds, accompanied by my
friend Miss Hypatia Boyd, a young lady from

Milwaukee. When we reached the gate we

entered the grounds and marched along through

the Midway shows, where I soon found myself in

the “Streets of Cairo.” There Miss Boyd

explained everything to me that she could get

her eyes fixed on.

How pleasant it was to feel the sound of the

beautiful music and the vibration of the foreign

songs, which, although I could not hear, sent a

thrill through me as I touched the instruments

which were being played.

There were men, women, and children riding

about on camels, one of which was named Holy

Moses. I do not know that he gained that title

from going down upon his knees so often. How-

ever, that is what they call him. They told me

when the celebrated “saloon smasher,” Carrie

Nation, visited the Midway, he had the honor of

carrying her around upon his back. Whether he

esteemed it an honor or not is hard to tell, as he

never mentioned the subject to any one.

There were also several donkeys that the chil-

97
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dren loved to ride. I met some of the Oriental

people, and among them were some of the most
beautiful girls that eye hath ever seen. The
Syrian and the Persian girls are lovely creatures

with very beautiful long, curling hair, with red

cheeks and beautiful hands. But—alas, they

have no wings!

While I was feeling of a camel on its knees it

made me think of the great camel Hascar that

used to carry the beautiful but fierce Ayesha over

the land. She was one of the four wives of

Mahomet. Then feeling of a donkey with a boy
upon his back made me think of the ancient times

we read of in Bible history, when Balaam was
riding upon his donkey through a narrow pass.

The animal stopped and would go no further, for

it saw an angel standing in its path. Balaam
was angry with the donkey for stopping. He
did not know the reason, for he could not see the

angel himself, and when he chastised the poor
beast it turned around, opened its mouth and
began to speak to him. Then Balaam was afraid,

for he knew he had done wrong.

We passed through the Oriental bazaar, where
many lovely articles were on exhibition for sale,

having been brought from the East. We passed

through the Japanese bazaar to the Venetian
bazaar in the “Streets of Venice,” where I was
allowed the privilege of examining all kinds of

articles, brought from other countries.
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Then we entered the Egyptian house, where a

number of beautiful girls were to be seen, or what

I call fairies. I shook hands with one of them.

She was a fortune-teller. Her garment was

long and she had on long strings of beads and

much jewelry. I then asked my friend Miss

Boyd, “Does this place look like a harem?’’ She

laughed and said, “Not much of a harem, for

there is no man in it.’’ So I had to laugh a little,

too.

I cannot tell you how much I enjoyed marching

around these interesting places.

The orientals in the “Streets of Cairo’’ were

very anxious to attract the attention of visitors.

So at intervals they would form a procession in

which elephants, camels and donkeys, as well as

strangely dressed men, would take a part.

They had a band which was more noisy than

musical, and their musical director or leader of

the band was a comical fellow. Instead of a

baton such as is used by our musical directors, he

used a short sword and was dressed in the most

fantastic garb. He had on short petticoats that

just reached to his knees, but were very light and

puffy, just like those worn by the beautiful ballet

girls. This fellow twisted and twirled around,

flourishing his sword all the while, beating time

to the peculiar airs they played. It was a strange

scene, and they certainly succeeded in attracting

visitors.
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Alt Nurnberg is what the German village is

called, and there they have the Royal Bavarian

Band. They say that the German suppers are

unsurpassed by any in the city. One of the

greatest treats that can be had is to go there with

your friends and eat and listen to the German airs

played by the famous band. Outside the gates of

the village stands a tall, fine-looking man in the

uniform of a German soldier.

In the “Streets of Mexico,” Manager McGarvie
caters to the tastes of those visitors who enjoy

bullfights, and they say that they are as realistic

as the ones they have in Spain and Mexico.

But as it was impossible for me to follow the

motions of the bulls in their battles I passed on.

The Infant Incubator building is a place that

the ladies love to visit to see the poor, little,

weakly babies in incubators. They tell me they

are very successful in raising infants.

Cora Beckwitfi, the noted lady swimmer, also

attracted much attention. A deaf man made me
laugh when he asked me if I did not think she

was a mermaid or half fish. I told him no; I

thought she was a lady, and that he was just tell-

ing me a fish tale.

Captain Maitland, of the Bostock show, under-

stands well the peculiarities and characteristics

of the wild beasts. He told me that many of

them retain their jungle habits, particularly the

elephants. He said that Big Liz, the female
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elephant who is one of Bostock’s greatest attrac-

tions, has a son named Roger about eighteen

months old. When the crowds have been turned

away for the night Big Liz and Roger are taken

to their bedchamber in a huge cage, and Big Liz

takes the hay provided for that purpose and

makes a bed for little Roger, then she covers him

thoroughly with sand and stands and keeps

guard over him through all the night. This,

Captain Maitland says, is a jungle custom reli-

giously adhered to by the female elephants until

their young ones are old enough to care for them-

selves. The Captain says that both feeding and

bedding wild animals are a most interesting

spectacle.

We passed to the Philippine village, which is a

pretty place with its shady walks and comfortable

settees where people can rest and watch the man-

ners and customs of the natives, who are always

refined, courteous and graceful. They excel in

music, which, I am told, they play with such

passionate fire that it simply electrifies the lis-

teners. Their playing is entirely unlike that of

the Mexicans, who play in a soft, dreamy way.

The water-buffaloes are peculiar animals, and

love the water. They told me that one very

warm day the man forgot to water the buffaloes,

and so at midday they suddenly broke loose and

made a wild dash for the gates of the village.

Tearing one of the gates off its hinges, they
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rushed out and down the Midway, a man riding

at full speed after them, and the crowds of people

rushing right and left in all directions. The
water-buffaloes never stopped until they reached

the lake, into which they wildly plunged, and

nothing could be seen of them except when they

stuck up their noses to breathe.

The Alaskan building is filled with curios from

the frozen North, many of them collected by
Dick Craine, who is probably the best-known

trapper in the world. To his credit is recorded

the slaying of the largest polar bear and the

largest walrus. These prize animals, stuffed, are

on exhibition in the Alaskan building. The bear

weighed one thousand six hundred pounds, and
the walrus much more. These are only a few of

the trophies of the hunting skill of Dick Craine.

He is also a clever seal fisher.

This same building contains a miniature mining

plant, with both quartz and placer, demonstrating

the manner in which gold is taken from the mines.

We passed several other places which time

would not permit us to visit, such as the “Ostrich

Farm," “Trip to the Moon,” “In Dreamland,”
“Moorish Palace,” “National Glass Company,”
“Aerio Cycle Show,” “The House Upside
Down,” “Cleopatra’s Temple,” “The Ideal

Palace,” and many more that I do not remember.
At the tepee of the Sioux Indian girl who does

the very marvelous shooting at the Indian Con-
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gress, there was great sadness. Wenona is her

name. Her handsome diamond-set necklace had

been either lost or stolen. She did not miss it

until just after the performance was started. She

said that just fifteen minutes before the grand entry

she remembered well having it, for she and Gen-

eral Manager Cummins were looking at it and

talking about its beauty and value. When the

whistle sounded for the grand entry she mounted

her Indian pony and took her place among the

long line of horses, ponies and Indians. No
sooner had the grand entry started, when she felt

about her neck and the necklace was gone. The
“Medicine Man’’ invoked the Great Spirit above

to assist in revealing the possessor of the neck-

lace.

Wenona was about nine years old when she was

in London. At that time Wenona was called a

phenomenon at rifle shooting, but was not giving

public exhibitions. Queen Victoria arranged for

a reception to the little Sioux Indian girl at Buck-

ingham Palace, where the child did some marvel-

ous shooting. In commemoration of it, the

Queen, to show her royal appreciation of her

skill, presented her with the diamond necklace,

which she is now grieving over. It contains

fifteen diamonds and is worth about eight hun-

dred dollars. I sincerely hope the prayers of the

Medicine Man to the Great Spirit will result in its

recovery, for I feel truly sorry for poor Wenona.
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Well, as our time was limited we had to tear
ourselves away from the many beautiful and truly
interesting buildings, villages, and places where
we would fain have lingered many hours longer
to gain still more information, for both my friend

Miss Boyd and myself are ever hungering and
thirsting for more knowledge of the world and the
many beautiful things it contains. We each
realize that the old saying is true: “Knowledge is

power.” I am sure I want to be powerful. I

will always gain all I possibly can.
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A VISIT WITH HELEN KELLER

I enjoyed much, during the convention, to

meet and converse with those who have no sight,

no hearing, and no speech. I love to compare
ideas and studies with them. When I met the

celebrated Helen Keller we had a great laugh

together when we spoke of Minerva, who sprang

full of wisdom from the brains of Jove. We had

both read the same books.

SAFE IN THY HAND

As down life’s stream so peacefully I glide

I fear no ill whatever may betide,

For Thou art ever by my side,

Father Divine.

And as I travel through this beauteous land,

Guided by Thy Almighty Hand

—

Guarded by a bright angelic band

—

I know I am Thine.

For the true friends each day I meet,

Who come so kindly me to greet,

And loving words to me repeat,

I thank Thee, Lord.
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For little acts of tenderness,

Each kindly wish that they express,

I pray Thee, Father, them to bless,

And peace afford.

And when in Thy most wondrous love

Thou seest fit me to remove
From earth to Thy bright Heaven above,

Abide with me.

For I shall see Thee in that Heaven so fair,

And hear the music, too, so sweetly rare

And I shall dwell forever there,

Dear Lord, with Thee.

C. J. S.

\



CHAPTER IX

ENGINE NO. 24

They had two or three fire engine houses on the

grounds, so that when there was an alarm of fire

in the buildings the firemen could quickly rush to

it and extinguish the blaze.

I visited, one fine morning, Engine No. 24, of

which J. E. Donohue is the Captain. He is a

fine man of noble appearance. He was exceed-

ingly kind to me. He took me all over the

engine house, and showed me the horses that

draw the engine and the hose cart. He told his

men to hitch up the horses to the engine and let

me see how quickly it could be done. I believe

it took about forty seconds, and they were ready

to rush out. The Captain let me feel the horses’

collars, which fasten quickly with a snap, and I

found out how to do it, and fastened and unfas-

tened them quickly myself. He showed me his

pet horse; he was a very beautiful and wise

animal. He let me pet him. The Captain let

me examine the hose and showed me how to con-

nect it.

I put on the firemen’s helmets to see if they

would fit me; one did. I felt their coats and
107
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boots and many other things; also the instrument
they give the alarm with. I could soon learn the
“alphabet” and use it, as I know one something
like it, but the dots are arranged differently.
After showing me all these things the Captain
sent a man to gather a beautiful bouquet of
flowers which he kindly presented to me. I

wished him good-bye, thanking him for his kind
interest in me, and hope some day to be able to
visit him again.

Buffalo has twenty-eight engines, ten hook-and-
ladders, twenty-eight hose-carts, three fire-boats,

and six chemicals. I know Captain Ford, George
Wolf and Isaac Bewley of the fire department,
and have met others whose names I did not know
But one thing I do know, that is, they are a very
brave crowd of men, and I admire them all for
their courage and bravery.





CHAPTER X

A DAY WITH WALTER WHELDON

One fine day in August my friend, Mr.

Walter Wheldon, took me to the grounds, where

we spent many happy hours investigating the

various exhibits, or entertainments that were

going on. We entered the building to see the

chickens being hatched, as I have before men-

tioned. We went over to the Stadium, where

men were performing all sorts of games. Here it

reminded me of the ancient times among the

Romans while having their public games, and the

vestal virgins used to pass along in their conse-

crated chariots to view the amusing scenes.

Walter saw “Gay,” the famous diver; also the

diving elks and Bonner, the wise horse. This

noble beast could write his own name and what

he saw people write. Bonner did this with his

mouth instead of his hands. In the Philippine vil-

lage were to be seen the natives, men, women,
and children, also their dwellings, furniture,

utensils, and plants, all the same as they use in

their native country. The children seemed to

like to play with their little boats at the pond.

I felt much interest in the water-buffaloes*.

no
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They sometimes like to be running upon land.

They reminded me of the time when Pharaoh,

kfng of Egypt, saw the seven cows run up out of

the water of the River Nile into the green fields.

But the king was in bed and dreaming.

My friend took me up to the scenic railway or

what is called the “Roller Coaster,” and stepping

into the little car, we went flying along on the

rails. I felt as if I should be hurled in the air,

and crushed to the ground. The girls were all

laughing and making much noise, like a lot of

parrots. Walter sat still in the car like a big fat

butcher, but I had to hold on very tightly, for I am
so small and not very masculine. Riding on that

little train reminded me of the railway con-

structed by Napoleon Bonaparte through the

mountain passes among the Alps in Switzerland.

After leaving the scenic railway, Walter con-

tinued to walk about the Midway shows explaining

all he could to me. Enormous crowds gathered

to listen to the “spielers” and the music. Among
the speakers stood a painted man giving a

lecture.

He raised a revolver and fired several shots,

I suppose, to cheer up the people. Near by was

a witch or fortune-teller chattering to the people,

and near her a palmist was reading the palms of

the people. She said my hands showed signs of

longevity. That is to say, I may live more than

eighty years.
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One man could raise heavy things up from the

ground with his teeth, could bite glass and drive

nails into a board with his bare hand. This was

quite a puzzle to me.

Then I got hold of something that seemed like

a mail-box, and dropping pennies in, Walter

seized the handle and pulled out a big handful

of Spanish seeds or California nuts.

We entered a building in which were all kinds

of printing machines—typewriters, type-setting

machines, book presses, envelope machines, etc.

In the Temple of Music our beloved ruler,

President McKinley, was shot. The Sunday

afternoon I spent there, little did I think that so

soon that dreadful tragedy would take place.

I sat near the large organ, and while it was

playing I fell asleep. I thought I could see

Apollo, a beautiful youth with long curling locks,

and he was holding a beautiful lyre in his hand.

The face of the female over “Dreamland Gates”

seemed to bring before my vision, when described

to me, a beautiful fairy-like creature watching

over us all when we are sleeping.

At the “Old Plantation” the little colored boys

and girls were playing, and the men and women
represented the time when they worked on. the

plantations under the slave holders.

The “Moorish Palace” seemed to me like a

dreamy Oriental place, and it reminded me of the

old times before the conquest of Granada by the
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Spaniards, when the Moors were free and happy

in their gorgeous palaces and harems.

As evening was coming on we walked along

the Midway, and when near the Japanese village

I felt the sound of sweet music vibrate through

my frame. It was the Japanese band, and they

were having a grand procession in honor of the

young Japanese couple who, as I mentioned

before, were betrothed.

I enjoyed the vibration of the music very

much. Walter gazed with delight at the showy
pomp, and we thought how happy those two

young sweethearts were. The description of this

lovely scene reminded me of Perseus, the young

Greek hero known as the “Gorgon Killer.”

“He found his way to a beautiful palace full of

fairies on a high mountain. The bright-eyed

beauties were very happy to have him among
them. They had been dancing for a thousand

years.” How much I wished it was my lot to be

there! I would be in constant glory. This

mountain was the highest in the world. “On its

summit stood Atlas, the wonderful giant who
holds the heavens and earth apart.”

We walked over to a small lake, and standing

on its shore Walter told me what a grand sight

it was to see the boats gliding along on the water.

Then we sat down in a delightful spot to watch

the magnificent display of fireworks going up to

the sky like long fiery serpents in the dark.



1 14 ECHOES FROM THE RAINBOW CITY

As we sat there my friend Walter told me how
sorry he was for me, being blind and unable to

see the beautiful display. But I only laughed and
told him, “I can see anything I want to with
my spiritual eyes, or my inner vision, known to

scientific men as the sixth sense. My mind goes
all over the world and sees all countries, and I

can move quickly about sometimes in the dead of

night when all creatures are sleeping, and that

is the time I like best to write.”

As it was getting late we started back home
after having spent a most enjoyable day, thanks
to my kind friend Walter.



FAREWELL ii5

FAREWELL

Farewell, Rainbow City!

One last, fond good-bye

To thy beautiful tower

That points to the sky;

To thine exquisite buildings,

Thy domes and thy towers,

Thy lakes and lagoons,

Thy statues and flowers.

I shall never forget thee,

Thou city most fair,

Thy fairy-like scenes

And thy treasures so rare.

And wherever I go

Of thy glories I’ll tell;

Farewell, Rainbow City,

One long, last farewell!

C. J. Selby.
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THE MEXICAN BAND STREETS OF MEXICO

HE STORY is related of the great Conde that,

at the opening of his last campaign, sunken in

melancholy, half maddened with fatigue and the

dog star heat of summer, having reached at

length the cool meadows in front of the abbey of

St. Antoine, he suddenly leaped from his horse,

flung away his arms and his clothing, seized a

monstrous drinking gourd from a nearby well and

an oak stave from a pile of fagots and rolled in

the green grass under a group of trees, playing

boisterously with the baubles and laughing in

high glee. After being thus diverted and

refreshed, he arose smiling and calm amongst his

astonished officers, permitted himself to be dressed

and armed anew and rode to battle with all his

accustomed resolution. This longing for a whimsical return to

boyishness and buncombe is one that lies deep seated in all natures.

Most men have a fondness for a circus, and wherever languorous warmth

is dominant in climate, carnival is king, and mirth holds high revel, so

that it is appropriate and wise that beyond the Exposition's shell of

outer beauty should be built this lane of laughter with its strange

medley of queer sights and sounds, where the elusive strains of sweet

music and the spray from laughing fountains is neither heard nor

heeded, where everything that is amusing, grotesque, hilarious, foolish,

novel and absurd is foisted and intoned, where all that ingenuity can

devise, skill project or daring accomplish is brought for the diversion of

a summer's day.

The Midway is the most gigantic, the most complex, the most

costly and the most exacting plaything yet devised for modern man.

Those who made it have had the world for a stalking ground and the four

THE
MIDWAY
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NAP SHOTS ON THE MIDWAY

corners have contributed to" its strange sights and stranger sounds. Its

name has no relevance to its nature. A street which is a jumble of

fantastic architecture, embracing one corner of a harmonious exposition

like a gilded shoulder on the polished mahogany frame of a plate glass

mirror cannot appropriately be called a Midway. What is now a name

was at first but an adjective. It modified Plaisance and the two

defined that broad stretch of grassy boulevard that reached from Jackson

Park in Chicago far through what was then the sand wastes of the south

side to another beautiful park, called Humboldt, miles to the west.

Along it was built the extension of the World's Fair, and there was

placed what was catalogued as Department Q of the Ethnological Divis-

ion. There was some excuse for so hard and scientific and altogether

uncongenial a classification, for the peculiar and unknown people of the

world were gathered for display, but display soon became amusement

and the amusement hilarious, the public was looking for novelty and

the showmen, for the men who had made the exhibit were of that class,

were anxious to cater to such a taste. Ethnology was forgotten, and

reference to it relegated to the guide books and official reports. Visitors

became students of the dances of all nations, and the Midway became

synonomous for masked folly. At Buffalo the projectors of the Expo-
sition agreed without hesitancy on a Midway, for such a feature in some

form has been an essential part of all expositions, but considered other

names: "The Whirlpool," as indicating its frothy, uncertain character

and as peculiarly fit because of the nearness of Niagara, was proposed.

"The Rapids" for similar reasons was considered, but "The Midway"
with its suggestive associations and the prestige of its Chicago reputa-

tion was the only real applicant, and its choice has made the same sobri-

quet imperative for all future streets of all nations.

Whatever there is of ethnological value on the Pan-American Mid-

way is there for other than scientific reasons. It is like the bit of

Wagner music that Sousa is sometimes permitted to play at an open air

concert; a part of the program that is swallowed almost unconsciously
and without complaint, sort of a sugar-coated pill, for though students

go to the Midway they do not go for study. The boistrous noise of

brass music that makes a trip through it a constant succession of

A GROUP OF INHABITANTS IN THE STREETS OF MEXICO
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MEXICAN
DANCES

discordant crashes distracts attention from many a less presuming attrac-

tion \\;iitin^ behind high walls. Though less presumptuous the dances

of the street are the engrossing things that are offered, and they hold

the attention of most visitors.

The dances of Spain are languorous, and of all the dances in the

world they have the most of the rhythm and graceful ease that is so

otten called the poetry of motion. The dances of Mexico are those of

Spain. Some of the dances that are given in old Mexico come from the

. and with the Spanish influence that they meet they assume a

tinge of spicy abandon and the free movement of unrefined surround-

ings. The difference between those of pure Spanish extraction and

those of native character can be clearly traced through the snatches

that may be seen in the Streets of Mexico. It is much the same dis-

tinction that may be drawn between the country hoe down or the side

step and the refinement of European culture that is seen in the waltzes

and elaborate quadrilles of this country. One is rough and elemental

.:>andon, while the other is polished, artistic and smoothly pleas-

ing, moving to a climax of expressed vitality with true dramatic inten-

rity.

Jerabe is a Mexican dance, swift in action, cumulative in movement

and hilarious in outcome, and it employs both a man and woman besides

a chorus. All the Mexican dances have a chorus and all are accom-

panied by an orchestra. La Coca is the petite and buxom dancer of

Jerabe (pronounced as though the J were an H) and she moves through
its blithesome steps with a suppleness that employs all the ginger her

dainty feet contain. As a conclusion she stamps around the brim of the

cone-shaped straw hat of Juaquin Bringas, her partner, and squats on

the floor, while Juaquin hurdles over as boys do playing leap frog. It

is a distressing end of a pretty dance, and is a freakish evidence of its

native origin. No such remission from grace is seen in La Mora's per-

formance of Sevillana, except as it comes through the dancer's observ-

ation of the couchee girls in the Orient across the street. The Mexican

music, gay with color, warm in tone and quick in time carries the casta-

.' it-ring and voluptuous swirl of Sevillana to a riotous conclusion.

Ili/rt \\rotc- incomparable music for it in Carmen, and its peppery
re should have the kaleidoscopic action of that tragedy for its

background and the Toreador song for its conclusion. La Mora is an

impetuous dancer and seldom fails to catch the sensuous swing of its

idences. As with other dancers on the Midway she has imbibed
t the corrupted movements of the couchee dance that in its

1 appeal is indigenous to no country, and has no inception but the

....-
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prompting that comes from low music halls. With the Oriental girls

the suggestiveness is less apparent, for practice has brought facility,

and with that the muscular movement has become mechanical and so

less harrowing. It is the difference between French and American

nastiness; one is smooth and natural, the other artificial, labored and so,

vulgar.

The fandango hall built for the Mexican dances in imitation of the

similar halls in the south, and seen in this country now for the first

time, is a pit around which, on three sides, rise tiers of seats, and it is

a fit arena for the dancing of Jerabe and La Jota. Sitala is the dancer

of La Jota, and she has the limpid nut brown eyes peculiar to many

DEFIANCE DANCE OF THE IROQUOIS INDIAN CONGRESS
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dancers and stage people of ecstatic temperament. They are the notice-

able equipment of three-fourths of the dozen girls who offset the tumult

tie bullfighting in the Streets of Mexico with the color of their cos-

tumes, their supple grace and languorous ease.

INDIAN Indians take a certain rude, ecstatic enjoyment in their ceremonial

DANCERS dances, and all ot them are of that character; but the glide and swelling

that comes with a waltz in a modern ball room is as unknown to

them as is the luxury of tailor made clothes. They dance as all primitive

peoples do; as an outlet for their emotions. Excitement, not dilletanti

desire, the intensity of momentary exaltation, not the puttering of

energy, induces the elate, religious dances of the red man. The

prospect of battle, the flush of victory, the lament for death, the joy

lor prosperous harvests, the chuckling in fierce triumph over fallen

foes, the welcoming and speeding of guests, the anticipatory relish for

the hunt, the terrifying, nameless ghost dance, all the great epochs in a

life are heralded in expectation and commemorated in tireless

rhythm.

On the Midway it is possible to give only sketches of a few of the

great tribal dances. No audience will sit for more than twenty min-

utes in the elm bark ceremonial house in attendance even on the tradi-

tionary customs of the Sioux and the Apache. Nowhere else is the

restlessness of an exposition crowd better illustrated. The continual

sur^
re and push and the ceaseless unrest of those who take the show as

they do pills, so much in a dose, compel the change of the program
three times every hour. That gives the Indians time enough to bob up
and bob down again and time enough for the spectacular introduction of

Miiimo, but with the feathers and war bonnets and the fresh bright

pigment daubed in great gashes on naked flesh there is an effect of grim

MOSTLY SQUAW DANCERS, INDIAN CONGRESS
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reality that brings a flood of history-bred recollection to many, and

snickers of foolish laughter from the nondescript.

The defiance dance of the Iroquois is usually shown by two young

warriors, who enter the small roped arena, one with a torn torn and the

other with a war club and hunting knife. It is the dance that the Eastern

braves give before starting on a war expedition, and is designed to show

the war god the nature of the men who propose to contest for victory.

The Indian buys his successes from his gods and he sometimes promises

wondrous things. In this case he indicates what he will do in pursuit of

the foe, and concludes with a demonstration of what will happen when

he catches him. In about five minutes he succeeds in working himself

into a frenzy, marked by all the symptoms of real temper, and secures

from the audience little "Ahs" of suppressed fright and admiration. He

throws the knife into the earth, seizes his war club and gesticulates

about the weapon with the menace which he means to say to the god
will be duplicated if he is permitted to meet his enemy.
The brave man dance is similar to the war dance of the Cape Lopez

cannibals, in its embodiment of all the characteristic movements of a

war party in action. It shows the attack and the retreat, the use of the

war club and tomahawk and the fierce rhythm that controls each intri-

cate step. The Omaha dance of the home guard, who like white militia

have successfully repelled invasion or attack, generally concludes the

performance. In it a full party of twenty braves, half of them naked

except for a brief breech clout, tap the tan bark floor in tremulous,

quick time to the incessant ki yi of the torn torn holders in the rear.

Through it all is filtered the rank odor of common things and back of it

all is the plaintive, patient, hardy faces of the men who have bade good-

bye to actuality and are showing the sacred blood of an ancient race

to strangers and dawdlers for a dollar.

FILIPINO That the Filipines are a people who have felt somewhat the influence

DANCES of civilization is shown by the cut of the clothes they wear, by their

methods of living, and surest of all by their dancing. It has been a

beneficent civilization in their case at least, for the lurid and degen-
rraU- hue th;it has tinged the dances of other peoples has quite escaped
them, as shown in the festive steps they display on the Midway. The

asdero, or marriage dance, is as simple as a Virginia reel and as innocu-

It is so much so with its playful side step and half timid figure
lution th.it ;it lirst sight it appears as though improvised, as some of

the other Midway dances are, for special Pan-American use. The
il.-mrrrs three mm and three women, accompanied by a tinkling guitar

orchestra, in which further evidence of Filipino advancement is shown

16
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DANCERS OF THE ASDERO
THE FILIPINO VIRGINIA REEL PHILIPPINE VILLAGE

in the skillful playing of three violins, perform a delicate step which has

the intricacy and reserve that all refined dancing has. Another of their

quaint performances is the esmeralda or star dance, showing another

figure that would do credit to the designer of a cotillion, and indeed, it

is said that many of the elaborate turns that are apparently improvised
for fancy balls are merely excerpts from the native dances of such people
as the Filipinos, the Mexicans and the Japanese. The bolo dancer is

the only one of the company who shows the indigenous stock that

derives its hardihood from the Malay race. He twirls a long bolo, or

thick sword of good steel, and performs a series of significant evolu-

tions, holding in his other hand a shield of stretched raw hide and hard

wood, performing with high step and elaborate finish much of the glide

that gives the fandango its subtle motion, and which may be seen in

modified conventionality in the ball room waltz.

There are many who come to the Midway to look for impropriety ORIENTAL
and who depart satisfied with the visit if they discover a rouged face or AND

a bare leg. For these the Orient has its horrors, and the hula hula HAWAIIAN
dancers are baneful, for they are the Midway's red lights that make the DANCES

17
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ONE OF THE GROUP-

INGS IN THE ARTISTIC

SINGALESE DANCE

BEAUTIFUL ORIENT
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trip down the lane of laughter really worth while for a great number,

just what per cent, no census can enumerate, but larger than would be

revealed by responses to a category. The two dances are similar, but

not alike. Both depend for their effects on the sinuous, gyratory

movements of abdominal and body muscles. The gliding of feet is only

an incident in either dance; the whole body moves in undulating panto-

mime that is also seen in the epithalamium or marriage festival of the

blacks. Savage dancing is an instinct that civilization has not improved.

American influence has affected the couchee couchee, while it has not

yet had time to weaken the elemental dancing of the Hawaiian girls.

One is the formless, free religious dance of the buoyant, open West, and

the other the effeminate expression of a degenerate East, compared to

which a stifling interior, rank with dank odors, would be mild and

healthy. The hula hula is the genuine expression of real feeling,

accompanied by no tuneful harp or glib piano or resinous violin, but

filtered through all the monotonous fall of the soft, bare feet of the

brown women on pine boards is the crescendic thump of two silent male

crouchcrs,who pound with rhythmic regularity on hollow gourds. In the

background stretches a desert waste of arid land, and its dull, tense,

;<res>ed vitality shows in the vacant eyes and hollow stare of the

women's faces, as they intermittently cry out in ejaculatory plaintive-

ness. It is the outward manifestation, which for ages has given relief

to pent up feeling. It recalls the wild, old Corybantian dance with the

nits \\ournliiitf each other, the torture dance of the Soudan der-

the metrical shuttling of the feet of the Roman youth to the

shrill sound of flageolets as he feverishly tossed his weapon on high.

There are many times in every life when outward expression is imper-

Sometimes it comes at night under the silent stars, sometimes at

20
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broad noon in the spray of laughing water, sometimes in feast and

sometimes in sorrow. It must always have relief or it burns inwardly

and consumes. Some men laugh, some women cry, the ancients danced

seriously and soberly, compared to which the usual modern dilettanti

shuffling is play and nonsense. The most used modern substitute is to

take a drink. Saul and David and wise Solomon removed the stop cock

by dancing in the sight of the Lord. The others of the world's

annointed have painted pictures, or written books, or sung great songs,

or acted superb dramas, but legs may substitute fancy and suppleness

take the place of imagination. The Old Testament does not relate

whether Israel's Kings tossed their belly buttons under their legs or cut

a figure eight with their collar bones or sedately twirled the minuet, but

whatever their maneuvers, it was a holy sight.

THE TORTURE DANCE
SPIKE DRIVEN THREE INCHES INTO THE SKULL OF HADJI BEN SALA-- BEAUTIFUL ORIENT

22
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THE TORTURE DANCE
THE BODY PIERCED WITH DANGLING AWLS" BEAUTIFUL ORIENT

There is nothing in the Midway's Oriental dances that recalls primi-

tive emotion. The adepts in the art, for the couchee dance is an elabo-

rate one, were not tutored in academic schools and the pleasing profi-

ciency they assert is a polyglot of Eastern origin and east side corrup-

tion.

Saturday night at 12 o'clock is the time for the torture dance in the

Streets of Cairo. It is usually given after an exhibition of the abdom-

inal proficiency of Fatma and Zulieka, and after a diffident little Turk

with an insinuating smile has been around with a bunch of five cent palm

leaf fans. As the couchee girls are told to cut loose for the last per-

formance the sale of fans is usually quite brisk. When Hadji Ben Sala,

THE
TORTURE
DANCE
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the chief dancer, begins the peeling of his outer waist, that looks like a

piece of figured wall paper, the dusky depths of the room are pretty well

filled with nervous spectators wrought to the screaming point by the

assurances of Baccarat, the barker, that though they may see nails driven

into men's heads some two or three inches, or watch burning coals glow

on naked breasts, they need not fear, for it is only the way that some

men, who live under the shadow of the crescent and the scimitar, have

ol expressing their reverence for Almighty God.

The three dancers are similar in their methods. Sala, the chief, is the

most excruciating of the lot. After removing his garments, one by one,

his turban first, then his sash, collar and shirt, he finally appears naked

from the waist up. Throughout his undressing he jumps heavily from

one foot to the other. It is like the insensible flopping of a decapitated

hen, without rhythm or measure, accompanied by the incessant, alter-

nate heavy and short thump of a pair of brand new torn toms, stretched

to creaking and warmed over a brazier of burning coals. Some doctor

who takes advantage of the invitation to see the dance at first hand

steps onto the platform. Sala, half drunk with excitement, his eyes

SOME AFRICAN DANCERS
CHIEF OQOULA WOURY, WITH THREE OF HIS WIVES, SON, AND DIRECTOR PENA-

DARKEST AFRICA-THE WOMEN ARE FESTIVAL DANCERS
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IN DARKEST
AFRICA

dull and dazed with leaden numbness, turns, discovers the intruder,

knows instinctively that he is a Christian and springs at him with the

wild abandon of an insensate fanatic. When two of the helpers seize

him he lies in their arms, glaring savagely like a wild animal at bay.

The doctor removed, Sala returns to his torture. He seizes a double

bladed dagger of Damascene steel. This he suddenly plunges into his

stomach. It doesn't go very easily, so he calls for the assistance of two

Moslems who succeed in placing about three-eighths of an inch of the

steel inside his epidermis. He then runs six long needles through his

cheeks, two long prongs through his tongue and a dozen through the

cuticle of his forearm. Thus lacerated, with not a drop of blood show-

ing, for these dancers have perforated the same places frequently for

years until the wounds are callous, he crouches before the footlights

and exhibits the wonder. On rare evenings he submits to the pounding

of a ten penny nail half an inch into his head. At such times women
faint and strong men rise from their seats and leave the place declaring

the exhibition brutal. The dancers come out of it, though, with no

apparent injury and are perfectly willing to repeat the performance

once a week.

The war dance of the Cape Lopez blacks is a wild, unnatural orgy,

scientific in detail, frenzied with passion and terrifying with its cumula-

tive intensity. Walk in on it casually, pick up the thread of its bar-

baric motion with no information of its intent, be listless with sated

sightseeing and enervated with the froth and fraud of the Midway, and

in spite of blase indifference you will be swept along by its elemental

THE NUBIAN DANCERS BEAUTIFUL ORIENT
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MARIE OULMONT

--VENICE IN AMERICA

grandeur. It is the savage and serious rite of a primitive people.

Knowing the blood of centuries that filters its weird rhythm, the uncouth

thirst and daring that pervades its almost painful realism, the carnal

taste of slaughter and the fiendish glee of combat that have marked its

performance for generations, and permitting the imagination to carry

thought from play to actuality, the cannibalistic frenzy becomes terrify-

ing and then unbearable. No artifice can succeed; life and feeling and

experience triumph in a climax of rouse and startling enthusiasm.

The war dance is preceded by two minor dances given in the rustic

theatre, with its proscenium of elm boughs. The fetish dance is the

usual religious ceremonial performed on every conventional occasion.

The simple gyration of its movement and the monotony of its succes-

sive repetition of the same figures place it first on the program. Then

follows the black epithilamium, like the wedding dances of all the East-

ern countries, sensual in its coarse suggestion, but the blacks, as yet,

entirely moral in their purpose, perform it as seriously as they tap an

awl on a pine stick, believing that orchestration has reached its limit

and that they are producing music. The war dance requires the large

floor and the free incentive of outdoor air in the big hall for its proper

performance, and there the audience is invited after the wives of

Augandagua have concluded their scortatory soiree. John Tivie,

the only one of the blacks on the Pan-American Midway who was

at Chicago, or who ever before left Africa, leads the mob of

twenty warriors, who, naked from the waist up, with skirts of

swishing rush and war clubs that look more like genteel walking
sticks than they do like ugly instruments, go through the move-

ments of the dance, some thirty minutes in duration.

The twenty are led down the hall slowly, stamping first with left

feet, then with right, accompanied ever and continuously, without

an instant's let up, by the monotonous thump of impenetrable
drum heads and the harsh clang of ebony sticks on metal covers.

The first procession is slow, the next increases in rate of move-

ment. Tivie wears a horned cap to distinguish him from the rest.

His physique is perfect, tapering up from the waist like a wedge,
shoulders strong, but not over broad, head well poised, neck and

arms sinewy, not an ounce of flesh to spare, and his chocolate

skin smeared daily with palm oil, and as soft as a lady's, glisten-

ing with shiny sweat. He lunges forward with his stick. It

is the plunge that the Aussa makes with his assegai, and the

band does the same. Then follow all the characteristic move-

ments of war, the skirmish, the attack, the repulse, the hand

to hand fight, the short breath and the quick patter of

retreating foes, the removal of the wounded, the victorious

return, the celebration and the final feast.
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THE Just as types of people, races or nations maybe distinguished by
SCHUHPLATTL dress or general features or language, or even as the ethnological

expert can construct the entire human figure if he be given a cranial

bone, so it is possible to distinguish the mode of life, the

temperament and almost exactly the geographical location

of the country of dancers, by the style of the dance they

exhibit. In the German village, Old Nuremburg, every

day at noon and three times thereafter may be seen the

schuhplattl or shoe dance of the Koenigseer peasants, with

its reflex of bouyant life in rare atmosphere, clean habits,

exuberent spirits and a general healthy, animal existence

of frank and frequent expression. Two men and two

women hop about to the hardly audible twang of a quick-

ened waltz on a Bavarian xylophone. At infrequent inter-

vals they meet and pick up the thread of the three step

whirl, but the novelty of the dance, its real character, and

nominal value lie in the half minute interspersions of an

impulsive leap into air by the men and their simultaneous

shrill shouts of thrilled enthusiasm, as they slap thighs

and shoe bottoms smartly with their hands. It is a dance

that sends little tingles of admiration and silent envy

through the observer.

THE The trousered girls in the Streets of

TARENTELLA Venice whose comic opera attire is

obtrusive, for such dressing requires

calcium and perspective to be effective, are the performers
of the tarentella, the national dance of Italy. It is a

quick, almost a brilliant dance, suggestive in several meas'

ures of the sailor's hornpipe, and in others of the Parisian

pirouette that Selica, the lion tamer at Bostock's, and

Mile. Dodo, in Around The World, also have.

OTHER DANCES A young man in a red coat and an

asbestos voice, that is more strident

than the coat, announces that the lour quarters of the

globe have contributed dancers for Around The World.

If his statement is accepted as are the other announcements
on tin.- street, as something else than gospel truth, the visitor will

CM joy the presence of Sophie Sobieski, the Polish single stepper, Mile.

Dodo, the French chanteuse, Tatu Pecarahe, the brown Maori hip wrig-

gler, and Juliette Gardner, the American who infuses what there is of

grace or rhythm in the performance.

SOPHIE 80BIE8KIE, RUSSIAN DANCER

~AROUND THE WORLD
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The most daring of all the Midway

dances, and which, unlike most animal feats,

retains the natural quality of spontaneity,

is the familiar heel-and-toe skirt dance of

the old vaudeville days that Selica performs

with dextrous dignity about four lions

snapping at her outstretched toes from

four pedestals inside the great arena at

Bostock's animal show. Selica has the

hardihood of the lion tamer and the nerve

of the dancer, and the two displayed

together are a pleasing conjunction.

La Belle Ruby, flaxen haired and with

lustrous brown eyes, is one of the five maids

in the moon who, with their revels in the

palace of the man in the moon, render the

trip to the satellite like the living of a fairy

tale in its eerie winsomeness. There are

several skirt dancers in the gypsy camp.
The simplest of all the Midway dances is

in the Esquimaux Village. It is the plain

tapping of feet, heavily wrapped in seal

skin on bare floors of tightly packed snow.

It is a ceremonial dance of very ancient

origin and was probably used in former

times as a means of quieting wild game. Now the Esquimaux perform it

lor a marriage ceremony and its step has descended to many of the tribes

in lower Finland and in Kamchatka for their betrothal rites. Animal

dances, such as the dance of the white bear and the dance of the old

dogs, are curious evidences of a superstitious feeling.

EXPECTATION-POSE BY MISS HAMILTON

MISS HAMILTON, ARTIST'S MODEL AROUND THE WORLD
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THE MOON CALF AVENGING SPIRIT OF THE MOON

Midtvay S'pectactilar Attractions

Senator Depew took the trip to the moon one afternoon, and when he

came out he said to the inventor, Frederic Thompson:
"I have traveled a great deal, but of all the wonderful things I have

seen and of all the trips I have made that is the most extraordinary."
Then he went across the street to the bullfight. There he remained

half an hour. When he came back to the world of noise and brazen

ballyhoos and walked up the Midway for more sights, he met, coming

down, a small boy with a huge, freshly painted sign, which bore in

appropriately enormous letters the bold announcement:

"Senator Chauncey Depew says of the Trip To The Moon ."

"Well," said the Senator. "That is the biggest bit of enterprise I

have ever known." Frederic Thompson, who got this notice from

Depew, designed the Trip to The Moon, and he has also helped in the

A TRIP
TO THE MOON
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construction of all the other Midway attractions except live. The

moon trip is the latest and the newest. The prodigal promise which

ither makes to his child that he shall have the moon for a play-

thing is now possible of realization. The illusion of aerial fight is so

perfect that men have wagered in the Luna's cabin over the question of

whether or not the boat leaves the building. The sensation of flight

through the air is strong enough to bring fainting spells to some.

The trip begins with a sight of the Luna, lying quietly beside her

dock in the pale moonlight. You seem to be above the world some

hundreds of feet. Below lies the exposition, the tower nearby, showing

its bulbs of incandescence through perforated holes of dimmed radiance.

In the distance scattered spots of illuminated darkness show the location

of the city. The Luna is a green and white cigar shaped thing, the size

of a small lake steamer with a great cabin in the middle. Slowly she

starts and gathers a long undulating motion. The exposition grounds

drop. The city appears a great sprawling thing, with thousands of tiny,

blinking eyes. Niagara is seen. You fancy you hear the roar of the

\\aters. It all merges into a great globe. The globe lessens in size.

It becomes a ball, then a mere speck and finally sinks from sight. There

comes a storm, flashes of lightning, dusk, peals of thunder, utter dark-

ness, grim rumblings, violent crashes, and then all clears away and the

storm cloud is passed. The moon is seen to sink across the line of

sight from above and a seared countenance, the face of the Man in the

Moon is plainly visible. Rocks and lava pilings, stained red and yellow

and green as though by fire and decomposition, are just ahead. The

Luna slows up. She veers to the right and comes to a halt at her

landing dock, a yawning hole in the moon's side, the crater of an extinct

volcano.

The trip through the moon, its fantastic beauty, its weird marvels

and its queer people is a fit complement to the wonders of the aerial

_-. Fungi, volcanic growths, stalactite droppings, crystalized

mineral wonders that form a frozen dream, all the deceptions and fairy-

tale magnificence that paper mache and expert property men can weave
under the prompting of a facile imagination are shown in exfoliate

\ariety. The city of the moon is reached. It is the underground
habitation of midgets an.l strange giants. On the hacks of the Selen-

ro\\s of long spikes, hedged in at angles like the stakes of an

lru<|uoi* stockade. At the entrance to a long avenue, that stretches

a \\ay \\ith illuminated foliage of fantastic trees and toadstool growths
that nr\.-r exi-led save in the lurid imagination of Srhenezerade, stand

t\\o men. An ordinary mortal reaches to their waists. They are the

i th.- moon, four times the size of the midgets. They stand
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there on guard. A broad moat appears. Beyond is a frowning wall

and high above a great turret. It is the Castle of the Man in the Moon.

In the throne room of the Man in the Moon are seats for the guests.

Bronze griffins are ranged along the sides. The Man is in the centre on

a throne of mother-of-pearl. In front is an electric, scenic theatre,

Hanked by glass columns. Here is the burst of splendor. It is delicate,

subtle, elate, a creation, the Geisler electric fountain. All the colors of

the spectrum operate through running water in radiant profusion, and at

the height of the display the maids of the Man in the Moon enter in a

rhythmic, graceful dance. They fade away and the curtain falls.

CYCLORAMA When a limping veteran, named Johnson, leads the way from the

OF MISSION street, where a ridiculous ballyhoo is piping a torn torn and drawing

RIDGE contortionate faces, to a platform that commands a view of a plastic

foreground of autumnal foliage, melting into a canvas portraying the

bend in the road that led from Lookout Mountain to the then little town

of Chatanooga, and points with a gnarled stick to the memorable scene

of grim carnage, shown in a space only sixty feet in diameter, he brings

back to the memory of those who stood that day behind Grant at

Orchard Knob, or with Hooker above the clouds, and to the imagination

of those younger, who have listened at camp fires, the reality of the

hell that raged that day in Tennessee.

It is a cyclorama, a painting, built in a huge wooden cylinder and

silent like a dull, black volume of history, but like that volume, that may
have come from the hands of a Taylor or a Grant, its eloquence speaks

with anvil distinctness, as plain as the throbbing of the six guns that

gave the signal that warm November day for the launching of the most

terrible, the most sublime diapason of war's grim horror that this great

continent of the new world has ever known.

The scene represents the last of those three memorable days in

November, 1863, which commenced with the smiting of the Confederate's

crescent line of battle on Monday, November 23d; the capture from the

rebel forces of Lookout Mountain Tuesday, November 24th, and the

storming of Mission Ridge by the Union army under the invincible

leadership of the indomitable Grant on Wednesday, November 25th.

You are standing again as did Grant with his hesitant, questioning
>taff that afternoon in '63 at 4 o'clock on Orchard Knob, the centre of

the Union line of advance. Mission Ridge is before; Fort Wood behind;

the shining elbow of the Tennessee River to the left; Lookout Mountain

to thi- right. Never was theatre more magnificent. Never was drama

more worthy of its surroundings. Imagine a chain of Federal forts,

built in between, with walls of living men, the line tlung northward out
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of sight, and southward beyond Lookout Mountain, and this grand

corydon commanded by Generals Grant, Thomas, Sheridan, Granger,
Wood and Beard, with the tips of its wings led by Sherman and

Hooker and a chain of mountains crowned by batteries and manned

by the Confederate forces, through a six-mile sweep, officered by Gen-

erals Bragg, Breckenridge, Hardee, Stevens, Cleburne, Bates and

Walker, and you have the two fronts.

The immediate scene is the climb of the Union forces to the cloud of

death, high on the summit of Mission Ridge. Stout hearted Sheridan,
"Little Phil," is there, dismounted, "hustling to hell," doing homeric

battle with the greater gods he is wrestling with Mission Ridge in a

torrid zone of battle with the ridge, like a wall before him at an angle
of 45 degrees, but clambering steadily on up upward still. Hearts

loyal and brave are on the anvil all the way from base to summit of

Mission Ridge; the iron sledges beat on the dreadful hammers never

intermit. Swarms of bullets sweep the hills. The rebels tumble rocks

down on the rising line of victorious blue; they light the fuses and roll

shells down the steep; they load their guns with handfuls of cartridges

in their haste; and as if there were powder in the word they shout

"Chickamaugua" down at the advancing host. But it will not do, and

just as the sun, weary of the scene, sinks out of sight with great bursts

all along the line, the advance surges over the crest, and the battle is

won.

So much is not shown. The action, the shots, the death rattle, the

surge and sweep of forces are for the imagination to devise. Who that

was with Hooker on that day, or who that has been with men who were

with Hooker on that day, can ever forget the mighty achievements that

this canvas blazons forth !

A horror is a peculiar subject to choose for depiction as an entertain- THE
ment, yet "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde" packed the theatres for months JOHNSTOWN
and the weird marvels of Edgar Allen Poe, still captivate youthful FLOOD
imagination as they have the critical judgment of his peers. The love

for the intense, and the dominant interest in dramatic situation make the

reproduction of such a catastrophe as the Johnstown Flood something

JOHNNY BAKER, ONE OF THE WORLD'S HEROES,

RACED WITH THE CONEMAUGH FLOOD,

ALARMING THE INHABITANTS, WAS FINALLY

OVERTAKEN AND PERISHED IN THE

TUMULTUOUS WATERS
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more than an appeal to morbid taste. The scene of the disaster is so

near Buffalo that the probable attendance at the exposition of a large

number from that section of Pennsylvania gave promise of financial

reward to such an undertaking.

As a mechanical representation of the phenomena of everyday events,

the setting and rising of the sun, the vitreous, pale blue effulgence

of the full moon, the thunder and lightning of a terrifying electric

storm and, finally, the stupendous burst of water that came over the

town of Johnstown with the break of the dam, the show is a spectacle

of impressive dignity and life-like appeal. It seems to have struck

popular fancy. A scenograph, the logical evolution of the cyclorama,

the diorama and the scenic theatre, accomplishes the illusion, which is

set on an ordinary stage and is in reality a performance in pantomime,
where all the actors are what would be called in stage parlance "prop-

erties." Instead of a bit from real life reproduced with fidelity and

tinged with poetic fancy, there is shown a black chapter in a sunny

history of blithesome, everyday experience, blocked in miniature and,

by ingenious mechanism and a skilful use of the values of perspective,

brought to startling realism. A mighty tragedy of bold, blunt execu-

tion, grand in terrific energy, involving in fatality an entire populous

city, lives again in memory and imagination through the medium of a

bit of stage craft.

The curtain rises on Memorial Day, 1889, more than twenty-four

hours before the flood. A Grand Army procession crosses a little

bridge, the business of the town is transacted before the spectator's

eyes, dusk comes, the lights appear in the windows, trains move across

th: line of vision, the moon appears, the night wanes and the day of

the. disaster breaks, rosy and smiling. The hours pass until four in the

afternoon, the time when the trickling of the waters from the rivulets

that fed the lake of South Fork, fourteen miles away on the mountain

side, undermined its half century-old wood foundation and launched

that avalanche of water down the Conemaugh valley, sweeping away
tivr thousand of the inhabitants of Johnstown and furnishing a disaster

for which the history of the world has no parallel. An electric storm is

made to burst in the stage picture before the arrival of the deluge,

when the afternoon of May 31st, 1889, was innocent of water from the

skies, but under cover of the darkness and in the fitful gleam of vivid

lightning the spectacular effect is hightened and is convincing. The

cry of the talker: "The dam has burst!" his relation of the wild ride of

Johnny Baker, a ride between a flood and a horse, between life and

, the loss of the horse and the death of the noble boy, comes with
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ENTRANCE TO JOHNSTOWN FLOOD

startling effect. Fire then breaks out in the debris about the stone

bridge. Hundreds of dead and other hundreds of the living are

imprisoned there. They are burned to a crisp. The Catholic church, the

field hospital, also breaks into flames. The rescued perish there.

Then the fire dies away and the scene darkens. The turn of a hand

measures the time of the change coming with the light which shows

Johnstown as it is to-day, rebuilt and flourishing.

The coon song is the talisman of worth on the Midway, the essential THE FALL
of success. With the undulating cadence of the couchee tunes it repre- OF BABYLON
sents music, and here before one of the greatest paintings in the world

it lends its ridiculous presence; a torn torn at a Wagner festival. A

strong effort bars it from the imagination, which is then occupied with a
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scene of singular grandeur, a painting of truly Babylonish dimensions.

"The Fall of Babylon" is a reminder of long mornings in Sunday

school, of preaching from the text, "Thou art weighed in the balance

and found wanting," of the seemingly impossible, part-myth, part-

historical tales of writers and old poets, of idle dreams of magnificence

and luxurious debauch, of all that is artful and awful, grand and

grotesque, wicked and weak, dazzling and disastrous. It typifies

revenge and remorse in their vastest scope.

The scene depicted is the close of a supreme orgy, an antique ban-

quet, compared to which ours of to-day are puny and mean. There is

a taste of the appalling sumptuousness of the princes of ancient Asia.

In the foreground may be seen the remains of this monstrous, frenzied

feast. Roasted phinnecopters' tongues, a dainty morsel; baskets of

partly eaten artichokes, the leavings of peacock's brains, and that most

exquisite of all the ancient dishes, baked eels, which had been fed on

human flesh, are strewn about in inextricable confusion. Bits, only, are

gone; the superbly prepared food merely tasted a whole modern city

ENTRANCE TO DARKNESS AND DAWN
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A PORTHOLE INTO PURGATORY-DARKNESS AND DAWN
SPECIAL APARTMENTS FOR RECEIVING CIGARETTE FIENDS

might subsist for eight days on the leavings of such a feast as Balshazzar

served that night.

The work is so perfected as to leave nothing to the imagination. The

painter insists that you shall behold his fancy in all its details the posi-

tion of objects, the texture of stuffs, the interstices of stone work, the

gleam of a lamp upon sharp angles of furniture, the whispering sound

of trailing silk all is visible, tangible, almost audible. There is nothing

that leaves a vacancy for the eye to light upon no hiatus for the

imagination to supply. It is the perfection of the art of painting. It is

not wonderful that such a man should at times sacrifice what is called

"atmosphere" for graphic portrayal. This is the only adverse criticism

it gets from artists. It is too minute, too elaborate, too full of detail,
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DARKNESS
AND DAWN

they say. So is the greenery of Delaware Park on a summer's day.

Naturally, a painter of this kind pays small regard to the demands of

prudery. A perfect human body is to him the most beautiful of objects.

Ik- does not seek to veil its loveliness with cumbrous detail. He depicts

it in all the perfectness of its divine nudity. He shows the tremulous

roundness of living flesh, the diaphanous sheen of silvered drapery,

and, not satisfied with this beauty of form alone, he must add to it the

vital glow of delicate coloring, evidence of life and health, on white

limbs and snowy bosom.

Some writer who told of the consternation of a man at finding living

skeletons in the coffins provided for eating tables in the cafe of the

dead said that "he arose and filed out in the middle of the performance."

There are usually enough wrho arise in the middle of the performance in

the outer darkness that precedes the dawn to form a "file" of frightened

visitors, and the lone man who provided incentive for the notice is often

accompanied by some woman unable to endure the hollow moans and

grinning skeletons and lugubrious widows in black weeds who help to

impress whoever comes, that the place is a very dismal one, indeed, and

tar from an entertainment in any ordinary understanding of the word.

The success of such attractions as "Darkness and

Dawn," and the Midway has several of them, is proof that

the only bid for those who want amusement is not to be

made by pruriency or license, and that novelty or bizarre

originality will tickle the fancy of such, even more quickly

than enervated unwholesomeness. The Midway, after the

Chicago fair, became a synonymous term for loose license,

but here its influence is, in the main, salutary. A whole-

some show of clean character that has the merit of some

artistic worth and the value that pertains to absolute

novelty has been accepted by the public as quickly as the

less healthy portion has welcomed nastiness. And there

are very many more of the good shows than there are of

the bad. "Darkness and Dawn," one of the better class,

produces a violent transition, a tremendous and startling

hiatus from terror to ecstacy. It has this effect on sensi-

tive and timorous persons, though, of course, there are

many \\h<> find in it mere clever illusion and a somewhat
humorous contrivance for cartooning the stale possibilities

.t lirll.

Att.-r one of the visitors has sacrificed his life in a pre-

pared coffin in the Cabaret de la Mort, and then been

THE DEVIL'S THRONE

--DARKNM9 AND DAWN
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ENTRANCE
TO THE

HAWAIIAN
VILLAGE

resuscitated for the purpose of permitting his spirit to conduct his fellows

through the regions of the damned, a clanking chain slides to, permitting

the opening of a creaking door and Charon appears, waiting in his boat.

The pits of hell fixed for the cigarette fiend, the gossip, the borrower of

unreturned umbrellas, the Tammany statesmen, and the conniver in the

breaking of the Raines law, precede the entrance to the throne room of

His Majesty, the Devil. When the fiendish visage of the monster, Crime,

and the ghostlike appearance of brown suited young men, wearing painted

skeletons have done all they could to unnerve the highstrung, the opposite

doors open with an almost celestial relief, showing the way to halls of

jasper and sweet fountains that come as near as paint and tinsel can come

to picturing the peace and angelic harmony of heaven. There concludes
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THE VOLCANO
OF KILLAUEA

DAWSON CITY
UNDER THE

MIDNIGHT SUN

the trip to Dawn, with filmy clouds and pendant angels showing through

a round proscenium.

The volcano of Killauea is interesting as illustrating to the

people of the United States what a wonderful sheet of fire

they have annexed. It is _a cyclorama, drawn with fidelity from

sketches made on the spot, and housed in a building some sixty

feet in diameter. A plastic foreground of realistic lava pilings

and tropical fungi unites with the painting in inexplainable

exactness that leaves the spectator in doubt as to where one leaves

off and the other commences. It is the art of all cycloramas to induce

this illusion, but here it is paramount, for in the fissures of dingy rock

slumber tissue paper fires of seemingly vast subterranean depth, and the

interstices stretch into nothingness through the vista.

The entrance to the platform which commands a view of the volcano

is through a reproduction, in small scale, of a subterranean lava hole,

such a one as extends twenty-seven miles from the base of Manalaua to

the sea, and through which, for three weeks, molten lava flowed, heating

the water for twenty miles around. Rocks melted like wax in its path

and forests crackled and blazed before its fervent heat. Imagine

Niagara's stream above the Falls, with its dashing, whirling, madly

racing waters, hurrying on to their plunge, instantaneously converted

into fire; a gory hued river of fused minerals, the heavens lurid with

flame, the atmosphere dark and oppressive, the horizon murky with

vapors and gleaming with the reflected contest. Such was the scene as

the fiery cataract, leaping a precipice of fifty feet, poured its flood upon
the ocean.

Something of the awful menace of such a catastrophe is conveyed by
the cyclorama. The livid lake of fire, immeasurable in depth and

scarred throughout its rugged border by inchoate rocks, lies there in

apparent nature. A storm approaches, the lava heaves, the native

Milkers, headed by the cohuna, or head priest, appear in the crater and

\oire their tremulous sweet melodies, appealing to Pele, the Goddess,
lor divine protection. Pele answers the prayer, appears and quells the

rioting hellfire as the gladsome thanks of the Hawaiians float back in a

carol of joy.

A State ot Maine longshoreman exclaimed in a Chicago theatre, where
In- \\as taken lor a view of the rustic realism of "Shore Acres," that he

>aw nothing in the plain down-Kast farmers represented, that he could

liiul cattle and guinea pigs and suppers of baked beans without traveling
halt across the continent to see them stuck on a stage and to hear them
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^-
EliCTRICAL PRODUCTION

DAWSON CITY-LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN

say ordinary things, and he added that his idea of a theatrical perform-

ance comprised a little red fire, with some spangles, a pistol shot and a

murder. But the public is pleased with the stage representation
of real things in a realistic manner, because it appreciates the delicacy

of the art that does it. It seems to be the anamoly of human nature

that men would rather see a painting of a gorgeous sunset, which,

though illumined by imagination and the spark of genius, is yet, even

with Turner or Inness at their best, very much inferior to the real cloud

banks that pile up on rare evenings, to a view of those actual evidences

of Nature's handiwork. They are perhaps prized as proof that even

Nature has her rivals, which though not peers, are yet, because of
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consanguinity, successful competitors. By the same card may be

explained the attractiveness of the Midway's presentment of the land of

the midnight sun, and the most glorious sun phenomena that is known

over the round earth, the aurora borealis. It is true that a glimpse of

the aurora is not to be had from the back door yard of a Maine farm

house such as is obtained of the shore acres of John Berry, and the

rarity of its presence would make its stage appearance interesting, but

so lurid a thing has not been captured before by the wielders of paint

brush and the builders of stage scenery. These with the aid of elec-

tricity, which throughout the Exposition has demonstrated admirably its

genii proclivities and responded nobly to the Aladdin caressing of its

masters, have produced a marvelous bit of skillful illusion.

A trip is made to Dawson City in the Klondike, starting the morning
of the first day among the snow covered mountains of Utah, embarking

the next night from Seattle, weathering a storm at sea, entering the

harbor of distant Skaguayand proceeding thence through the ice bound,

chill grimness of the forbidden Chilcoot Pass to the metropolis of the

North, Dawson City, in the heart of the Yukon gold region, there to be

surprised and entranced with the last of countless sunsets, which have

been forever following each other around the earth, where, by the

midnight sun, the past is transformed into the present and yesterday

becomes to-day.

THE The hollow, musty air of these cycloramas sometimes hides remark-

SPECTATORIUM :il)le surprises, for after the cobweb dimness has been taken from your

OF JERUSALEM l
'}'
es b.v a few minutes stay in the place you begin to realize the seeming

immense vastness that stretches away endlessly, and to forget the

comparative littleness of the space that houses it, though the cyclorama

buildings are the largest on the Midway and in themselves are most

conspicuous. Such a surprise is to be found in the cyclorama of

Jerusalem on the day of the crucifixion. A foreground and a great

painting spread on a circular runway unite in producing the effect. ^ on

see before you Jerusalem. Caravans are in the streets, the people
1..1 over some great event. In the distance Mount Mispah lifts its

Callow head. On this side the luxuriant olive trees on the undulating

slopes of Mount Olivet are partly hidden by the grimy walls of the city

that frown gloomily over all. The musky light glints upon the polislied

arcades, and colonnades of Herod's home and the sullen bastions of the

fortress nt Antonio menace the Temple of the Holies, /ion and Acre

look ill under the forbidding greenish light of a lowering sky. From
tlie commotion in tlie streets your eye turns to Calvary. There, on the

^rounded |,y executioners, unbelievers and his redoubtable
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followers is Christ. The scene is that indicated in St. Luke, the twenty-

third chapter:

"And when they were come to the place, which is called Calvary,

then they crucilied him, and the malefactors, one on the right side and

the other on the left. . . And it was about the sixth hour, and tlu-iv \\as

a darkness over all the earth until the ninth hour . And when Jesus

had cried with a loud voice, he said: 'Father, unto Thy hands I

commend my spirit ;' and having said this he gave up the ghost."

The painting was made by a Viennese artist, Bruno Pighlhin and an

Kgyptologist of Munich, Karl Frosch.

ENTRANCE TO THE SPECTATORIUM OF JERUSALEM

A PRODUCTION OF GREAT HISTORIC VALUE, BEING A CYCLORAMIC REPRESENTATION OF THE

CRUCIFIXION, THE EVENTS OF THE DAY, AND OF THE SCENES AND PEOPLES

WHERE THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION HAD ITS BIRTH
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Villages

One hot July night, just after sundown, while Llaverito, the

matador and his quadrilla of Mexican bull fighters were parading with

lusty strides through the streets, while several hundred light-hearted

pleasure seekers were in the theatre, commenting on the agility and

prettiness of the dancing girls, under a protecting portal, with the

stuttering arc lamps giving tell-tale light to all dark corners, a pale

Mexican, his lips tight with determination and his impulsive heart almost

stifled with the dread approach of a tragedy stepped behind a pillar and

fired a 38 calibre bullet through his heart. When the nervous young
man who bent over him as his breath died away heard the doctors

pronounce him dead he quickly disclosed the romantic cause of the

shooting. The dead man, an aristocrat, desperately in love with one

of the dancing girls, had followed her to Buffalo, and, his suit repulsed,

had in this Southern fashion closed the incident. It added a tinge of

reality to the Streets of Mexico and gave this transplanted bit of

Old Mexico the intense interest of fatal passion. The girls in the

theatre, before an audience that brought numbers and enthusiasm, and

which was being paid, as usual, in kind, knew nothing of the fatality

that concerned one of them, and continued in their gay fandango with its

hilarious conclusion as they do on any night. That heedlessness is also

another characteristic of real Mexico and it is in the play Mexico that

something of the bouyancy, the impulsive, rollicking freedom of this

country's southern neighbor is to be found. The laziness of the place

is pleasing, and its rosiness attractive.

But the life that is shown on a busy afternoon is one of rare gayeiy.

Step into the village at such a time. Here come the bullfighters,

wearing coats of gold and breeches of bright scarlet, clear cut lithe

faces, small alert eyes, a clean stride, haughty and self confident,

raiment sparkling with spangles, something pernicious and free

about them, very far from a puny and pious life. The bullfighters of

Mexico, it is said, are of the lowest caste, but they have developed,

surely, a skillful dash and precision that plays with death quite fear-

lessly. The bull ring is something distinctive and admirable. It is very

much a matter of play in America, but the five who make the show on

the Midway are real specimens and they handle the bullfight in a

realistic manner that depends for its dramatic intensity more on the bull

than on any one else. He is usually endowed with about the same

STREETS
OF MEXICO

LUIS LEAL, "EL BARBE"

BANDEHILLO--8TREET8 OF MEXICO
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MIGHTY MEN IN THE MIDWAY GENTLEMEN SHOWMEN WHO AMUSE
AND INSTRUCT MULTITUDES

H. F. McGARVIE
TO WHOM OUR GRATITUDE AND DOLLARS ARE DUE FOR THE REPRESENTATION

WE HAVE OF LIFE IN OUR SOUTHERN SISTER REPUBLIC IN THE
STREETS OF MEXICO
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ability to fight that his Spanish masters displayed on the morning of the

lirst of May three years ago in the harbor of Manila, and the gore that

results from the slaughter is not to be compared to that that flows in a

well developed college foot ball match. The pantomime ot the spectacle

is there and on occasion Llaverito or Luis Leal do enough prodigious

bobbing before a new bull to send shivers of startled scare down the

backs of the timorous.

When H. F. McGarvie, a man with a very un-Mexican name, who is

the manager, conceived the idea of a Mexican village for the Exposition,

it was with the conclusion that such a sight would be indespensible to a

Pan-American show. The life of Mexico is shown, the peons, the

diminutive burros, the ever present bazaars, and the girls who dance

with the abandon of the Midway and the languor of Old Spain.

WINONA, SIOUX INDIAN MAIDEN

CHAMPION PHENOMENAL RIFLE SHOT OF THE WORLD INDIAN CONGRESS
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TALL RED BIRD, SIOUX CHIEF-INDIAN CONGRESS
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ON THE TRAIL INDIAN CONGRESS

Enter the Indian Congress some evening. If you go at all early you
will be in a hurry because of the shots that tell of coming activity

within. There is sombre twilight, only. The boards of the arena are

white and bare and in the dark corners

are moving figures, like silent spectres

in the grim dusk. A crowd slowly

gathers, led by the same anised bait

of exciting musketry that brought you
in. The show begins in a little while,

to the clear notes of the Indian band.

The grand entrance comes; Indians

in hundreds, the first on horseback,

others follow on foot, slow-stepping

feet and common features, sunken

eyes, sprawling noses and ragged

mouths, the fluid and friendly savage,

brawny and quite harmless. Winona,
the Sioux crack shot enters, her teeth

the whitest on the Midway, her pol-

ished rifle barrel glinting in daredevil-

coquetry in the last rays of the sinking

sun. She raises her weapon and picks

twenty glass balls in fifteen seconds

from a moving board, the world's

record. The races are announced,

then the sham battle, the pitching of

the wigwams, the skirmish, the retreat

of the squaws, the rattle-clatter of

musketry, the rosy flash amid the

smoke, the shrill cries of daring and

the groans of the wounded. Those

THE INDIAN

CONGRESS

THE ELOQUENT ONE-LEGGED "LECTURER" AT THE

BALLYHOO OF THE INDIAN CONGRESS
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GROUP OF HEROES-PHOTOGRAPHED IN INDIAN CONGRESS
FIRST CAPTAIN HOBSON, SPANISH WAR HERO AND USEFUL SUBJECT FOR NEWSPAPERDOM

IN SEASONS OF DROUTH
CENTRAL FIGURE GERONIMO, FORMERLY WICKEDEST OF ALL RED-SKINS. HERO OF MANY

BLOODY FRAYS UPON THE PLAINS
THIRD GENERAL DIRECTOR CUMMINS, HERO OF MANY SANGUINARY SHAM BATTLES IN

THE INDIAN CONGRESS, PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION
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INTRODUCING THE RENOWNED CHIEFS TO THE PUBLIC
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE VARIOUS TRIBES AS THEY APPEAR AT EACH PERFORMANCE

GROUP OF SIOUX CHIEFS-INDIAN CONGRESS
LONE ELK RED CLOUD, Jfl HARD HEART
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wounded fall; the ground is strewn with dead. Savage conflict is hand

to hand. Dirks glisten in the artificial light that throws over the

scene a fitful pale gleam. The tumult dies away, the foes retreat, the

victorious chant a diapason of joy.

Then the mimicry of it sinks home. The uncouth

grandeur of the red man and his pitiful history are painful

with these real specimens of a giant race so identified with

painted scenery and gaudy tinsel. But behind artifice is

candor, and in a circus ballyhoo are manly men, childlike

in confidence and with the quick, receptive minds of

children, and so tainted somewhat with the Midway's

brass, but true in fibre and wise in observation. Their

condition a mockery; their presence a rebuke; their exhi-

bition a falsehood. Such is the conclusion, but listen

to American Horse, the envoy extraordinary and minister

plenipotentiary of the Sioux nation. President Schurman

of Cornell University had expressed surprise that so noted

and upright a chief should consent to degrade himself

enough to join a Midway show.

"American Horse would be deeply grieved at the White

Chief's slur were he not an Indian and so accustomed to

the ways of the white man," wrote the chief. "Such a

show as the White Chief will find here is not degrading to

the Indian; it is an education to him. What would you
have of the Indian ? Would you have him wither away and

die, forgotten. The white man knows the Indian. He studies him, knows

his cunning, his bravery, his truth, his uprightness and his ignorance.

Because the white man is not ignorant, while the Indian is, is why the

white man has conquered him, owns him, is killing him. The Indian's

heart fails him when he thinks of his people, so soon to be scattered and

forgotten. The avarice of the white man shall prevail. But would the

White Chief have the Indian remain as he is, ignorant and unknown ?

Would he have the Indian stay, rotting away through sloth as a farmer?

Would he have him die with a hoe in his hands and know nothing of the

beauty and the wealth that the white man builds for himself? Would

he have the white man remember him only through bad books and worse

lies ? No ! Let the Indian see what there is in this civilization that has

conquered him; let him crouch at the camp fires of the white man's

wonderful electric lamp and learn from it something of that deep cunning,

deeper than his own, that gives the plains and the world to him. There

is no other way. The white man locks him up. He is stronger and he

can do it, but by the grace of the white man's God this way remains.

Let the Indian again bid the White Chief welcome and good bye."

There are moments, however, when regret departs and the Indian

A FACE TO INSPIRE A FENIMORE COOPER

WINONA--INDIAN CONGRESS
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Congress furnishes a dashing spectacle. There is the entrance into the

arena of Geronimo, mounted, lashing his horse with leather thongs,

wearing the hereditary sign of Apache chieftainship, a yellow cap;

straight as an arrow, 88 years old, with the face of Napoleon and the

carriage of Grant, grim, preoccupied and inscrutable, the greatest war

chief of his time, a figure fit for heroic commemoration. Waiting

PRINCESS ESTEEDA AND PAN ANNA
THE PAPOOSE, PAN-ANNA, WAS BORN IN THE INDIAN CONGRESS AND NAMED BY VICE-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT WHEN HE

VISITED THE EXPOSITION. THE HONOR OF SO EXALTED A GODFATHER IS GREATLY

ESTEEMED BY THE MOTHER PRINCESS ESTEEDA



AN INTERESTING GROUP, PHOTOGRAPHED IN THE INDIAN CONGRESS
1 CHIEF BLACKHEART, MASTER OF SEVERAL EUROPEAN LANGUAGES. 2 LONE BEAR, NOTED SIOUX

CHIEF. 3 CHIEF BLUE HORSE, SIGNED ALL TREATIES WITH THE UNITED STATES FOR

PAST FIFTY YEARS. 4 CHIEF LITTLE WOUND, THE ELOQUENT ORATOR OF
THE SIOUX NATION, RECENTLY DECEASED. 5-WILLIAM JENNINGS

BRYAN, TWICE RECENTLY CHIEF DEMOCRATIC CANDI-

DATE FOR PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES



MIGHTY MEN OF THE MIDWAY GENTLEMEN SHOWMEN WHO AMUSE
AND INSTRUCT MULTITUDES

FRED'K T. CUMMINS
IS OF INTEREST TO THE PUBLIC BECAUSE HE IS THE ORGANIZER AND DIRECTOR

OF WHAT THE CIRCUS BILL MIGHT CALL THE "GREATEST AGGREGATION
OF LIVING AMERICAN INDIANS EVER PRESENTED TO THE PUBLIC,"

WITH ALL THEIR NATIVE ACCESSORIES WHERE HOURS
AND DAYS MIGHT BE PROFITABLY SPENT IN

THE STUDY OF THE AMERICAN INDIANS
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without, always waiting there, are United States regulars, for Geronimo

is a prisoner of war and will remain so to the end of his time, for in his

more palmy days he was the most vicious chief that that wild country of

the West had known.

A man with a low standing collar and a white necktie, and a facial ex-

pression that indicated he was a clergyman, came one afternoon to

Xavier Pene, the French explorer who brought the blacks in Darkest

Africa to America, with the complaint that the pigmies which were

advertised for the show were not to be seen. Some Armenian tobacco

seller had told him so. The Armenian, as it developed, had understood

the clergyman to ask if he was a pigmy, and had denied the accusation.

But before the explanation could occur

Pene yelled in excitable half French

and half negro dialect to a little man
with a sheep's skin about his head, a

piece of cotton cloth about his loins,

and glistening black flesh visible every-

where else, to hurry quick with his

evidence that there were real pigmies
in the village. The little man carried

this with him, for the clergyman had

read in Stanley and Du Chaillu of the

poisoned arrows that the pigmies use

for slaughter ot game and human ene-

mies, not stopping with an attack on

the most powerful of all the African

tribes, the Zulus of the East. He had

read that the pigmies are the real

monarchs of interior Africa, that all

other black men are afraid of them,
and that the secret which controls the

output of the poisoned arrow is the

cause of it. He was anxious, of course,

to disseminate this information, but

Pene rather took his breath away when

the pigmy who had responded to his

call turned up with a full quiver of the

viperish things hanging unconcernedly
on his front. An examination of the

arrows and the wearer convinced the

man who had read his missionary

reports and the travels of the explor-

ers that the real thing was on show.

DARKEST
AFRICA

71

FEMALE TYPES IN DARKEST AFRICA

MARY ACCROBE8SIE MUCAY OKU
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THE AFRICAN GOLDSMITH-ACROBESSIE-DARKEST AFRICA

There are also cannibals in the village and members of ten tribes of

South and Central African natives, but all have little of the ferocious

appearance that would be conveyed by the violent adjectives that ad-

vertise their presence. They are genuine enough and they have not

the dross of professional showmen that may be found in such places.

Their simple selves are the finest exhibits that can be made. Their

clean, strong, firm-fibred bodies, in the best of them, are more beau-

tiful than the most beautiful face. Their eyes are life-lit and childishly

credulous. They are full of pluck, with pliant backbone and neck,

good-sized arms and legs, and the flesh not flabby, nor over-sensitive.

They are great bathers, these blacks; they require a hot bath every

nitfht and rub themselves daily with palm oil, as dainty as a lady.

Tln-y are simple, but they are also quick. They adopt customs rap.

i.lly, and the most rapid acquisition they have made has been the inborn
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attribute of the colored gentleman of the palace car, whose remote an-

cestors they suggest; they can solicit a tip on the slightest provocation.

Their artists, for the negroes have very good artists, are unusually

receptive, too. They have never been outside of the stockade that

fences them about. If they had been imprisoned in the heart of

Africa since their arrival they would have seen as much of Buffalo as

they have, for they never leave the bark enclosure that separates them

from the outer world, except to execute a few steps on the ballyhoo.

In spite of this, and with only the advantage that comes from a sight of

the Midway from the lookout in the tower, the carvers in ivory have

been able to reproduce Midway scenes with excellent fidelity. One
shows a woman, an American, with a parasol, in a jinrickisha; another

reproduces the parade of the Mexican vaqueros next door.

Besides the dances, which furnish

the performance in the theatre, the

village shows a glimpse of African

life. The bamboo of the huts was

brought from the interior through

Cape Town, and, on the Midway,
made into native habitations. There

the tribal chiefs and the other

men of the village dwell. Oben-

daga, the real chief of the lot, has

fifty-five wives. There are only three

here, but he has demanded more

and believes that the rest are on the

way, though they will never reach

him, for he has been told they were

coming to keep him contented. He

says it is a good plan to marry much,
that it is not a thing to be taken

too seriously, that often bad wives

make good widows. "Children?"

he grunts in reply to the question.

"They are incidents. Great men
deal only with events, such as

marriage."

CONSTANS DE BACCARAK

BROKEN ENGLISH SPIELER, DIRECTOR OF AMUSEMENTS

AND CREATOR OF VIM BEAUTIFUL ORIENT
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ABOUK-YOUSEF AND SON SALLIM
SWORD FIGHTERS IN THE STREETS OF CAIRO AND PICTURESQUE AIR SLASHERS IN THE

ORIENTAL PROCESSION-BEAUTIFUL ORIENT
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AN EARLY AFTERNOON HOUR STREETS OF BEAUTIFUL ORIENT

No one misses the place that is called the Beautiful Orient. Kvi-n it

you wanted to, you couldn't get away from it. A brass band has always
been synonymous for noise, and this one just outside the gate has a

tremendous amount of brass in it, but there is more than that to make
Rome howl. A colored minstrel parade, coming up the village street on

a quiet afternoon in midsummer, drawing the postmaster from his paper,

AKOUN'S
BEAUTIFUL
ORIENT

AT THE GATES OF CAIROBEAUTIFUL ORIENT
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BEAUTIFUL MOORISH DANCING GIRL BEAUTIFUL ORIENT
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.

the school boys from their books, the schoolma'am

from her discipline, the store keepers from their coun-

ters, almost tlra wing the window panes from their

frames, is a tin pan in a barrel to the noise that a

Soudan dervish and two Nubian pipers can get from a

tom-tom and a windpipe. It is hideous or enchanting,

just as your mood happens to be, but there is no half-

way stop, no dullness that comes from indifference.

The din and irresistible witchery of its monotonous

chant will probably get you inside the gates.

Once within there opens up first the Streets of

Cairo, that is if you go in the west entrance. If you

go in the east way you'll stumble into a cross section

of a blind alley that is labeled "Constantinople,"
and then will follow "Tunis," "Algiers," "Damas-
cus" and "Morrocco." Moslem towers and tall,

cloud-piercing minarets give a pink and blue pictur-

esque atmosphere to the place,

and you will stare in mild

wonderment at the haphazard
booths and be mystified at the

strange polyglot of tongues.

Camels and donkeys will race past. Holy

Moses and Holy Smoke, both velvety nosed

carriers, furnish nine-tenths of the hilarious

sport. To ride the camel is the boisterous

close of many a lark. It really is a mildly

exciting time. Suddenly the street is cleared

and the cry is made that the marriage procession

is coming. It occurs at regular half-hour inter-

vals. It is a marriage procession without a

bride or groom, for it is considered indelicate

in the Orient for them to appear at so interesting

a time, and they remain behind closed shutters,

while the people of the village go through the

procession. First are the dancing girls with

bare necks and bare bosoms, perched high on

lumbering camels and decked in their gayest

finery, scarlet petticoats and beads of pearl.

Fatma, the queen, leads the rest, alone on the

greatest dromedary of the lot. Then come the

GROVER CLEVELAND
5MPLAISANT ZITHER PLAYER IN THE

ENTAL THEATRE, WHO HAS EM-

IALMED TA-RA-RA-BOOM -DE-AY

- BEAUTIFUL ORIENT
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THE LADIES AND THE ELEPHANT

-BEAUTIFUL ORIENT
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POLAT IE

THE STRONG MAN, WITH HIS FIVE LIVE

WEIGHTSBEAUTIFUL ORIENT

sword lighters, Joseph and his son, with their usual lee-

way of twenty yards, air-slashing with all their accus-

tomed vigor, and behind, a motley throng of Turks and

ragged Arabs with weak breeches and napkined heads.

The place is now called the Streets of Cairo, for the

Orient has had to slip back to the name its Chicago noto-

riety made known. A Saturday night there is about the

most lively outing

that can be gotten on

the Midway, unless it

be some confetti

night, when the main

street is six inches

deep with the multi-

colored paper, and

when the spirit of

carnival has torn the

mask from all re-

serve The Saturday

evening crowds con-

tract the forced vim

of Baccarat, the

broken-English barker, and go in

for a rousing old time. He urges
all to the theatre and explains that

tin- place is a very good one for

\\mnen and children. Then he re-

peats the French for "Evil to him

\\lio evil thinks
"

all of the shows

i)l shady reputation intone the same

pretext and pounding on his box

with a loud stick throws open the
JOSEPH AND HIS DONKEY

BEAUTIFUL ORIENT

doors that reveal a stage decked

in rugs and ottomans. If you go

in, as you likely will, you will come

out thinking evil maybe, maybe not.

At any rate you will have seen

the dansc du ventre.

HOLY MOSES, A GREAT FAVORITE

WITH THE LADY RIDERS,

NOTWITHSTANDING A VARIABLE TEMPER
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MIGHTY MEN OF THE MIDWAY GENTLEMEN SHOWMEN WHO AMUSE
AND INSTRUCT MULTITUDES

GASTON AKOUN
ORGANIZER AND GENERAL DIRECTOR OF THAT COSMOPOLITAN SETTLEMENT OF

EASTERN MARTS, MERCHANTS, PLAYERS, DANCERS AND MERRY MAKERS
COMBINING THE BEAUTIFUL ORIENT AND STREETS OF CAIRO
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DISMOUNTING-BEAUTIFUL ORIENT

ONE OF THE FAVORITE PASTIMES FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
VISITING THE BEAUTIFUL ORIENT IS THE CAMEL RIDING

THE There are three exhibits in the Hawaiian village, the hula hula girls,

HAWAIIAN tht-' singers and Tobin. Tobin is in the bally-hoo, so that he is really \

VILLAGE be enjoyed without the payment of an entrance fee, and, as Tobin will

tell you, he is the whole show himself; it is hardly necessary to be enter-

tained with the hula hula girls or the singers. Tobin is one of the best

of the speilers, self styled "The King of the Midway," with all the

assertive swing and ease of a real monarch. He has outgrown the

necessity for loud bluster and buncombe, and has a delicious way of

assuring a crowd that he is about the only man on the street who tells

the truth, and he does tell the truth about everything except about him-

si-lt, when he talks to the reporters. He possesses a huge scrap book

tilled with innumerable clippings, telling of his remarkable exploits in his

travels about the world. He has associated much with royalty and

cultivated persons and that may be the reason he has acquired the

blandness he shows in his talks to the public, for he is a believer in the

wnrthk'ssness of blatant assertion. He talks quietly and never makes

an extravagant statement. He uses the inferential method of con-

vincing, and he gets patronage enough to make the method popular.

"The rest will tell you they have the largest shows on the Midway,
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HAWAIIAN TROUBADOURS-HAWAIIAN VILLAGE

that they cost the most money, that they are the only features out

here," calls Tobin, "but I tell you no such thing. This is not

the greatest show that ever happened. It is not the most wonderful

exhibition in the world, but I'll tell you what we have got. We've got

the hulu hulu dancers, not 89 as they tell you at other places, but 23.

Count 'em." Should you take Tobin's advice you would find 14, but

that is another story.

Tobin is not as virtuous, though, as he would have it appear. One

afternoon John Philip Sousa came down the Midway and bought a ticket

for the Hawaiian village. He had been inside but a few moments when

the place began to fill with an unusual crowd. At the close of the
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show it was packed and as he

passed out he heard Tobin yelling:

"Sousa is inside! Sousa! The superb

Sousa, king of bandmasters! He is

inside leading the Hawaiian orchestra.

As he passes out he will give a sou-

venir to every lady. Sousa, the king,

will give a souvenir to every lady.

Inside! Inside!"

When Senator Depew came out

from the same kind of a packed audi-

ence he discovered Tobin announcing
to an eager crowd, almost fighting for

a chance to get tickets: "Chauncey

Depew is inside ! Chauncey, the peach,

is talking to

them now. He

is in there tel-

1 i n g them
about Hawaii

as he found it.

Depew will

give a souve-

nir to every

lady who at-

ten d s the
show. The
souvenir will

be a kiss .

Chauncey will

kiss every lady

in the house.

Inside!"

The per-
formance which Tobin advertises would be at-

tr.ii live anyway, without the services of so pro-

lific a spieler. The dancing girls form its most

seductive enticement, but the tender melodies of

the male singers get more applause. Probably
tht- admiration for the muscular proficiency of

Is is a silrnt OIH-, while the wholesome

songs of the men bring spontaneous recognition,

W. MAURICE TOBIN

KINO OF THE MIDWAY

ttCLER AT THE HAWAIIAN VILLAGE. THE ONLY AMERICAN SPIELER

AT THE LATE PARIS EXPOSITION AND A MUCH

TRAVELED YOUNG AMERICAN

APEKILA

HULA HULA GIRL-HAWAIIAN VILLAGE
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BRAWLEO BARBAYA
THE TAXIDERMIST AND HIS CHILDREN. A FAMILIAR CHARACTER

IN THE PHILIPPINE VILLAGE

The Filipino ballyhoo is about the oddest outdoor show ever offered

American people. Of all the queer, unusual sights on the Midway it

stands at the head. The blacks have perfect bodies; the Hawaiian girls,

rush mats for dresses; the Esquimaux, suits of sealskin; the Orientals,

swaths of limp linen; the Indians, feathers and war paint; the Mexicans,

sombreros and gay dress, and they all have life and noise and grotesque

nonsense, but the Filipinos have more. They have earnestness and

they have modesty, and better than all else they are clean, wholesome

and somewhat diffident. The ballyhoo shows all of this. In this out-

door show the bolo man is the principal figure, a grotesque combination

of Oriental sword fighter, Japanese gaily-gowned priest

and American circus clown. He wears the checkered

clothes of the sword fighter, possesses the innate dignity

of the priest and the rich broad humor of the clown.

He stands there in solemn silence, a mere lay figure to

FILIPINO

VILLAGE

NATIVE CART

FILIPINO VILLAGE
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THE WATER BUFFALO-PHILIPPINE VILLAGE

attract attention, while the little brown Malays beside him furnish

harmonious, sweet music on most peculiar wind instruments of wide

bamboo and long reed stems.

The Filipinos and the Hawaiians have much in common, for they are

both children of the Pacific seas, and the peace that Balboa thought he

found in the waters of that great ocean seems to have permeated the

root and fibre of the human dwellers by its shores. Most noticeable is

the plaintive, sad-sweet music of the two, a rhythmic languid measure of

simple melody, but musical in the highest degree. In the noise of the

Midway's contemptuous bustle it is almost lost, but its persuasive ink-

ling of an idyllic life floats intermittently through the village, and on the

ballyhoo serves to make the show there genuine and pleasant.

Most of the peculiar things in the village are shown on the ballyhoo.

The water buffalo, unwieldly with their great wide horned appendages,

stand there in patience that is surprising alter an observation of their

somewhat ferocious appearance, but the water buffalo is a meek animal

and a useful one. He serves as a producer of beef, for the use of

tanners and shot-makers, for the dairy maid and chiefly as a beast of

burden. Inside the gates he performs the service that the camels do in

the Beautiful Orient; that the elephants do in Bostock's animal show, and
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that the funny little burros with weak knees and strong backs do in the

Streets of Mexico. He gives visitors useless rides of no length and

little excitement, and not even the danger that attends kissing the

IMariH-y stone.

The houses of the Filipinos are shown to be not so very primitive,

for they have cooking stoves and chairs and even door mats, and the

people themselves, except for the two of the race of mountain wild men,

are quiet and domestic and apparently industrious. The rope walk is

the first one seen in America. It shows the laborious, but certain and

safe way the natives have of twisting hemp fibre into serviceable lengths.

There is a church in the village, a reproduction of a Catholic church in

Manila, and on Sunday mornings, long before the Exposition's gates are

open to the public, the Filipinos assemble there for worship.

ALT NUREMBERG One April day, before the Exposition was finished, a woman whose

age is a trifling subject, for time has

touched her lightly, but whose features

mirror the buoyance of youth, dressed

to the tips of her ears in furs, uas

driven through the then partly com-

pleted Midway in an open barouche,

and glanced with the tragic eyes of

Phedre, lightened with concealed mer-

riment at the brown, seemingly age-

mellowed walls of the German village

of Nuremburg. High over one end,

in a lofty tower overlooking all the

street, in a nest of pliant, dusty reeds,

its legs doubled under and its head

poked to the west at a half elevation,

sat a stork, the indispensable adjunct

of all German villages. Across the

street a little red brick building bore

the conspicuous announcement: "
In-

fant Incubators." The woman in the

carriage, Sarah Bernhardt of Paris,

noticed the two and said in broken

English to her companion: "Is not

ze stork on ze wrong building?
"

The

I iflu hwoman passed on, but the stork

remained, and there it has sat ever

since, its legs still doubled under in
MMM

GIANT NUREMBERG GUARD AT ENTRANCE TO THE VILLAGE
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the same excruciating fashion, and its pleading beak still unsatisfied in

its appeal to the west. It is a part of the realistic transferral of CUMman
customs to America.

Within the walls of "Alt Nurnberg
"

is to be found a complete illu-

sion, even to the beer pavilion, all of which is heightened by the pres-

ence of the Royal Bavarian band, accoutred in military style and

performing daily, with all the accustomed regimental noisy melody that

is found in Germany, the selections that are favorites with Germans.

It is the one band at the Exposition which has succeeded in keeping

Wagner and Brahms and even Mozart on its programs. The patrons of

the restaurant, a fashionable and, because of its prices, a somewhat

exclusive dining place, are more pleased with such than with the tin pan
rattle of American marches. The Tyrolean yodlers and the dancers of

the Schuhplattl occupy a stage, and a pretty madchen passes edelweiss

among those who will buy. When asked if the flowers are bogus she

replies: "Nein! Not bogus, they are cloth." Else-

where the home of Albrecht Duerer is shown in repro-

duction, and the corner in which he sat over his beer

with Hans Sachs, the poet, is pointed out. i

ESQUIMAU The other places on the Midway use

VILLAGE huge signs telling what General Miles or

Chauncey Depew or Wu Ting Fang or

William Jennings Bryan said about their wonders. It

is all put in the language of the press agent, and its

monotonous laudation is the same for a dance as it is

for a spectacle. Before the Esquimau village the name

of Benjamin Franklin is used, and Franklin himself

probably authorized it about as much as Miles or Bryan
did the hyperbolic quotations they are made to say.

Franklin's aphorism proclaims to the public that an

investment in knowledge pays the best interest. A

good investment in knowledge that is difficult to be

obtained can be gotten within, for the show is one

that belongs to the instructive class. A lecture begins

the entertainment, a staccato talk illumined by numer-

ous stereopticon slides, that show the perils of an arctic

voyage and the features of the principal arctic explor-

ers from Franklin to Nansen. The ignus fatuis of the

North pole is a fascinating study, and its impenetrable

mystery is faintly conveyed in these stray sketches of

its frigid terrors and phenomenal natural beauties.

THE OLD CORNER BATTLEMENTALT NUREMBERG,

THE TOWER ROUND WHICH WE ALL PASS IN

GOING TO AND FRO BETWEEN

NORTH AND SOUTH MIDWAY
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THE ESQUIMAU VILLAGE

A REMARKABLY FINE REPRESENTATION OF AN ARCTIC SCENE ON THE RIGHT HAND OF THE
NORTH MIDWAY, WHICH GREETS VISITORS AS THEY ENTER THE "

STREET"

In the village the ice stretches away in long, unbroken cliffs, greenly

transparent and shimmering in the sun. It would take the capital and

material of the ice trust to keep the real thing on hand, but the imita-

tion that has been attained by the use of plaster and paint might worry

the trust into thinking that ice of such material would supplant their

ammonia product in the affections of the public. It is most wonderful

ice, and the casual impression got from a trip to the village is that it is

the real stuff. Below it are the topeks of the Esquimaux. A topek is a

clean dwelling place, more so than the tepees of the Indians, at best a

slovenly race. The Esquimaux are as cleanly as the Japanese, and

these skin houses show it. There are also ice houses with windows of
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NATIVES IN THE ESQUIMAU VILLAGE

AND ONE OF THE SEALSKIN TOPEKS USED IN SUMMER

isinglass for the sunlight to struggle through, and pots of fat to give

added warmth.

The Esquimaux do not need much artificial heat these days, and e\en

it they did there would be enough exercise in the games they practice-

to furnish warmth with the mercury 50 degrees below zero. The

games are simple, and modified by the exigencies of the snowy country

they inhabit. One of them is the seal race, men racing for a penny on

tlirir bellies, their feet held up over their backs with their hands, while

they grovel along with floundering slowness like the seals they imitate.

It i< \cry si-ldnm that they finish a heat in the prescribed fashion. It is

like a trotting race in which there are no judges; half-way down the
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course one breaks and the rest follow. Not the least of their skilled

performances is the cracking of a cent from under two inches of c.uth

at a distance of twenty paces with the single snap of a whip-lash.

Every curio in the village and every bit of substantial building i.> a

direct transplantation from the North. Perhaps the most interesting is

an igloo, or hut, made entirely of whalebone, a great rarity even in the

North and never before seen in America. The Anthropological Society
of France wants it, but it is to be presented to the Smithsonian Institute

after the Exposition is over. It is one of the curious mementoes in mi

the land of July blizzards and midnight suns.

SCENE WITHIN THE ESQUIMAU VILLAGE-THE NATIVE KAYAK

9!
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The comic opera ideas of lair Japan

will not prevail after a Midway trip.

KYI- n so desultory an opinion as may
be thus gained will put to rest the

deluding notion that a geisha girl and

a figured parasol, accompanied 1>\ an

agile juggler, are the sum of the

attractions of the flowery kingdom.
There are no discordant noises then-,

nor any ponderous gew gaws, nor any
brazen ballyhoos, nor any flim (lam

flattery. The talker does not shout

the amusing but irrelevant announce-

ment that within are cooing trees

and laughing pansies. There are no

patent fakes, anxious for a penny and

gorged with a dollar, more dreaded

than the hold up man, nor any false

pistol shots and frenzied scurryings

to attract attention. The press agent
never lost one of his girls nor hatched

an assassination to get a column in

the morning papers, and, as a final test of true worth, the construction

of the place is genuine, Japanese material, put up by Japanese work-

men, fashioned in Japanese style and built as a real sketch of foreign

life, a specimen of what a Midway show might be and what few are.

What Japan is not would take volumes to tell, but what the Midway's
fair Japan is, in its subtle suggestion of. the land of art and studied com-

fort and healthy life, would take a library to tell, for it is to the imagi-

nation that such a place is chiefly helpful. Its stunted mimosa trees,

graceful even in their deformity and luxuriantly beautiful in a green

that turns to crystallized malachite under the evening rays of a lighted

arc lamp, are outposts for its beauty and gentle quiet. A day may find

a satisfying close in the tea house with an orchestra of girls playing

some melodious tune from "Wang" or the "Mikado." The evening

sun outside, dallying in shadow, intensifies the notes of a clarified bugle

ringing through the somnolent air, while beyond the outer walls,

happily built of thick bamboo, the ceaseless surge of the crowd con-

tinues its racking search for allaying divertisement. This end to a

period of hustle will be convincing in some degree of the worth of the

CEREMONIAL TEA

FAIR JAPAN

A FAIR INHABITANT OF

FAIR JAPAN
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li

THE JINRIKISHA

FROM FAIR JAPAN. ONE OF THE POPULAR MODES OF CONVEYANCE
ABOUT THE EXPOSITION GROUNDS

Exposition. It takes the curse from its idle bluster and fulsome

nonsense.

The repose, the responsive beauty of fair Japan is its claim to dis-

tinction, and it is a commanding claim. Most of the blithesome frolic of

Venice next door is not to be found, and there are none of the rougher
elements of a midway show there. Its pleasure is refined, its life smooth

and flowing and all that is known of the artistic atmosphere of the

imperial kingdom, not an unknown subject, may find some verifica-

tion. The fluid and natural life of the Japanese is one that has had

extended comment, and it is one that is favorably known. It is not

extravagant talk. There is no extended display of village life and the

place takes advantage of all the opportunities that are given for the sale

of clothes and trinkets. The bazaars, however, are not owned by
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YOUTHFUL ACROBATS FAIR JAPAN

showmen. There is no disposition to force a sale nor to charge

abominable prices for ordinary goods and, indeed, the chief claim there

is to a reputation for genuineness is the sometimes diffident manner in

which the sales people hold back with their wares. This is a curious

trait to find in a Midway bazaar. It is frequently quite difficult to

accomplish a purchase, the Japs seem to have the true love of an artist

for their creations and part with them only with compunction.
Lafcadio Hearn tells ot the contained dignity of Japanese women and

draws a charming picture of the home life of the higher class in the

islands. This exclusiveness of the women is not one of the noticeable

equipments of the Midway show, but the girls there are by no means

devoid of it. They are the ordinary tea house waitresses, not the

geisha girls of the real fair Japan.
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Venice in America is the chief landing dock of the

boats that make the most delightful trip within the

Exposition grounds, the canal route that circumnavi-

gates the rainbow city by day and the city of light by

night. The Venetian gondoliers chant their gay songs

there, and many a carol of midnight joy rings through
its rambling streets. Scoffing laughter sometimes

greets the announcement that anything refined and

really charming is to be found amidst the babel of

yapping din that resounds through the Midway, but

it is a thoughtless sneer. The ramshackle place that

is called Venice in America is not a wonderfully
beautiful resort, nor is it likely that its copy of the real

Venice is more faithful than is demanded by the

exigencies of the occasion, for if the truth is told

Midway showmen court dollars more than they do

artistic ensemble; nor is the collection of deal tables

and modern varnished substitutes particularly hallowed

with association, but the simple, subtle comfort that

may be soaked in there on a summer's

evening, if you're not afraid of missing

the next car or a sight of some exhibit

from Rhode Island, is worth about all that a long, long

trip to it would cost.

It is not so hilariously exciting, nor is it at all novel,

except in the details of dress and decoration. There

is little hurried movement for some feverish perform-

ance, and if you do visit the theatre that offers, the

singing that is found causes little comment; it gets only

murmurs of satisfaction. It is the kind of an enter-

tainment that does not incite criticism, because it is

not the effort so much of art as of nature, and natural

work is always pleasing. It is when the performer

challenges attention that he falls foul of the shafts of

comment. The difference between a cultivated and an

uncultivated voice is mostly one of manufactured stand-

ards. Madame Sembrich would say that it meant the

difference between riotous growth and the precision

that comes from a lifetime of precise advance, and a

heritage of bountiful good fortune; but nothing, not

even the clearest, softest note from the silvery throat

VENICE IN

AMERICA

CWEET-VOICED, WINSOME

LITTLE PATTI
--VENICE IN AMERICA

LEA DELAPIERRE

NEAPOLITAN SINGER

VENICE IN AMERICA
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THE STRINGED ORCHESTRA-STREETS OF VENICE

of the most celebrated contralto can equal the lusterous diapason of

delicious melody that floats as free and languorous from the lips of those

Venetian girls as the song of the red breasted thrush at daybreak. The

Ian-ing strains of
11 Yama Yama,
11 Yama Yama yah!

"

never cease their restful serenade for some vocal caper, and they die

away in the night air like the memory of a dream, while in the distance,

with the lamps trom the neighboring bazaars shedding their soft radiance

on the canal, and with boat loads of people gliding through the luminous

water to tinkling guitars and clattering castanets, buxom girls in blue

dance the blithesome tarentclla.
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There are two superb things on the Midway. The life-size and

astonishingly realistic bronze group by Biondi of " The Saturnalia,"

and George Rochegrosse's mammoth painting "The Fall of Babylon."
Both are marvelous in idea and composition. Whatever trite and

academic standards may proclaim about flowing lines and atmosphere

might partially condemn these masterful creations, but of all artistic

endeavor they seem the nearest to the popular heart, because the easiest

understood, and after all, art is not so esoteric a thing as it is made out

to be; the hedge may be jumped by ordinary understandings. Kven the

artistic world honors the Saturnalia for it took the grand prize and a

diploma of honor at the International Exposition at. Paris in 1900.

The scene depicted is the close of a night of debauch; every detail

i.i the ten representative figures of the prominent classes of later Rome
is distinct and admirable. The night has been finished, and over the

significant scene is probably breaking a cold dawn, the dawn of fright-

ened remorse, remorse stung with the bitterness of sated opportunity
and the dull realization of decayed strength. The reign of the great

and wise Aurelius has long been tender memory in the hearts of his most

devoted pagans, and now the Roman world, so long the pillar of the

earth, is about to topple to its death.

The Saturnalia was a religious feast, and a feast at which drunken

revelry was not the custom but the compulsory rule, and at which honor

to the gods Was drunk with damnation to the suspected dread rising of

the intangible' and unknown God, Christ. Chief in the group is a gladi-

ator, handsome and glorified in his rude strength, leading along the

Appian way his wife, she who would be known to our own times as a com-

mon law wife, her embroidered gown and clear cut profile proclaiming

her proud descent from the ancient patrician families of the old republic,

long before the days of Caesar and his destroying glory, and with the

two is the boy, a child of free love. To the right are the pagan priests,

sottish and indulged to vulgar repletion. Their portrayal is the final

SATURNALIA
VENICE IN

AMERICA

_

SWEET MEMORIESVENICE IN AMERICA

1C1

THE ITALIAN ADONIS

NEAPOLITAN SINGER

VENICE IN AMERICA
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triumph of a genre study in art, a picture of the three degrees of

intoxication, the half-sober, the satirical and the maudlin, the last numb
in sense and fibre, a lifeless mass of inert clay. The patrician woman
listens in patronizing, derisive condescension to the savage reproofs of

the half drunken priest, the boy doubles up his fists in anger, while the

father, the backbone and reliance of them all, haughtily observes and is

silent, throwing a pitying, protecting arm over the poor, enervated

body of low abandoned woman who leers with flaming eyes of passion,

drunk with wine, from the side opposite the patrician wr

ife. Farther to

the left are: the slave with a new found freedom, the libertine soldier,

the last relic of the solidarity of the legions, and the singing Tibicine,

hilarious in irresponsible folly. The whole breathes the atmosphere of

the antique, a sample of what the Midway has of art.

DARKNESS AND DAWN-NORTH MIDWAY
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The cool of a summer's evening is about the most enjoyable time on BOSTOCK'S

tlu- Midway, and then the animal show is in its finest trim. Tin- bea>K TRAINED WILD
are fed at 5 o'clock and after the supper hour, with tin- dim radiance nl ANIMAL ARENA
the street's incandescence just showing in the string of lambent bulbs

that are lighted here a full hour before the shooting of the current into

the half million glow balls that furnish brilliance for the- exposition

proper, both animals and men, a thousand of one and fifty of the other,

alter laboring through the enervating heat of the day are prepared for

the evening's work. For a performance, the evening is by far tin- best

part of the day. The barker, a tall lank fellow of quick wit and little

reading, who in his physical resemblance

is often mistaken for DeWolf Hopper,
stood in front of the show at such a time

one night and called:

"Here! Here! Everybody! Here is

Bostock, the king of wild animals!"

Frank Bostock sat on a tiger skin in the

door of his office and smiled at the Mrs.

Partington thrust. A further elucidation

of what was to be found within came when

the barker called:

"Inside you will witness the conflicts

of wild beasts in the arena that will recall

to your mind the gladiatorial combats of

ancient Rome, of the time when the great ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ *tt,.- '^^^^K

emperor, Nero, contested in the Olympian

games." At this Bostock raised his hands

to his mouth and called across the street

to friends who were enjoying the har-

angue, the one word: "Esau."

Esau is the connecting link, the remark-

able chimpanzee who furnishes the tell-

tale evidence in one of Bostock's shows

called "The Evolution of Man." Aside

from such levity those who listen to the

seductions of the barker long enough to

pass inside the gates find a show of real

quality and of that instructive educational

value which is considered the prime

requisite for the children who become

guests en the lane of laughter.

SELICA

FEARLESS LION TAMER. THE BEAUTIFUL WOMAN WHO DANCES

AMIDST THE LIONS
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THE PRIZE-FIGHTING KANGAROO AND HIS OPPONENT
BOSTOCK'S ARENA

AT TIMES THE KANGAROO IS NO MEAN MATCH FOR THE MAN, AS THE LATTER IS

OFTEN MADE TO KNOW WHEN HE GETS
"
IT" IN THE NECK

Most of the animals that are brought to a zoo are not very strange.

Lions and tigers, elephants that labor about in pitiful patience, lumber-

ing bears all dazed and numb with long captivity, gentle camels, whose

velvety noses are as meek as the lion and the lamb who pose hourly in

the central cage under the appealing caption, "The Millenium," snappy

hyenas with snarls tor fidgety people, and yelp's of distress for each

other, and fulsome monkeys, chattering like gossips, amusing everybody
but their scared selves, are the nucleus of the zoological gardens of

every large city. In addition to such, Bostock advertises trained

animals, and it is the presence of Bonavita and Morelli and Selica that

gives him prestige and the show distinction.

There are a number of places on the Midway where the adroit and

the daring bring thrills of intense excitement to the auditor. The
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SHEIK BCRMON
THE HINDOO PIPTR

--BOSTOCK'S ARENA

strong man in the Streets of Mexico who holds with his unaided arms

the prancing exertions of two horses in their attempts to break loose

from heavy rope tied about his biceps, and the shooting in the Indian

Congress by Winona of glass balls from the hat of her husband,

California Frank, who faces a 38-calibre Winchester unflinchingly, cause

short breaths during the performance and sighs of relief after, but

neither, for brilliant personal exploit or prolonged suspense is compar-

able with the daily efforts of Captain Bonavita and Madame Morelli,

one the trainer of fifteen lions and the other the only living woman

tamer of the most fractious and uncontrollable of wild beasts, the

jaguars of South America. Bonavita's performance with his lions is

marvelous in its exhibition of patience and personal mastery. Lion

training is a science in which patience as infinite as the tact of a diplo-

mat and nerve as unfailing as tempered steel are the requisites. There

are no half successes. A slip of any nature means absolute defeat. A
lion tamer is a personality of spectacular aplomb, and Bonavita is the

best in the world.

One peculiarity which pertains to no other class of show people

except the cultured stars of the stage, which is noticeable in a real

animal trainer, one who loves his work and pursues it with the ardor

that only an artist possesses, is the disregard for fulsome notice and

entire absorption in the work to be accomplished. These qualities are

perhaps the most pleasing possessed by Morelli and Selica, the chief

women cf the Bostock show. Morelli, "the lady of the jaguars" is

quiet and modest. There is no evidence to be had from a casual glance

at her that she is the bundle of concentrated lire and skillful, patient

determination that she is shown to be in her appearances in the arena.

She has made friends in exposition

circles among the highest officials,

and her work prompts a personal

regard that is given over the foot-

lights to magnetic influence. She

c-ntc-rs with live jaguars, a slinking,

BOSTOCK'S BABY

ON HIS WHEEL
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MIGHTY MEN OF THE MIDWAY GENTLEMEN SHOWMEN WHO AMUSE
AND INSTRUCT MULTITUDES

FRANK C. BOSTOCK
THE ANIMAL KING

A MAN OF UNBOUNDED COURAGE AND RESOURCE, BEFORE WHOM ANIMALS COWER, AND
A COMMANDING AND PICTURESQUE PERSONAGE ON THE MIDWAY
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(OBVERSE)

BOSTOCK'S LATEST NOVELTY. AN INVITATION TO THE PRESIDENT TO VISIT

THE WILD ANIMAL ARENA UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS TRIP

TO THE EXPOSITION
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DOGS

DONKEYS

AND MONKEYS

AT BOSTOCK'8

seemingly cowardly lot, feline and noiseless in their tread, and so sup-

ple in joint and movement that they seem to be made of ligaments and

flesh from which so substantial a frame work as is formed from bones

has been omitted. She puts them through the paces of an involved

act, charging them with a whip and compelling them frequently only

with the sharp prongs of an iron fork to mount pedestals, dismount,

leap on revolving balls and play teeter in sullen silence. It is nerve-

wracking, usually, to both auditors and performer.

Selica's graceful dancing among four lions has the novelty that is the

great factor in the success of a Midway show. It is in the details of the

performance that Selica is exquisite, for her entrance, her simplest

movements about the arena, her apparently careless posing in the cal-

cium that plays abont her in the evening, the subtle little taps of her

pet, "Major," with the riding whip she carries, and, finally, her buoyant,

facile exit put color and dexterity into it all. The clown is a part of

the show, and there is a boxing kangaroo of almost human intelligence

and sometimes more than human precision in the strength and certainty

ol the blows he deals the man who stands up with him. There are

other trainers, too, and latterly the

.-.',-

'st elephant in captivity, Jumbo
II, late of his Majesty's service in

India, man eater and howdah car-

rier, a walking mountain that

weighs nine tons.

A CHARMER

AT BOSTOCK'8
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INFANT INCUBATOR BUILDING

CORNER OF THE MIDWAY AND MALL. A SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION

FOR THE REARING OF PREMATURELY BORN INFANTS

Joseph Jefferson was affected almost to tears, after he had visited the

incubators and seen children, still two or three months from the period

that is required by nature for mature birth, cared for in warmth and cleanly

nourishment, and so brought slowly to life and health. The thought that

life could so become the product of science brought to him a flood of

tenderness. It is a curious fact to be noted in an observation of the

character of the people who are attracted to this peculiarly located show,

that they are mostly women and the more thoughtful men, those who

are taken chiefly with the subtle influences that are brought to bear on

modern life. The morbidly curious come, too, and only the doorkeeper

knows how many ignorant, poor women surrender the only quarter they

spend on the Midway for a visit to the place. It is a scientific institu-

tion for the safe rearing of prematurely born infants.

"
Is it worth the while ?" is the mental question that invariably first

occurs. If he is asked, the attendant answers that Victor Hugo and

Julius Caesar were infants such as are brought here. To call the highly

INFANT
INCUBATOR
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polished metal machines, elaborately fitted with ventilating devices, and

holding beribhoned infants on dainty pillows, "incubators" is a mis-

nomer. The babies are not incubated, like the chicken from the egg in

one of the kerosene lamp varieties of the poultry farm machine. They
are taken at birth from mothers of low vitality, when the conditions of

food and air make their survival quite impossible, placed safe behind

plate glass and swathed in delicate flannels, and in that way reared into

INCUBATOR APPARATUS

normal babyhood. Yet the misnomer clings, and the excuse that is given

for the placing of the name "
Infant Incubators

"
over the door is that

the entire establishment, and not the simple machines themselves, con-

stitute the incubator. Yet nowhere does incubation occur, so that

Hamlet's injunction to Ophelia about conception being a blessing is still

a credit to Shakespeare's wisdom.

Caesar and Hugo were saved by ordinary means, but thousands of such

children have died, whose

like are now rescued. The

machines need no watching ;

they take care of themselves,

and this automatic principle

PROFESSAH ALEXANDAH DONALDSON
DEAN OF THE SPIELERS

"FIFTY YEARS IN THE SERVICE, 8AH"

INFANT INCUBATOR
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has added greatly to their efficiency. The former percentage of deaths

alter premature birth was 86, and with the use of the new machines it is 15.

Though a scientific display, the
"
incubator

"
does not dispense with

Midway methods of advertising. It is the home of the renowned that

is, renowned in Exposition circles Charles Alexander Donaldson, the

dean of the outside talkers, an announcer who has served at every expo-

sition since the London Crystal Palace in 1859. His persuasive, tender

solicitation is one of the treats of the street.

BABY QBATA
SMALLEST INFANT EVER BORN WHO LIVED-WEIGHT, AT BIRTH, 2 LBS 9 OZ.

LIFE CONTINUED BY INCUBATOR
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ROLTAIR'S HOUSE UPSIDE DOWN

The highest development of optical illusion is reached in the house

upside down. It would furnish, if anyone cared for finding scientific infor-

mation in such a place, a wonderful study in the physical phenomena

pertaining to optics. The sensory effect that is to be obtained from the

observance of opposite mirrors arranged at an angle of sixty degrees,

and reflashing the image of yourself and of the objects that surround

you, contrasted with the imaginative effect, leads to close question into the

actual value of many of the marvelous mechanical devices that operate in

recent stagecraft. The employment of new principles has not been done

for the very simple reason that in illusions there are no new principles,

but the application of the old principles has never before had so elabo-

rate and artistic a setting. A man of middle age, Henry Roltair, formerly

a student with the magician, Herman the Great, and familiar with the

work of the recent successful illusionists of France, is the designer of the

inverted house. He says that he believes in making the inside of a show

more attractive than the outside, and that the public is becoming more

exacting of amusements, so that he thinks it shrewd business to make

the place that he has so exquisite.

Though the public gets its entertainment from the show and not from

THE HOUSE
UPSIDE
DOWN
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the ballyhoo, the advertising freaks that are used are as striking as any

to be found on the street. The barker in front has a galvanized voice

and a cast iron face, and Ki Yi, a hideously painted nondescript, worthy

of the title of Barnum's " What-is-it?" is freak enough to be a twin.

The two are brothers, one the ballyhoo, the other the barker, and both

as brazen and bold as any pair on the Midway.

After entering and ascending the stairs which seem down and down the

stairs which seem up, the first exclamation is one of wonder, and then

follows the invariable explanation, always amusing, for no man, espe-

cially if a woman is with him, cares to be fooled by even so palpable an

illusion. It is downstairs in what Roltair calls his Palace ot Illusions

that bridegrooms and best fellows get stuck for an explanation. The

spieler outside calls the upstairs "the labrynthine circumvolutions of

mazy wonders," and he says that downstairs "the multiflexuous

anfractuosities
"

to be seen will simply paralyze the imagination. The

illusion certainly might have that effect on anyone whose imagination

required a sledge hammer blow to be affected.

ONE OF THOSE PATIENT WATER BUFFALOS PHILIPPINE VILLAGE
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CLEOPATRA'S TEMPLE

The Midway custom of patent medicine testimonials has its most

ludicrous exposition in front of Cleopatra's temple. That it is intention-

ally so is none the less amusing. A huge board announces "what
celebrated people say about Cleopatra." Below is printed:

"
I have seen a great many sights, but never anything like this."

Susan B. Anthony, sister of Mark Anthony.
"

I saw Lydia E. Pinkham, but she's not in it with Cleopatra."

Dr. Mary Walker.

"I will give a month's treatment free to anyone who can produce her

equal." Dr. Munyon.
"I have met many beautiful women in my practice, but think none

can compare with Cleopatra." Dr. S. V. R. Pierce.

Either the testimonial sheet or the ten-cent admission gets a good

many, and the picture is supposed to be something that, as Sam Weller

would say, "is werry fillin." It has enough pink flesh to be so for

those inclined that way. It was done by Astley Cooper, the painter of

the half nude "Trilby."
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CHIQUITA'S PALACE
WHERE SHE HOLDS COURT AND REIGNS SUPREME, DISPLAYING DIADEMS AND SPARKLIf

GEMS, THE GIFT OF CROWNED HEADS AND OTHER "ROYALTIES"

CHiQUITA
"
Chiquita

"
is Spanish for

"
Little One," and is the name chosen for

Alice Xenda, perhaps the tiniest human being ever seen on earth, cer-

tainly the most perfectly formed midget known to late generations.
Dwarfs are usually foolish little men and women known to the sideshow

world and the realm of the freak. Twisted hacks or abnormal growths
mar their appearance, and their exhibition is often a pity rather than a

reward to curiosity. But Chiquita is not like that. She is a dainty doll,

a living person, seemingly carved by a supreme artist and then endowed

with life. She is so tiny that in traveling three times around the earth

she has never paid a cent of car fare. An attendant goes with her and
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CHIQUITA-THE DOLL LADY

THE TINIEST TOT OF A LADY IN THE WORLD FULLY DEVELOPED
AND A LITTLE BEAUTY

she passes for an infant. She is the only grown person being 31 \vars

old who has repeatedly passed through the Exposition gates without a

ticket or a pass. She is not taller than the average child of a year and

weighs but eighteen pounds, and she rides about in an automobile that

is the smallest vehicle ever made, hardly large enough for a good-sized

doll. She has a fortune, for she has made $100,000 exhibiting herself;

she has beauty and she is popular. What more can she want?
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THE OLD PLANTATION AND ITS BALLYHOO

There are two complete innovations in the exhibition of foreign life

on the Midway, and both are quite essential to a Pan-American K\p<>-

sition, for among all the curious peoples of the Western Hemisphere,
aside from the Indians of the West, which were already more or less

familiar through stage exploitation and printed fancy, these are the

most interesting and offer the best inducements for spectacular present-

ment. They are the picturesque and sunnily ecstatic people of modern

Mexico, and the remnants of the jocular, careless serfs, who in the

South before the war gave slavery the deceptive hue of contented and

oft-times happy dependence. The Streets of Mexico and the Old Planta-

tion are the results of a choice from among the available children of

these luminously transparent localities.

The Old Plantation has that which Mexico lacks, local interest, for school

histories and the novels of a generation have given the American people a

taste for more intimate knowledge of these transplanted blacks, whose

pitiful history is a bitter memory, but whose cheerful life is a passing

THE OLD
PLANTATION
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benediction. It is easy to pick up the colored people of the North and

draught them into the show business, but the darkies of the South do

not take as kindly to the public rouge box. They all love the beat of a

bass drum and the limber-jointed abandon of a cake-walk, but the

Southern negro is a stay-at-home darkey, not so much through dislike

for publicity as through the inherent laziness that will not run the risk

of a nomadic life. And consequently he is a more valuable acquisition

than the somewhat machine-made coon of the variety stage, has more

of the real ginger of genuine enjoyment and gives more correctly a

picture of real Southern life. Negroes of this kind are those that the

Old Plantation has, and it has a lot of them, who go through a half-

hour's desultory program of uttered melody, shakedown and variety

sketch.

It is the exhibit of still life that is of more interest than the hilarious

performances in the rustic theatre. The view from the entrance shows

the vista of a southern cotton field, rich in white blooms and hazy with

mellow air of a summer aiternoon. A monstrous, unwieldy old cotton

THE LOG CABIN IN WHICH ABRAHAM LINCOLN WAS BORN
OLD PLANTATION"
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THREE "CULLUD GEMMEN
LAUGHING BEN AND HIS COMPANIONS IN AGE OLD PLANTATION

press and a half-dozen log cabins, built with real logs and real cement

mortar, are but the introduction to what might be the most hallowed

relic on the Exposition grounds, the log cabin in which Abraham

Lincoln was born, weather beaten, and stanchioned in necessary places

with modern stays. Its presence strongly recalls the predicament that

Mark Twain found in going the rounds of the European cathedrals, each

of which had a piece of the cross that held Christ through the cruci-

fixion. He did not question the authenticity of the relics, for each

plainly bore the announcement that it was a part of the real cross from

Calvary, but Twain said that after a while he wondered a little how
Christ was able to carry all those pieces in one cross through the

streets of Jerusalem that morning. And so the Abraham Lincoln cabin

cannot be questioned, for the sign plainly announces what it is; but the
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TYPICAL SOUTHERN NEGRO LOG CABIN
FROM THE PLANTATION WHERE JEFFERSON DAVIS WAS BORN OLD PLANTATION

wonder is occasioned as to how it was located, when no one is just sure

yet as to exactly which county in Kentucky it was that Lincoln's

father lived in. Beside it is not the cabin in which Jefferson Davis

was born, but one of the cabins from the plantation on which Jefferson

I);ivis was born, for Davis, himself, first lived in a mansion that was

palatial compared to the backwoods hovel of Tom Lincoln.

Further beyond, in a plot of red iron filings, is the home of Laughing

Ben, the oddest negro ever seen. Ben is a prodigious mountain of

merriment. Poke your finger at him and lie laughs, smile at him and he

roars, laugh with him but gently and he doubles up in promiscuous peals

of leviathan amusement that threaten to rupture the swelling black

veins in his healthy neck. He laughs at nothing, at everything, and at

all times, and the best part of the joke is that it is an uncontrollable,

infectious glee that spreads and doubles back upon itself, giving visitors

and Old Ben himself the hugest time for the least cause that is offered

throughout the extent of the hilarious Midway.
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WILD WATER SPORTS BUILDING AND BALLYHOO

There is a pool some ten feet deep and three times as many across,

and hedged in by a high-reaching canvas background of painted woods

and rocky glens, that form an autumn landscape, on the North Midway,

just beyond the bend in the street. It is there that the wild water

sports are given with more or less excitement. The spectacle

of an antlered elk, full grown and handsome in its sleek coat of bro\\n,

on a cliff, twenty feet above the pool, poised there for an instant and

then plunging voluntarily into the shallow water below, is thrilling, and

is followed by the wild boar chase by crimson-coated hunters, who

WILD WATER
SPORTS
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THE DIVING ELK MAKING THE HIGH DIVE

--WILD WATER SPORTS

plunge into the same pond, with the resulting surprise that comes from

the willing dousing.

Before the chase of the boar and the diving of the elk, one of the

Midway's two intelligent horses, Trix, the other being Bonner, the

black, gives an exhibition of her smartness. Trix is a mottled gray in

color, and in physique is as well rounded as a petted and perfectly

formed animal can be kept. She chooses colored handkerchiefs from

the hand <>l her trainer, mounts an ei^hteen-inch pedestal, and con-

cludes by counting the people on the first row of seats and announcing
their number by the seizure of a lettered stick. The trick that is in it,

one of a skilful use of the known proclivity of every animal to obey
the prompting of habit, is not apparent, and the performance seems

very marvelous.
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AROUND THE WORLD NORTH MIDWAY

MIDWAY Molasses, say the flies, is a very deceptive substance. It is attractive

MOLASSES to the sight and to the taste, and the enjoyment of it is lasting until the

time for stopping comes and then the tanglefoot detains. It is an

embarrassing and usually a fatal situation to be placed in, but the fact

that molasses is of that treacherous character does not prevent further

investigation by more flies, and it is a fact which seems anomalous that

the reputation of molasses in fly-world continues to be good and not shady.

On the Midway all that is sweet is not molasses, but a good share of

it is, and the Hies that are stuck seem to mind its application quite as

little as do their prototypes among the insects, for they have two

peculiarities in common; they continually return for a taste of the
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confection and there are no exceptions to the

molasses proclivity in all the species.

The shows that smell of the sugar-cane also have

some of the smut that destroys the usefulness of the

molasses product. They are risque without being

clever, and sometimes vulgar without indecency,and

all of them are as patent in their intentions as the

page testimonial "ads" in a daily newspaper, and

most peculiar of all they are the most popular
shows on the streets, handle larger crowds, take in

more money and conclude the season by declaring

dividends among shrewd investors that far outshine

the financial results of the placing of works of art

on the Midway. Such famous and valuable works

as "The Fall of Babylon
"

or "The Saturnalia"

gains one admission where ''Around the World"

gets a hundred or even

a thousand.

A buxom girl in an

abbreviated gown in the

ballyhoo, a bit of ginger-

bread decoration in the

main hall, a lithograph of

rouged and voluptuous

beauties and a brazen

barker constitute the

stock in trade of the

molasses attractions.

The countrymen that

may be egged in through

curiosity, and the others

who go because it is

cheap, give the Midway
much of its atmosphere of fake. It certainly

improves the interest of the street, for the

Midway would not be what it is without its

double nature, like that of the chameleon,

both transparent and deceptive.

The ballyhoo beauties that proclaim the

presence of dancing girls, in "Around the

JULIETTE GARDINER
THE AMERICAN DANCERAROUND THE WORLD

LOLA COTTON
THE CHILD MIND READER AND MATHEMATICIAN

GYPSY CAMP
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World" serve their time on the little platform in front of the show,

while inside another four go through some improvised steps. The

chief enticement is the artist's model, Isola Hamilton,
"
Beautitul

in form and feature
"

says the announcer, as he dwells on the romantic

history of the girl, who is allied to the British aristocracy. Her

posing has the rudiment of artistic perception, though it frequently loses

the right touch because of no practiced prompter.
" The Girl From Up There

"
is so brief in her performance that it was

thought necessary to precede her exhibition with several music hall bits.

The girl herself becomes the background with a broad cloak she wears

for the flashing of some very fine stereopticon views from richly painted

plates.

The Streets of Nations is a pocket edition of the Streets of Cairo,

whose few dancing girls exhibit the couchee movement for less than is

paid for the long performance in the Oriental Theatre. The latest

molasses show is
" She

"
quite a ludicrous innovation, the simplicity of

whose fake io too good to be given away.

THE BALLYHOO AT THE ENTRANCE TO THE GYPSY CAMP
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ENTRANCE TO THE IDEAL PALACE

In front of a place that is not strikingly palatial, with a very real and

tawdry atmosphere surrounding it, on which is stencilled the words
"

Parisian Art Studio," a spieler, whose bland manners are as smooth as

the silk hat he wears, reels off every half-hour a talk that is known on

the Midway as "bull con." The Exposition closed the place early in

the season, not because it was indecent, but because it was not up to

grade in quality, and the publicity obtained from the incident has been

worth many thousands of dollars to these men who understand the value

of pandering to salacious taste. The spieler calls it a "Parisian Art

Studio," and evidently thinks that anything will do that sounds like Paris,

and probably he is right, for the attendance he draws does not come

from those who know the ateliers, or from those who have heard of them.

He explains that it is not considered immodest in artistic circles for

THE
IDEAL PALACE
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STEORRA
THE FLYING STAR
DREAMLAND

women to pose in the altogether, and adds as his most clinching argu-

ment that
"
the most beautiful woman in America, Maxine Elliott, posed

for the heroic Goddess of Light on the Electric Tower." He continues by

saying that the young women inside were not troubled by the customs

officials on their arrival in this country from France, that they did not

bring extensive wardrobes packed in dress suit cases, that all they had

could have been contained in an envelope, and a dainty envelope at that.

He then says that it is not an entertainment for theological students or

superintendents of Sunday schools, but that all intelligent people will

welcome the opportunity to see real life. Those who are thus appealed

to go in to find a cheap show of ordinary coarse display that hasn't

even the virtue of being skilfully vulgar.

DREAMLAND One of the most peculiar photographs ever taken

was snapped in Dreamland. It mirrors one man from

thirty two angles, taken at the same time, on one plate and by a snap

shot. He faces himself in five of the figures and the whole looks like a

squad of soldiers on parade. It was taken in the maze, the introduction

to the illusionary show that is given later. The suspension of a girl in

mid air, by means of an invisible teeter, is the chief feature.
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ENTRANCE TO
CORA BECKWITH'S
NATATORIUM

CORA BECKWITH A woman with sleek hair as black as jet, with flesh as soft and

pliable as that of a baby, whose form has been but the more deli-

cately molded by its long caress with the water, and which, though a

trifle stout, is yet in its full strength of a superb womanhood, her hands

and feet prettily turned, and her shoulder and torso muscles as finely

developed and as brawny as those of the most expert boxer, and whose

eyes proclaim the delight she takes in physical exercise, spends nine

hours daily in a shallow tank filled with four feet of water, and floats

there as serenely as a lily on a pond. It is difficult to appreciate the

marvels that Cora lieckwith exhibits. How anyone can spend one-third

of the time in tepid water and stay tor two and three minutes beneath it,

and with it all be as healthy as an athlete, is not comprehended as

quickly as are the Hindoo tricks of some fakir. She has lived in water

for forty days, twelve hours out of each twenty-four, and though she

does not do as much on the Midway, the results she accomplishes make

the recital of that history believable.
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THE CHINESE DWARF IN THE BALLYHOO AT THE CARDIFF GIANT ENTRANCE

When David Hannum, the farmer of Western New York who, in com- THE CARDIFF
mon with all great men, little suspected the fame that was coming to him, GIANT
or that his fictional biography would reach the half-million mark in sales

when done into the form of a novel called
" David Harum," listened to a

proposal to bury the Cardiff giant on his farm and later dig it up for a

real find, his shrewd calculation saw the money in it and he consented to

put the great lump of Iowa gypsum, corroded with Chicago acid, under

earth for a few years. When it was dug up it created as much of a sen-

sation as did the Siamese twins or Barnum's " What Is It? ". It had its

day with the public, and it grew so popular that almost every county

fair had its own Cardiff giant. Meanwhile the real original fake was

laid away in a barn in Connecticut, and there it stayed until this year,

when it was resuscitated and brought to Buffalo. Here it is as proof

that what the great American showman said about the humbug-loving

people still has its big grain of truth.

"A sight of everything
"

is what the Panopticon promises. It tries to MOORISH
do this by picking out Shakespeare and Uncle Tom, Mozart and Dickens, PALACE AND
General Lawton and a group of drinking Spaniards, Leo XIII and a PANOPTICON
ridiculous old maid, reproducing their supposed appearance in dummy
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wax and dressing them in appropriate garments, while a placard helps

you to make no mistake in choosing Lawton for Dickens or Mozart for

the old maid. The value of the place is in the correct idea that may be

gained of the costuming of former periods, and in a very incomplete way
of the physical appearance of great men. There is an elaborate attempt
to picture the leading scenes in the life of Christ by means of plastic

figures and paper mache scenery.

THE EDUCATED HORSE, BONNER

BONNER A horse worthy of the name of Bonner walks daily without guidance

through a great red horseshoe and becomes his own ballyhoo. He is a

beautiful creature, plain black with a wide band of white fastened

around his middle, and he carries his head as proudly as a West Point

cadet. No rein or whip or harness, other than the tugs that are neces-

sary to draw the small cart he sometimes pulls about, ever hamper him, and

he proves worthy of the trust that is shown, for he appears as intelligent

as any ordinary driver that could be found. Bonner's arithmetical calcu-

lations are the best ever accomplished by an animal. He can add a

column of eight figures with three numbers in each row, and the result

he gives is never askew unless the trainer on the stage happens to make

a mistake. In that case he tries again. The training of an animal is a

laborious and an infinitely patient operation, one that deserves the

admiration that this performance gets.
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SOME OF THE BIRDS "OSTRICH FARM

The Ostrich Farm may be set down as one of the instructive shows, THE
for it makes no effort to be amusing; yet, in spite of its good intentions, OSTRICH
the sight of the ungainly birds, all legs and neck, their hams bare and FARM
their huge wings flapping in the wind, is ludicrous. Their meaningless

method of running about the inclosure built for them in response to the

coaxing of a brindled horse and his boy rider partially explains why
the ostrich covers his head in the sand of the desert to hide from his

enemies. There are two dozen fully grown ostriches in the quarter-acre

farm, and outside the public gets a free view of two youngsters, twice

the size of a full-grown hen.

It might be a greater sensation to drop from the top of the electric THE

tower than it is to shoot down the inclined spill of the scenic railway, SCENIC
but it would not be as safe and it would be far from as pleasurable. RAILWAY
That drop, the safe one, down to earth from a height near the skies is

very much like a countryman's first trip on a swift elevator. Its a very

personal feeling. Your heart drops to your boots, your boots rise to

the pit of your stomach, your breath and your hat fly off together, and

you grab the first object that is presented; it may be a girl or it may be

a stanchion, and when you reach the bottom you're laughing hysteric-

ally and shouting in uncontrollable glee.

The quality of the sensation depends very much on the girl who is
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with you. There are several dark tunnels, where the unrivaled splendor of

the electric display outside might just as well be in Hindostan, for it has

no effect on a wall of pine boards and three thicknesses of tarred paper.

There is but one objection. Unless you've made the trip often and

are familiar with it, light will flash from a little oblong hole in the side

of the dark caverns, showing some scene from Siberia or New Jersey

that is wholly uninteresting and quite impertinent to the affairs in

hand.

THE A gigantic teeter, the Aeriocycle, takes you an elevation of two hundred

AERIOCYCLE and thirty-five feet and there suspends you in mid-air for ten minutes,

where, if you are not nervous, you will get by a night ascent the most

comprehensive view obtainable of the illumination of the Exposition and

of the city. Next door, in the moon, there is a search light, the smaller

brother ot the great light in the Electric Tower. It is a monstrous,

unweildy shell of steel, a gnomish thing with a Cyclopean eye; a con-

cave mirror its retina, a blinding, burning steady gleam of carbon its

optic nerve and slashed bars of glass its iris. Under its light the crowd

stands out like big splashes of ink on white paper. Around the ballyhoos

it clusters in massive, gobby splotches, like huge, irregular bunches of

malaga grapes, and occasionally it reaches past the Midway's entrance

to the plaza, where the antiques are almost as thick as

the people, and hovers about one, a Venus or a Her-

cules, bathing it in a frozen halo that sets it out in

opulent, low relief, paler than ivory. Then it dashes

its erratic fire up and down the Midway in a seeming

glee that is impish and gigantic.

The illuminated Exposition below is as though the

buildings had been poured in some vast alembic and had

come out in a setting of fluid fire. The city beyond is

like a mighty scarabseus, its hundred legs dipped in phos-

phorous, sprawling there in the pale, misty moonlight, a

palpitant glowing thing, half apologetic in its scrimpy

niggardliness, mean and poor with that transcendent

burst of brilliance on its outskirts. Away off down ti>\\n

thrrr is a spiral of light, Hashing intermittent signals, a

single ^leam of intelligence in all that vast expanse of

den>e, black ignorance.

Then from directly below floats some careless laugh-

ter, and you reali/e that the panorama is fading a\\a\,

that your bird's eye has lost its cunning, for the great

wheel is descending and the voice of the spieler is

again in the land.

A MEMBER FROM THE OSTRICH FARM
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THE ZANCIGS

WONDERFUL MIND READERS

A young man with a huge pair of lungs and a monstrous piece of

glass on the end of a blowpipe is the ballyhoo for the Glass Factory.

The display of the manufacture of glass is made by the National Glass

Company, the trust that controls the output of the commodity, and it

is complete. The furnaces and blowers are shown at work, and there

are three foreign glass workers who design elaborate patterns. The

delicate uses of glass which accomplish the making of dresses and of

neck'ties for country visitors open the door to a study of a fascinating

industry.

The thought transference of the Zanzigs is remarkable mental tele-

pathy. The booth is on the South Midway. To the north is the Gypsy

Camp with another set of fortune tellers, and with the added attraction

of a tarentella dancer. Lolla Cotton, the Infant Mind Reader, is also

there. The Golden Chariots are an elaborate extension of the merry-

go-round of the county fair, and Lubin's Cineometograph is a continuous

performance of moving pictures.

THE GLASS
FACTORY AND

OTHER SHOWS
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SNAP SHOTS ON THE MIDWAY

THE Men follow expositions as a business. The running of these mam-

CONCESSIONER moth shows has almost become one of the professions. In the principal

departments the line of advance is as surely marked, and the progress of

an able man as certain, as it is in any of the experienced walks of life.

Expositions now come so otten that a man may find almost continuous

employment with them, and there is about the same fascination about

it that there is about theatrical enterprises. The publicity attained

has a glamour in it, and spectacular success finds sure reward in some

more substantial employment. And there is also the lottery of it. No
one can tell just what an exposition will do; no one knows how far a

man may reach if he has the cunning or the luck to strike the right gait.

The business men of the Midway are frequently of consequential

origin, and are regarded as quite an estimable factor in the affairs of the

exposition proper. During the opening months of the Pan-American it

was a case of the tail wagging the dog, for the Midway jumped to

the fore in the matter of prominence in the minds of the

public. This resulted mostly from shrewd advertising, but was not

entirely without its merit, for the street possesses the most varied and

extensive list of amusement devices ever offered at one time to any

public. It is as a show that an exposition chiefly appeals to the masses,

and as the Midway is its show end it is not to be wondered at that it

should strike the popular fancy. The Midway Day, managed by the

Midway men and filled with their specialties, and, more than all else,

advertised by their methods, brought the largest attendance that the

Exposition had throughout its first half.

The Midway concessioner is an ingenious and a shrewd man, and in

several cases he is extraordinarily resourceful. Like all showmen he

is fond of big type and superlative adjectives, and loves the roll of the

"aire
"

with which he usually announces his interest in a concession.

He is a "concessionaire," a sonorous something that is very much

more important than a plain showman.

Among the concessioners there are several men who have distinct

claims to other consideration. There is the professional designer of

Midway attractions, such as Frederic Thompson or Edward J. Austen.

There is the illusionist, such as Henry Roltair, and there is the man \\lio

has made his reputation along other lines and who brings to the Mid\v;iy a

wealth of experience and a valuable personality. Such a man is Frank

Bostock, the owner of the animal show. The director of amusements,

such as Frederic Cummins of the Indian Congress, is a necessary part of

the layout, and the capitalist certainly is. Most of the Midway's capital,

which amounts to more than a million dollars, is subscribed by Buffalo

business men, but some comes from the concessioners themselves.

The most monied man on the Midway is Skip Dundy, who started at



MIGHTY MEN OF THE MIDWAY GENTLEMEN SHOWMEN WHO AMUSE
AND INSTRUCT MULTIUDES

FREDERICK THOMPSON
\NVENTOR OF THE AERIOCYCLE, INVENTOR AND MANAGER OF THE SHIP LUNA
AND THE TRIP TO THE MOON. ARCHITECT OF THE FOLLOWING MIDWAY
BUILDINGS: DARKNESS AND DAWN, MOORISH PALACE, GLASS WORKS,
STREETS OF MEXICO, OLD PLANTATION, AROUND THE WORLD, WAR

CYCLORAMA, CLEOPATRA, BEAUTIFUL ORIENT, HAWAIIAN THEATRE
AND VOLCANO, HOUSE UPSIDE DOWN, DREAMLAND, GYPSY

CAMP, PHILIPPINE VILLAGE, JOHNSTOWN FLOOD, BABY

INCUBATORS, WILD ANIMAL ARENA, VENICE IN AMERICA,

CHIQUITA, ESAU, JERUSALEMTHE CRUCIFIXION,
WITH PABST'S AND LOWNEY'S THROWN IN



SNAP SHOTS O N THE MIDWAY

Nashville, cleared a good deal at Omaha, and came to Buffalo with enough
to equip a half dozen shows. It is his money, mostly, that built A Trip

to the Moon and Darkness and Dawn, and he entirely owns The Old

Plantation, the Ariocycle, the horse Bonner and The Fall of Babylon,

besides additional interests in several other places. E. W. McConnell is

the general manager of eight of the largest and most expensive attrac-

tions, known as the Red Star Route. The history of H. F. McGarvie

is an unusual one. He was the director general of a San

Francisco exposition held seven years ago, and at Omaha was the

director of publicity through the concluding months of the fair. He

came to Buffalo to take charge of the Bureau of Publicity, but fell out

with the management, and in a moment of inspiration conceived the

scheme of The Streets of Mexico.

Most of these men began small at other expositions and have now
become influential. Frederic Thompson was an employee at the World's

Fair in Chicago; in Buffalo he has designed all but five of the Midway
shows and is one of the chief men. There is the concessioner of small

bits, who waits until the last half of the show, when he knows the

crowd is coming, and who then rents some jagged piece from a big con-

cession, costing perhaps thousands of dollars, puts on a show costing a

few hundred, and takes out more money at the end of the season than is

earned by his neighbor. Such a case is that of Rhodes and Milligan,

spielers for the Indian Congress, who rented a small space in front ol

the Spectatorium of Jerusalem, spent $300 on scantling and bunting for

the decoration of a booth for the exhibit of
"
She," charged ten cents

for a sight of her, and took in more money than did the Spectatorium,

whose cost was $30,000, and whose front is twenty times that of " She."

These are the little men of the Midway. In time they may be as mighty

as the big ones.



MIGHTY MEN OF THE MIDWAY GENTLEMEN SHOWMEN WHO AMUSE
AND INSTRUCT MULTITUDES

E. S. DUNDY
"THE POWER BEHIND THE THRONE"

PROPRIETOR AND MANAGER OF THE OLD PLANTATION AND "TREASURER " OF
MANY MIDWAY SHOWS
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DOC WADDELL
THE PRE-EMINENT PRESS AGENT OF THE MIDWAY,

OF WIDE EXPERIENCE AND FERTILE RESOURCE
INDIAN CONGRESS

THE The Midway would be no Midway without the press agent. He is

PRESS AGENT peculiar to the show business, and the very best that that most ardent

foster parent of genius has produced are drafted by the Midway places.

A press agent must have, first of all, personal qualities, for he meets

and entertains all the newspaper men that come. Newspapers are

the life of the Midway. Without them the street would be barren indeed,

and the men who write for them are the most difficult of all men to

please. They are the press agent's prey, and he knows more than to

stalk them with a blunderbuss. His tact and resource must be inlinite.

He must have affability and patience. More than all else, he must have

imagination, for something sensational must be forthcoming every day,

whether that something really happens or not. And he must have dis-

cretion, for newspaper men, though gullible on occasion, do not accept

(\rrything for its pretension. They usually know a hawk from a

handsaw. If he has a little literary ability so much the better, for In-

then can make readable matter for outside papers; but that really is

not of great importance, for it is more difficult to get space in a ne\vs-
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SNAP SHOTS ON THE MIDWA

paper than it is to find something with which to fill it. Two qualities

put Doc Waddell among the first of the Midway press agents. He is per-

sonally agreeable and he has imagination. His is not the mechanical

politeness that may be found in most of the pleaders for favor, but is

of a very personal kind, one that makes a friend of a man for keeps.

He has a fertile imagination. An idea is an extraordinarily valuable

thing in newspaperdom, and Doc Waddell is never at a loss for one.

The only first name h'e has is "Doc." He came by it when traveling

with a one-ring circus in Indiana, when he mixed a salve that would

cure snake bites.

A BOISTROUS A confetti night finds the Midway in its most boistrous disposition.

NIGHT ON Such a night comes rarely, only when the crowd is large and warmed

THE MIDWAY into a gala spirit by the festival happenings of the day. Then the

barriers of reserve are down and a common cause of rollicking mischief

prompts promiscuous fun. American confetti is not like the Italian kind.

It is made of paper, multicolored and chopped into fine, square bits,

while the other is of flour and powdered sugar. Staid Americans, having
little of the abandon of the South where the Mardi Gras holds high revel,

nor with the ecstatic effervescense of the mirth makers on Neapolitan

carnival nights, find paper plenty dangerous enough for play, and are not

willing to sacrifice clothes and comfort for the more hilarious throwing
of sticky confections. The paper breeds mischief enough though, for

some are unable to enter into the license that the larger part enjoy, and

the temper that they show does not spoil the fun, but merely increases it.

The romping begins early, shortly after the unrivaled splendor of the

Exposition beyond has broken into the night to keep company with the

already illumined Midway, and while the shadows of some glorious

sunset are being obscured by myriad incandescents. You can stand half

way down the north Midway and get the full brunt of the flowing tide of

light-hearted gaiety. It sweeps past in a resistless, onward flood of

blithesome frolic, careless of manners and observant of few decorous

laws. Some girl, perfumed and daintily dressed, is peppered from two

sides with handfuls of the billowy stuff, and the folds of her dress are

filled with little hillocks of downy paper. She coughs and gets some in

her mouth, flushes, grows angry a bit, then finds her escort smiling and

twenty others loudly laughing, finally concludes to enjoy the joke, too,

puts a quarter into the hands of the nearest Dago for a supply of the

hilarity, and goes off down the street doing to others as she was done by.

Thousands break their compunction in the same way, and by the time the

lights of the Exposition are out there is the buoyancy of irresistible

laughter throughout the street, sweeping into the lobbies of the spec-

tacular shows and entering the dance halls, where its accelerated mirth
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PAN-AM. EXPO. AT BUFFALO
finds wildest expression in uncontrollable shuttlecock and battledore.

Grown men forget their dignity, and portly ladies lose their air of aplomb.

Boys pelt everybody with the sifty confetti and carry the sport so tar

that the steam engendered cannot find a let until long after the time

when the police are anxious for the din to cease, and when even the

restaurants are waiting for a chance to close.

After midnight, when the crowd thins out, the shouts of laughter are

isolated but more pronounced. They burst out in loud peals of tipsy

merriment, and the occasional rush of some closely clinging petticoat

toward the western gate tells of memories suddenly awakened to find

that the new day is Sunday. You brush the confetti from the available

portions of your clothes, though the last of it will be emptied from

your pockets weeks afterward, and straighten up to find that merely the

scattered arc lights are there to pilot you out. From behind the impas-
sive sphinx of the Orient come the rising strains of the Marseillaise,

rolling from the loosened throats of some Algerian French, and beyond,
the night sounds of the crickets give a setting of disturbing comment to

the last remnant of the great day. The Electric Tower, lit for the

street sweepers long after midnight a prodigal waste of brilliance,

like the low tavern revels of Edmund Kean and Brutus Booth, when

genius was squandered as desert air stands there rebukingly strong

and majestic in the moist moonlight, rising in proud dominance over the

nearly expired Midway below, an etching of fire on a background of

stars and black night. In passing it you leave the Midway with its fulsome

noise and its babel of tongues, with its folly and its splendor, its riot

and its extravagance, and creep silently home to bed.
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AN-AM. EXPO. AT BUFFALO

Terms.

BALLYHOO. The outside performance used on the street to attract

attention to the show; supposed to be a sketch of what is given inside,

but frequently it has no relevancy to anything but promiscuous and

conscienceless advertising.

BARKER. A street shouter whose verbal din calls attention to the

show. He is not to be confounded with the spieler.

SPIELER. The man in front who secures the attention of the paasers-by

to what there is inside. He uses the ballyhoo as an object lesson. He

is discerning, observant, witty, quick, a fluent talker, leathern-lunged

and high-salaried.

MIDWAY SOBRIQUETS. Lane of Laughter, Rue de Folie, Street of

Song, Mile of Mirth, the Whirlpool.

FLYING THE GOOSE. A newspaper term for seeing the Midway all

or nearly all of the shows; also called
"
Doing the street

"
and "Shoot-

ing the Rapids."
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